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CllAPTEll I 

INTRODUCTION 

J.. Appointment of the Committee. 

1.1 The Salt Experts' Committee was constituted by the' Government of 
India in Resolution No. Salt 18(l)I&SJ48, dated the 15th April 1948, with 
the following personnel : 

Sri P. A. Narielwala 
IJr. K. L. :Mourlgill 

• Tat& Industries Ltd. • • Chairma" . 
Director of Research, Travancore (now Depu- Member 

ty Director, Indian Standards Institution, 
Delhi). 

~ri lf. D. Mithal • Director, lrrig&tion, Central \Vater-power, Mrm.bno 
Irrigation and Navigation Commission, 
New D ... lhi (now Chief Engineer, Irrigation, 
Rajasthan). 

'Shri Shiv Charan Das Salt Controller, Goveriunent of lndi~~o (si~ce Memoer 
retiM, Coll~tor of Central Excise). 

fir. B. Shah Assistant Development· Officer, Directorate Secretary. 
G~neral of Industries and Supplie& (now 
Assistant Salt Controller). 

2. TerUls of Reference. 

2.1 'Iba Committee was set up in order to advise Government on the 
.measures necessary to- place the Salt Industry in India on a sound footing
~'he terms of reference were: 

{i) to examine the existing methods of salt production in Government; 
and private-owned salt w·orks, and to make ·recommendations aa 
to what steps should be taken to increase production, to im· 
prove quality and 'l'Muce costs; w}lere possible to give an esti·· 
mate of the costs involved in increasing production and improv· 
ing quality; 

(ii) to indicate the areas in \thich new salt works may be established 
with advantage and the technical standards which should be 
prescribed for these works; 

(iii) to examine and report on the best method of enforcing minimum: 
standards of quality of salt offered for sale and methods to preven\ 
wasteful production of salt- below ~uch quality; 
.. . -

(iv) to report on the necessity andfor usefulness of model £8.ctories to 
guide production and to give concrete proposals for their ef>tab...
lishment; 

(v) 

~vi) 

to report on the character and extent of the technical assistance 
and supet·vision which must be provided to private salt works to 
enable them to increase. the quantity and improve the quality d 
production. Should Government itself maintain a permanen\ 
technical staff for this purpose; if so, what should be the qu~li
fications and experience of such staff; 

to repnrt ""' the desirability and possibility of esta.blishing whether. 
under state control or otherwise, modern installations for th9 
product!on of salt otherwise than by solar evaporation, particu
U.dy for tha manufacture of high quality edible salt, salt for .. ia
dnstrial me and b~-products of ~";alt. For this purpose an' assess
ment. should be made of: the industrial requirementlt of &alt anct, 
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t~e proportion o~ such requirements which the consuming indus
tries can econormcally buy from outside sources. 

2.2 .Apart fl?m _these terms of reference, the Committee were consultecl 
hom time to trme ~y the Salt .Controller, Government of India, on various 
matters connected with sa.lt and 1ts bJ-products. These points were separately 
!lttended to ~y the Comm1ttee and the more important ones have been. 
mcorporated. m the report. 

3; Previous EnqUiries. 

3.1 In 19~6, th~ Taxation Enquiry Committee of the Government of India re
ported that if India could be made self-su~cient in salt by the grantino of a. 
purely temporar! advantage to the local manufacturers, it would be a. o desir
~ble e~d to ach1eve and th~y recommended that an enquiry should he made: 
mto this matter by the Tariff Board. The recommendation was examined bv 
the . Central Board of ~evenue w~o, however, came to the extraordinary co~
clusiOn that, on the ev1de~ce ~vailable, a· reasonable probability that India 
could be made self-supportmg m salt could not be regarded as established. 

3.~ About ·the same time, i.e., in 1926, almost simultaneous efforts were· 
!Pade bo~h in Kathiawad and Karachi to set up salt works in order to produce 
good white salt that_ would be acceptable to· -the Bengal market which then 
entirely depended upon foreign sources. When the shipments of salt from 
Kathiawad and Karachi began to be accepted in Calcutta, the importers of 
foreign salt made a determined bid to thwart the existence of the new salt 
factories by cutting down prices to an unremunerative level. The 
Indian factories had to struggle for their existence and when they found it; 
impossible to continue to manufacture salt against this onslaught they appealed! 
to the Government of India for profection. In 1929, Government referred the 
case for protection to the Tariff Board who, after a detailed enquiry,. recom
mended that Tariff protection should be granted to the Indian Industry. The 
Board also expressed their conviction that fine, white crushed salt of the 
purity demanded by Bengal could be produced in India in sufficient quantities. 
and at a reasonable price. They, therefore, recommended that the Government 
of India should undertake a thorough enquiry into the potentialities of the 
various salt sources in India, particularly with a view to determining how soon. 
the country could be m~de independent of foreign imports. 

3.3 The recommendation of the Tariff Board led to the appointment of the-: 
Salt Survey Committee in 1930, with Sir Chunilal V. Mehta as Chairman .. 
Tliis Committee confined its enquiry to the salt works of Bombay, Sind, 
Ka.thiawad and Rajputana only. It came to the conclusion that India ha<i 
all the facilities for manufacturing salt of first class quality and becoming· 
self-sufficient within a reasonable period of time, provided adequate assistance
and protection were granted to the industry. , Government of India thereupon 
accepted the recommendations of the Tariff Board and levied a protective duty 
of Rs. 7-10-6 per ton (Re. 0-4-6 per maund) on imports of all foreign salt. 
During the period of protection, private enterprise in India made a notable 
effort to increase the salt production in the country, particularly in Kathiawad· 
and Kutch, where new salt works were established, helping considerably to. 
r,educe the imports of foreign salt. 

p,A, Since 1930, except for departmental surveys and local investigations ilt 
Bengal and Orissa. no exhaustive enquiry has been helcl on the d~~e:l~pl?Pn~ 
and growth of the Indian Salt Industry as a whole or of the causes wbiCn nav~ 
hitherto prevented the country f~om becoming completely self-sufficient. 

. 3.ls In: .l946: _Shri Shiv Charan D'as was appointed S'alt Adviser; Governmet:t of 
.India., and after visiting the· important salt works in tha country he subm1tte·l 

· a report to the Central Board of Revenue, suggesting ways and means for the: 
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expansion and the control of the salt industry. Very soon after Indio. achieved1 
independence, shortage of salt. was noticed in variQu~ parts of .the c~untry •. 
Government set up an Inter-Departmental Committee under the chairman
ship of Mr. H. M. Patel, then the Cabinet Secretary, to report on the 
measures necessary to ov.ercome this shortage, and to. re~om~en~ steps for 
securina a higher productiOn and a better method of d1stnbut10n m order t·O 
eliminate as far as possible the periodic complaints of shortage. This <?om
mittee submitted, within two months, a report to Government conta1ning: 
several short term proposals to overcome the shortage of salt. It also came< 
to the conclusion that the Indian salt industry needed a closer examination 
of its pJ"oduction and quality, and recommended the setting up of an Experts,_ 
Committee to go into these questions more thoroughly and in all its aspects •. 
The Government of India accepted the recommendation of the Patel Committee~ 
which led to the appointment of our Committee. 
4. Enquiry of the Salt Experts' Committee. 

4.1 Our committee started work soon after its formation and we visited:' 
25 important salt producing areas in the country, viz., the Marine Salt Works, 
on the sea board of India, the Inland Salt 'works · m Raja.;than and other areas,_ 
and the Hock l:5alt 1\lines in Mandi. The places visited by the Co"mmittee nre-
uoted below: · 

Place 

Aatrang • 
Adira.mpatnam 
Contai 
Covelong , 
Cape Comorin 
Ennore • 
Gokurkuda , 
Hwna 
Jamnaga.r , 
Kandla. 
Lavan pur 
lllithapur 
Naupa.da. 
Porba.ndar , 
Suma.di 
Surla 
Tuticorin 
Vodra.nya.m 
Vela.n 
Didwana. 
Kha.raghoda 
Kuda 
Pachba.dra 
Sambha.r 
Ma.ndi .. 

State 

, Orissa • 
• Madras 
, West Bengal • 
, Madras • 
, Tra.vancore 
, Madras • 
, Orissa 

• sau':ashtr~ 
Kutch • 

• Saurt~-~tra 
, Kathiawad 
, Madras . 
• Saurashtra 
, Orissa .. . 
• Madras • 
•.. ' ' . 
, Kathiawad 
• Rajasthan 
• Boml;>ay 
• Saurashtra 
• Rajasthan .. . 
• Himachal Pradesh • 

Character of the woi:ks. 

Marine 

" .. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" .. 
,, 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
i~land 
" •• 
" .. 
Mines 

4.2 The visits of the Committee to the different producing centres had to
depend upon the season and were arranged during the fair weather so as to. 
coincide with their period of manufacturing operations. The labours of the. 
tJommittee have in consequence taken a somewhat longer time than was. 
original~y ~nticipated. In view, however, of the urgency of increasing the· 
productwn m the country as quickly as possible, the Committee submitted. two-.· 
Interim Reports to the Government of India, the first in June 1948 and the· 
second in January, 1949, to enable Government to adopt immediate' remediai 
measu.res where necessary. The recommendations made in these reports have· 
~een mcorporated in this report and the interim reports are not reproduced: 
In the present text. · ' 

4+ In ?rd~r ~to co~lect:f~ll and up~to-date i~for~ation on the. salt industry: 
the c.ommittee Issued a detai!e~. questionnaire (Appendix A) to all the .salt 
factone~, the State Governments and Associations" o£ salt manufacturers·: 
A considerable amount of useful information has been gathered which shows-
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that whils~ the ~alt J?roduction iu the country has increased considerablv since 
1931, th" mdustry· W.lth' a fe~ fortunate exceptions is backward in I!HiD~- rea: 
pects, ~ven to the pomt of bemg characterised as primitive. The Committee is 
constrame~ to observe t~at the poor quality of Indian salt is to some extent due 
to the pohcy followed Ill the past by the Government of India. Until the 
4idvent of the National Go~·ernllli:lnt, the salt industry was looked upon solely as 
a source of revenue. Strmgent rules were devised to collect the· revenue as 
effec~ively as possible, without· any :egard or consideration being paid to the 
quahty of the salt produced. Even' m Government. salt works sufficient atten-. 
tion was n?t paid· to improvements in the_ met~od of manufacture. Such pro
gress and Improvement as have· been nohc~d m Governnient salt works or in 
priva~e fac~ories have ?een due t~ the zeal of individuals, despite the fact 
that mcentrve was lackmg. If a little more attention, properly directed, had 
been given to these improvements, the Indian industry would have been in a 
better state, producing not only a superior quality of salt but .enough quantity to 
make India self-sufficient and perhaps exporting sa!t instead of importing it as 
1\t pr~sent. \Ve are glad to note that in recent month~ the policy has undergone 
'.l radiCal chan~e and ~overn~e~t ~re now regulating the imports by integrating 
them to the productiOn w1thm the country thus preventing indiscriminate 
imports of large quantities which .would otherwise have detrimental repercussions 
on the indigenous production. 

4..4. We cannot emphasise too strongly the importance vf aehievin" self
sufficiency in the supply of· such an important commodity as salt. It would 
have been possible for undivided India to attain it almost imm6!diately by an' 
expanded programme of production· at all the existing works. ·By the parti
tioning of the country- in.l947 most of the valuable and extensive rock salt 
deposits in the Punjab and the marine salt works in S!i)(l have gone to 
Pakistan. Nonetheless) India still possesses a number . of .large works and, 
after our visits to them, .we believe that large· potentialities exist ·at all of them 
for an immediate arid apprec·iable increase in production. To bring about 
this increase we had recommended in ,June 19-18 'as an interim measure, the 
issue of a directive bv Government to all the snlt works in the countr:v. 
whether Government or privately-owned, urging them to increa;e 
their production, in the e"nsuing manufacturing season, by at least 10 per cent 
11.bove the maximum production reached during the three years ending 31st 
~larch 1948 .. \Ve were confident that even without any special effort or exten
sion of the existing works, an increase in production· could he achientl to 
this extent. \Ve are glad to record that this recommendation was immediately 
accepted and acted. upon by• Government with the result that the production 
for the year ending 31st :March 19-19 'bas shown a substantial increase. 

4.4.1 'l'he. production of salt in the India of toda,v (i.e. after the partition: 
of the country) has increased from 12,65,000 tons (3,44,00,000 mds.) in 1930 
to 18,85,000 tons (5,13,10,000 mds.) in 1947; an increase of nearly 50 per cnnt. 
This increase has taken place principally in Kathiawad, Kutch, l\Iadras, Sam
bhar an:l T1·ayancore. In Kathiawad and Kutch, the expansion has been pheno
menal; from a. bare 14,700 tons (4,00,000 mds.) it has increased to 3,17,000 
tons (86,29,000 mds.). In l\Iadras production has risen from 3,64,000 tons 
(99,08,000 mds.) to 6,35,000 tons (1,72,85,000 mds.). · Sambhar has shown an 
increase from 2,09,000 tons (57,00,000 mds.) to 3,67,000 tons (1,00,00,000 md~.). 
Tra.vancore, where there was hardly any production in 1930, now contributes 
60,000 tons (16,33,000 mds.) annually. · Even ~ith _this increase, the _produc
tion has not yet caught up with the consumption m the country whiCh als(} 
continues to iucrease from year to year and which at present is over 22.50,000 
tons (6,12,45,000 mds.) thus showing a shortage of 3,65,000. to~s (99,3.1.000 
mds.). This gap _l1as t<- be met by import of _foreign..:_salt .which ts regr~ttable 
tmd which should be stopped as early as possible. .Smce the consumphon of 
snlt· in th~ country is likely to increase ,progressively ,with the increasing 



population and the growing inJustrial and agricuitural Jemands merely tilling. 
up this gap wou!d not be sufficient. 
5. Report. 

5.1 In the preparation of this report we have kept in view the fact thatr 
the present state of the salt. industry in India requires a comprehens:ve discus
siou of the techniqal aspects of the industry in simple language in order to giv& 
information of the conditions that prevail in different parts of India and tc 
suggest methods within the reach of the manufacturers by which the quality 
and yield of salt can be improved. 'l.'he report has of necessity become long 
anLl coutains repetitions at places which have been advisedly allowed to remain 
because we feel that the reader should be in the possession of a complete and 
ear;ily understandable account of each aspect of the industry. The rt>port starts 
with a. general discussioq of the technique of salt manufacture followed by a 
detailerl account of the conditions that prevail in the chief producing regions of 
India. We have attempted to give an estimate of the potentialities of pro· 
duction at the various centres and now best they could be utilise-d. vVe hav~ 
also dealt with the costs of production and the. selling prices ":ith suggestion~; 
for reducing the cost and improving the quality. · \Ve have further indicated the 
manner in which the Salt Department of the · Government of India should 
function and the help it would render the indush:Y particularly in areas wher& 
it is urgently needed, by establishing model factorie~ and research stations., 
\'\"" e hnve discussed also the need for laying down proper standards of quality for· 
edible Ralt and the stages by which these standards could be reachecl and 
enfo1·ced... !\. snmmary of our recom:Q.l.endations is given at the end of. each> 
chapte.r, 

5.2 Considerable confusion arises in Indian literature on salt because
figures of production are expressed sometimes in tons and at others in 
maunds. While the figures in tons are importnnt from the point of view of 
international trade, the practice in India has been to give them in maunds,. 
cltieflv because the maund was the' unit on which the dntv on snit was collected. 
We have, therefore, adopted the practice of giving the · figures in tons nncf 
their equivalents in maunds, within brackets, using the conversion 
factor 1 ton= 27 ·22 mds. and rounding off to the appropriate significant digit 
in converting from one unit to the other. In expressing the results of unalyses
of sampkB of common salt, brine~;,, etc., we have adopted ·1;he practice of giving: 
figtii'Pf! on a dry basis so that the data may be direct1y compnrable. 
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CHAPTER II 

OCCURRENCE, PRODUCTION AND USES OF) SALT-

1. Occurrence. 

1.1 Common salt or Sodium Chloride is an inorganic substance which ia 
\'ery widely distributed on ~his earth. It is found in varying concentrations in 
all rocks and clays in ~he earth's crust~ in all animal and vegetable life; in 
all waters in rivers, springs, lakes and the sea. In rich concentrations it 
occurs in sea water, in inland saline lakes and in saliferous earths; and in the 
massive form as rock salt. 

1.2 The main source of common salt is the sea.. The continuous cycle of 
evaporation of water from the sea leading to rainfall on the land continents and 
its return to the sea, laden with the dissolved salt, extracted from the earth, 
has built up the salinity of the sea. · The total".quantity of all ·salts present in 
the sea is computed to be sufficient to cover the entire sea bottom of 131 million 
squ&re miles to a thickness of 196 feet of which 155 feet would be sodium 
chloride or common salt alone. Sea water is an inexhaustible source of common 
salt and its analyses from widely separated seas, as shown in Table I, will 
indicate that the composition of the dissolved salts is fairly constant. 

TABLE I-ANALYSES OJ' SBA WATEB PROM DIJ'J'EBENT SOUBCES, 

Suez Atlantic Gulf of 'Contai Madras Bombay 
Canal Ocean Mexioo Coast Coast Coast 

(Bengal) 

•.·' (Percent on dry basis) 

Calcium carbonate . • 0·02 0•30 0•11 0·36 0·10 

Calcium sulphate 3·57 4·31 4·08 3·65 4·06 3·05 

Sodium chloride] 79·25 78·00 78•2 } (78·0 
80·02 81·50 

l2·U Potassium chloride • 1·22 2·01 2·01 

l\Iagnesium sulphate 6·44 6·01 5·76 6·90 5·64 J·5 
J\Iagn:Sium chloride 9·29 9·15 9·64 8·82 8·77 9·1 .. 
Magnesium bromide 0·14 0·22 0•20 } {0·08 0·25 9·30 
Rest • • • 0.07 0·03 

--100·00 100·oo- 100·00 100·00 100·00 100·00 

1.2.1 Along the sea shore, where sh&llow depressions occur, sea. water 
comes in intermittently at high ~ides and gets evaporated leading to the forma
tion of saline earths or the enrichment. of the subsoil waters below. These 
~arths and subsoil brine also form an important source. The salt marshes and 
swamps on seaboards caused by tidal inundations from the sea are to be 
:found on ~he Red Sea Coast of Eritrea, in ~he Nile Delta and on the Black 
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Sea Coast. In India, the Great and Little Rann of Kutch and the swamps a
Vedaranyam on the East Coast are typical and important examples. 

_1.3 The other sources of common ~alt _are the widely distributed pocket.
whlCh have been formed t~·ou_gh geolog1c bmes by the transgression and reces
Slon of the sea through penodlC land movements; or by the evaporation of salt 
lakes in arid regions. The total quantity of salt in such deposits is, however, 
small as compared with the salt available in sea water, but they nonetheless 
constitute an important source of supply. 

1.3.1 Th~ rock sal~ deposits o£ the world come under the first category. 
These mass1ve formatwns are the hoarded. wealth of the past geological ages 
and are an important souree of common salt of great economic v.alue to the 
countr~es in which they are found. In America and Europe they are fairly 
extens1ve and cover hundreds of miles. The_y are often protected by dolomite, 
gypsum or impervious clay und have thus withstood erosion by rain water. In 
Asia, rock salt occurs in !run, Siberia, Tibet and Pakistan. In India the ~Iandi 
rock salt deposits situated iu the Himalayan ranges are the only hitherto 
kno'Yn source, but they are comparatively small and yield salt of inferior 
quahty. -

1.3.2 In the second category come the lake deposits of the world. They 
occur in dry and arid areas and are formed by the leaching out of salts in the 
surrounding territories during rains; the basin into which the flood water 
drain& forming a salt lake. The salt lakes of California and Utah, the Dead 
Sea, and the Rajputana deposits in India, are formed in this manner and are 
situated in regions of dry climates. It is stated that the whole aroo of the 
Rajputana deposits is sprinklect with salt every year by the dust storms from 
ihe Rann of Kutch bringing salt laden dust which is \vashed into the lakes 
at Sambhar and Didwana. 

2. Production . 
. 2.1 Salt is produced in almost all_the countries of the world. Its consump

tion is an index of the industrial progress of a nation. The production and 
consumption of sa.!t have been increasing steadily fO! the last several years owing 
to g.!"owth in population and larger and larger use in industries, particularly 
the chemical industrv. In 1939 the total world production of salt was reported 
to be 313 million ton~ (980 million mds.). The last World War gave a fillip to 
the production, increasing it by nearly 20 per cent. In 1946, the latest year 
for which figures of world producti~n are available, the output had risen t~ 
42 million tons (1143·24 million mds.). 

2.2 The largest amongst the world producers is the United States of 
America which manufactured 13·51 million tons (367 · 74 million mds.) in 19-!6. 
The next biggest producer is the United States of Soviet Russia where the
production is said to exceed 4·5 million tons (122 ·50 million mds.) f~ll?wed by 
Great· Britain and China .where the production is more than 3 mllhon tons 
{82 million mds.). Bef0re the War, Germany was also a. big producer of salt' 
and in 1942· its total production exceeded 4·5 million tons (122·50 million 
mds.); figures of recent pr_9duction ,are not available, but owing. to restriction 
on its industrial activitv after the War, the present production must have 
fallen considerably. In "undivided India the production in 19-!6 was 2·18 mil
lion tons (59-34 million mds.), but calculated for the India of today it would 
correspond to 1·80 million tons (48·99 miliion mds.) which gives India tbe 
sixth place amongst the world producers. Considering that in poin~ of popula

. tion this country ranks as second in the world, its backwardness m s~lt pro
·duction becomes quite apparent. Tab1e II shows the productiOn cf 
salt. in varionll countries of the world in 19-!6; some of these figures are reported· 
to be approximate, but by and large they may be taken as !mfficiently rl'prl'seu
~ative.l 
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TABLE li-\VoRLD PRODUCTION OF SALT IN 1946 

CoWl try 

(a) "XORTH .\)!ERICA 

1 Canada 
2 :\lexico 
3 United States 

(b) SOUTH .\:\!ERICA 

I Argentine • 
2 Brazil 
3 Columbia • 
4 Venezuela 

(c) EUROPE 

I Austria • 
2 Czechoslovakia 
3 France 
-4 Germany • 
.5 Great Britain 
~Greece 
7 HWiga.ry • 
IS Italy . 
9 ~etherlands 

10 Poland · 
11 Portugal 
l2 Rmnania. 
13 Russia 
14 Spain 
15 Switzerand 

.{d) ASIA 

m Aden 

.• 

:2 China. . • • 
:3 India. (including Pakistan) 
4 Indo-China 
5 Indon3sia • 
·6 Japan 
·7 Korea 
R Manchuria. 
9 Hiam 

10 Turkey 

.(e) .U'RICA. 

1 Egypt 
2 Eritrea. . . 
~3 Union of South Africa. 

~f) .-\USTRALIA 

(g) REST . 

TOTAL 

1-3ons 
(In millions) 

14·71 

*1942 

0•47 
0·73 

13·51 

0·39 
0·45 
0·12 
0·09 

0·17 
0·17 
1·19 
4.:so• 
3·23 
o·io 
0·34 
1·50 
0·15 
0·60' 
0·25. 
0·35 
4·50 
0·76 
0;09 

0•11 
3·00 
2·18 
0•20 
0·20 
0·40 
0·30 
0·20 
0; 13 
0·22 

0·50 
0·14 
0·12 

1·05 

17·90 

:Ma.unds 
(In millions) 

6·94 

0·17 

0·47 

42·00 

400·40 

12•79 
19·87 

367·74 

10·61 
12·25 

3•27 
2:45 

28·58 

4.37·24 

4·63 
4·63 

32·39' 
122·49* 
87·92 
2·72 
9·26 
40· 83. 
4·08 

16·33 
6·80 
9·53 

122·49 
20·69 
2·45., 

188·91 

2·99 
81·66 
59·34 
5 4' 
5·44 

10·89 
8·11 
5·44 
3·54 
.5·99 

13·61 
3·81 
3·27 

4·63 

12·79 

1143·24 

2 .. 2.1 A distinction has to be made between the types of salt- in the solid 
form or in the form of concentrated solution produced in different countries, 
viz., brine salt, rock salt, or salt obtained by solar or artificial evaporation. The 
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wtal :world production of abou~ 4;a million tons (1143·24 million mds.) is mada 
up as follows :. · 

Tons 1\Iaunds 
(in millions) (in millions) 

18·18 494·86 
9·81 267·03 

(a) Brine and artificially evaporated salt 
(b) Solar salt · , • . • 
(c) Rock salt . 9·51- 258·86 

37·50 1020·75 

(d) Soviet production (varieties unknown)) 4·50 122·49 

42•00 1143·24 

It will be noticed that the production of brine and artificially evaporated salt. 
is almost as much as the combined total rock salt and solar salt. 
3. Uses. 

3.1 The principal uses of salt can be classified. broadly under three heads: 
(a) Food, 
(b) Industries, and 
(c) Agriculture. 

3.2 SALT AS FooD OR ALIMENTARY SALT.-The use of salt in the !ood of mankind 
constitutes its major demand. It is an indispensable part of both human and 
animal diet. Natural foodstuffs of man and of animals contain salt. lt is 
believed that man started to use salt admi.x.ed with his food when he gave up 
ea.ting raw meat and raw vegetables. Raw meat contains about 0·5 per cent. 
of sodium chloride, but 70 per cent. of it is lost in boiling. Similarly vegeta
bles and cereals in which the salt content is lower than in meat also lose 
salt on boiling but not to the same extent as meat. The need to add salt 
artificially to cooked food arose in order to replace the salt. washed out of the. 
food during the process of cooking. Salt was at. one time looked upon merely 
as a condiment to give taste to food put in recent years it has gained special 
notice as a medicinal aid to man, as the lack o£ it led to deterio:!."ation of the 
health of communities which could not obtain it in sufficient measme. · 

3.2.1. The most important function of salt is through the gastric juices 
which contains free sodium chloride and hydrochloric acid, the total chlorides 
forming about 90 per cent. of the dissolved solids in the juice. Without these 
juices the assimilation of food is hindered. In prolonged privation, during their 
sojourn to places where salt was not available, persons accustomed to cooked 
food have suffered intenselv because of the reduced intake of sodium· chloride. 
Slow, imperceptible starvation of salt. also leads to loss of health and' vitality 
of a community and it is as important a social obligation of Government to 
supply the requisite quantity of salt as a part of diet as the supply of food 
and other auxiliary food factors such as vitamins. 

3.2.2 The serum of human blood contains about 5·5 parts per thousand by 
weight of sodium chloride and apart from other functions salt preserves the 
osmotic balance in the body :fluids and keeps the body in a condition of good 
health. In deep hot mines, metallurgical works and in other places where 
workers are liable to excessive perspiration and consequent loss of salt from 
:the body, a small quantity of salt taken with water restores the salt balance 
and prevents heat cramps to which they are prone. Salt also forms a useful 
vehicle for making up deficiency of other ingredients in human metaboli_sm. 
:For example, salt is iodised by inclusion of minute quantitie~ of po~assmm 
iodide, about 0·02 per cent., t<l prevent certain types of goitre whiCh are 
caused by thyroid gland deficiency. Similarly, salt· medi~ate~ w~th phosphate~ 
or other ingredients is prescribed to regulate other deficiencies m the human 
system. 
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3.2.3 Salt is an important item in food processing industries, fish. curin(J' 

meat _Packin~, dairy P!O~ucts and fruit. and vegetable. canning. It is ~; 
essential to livestock as It IS to human bemgs. In an agricultural country like 
India, the use of salt for livestock should occupy the next position after food 
for man, but unfortunately the consumption of salt by livestock is compara
tively small. Salt licks are an ancient institution in certain parts of India, 
especially where massive rock salt can be obtained. Charitably disposed per
sons have made it a practice to purchase large lumps of salt and leave them 
pn the roadside in towns and villages for cattle to lick. Salt is also added. 
together with other mineral matter, to the feed of cattle in all modern dairy 
practice. In places situated near the sea, stray cattle are seen congregating 
near the seashore jwbibing salt with the spray which is carried landwp.rd by 
the breeze. The deficiency of salt in cattle feed may be partly responsible for· 
the poor quality of Indian cattle and for the low yield of milk. For a long time 
to come the economy of India will be linked with the welfare of its livestock 
as a source of supply of milk, hides and skins. It ts, therefore, imperative 
that salt is supplied to cattle t{) their fullest requirements. 
4. Industrial Salt 

4.1- The importance of sa!t in industries comes· only next to food. The 
needs of the chemical industry form a large proportion of the industrial· con
sumption of salt particularly in the manufacture of heavy chemicals, like soda. 
ash, caustic soda, chlorine, sodium sulphate, etc. Soda ash is required largely 

'in the manufacture of caustic soda., glass, textiles, paper, silicates, bichro-
mates, etc. Caustic soda is used extensively in soap making, in the rayon 
indush·y, in paper 'far.:r.ufacture and in textile processing. Chlorine, which 
is · obtained from salt, is used for sterilization of water; in - the 
manufacture of synthetic resins for the plastic industry, and organic solvents 
for dry cleaning; in the production of bromine which is so important in the 
drug and dyestuff industries, chlorinated rubber, refrigerants, etc.. Salt is 
also used in leather processing and ha.s many other industrial uses such as the 
salting out of soap from saponified fabs; for the glazing of pottery and ceramics; 
in dye baths as a fixative for dyes; and for regenerating sodium zeolite in 
water softening plants. It is evident that salt is directly or indirectly as
sociated with the production of a number of articles of daily use. Iri recent 
years, it has been found that kutcha roads can be consolidated by the addition 
of salt to the clay used in surfacing. This gives the road a hard surface to· 
withstand the damage caused by heavy traffic and inclement weather. New 
uses are found for salt each year. For instance, a method is reported for 
using salt in ice to make thin ribbons of ice of an_ eutetic composition of 
2:3.3-p.er cent. salt and 7'f)'7 per cent. of water, with a melting point about 38°F. 
below that of ordinary ice. Two and half pounds of ice are claimed to have 
the same refrigerating effect as one pound of solid carbon-di-oxide' or "dry 
ice". In the United States of America salt seasoning of timber is being 
studied and the results of tests obtained so far have been promising. Sqaking 
green wood in an aqueous solution of common salt combined with sodium. 
sulphate is reported to hasten the seasoning greatly and also overcomes crack
ing, thus yielding usable timber from many trees hitherto deemed unsuitable 
for structural uses. 
5. Agriculture 

5.1 In agriculture salt is used as a fertilizer for certain classes of crops~ 
Peas. potatoes, turnips and beet-roots improve in their quality and yield if salt . 
is nclded to the manme. Salt is also found beneficial for fruit trees. Coconut 
palm which grows naturally in abundance on· the sea coast requires manuring 
with salt when it is grown inland. The improvement that is noticed when salt.. 
ia used as a fertilizer is also attributed to its property of releasing potash in 
the soil which might not be available otherwise to the plant. 'rhus salt forms 
a constituent of many fertilizers. 



CHAPTER IU 
TECHXOLOGl" QF SALT MANUFACTURE 

J,. MethOds of Manufacture · 
1.1 The different methods by "·hich common salt can. be produced are:__;· 

(a) by solar evaporation of either sea water, natural brine from lakes. or 
wells, or brine obtained by lixiviation of salt earth; 

(b) by artificial evaporation of brine in open pans either by direct fire 
or by steam, or· in vacuum evaporators; . 

(c) by freezing of sea brine ·which results in saturated brine and separa
tion of salt. This method of manufacture is in use in countries 
of North Europe having excessive cold climates; 

(d) by mining rock salt either by dry mining methods or in the form of 
saturated brine by injecting water through tubes sunk into the 
deposits of salt. From the satur~ted brine, salt .is recoyered by 
alltificial evaporation. · · 

1.1.1 These Iut•thliC:.s are utilised to different degrees depending upon the 
1Jl·evailing _climatic conditions, the geographical lqcation of the sources, and 
-the advancement of technical knowledge and its application. In the Western 
Hemisphere, where prolonged dry weather is uncommon, solar evaporation of 
either sea water or natural brine is not so feasible and salt is produced by dry 
~mining of salt deposits or by artificial evaporation of brine. In tropical coun
·tries on the other hand where long dry periods exist the manufacture by solar 
evaporation is resorted to. In the United States of America which is today 
the largest producer of salt in the world, the production of salt by solar 
evaporation constitutes less than four per cent. of its total annual production ' 
-of 13·5 million tons. Notwithstanding the technical advancement in artificial 
·methods of evaporation, manufacj;ure by sol~ evaporation is still in use in 
·CaUfornia.. Likewise, in some of the European countries like Spain, Italy and 
France where a long· dry season exists on the coastal areas, salt is produced 
·by solar evaporation of sea water. In India. the E'ntire production of· about 
:2 million tons, with the exception of the negligible q'Uantity of rock salt pro-: 
-duced at the :Ma.ndi mines, is obtained by solar evaporation, as nature has 
-endowed India with an extensive seaboard with long periods of dry weather 
which aid natural evaporation. In fact nature has so designed .its climate for 
India that the manufacture of salt by solar evaporation in one or the other 
part of the country js possible in almost all the 12 months of the year. 
"2. Physical Factors 

2.1 The theoretical aspects which are of significance in the· manufacture 
of salt are dealt with below. For India, the solar evaporation method is of 
greater importance than artificial evaporation and mining. The technology of 
salt manufacture depends largely on the physical laws of evapm'ation, solubility 
and crystallisation. · 

2.2 EvAPORATioN.-Evaporation is the chief operation involved in the con· 
centration of a wE-ak brine to a stage at which it is saturated with respect to 
the salts dissolved in it. This evaporation can be carried out either by t.he 
heat of solar rays or by heat obtained by the burning.of fuel or by both. The 
factors which affect evaporation 9.1'e 

(a) Vapour pressure and temperature 
(b) Dissolved solids 
(c) Wind velocity and 
(d) ,S,urface of exposure. 
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2.2.1 Vapour Pressure and Temperature.-Over every liquid there is a 
certain amount of its vapour, the pressure of which is known as the vapour 
pressure. It depends upon the temperature and it risas with temperature. 
When it is equal to the atmospheric pressure the liquid begins to boil and 
evaporates freely. The tendency of a liquid to evaporate is gauged by its. 
yapour pressure, and the factors ~hich incre~se or decrease the vapour pressure 
Increase or decrease the evaporatiOn of the liquid. Atm.ospheric air has always 
a certain amount of water vapour in it. At any given temperature, there is a 
limit beyond which air will not absorb more water vapour. When air comes 
~t~ contact with an _!lqueo~s solution it takes up more water vapour till the 
llilllt for that temperature 1s reached. The extent of evaporation depends 
upon the margin of difference between this limit and the water vapour content
of the ai.r. - The higher the vapour content or humidity of the surrounding air 
,the lower will be the amount of water getting into the vapour phase and hence 
lesser the evaporation. 

·2.2.2 Dissolved Solids.-The presence of a salt in solution alters the 
vapour pressure of a liquid and when the salt does not itself exe.rt any pres
sure or is not wolatile, it lowers the vapour pressure of the sclution. The rate 

·of evaporation, therefore, decreases with rise in concentration of the salts in 
solution. \Veak brine evaporates and loses its water more readily than a 
strong brine. 

2.2.3 IVind Velocity.-\Vhen a breeze is blowing over brine,. the layer of 
air in contact with the liquid surface changes constantly and more and more 
wat.er evaporates to attain an equilibrium with each fresh la.yer of air with 
which it comes, into contact. In other words the rate of evaporation is higher 
when the velocity of the wind increases, and it drops considerably when ther.a· 
is no breeze. 

2.2.4 Surface of Exposure.-As evaporation takes place only from the 
surface, the larger the exposed surface for any given bulk of brine the greater 
is the rate of. evaporation. A shallow layer of brine will, therefore, concen
:trate more rapidly than a deeper layer. 

2.2.5 To summarise, evaporation of brine increases with rise in temperature, 
wind velocity and surface of exposu!·e and decreases progressively with the 
rise of humidity of the surrounding air and the concentration of brine. 

2.3. SOLUBILITY. 

2.3.1 Saturated Solution.-When soluble s~lt is brought into contact with 
a solvent, say water, it begins to dissolve and gives a homogeneous solut.ion. 
As more and more salt dissolves, the capacity of the water to take up further 
quantities of salt goes on diminishing and a stage is reached when no further. 
quantity would go into solution at the same temperature, no matter how long 
the salt is kept in contact with the solvent. Such a solution is known as 
saturated solution. The solubilities of different salts are different and then 
are two common ways of expressing solubility. It is either expressed as . the 

·number of parts by weight of the salt dissoved in 1~0 parts of the s?lt•ent to 
yield a saturated solution or in' 100 pm·ts b:y weight o£ the solutwn. For 
example, the saturated solution of sodium chloride at 30"C coatains 36·03 pa_rts 
of the salt dissolved in 100 parts of water (solvent) or 136"03 parts of the solution· 
and the solubility is stated to be 36·03 in terms of tha first definition 

and 100 X 36 · 03 = 26·48 in tei·ms of t h.e second.. It was not possible for us 
136•03 

J,o adopt either one or the other definition exclusive~y because b_oth the sys~e.ms of 
expression are adopted in the literature on the subJect and whil: rep~oducmg the 
data, conversion from one basis to the other would have entailed Its complete 
reconstruction. To avoid confusion we have, therefore, stated the baSis of 
expression in the course of this report wherever necessary. 
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~.3.2 Solubility and Temperature.-As a general rule the solubility of a 
solid in a liquid increases with rising temperature. The rate of inGrease differs 
widely for different substances. The solubility of common salt is, howeve.r, fairly 
constant in water from o·c to wo·c (32° F to 212 °F), the increase in solubility 
for this range of temperature being of the ·order of only 1·5 per cent. If we
examine the solubility at the temperatures which prevail in salt producing 
areas, which do not go below w•c (50.F) or rise above 45•c (113.F), the range 
of variation is only 0-5 per cent. Table III gives the solubilities at 30°0" 
(86• F) of the common components of brine. 

TABLB Ill SOLUBIUTY AT 30°0 (80°F) OF THE COMMON COMPONENTS OF BRINE 

Salts Parts in 
100 parts of water 

Calcium sulphate (CaSO,, 2H10) O· 27 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) . . • 36·03 
Sodium carbonate (Na2CO 8, 10H20) 105 · 88 
Sodium sulphate (Na2SO 4, 10H20) 92 · 80 
Magnesium chloride (~\JgC1 1 , 6H10) 127·93 
Magnesium sulphate PlgSO c• 7H10) 81· 34 
Potassium chloride (KCI) 37·35 

The solubilities of different -salts in water at different 'temperatures vary sa 
much that, not infrequently, one salt which ·has a. higher solubility than an
other, at any st-ated temperature may have a relativE!ly lower solubility at an, 
other, higher or lower, temperature. A clear picture of this can be obtained 
from the graphs given in Fig. 1 which show the solubilities of the more common 
components of sea water at different temperatures.. ' 

Fig. 1 Solubilities of diflerent salts in water. 
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2.3.3 SulutiJn of Uixtures.- Sea water is not a solution' of only one salt; 
though sodium chloride preponderates in sea water, other salts· are also present. 
This is also true of other brines. It is, therefore, necessary to remember that 
when more than one salt is present in a solution their solubilities interiere 
mutually to a certain extent. The influence of any salt on the solubility of 
o~e or more other salts present in a solution can be explained only on the basis 
.of the principles of the Phase Rule. It would perhaps be inr.ppropriate to 
discuss the theoretical aspect of Phase Rule in detail in this report, but in 
Appendix 'B' are shown the mutual solubilities at different temperatures of 
certain pairs of salts which are commonly found together in salt manufacture 
at one stage or another. 

2.4. CRYSTALL]SATION. 

2.4.1 From a solution of a single salt.-When a solution ·of a single salt is 
evaporated, the volume of the liquid gradually diminishes and the concentra
tion of the dissolved salt progressively increases. This continues till the point 
of saturation is reached for the particular temperature after which the ·dis
t>olved substance separates out of the solution or crystallises out_ The separa
tion of crystals keeps pace with the removal of water owing to evaporation, the 
.status of saturation of the solution being. ma.~tained. 

2.4.2 From a solution of a mixture of salts.-When more than one salt is 
present in a solution, the one which reaches the point of saturation earlier 
crystallises out earlier. Thus if a solution of two salts is evaporated, the one 
with· a lower solubility starts separating out earlier than the one of higher 
solubility. It should, however, be explained that the crystallisation of one of 
~he salts is not entirely over before the crystals of the other salt appear. This 
is of fundamental importance in the manufacture of common salt and has t-o 
be well understood by every manufacturer. 

~. Control. of Operations 

3.1 In any manufacturing ope~;ation, the quality of production can be 
.controlled easily if there is a ready and convenient method of measuring the 
degree of changes that take place. A chemical analysis for ascertaining these 
changes progressively would be a laborious process which cannot be used 
..conveniently in· a manufacturing operation. As is shown below, the density 
of salt solutions varies directly with the concentrations or in other words, the 
.changes of concentration can be assessed from a determination of its density. 
The changes in density thus give a very good indication of the progress of 
evaporation and how the resulting solution can be expected to behave if these 
changes were allowed to continue. 

3.2 CHANGE IN VoLUJ.\IE ox DISSOLUTION.-\Vhen a salt is dissolved in water, 
the weight of the solution is always equal· to the sum of the weights of the 
water and the dissoh-ed salt. The resulting volume is, however, not equal to 
the sum of the ~;olumes of the water and of the salt dissolved in it. As the 
particles of a dissolved salt distribute ~hemselves uniformly in the ~·ater, t?e 
volume of the latter is altered onlv slightly. The extent of the shght vana
tion is different with different salts. The volume of aqueous solutions of 
-sodium chloride at different concentrations and temperatures are shown in 
Table IV. 
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TABLE IV.-\ToLe~ms OF AQuEous SoLt.JTIO~s OF Sonrc:.1 CHLORIDE AT DIFFERE~T 

CONCENTRATIONS AXD TEMPERATURES 

(Volume at 19·5°0=1,00000 

TemperMuru Quantity of salt in 100 arts of water 
Degl'e<>s Cuntigradt' 

I 
I 

4·7 10·0 15·4 :?0·5 :!6·3 31·4 

1-0.9\1783 
----·-----

10 
I 

0·99715 0·996i4 0·99644 0·99620 0·99604. 

19·5 1 1· 00000 1·00000 1· 00000 1·00000 1·00000 1·00000 

30 
i 1·003:?7 1·00381 1·00410 1·00410 1·00435 1·00468 

I 40 1·00710 1·00790 1·001!40 1·00878 1·00910 1· 00928· 
I 

50 i I· OOl;iO 1· 01246 1·01309 1·01353 1·01391 1· 01412' 

60 I l· 01646 1·01748 1·011!17 1·01860 1·01898 l·01919' 

70 1·0:?201 1·02303 1·02364 1·0:?400 1· 0:?431 1:02454 

80 1·02S09 1•028~9 1·02945 I· 029il 1;02993 -1·03006 

1·03466 
I 

90 1·03525 

I 
1·03;;60 . 1·03.376 1·03581 1·03591 

100 1·03179 1·04209 1·04217 1·04214 1·04:?11 1·04190 

It will be noticed that the overall change in volume due to rise in temperature
does not exceed 4·5 per cent. for ::>ny concentration. Since the prevailing 
temperatures in the salt works in India vary only between 15•c (59.F) and 
45"C (113 •. 1<') the change is narrowed down to less than 1·5 per eent. \Ve 
may, therefore, assume that for all practical purposes t~e volume and the
density for any given concentration, are not affected by fluctuations vf 
temperat,n·c. 

3.3 liYDROMETERs.-The densit~ of brine is measured by different types of· 
hydrometers, which are graduated according to certain conventions. The· 
types commonly used in the salt industry are (a) the salimeter and, (b) the 
Baume hydrometer. 

3.3.1 In the salimeter the zero point is determined by immersion in dis
tilled water and the other point in a saturated salt solution' at 20"C (6B"F). 
The distance between these two points is graduated into 100 equal parts. 
'l'he salimeter is 11ot c,f much practical value in India '';here, invariably, tha
Baume hydrometer is in use. In mining by means of brine wells, the sali
meter is preferred, becnuse it gives a more direct reading of the salt. content 
in the brine. · . 

3.3.2 The Baum~ LJ drometer was designed specially to study the changes' 
of density of solutions of common salt at" various concentrations. It is of 
great assistance to the salt manufacturer because it tells him how the evapora
tion of the brine is progressing and what changes ::tre taking place in it. 
Though its graduntiou is based on the changes in the density of a solution c..f' 
sodium chloridfl to the exclusion of other salts in water, it gives within limits· 
a fair indication of the 8odium chloride conter;t of solutions which contain otber· 
salts besides sodium chloride. 

3.3.2.1 It is necessary to give a brief account of the graduation on the· 
Baume hydrometer so that the iimitations of the instrument may be under
stood. The zero point of the hydrometer is determined by immersing it in· 
distilled water at l.'i·5"C (60"F) and is fixed at the positi0n on the instru
ment to which the hydrometflr sinks. 'The other fixed point is determined by· 
immersing the hydrometer in a solution of 15 parts of sodium chloride >by· 
weight in 85 parts by weight of water at the . same temperature. This point 
is given the number 15 to indicate that 100 parts of the solutiou contain 15-
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parts of salt. The distance between these two fixed roints is graduated into 
~5 eq~al divisions a~d ~ach is called a Baume {Be'} degree. The graduation 
lS C81Tted beyond 15 Be mark up to 40°_Be', by extrapolation. Baume hTdro
meter readily gives an indication or the composition of solutions of sodium 

.chl<:>ride. A .reading of. 24°B_e' mean~ that the solution contains 24 pa.rta of 
sodium chlortde by wetght dissolved m 76 parts of water; or in other words 
.the composition ?f the solution is 31·6 parts by weight of sodium chloride in 
100 parts by wetght of water. It must be under;;tood clearly that the read
·ings of the Baume hydrometer are correct only with regard to the temperature 
-of graduation viz. 15 · 5°C (60°F). As was shown in Table IV, the r~tnge of 
changes in density for any concentration of salt over the range of temperaturea 
ordinarily prevalent in India is less than 1·5 per cent. The standard hYdro
meter is,- therefore, fairly correct under Indian conditions. It would, 'how
-ever, he desirable to calibrate the hydrometer for use in India at a tempera
ture which represents a fair average of the prevailing temperatures. This 
.calibration might be carried out at a temperature to be selected in the range 
27o +2oC (80° +4°F) which has been recently pre&cribed by 1he In.lian 
·Standards Institution as a standard atmospheric temperature and- which co.]Tes
-ponds more correctly to Indian conditions. _ 

3.3.3 The salt manufacturer in actual practice has to deal with more com
Flex solutions than the type for which the· Baume hydrometer is graduated. 
As the effect on density of the saturated solution increases with the concentra
tion of other salts in solution it is not correct to assume that a 20oBe' brine 

.necessarily contains 20 parts by weight of sodium chloride in 80 parts by 
weight of water or in other words it is a 25 per cent. solution of sodium chlo
·ride. Its reading approximately connotes that 20 parts by weight of soluble 
salts are dissolved in 80 parts by weight of water or the total salt co~tent of 
the solution is 25 per cent. Considering, however, tha.t sodium chloride pr~
ponderate-s in all prines used in salt manufacture, _the Baume hydr~m~ete~ lB 

truly the best friend of the sa~t manufacturer, pr~vided that thes~ limitations 
set out above are remembered m the finer calculatiOns and conclusiOns. Tabl9 
V below gives the speci.fic gravity of pure solution of sodium chloride corres-· 
ponding to the divisions and degrees of Baume hyd:ometer. -To convert the 
hydrometer readings into specific gravity the followmg formula may be em
ployed!-

.Specific gravity of brine 
145 

145-n 
where n=reading on Baume's hydrometer 

TABLE V-DENSITY oF SoDIUM CHLORIDE SoLuTIONS AT DIFFERENT TEliiPERATURES. 

IO·C 25·C 40·C 
Parts (by weight) of salt 
in 100 parts of solution Sp. gr. Be' Sp. gr. Be' Sp. gr. q 

1 1·007 
... 1·00 1·004 0·72 0·999 .. 

2 1·014 2·00 1·0ll 1·44 1·006 0·7:! 

4 1·029 4·00 1·02.3 3·54 1·020 2·S4 

8 1·059 8·00 1·054 7·56 1·048 6·!ll 
/ 

12 i 1·089 12·00 1·083 11·36 1·077 10·12 

16 I 1·120 15·54 1·114 14·96 1·106 13·78 

20 1·l!i2 1~·91 1·145 18·36 1·137 17·2i 

24 1·185 22·6.1, 1·177 21·60 1·170 21·07 
I 

23·66 1·186 2:!·64 26 1·202 24•17 I 1·194 --
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4, Enporation of Brines. 
4.1 We shall now proceed to discuss the process of evaporation of sea and 

other brines with the help of solar and artificial heat. 
4.2 SoLAR EvAPORATION OF SEA WATER.-Sea Water provides an unfailing 

material for the manufacture of salt. Other sources are subject to depletion, 
they vary from time to time and from place to place. Greater emphasis ancJI 
importance have, therefore, to be attached to production from marine source& 
than from sources such as saline earths, subsoif water, swamps, and the like. 

4.2.1 When Sea water is subjected to solar evaporation the concentratioa 
of the various salts contained in it increases until it reaches saturation with 
respect to any of them. At that stage such component starts separating ou-. 
On the sea coast, where the climate is fairly equable, and with little variations 
between night and day temperatures, the order of separation of salts by solar 
evaporation does not vary much. The variation, if any, is within narrow limllis. 
In Table VI is shown the progressive separation of salts on solar evaporation 
from sea water on the Mediterranean Coast. 



TABLE VI-SEPARATION OF SALTS eN PROGRESSIVE EVAPORATION OF S:mA WA ER 

(MEDITERRANEAN) - . 

Volume 
Quantity Separated (in grams) 1: Cumulot~o Total 

----- I -
•sefa.t 

-----
GypR~I on - l:ron Caleium Common Magne- Magne- Sodium Potassium 

21•c eva.pora- Oxiue Carbo- (CaS040 Salt sium sium Bromide Chlorid9 Tutu\ S"'parateu In 
tion iu (Fe20 8 ) nate 2Ha0) (NaC1) Sulphate Chloride (NaBr) (KCl) separated Solution' 

litres (CaC08 ) (MgS0 4) (MgC\2 ) 

-----
3·50 1·0000 

0·0000 3S·4472 

7 ·10 0·5330 0·0030 0·0642 0·0672 0·0672 38·3800 

J 1 ·50 0·3160 Traces Traces 0·0672 38·3800 

14·00 0·2450 Traces Traces 0·0672 38·3800 

16·75 O·HHJO I 0·0530 0·5600 0·6130 0·6802 37·7670 

20·60 0·1!45 .... 0·5620 0·5620 1 ·2422 37 ·!:!OiiO 

·•·> ·00 I 0 ·1310 0·1840 0 ·1840 1·4262 37·0210 
~~ I X 

:!5·00 

I 
0·1120 0 ·1600 0 ·1600 1 ·5862 36 ·!!610 , 

:!6·2.) 0 ·Oll50 ! 0 ·0508' 3 ·2614 0·0040 0·0078 3·3240 4·9102 3:1 ·5370 
I 

:!7 ·00 0·0;)40 0 ·1476 U·6r.oo ,o ·0130 0·0356 9 ·84\12 14 ·7iHi4 2:1·6908 

2~·51) 0·03!10 0·0700 7·8060 0·0262 0·0434 () ·0728 8 ·1084 22·H648 Li ·7624 

30·20 0·0302 0·0144 2 ·6240 0·0174 0·0150 0·0358 2·7066 2ii ·ii714 12·Si.iS 

32 ·40 0·0230 2·2720 0·0254 0·0240 0·0518 2·3732 27·9446 10·;';026 

35·00 0·0162 1 ·4040 0·5382 0·0274 0·0620 2·0316 2!1·9762 8·4709 
----~--------------------------------------------- -----

l'otal 11epa1'ated 0·0030 0·1172 1·7488 27 ·1074 0.6242 0 ·1532 0·2224 20·9762 

i:temuinder in solu- 2·5885 1·8545 3 ·1640 0·3300 0·5339 8·4709 

tion in 0·0162 
lit.res. -------------- ----- ---------- -------- --- -----

rota! content in one 0 ·00:10 0·1172 1•7488 29·6959 2 ·4787 I 3·3172 0·5524 05330 38·4471 
litre. 
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lb wm be seen from the above table that solium chloride is not the only 
salt that separa,te-3 out 011 evaporation of sea water, but it predominates in the 
salts that crystallise out. during certain densities. In a-::tual practice the 
separation of the salts does not a!wa~s follow quantitatively the table owing to
slight difference.,; in chentical composition of the brine and physical factors 
affecting e' aporation. 

4.2.2 In an experiment conducted by the late l\Ir. Kapil.ram Vakil on the 
solar evaporatio:1 of sea water obtained from the west coast of Indio. the 
following ob~cn·ations were recorded: 

(a) 

(b) 

. . 
\rhen the density of sea .wnter has risen to 10° Be' the original 

vo!mne is reduced to 37 per cent. and the salt tha.t separates out 
during this concentration is mainly calcium carbonate. 

On further cencentration to 17° Be' the original volume of the sea 
water is reduced to about 20 per cent. and the remainir.g calcium 
carbonate separates out completely. Calcium sulphate· in the
form of gypsum ( •Ja '304 , 2H20 2 ) hegins to separate in appreciable 
quantity at this con-:entration. The crystals of gypsum float at. 
tirst on the surface of the liquid as a thin grey film, but when 
these grow in size they settle tG the bottom. By the time the 
brine reaches 25 o Be' and is reduced to 12 percent. of its original 
volume, about 84 per cent. of the gypsum present in sea water 
gets separated out, the balance 16 per cent. continues to· crystallise 
out along with sodium chloride as will .be seen below: 

Degree Be' 

3·5 
25·0 
28·5 
32·4 

Gypsum deposited 
(Per cent.) 

83·8 
99·1 

100·0 

(c) A solution of pure ~odium chloride is saturated at 24"Be' when the 
percentage of salt in the solution is about 26·5. For every 
hundred parts of water evaporo.ted from the saturate-1 solution. 
about 36'5 parts ·of sodium chloride are thrown out. Owing, how
cVt:'l', to the presence of !J'ther salts in the solution the saturation 
with respPct to sodium chlo.~ide occurs at 23·5" Be' and sodium 
chloride begins to separate out as soon as this density is reached. 
The brine remains between 25° and 26° Be' for a very long tim.e 
n~ the rise in density due to separation · of the diss<>lvtd 
sodium chloride is not appreciable, but it begins tQ ris~ above 
26o Be' when over 50 per cent. of the dissolved sodium chloride 
hns crvstallised out. As the concentration in'!reases, more and 
more ~alt is thrown out of the solution till the brine reaches a 
density of 32·4 • Be' by which time 86 per cent. of the sodium 
chloride separates out as shown in 'l'able VII. 

TARLE VII.-SEPARATIO~ OF SODll:M CHLORIDE FROM SEA \VATEg 

Degree Quantity in Tot11l Perce!l•ruze 
Be solution separated separated 

3·5 29·606 Nil Nil 

23·0 29·696 Nil Nil 

28·5 8·889 20·807 7(} 

32·4 3·993 25·'."04 86 
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(u} 1he voim_11~ of resi~ual brine at 29° Be' is only about 2 per cent. of 
the or1gmal and 1£ the concent!"ation is carried further the sodium 
chlo:ide ·which continues to separate out gets progressively con
tammated w1th other salts as shown in Table VII!. 

T.~BLE VIII.-COMPOSITION OF SALTS OBTAINED FROM BITTERNS OF DIFFERENT 

CONCENTRATION~ 

ConLoentrat ion (On dry basis) I 

I I Remarks 
from to NaC1 1\lg CI 1 KCI MgSO, Total 
Be' Be' (m percent) 

29·75 :H-70 I 92·63 4·65 .. 2·72 100·00 
! 

31·70 33·80 93·14 3·54 .. 3·32 100·00 

33·80 35·00 68·42 8·15 .. 23 43 100·00 
Density 

35·00 36·25 38·76 7·76 0·08 53·50 100·00 drops from 
I 36 to 35° - I Ba' 

36·25 37·00 14·11 6·941 34·30 44;.65 100·00 
-

" 
S7·00 I 

·.• 

34·75 .. 8·45 29·58 61 97 100·00 I .. 
34·75 35·50 14·17 25·02 27·34 33·47 100·00 

35·50 36·00 24·25 21·24 27·88 26·63 100·00 

36·00 - 38·25 8·021 49·21 25·35 17•i2 100·00 

38•25 39·25 12•00 1 31·71 12·00 44·29 100·00 - Density 
39·25 40·00 2·82 69·29 1·73 26·16 100·00 drops from 

40 to 37·5° 

2·181 

Be' 

37·50 40·50 .. 97·82 .. 100·00 
: 

4.2.3 It will be clear from the foregoing that in order to obtain common 
salt of as great a purity as possible by solar evaporation its manufacture should 
be strictly regulated so as to elimjnate the other salts present in the original 
sea water. '!'he importance of regulating the density o£ brine to a correct 
point for the recovery of a high grade of common salt will be easily appreciated 
from Tables VI and VIII. It cannot be emphasised too strongly that ccrrec~ 
appreciatifJii and application of the Phase Rule should govern the sep3ol'ation 
<Jf salts fron:. brine. · 

4.2.4 It may be noted that apart from common salt, the other salts pre
sent in the brine can also be recovered in separate fractions economically. 
Caldum sulpb~te or gypsum sepa~a.tes before common salt, while the other 
&alts like magne&ium sulphate, potassium chloride, magnesium chloride, etc. 
can be obtained with no great difficulty from the residual brine or mothe:
Jiquor eonJmorJy known as the bitterns. After the brine has reached a 
density of 30° Be', the bitterns start depositing a succession of compltlx salt~> 
1n the following crder at ordiuary teu.lveruturo;:::.. 

(i) Magnesium su1phate (MgSO,). 
.1i) Magnesium s~phate (MgSO,) and ka.ini~ (MgSO,), KC11 3Ha0) 
(iii) Magnesium sulphate Hexahydrate (MgSO,, 6 H10) 
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(iv) Kic.serit~: ()IgS04 , H 20) and kainite. 
(v) Kieseritf' and carnallite (Mg012, KCJ, 6H20). 

(vi) 1\iest'l'ite, carnallite and bischofite (l\tg0,12 , 6H 20). 
J3,v sinlple solar c,vaporation it is no.t easy to recover these salts in a pure con
-dition anu ctcrefully designed plants have to be employed for their recove1-y 
and retining:. 

4.3 SOLAR EVAI'ORATIOY OF OTHER BRINES. 

4.3.1 Brine.,; m:1y be obtained from sources other than the sea. They may 
. occ,lr as such in inland lakes, salt springs, backwa.ters and swamps or they 
may be o!>tainable from subsoil sources in shallow pits and wells or by tube 
w':'lls sunk to greater depths. Sometimes brines are also produ~ed by lixivia
·tion of saline earths or by forcing water into pockets of rock salt. The com
position of the<:e brines is not so constant as that of sea water because it is 
influt>nced by the physical and chemical changes that are brought a.bout owing 

·to pmlong,;)u ccntact with the soil and the biochemical changes brought about 
by micro-organisms. The composition of the dissolved solids in the brines 
obtained in the inland lakes and from ·we1ls and marginal deposits is not· only 
r;eculiar to each locality, but even at the same locality it varies from time to 
iime and at different depths at the same .time. The differences in composition 
l>etween r;;ea, lake and well brines at the ' ditferent salt works in India is 
.indicat,~d in Table IX. 

TABLE IX.-COMPOSITION OF INDIA SEA, LAKE AND WELL BRINES . 

(On dry basis) 

·C 

·C 

aldum carbonate 
.... llj ........ 

alcium sulphate 

Sodilim chloride 

Sodium sulphate 

'odium carbonate 

Sodium bi-carbonate 

Magnesium sulphate 

Potassium chloride 

Magne~>ium chloride 

Magnesium bromide 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

I Sea Brine 
Lake Brine 

Sambhar -

I 0·345 

' 3·600 

I 77·758 87·300 

.. 8·650 

.. 3·870 

4·737 .. 
2·465 0·129 

10·878 .. 
0·217 0·051 

{100·000 100·000 

Well Brine 

I Kuda 
·-·--

Khara- Didwana Pach-
ghoda (Dhranga- badra 

dhra) 

(Per cent) 

0·060 I ·073 .. .. 
2·UO . 1·961 .. 2·970 

70·800 72·342 77·190 85·660 

.. .. 20·650 . . 
.. 0·600 .. 

1·560 .. 
2·313 2·320 .. 9·440 

2·000 1·250 .. .. 
22·360 21·795 .. 1·930 

0·347 0·259 . .. .. 
--100·000 100·000 100·000 100·000 

4.3.2 Tlie evaporation of these brines is subject to the same physiCD.l prin· 
.ciples as the evr.poration of sea brine, but because of their different chemical 
compositious and the variations that occur in them, the technique of numu
·fa~ture, though very similar to that emp!oyed in the production of sea Sftlt, 

has to be adapted to local conditions. In India these brine sources are cf con- · 
·flirlerable impol'lance and will be dealt with in detail when the production of 
•Salts in differeiJ, areas is described. 
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5. Artificial Evaporation of Brine. 

. 5.1 A ~arge quan.ti~y of salt is produced' in the world by artificial evapora
tiOn of bnnes from different sour·~es, usin<T the heat obtained bv the l uruUF"' 
~£ fuel. to ~ffect rapid evap?ration .. :<\r~i~ci~l evaporation has not been p1~ctised 
I_n In.dta hitherto. excep~ m th~ pnm1hve small scale product.ion of sa:t of 
mferwr q uahty m the villages m Bengal and Orissa, but durin a recent years 
there .ha·;e been frequent proposals for introducina it. It is desirable that the· 
te~hmque and po.tentialities of artificial evaporati~n are discussed here brie:flv 
Thi~ evaporation may be carried out either und~r the ordinary atmospher·i~· 
pre~sure Ill open pans or under reduced pressure m "lacuum pans heated either-
by -steam or hy elEctricity. · 

5.2 OPEN PAN EvAPORATION.-Except in India, the direct fire open pan 
~vaporator ~s now more. of historical than topical interest. It represents the· 
firs~ stag~ 11? the evoluho? of the modern evaporators and is now prachically
extmct, havmg been considered wasteful of heat consumption ~nd labour. 
Th~ consumption of fuel, in these dire~t fired pans using coal or wood, is.
e:;hmated at 1! lbs. of coal or 3 lbs. of fuel wood per pound of S<>lt and is 
becoming inerea::ingly ~neconomical because of the rising prices of fuel. In, 
the open pan system, brme is evaporated in iron kettles of 3 to 6 ft. in diameter. 
Th~ kettles are hea~ecl by open fire and the salt is lifted out by means oi a 
dram board. In subsequent improvemFmts, pans were set over brick fines to· 
obtain imvroved heat e~onomy and the fuel used was changed from· w0oll to
coal :mel then to gas. In more recent years and in progressive countries the· 
open pa'I method has been replaced by vacuum evaporation. 

5.2.1 Two methods are in use in India. which employ open pan evaporatioli. 
namely the Punga process and the Burma process. The Punga process i::.. 
pra~tised by small scaJ,e producers in Bengal and 01issa. Saline earth i~ 
scrapped from swamps and other tracts where salt comes to the surface by 
etlloresc.ence. This earth is heaped together over bamboo mats and lixiviated 
with water and the resulting brine, which inay reach a concentration of 20oBe'· 
js evaporated by boiling in earthenwm:e pots or iron pans over open hearths in 
whbh firewood, twigs, straw, dry leaves, or whatever else is available r,s fuel. 
is burnt. No attempt is made to carry out fractional crystallisation. The

'moi.>t re&idue is tied up in cloth and placed under ashes whi~h absorb the-
mother liquor leaving behind salt of inferior qualit,y. The colour of the salt 
obtamed is whire, and the salt is •1f small grain. These account for the pre
ference which the people of Bengal have for small grain and white celour in.· 
the salt· they use. 

5.2.2 The Burma process is a combination of solar and artificial ev:lpora
tion. The sea brine is concentrated by solar evaporation and it is then 
evaporat0d in open pans in which, it is claimed, salt of different g:rad~s and of 
greater purity is obtained by regulating the temperature of crystal1isatwn. T_he
Bengal Government secured the services of an, expert from B~rma to ndvise 
them about the feasibility of introducing the Burma method m Bengal and 
the Committee were able to inspe~.t this process in operation at Contai, but, 
as is discussed at a later stage, there is little to recummend the introduction of-
this method in India. 

!>.2.3 Grainer Pans.-The grainer pan is the next step in t?e development: 
of evaporators after the open pan. No plants adopting the gramer .r:r?cess are-. 
in use in India. In construction it is similar to the open pan, bu~ It 1s h:~ted 
by steam with pipes extendin<T the full ltmgth of the g-rainer. The origu;tal 
grainers were made of wood a~d the salt was raked mlt .manually,, ?ut woode~ 
grainers were replaced bv shallow steel pans .. l\Iechameal ~.·:rapers are n~' 
used to remove the salt. ·The crystals formed are uniformly developed and t e· 
process is flexible and adaptabl~ for producing different grades, from fine 
grained salt to flaky and hopper-shaped hollow crystals. In the best plants, 
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using the grainer system one quarter pound of salt is made per pound of steam 
condensed; this represents a lower heat economy wmpared with vacuum 
t!V<lJ •ora tors. 

5.3 VAcuulft: PAN EvAPORATons.-The largest p!"oportion of salt produced by 
m"titici.tl evapor11tion is obtained from vacuum evaporators. Concentrated 
brine of 23 to 24 • Be' density is evaporated with closed steam pipes in -an 

-tv:Jpurator which is subje'!ted to vacuum. As has been stated earlie1· in this 
oeha)'ter a liquid begins to boil when its vapour pressure is equal to the 
external pressure. If this external pressure is reduced, the boiling t.akes place 
at a lower temperature. These evaporators may be in single units or, the 
hot v:1pours escaping from one m:ty be used as the source of heat in the second 
unit, if the pre&sure in the latter is lower than in the first. Fur.ther evapora
tion tnkPs p'nce in this second effe'!t and there can be three or four such effects 
connectel in series. \Vith increase in the number of effects, the heat economy 
i~ iiiJ['i'oved. but, since the pressure of steam falls with each effe3t·, the number 
(,f pfTect..; in any unit is limited by the amount of pressure drop that cnn be 
Jnaintain<Hl Ldween the first and the last effect. Each evaporator is a 
'"'!•ar;~ie umt, operating under a vacuum, which increases from unit 1o unit. 
The e\·aporators var.v in size and may be 18 to 22 ft. in diamet~r by 36 to 45 ft. 
jn hc·ight. The first evaporator is fed ·with .l-ow pressure pro'!ess ste:nn nnd 
the water evaporated is used as the heating steam in tbe secm1d . effect. This' 
pro"e~s co:1tinues until the last effect. Besides'· economy in fuel, the vncuum 
t·\·nporntor yiPicls pure salt of llniformly fine quality containin~ W·!'i per cent. 
of sor]i.,m chloride. The salt is removed from the evaporators either through 
n finit box or as a slurry which is either centrifuged or passed over a rotary 
Yaemnn fiitrr to procluce dry cryst~1s. The heat economy obtained by increas
ing the numbtr of effects is shown below: 

X o. of cff,·f't.q Pon'ldq of co~l pnr pound of salt Pounds of steam per pound ~?f 
salt 

~0 ·4/j 4·00 

2 (}·22 2·00 

3 0 ·l!j 1·33 

4 0·11 1·00 

:i.4 TnEIDIO-CtniPREsswx.-This name is given to a new technique of vacuum 
'l:·vnpnrrdion. In n multiple effect evaporator, .the vapours given out from the 
ftr~t efft·ct are lltilised for heating the subsequent effects, but these vu.pours 
c·an h, 11.filisccl ag::in to heat the same effect provided they are com-pres.:;ed tO 
th<' ]'Jt'ssme of the heating steam. Grenter' heat economy is obtained by this 
Jndhh·l 1hnn in r multiple c·ffe'~t EY11porntor, lH\t the consumption of p•lwer in 
eon1pn·ssing tlH• stL·nm hns b be considered against the saving in fuel brought 
td,ont lw thic; lwd economy. The cost. of fue' saved compnred with the cost 
nf pm\·t·r c•onsnJnNl is the c1cc~ir1ing factor in the acloption of thermo-compres
l"in11. It is· c·f FpPcia1 achantage "·here cheap hydro-electric pow~r is availabla 
and Poal is ccJn]•tirutively ~osdy. Thermo-compressior, is claimed to provide 
other r~<lvaninrcl'S rdso namely; simplicity in working', mainten'1nCe c,f uniform 
lniliug prP!'Stl!'e in the eYriporntor<; and less<>r att<:>ntion than in multiple Effect 
·l'Y:lpor;: toi·s .. 

!'l.!'i Fr.Asrr EYAPORATIOX (:\LnERGER PnocEss).-A system of evaporntion b:y 
-fta<;hinq is empl-oyecl in the United States of America for the ~roclucti?n ?f 
E'alt hY what is lmnwn ns the Alberger Process. Although unpunfiecl Lnne JS 
11'-erl ;1s thr rnw material, the pro~ess is so devis~d that it p~oduce.;; ea~ri'!m 
sulphate h on·~ part of the c,ycle and common sfllt m another. The evaporation 
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of the brine is carried out in a closed circuit. It is first heated to a temperatur~ 
of about 143°0 and then passed through a cylin(Lica~ .-e,..,.cl, p«cked \Yith 
stones, calleti the "graveier". As the solub11it.v of calcium :mlphate is lowt"r 
than that of common salt, calcium sulphate is deposited on the ston2 s nncl the 
super~he·1te1l brine is then p:1ssed on to vapour fh;shers which are aTI"<\n;;,·cl in 
a senes of three. The salt crystallis€s out in the thirLl flasher and j,- 1ake11 nwav 
f~om it in the form of a ~lurry into a circular open pan where surface ev<~por;~
tiOn or:cUt;~· The. slmry 1s then c_entrifuged and the brine used again iJ1 the 
system. lhe purity of salt obtamed by the Alberaer l'roeess is sai.l to be 
.mHJ5 per cent., but this proce~s is reported to be e~'<pensive in operation and 
lS used only when granular salt. of high purity is required. 
6. Freezing Method. 

6.1 If brine is refrigerated, the ice that separates out i;: free from ;:alt. 
Advantage is taken of the naturally prevailing low temperatures in Xorway 
to o1se this principle for t.he production of saft from sea brine. In Japan,. 
w~ere there is a scarcity of salt this process was developed during the Second: 
World \Var. In the lattEr country sea. water is passed through a machine
called "powder ~':!(! machine'' which is cooled by ammonia refrigeration to. 
-20 ° to -30°C when ice floats on the water and the salt is re.taine(l in th~ 
brine below. 1'he ice is removed and the concentrated brine is evapotated 
artificial:y for the :recovery of salt. This process canno,t stri'?tly be calle.i a 
procP.s~ for manufacture of salt as the quantity of ice produced is about 3() 
times the quantity of saLt. Provided that there is a large demand for powdered 
ice for fish preservat-ion and other like purposes, this method would provide 
common salt as a byproduct. 
1. :Mining. 

7.1 Rock salt is extracted or won tili;her ;by the dry mining method or by the 
bline ·well method which is based on injecting water through tubes into the 
salt bearing strata to obtain . concentrated brine fo!' subsequent artific;uf 
evaporathn. The method of working is largely determined by the quality of 
the salt in the deposits and the depth at which it occurs. The open dry 
mining method is the cheapest where a deposit is on the surface, but, where it; 
is at· some depth, the brine well method is preferreJ. The latter method is: 
economical, ccnserves the salt resources and prevents the abuses t<> which dry
mining methods are subject. The bulk of the salt preduction in U.S.A. iS< 
obtained by means of brine wells and this is being increasingly 'followed in 
o.ther countries also, largely because the salt deposits are too far helow for 
economic dry mining operations or they are dispersed in several layers witb: 
lllY.ers of shale, mud, etc .. intervening. 

7.2 The removal oi rock salt irom. the. solid underground deposits by the
method of brine wells makes the. use of the solubility of salt in water. The 
water may b~ pumped through tubes drilled down into the sa~t deposit and 
the re~;:ulting brine allowed to flow. up through a C'Pntral pipe, an .mfer casing 
b9b1g <;un~i to the 5traturo of salt to seal off all natural w&ter unless it is to ue 
utilised for dissolving the salt from the deposits. If, however, the drill bola 
passes through a water bearing strata, the water is allowed to flow down 
into the salt layer and the brine raised to the surface by an air lift, worked 
with compressed air. The inlet pipe for pumping the water into the deposit 
and the outlet pipe for the brine are set" concentrically inside the casing. . As 
the s~lt from the deposits gets dissolved, the insoluble impurities are left behind 
in the mine and a cavity is formed in the salt · strata.. If a sufficient thickne~s 
of the salt laver is not left over the cavitv in the form of an arch, the stra.t<ll 
above the salt deposit, which is usually not rigid enough to support itself. 
might cave iu. To prevent this, compressed air is pumped along with the
watel' to fotm a cushion over the brine and protect the upper stra.h of salt 
trom dissolution. Thus a protective arch is left at the top and an undercut 
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pbtained giving a cylindrical cavity with as mu':!h as 300 ft. diamc,ter in the 
&,trata. of salt. A close control over the shape of the cavity formed is, there· 
fore, necessary to prevent the failure of wells. To control the shape of the . 
cavity, it is necessary to cut off the surface wo,ter and subsoil water from over· 
lying strata. To outuin a proper yieH from a well the shape of the cavity 
should be sueh as to ensur.e the greute3t mte of solution. Care has also to be 
taken to prevent the insoluble matter left behind from blocking the flow of 
water or !Jianketting the salt surface. 

7.2.1 The brir.e wells vary in depth from several hunch·ed :o several 
thousn!Jd fact; on an average they are two thousand feet deep. Figure 2 
shows three different types of brine wells in use in America. The brine ob· 
tained from the tube wells is either used directly for industrial purposes or 
evaporated artificially, after purification if necessary to produce high quality 
salt. · 

8. Summary of Recommendation. 

(a) It would be desirable to calibrate the Baume hydrometer for use in 
India at a temperature which represents a fair average of the prevailing 
temperatures falling within the range 27°+2°80° + 4"F) (3.3.2.1). 



Fig. 2 SKETCH SHOWING DIFFERENT TYPE OF BRINE WELLS IN 
USE IN AMERICA. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FACTOHS AFFECTING PRODUCTION OF SOLAR SALT 

1. F.xcept in 1\Iaudi, where rock S<1.lt is obtained by dry mining method, salt 
is produced in ludia almost exc:usively by solar evaporation. The proc·ess 
has ueen evolvej over several centuries and apart from local variations in some 
of t1Jfj details, it does not differ widely from place to place. The practicr.s followed 
in luJia are also similar to those in other countries, but, unfortunately, 
the tedmique do('S not always conform to scientific principles and (\Hen goes 
contrary to them. The sites have a·so not been selected with proper regard 'to 
the economic ad vuntages that accrue from considerations of the vcwious fac
itJrs whieh determinP. ·the success of a solar salt works. The princip:1l fa-:Jtors 
to be considered are (a) initial density d brine, (b) continuity of brine supply, 
(c) rainfall di~tribution, (d) temperatur~, (e) relative humidity, (f) wind v€lo
city, (g) smface of exposure, (h) impermeability of soil, and (j) security against 
tlootls and a ust storms. 

2. Initial Density of Brine. 

:.!.1 As mentioned ii1 tl,e previous chapter, ·flea and other brines have to be 
:u]ueed in bulk by the evaporation of water till the point of sa~urllltion is 
re:wherl. t;ea water of 3·5° Be has to be reduced in bulk to one tenth of 
its original volume before it deposits any crystals of .;odium chloride; on the 
otlwr hand with brine of 7° P.e the reduction in its volume will 'be oi1l.Y one
fifth whilst for brine of 17° BE.' the reductioe will be less thari'ha:£.· Other 
things bPing equal, brine of a higher concentration is, the.refor<> " TUore profitable 
raw I•1<tterial. 

2.2 The Ja.'·out o£ a salt works depends upon the initiai con~entration of the 
brine. \Vhen it nries, .. as it might even in marine salt works owing to the flow 
into th~ sea of fresh water streams after the monsoon, or other 'l:wses such 
m; more rapid evaporation durin'g the hot d1:y months, care has to he taken to 
••djn"t the arej_s reserved for the concentration of brine .prior to its aclmission 
before s;tturation into the crystalliser bed in which the salt separates out, 

3. Continuity of Erine Supply. 

:l.l l\1 :1rine salt work;; present nd problem in the matter of supply of hrine, 
l>ut it is of importauce· in those places where the brine is taken from pits or 
wells or as at Sambhar Lake where the brine is obtained by the dissolution of 
salt liy 1 ai11 watt>r. The production at Sambhar often fluctuates beMuse of 
the failmP of brine SUJ>ply in years of scnnty rainfall. At Kharaghoda some 
of the \rt•lls dry up whilst the supply :n others diminishes as the sea!'on 
J•ro~TeSS•)S. A hydrographic survey can however reveal the character to.~1d: c-.ther 
detai:s of the water table and· any scarcity of brine can be avoided 'Jy supple
IW>nting it from deeper sources to ensure continuity of supply. 

4. Rainfall Distribution. 

•1.1 The occurrence of rainfall is of vital impm~tance in the manufacture of 
f:ol:lr salt. If it ot:ems during the manufacturing season, it interferes b~- diluting 

1 he hrine un<l n•dueing evaporation. In India, there are two rainy seasons, 
ln1t the extent of rainfall in the two monsoons is not equally intense- in different 
1•arts d the country. Intensity varies appreciably from place to placa, and 
<'H'll within a few miles, there may be a difference of several inches in the rainfall. 
::inch diliPr<·IH~es are also not constant, so that the locality which has less 
t·uinfall in one ;year mny have more iu another. It is essential, therefore, that 



in any salt works dnta of rainfall is regularlv coEccted bv insblliwr rain ""all"($

instead ~f obtaining information from th~ rain gung~ stations o stituated oat 
considerable distances. Instnllatiun of a rain gauge is both easv und cheap and 
the recording shouhl not be difficult or irksome. · 

4.~ The lo':atiou of a salt worka should prderably be in an area which woulJ 
give fairly long periods of fair weatht·r which is so essential in the m;mufacture 
of sa:t. A heavy downpour, even if occasional, causes serious interruption anct 
affeets the production for the season. Interruption during heavv ;;how~rs is 
largely cost by the exeessin~ dilution of the brine _in the ('ryst<~!lise!'S where 
the brine is of hig!:J concentration. This ::an be reduced if !'teps me taken to 
remove the rain water, which mostly remains at the top, as an overtlow without 
allowing it to mix completely with concentrated brine. There is an indirect con
sequence of heavy rainfall, viz., spoilage of the crystallising beds which some
times retards the output. This can, however, be rectified by proper design and 
preparation of the beds. Light showers are, however, no real hindrance to th~ 
manufacturing operations. When the precipitation of rains during occasional 
showers is smaU, the effect o£ it is rectified during the succeeding days of. clear· 
weather. 

4.3 Table X gives the rainfall data for some of the important areas in which
salt is or can be manufactured in India. 
5. Temperature. 

5.1 As evaporation depends upon the temperature, the average d~ily tem
perature during the entire manufacturing season determines the fl.mount of 
evaporation and, in consequence, affects the output of salt. A regular l"ecord
ing of temperatu!"e serves to give mu'!h useful information which when taken. 
over a number of years helps the manufacturer to ascertain what he can ex
pect during different periods of the manufacturing season. 

6. Relative Humidity. 

6.1 The air above the brine in a salt works is not always sat1,1ra.ted witi:J. 
moit;ture but only contains a certain percentage of the quantity required to 
saturate it. This percentage is known as the relative humidity. When the
humidity at a· place is 70, it means that the vapour pressure actually presenG
is 70 per cent. of that required to saturate the air at the temperature then 
prevailing. The evaporation of water is directly proportional to the fac~or
(100-x) where x is the relative humidity. Table XI gives the average relat!v~ 
humidity at different centres in India during the twelv.e months of the year. 
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Contai Sumadi Nanpada 

0·59 0·811 0·59 

0·54 Nil. 0·59 

0·96 Nil. 0·78 

1 ·67 Nil 0·87 

4·53 0 ·33- . 2 ·03 

10·82 5·29 ~·50 

12·85 7·37 4·55 

17·66 8·68 5·86 

11·33 7·40 6·80 

11·72 4·93 8·26 

0·72 8·28 2 ·16 

0·36 9·32 0·67 

73·75 52·40 37·66 

TARLE X . .AvERAGE MoNTl!LY RAI.iiFALL 

(In i11cltcs) 

Madras 

Covolong Veduranyam Tnticorin 

- -
1·56 2·65 0·81 

0·24 1 ·53 0·97 

1 ·3!)... 0·84 1·35 

0·96 3·74 2·32 

1·40 4·03 0·83 

2 ·12 1·12 0·40 

3·22 2·20 0·02 

4·78 1·28 0·06 

6 ·19 4·67 0·42 

9·94 10·36 3'·84 

12·79 22·16 7 ·88 

7·77 9.·50 4·90 

52 ·00 64·08 23·81 

Bcmbay 

Bombay Kharnghouu 

0·23 0·0!) 

0·04 Nil 

0.03 Nil 

0 ·2.') 0·52 

0·65 Nil 

16·82 0·74 

26·30 2·95 

15·I8 4 ·75 

10 ·15 2·38 

1·78 0·81 

1 ·23 1·09 

0·09 Nil 

73·75 13·33 
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Nil 

0·01 
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0 ·14 

0·34 
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Nil 

0·09 

19"58 
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TABLE XL-RELATIVE tHu~IIDITY 

(Average of daily means per cent.) 

I 
.:: ~ - rt:l 
0 ~ .... ·;:: >. ~- to <ll P.. oe 3 
~ < ~ 

::: :l .... .... < 

i 
... ... .. 
(!) (!) (!) 

.0 
E 

... .0 .0 
0 .s E (!) .0 .,., 0 

(!) 0 .. 
P.. ~ > " d 
(!) " 0 (!) (!) 

oc. 0 z A >< 
' 

Bombay ~n·o 71•4 75·4 7o·6 76·1.1 1 I ' I 83·3 87·4 87·2 85·9 81·4 7l·8
1
71·8,;8·5 

66·1 6S·l '1\-Iadra'! 7il·2 77•7 7.3·1 77·7 71)•2 73·2 76·7 :82·7 8!·18!·1176-3 
Calcut~a 6!:1·6 66·0 67·0 69·5 75•0 8:3·4 87·3 
.Bala'>ore* . 75·0 no 7<1·0 72•0 73•0 80 0 81·0 

88·2 86·4,81·8,74·2'7•1·5 76·6 
85·0 81·0 81·0 7!·011-J·(l ii·O 
8()·9 ,7.3·6,74·0/6'l·5

1

66·:'1·i!)·7 Cuttack 65·5, 61·9 60·8 66·2 66•4 71·4 7i)·8 
i I I ' [ 

-

* The figu:·es for Balasore are based on observations for four years. 

G.~ In the c~1se of brine which has a vapour pressure lower than thnt of 
"'water at DD,V given temperature the evaporn,tion is not Jependent upcn tho: 
·factor (lOC-:-:) but upon (y-x) where y is the ratio between the vapour pressure 
--of the so.ubrm b that of water at the same temperature expressed as n per
centage. For exampk a saturateJ solution ·of sodium chloride :vhi~h h::H a 
vapour l'reEsure approximatt>ly equal to flO per ce11t. of that of waL~r at the 
·snme tempera1 w·e ceases to evaporate further- on exposure to air with :.1 relative 
. hm~;iJ~ty of 80. If the re'.atiYe humidity exceeds 80, not onlv .iurth-:-r eva-

por:ltion ceases bui the solution starts absorbing moisture. • This ha;; a 
special beuring on :>ait manufacture where solution!'\, with pro~ressively 
ilnr.:asing concentration and hence of a eontinually cl~:creasing va pom· ]'res
sure, an~ being dealt with. A record of relative humiclitv should be maintained 

. at salt \I''Jrk, as it would help in determining the rat~ of evapor~ttion and 
therefore the ;yield of salt per acre of \vollis. 

7. Wind velocity. 

7.1 \\"in.J veloc!h' is of importance for .promoting evapora,tion, hut it Hm;:t 
be notell that beym;cl a certain spet-d of S<'-Y 3 to 4 mi',1•s per hour ilw quick 
replact·m~~nt of the air above the liquid does not result in a rroporti,mal 
incr2ase in eYaporation. .-\ wind of uniform Yelocit,\· is more fa,·ountble than 
occasional spurts of high v~locity winch \Yith periods of c-alm air. The 

.(h·i,?r th0 wi<ld the ·greater is its "'apacity to absorb moisture. In mo~t 
mmine salt works, there is a dailY alternation betwe.en sea breeze anLl land 
bret:•ze. The lanll breeze is invariably drier and where it blows for a lo11ger 

. spell than tlw sea breeze the en1porative t:apaeity of the loealit.v is higlwr aml 
-it is found to be better suited for the manufacture of salt than the place wbre 
the opposite- conditions prevail. It shoult1, however, be understood th:1t sea 
breeze is not usuaJv saturntecl with moisture and is, therefore, 11ot l<n~:;vour
a ble- ior sa It mamifacture. If a regular record of direction and -,e~o~'ity of 

· wiild is mniotained it comes of great value to the manuf<ldlll't:'l'S. 

7.:3 There is an incliree,t effect of wind whi~h can be f:1vourable t-:1 eva
pr)J'ntion t!Jou~h it mav not be alwa:-.s fayom:able to c:;vstall_isa~ion. . Jf the 
wiiHl velocity is 'high, the surface of the water IS thrown mto npp <'s \·.:hlch ma_y 
deYelop into mwes if .the depth o~ the ~rine is adequate_ and t.here H a suffi-

. cient •·xpanse of water The;;e effects mcrense the smface of expc,.;;u_rt' and 
.as such improYe evapor<1tion. But such wn~·es distmh t~e acc-reh'n of 
the enstal;; and may cause form:ltion of sm:1ll s1zed crystals. \\hen the depth of 
the b;in.:J in the cryl:'tnl!isin~ p:llls i;; shallow and the siz~ of_ the pans is small 
:the wave effect is little but the ripples do not affect the s1ze 1£ the crystals. 
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8. Surface of Exposure. 

!:i.l Evaporation is increased substantially by allowing brine to flow over a_ 
wide are:1 with a gentle gradient. In ,this manner the brine keeps turning: 
ov~r :;o that a fresh surface is exposed each time leading to a higher rate ot 
c.n:poration than if it were stationary. Sometimes this effect is also produced· 
artiti.cia!Iy by lifting the brine to a h1gh level and allowing it to fall in u stream 
but the expense im·olved in lifting is not compensated b;y adequate increase 
in e\apowtwn. "\uother method is to throw up the brine in sprays so that. 
the dror~~~ts whieh form the spray during its rise and fall may pmdu·!e a 
larger surface of exposure and evaporation. This procedure, however, invc.lves 
cousidentble additional cost and the results obtained so far are not f:ncour£>ging. 
9. Impermeability of Soil. 

U.l :::iiure brine has to be con·~entrated by long exposure over extensive areas 
it is im1•erative that it should not be allowed to percolate through the soil, and 
lll:ces,;nry prect.utions should be taken to prevent such leakage. Brine 
inerea>,es in value as the con~eutration rises because of the money, tinJe and 
solar energy spellt on ~t and loss of this brine vo:ume for volume, means.~ much 
we a kr los,; of its salt content. The prevention of leakage becomes increa~
ingl;. more impc.rtan,t with the rise in concentration ,_of the brine an~, therl~lore, 
greatet· (·are has to be taken to prevent leakage iP ·tha crystallising beds than 
in tht: t.~Irli·~r ::;tages. 

D.~ Tha suitability of the clay depends upon the composition of the soil. 
The soil must be impermeable, but where it is not so it must be made imper
vious by artificial treatment such as a top dressing of plastic clay. Such treat
meut is particularly necessary in marine salt works which are laid on permeable· 
sandy soil. The ancient and timehonoured methc.d of preparing clay beds 
and tamping aud consolidating them periodically, as practised in India, has 
stood the te.>t of time and has proved satisfactory. \Vhen a bed is !~ewly laid 
notwithstanding i.t'i top dressing and careful tam{>ing it is apt to be penneab'e, 
but its pores get filled up by the clay which is carried down by the p~rcolat
ing liquid and are sealed in the course of 2 to 3 yP-ars. The composition of 
the b1·ine also plays an important pdrt in consolidating the beds. 'l'he suits 
dissolved in the brine react both chemically and mechanically on the day and 
the snnJ. Some of the less soluble components such as carbonates, sulphates, . 
etc. gd deposited as slush nnd partly soak into the bed of &and. A cert9.in 
amount of· inter-locking of crystals of these salts also takes place in the inter
sp:.t~es of the sand bed and both the upward and downward seepage is thu.;; pro
gressively reduced. 

O.a It is not -possible tG prescribe an op.timum chemhal composition or 
physicnl texture of an ideal impermeable clay for use in the making of· beds. Tex
ture of cb;v is nGt dependent upon its chemical composition and any attempt to 
co-n·late thc two would 1:ot be fruitful. Where salt maimfacture has been 
going on for a number of years the selection of suitab~e clay and its. effective 
treatiHent. bQ.ve been developed by traditional methods which have been found 
to yield s<.tisfactory results. ' 

r 
n.4 'l'11e quality of the soil and its character are of significance in a..>1other

respect. Salt is made to crystallise out on the clay beds. These· crystals 
are iir,;t heaped on the pathways and ridges to drain away the adhering mother 
liqu,lr. The salt is then lifted to the storage platforms where af5ain it is heaped 

. on a clny l:,ed. At each handling the crystals come into contact with the 
soil and tend to pick up impurities. It is, therefore, important that the 
soil at the factorv site. should be such that ~t does not impart colour to the 
brine or to the ;rystals. It is also necessary to ensure that the soil g:-ts
consolidated readily under semi wet conditions which prevail in aU _the factor~es · 
and is not picked up by the crystals during their frequent handhngs. Much· 



~~an be done by tamping the beds, t~e. !"idgcs and the storage platforms, but 
m some places the nature of the sml Is such that even washinrr the salt does 

· uot eomp:et~ly :emove the .colour or the impUl'ities which are picked up dur
. ing CQ'sta!I!f;atiOn or handhug. 

. 9.5 '!he. othe; da.nger which is equally serious and should be guarded against 
.Js ~he dJl.uti_on o~ .brme by upward or lateral infiltration of water or weak brine 
• wluch ~ught nulhfy the effec~ of evaporation. While dilution can be rre
' v~nted If t~e beds Are. made Impermeable it is the practi'."!e in some places to 
~dig protective percolatiOn channels to a depth of .5 to 6 feet below the bed 
>level of th;l C('ndensers and crystallising pans. This channel which is some
•times called a. "ring channel" rings off the beds_ from the effe~t of any lateral 
flow of su~-sml water. It afford~ some protectwn also from the rising water 

:table, but If the upward thrust directly. below the sale pans in high. the ring 
•.phannel do~s ~ot o~er adequ~te protectwn .. In such cases, the impermeability 
<O( the bed 1s tne amy protectiOn that 1s possible. The need for a ring chfiPI:el 
<dep~nds upon the nature of the soil, the type of beds that have been laid. 
·~he Bharacter c.f lateral currents of subsoil water and the water table. No 
•har(l and fast rult• can be laid down on this IJOin.t, but emphasis has to be 
.\laid on the fact that percolation is a serious threat to the success of the nianu
, facturing op~rations. It has to be c!osely watched and when noticed has to
''be combated. 

9.6 1'here are other factors leading to loss of water by leakage which msy 
. also be stated briefly. Ordinary vegetation cannot thrive in brine, but there 
' arz cert:1in weeds which grow in it and their roots are a serious threat to the 
-non-permeability of the evaporating bed. This vegetation must be rooted out 
. and when a uew bed is laid, any vegetable matter such as· roots, twigs, leaves. 
·etc., whi'.lh may be found in the .soil, mus.t be removed, as, otherwise, .they 
·would lead to leakage and prevent the formation of a suitable· impermeable 
•bed. 

9.7 Crabs, worms and other forms of life which can thrive in brine upto 
'-'6" He' al'e also factors to be considered. Many sites have proved unsatis
: factory and .uneeonomical because crabs and worms burrow through the b,~ 
·and cam;e holes through which considerable loss takes place by leakage. These 
. holes are easily detected and it is possible not ~nly to fill .them but also to 

-·rtpg tham round in order to get the e?-cl~sed brme mor~ highly concentrated 
-so that in its seepage through the hole It lulls the burrowmg worm. 

9.8 In the United States of America it has been found that the best floor 
··for ~·. crystalliser is a layer of salt. Where the accre,tion syste~ of ma~u-

. · facture is in practice, the first layers of crystals of salt form an Imp~rme,wle 
· bed on which successive layers of sa~(ji are allowed to a~crete. - In .India, how-
ever, such beds of salt cannot be formed in places of frequ_en~ ramfall whe~e 

-·crops of sa.lt have to be lifted at short intervals. Evell: m such plaees, 1t 
is a matter of common knowledge that as the manufactunng season arlv?ncea 
·the bed becomes more and more leak proof due, apparently, to the mter
'lockinc:r of ·salt crystals in a magma of slush and clay. g; Suac:restions have been made from time to .time that concrete or clay 
'beds' coat:d' with asphalt would offer a satisfactory solution .to the p~~l~~ 
·of seepage and percolation. Experiments have been made with such ar!I c1a 
beds but they proved unsatisfactory and were abandoned because t~c~ d~- ~of; 

· Jrovide uninterrupted protection that was soug?t. Ce~ent ~ s, _18 er 
.\Jecaus~ of contact with brine and fissures appear m them owmg t~ exp~sdie \ 0 

heat and cold alternately. Asphalt beds on the other hand sw~ ou rf· ue o 
une ual expansion and the asphatt layer gets dPtached f;om. t e su ace on 
·whi~h it is laid and develops cracks through ~?ich thule dbr~ne ~~ ~uc;ed ~1Pb!Js 
the loose bed below and is lost. If ideal conditions co . e a· ~me an . 
made from an asphalt of a suitable ductility and softemng POI~t dthey might. 

•.give more satisfactory service, but this ideal has yet to be reac e · 



!UO As magnesium chloride is present in large quantities in the bittcms 
and can be'"Tecovered in a fairly pure state, it is possible that it could be utilised 
•by mixing it with magnesia (MgO) to form oxychloride cement beds for 
-crystalliser~. This cement has many advantages over ordinary cements; it; 
has a strength three to five times that of Portland cement, sets much more 
t·apidly, bonds perfectly with many materials and resists the action of salts 
pt·esent in brine. 1\fagnesium oxychloride has, however, one disadvantage 
in th:tt it is easily hydrolysed forming magnesium chloride which is removed 
when subjected to continuous Hction of water. Recent investigations have, 
however, shown tha.t this can be complet.ely prevented by the addition of ·10 

1J>er cent. of finely divided copper to the oxychloride cement. During the 
11eriod of the set-ting of the cement, copper is converted to "Atacam~te'' which 
acts as an additional binding material and increases the strength and resis
tance of •.h~ floor and at the. same time pre,·ents its erosion by wnter. 'J'rials 
with sueh artificial floors are worth investigation and might be tried out in the 

:propo::;ed research stations dealt with in the cha.pt.er on Model Factories and 
.Research Stations . 

. 10. Security against Floods and Dust Storms. 

10.1 Salt Works are generally located at a lo)Ver level than the t.urrounding 
land and during the rainy season are ·liable to floods. These floods are 
.actually a blesdng if they occur in moderation b~cause they flush out during 
·the off season the soluble impurities which are the refuse of ~he manufactur
:ing operlltions and thus prevent a. progressive deterioration of. the quality of 
·salt produced. As the intensity of rainfall varies· from year to year the 
magnitude of floods also varies. Provided the showers are· not too heavy, 
normal and per!odical floods need not be looked upon as a source of ·:.danger, 
.as they are easily controlled with protective embankments • 

. 10.2 There are some places where floods are caused by cyclones, and as a 
..cyclone com~s without much warning, it is devastating in character. The 
Tise of water in such cases is so rapid that human agency can neither guard 
;against it nor combat it and the entire works including sto'}ks of salt, plat
forms, factory buildings and instadations are liable to be washed away. This 
is a major problem of flood control and can only be comba.ted on a mor~i 
,general basis by Government. The coast of Bengal and to a lesser. extent . 
that of Orissa is notorious for these periodical ravages, and the loca,tion of 
Ealt factories ~n areas subject to cyclones must be settled with due regard j;o · 
the possiblb loss to the works due to floods. 

10.3 To a lesser e:xten,t, dust storms and sand storms also affect the manu
facture of salt. These storms are more frequent in pla~Ps of high temperature 
and low rainfall. which factors are suited to. the production of large cornpnct 
heavy crystals of salt. They generally occur during the bot summer months 
-when production is at its maximum. The fine sand and dust which blow in, 
·sometimes without waming, contaminate the ;Bait in aU stages of production, 
1;iz., in the crystalliser beds, on the ridges and on the storage platforms. It 
is impossible to prevent this contamination. , It is diflbult to wash away 
dust and fin•J sanrl from hollow crystals,. nor is it possible to ·remove it by 
-sieving or o.ther forms of grading. Settled dust could, however, be washed 
from heavy, regular crystals. Unlike the damage done by cyclones and ex

·cessive flood:., the loss due to dust storms can be mitigated if the production 
is adjusted and the process so regulated ns to yield largP compact solid crys
tals of s&~t so that even if tbev are contaminated, the damage can be recti
ned easily. Magnesium salts are a common impurity in salt; they· are hygro· 
scop;c End absorb moisture causing the salt to sweat. In sur:Jb cases the 
dust sticks to the salt and is difficult to remove. As the quality of salt is 
()f importance the damage done by dust storms can be easily remedied if the 
technique of manufacture is adap.ted to produce good quality salt. 
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11. Summary of Recommendations. 

(a) Rain gauges should be installef in salt works wherever pos~ible to maintain 
a regular record of rainfall. ( -1,. 1 ~-

(b) The crystalliser beds should be so designed as to enable the removal of rain 
water which mostly remains at the top of the concentrated brine, and thus 
reduce intetTUptions in manufacture during heavy showers. ( t · :!t. 

(c) The following daily records should be maintained at the salt works :-

(i) maximum and minimum temperature (5·1) 

(ii) relative humidity (6 · 2) . 

. (i1"i) wind direction and velocity (7 ·1) 

(d) The beds of crystallisers and high density condensers should be made im- (9 ·3) 
pervious by use of plastic clay. 

(e) Ring channels should be provided wherever rertuired to prevent lateral 
. infiltration of water or weak brine. . (9 ·5) 

· (f) Experiments should be conducted in the research stations on the utility of 
oxychloride cement as a lining fot crystalliser beds. (9 ·10) 

(g) In areas subject to cyclones location of salt factories must be settled with 
adequate regard to the possible loss to the works due to floods. (10·2} 

(h) In areas subject to dust Rtorms wastage should be reduced by regulating 
th9 process of manufacture so as to yield large compact crystals of salt. (10 ·3)-



1. Production 

CHAPTER V 

MANUFACTURE OF SALT .IN iNDiA 

1.1 The manufacture of salt is an ancient industry in lndra. A:s tar as ,c:an 
be gathered India was self-s~cient in:·salt till the beginning_ of the 19th. cen~~y 
when import of salt was ·actively encouraged for the first t·rme. ~y_.the. BntlSh 
rulers for the benefit of manufacturers of Liverpool and Cheshire. · Sal~ h,as als() 
been-Ir SOlJ!Ce of revenue to- a.ll -tP,e rulers of Ind_ia. The e~ly empires, tho 
;M;oghuls, the ;Maharathas and th'eir successors, the British; 'levied various forms 
of taxes on salt, treating it. as a monopoly article. The J?ritish collected_ the 
excise duty in a more organised· and systematic manner arid <aS:it·was-more con
venient for them to levy thei.r taxes at places of entry -of salt into India.· they 
used t~e exqise duty as an instrument for promoting the interests of the ma~u
facturers,"h}_ Eni:tland. 

1.2 '!'he· economic aspects of·salt manufacture !lnd trade in saJ~ are discussecf
in subsequent chapters. It' is- ne-cessary to review. in:this chapter· the p.resenii 
production. apd methods of manufacture in the country so that suggestions for 
improvement may be correlated with the e~isting.·conditions. 'rhe manufacture 
of salt in India is almost exclusively by solar' evaporation and is to a large extent 
in the hands of small licensees or lessees of absentee proprietors. Many of them 
are ignorant of the correct technique of manufacture of salt and. their main 
interest is in making quick money rather than producing good qua1ity salt. The 
methods of manufacture continue to be ancient and ·primitive arid the, artisans 
being conservative are suspicious of new .innovations. Though illiterate. and left 
without guidance they have disp~ayed considerable amount of ingenuity 
in; prodt,lCing salt in spite of defective layout and design of the works.' The 
quality of Ealt produ'ced is, thereMe, poor in several centres of ·produc~ion, but 
in better designed works, where there is some··· scientific: control, tl!e qualitj 
stands cc;>I?!Jru::iso~ wi~h the_ best ~hat is .pr(!duced, a-?yw?:ere. else. in the world _by 
solar evaporatro:n. ·--Wrth·a change over to-a mo:re smentrfic techmque, the quahty. 
and yield of salt. can be improved immeasurably,. . 

1.3 The p,rincipal producing centres of. salt in Iridia _.a:~;e ·._(a) the. (nlan4 
sources of RaJasthan, Kharaghoda _and Dhran,gaq~a,. (b). ~he .. m_~trine l!alt works. 
in Bombay, Kathiawad, Kutch, M-adras, Orissa and Trava.ncidre and (c) ~he rock 
salt tnines in Mandi. In Hl30-31, when the Salt Survey Committee enquired 
into the position of the In"dian salt industry, the production was as shown in Table 
XII. . 

TABLE XII.-lNDUN PRODUCTION IN 1930-81 -. ' 

(a) Inland Works : 

(i) Sambhar .. 

(ii) Didwana 

(iii) Pachbadra_. . 

(iv) Kbaraghoda. 

(Tons) 

2~ 7_3,QO_Q 

20,000 

45,000 • r 

1,00,000 

85 

4,38,000 

(Ma~ds). 

1,~!!,94,000 

74,30,000 

5,34,000. 

12,20,0_00 

27,10,00() 



(Tons) (Maunds) 

(b) :Marine Works: • • 7,70,000 2,09,54,000 

(i) Bombay • • • 3,82,000 1,04,02,000 

( ii) Kathiawad • • 25,000 6, 76,000 

(iii) Madras} • 
(iv) Orissa 

3,63,000 98,76,000 

(o) ltock Salt Mines : 
(t) 'Mandi 4,000 1,2!,000 ----

Total 12,12,000 3,29,70,000 

(N.B.-No account has been taken of the production in those parts of India 
which now constitute. Pakistan.) 

In this same year the impoort of foreign salt at Calcutta amounted to as much 
as 5,34,000 tons (1,45,47,000 mds.) valued at nearly one crore of rupees. It came 
from Europe and the Middle East countries and was imported chiefly into Bengal 
where white. salt of good quality has always been in demand. 

1.4 Since then the industry has made considerable progress and new salfi 
works have come into existence in Kathiawad, Kutch and Travancore. In Kathia
wad the first of the many salt works to be established was at ~Iithapur (Okha
mandal) by the late Mr. Kapilram H. Vakil whose pioneering work led to the 
establishment of a large number of new works in this area. As the salt manu
facture in Kathiawad by purely solar e.vaporation method began to be accepted 
in Calcutta market the nascent industry in Katliiawad came up against the 
vo.werful importing interests and would have gone under were it not for the 
tariff protection that it began to receive in 1931 from the Government of India. 
''!L'his pro~ction continued until 1939 but the Indian industry fully established 
itself only in the second World . War when imports of foreign salt were con
siderably curtailed fo.r lack of shipping .. The War also forced home the impor
tant 1esson of self-sufficiency in the supply of an essentia~ compJ.odity like salt. 

· 1.5 The progress made by the Indian industry since 1930-31 will be seen · 
from the figures of production for tb,e calendar year 1948 when it reached the 
maximum . of 23·3 lakh tons (634·8 lakh mds.) .which is the highest on record. 
~able XIII shows the. production for that year. 

(a) Inland Works: 

·(i) Sambhar 

'(ii) Didwu!IB • 

Hil Paohbadra. 

(tu Kharaghoda 

(v) Dhrangadhra 

TAllLB xm.-!NDIAN PltODtJIJnoN IN 1948 

3,16,000 

47,000 

70,000 

1,36,000 

58,000 

(Tons). 

6,27,000 

(Yaunds) 

86,15,000 

12,90,000 

19,05,000 

36,91,000 

15,79,000 

1, 70,80,000 



~) :&'larine'Worka~ 

(i) Bengal (West) 

(ii) Bembay 

~iii) -Kathiawad 

(it1) Kutch 

(t1) l!adru 

("i) Orissa 

(tJii) Trevancore 

•(c) Rock Salt Mines: 

(i) Mandi 

.· 

Tota\ • 

37 

(Tons) 

1'1,00,000 

1,000 

-&,50,000 

2,93,000 

65,000 

s,io,ooo 
20,000 

61,000 

4,000 

23,31,000· 

{Maunds) 

4,6!,86,000 

32,000 

i,22,4S,OOO 

.'79,87,000 

17,57,000 

2,20,56,000 

5,48,000 

i~64,000 

Ita.ooo· 
6,34,80,000 

'!'be quantity of foreign salt imported into India during this saine period was 
2,98,000 tons (81,12,000 mds.) which gave tha total consumption of the country 
at 26,29,000 tons (7,15,g2,000 mds). 

1.6 In (JUr first Interim Report we had recommended an immediate increase 
of 10 per cE:nt in the production at all the salt works in t~e country to reduce the 
deficit to less than half. After visiting the salt works throughout the coilntry; 
\'re have come reluctantly to the conclusion that a mere increase in production 
at all the works will not yield the desirrd results, largely because the quality oJ 
ealt produced in Bombay, Madras and 'Travancore is unacceptable to the Bengal 
market. In recent months, the Tuticorin salt manufacturers are reported to 
bave made some efforts to improve their quality and if they maintain this im~ 
provement in quality they could reduce the deficit to some extent. U is also 
possible for the works in Bombay to do likewise. The immediate pessibility 6J 
increase in production of good salt, therefore, rests largely with Kathiawad and 
.Kutch where, favourable conditions and facilities exist for the :tna:ilufacture oi 
solar salt. ·our visit to this region has convinced us beyond doubt of its poten. 
tinlity to malul the country self-sufficient within a short period. 

, 2. Sources of Brine 

2.1 According to the source of brine employed, the salt workS irl India ltave 
been classified as · 

(a) Inland using 

(i) sUbsoil brine and 
(ii) la'ke brine 

(b) Marine 

In the marine salt works the brine is obtained from the sea whiM in lnland 
works it is either obtained from salt lakes or tapped hom sub-soil sources ,by 
means of ~>hallow wells or deep tube wells, pits and percolation canalei. Another 
flOurce of brine is by the ancient method of lixivia.ting the saline earths. The 
abo~o classification of the w~rks .is somewhat loose beca~se in severai piaces 
mn.rme salt works use sub-soil brme also, whilst at Sambhar the lake brine is 
~IUgmented by supplies from percolation canals which ta'p the subson sonrcee. 
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2.2 The brine for the marine salt works being obta.ined from the sea, its 
initial d.ensi~y is of the. order of 3 o ~e' though it varies slightly from place to 
place. The relative composition of the dissolved solids in the sea brine is, how
ever, -uniform and the quality of the salt produced in marine works should not. 
therefore, vary much provided the lay-out is based on scientific lines and the 
operations are controlled properly. Unfortunately the quality of marine salt 
produced in India varies from centre to ce1atre owing to ill-conceived ·layout and 
unregulated methods of manufacture. 

2.3 The, subsoil brine is tapped at depths which vary from place to place as 
also in the sam:e place during different ·p-arts of the manufacturing season. The 
saline stratum. wP,.ic4 gets lixiviated by.Jhe percolating rain wate.r- varies in com
position from place to place and depth to depth. The extent of lixiviation de
pends upon the porosity of the soil and ·the downward flow of this percolating 
water. As a consequence of these two fa.ctors the concentratio_n _of the subsoil 
brine varies from 2·5° to 19°Be'. Its composition also varies as shown in Table 
IX.. 

2.3.1 Usually the subsoil brine is lifted from wells or pits with manual Jabour, 
but draught animals a.!."e also 'employed. In Travancore it is also obtained from 
tube-wells which vary from 60 to 180 ft. in depth. Tube-wells are a valuable 
source of concentrated brine, but without a hydrographical survey to dete.!"ID.ine 
the quality and the quantity of brine that may be expected. at different strata., 
their utility is limite'd. The density of tube well brine in Travancore is reporte~ 
to vary with the depth which may be due to a number 9f. causes which have not 
yet been determined. Whether this is due to the variation in concentration of 
subterr~ean pockets of kine or to th~ greater dilution by percolating water of 
the top layers of subsoil brine is at present a matter of conjecture. In places 
where hlgh rainfall occurs and sea brine is subject to dilution, the tube-well 
method of tapping subterranean brine is worth investigation. But the wells 
should be sunk with proper regard to the quality -and quantity o~ the brine avail
able and its rest level in thE) tube~well. 

2.3.2 The salt obtained from subsoil brines· is apt to vary in ·quality owing_ to. 
tht;~ ·variations in their composition; and though adjustments'· &e necessary in 
t:P,e method of manufacture to correspond to these fluctuations, such adjust
ments ·are not made in any of the works in India. Such little regard is paid to 
the relative composition of the dissolved solids in these subsoil brines that dat::\ 
regarding t1ei.r composition are not 1mown or maintained at many of the salt. 
wor)rs. 

2.4 The only substantial source of lake brine for salt manufactur~ is at Sam
bhar Lake in the Rajasthan Union. This brine has been in use for several cen
turies and the reserves are apparently enormous. The brine results from the 
dissolution of 'efflorescent salt and lixiviation of the superficial salt stratum of 
the lake bed during the rains. Whilst a major portion of the production of salt 
at Sambhar depends upon the lake brine, some subsoil brine obtained from per
colation canals is used as an auxiliary to the lake brine. 

3. Reservoirs 

3.1 ~he brine obtained from different sources is either fed directly into con
dens&s or, more often, especially when sea brine is used, it is let in by sluice 
gates. at high tides tl!rough creeks into low level reservoirs, or small · lagoons 
which ·serve as a. storage of brine. The reservoir should be of a fairly large· 
capacity,and capable of holding, if.not the whole season's requirement, IJ,t least 
a substanti~l part of it. Natural depressions near· the sea coast are often utilised: 
~-reservoirs s,nd an arm of an estuary or a. silted basin can be banked off and 
Ja()l&ted .to form a reservoir.; · but where they are constructed artificially, their 
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alignment and protection are carried out wjth .due regard to the .contours of the 
land. As it is seldom possible to locate the reservoir a.j; a level higher than the 
rest of the factory, brine has. often to be pv.mped up to a high level storage from 
where it flows by· gravity throJ.!gh long winding channels into condense,rs. l'he 
cost of lifting brine is, however •. an impm:tant item in the _man:ufactu,ring cost of 
salt and should not be overlooked, 

3.1.1 The reservoirs· are an· indispensable feature of ma.l'ine salt works, but 
thev are not considered necessary_ in the case of pit or well brine which is 
gen.erally free from suspended impuritie~ and wh~ch is als~ of a higher concentra
tion. They also serve a useful purpos_e m. so~e mland satt wo.rk~ as at Samb~ar 
IJalre. A certain amount of evaporatiOn mev1tably takes place m the reservm.rs 
and the concentration of the brine rises· but their main function is to store enough 
brine between high tides. They help also to bring about a sedimentation of. the 
suspended impurities in the brine. Unfortunately the reservoirs are .frequently 
used also as an outlet of the outgoing bitterns with the result that the. waste 
effluent of the salt works is allowed directly to contaminate the- incoming raw 
material resulting in a progressive deterioration of the quantity of salt produced at4 
these works. This is an undesirable practice which ca:t}not be· too st!ongly cop.
demned; the reservoirs should be protected from contamination b~i bitternS.· 

4. Condensers 

4.1 Condensers are au integral part of all solar_ salt works. The.y are intend
ed to ser,·e ·tw_o purposes, namely, the raising of the concentration of brine arid 
the. precipitatio.D ai:1d. sedimentf\tion ,of. impurities. In many of the sal~ works in 
India both. these "£unctions· are ·served indj:f{erently at present. The undissolv~d 
impuritie"s· consist o£ mud. ~rid organi~ matter in suspension·; . as. the · ~rin~ Js 
allowed to' settle, these "separate out in the form of slime which forms a· .'slus.h 
with the small ·quantities of ~alcium c~rbonate whicp. also gets precipitated. :at 
~he early~ stages of evaporation: 0 When. tlie c6nceiltratiori: fs alloWed ' to go high 
enough to permit crystallisation of gypsum, thil;l usefl,ll mate.rial_. ~so g~es in:tp 
the slush ctnd is rendered irrecoverable. Sea and lake brines contain. consider
able quantities or'alg~el matter which separates' ~ut as.the ·.concentration i~
cr.eases. The extent of :removal of suspended impilrities cari be· judged by visu8l 
examination; a properly settled brine should be clean and transparent. The 
·rise in concentration takes place .only as' a result of evaporation and -the extent 
of evaporation is .largely determined by the areas and the course: ~he ·brine takes 
in its passage from one condenser to another. The size o£ the individual con
Jensers varieb from works to work1:1.;· and is immaterial, provided that the total 
.condensing a.rea is adequate for raismg the concentration of the brine to 22•Be.'. 
~he ea_rlier stages o~ concentration 14 • Be may be carried out anywhere, i.e., 
eJthcr In the reservoirs or condensers, because the materials sepa.rating out 
upto this stage are not of any economic value and are not recoverable· the 
layout and preparation of the late.r series of condensers in which the · bri~e is 
·raised from 14 • ·to .22•Be' are important and require special attention .. In 
several marine salt works, particularly in the l.fad.ras -area, there is one condei1-
ser to one crystalliser and the size of. the two is the same. In this area the. con
densers and the crystallisers are both known as pans; the condense.r is some
timt'S called the male pan and the crystalliser the female pan and the density 
of the brine led into the crystalliser seldom exceeds 14 ° Be. In the Bombay 
Presidency, the brine on reaching 5•Be' in the rese.rvoirs is led into condensers 
called tapavanis where it is further concentrated till it reaches 10• to 12•Be" 
when it. is led into the_ crystallisers. In Kathiawad whe.re greate.r attention ha~ 
been prud to the relative area of condensers and crystallisers, the concentration 
of the brine is prpgressively carried out in a series ·of condensers and it is allowed 
to flow into the crystallisers only when the density exceeds 20•Be'. · 
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4.2 The condensers ought to be .so planned that the brine, in the last conden

ser shou!d leave it at about 22•Be'; for sea brine ib means an evaporation ol 
9/lOth of its water content. In actual practice in wo.rks other than those in 
Kathiawad the condenser area is seldom more than the crystalliser area and 
frequently is even le8s. This mean!; that impurities which should be removed 

-in the condensers find their way into the C.."Ystallisers where they separate out 
along with the sa!t and contaminate it. There is sometimes_ a mistaken notion 
that the yield depends only upon the crystalliser area and the allocation of 
adequate space for condensers- is considered unnecessary and wasteful. It is, 
however, not appreciated that salt will not separate out unless the required eva· 
poration is affected. The preliminary concentration upto 22°Be' should be 
carr~ed out in the condensers before the brinet is let into the crystallise.!'s so that 
calCium sulphate may crystallise out in the condensers as much as possible. 
This would not only lead to greater purity of the product but, with properly 
designed condensers, the gypsum which separates out largely between 14o and 
23" Be'- could be cqllected as a profitable byproduct. A proper layout of the 
salt works demands that the relative a~:eas for condensers cum reservoirs and 
crystallisers_ should be fixed with due regard to the density of the initial brine 
used. 

5. Crystallisers 

5.1 The area o£ the condenser determines the area of the crystallisers. As 
the sea water is reduced to one-tenth of its volume during concenkation from 
_ 3 o to 24 o Be, and assuming that there is no loss of brine by percolation the 
w:ea of the crystalliser should be normally only one-tenth of the area under re
servoi.! and condemers. However, as the rate of evaporation falls appreciably 
with increase, in density it is necessary to provide for more than one-tenth of 
the reservoir cum condenser area for the crystallisers. \Ve have discussed this 
at length in the -chapt& on model factories and research stations. In very fe,w 
factories in India is the proper ratio maintained. An unnecessarily large crys
tallising area is provided under a. mistaken notion that the output of salt depends 
upon its area, with the result that low density brine is taken into crystaJlisers~ 
leading to formation of salt, largely contaminated with gJFSUni. & the erys
tallisers need special attention both in their layout and maintenance, tli.e cost of 
laying out the wOol'ks and their maintenance become high when this area is made
unnecessarily large. 

5.2 The crystallisers are lined with a prepared bed of clay which is consoli-. 
dated by puddling and tamping. This operation is well understood in India.. 
The clay is first loosened and brine is let into it till it forms a soft mud. lt is 
puddled by treading till it is so dry that the foot ceases to make an impression 
«>n it- It is then allowed to dry and harden but when it shows signSI of cracking, 
fresh brine is let in and the, bed again puddled till it is firm when it is allowed1 
to dry and harden. It is then tamped with wooden rams or mallets, sand being 
spdnkled, if necessary, to prevent the clay from sticking to the ram. Ceystalli
ser beds are given this treatment at the commencement of each season, but 
sometimes if the surface gets pitted or broken with rainfall, it becomes necessary" 
to repair the beds. in the course of the season. ·If the bed is· not properly levelled 
ib leads to difficulties in the collection of salt and its effect on the appearance of 
the salt collected is easily noticed. The beds, therefore, require a fair amount 
f>f attention. 

5.3 The crystallisers should be situated at a level lower than the condensers 
to allow a natural flow of brine into them. The crystallisers are best located 
together to facilitate easy collection and storage of salt. The location of the 
crystailisers with respect to the direction of the land winds i.s also an importanb 
factor. Winds that blow over an expanse of water become humid and do not 
aid evaporation of the denser brine in the crystallisers. On the other hand. if 
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the wind blows directly from the land a good deal of dust might be cttn-ied into 
the erystallisers contaminating th~ salt. It is, therefore, advis~ble to have a 
small area of condensers interceptmg the land breeze before It reaches th& 
crys tallisers. 

5.4 The size of the individual crystallisers is of great importance as the salt 
deposited in it is collected wi~h manual labour. The optimum s.ize depends upon 
the ease with which the crop IS harvested from the pathways Without the .l~bour· 
ers havin , to step into the beds or walk through them. Apart from the discom
fort to th~ men of having to work in concentrated mot~er liqu~ in the crystal
lisers, frequent treading loosens the bed and renders 1t perviOus. T~e loose 
clay oalso tends to find its way· into the. Cl{'Stals and makes ~he salt dirty. In 
places· where showers are likely to fall durmg the manuf~ctu:mg season, and the 
crop of salt is not allowed t<> acc';lmulate or accrete .• bu~ 1s raised as soon as each 
charge of brine deposits it, the s1ze. of the crys~alhser 1s s?Ial~. In many of the 
marine salt works. in Bombay and Madras provinces the SIZe 1s generally about 
20 feet square or one cent. i.e. one hundredth of an acre. In places of low rain
fall where the crop is not raised after each char.ging, and th~ crust is allowed to 
grow in thickness, the size of the crystalliser is' much 1arger, running iuto half 
an acre in some works or several acres in Sambhar. 

5.4.1 There is one other aspect which has a bearing on the optimum dimen
sions of the crystallise;rs. At present in most of the works in India the mother 
liquor in the crystalliser is. not ckained away before the crop is raised. It is 
desirable that the mother liquor should be removed before the crop is harvested 
as otherwise the soluble impurities in it get :Ieposited on the salt on drying. T() 
do this there should be a gentle gradient in the crysta1liser bed so that puddles 
·of mother liquor are not left behind. Both these considerations point to the 
need for small size. crystallisers., The chief objection to making small pans is 
that pathways and partitionS~ h~ve to be provided to give access to them and 
they are expensive to make and maintain and also take up much space. This· can 
be obviated to a certain extent if the crysta.l!isers a!'e made long and narrow. 
The width may be fixed at 35 feet to 40 feet so that all parts of the pan can be 
reached with the help of wooden scrapers from the partitions. A satisfactory 
gradient can also be given breadth-wise without introducing a big difference in 
the bed levels and the bitte..."'ls can be discharged into channels running along 
the length of the crystallisers. If this is done the length of the crystalijsers may 
not matter and can be de,termined solely by local convenience. 

5.5 The partitions around the crystallisers have also to be prepared with care: 
They are used both as a pathway and as ground for heaping the salt, after it is 
scraped from the pans, with a view to draining off the adherent mother liquor as far 
as possible, before removing the salt to the drying ground and storaae. It is~ 
therefo.!'e, essential that these partit:ons should be firm and set well 
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above the 
brine level so that they do not give way and the sa!t heaped orr them does not 
pick up soil as an impurity. The width of the. pathways varies with the size of 
the crystallisers; usually it is 3 to 6 feet in width and about 6 to 12 inches above· 
the bed level. In most of the salt works these partitions were found to be both 
narrow and low and they were not given a proper slope to the bed level of the 
P:WS· This. slope is impoo!'tant for all pans and mor~ so when they are large in 
s1ze when It should be properly constructed and pitched and given a correct 
angle of repose so that the wave action of the brine does not cmitinually wash 
away the edges and damage the partitions. 

6. Channels 

6.1 .Brine is fed either by gravity or by pumping through channels to the 
reservoirs and from reservoirs to the condensers ~~ond thence to the crystallisers. 
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'.rhe bitterns left in the crystallisers are led out through bittern channels ... ;Where 
·the lie of "the land. a.nd the layout permit, brine channels, .besides serving a"s co~
-duits for the brine, help also to raise its concentration. ;t\~ud on the sides of tlie 
channels is frequently washed away by erosion, causing the channels tO get silted 
the, flow to be impeded and the brine t.o become muddy. Like the condenser~ 
and ~rystallisers,. the channds are_ alw liab!e to leak and the loss by leakage, 
espec1ally of t~e- concentrated brme, must. • be prevented. It is,· 'therefore, 
desirable that channe!s· which- convey concentrated brine: -should be short. and 
stone pitched or lined with impermeable clay to reduce leakage and.wst.of main
tenance .. Sometim·es, however, -long channels are nece!isary fm- the:.layout .o~ the 
works to confo~m to the contours of the land and to save .expenditure- ;On un
necessary levelhng and earth work. In an ideal ~~yout· in which ..the .con.densers 
~rid the erystalli~ers a~e laid co~tig\lously. th&"e shoul~ be little need ~~r. l~ngthy 

·channels, the trrme · bemg led directly from a low dens1ty .. condenser· to. ;a ~onderi
ser of the·r.iext higher density till it approaches 22°Be' when it could be charaed 

·through sho-rt channels into the, crystallise.rs. o 

6.2 'Bittern cha~nel~ are meant 'to remove the mother liquor, but th~ir posi
tion in ·most of the salt" works. is very unsatisfactory because-they run gen_erally 
ve..ry close to the feeding channe!s of the crystallisers. Since. the conden~ers ~nd 
cryst!J,llisers are usually arranged in all kinds of juxtaposition ··the bitikrns from 

-these channels tend to find their way by leakage or seepage into the··c~densers 
"or the crystallisers, thus spoiling the quality o£ the ,Ealt. It )l.af'! p.lso to be re-
• cocded that in niany of the salt works, the, bittern channels are- not. pu~ to. pro-
• per use. The "bitterns are often thrown into them and allowed· to . stagnate 
·because' there is no proper outlet for draining them. At places, the same chan-
nel is being used ,a1ternatively: for the letting in of the conde:psed brine and the 
letting out of1 the bitterns, with the result that the other salt~ prese,nt ~-the bl't
terns soak into the. channel beds and are picked up. by the incoming brine, thus 
getting back into circulation. This practice must be st.opped if the quality of 
salt· iri .India is ·to improve. 

1. Removal of Bitterns 
. - · 7.1 As scdium ~hloride .crystals begin to separate out, the_ co!nposition of 
the brine alters and it becomes richer in other salts. which are more soluble than 
s~dium chloride and which separate out only at higher densities... ~T~e general, 
belief in· the Indian salt works is that sal£ can be allowed to separate o11.t till the 
brine reaches 30° Be'; This belief is derived from the rule laid down in Govern
ment salt manuals, which requires that the. density of the _ h.!ine should not 
exceed 30° Be.- This. has become a convention and considerable importance 
is attached to it. This rule was apparently fixed as an outside permissible limit 
of concentration. We consider it too high as it reduces the pu...l'jty of salt. It is 
often stated that until the brine has reached a concentration of 30°Be' much of 
the salt doeti not get deposited. It is everi ·advocated," that in the. early part of 
the manufacturing season when the evaporation is s!ow, the bitterns should be 
allowed to mix with the brine to raise its density "and to "hasten"· the separa
tion of salt. The h!-inging in extraneous impurities into the .crystalliseis, merely 
with a view to raising artificially the concentration of the brine and thus 
:'promoting·" the productioo of salt is utterly indefensible. · 

7.1.1 In places where a crop is raised. after each charging, a further permissi
ble rule waS> intro-duced in the salt manuals directing that the, bitterns must be 
,discha~ged from the crystallisers, after a collection of 3 to 5 crops of salt. Even 
this direction is not followed and in several places the bitterns a!'e never dis
charged at all. It is difficult to understand why such a measure should ever 
have been permitted, as it has gone. a long way to lower the quality of the salt 
produced in the salt works. Bitterns undoubtedly contain some· common salt 
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but it is not understood by the manufactUrers that the co~:i3aR •:contained 
, in the bittern&. .will not ~;~pa~:at~ .o\lk.at 30.0

'_ Be~ :wjth;suoceooing:.cro.ps,- Jio matter 
. how often "the :\>itt.erus alje, :suhfeote.d:·t(),,eyapora,ti,on ;after .reple~iehing with .if~h 
; briue. With the removi'l:~f.aalt ~fter each harv~tiD.g.the 'aecumulati,ng bitterns 
. become. i)lc.:r:el'!~Pgly mor_~_;c~ncen~rated. with regard to other . salts: · l:l.Pd fll"l>, 
therefore; a· progressively inc,reasfug-, .. sou.rce of. contamination: · :Moreover .. by 

;allowing _the,·,motb!"rc-liquor t() _remain in.:the crystallisers,, t~ ;vohune of . fresh. 
_brine which can .l>e con"'lenientl'y let into the~ crysta-UisePs.;' du..•·mg the sacond .and 
. successive c}1{lrges, is' reduced. :; .-Not only is- the. s~dium ,.ahloride': cdntent -pro
,gressi>e:y lo>•:!"red,·tJut.tl,le putput.otsalt·als¢ suffers· .. , .. w~,recoinmend that-this 
practice be gi,v~.n. up -if -the quaUty and the yield. of salt are. to,shoW.:an impr9ve-

.ment. · ·· 

7.2 In A~~ca-: rid.: i~- ~the"l':parls o!i.the ·.world\?•tbebBitterne:lu-e· utilised'· fdr 
·the recovery of the byj:rroducts.- ·In India·,c::: e:Xc·~piHat' MithQpu-t,-: ·Kharagho<fa 
.and Dhrangadhra no;'reei.Jvery !()·f the bypt&ducts··ha&·-b~n ·.atMmp~~d 'and large 
·quanlities of useful ;salts ·like magnesium sulphate,-:potassiun:;r chloride,_ ·sodil.ntl 
:sulphate, calcium· sulphat-e, ·magnesium chlorid~ ·are •conseq,uently· liinnirig tO· 
waste. A substantial. portion of these salts goes back 1 to' the sea,; but· m some 

:places (and in India, these·.places ;are many) where there is· no· adequate removal 
.of· the· bitt~rn~~ these salts. soilk• into the crystallising pans and pr(\,aress~vety 
lower the quahty of the common salt manufactured. · ·· 

· · · -7;3 On· -A purely theoretical consideration' fo~ the prdducticm in 194S of 23";l 
·lakh tons (634 · 8 ;lakh :ri:ids:) p! ~o:q1mori ·salt,. the: c<;tri'esponding quantities . of 
-byproducts that could have been'recovered ·are given.i:h' Tabk.XJ.Y. , .. · ·.·· · 

TABLE XIV . ...,CAL<)U~,\TED ltECOVERY OF' ~B~RpDUOTS (J-948). 

(In tons) 

:!:: 

Bypro ducts 

Common 
Salt 

. ; ... ') ,, 
CaSO, MgS_O& Na 1SO, KCl' -MgC1a !Na.co. :i3ro:IDJ. 
.. •. • . i -~ ~ -. .J ~~ L • f ~ _, ine~ ,. 

. I .,./. ., ·•-·") 

Marine_ salt wqrks1 17,00,439 95,593 1,48,0_76 .. 76,849 3,~9,804 - -• ~ 5,755 . . . . ~I : ' 

~haraghoda & 1,93,606 6,757 9~024 .. 7,812 ·87,399. .. 1,180 
Dhrangadhra .. . -

Sambhar 3,16,495 .. .. 44,799 668 do,o43 22~ .. 
\ 

;Didwana·. 47,391 .. .. 18,076 .. .. 8,588 . . 
·-. ~-

achbadra 69,985 2,938 11,018 • .. .. 2,253 . . . . : . -

Total . 23,27,916 1,05,288 1,68,118 62,875 85,329 4,29,456 28,631 7,164 
., 

,'fh.e above ~gm.:es have been calculated on the. composition· of ·the differe~1i 
.brmes used m different centres of manufacture and on the ass'umption that 70 pei 
cent. Of the ~mm?n salt, 85_ per. cent. of the gypsum _and 100 per cent. of. the 
other salts are ava1_lable for recovery. In practice·, however, the quantity thati 
can be recovered w1ll be of a lower order depending oil· the methods of recoveey 
adopted and their efficiencies. , · 
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8. System of Inigation 
· 8.1 SINGL~ ~RB.I~ATION SYST~.-The charging of brine into the crystallisers is 
spoken of as JrngatJo?· . In man?e salt works where t~ere is a. threat o£ interrup· 
tton by showe~s of r~m, Ill the mtdst of the manufacturing season, the crystallisers 
are charged with brme to a shallow depth of ll to 2! inches and the crop of salt is 
scraped periodically once or twice a week, when the density rises to so·Be'. This
method of manufacture is known as the sing!e irrigation system. After the crop 
is harvested, the bitterns are allowed to remain in the crystallise.!'s into which 
more condensed brine is let in to raise the density of brine and force a quicker 
deposition of salt in the second and subsequent chargings. There is an en-oneous 
impression that common salt present in the mother liquor is deposited in the suc
ceeding crops. This is against the physical laws of solubility. Provided the 
second scraping is done also at ~o·Be' the mother liquor of the previous crop has 
absolutely no chance of depositing C..'J'Stals of common salt in the succeeding crop. 
On the other hand the mothe,r liquor, because of its high density, artificially 
boosts up the density of the second charge so that the density of so•Be' is reach· 
ed in succeeding evaporations progressively earlier than the, previous one with the 

· result that im:tead of more, less and less of sodium chloride gets ,}eposited in each 
succeeding crop. There is another drawback which deserves ·mention. When the 
crystals of salt are scraped out they carry with them a certain amount of the 
mother liquor; at so•Be' this is rich in magnesium salts and adds to the im· 
plll'ities in the common salt. .. ' . 

8.2 As has been stated previously, occasional small showers are no hindrance 
to evaporaticm. As long as the weather is clear, it should be possible to leave the • 
salt in the bed after the bitterns have been drained away and charge the beds with 
fresh concentrated brine so that the lay& of salt may grow s.s a result of successive 
deposition. The Indian manufacturers in different areas are, however, so /scared 
of rain that they cannot see the advantages of allowing this accretion from sue· 
cessive charges.· The Committee would draw the attention of the salt manu· 
facturers t(, this method of manufacture. Except when interruption through 
rainfa!l is imminent they should allow the crust . to grow so that the scraping 
operations are simplified. S'ome manufactura.'"S also persist in the method of 
quick and frequent scraping because they can thus obtain light and flaky salt. 
This is an objectionable practice which has to be stopped in any case. As the 
crystaliiser beds have to be prepared with care and tamped frequently because of 
the damage they suffer during SC.!'apiQg, it follows that if the number of scrapings 
is reduced, the, cost of maintaining the crystallisers would also be reduced besides 
giving a cleaner crop of crystals. 

8.3 MULTIPLE IRRIGATION OR AccRETION SYSTEM.-In some places in India con
centrated brine is charged into the crystallisers and periodically replenished t~ 
make up for the evaporation and to allow the crust of salt to grow into a layer 
varyin"' in thickness from 3 to 9 inches. Care is taken that at no stage the con· 
centration of the brine in the bed rises above a stipulated maximum density, 
which is generally below so•Be'. This is· known as the multiple irrig~tion 
system. In this system brine is charged to a greater depth than in the s1.ngle 
irrigatim1 system and the crystals of salt are well-developed and compa~t, yteld· 
ing the heavy type of salt. In this manner, 2 to 4 crops of salt are. rrused from 
the crystallisers in the course of manufacturing season dependmg on the 
length of the Reason and other local conditions. In the inland salt l>'orks at 
Sambhar and Kharacrhoda the crust is allowed to grow till towards the end of 
the se~~son when th~ crop from all the crystallisers is lift~d in. o?e ~ontinuous 
opera.tion during a period of about three months. The mult1ple trrigabon system 
is also known as the accretion system. Sometimes these two terms are used 
as if they can note two different operations which in essence are . identical, t.he 
difference, if nny, bemg one of minor detail and of local practice and not ol 
principle. 
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8.3.1. In the multip!e irrigation system as followed in India, the mother 
liquor is not drained out at each cha-rging, with the result that the content of 
salts other than common salt continues to rise in the. bitterns and the succeed
ing crops of common salt separate out with more of the other salts present in' 
the brine. If the bitterns were drained mo.re frequently all successive crops ot 
salt that separates out would be of uniform purity because they would crystal
lise from a· solution of uniform composition. 

8.3.2 The multiple irrigation system is undoubtedly more economical than 
the single ir.rigation system and the salt obtained is cleaner. In the latter sys
tem at each crop, a certain amount of mud from the bed remains attached t(). 
the salt which is difficult to remove. Frequent scrapings a!so add to the cost. 
of lifting. The cost of maintenance also rises because the bed of the crystal
lisers is disturbed by frequent scrapings requiring greater attention. 

9. Varieties of Salt 

9.1 Th~re is a great deal of variety in tlie physical chatacteristics of th~ 
solar salt p.roduced in India. In the marine salt works of Bombay and Madras 
the single irrigation system is in vogue and two varieties of salt are _pruduced; 
one called "heavy" and the other "light". In Bombay the. heavy grauP of salt 
is known ~~~ vajni and the light grades as mapi and 1wppa. In the salt works. 
at Kathiawad and Kutch where the multiple irrigation or aceretion system iS; 
employed, only the heavy type. of sa.!t with well formed crystals of uniformly 
good quality, 1.-nown as Kurlwtch is produced. Likewise in th~ inland salt 
_works of Kharaghoda and Dhrangadhra., the variety produced is also of the 
heavy type and known as baragara meaning 'big lump'. This variety is pro
duced by periodical raking and spreading out of the crystals which are thus 
helped to g-row uniformly on all sides. At Sambhar three varieties of salt are 
produced of which two viz., kJ4T, and pan are heavy ·and the third, .reshta is lighti
and flaky. Reshta is produced by wind action on the. brine. Crystals of sal1f 
that get formed on the surface of the brine. are blown by the wind towards the 
sides of the pans where they collect in tiny light crystals. 

9.2 The light variety of sa!t is produced in two or three g-rades in Bombay~ 
Madras and Travancore.!.. Tuticorin particularly ,excels in producing this var~e.ty. 
The formation of light variety of salt is aided by cha!"ging the crystalliser with· 
weak brine of 10o to 12oBe( to shal!ow depths and collecting the crop frequently 
before the salt grows into compact dense. crystals. As calcium sulphate present 
in tht3 brine does not separate out in. the condensers, it deposits along with th&" 
salt and helps in the formation of light hol!ow crystals.. The salt is sc;raped in 
thin layers and contains a large percentage of magnesium and calcium salts and 
an appreciable amount of insolub!e impurities. There is an erroneous impression 
that tha single irrigation system of manufacture yields only the light variety of 
salt and for producing the heavier variety, multiple irrigation is necessary. This 
is not so. It is possible to produce the heavy variety by the sing!e irrigation 
system by having a proper layout which enables the removal of gypsum irom the 
brine before it is fed irrto the crystallisers. 

9.2.1 'l'he mapi salt of Bombay is· similar to the light variety produced in· 
Madras and Travancore. The kuppa variety is however different and is obtained 
by an ingenious method. Strings of coir are stretched across the crystallising 
beds just touching the surface of the brine. The evaporating surface is thus
subdivided into small sections so that the breeze does not create a strong wave 
action on the brine. Thin flakes of salt. which ar" !ormed on this calm surface, 
float on the top at first till by the increase of their weight, they slowly sink to
the bottom of the crystallisers. Because of their flaky form, crystals of kuppct· 
salt do not pick up mud from the. C!"ystalliser fl.por nor retain t·he bitterns to th& 
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~a_Ihe extent as th~ hollow cry·stals ·o( "fna p.i salt. While no objection c:an be 
~a1se~ to the production of kappa salt ·oll·th~ score of its.'quality, i~ has to be 
·~ent~oned _that the. _floa.ting ·.crystals recfuce 'the 'surface ~£ ev~poration ·and. the 
:Yield oi th1~ salt by·we1ght' 1s lower, lor a given·evaporating area, than that of 
hetwy salt,· 

f(3 The mult-iple Ir.ngatwn system yieJds only the heavy variety of salt. In 
order to produce the heavy variety the- beds of the crystallisers are tamped fairly 
bard and the crystall~sers are fe(!._ ~ith brin~ -of l6°_Bel' and above. The. c..-rystals 
. are allowed to grow qyer a long period and they agglomerale into dense compact 
,~rys~als .. The heavy '!ariety ca_n be produced by the single irrigation system also 
Jf brme of high density (18° Be' and above) is fed into the crystallisers. This is 
~-in f~ct done in B?mbay. whe!~. tb,e _vajni salt which is comparatively free from 
·calcmm. sulphate· 1s obtamed.. · 

9.4 The light variety of saU lik~ mapi of -Bombay contains only 88 
to 92 per cent. sodium chloride and its content of calcium sulphate contributes 
,largely to t.he h~llow character 9£ its crystals. The magnesium salts from the 
mother lfqucir are~ also· re_tained )n these crystals and are not drained away easily 
'because of their hollow shape. · Moieover, this var}ety of salt picks up _soil and 
'Other in;tpurities ·at each handling because of Hs moist. character. The 
kuppa variety though flaky and light has a high sodium chloride content ·of 
95 to 97 per cent. . . Similarly. the reshta salt- 6! Sambhar has about 98 
]>er cent. sodium chloride content and, in fact, is purer than _the .heavy kyar and 
pan salt prod.uced at Sambhar. · The viijni variety contains between 94 . .to 96 per 
;c;ent. sodium chloride and i~ comparatively free from calcium sulphate and in
-soluble impurities. It also contains, appreciable quantities of magnesium salts 
'which could be· !J-VOided by a proper control of the D:uinufacturing operationS'. 
'The insoluble· impurities consisting of clay and dirt could_ alsO'·be· reduced by 
~ore careful method of ·C.Ollecti~n and handling. 

_. 9.5 The heavj variety of salt is better in aU respects than the· !ig~t varieties 
:;but the retail merchants,. who buy th(l salt from the ·manufactur&s or wholesale 
dealers by weight prefer the light varieties in areas where salt is sold' by measure 
because they can obtain weight for weight a larger numbe.!" of measures. This is 
.tantamount to a; fraud on the public, as one ma.und of light variety salt in Madras 
gives 63 padi as compared with 42 padi of the he~vy variety. Similarly in Bam
hay :1 maund of mapi salt giyes 15 to 16 payalis and of kuppa 1~ to 19 payalia 
.as c0mpared with 10 to 11 payalis of the vajni ':ariety. 

One Madras padi=85.0 c. in .. 
One Bombay payali~236.7 c. in; 
The manuiacturet's however continue to prociulle the ugnt vc:.net1es or salt and 

there is a keen competition between them to produce lighter and still lighter· salt 
because of this preference by the retail Jealers. They have however repeatedly 
·stated that thev would undertake the manufacture of heavy salt exclusively if 
·the sale of salt uby measu.re were banned by Government. \Ve have stressed the 
importance of stopping the sale of salt hy measure in subsequent_ chapters. 

:10. Artificial Evaporation 
, 10.1 The manufacture of salt by artificial evaporation by direct fire in open 
·pans is practised by cottage workers in Bengal and Orissa but the .quali:y of t.he 
product obtained is very inf&ior and the product cannot coml?ete m pnc~ Wlt?
solar salt. Attempts have also bee~ made in B~nga~ to combme solar w1th arti
ficial evaporation by evaporating concentrated brme lD metal pans over open fire 
but here too the attempt has not met with s.uccess. The use ~f the vacuum e"?· 
;porators has not been introduced in India, except for th_e alkali works at _Dalrma.
nagar, which uses multiple ·effect evapo~ation for refinmg the salt req~1red for 
..the manufacture of caustic soda. At 1\hthapur,. howe.ver, a large capamty quad
l'uple effect evaporator plant to produce 6 tons of salt per hour is under erection. 
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'Th~s plant is also intended to produqe: 75,000 gallons of distilled. -yvp;J;er per day to
relieve the short.uge of ~ood quality soft water for the boilers at· these works. 

10,2 FUEL .EcONOMY.-The artificial ~vap<;>ra~iQ:q Qf brjp~,,d~pe,ndE; mor~;um the· 
cost of fuehm._any oth~r ~a.<?~f: · ... lt)~.· theJ;ef_ore;:'lJ(~qv~?~ag~· .to :e~Ure t_ha 
supply of·cheap fuel befor~ any question ,otsEltt~n~;UP, art1p~~al evaporat10:o, plants 
iii India is consider~d' se~J.<?Jisly, .. ~J>~r{ from ·~qnf'iia~r{t~i<?r¥. -~~f Ao~t. it isi?OW ir1f 
creasingly realised· that no 'country can· afford· to 41ss1p_ate 1ts• accumulated re
sources of min&al or forest wealth. Where the sun-is-bountiful as in India and 
showers its energy in abundant measure from :dsy t<:{da;y·lt· is in the national ~~ 
terest to see that such operations ;as~ ·ean ba: carr~ed out "VVith-tb:e'l!-d.p 

0 

_of.: •solar 
energy should not be· con.ducte.d by ·artificial ·heat.: :The .coiiS'ervatiol:J:· of: fuel is a 
matter of ·sup.reme impot"tance :to any-country, :b:ut more so to India \vhich ;is not 
particularly. well endowed in this respect. Proposals have~ been advilnced: :from": 
time to time sugges.ting _the adopt~on qf artificial .evaporatiq!l ~s ~:solution ot the 
problem of d~fi?iency 6~ s~l~. in, tpe.J~n:9-, .... A~tr¥ctive sch~~~s., )X~-or~ ?ft.en ,fanci--. 
ful than_ J<ealistiC, have .Q.e,el~ adva~qed. adYQ9.at,lpg ~;I;te J?aP.u,fllqtu~:e;: .¢ s(l.l~. by 
this methcid. The Committee. are ~-~rongly _of_tj:J.~. qp~pion. that,~ air .alim.enta.i'y 'salk 
and a good proportion of industrial' salt <mn be manUfactured ·economically - by 
solar evaporation at most .of the sources· of · hriil1F supply: in · India. Artificiaf 
evaporation should be resorted to only to obtain special grad:es of high qu:ility 
salt _which are not· directly obtain11ble by solar .evapO!l'ation, or when solar evapora
tion is likely to be beset with such difficulties as lack ot level land and short 
duration of.fair weather conditions. In t:he tropics and count->ies like India; where 
a fairly long period of dry weathe~ pre"!!ils it is of the utmost. impoHance that 
the solar evaporation method of rnanufactur~ should cont~nue to be utilised in. 
pref&ence to -artifici · 

11 .. ROCK SALT 

11.1 The main fource of rock salt in undivided India -were the Khe.wra ·de~ 
posits in. the Sulairnan range .. The onl:y- known .source now left in' Indi~ is the 
Mandi rock salt which is minetl:•in:small_quantities and its!la1e is confined to a. 
sma!l urea. As a rule, rock Ealt varies in colour from 1·ed to deep mauve, and is 
fairly free from insoluble matter. The Mandi rock salt is, however, dark grey in 
colour and might be easily mistaken for a lump of rock. It is very impure and 
has a sodium chloride content of less than 74 per cent. the rest being insoluables. 
like silica. lime and traces of calcium sulphate. In America and other places' 
rock salt is generally used directly for cattle and agricultural purposes, but when· 
it is requi,red for edible, purposes it is subjected to u process of refining and re
crystallisation in vacuum evaporators. 

12. INDIVIDUAL CENTRES OF PRODUCTION 
12.1 In the foregoing paragraphs we have dealt with the general a.spects of' 

manufacture of salt in India. The conditions of manufacture vary from one· 
centre of production to another and it is necessary to deal at length with the. prac
tices followed in the individual centres, the problems that confront them, the
contribution that they can make in furthering the programme of self-sufficiency 
for India as a whole, and our recommendation foJ< their improvement. This has. 
been attempted in the chapters that follow which deal with the inland sal~ works,. 
~ollowed by the salt mines of l\Iandi and last of all the marine salt works. 

13. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

(a) In places where rainfall is high and sea brine gets diluted the alternat-ive· 
method of tapping subterranean b,rine by tube well should be investigated. 

. (2.~.1) 

(b) Bitterns should be prevented from draining into the reservoirs which, 
should be used onlv for the storage of brine. (3.1.1) 
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_ (c) The relative areas of crystallisers· and reservoir cum condensers should be 

·£:xed with due regard to the density of the initial brine used. (4.2) 

(d) In marine salt works, the crystallisers should be located together, to facili
-tate easy collection and storage of salt and should be so placed as to have the 
•benefit of the land breeze. It is advisable to have a smaH condenser area inter
cepting the land breeze before it teaches the crystallisers. _ (5.3) 

(e) The crystallisers should, as far as possible, be large in area, but where 
13ingle. irrigation system is followed, the width may be fixed at 35 to 40ft. so that 
:all parts of the pans may be within reach of the wooden scrapers. A gentle 
gradient should be provided in the &ystalliser beds so that the bitt€rns can be 
·drained effectively into the bittern channels and puddles of mother liquor are 
not left behind. (5.4.1) 

(f) The partitions in the crystalliser area should be given a proper slope to 
:the bed level of the pans. Jn large crystallisers they should be pitched and given 
·a correct angle of repose so that the wave action of the brine does not continually 
-wash away the edges and damaget the partitions. (5.5) 

(g) Separate channels should be provided for the incoming brine and the out
·"Soing bitterns. (6.2) 

(h) Bitterns should be discharged before the harvesting of each crop. (7.1.1) 

(j) Even where the single irrigation system is followed, an attempt should 
·be made to a1low the crust to grow by accretion during the fair weather. (8.2) 

(k) 'rhe sale of salt by measure should be banned by law. (9.5) 

(m) Artificial evap_oration in opet;l direc~ fired J?ans should be discouraged. All 
,-alimentary salt and a good proportiOn of mdustrial salt should be manufactured 
•economically by solar evaporation only. When salt of high grade purity is re
·quired and is not directly obtainable by solar evaporation, artificial evaporation 

·my vacuum evaporators is recommended. (10.2) 



1. DESCRIPTION 

CKAP'l'E:R VI 
SAMBRAR LAKE 

1.1 In the inland salt works of India, the Sambhar Lake work~ are the 
most important. The Lake is situated east of the Arava.li Hills (75°E and 27°N) 
-on the common border of the former States of Jodhpur and Jaipur which are 
now in the Rajasthan Union. The lake is nearly 20 miles long and 2 to 5 miles 
wide, covering a total area of 90 square miles. The lake gets £lied up during 
the rains only and is fed by four main streams with a number of feeders. Being 
:shallow, the depth of water varies from 18 to 86 inches depending upon the 
·rains. As the dry season auvances the water in the lake recedes ·to its deeper 
rpartss, leaving the major portion of the lake bed practically dry. A spongy crust · 
<>f salt nearly 6 inches in thickness forms on the dry. lake bed and is· caused by 
the salt in the clay rising to the top by capillary action. Salt has been manu• · 
:factured from this source since ancient times. · . 

1.2 The bed of the lake consists of a stratum of saliferous black clay which 
i"lcreuses gradually from a depth of a few feet at the edges of the lake to about 
-GO ft. at the centre. The soluble compounds of this mud consist largely of 

·-sodium chlorH~ mixed with appreciable quantities of sodium sulphate 
.and sodium carbonate. The analysis of average samples of lake mud 
at the surface and at depths of 1 foot and 2! ft. is shown in '1'a.ble XV. 

TAnu: XV.-Co:MPosmoN oF LAKE Mun AT· DIFFEREN'l' l'EPTHS 

(On air dry basis) 

at surface at 1 ft.depth 

(Per cent.) 

:So.dium chloride • 16·02 4·97 

.Sodium sulphate 5·15 1·22 

Sodium carbonate 0·66 0·53 

'Sodium bicarbonate ~ O•Il 0·21 

Insolubles (mainly inorganic) 14·46 89·18 

:Moisture . ... 3·60 3·89 

100·00 100·00 

at2lft• 
depth 

6·66 

1·49 

0·27 

0·42 

87·21 

3·95 

100•00 

A complete analysis of the mud at greater depths was not available but its 
sodium chlqridc content W&'S reporte.d to remain .iairly uniform upto 'a depth 

-of 12 ft. as will seen from the following figures : · 

~pth in feet. 

4 • 

6 • 
12 

• 
• 

Sodium chloride con• 
tent 

Percent. 

• 6·45 . 

• 6•7R 
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It is estimated that 11he top 12 feet of the lake mud contains 550 lakh tons 
(nearly 15,000 lakh rods.) of common salt. 

1.2.1 A geological section of th\i! ~~hh~r Lake is shown in Fig. 3. This is 
built up on the data collected by· siiiKUi"g" ·a: few bores goina to the rock level 
which in the deepest portion is :is ilO.w ~alii 65 · ft.!below the bed level. We consi
der that a. more detailed geological survey of the lake bed ao)na. dQw.n consi
deraoly into the primary rock (micaceous schists) is necess;:'t'y;? ·rn""fact; 8Jl'. 

investigatiqn: to,deterrn~e.the ,aa.l origin of salt and the extent G;f,its reserves not 
OJil.~Y in- S.!Hnpp.ar; _J:>u1{; i~ ;I;~~ v.z~o~~ q£ R.aj~sthap. -~ ~anted.·. :;4dyan~3ge might 
h~·; take_n: ~f .~big ,1Jlv~~_§Igat#,>1:!:< to ·~ceAain also the· character and . the £fy.antity 
o£-the ~b&on ~d. s~~teg~i\~1:\~: brjne availabl~ in th~ lake;b!'ld: . As- thlnp.l~Iity 
and· q4llntit~· pf: ~he. br~~;~Ya!l!J:ple .vary fro~,place to plaoe such a survey would 
enable: th.e' S<?urCefi;, to )a· ta,ppe,d :at ~he _right ;p~aces in orQ.e.r ~;obtain H!l a bun-· 
dant supply .. qf~,~~~J:?leJnine. :;· :T~~re _::is,A. c_orn_mon belief at. Sambnar that the 
s~bsoil,br~pi,t ;tQ'Y!Ji.<lEht4e edg~s ,of ~Ja.~~rcg:g.Jains-.mora ~>tliPh~tes and carbo
nates tl)a~. tP.:e )?rii).e :~t.,t_l;te ~en~re pJ...th~:~~~ :h}ld·:: ~f. this. ,ca-~ 'be_ ·confirmed by 
a propel: ,inve~ig~tio_Il..it'.;Fould;Jl~.~ be p~ib~jp. re~~o~at~ ):4f:l: position cf the 
perco~atiop_,qa~~ls :~i:th~ .lake'.;t~~P:~~in, lp,-ine,,SJf..Pptimum .~ui~_kility. · : 

. 1.2.2 Salt is also extracted at'~':biiw~;;_-a, ~-~~d Pa~hbadra. which are about 
40 ·and 150 ,miles fro:m· Sl:imb~ar :lake, <in the·north-,vest and south-west direc
tioil~--~~~;i>ect.ivel~:~. ',~h~;·b!~~ tlia.t is .a:vailable f~r-'sa]t n:lanufac~ure at ali 
these_.·t.Jlree sources differs m: Its compositiOn. For mstance, the brines .at Sam
bna.-r Q.hd.-Did-wan'a. ·ax-e'more d6sely akin thari the brine at Pachbadra .. Calcium 
sulphate'· J~Dcl · ina~e~hini. _c!J.lo_ride .·are· .present_ along :with sodium chlfJride at
Pachbadra' w4ilst m 'the former they are absent -and sodium sulphate"and sbdium · 
carbonat13 are found. instead ... These brines are- also entirely. different in com
position from. sea· b~ini:l .and the ·.Proportion_ of sodiu_m chloride. to the r0st of 

'the salts is higher than m sea brme. Table XVI Will show this more clearly. 

TABLE XVI.-COMPOSITION Of SAMBHAR, DIDWANA, PACHBADRA A'l'D SEA BRIXE& 

(On dry basis) 

Sambhai Didwana · Pachbadra Sea 

~------~--------------·l---------lr--------1-------------------· 
- (Per cent) 

Cai<iium carbonate' 
•' L' ,, - (' 

Calcium sulphate 

sc><U\im· ~-h1ond.e~ ~ ·. ;::.· 7'--: --- -.~ -;: - ·;;- - 81 . 3oo 

s?.-~u~ ¥f,~te.·:-.-:::---:-.~--:-~-:·-~·- :· -::- .. ~~~so. 

~~~:~fc:::!~_:: ·.:} ·>. 

MagnesiUill sulpl}f\~er. > L;•• ;;,_ · · · .• 

~ ."!':1; 

Potassium chlori<;l!'l . ~ ··;: • 

.· ·: 3 ;870 

0·129 

77 ·190 

.20·650_ 
·0-600 

.: 1·560 
- ' 

.. I · 0·051 ::: • 

I 

. r 

2 -97o 1 • 

' 
85 ·660 I 

I 
... - .I 

9·440. 

1·9.30. 

0 ·345' 

3 ·60(} 

77.758-

4·73T 

2·465· 

10·878 

0·217 

Magnesium chlorid~. :; .• 

Magnesium bromid,e.. • • 

ToTAL 
I~-.--1-0Q~.:-.o-oo~.~~--~i~o-o--o-o-~-~---1-op-.-o-oo----1-o-o--o-o_o __ 



Fig. 3 GEOLOGICAL SECriON OF SAMBHAR LAKE FROM ftAMBHAR HILL TO GUDltA HILL. 
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· A detailed investigation to account for the presence of these salts and the
difference in the composition of the brines should be carried out alongside the
geological survey. 

1.3 The accumulation of these sa~ts is attributed to various streams which: 
drain into the lake the rain water from a catchment area of over 2000 sq. miles; 
carrying in solution the salts from the surrounding area. As compared with 
other fresh water streams which normally do not contain more than 5 parts 
per million of sodium chloride, these streams carry considerable amount of salt 
85 will be seen from the salt content in the water of three of the principal 
feeder streams: 

Name of stream 

Mandha 

Kharia 

Rupnagar 

Sodium chloride 
(Parta per million) 

1395 

665 

72 

The approximate catchment areas of Mandha, Kharia and Rupnaga:· are 
850, 450 nnd 530 sq. miles respectively. The monsoon rainfall in these areas 
averages about 16 in. The runoff from these catchment areas into Sambhar 
lake may be taken as 10 per cent. of the monsoon rain£all; On this basis· the 
salt that can be expected to reach the lake in a year of average monsoon would 
be 

Tons Mds. 

850 X 1395 X 16 X 52 EO X 52€0 X 62 · 4 
Via Mandha ----------------= 1,22,950 33,47,00() 

2240 X 12 X 10 X 101 

450 X 665 X 16 X 5280X 5280 X 62 ·5 
Via Kharia 30,960 8,42,800· 

2240x 12x lOx 10• 

530x 72 x 16x 5280x 5280 x 62·5 
Via Rupnagar 3,957 1,07,700• 

2240 X 12 X lOX 108 

----- -----
1,57,867 42,97,50() 

-----

Apart from the quantities of salt received annually with the surface runoff,. 
a larger amount is received with the sub-surface runoff, thus accounting for th~ 
almoE:t inexhaustible nature of the Sambhar sou:·ce. 

1.4 ORIGIN OF SALT.-Several theories have been advanced to explain the 
presence of this large proportions of sodium chloride and other sodium sal~ 

in the wate!". According to one of the theories, these salts are the products of 
chemical weathering of the rocks on the Aravali hills where the felspars and 
allied minerals on decomposition give rise to soluble sodium salts which are 
leached out by the rain water. The semi-arid conditions prevailing m these 
areas are believed to help in their deposition in the basin. In other parts of the 
worLi similar salt lakes and deposits of soluble sodium salts exist in indenticul 
climatic condition. The nitre deposits of Chile, the sodium sulphate deposits of 
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Arizona llhe salt lakes of California and Neb:·aska, the great salt' lake of Utah 
and th; Dead Sea are well known examples of lake salt deposits in other coun· 
tries. Another theory is that the spontaneous. salt which forms in t~e ~ann of 
Kutch is blown by the wind on to the catchment area of the lake and IS dissolved 
by the rain water and carried into the lake, this is an annually recurring event: 
and would further support the view that the salt resources of Sambhar lake
are inexhaustible. 

2. ManufactUl'ing ·Rights. 

2.1 The lake was jointly owned by the Jaipur anJ Jodhpur States, but the
Jaipur interests in the lake were leased to the Government of India under two
ag.·eements of 1869 and 1878 and those of Jodhpur under two agreements 
e:x:ecu~d in 1870. · 

2."1.1 Jaipur Agreements.-According to the 1869 agreement entered into by 
t.he Government of India with the Jaipur State, the former undertook-

(ll) to pay an annual compensation of Rs. 2,75,000 for 'the ~urrender 
of commercial rights in the J.-ake an.d a royalty at 20 per cent. 
on the sales realisation of all salt in excess of 30,310 tons (8,25,00() 
mds.) per annum, and 

(b) to supply, free of excise duty, 

(i) 6,320 tons (1,72,000 mds.) of salt for the consumpiion of the
public in the State, and 

(ii) 260 tons (7,000 mds.) for the use of the Durbar. 

The second ag:·eement executed in 1879 provided for the stoppage of the manu
fzlcture of salt in all the subsidiary salt works in the State on payment to the
State of au annual compensation qf Rs. 13,310. Further, the annual supply 
of 6,320 tons (1, 72,000 mds.) of Juty free salt to the State provided in the
previous agreement was commuted to an annual cash compensation of Rs. 4-
lakhl.l. 

2.1.2 Jodhpur Agreements.-In the 1870 agreement with the Jodhpur State
. the Government of India undertook. 

(a) to pay an annual rent of Rs. 1,25,000 and a royalty at 20 per cent. 
of the price of salt eold from Sambhar in excess of 30.310 tons 
(8,2~,000 mds.) per annum, and 

(b) to supply 260 tons (7,000 mds.) of salt free of charge for the tlse of 
. the Durbar. 

By a. second agreement of the same year, the Works at Nawa, Ghuda, etc. 
were also lensed to the Government of India on an additional rent. of 
Rs. 3,00,000 and a royalty at 40 per cent. of the price of salt sold in excess of 
83,100 tons (9,00,000 mds.) per annum from this -area. 

2.2 To simplify the assessment of royalty, it was. later agreed by the two 
States that the royalties be calculated at 40 per cent. on the price of salt sold in 
excea::~ of 6-3,400 tons (17,25,000 mds.) out of the entire production of the Sam-· 
bhar area and shared in the proportions of 3:5 between Jaipur and Jodhpur. I~ 
1947 the amount of royalty paid to the two States was Rs. 3,22,271 and 
Rs. 5,37,119 respectively. 
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. Manufacturing Process. 

3.1 KYAR SALT.-Of the total area-of 90 sq. miles of the lake, the area under 
salt manufac:ture is ;1.,803 acres (about 2·82 sq. miles). The salt works are 

situated on the sides of the lake and are laid out in the form of six separate 
units, locally called kyars. They ar~ 

(a) Main Line Kyar 

(b) Deodani Kyar 

(c) New Kyar 

(d) Gudha Kyar 

(e) Jhapog Kyar 

(f) Nawa Kyar. 

E,lch kyar is complete with its own set of small reservoirs, condensers and 
crystallising pans. Their area as also the yield per acre is shown in Table 
XVII. 

TABLE XVII.-AREA OF KYARS AND YIELD PER ACRE 

Name ofKyar Reservoir Condenser Crystalliser I Total I Yield per acre 
(Area in acres) (Tons) (Mds.) 

--
Main Linf'l 46 55 137 238 201 5471 

Deodani 317 48 285 650 141 3838 
-

New 78 72 109 259 117 3185 

Guhda 104 34 72 176 146 3974 

Jhapog 142 20 68 210 105 2858 

Na'\l\la 90 90 90 270 82 2232 . -. 
. I ToTAL 777 I 319 761 1803 Average 3593 
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The crystalliseJ;s are the largest we have seen anywhere in India; they measure 
from 3 tD 7 acres each and in m:fllY respects they could easily lend. themsel.res 
to mechanical hatvesting instead of the present method of manual litting. The 
rotio of t,he areas of reservoirs and condensers to that of the crystallisers varies 
from 0·8 : 1 to 2 : 1. 

3.2 The production at .Sambhar depends mainly on the rainfall and there is 
no ot.her source of water which can be utilised for the extraction of salt. The 
Rnnual rair,bll lu 2•) in. and is mainly confined to the three months of July to 
:Septt>mber. Thfjre are slight showers in the mnnths of December and January~ 
but they are of no signific&nce. In years of lean rainfall, the production is 
redt~cerl considerably whilst rainfall in excess of 30 in. also affects it adversely. 
Being in the middle of a ile-o:el'i;, the rate of evaporation at Sambhar is very 



high viz., 60 to 65 in. per annum. In order, therefore, to conserve enough brine 
to last. for the whole manufacturing season a dam has'- been built across the 
deep.~st portion of the lake, enclosing an_ area of 5 sq. miles to serve as Main 
Reservoir. At either end of the dam, pumps have been installed for transferring 
ihe brine f:-om the lake into the reservoir after it attains a. density of 3° to 5o Be., 
As the depth of the brine in the reservoir is ;1.8 in. to 24 in. the evaporation is 
alower than it would have been had the brine been left in the lake. Dul'ing 
yeQ.l's of normal rainfaU the brine is barely sufficient to last the entire manu
facturing season and the deficiency is made up by supplementing the supply from 
the subsoil sources which are tapped by percolation canals. When the brine in the 
main reservoir has reached 5° to 7° Be' it is again transferred by pumps to the 
small reservoirs attached to the different kyars. · From there, the brine is taken 
into condensers where it gets concentrated to about 15° to 20° Be' before it is 
fed into thl! crystallising pans. During the rains the crystallisers get a pre
liminru'y tlushing after which the rain water is allowed to accumulata in the· 
pans in order to dissolve the salt embedded in the beds. As soon as the density 
of this watt-r reaches about 20° Be' it is transfetred to a smaller number of 
pans for the deposition of salt. By this time the brine in the condensers has 
reached a density at which it can be charged into the crystallisers. 

3.3. PERCOLATION CANALS.-ln the previous paragraph we have mentioned that. 
the supply of brine to the crys£alliser is supplemented by brine from the per
colation canals. This is either when the density of brine in the main reservoir 
is not high enough or when the supply in the reservoir threatens to fall short of 
~he requirements for the manufacturing season. There are three percolation 
canals, situated on the edges of }he lake; one of them is six miles long. 
while the other two are a mile 61 less in length._ The canals are designed 
to slope towards the kyars, but being on a lower le;Vel than the kyars the brine 
has t-> be pumpd up from them. The density of the brine in the canals varies 
from so to 19° Be' depending upon their location, the seasonal variations and 
the extent to which the b:·ine is drawn from them. The composition of the 
brine from the percolation canals differs from that of lake brine. As will be 
seen from Table XVIII the canal brine is inferior in sodium chloride content 
and contains appreciable quantities of sodium sulphate and sodium carbonate. 

'fABLE XVITI.-CoMPOSITION OF LAKE AND CANAL BnrNEs 

I Canal Brine 

Lake Brine 
Deodani Nawa 

Density 3 ·5° Be' 22° Be' 12·5°Be· 

(Per cent on dlf'y basi6) 

Sodium chloride • 87·30 80·61 84·60 

Sodium sulphate 8 .. ·65 12·81 !1·27 

Sodium carbonate and bicarbonate 3·87 4·12 2·M 
2·46 3·60 

Undetermined ', . . 0·18 

Total 100·00 100·00 100·00 
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3.::U We found that the percolation canals had silted to the point of extino
tion. The cost of maintaining the canals at present is high and· the canals haTe 
been grossly neglected. This is due partly to the lack of proper maintenance 
.and partly to the faulty design of the canals. We were jnformed that these 
canals have been used frequently as sumps for the- storage of brine from the 
main 1 eservoir for drawing into the condensers and crystallisers. This is a 
:serious misuse of the function of the canals and has aggravated the deposition 
of silt. We have proposed a modified type of protection for the percolation canal 
.as indicated in .Fig. 4. The·main functions of this design are 
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·(a) to rrevent the falling or caving in of the sides of the percolation 
canals which results in rapid chocking up, and ' 

(b) to provide a transverse flow filter which will hold back the soil · 
particles but allow the . subsoil brine to percolate through and 
rr-nch the canal. 

-The adoption uf this «fesigr~ would substantially reduce the maintenance· cost. 
.and keep the canal in a serviceable condition long enough to compensate the 
jleavy initial outlay. Commenting on this design the Generall\Ianager at Sambhar 
-clrew our attention to the possibility that after some lapse of time, the entrap
P.ed slime below the watler level may complPtely seal off the seepage _and the 
dow of the brine into the canal. Whether this sealing off would er would not 
~ake place, and even if it does, how long the canal would continue to be servi
.ceable, are matters which· can be finally decided only after a large scale trial. 
'\Ve are, however,. confident that our design would prove satisfactory for a long 
.~nough period. 

3.4 Salt begins to deposit in the crystallisers when the density of the brine 
ris~s abow 26° Be. \Vhen the density reaches 20° Be, . the crystallisers are 
~eplenished with fresh brine from the condensers, care being taken to see tha\ 
the ~ensity in the pans does not fall below 26o Be; nor is it allowed to go 
above 29 · Re'. Salt is thus deposited without interruption and only .one crop 
s raised euch sear, commencing about-the end of March or beginning of April. 
fhe salt is first excavated with iron spades and made into hPaps on the crystal
lis•'!'' beds and it is then washPd with the bitterns. This washing is resorted to 
in oder to remove the mud and other adhen>nt impurities from the surface of 
the crystals. The bitterns are rich in chemical impurities like sodium sulphate, 
>odium carbonate, etc., and while removing the insoluble impurities from the 
jleaps, they contaminate the salt and the sodium sulphate and sodium 
rarhonate contained in them get'··' deposited on the crystals on drying. 
~I'hi.;; is. therefore, not a satisfactory practice. In all good manufacturing prac
~ice, the salt on collection should be carried from the bed3 on to the ridges 
~t the sides of the crystallisers and heaped there to permit the adherent bitterns 
.to drain out. This, however, is not at present possible in Sambhar where the 
.,crystallisers ore of large size and the area of the ridges is not adequate to heap 
Jll the salt from each crystalliser. The only chance of removal of the c6ntaml
:nating sodium sulphate and sodium carbonate is by the washing which the salt 
~ets in the storage yards during the rains. As the rain water does not evenly 
-yercnlate through the mounds of salt measuring several lakhs of tons, this vicari~ 
ous war:.hing hy rain water is not at all effective and the impure salt containing 
-the sulphate and carbonate continues to be marketed. If the bi~terns were 
-ren1o,·ed from the crystalliser beds before the collection of salt, it would be 
-possible to heap the salt in the crystalliser beds to allow the adherent bitterns 
to drain away. The quality of salt would improve thereby to an appreciable 
.extent. 

:3.4.1 When we discussed this matter at the site, cert-ain difficulties that 
.,night be .eneountered in carrying out the above suggestions were brought to 
.pur notice. It was pointed out that the crystallisers could not be completely 
~ained of the bitterns as their floor was uneven and the bitterns would remain 
~t>ehind in poo1s in places, thus probably increasing the contamination of the sal$ 
t>y drying up d11ring the process of collection. It was further urged that the floors 
~)f the crystallisers were not hard enough with the resu~t that some clay which a\ 
:Present was being eliminated by washing the heaped salt with the bitterns would 
!]."emain in the salt. If, the crystallising pans were properly maintained by a 
periodic removal of the slush and the floor was well levelled and tamped· before 
-the manufacturing season commenced, these difficulties · eould be obviated,. 
·~he large size of • the ·crystallising pans at Sambhar would permit the 
t:ollection of salt by mechanical harvesters for "the operation of which 
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l' hard level bed and a complete draining of the bitterns would be essential. The 
anticipated difficulties should not, therefore, de~er the works from adopting our 
suggestion. We should like to observe that the crystallising beds have at pre
sent a layer of 3 to 9 in. of a slushy material! consiating largely of mixed salts, 
organic matter and mud. An appreciable quantity of salt remains in the slush 
and cannot be collected. The removal of this slush is essential in order to per
mit a substantial improvement in the quality and a larger output vf salt per 
crystalliser. There has been a general complaint that the quality of salt produced 
at Sambhar has been deteriorating steadily both as regards its sodium chloride 
content and appearance. We believe these defects are due to the accumulating 
of slush and the presence of sodium sulphate and organic matter. In our opinion 
the cleaning of the crystallisers is an urgent task and it should be undertaken 
at an early date in order to achieve an increase in production and improvement 
in quality. It is regrettable to mention that the cleaning andfor mai.r:.tenance 
of the crystallisers which have to be done systematically each year have not 
been done as far as we ca.n gather for the past 20 years or more, with the 
result that to put them into proper orde<r now considerable amoun.t of expen
diture will be _required during the next three to five years. This expenditure 
is inevitable and until it is incurred the quality and yield of salt wi!l continue 
to suffer. Definite instructions should also be issued to the works that in: 
future the cleaning and maintenance operations of the crystalliser.;; should 
be done each year and necessary staff should be provided for this purpose so 
t;hat the works are not allowed to deteriorate and do not need a heavy outlay 
all at once. -

3.4.2 To avoid the contamination of salt with the bitterns we suggest that 
at the time of lifting, the procedure, in the order given below, be followed: 

(a) the mother liquor should be drained away from the pans; 

(b) the condsnsed brine which is very nearly sa~urated with respert t() 
sodium chloride should be let into the crystallisers; and . 

(c) the salt crust should be raised as is done now and washed in the brine. 

By collecting salt in this manner the crystals would be wetted with a liquor of 
which the sodium sulphate and carbo11ate contents are much lower t.han that of 
the bitterns. 

3.5. We understand that each year several lakh maunds of salt are left 
behind in the beds as they cannot be extracted before the onset of the rains. 
The quantity that was expected to be left behind when we visited the work_s 
in June 1948 was estimated to be 17,000 ton.;; (4:63 lakh mds.) 'l'h1s 
was reported to be due to the inadequate number of wagons being 
available for transportin"' the salt to the central stores. We recommend 
that steps should be tak~n to see that all available salt is _extracted from c~~t_al
lisers before the outbreak of the rains. Even if immedJate transport fac1ht1es 
are not available for the removal of the salt from the crystallisers to the stores, 
the salt.t could be heaped in the crystallisers and along the railway track for
removal as soon as transport is made available. 

3.5.1 It was pointed out to us that it may not be possible to carry oufl 
the suggestion in the preceding paragraph with the· present method of yay~~nt 
to labour at Sambhar. The prevalent method is to entrust the work of hftmg 
the salt and deliverin"' it to the stores to a group of contractors who then engage 
t.he labour. for the w~rk. Payment is made ~o the .con~actors only. afte~ the 
salt is delivered to the central stores. To obv1ate th1s drfficulty and m fa1rness 
to labour we suggest that the payment to· the contratJtors (if th_e contract 
syFtem is t.o be continued at all) be spl~t i~to ~wo parts, the first be1.ng for ~h! 
extraction of salt from the beds and heapmg 1t and the second for 1ts loadm~ 
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int<l wagons and delivery at the central stores. If this system is adopted, lab~ur 
working in the crystallising beds will be assured of payment for the quantitY 
of salt they extract and heap but which could not be removed owinl? to transport 
difficulties, whilst the labour who load the wagons at the crystallisers and un·· 
load them at the central stores will receive their part of the payment when trans
port is arranged. If this could be arranged, the production au Sambhar is likely 
to be increasefl by at least 10 per cent. without any extension of. the Works. 

3.6 RELATIVE AREAS oF CONDENSERS AND CaniTALLISERS.-In the Chapter on· 
Model factories and Research stations we have discussed in detail the optimum• 
ratio between the areas of reservoirs and condensers on one hand and the crys
tallisers o•1 tho other for different densities of raw brine. At Sambhar, however..: 
the supply of brine varies in quantity according to the rainfall and the optimum· 
ratio which is applical:)le to marine salt works can.aot be applied here. It is 
difficult to fix a rigid ratio for Sambhar in vie',V of the conditions peculiar tcr 
th~ place. Neverthele,;;s we consider that the ~rystallising area is in excess 
of what is required or desirable and the present ratio rs unsatisfactory and' 
needs to be rectified. If a part of the present crystallising area which requires· 
the maximum of attention could be reduced and converted into condenser&' 
as conditions warrant, the output will not, in any way, be affected. On the· 
contrary, it will not on~y facilitate the lifting of salt but will help to keep out· 
muc:h of the algael contamination which now finds its way into the salt, oecause-
brine of as low a density as 18° Be' is at· present being fed into the crystallisers.· 
The crystallisers will thus rema.in relatively free from silt and their maintenance· 
and cleaning will be made easier. We have observed elsewhere·'that consi
der<lhle mnount of salt which could not be· extracted before the onset of thEY 
rains is left behind in the present extensive crystallising beds. I£ the area under 
crystallisers is reduced it would Ucilitate the collection of most of the salt and: 
perhaps even avoid the necessity of heaping it on the ridges of the crystallisers 
for removal ~:~fter the rains. It is desirable that the brine should be fed into the 
crystallisers as near saturation as possible. If adequate condensing area is av·ail.r 
able such a procedun· would be made easie:· of adoption at Sambhar. \Ve have 
also recommended in 3.4.2 that the crop of salt should be given a wash in t.he 
crystalliscrs with saturated brine to remove the adherent bittern. For this· 
pnrpo,;e it is necessa:·y that stat,urated brine should be always available and this 
would he made possib~e if the condensing area i~ proportionately increased. In· 
6.3.1 we deal with the re'commendation of t.he Works to partition the main 
reservoir nnd convert a portion of it into condensers. This· large addition t<Y 
the condensing area will, in our opinion, improve the overall efficiency of the 
Works. The present yield of salt per acre in the different. kyars varie:; at· 
present from 82 tons (2,232 mds.) at Nawa to as much as 201 tons (5,471 1:1ds.~ 
per acm in the l\fain Line kyar. This is partly due to the varying rations· 
between th,~ reservoirs· and condensers and crystallisers and, if the condensing 
area in each l;yar is adequately increased, we believe that the yield per uere in 
any given year in all the kyars will be more uniform and not show such wide· 
fluctuations. 

3. 7 B ITTEH~ s .-The bitterns from the crystallisers are . drained into four 
separ~tp are~s which are isolated from the lake by embankments. The largest· 
of this area IS known as the East Lake Bitterns Area and measures 1 280 acres. 
The other three are located in the vicinity of the Ghuda, Jhapog ~nd Nawa. 
kya;s eMh covering 50_ to 60 acres. The bitterns, as drained out from the ceys
talhsers, ar-a at a density of 30o to 32° Be' and they contain a good percentage 
of commol?- salt as well as sodium ·sulphate and sodium carbonate. Apart from> 
the collectiOn of soi?e reshta salt no attempt is made to recover any of. the pro
ducts aud all that 1s done .is. to remove the bittern~ into the areas set llpart for 
them, where the.v are allowed to dry up. · This accumulation of bitterns over 
several decades is a potentially rich source of sodium chloride and other salts_ 
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~he systei? o! throwin~ _a way bitterns ove:· a _large area and allowing them to 
..evaporat~ IS, m. our opm10n, very inadvisable as it is likely to affect the source 
~! brine and contaminate it sufficiently enough to. affect seriously the 
production ?f s~t in future. To improve the quality of salt as also to i'ncrease 

·the production It would be preferable to harvest two grades of !'lalt one between 
· 2()" and 29" Be' and another between 29" and 32" Be' instead of the present 
· m~thods of obtai~ing one grade only. This can be done by transferring the 
bnn.~ as soor. 2s 1t has reached a concentration of 29" Be' in one set of crvstal
lit;ers to a separate set for the further deposition of salt up to 32" Be. If this 
prO<'f.dure _is adopted th~ salt which would deposit upto 29" Be would be purer 

:Bnd contain less of sodmm sulphate than at present. The two grades can be 
marketted separately depending on the requirements of the consumer. These 
liJ!Iits are arbitrary, but the correct limits for the .different qualities of brine 

:.avai1aL1e at the works could be: determined by systematic investigation. The 
li~its can best. be arrived at by preparing a chart showing the progressive sf'pa
ratlon of salts on the evaporation of the diffe ent qualitie& of brine available and 
co-relating it with the rise in density and reduction in volume. This would also 

·help in guiding the general manufacturing operations at the works. As there are 
-wide differences in temperatu e and humidity during various seasons, the rate of 
ev~voration and the manner of separation of salts fluctuate to a considerable 

·extent with these changes. It often happens that on cold wintry nights sodium 
-snlt,hate crystallises out along witl;l the salt. This could be avoided if the :p:lanu
facturing <'peration is adjusted to eounter the effect of seasonal variations. 

·Thf'se variations at different periods of the year could be determined and pre
-cautionn.ry measures devised for the different seasons to prevent a fall in pro-
-duction or contamination of the common salt produced. We recommend that this 
·work should be taken in hand sy~>tematically and made a part of the routine 
:records ctnd reports 0f the \Vorks. 

3.A The rain water that collects in the East Lake Bitterns Area dissolves 
11 part of the crust of bitterns salt<; and rises in density due to subsequent evapo
ratio.l. It hns been suggested that this should be· used for augmenting the 
brine suppi>y to the Works when it has reached a density of 20" Be'. If this 
bt·ine is to be utilised. the modified method of extracting salt as : ecommended by 
us in the previous paragraph will become necessary as otherwise it will not he 

·possible to produce sHit cf an edible quality. It has, however, been reported to 
us that the sewage of Sambhat town drains int() this area and there may be 
-sentimental objections to preparing salt out of this brim~. Even t?ough t~e 
sodi:1m chloride status of this brine is inferior to the canal or lake brme as Wlll 
be seen from the following compartive statement, this brine is a potentially 

·-tich source of salt and we suggest that a suitable method of disposal of this 
-tJewage be examined at an earl~· date: 

I Lake brine !Canal brine East lake 
Bitteme. 

I Area brine 

----------·1--------'------'·------
·Sodium chloride 

·Sodium sulphate 

· . .Sodium carbonate & bicarbonate 

rUndetermined 

(Per cent. on cltry basis) 
' 75·30 

87·30 78·90 

8·65 14·30 

3·87 6·80 

0·18 

~ 100·00 

15·60 

9·10 

100·00 
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3.9 PAN SALT.-Salt is also manufactured at Sambhar in small size crystalli

t;ers from brine obtained from shallow wells by a method similar to that adopted 
jn the ma ine salt v.orks in BomLuy und Madras. There are at present 353 
-cyrf!tallising puns and they are all situatPd at Ghuda. Formerly there ~ere 
pans at Deodani and Nawa also, but they were aban<loned and steps are now 
being taker tJ revive them. The brine supply is from the subsoil source, but 
unlike the percolation eana's the well;,; do not get silted up to the same extent. 
Oe::>;1;,;i0nully "hen the brine supply get:, r,cduced the well is abandoned and a 
new one dug nearby. The brine is lifted from the wells ill earthen pots tied to 
a (;OuntPr-poist->rl. bamboo !eYer syst-em, worked by manual labour. The· depth of 
the wells is barely 8 to 10 ft. and the density of the brine is 15o to 22o B.S. 
For each well there is· one condenser of 25' x 25' and two crystallisers each of 
150' x 50, The brine is first let into a condenser, but as the condenser area 
is only 1/25th of the crystalliser a. ea it could not possibly play any part in regu
lating the density of the brine let into the cryst~llisers. The COJ?.denser area is 
~ven too small to serve as a catchment for the suspended silt in the well brine. 
Though with the density varying from well to well and from time to time in 
the same well, a fixed p: oportion between the areas of the condensers and crys
ta:lisers cannot be la:d down, and a mutual adjustment between the relative 
areas has to be made. If the incoming brine is 15°. the r~tio may be maintain
ed at 1:1, bu~ where the ·density is higher, a part of the condensing ares 
cnn he converted into an additional crystalliser; the condense· can be so designed 
as to malw this possible. The crystallisers are shallow and the accretion method 

i1:1 followed, hut the salt is. harvested at irregular intervals. 

3·9·1 The manufacture of salt in pans is not di ectly under Government 
-coutrol, but a group of pans (varyi~g from 2 to 3) is leased out to local contrac
tors, known as 'Bandewals' who b:i·e required to sell the salt to Government at 
a r•riP.e which Is fixed at the beginning of each season. As t.he working of the 
pan;; is left to persons who follow primitive and traditional methods, the layout 
and the operations are primitive and the quality of the salt is also not deperi
.(lc,ble. Considering that this system of production is free from silting and the 
eomplications due to a)gae as in oth~r parts c.f Sambhar are absent and as brine 
of high density is available, we feel that this important supplementary source of 
salt !'ohould he extended on a large scale with improved methods of lifting brine. 
i.e., by pumping and by proper layout of condensers and crystallisers and 
~perating these pans on a scientific basis under direct Government management. 

3.10 RESHTA SALT.-Another form of salt produced at Sambhar and which 
until recently had been neglected is the wind swept salt known locally as 
"reshta". It forms in the crystallising pans as well as in the bitterns area. 
In the pans the salt that crystallises on the surface of the brine is blown to the 
~dges where it coUects as tiny crystals; in the bitterns area the salt separates 
out from a brine formed by the dissolution of the bittern salt by the rain watir 
which collects there. There are no proper facilities for transporting the reshttJ 
l"alt from the bitterns area to the storage yards and the collection has been 
t'onsequently handicapped. The works estimate to collect every year as inuch 
as 55,000 tons (about 15 lakh rods.) of reshta salt from the-bitterns area in the 
eastern port.ion of the lake, if a perma'nent track is laid to ·convey the salt ·to 
the stores. We recommend that this be arranged as ~xpeditiously as possible 
in order to take lull advantage of the natural separation of sodium chloride 
which takes pla~e from the large' accumulations of hftte;·n salts in this area. 



3.11 TRANSPORT AND 8TORAGE.-From the crystallisers the salt is carried in 
lipping wagons of 2 ft. gauge or by meter ge,uge trucks to two central stores 
of which one is situa.ted at Sambhar ani the other at Ghuda. The wr,gons 
are drawn up a r&rnp SE'Yer'l.l fe~t high and the salt is· dropped d-own the sides 
to the ground t'ntil a long heap is formed. For each trip the deadweight of the 
locos and the wagons has to be hauled up which adds to the cost of storage. 
Moreover, iu harvesting season over 3,000 tons (81,660 mds.) oi salt 
are han,dled every day in this manner involving the employment of a large 
labour force. As the salt is stored in the open, a little of its impurities gets 
washed away during the rains, but this washing is inadequate to bring about 
any aprreciabb improvement in the quantity of the salt. This method of stor
ing of salt will have to be reconsidered and mechanical means d~vised to 
aimplify and cheapen the cost. This question is, however, linked with the 
qtWstion of a provision of a washery to be installed at Sambhar which is dealt 
within a subsequent paragraph. In the stores the salt remains invariably for 
nearly a year before it is sold; this in many respects is advantageous us it 
permits of a permanent cushion against the very wide variations in t.he ftnnual 
prod:.Ict.it'n that we have noticed at Sambhar and which might otherwis~ lead 

· ~ speculative fluctuations in the price of Sambhar salt. 

3·11·1 The despatching and bagging of .s~lt is done manually involv~g 
against the employment of a large labour force. Many types of bulk handmg 
devices are now available to carry out this work more efficiently and economi,~ally 

- and we recommend that the question of mechanical bagging and loading be 
investigated. As almost the entire production at Sambhar is despatched only 
in bags it is obvious that mechanical bagging and handling will bring about a 
substantial reduction in the labour employed on this work and may effect a con
siderable economy. 

4. Annual Production and Quality. 

4.1 PRonucTION.-The total annual output of salt at Sambhar of the three 
different varieties for the years 1946 to 1948 is given in Table XIX. 

Yeats. 

1946 

1947 

1948 

TABLE XIX.-PRODUCTION A'l: SAMBHAR 1946-48 

Kyar salt I Pan salt l Reshta salt 
,. 

Total 

Tons 

I 
l\Iaunds Tons 1\Iaunds I Tons 1\Iaund~< ] Tons l\Iaunds 

I --

) 2,77,833 75,62,620 20,155 5,48,62(1 37,077 9,27,580 3,3~.063 90,3S,S2 

3,54,09~; 9~.38.~40 I 20,2S2 5,52,100 22,723 6,18,520 3,97 ,0n5.10s,os,96 

15,9341 
' 3,I6,47s/s6,U,55 2,78,38:.,7v,77,v80 I 4,35,720 22,162 6,03,250 ' 

·. 

() 

() 

(}. 

4.2. QUALITY.-The analyses of the three varieties of Sambhar salt, viz., kyar, 
pan and reshta of representative samples drawn by us during the time of our 
visit ar~ given in Table XX. Of the kyar salt we drew separate samples and 
the results of these two are given separately: The reshta salt samples were 
drawn from the kyars as also from the East Lake Bitterns Area and the analyses 
of these two samples are also showu separate!~'· \Ve have also given for pu:.._ 
pose of comparison, the analysis of a sample of kyar salt after it had been 
washad in its own brine in the l~boratories of Tata Chemicals Ltd. &t !\lithapur. 
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TABLE XX.-ANALYSES OF SAMBHAR SALT 

I Kyar salt Reshta salt Washed 
Pan salt Kya.r 

Sample 1 Sample 2 From From Bit- ·salt 
kyar terns Area 

(Percent, on dry 
basis) 

Sodium chloride 96·67 95·50 95·25 97·69 97·63 98·M 

Sodium sulphate 2·34 2·17 1·23 1·25 0·69 0·52 

Sodium carbonate 0·53 0·26 0·60 0·34 0·32 0·15 

Sodium bicarbonate 0·09 .. 1·10 0·12 0·59 .. 
Insolubles 0·30 1·68 1·82 0·60 .. 0·315 

'. 
Undetermined 0·07 0·39 .. .. 0·77 O·U 

100·00 100·00 100·00 100·0j 100·00 100·00 

It will be noticed that the sodium chloride content of Sambhar salt (unwashed) 
varies from ~5·25 per cent. in the case of pan salt to 97·69 per cent. in the case 
of kyar reshta. The sodium sulphate, sodium carbonat.&~ and bicarbonate be., 
ween them are nearly 3 per cent. in the case of the kyar salt, but they go down 
to 1 : 6 per cent. in the case of the reshta from the bitterns area. The insoluble& 
are also high in the pan salt and in one of the samples of kyar salt. The inso
lubles are largely composed of mud and dirt and the remains of algael matter 
which could be reduced by a IY\q.re careful handling of the crust during lifting· 
and reducing the number of hahdlings wherever possible. The reshta salt is 
distiuctly better in all respects than the kyar or pan salt. It has not only a 
higher sodium chloride content but also a. lower sodium sulphate content and is 
whiter in colour. This salt is particularly suitable for use in chemical industries 
which require salt of good quality. 

4.2.1 It is our considered opinion that the kyar and pan saltR could be 
substantially improyed in quality by washing and brought up to a standara of 98 
per cent. and more of sodium chloride content.• This improvement can be effec
ted by subjecting the salt to a process of mechanical washing either in its own 
brine or wi~h fresh water if a sufficient supply were available. The analysis 
of the washed sample shows the great potentialities for raising the percentage 
of sodium chloride and reducing those of sodium sulphate, sodium carbonate 
and the insolubles. The colour and appearance of the salt had also improved 
appreciably. -Although this experiment was carried out on a small scale, we 
believe that the results could be reproduced on a large scale with equal, if nof 
better, efficacy and we recommend that washing arrangements be installled ali· 
Sambhar. -

5. ALGAE 

5-1 Several types of algae develop and flourish in the lake ;brine and 
inte fere with manufacturing opetations by imparting both an off~nsive smell and 
11 pink to rust red colour to the salt; in extreme cases the algae turns the brine 
into a gelatinous fluid from which well developed crystals of salt eannotJ be 
forml:!d and recovered. These algael growths are locally called neel. They are 
easily recognised in their different stages of life and decay by their distinctive 
colonrs which vary according to the concentration of the brine: ltl-om 5° to 
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17• Be' the colour of the growth is green, but it turns yellowish brown and then 
pink which develops into rust red with a further rise in density abovf:' 20° Be'. 
The red colour is attributed to the bacteria which develop and feed on the dead 
or dorma~t algae. The ·colour diffet·ences also vary slightly from kyar to
kyar and It would appear that several micro-organisms are responsible for this. 
phc,uomenon. 

5.2 The lat-e Professor S. N. Ghosh of the Government Colleae Lahore had 
carri.e~. ~ut a. preliminary i~vestigation into the origin, life hi;t;ry and ' the· 
possib1ht1es ot removal of this algae. He had report·~d that the organic matter 
the spores an.-! other rep:oductive bodies of different algae are supplied to the
lake water by the various riverine sources and that the elimination of algae in 
tha entire area of 00 square miles of the lake is \vell nigh impossible. It is not: 
so much tha living algae which causes nuisance as the decaying motter resultina
from theL· dead bodies \Vhich remains suspended or are in colloidal solution~ 
This creates the chief difficulty in the manufacturing operation and, in exveme 
cases, turns into a gelatinous tluid from which crystallisation of sa:t becomes 
impossible, It is, therefore, necessary to devise ways and means to eliminate
the dead algae and the putrefying bacteria. Dr. Ghosh had, therefore suggested 

(a) the addition of calcium hypochlorite (bleaching powder) in the pro
porbion•of 60 lbs. to a million gallons of brine at 22° Be to pre
vent the putrefaction of dead algae and to faciliate its removal as. 
a scum and 

(b) the filtering of the brine through sand and ballast before taking it. 
ido the crystallising },eds. 

He had further suggested a detailed investig<ttion of the problem at the spot 
over a period of three years by a trained a:gologist, particularly the life habits of 
aU micro-organisms involved . 

. 5.2.1. The treatment with calcium hypochlorite w:1.;:; tried on iln f'Xperimentai 
scale but proved a failure. As could have been anticipated the calcium was. 
precipitated as calcium carbonate and perhaps as calcium sulphate and added · 
to the complex character of the brine system while the available chlorine proved 
inadequate to deal with the algae effectively. Some slight improvement in the
colour of the sa.~t was noticed but even if this experiment had proved a complete 
success we do not think it would have been possible to apply
it to the vast quantities of brine to be treated. The suggestion of filtering the· 
brine was alRo tried but found. impracticable. It is, however, not understood 
why the most important suggestion of Dr. Ghosh of a detailed investigation. by
an algologist was not carried out. The problem is so complicated and of such 
great consequence to the Sambha · 'Vorks that no large scale remedy could ~& 
tried without an exhaustive investigation and we strongly recommend that this. 
suggestion be adopted without delay. The solution of the problem may take-
. even longer thau 3 years but that should not be allowed to stand in Lhe way
of these investigations. 

5.3. The area highly infected with algae is the eastern portion of the lake 
which lies adjacent to the bitterns area. It is a natural depression about 1000 
ac:-es in extent in which the water from th~ Khrmdel stream and the rain 
water from the neighbouring areas gets collected. It gets progressively enr;iched 
by the dissolution of the salt in the bed, but because the brine is highly Infes
ted with algae which exists in it a;;; a thick suspen;;;ion it is not utilised for the 
mfl.nufacture of salt, but. is allowt>d to dry UJ) forming a gelatinous mass 9 to IZ 
in. thick consisting of dry algae impre!!'nated with salt. The ave: age depth of 
the brine in this area when it has reached a density of 3o to 5o Be is about 
18 in. which would yield about 44,000 tom (12 lnkh mds.) of salt. This area is 
.isolated from the re.st of the lake by embankments so that the. algae infected 
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brine may not contaminate the rest of the lake brine. In the opm1on of the~ 
Committee. etforts should be made to reclaim this area, for which two sugges
tions have been made by the Works·. The first is to dig up this gelatinous mass-
and· dump it away from the lake. 'Ihe second is to 'transfer the algae infested. 
brine on to the bitterns area where it is expected that it would. 
decompose due to the high concentration o£ the bitterns. The area · might 
improve by a <'outinuous repetition of either of these two operations but \Ve v.ould 
not venture to recommend the first since, obviously, it would involve heavy 
capital expenditure for providing only a temporary ;emedy. Unless the remains 
of the algae could be effectively removed entirely outside the catchment area 
of the lake, it would ultimately find its way back into the lake bed and what 
is now a localised affair may become a widespread nuisance. It occurs to us 
that a weed killer like sodium chloride may be tried more effectively in the 
localised area, but before any such action is taken a study by an algologist and 
a chemist is t1ece::sary. 

6. RENOVATION AND EXTEN!ll.ONS 
6·1 When we visited the Works a prof5ramme of expenditure for the reno-

vation and extension of the Works and their- service departments was placed 
before us together with a statement of the- estimated increase in production that· 
would be achieved therefrom. In these estimates there was a provision for an· 
expenditure of nearly Rs. 7 lakhs for converting the existing 2 ft. gauge system 
a.t the \Vorl<s into 2! ft. gauge. We have omitted this item from our calculations.
because if any modification in the internal transpa.rt system .is at all to be 
carried out it should be' into the meter gauge system. The cost 
of such a conversion will he so prohibitive thnt we hesitate to recommend it at· 
the present stnge. For convenience of discussion the rest of the estimates has· 
been retabulated by us and is given as Table XXI. 

TABLE XXI-PROGRAMME oF RENOVATION AND ExTENSIONs 
PROPO~D BY SAMBHAR 

No. Particulars Estimated Cost Estimated increase in 
output 

Rs. Rs. Tons Mds, 
A. REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE-

(a) Deodani Kyar . . . 
1. Cleaning of 2 miles of percola-

5,14,000 20,200 5,50,00() 

tion canal . . • . 98,000 
2. Cleaning of crystallising pans 

Nos. 7, 8, 9 & 10 • 4,16,000 

(b) Gudha Kyar . . . 1,00,000 7,350 2,00,00()'• 
3. Cleaning of 2000 ft. of percola-

tion canal . • 19,000 
4. Cleaning of 12 pans 81,000 

(c) Jhapog Kyar . • 1,62,000 
5. Cleaning of 24 pans 93,000 
6. Cleaning of Jhapog Sambhar 

channel from Sulzer pumps to 
pump No.1 69,000 

(d) Main T"ine Kyar . . 2,35,000 
7. Cleaning of kyar Nos. 3 to 6 2,35,000 

(e) Nawa Kyar . . . . 
8. Cleaning of one mile ofpercola-

2,58,000 11,000 3,00,00()' 

tion canal 42,000 
9. Cleaning of GO pans 2,16,000_ 

TOTAL 12,69,000 38,550 . 10,50,000 
or ;;ay•Rs. 13,00,000 
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TABLE XXI-contd. 

No. Particulars Estimated Cost 

.B. CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

(a) Deodani Kyar 
1. Construction of masonry wall 

at two ends of the canal 
2. Construction of 2 tributary 

percolation canals each 2000 ft. 
in length 

3. Conversion of Reservior No. 7 
to a set of condensers 

4. Bifurcation of pans 5 to 12 

,(b) Gudha Kyar 
5. Construction of a tributary per

colation canal 2000 ft. in length 

.(c) Nawa Kyar 
6: Restoration of dam 

7, Construction of second reser
voir about 90 acres in area 

.8. Construction of one set of con
densers 90 acres in area 

'9, Layout of 2ft. gauge trangport 
system. 

:10. Purchase of Rolling stock and 
a loco for the above transport 
system. 

11. Electrifying pumping plant 

12. Purchase of additional pump
ing plant 

13. Construction of a Central 
Stores 

.(d) Main Line Kyar 
14. Deepening of Ghuda Sambhar 

channel 

(e) East Lake Bitterns Area·. 
15. Formation of banks and laying 

of a permanent track 

. (f) General • 

Rs. 

9,000 

1,02,000 

8,000 
25,000 

51,000 

1,32,000 

72,000 

67,000 

3,73,000 

i 25,000 

1,05,000 

[30,000 

r 1,42,ooo 

1,59,000 

1,80,000 

16 •. Partitioning of Main Reservoir 
at Sambhar :7,86,000 

17. Installation of washing plant 
at Smnbhar . . 5,00,000 

18. Weighbridge at Sambhar 25,000 
19. Automatic filling and bagging 

plant for Sambhar • 1,00,000 

20. Remodellin~ of Power House -
& purchase of Engine~~ at Sam• 
bhar. • ,' .• •. • 7,00,000 

Rs. 

1,44,000 

51,000 

9,46,000 

1,59,000 

1,80,000 

28,47,000 

c.o. 43,27,000 

"Rgtimated increase in 
output 

Tons 1\Ids, 

11,000 ~3,00,000 

5,500 1,50,000 

14,700 4,00,000 

29,400 (8,00,000 

44,100 ;12,00,000 

18,400 5,00,000 

'1,23,100 '33.50,000 
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TABLE XX.I-contd. 

No. Particulars Estimated Cost· 

Rs. Rs. 

B. CAPITAL EXPENDITuRE-contd. B.F. 43,27,000 

(Jf General 

h.r. 21,11,000 

21. Equipment for Sambhar work-
31,000 shop 

22. Construction of Central Store 
at Sambhar 1,45,000 

23. Extension of water supply ser-
vices at Ghuda and Sambhar 2,50,000 

24. Construction of ,bungalows o.nd 
2,35,000 staff quarters 

25. Laboratory extensions 75,000 

TOTAL 43,27,000 

s:-.y Rs. 44,00,000 

Estimate::!· incr~Jase iu 
output 

Tons 1\Lls. 

1,23,100 33,50,00() 

1,23,100 33,50,0(0 

The capital cost of this estimatk' comes to about Rs. 44 lakhs whilst th& 
expenditure on renovations is estimated to cost about Rs. 13 lakhs. No indica
tion was given in the programme of either the period or the order of pric.rity in 
which it should be carried out. These estimates have been examined by u~ 
carefully and we are generally ir. favour of this programme of work being under-
taken, subject to the following observations. · 

G.2 REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE.-In view of the unsatisfactory state of main
tenance at the works, we recommend that the expenditure of about Rs. 13 lakhs 
on the cleaning of condensers, crystallisers and the percolation canals should 
be given the first priority and completed within 2 years. 'l'hese estimates 
Wf:ra prepared on the presumption that the work will be done by mtmual 
labour; \H~ nre afraid that the time talren may extend to well over four 
years and some part of the work may not even be done satisfactorily. The 
removal of sline which has collected for several ye::.rs in the percolation canal;; 
is a very uncongenial job and it is diflicult and costly to get it done by manual 
labour. The progress of work will in any case be slow and the cost may· 
ultimately greatly exceed the estimated •tmount. \Ve, therefore, recomm_end 
that mechanical sc_ apers be purchased. jJOt only to cart-y out this work but for 
the regular maintenance of these canals in future. Drag line tractors which can 
work from the embankments; of the canals might be suitable for this purposs 
and their usefulness should be investigated with the as.sistance of competent 
engineers, experienced in this type of work. These excavators will also bp. useful 
in cutting 11ew canals or making extensions. If delay in obtaining such an equip
lllent is encountered, assistance of the Indian Army be sought as they have 
SllCh equipment and the necessary personnel to use it. We should also like .. to 
obst-rve that the estimate for the cleaning of the canals was prepared before we 
bal suggested a change in the design of the canal. In 3·3·1 we have given a.. 
£-kNch of. this and if it is adopted, these estimates will have to b~ reviewed in 
<>rder to provide for the modification of .the can~tls to the new design. W & 
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reoomm.end that the work on cleaning and modification of the canals as nlso 
the deepening of t~e canals should be taken up simultaneously and the neces
sary funds ?e prov1d~d so that the work may be completed in two years. As a. 
l'esult of th1s expenditure the production at .Sambhar is expected to increase by 
about 38,550 tons (10·5 lakh mds.) a year. This, in- our opinion, is to some 
extent an under-~stimate, pa: ticularly because no account has been taken of 
the increase in production which would result from the cleanina of the crystal
lisers at Jhapog ·and :Main Line kyars. · t> • 

6.3 CAPITAL 'VoRKS.-As regards the capital expenditure, there are four times 
. of major importance. 'rhe total increase in output is estimated to be about 
1~~,100 tons (33.5 lukh mds.) and the total exgenditure is taken at Rs. 44 lakhs 
wn1eh also includes the provision for service departments like wate: supply, 
electric power, resideJJtial quarters. etc. vVe consider that all this expenditure 
will be fully justified by the large increase ip. production. 

6.3.1. We recommend that the undermentioned order of priority be followed 
to carry out these capital works aud they be completed within five ~-ellrs: 

(a) the deepening of the Ghuda. Sambhar channel and the modification of 
. the East Lake Bitterns areas, because they would produce quick 

results; (Items B14 & 15 of Table XXI). 
(b) th1J partitioning of the main reservoir. This is .necessary to eon serve 

the brine for a longer period and supply it to the different reser
voirs in the kyars. At present the brine pumped into the main 
reservoir is distributed to the sma1ler reservoirs in different kyars, 
but during the later part of the season the level of the brine ·in 
the main reservoir falls low and even when there is some concen
trated brine left, it cannot be fed into the condensers and is dis-

. sipated by evaporation in the reservoir itself. By partitioning the 
main reservo~· one of the sec:tions will hE, c:onverted into a deep 
reservoir which would conserve the available brine for a longer 
period. The 1est of the main res'Orvoir could be converted into 
additional condensers which would help to establish a better rlltio 
between the condensing and crystallising areas (Item B16); 

(c) the remodelling of Nn\Ya kyar. The cleaning_of Nawa canals as \Yell 
a<; crvstallisers and conden,;ers will take considerable time,. and 
will ;}ot show quick results which would normally be expected. 
As soon as positive results "materialise from the first two items the 
extensive but necessarv modificat!ons at. Nawa should be under
t.aken. Items 9 and 10 for the transport system at Nawn and the 
provision of rolling stock and loc:os for it were based by the 
vVorks on the 2?, ft. gauge system. As the rest of the track 
nt Snmbhsr is either in 2 ft. gauge or meter gauge (which is also the 
Raih,·ay gauge in the locality) we see no purpose in introducing 

·yet a new gauge and, we recommend that the estimate for this 
Pxpenditure be recalculated for laying the trsck in the prevailing 2 
ft. gauge. There is nn aclnitional advantnge in this inasmuch as it 
\\'ill provide interchangeability of tipping wagons and loc:omotives 
bct"·een Snmbhar llnd Nnwa llnd common senicing fncilifes. Ey 
the introduction of n new gauge we do not expect any : t>duction in 
the cost of transnort not· do we think nny further improw•ment is 
)ikeh to arise th~rebY. The exi<-ting 2 ft. gauge c0uld giYt> all the 
facilities that sre required by proper maintenan_~e nnd attention. 
(Hems B6 to 10 and 12). 

,_H.2 With re~:ud to the other items on the programme of capital works, we 
<!ohsider that work on constructing tributary percolation c·anGls at Deoduni r,nd 
· Gudha kyars (Items B2 and 5) should not be undertaken until the trial bores 
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in the lake beds have been sunk to determine the best location for obtaining 
subterranean brine. Item 11 refers to the electrification. of Nawa kyar. This 
work may l:c L1efcrrerl until this question is fully examined. At present the pum
ping of brine i'l <lone at K a'' a by means of Diesel engines and we do not see 
any justification for an immediate change over to electricity. 'When the other 

· expenditure on Nawa has been ineurred, t•iz., building of a dam, ...reservoirs and 
condensers (items 6 to 8) the problem of electrification might assume some 
importanct~ and could then be considered. Items B13 and 22 refer to the 
con>=truction of Central Stores at Na\va and at Sambhar. 'fhis expenditure may 
uls'l be tlE"fend in view of the fact that we have included in item 19 the instal
latir,n of a wushcry at Sambbar coc.ti11g R;;. 5 lakhs. Until a decision is taken 
on its construction and locatitm, no expenditure should be incurred on creating 
aul1itional stores. It is likely that with the installation of a washery the future 
stores m:1y have to be designed on an entirely different line from the one now 
contemp!nted :mel t.his expenditure on new stores should, therefore, be held over~ 

6.3.3 lYasheMJ.~Another important item of improvement affecting the entries 
system of production of common salt in Sambhar' which was allu.fled to by 
the \\'ork~ in their programme of improvements was the installation of mecha
nical washing plant. (Item Bl7). We consider this an important item of ex
f'C!1diture which should be incurred with the least possible delay. In our opinion 
the time has come for Government tQ set an example to the salt manufacturers 
in J n<li a in the direction of setting up a high standard of purity for all the salt 
produced in Government-owned works. Unless Government are prepared to 
take a lead in this matter, we feel that private manufacturers will continue 
to produce infe1·ior suit and exploit the oonsumers. We understand that designs 
and estimates are being obtained for erecting a washing plant of a modem type. 
We have already stated that thc,,Jaboratory experiment carried out on the 
W'lshing of Sambhar salt in its owp' brine showed that the sodium chloride con_ 
tent of the salt goes up from 95/96 per cent. to 98 per cent. and above. We have 
every reason to egpect that when these operations are repeated on a large scale, 
thr:- laboratory results would be reproduced, if not bettered. Also the washing 
,vil! be more effective if the salt we:·e washed soon after it is raised in order to 
remove more eaRily and satisfactorily the impurities due to the adherent mother 
liquor. '\\'hen the washery is installed. each year's production should be washed 
tlnring thnt :venr itself, and salt should be stored only after it has been washed. 
On the l0:ofltion of the w'lshery will depend the location of the future stores and 
the mrthnn of storage. This que,;tion should be examined by the \Vorks in 
(·onjunrtion with the design of the washery. 

().3.4. The workshop at Sambhar appears to be fairly well equipped and ~ 
~·)ntl deal of repai:·s a'nd maintenance as also new work such as the manufacturt
of tippin,C" w:1gons could be undertaken in it. A provision has been made for 
P(~ditional C:'111ipment for the "'·orkshop to enable it to function ·more economically 
:wrl efficientlv (Ttrm R21 ). The maintenance of the mechanical and eleetrical 
eC]uipment nt tl1e \Yorks leayes much to be desired. This was reported to be 
tlur to lnck of adequate number of technical staff and skilled workers. We 
1'er.omm~'no th:1t the technirRI stAff at the ·works should be strengthened Rnd 
improwcl so that the workshop and the power house are able to function at a 
high level of efficiency, pnrticularly as the purchr;se of a· new power plant bas 
heen r.nr·r()ypd nf by US in the prog-ramme Of expenditure. If the workshop iR 
fulh· eCJninpro nnd properlv staffed, particularly 'Yith skilled and semi-"killed 
workers like lathesmen, fitters, turners and machinists, we are confident that; 
in addition to the maintenance of the Works, it can turn out' 40 tp 50 new tip~ .• 
J•ing "·ngons annuall:v. The:v will go towards the.replacement of those that become 
1mser\'iceable bv heavv wear and tear which is inevitable in all salt. worl:t'·· .. due tG· 
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6.3.5 Work on items B1, B3, 134 and B18 do not involve much expen
diture anJ. there should not be any difficulty in completing them quickly. They 
should be t.a.ken up ac:corctmg to the convenience of the manufacturing operations. 
Items B~3 and B24 relate to water supply and quarters for staff. Usually there
is a tendeucy to bok upon such items as luxuries ·and to :po::;tpoue them; but 
we wou~'d emphasise that living conditions in Sambhar are trying and that 
in the interest of dfu::iency it is necessary to provide these necessities. No 
priority has been fi~e<1. for them, because the works can be takeu up independently 
of the manufactming programme·. \Ve would recommend tLat this be done 
as early as possible. Item 19 relates to the installation of an automatic £lling 
and bagging pla!lt which we have fully discussed and rec•)lnmelldetl under 
3.11.1. 

6.3.6 At present the power house supp:ies energy for running the pumps 
and other installations in the Worksl and the surplus is made available to the 
public of Sambhar town. \Vith the extensions suggested by us, th~ present 
capacity of the power house will not be able to cope with the extra load and 
additional equipment will have to be provided. Situated as the ~orks are at 
.::uhsiderable distance from any other source of electrical power, the power house 
could, with profit, make itself more serviceable to the town. By so doing, it 
would reduce the overhead cost of energy for the manufacturing side of the 
works and a:~o increase its efficiency. It shou:cl be possible to stagger the load 
on the electric supply in such a manner as to dovetail the requiremPnt8 of the 
Works with those of the rest of the public with benefit to both. It is not neees=
sary to fix a relative prio.rity for this work because every item of increase in the 
productive capacity of the salt Works will make additional demand for electricat 
energy. This work, therefore, deserves to be taken up 4nmediately. 

6.3. 7 At present there is a small laboratory at the Works, but it is so poorly 
equipped and scantily staffed that it cannot carry out either any research or 
keep a control on the quality of the bririe or the bitterns or the snlt produc·ed. 
It is also supposed to render routine services to the Didwana and Pachbadra.. 
Works. There is no separate staff of chemists provided for this laboratory and 
the work that is now being done is only in the nature of a spare time activity 
of the officers \Vorkinv on the manufacturing side. A well eqt~ipped. laboratory 
with a suitable staff should be provided for carrying out the rot;l;ine cm.trol tests 
and the investigations of day to day {>roblems-. To start with we sugges~ the 
uppointment innne:diatel~ of the followmg staff and laboratory_ equipmt>1lt. --

1 Chemist in charge who should have the minimum qualifications of 1I.Sc. 
with experience of research in inorganic and physical chemistry. 

2 Assisttwt Ohem'sts. 
1 Laboratory Attendant. 

The -existiilg labo~·atory build:ng should also be extended. Provision for this: 
extension and the lJece~o.ary equipment have been shown in Table .X::\.1. \'\.~ 
struugiy reeomme:1d tLnt this proposal be sanctioned immediat~>ly and the neces
sary funds_ provided. lt shouH be stated that the function of this laboratory 
will be to attend to routine work connected with the manufacturing operation 
and ihtJt separate provision will have to be made for research work. This sspect 
is dealt with separately in the Chapter on Model Factories and Research 
iSttttions. 

f. Other Improvements. 

7.1 In rarugra}Jh 3.4.1 we have made a passing refere11ce tc. the possihility 
of collectillg ~;nlt wit}· the help of mechanical harvesters. The eAtent of the 
\Vorks and the size of the crystallisers ure such that it would pa:v to use 
mec4ani~al dcvict·s for collecting the salt. No such mechaniimUon has bH·D 
done in any of the salt works in India, but there is no other salt works of th~ 
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-size of the. Sambhar Works. We have seen references in American journal~ 
to salt being collected by mechanical harvesters in solar works in that country, 
al'.d we r1~comrnend that. enquiries be made in America of tl].e possibilities of 
installing suitable sized harvesters at Sambhar. As we have no direct knowledge 
or experience of the or:eration of mechanical harvesters, we are illll\ble to indicate 
the consequential reduction in labour that may follow. It is, however, likely 
that a. mechanical harvester raising about 100 tons of salt per day of 8 hours 
could do the work of r.t. least 60 men and will need, perhaps, only two or three 
n~en to operate it, thus saving 57 man-days for every 100 tons of salt extracted. 
This propositio11 becomes all the more attractive when we renollect thnt the 
most uncongt)nill part; of the work that labour is required to do in a salt works 
is that connected with the harvesting of salt. In 3.5 we have also drawn the 
attention of the large quantity of salt which remains uncollected and is left 
over m the crystallisers owing to shortage of transport facilities. The mechanical 
harvesters will he abll3 to help in the solution of this problem too as due to ~he 
speed with which it operates it will be able to ~ollect all the ~alt from the 
crysto.llisers before the rains start. 

7.2 In 3.9.1 we have recommended the extensiOn of the pan works: We 
have not included this as an item in the estimates of expenditure under 6 •. 
This question will have to be considered in the light of 

(a) laying down additional wells, cond·ensers and pans, and 

(b) providing pumping facilities on all the wells. 

in the first instance, we would suggest that pumps be fitted up on the existing 
wells t'l determine to what extent the output from the existing pans could be 
increased by their installation and the economy that could be effected in the 

. manufacturing c:ol>t. Only thereaU'er should steps be taken to extend thls 
mE·thod of production ou a large scale. The installation of pumps will have to 
be considered also ·in relation to the number of wells that could be served by 
-each pump. 'J'his ca.n be determined only by trial aJld experiment and we 
suggest that a h-irll may be started at an early date with half a dozen pumps, 
groupit.g tho existing wells in the m!lnner ,eugge~ttld P;Y J.l§ j11 th~ Chapter 91) . 
.Kharagbg_aa. -

·7 .3 Tlie e>:istin;:: I·I·ovision of tipping wagons and locomotives' bn both the 
2 ft. and meter gang£ lines is grossly inadequate for Works of this maanitude. 
After our visit ~o the Works we had recommended an immediate pur~hase of 
at. l~·lst 100 tipfing _wa.gons and 4 locomotives of 2 ft. gauge to help -in the 
rmslllg of the s~ut qmckly. We understand that this recommendation has been 
accepted and orders placed for both the locomotives and ~he tipping wagons. 
The supply of thase extra wagons and locomotives, alongside the rolling stock 
for Nawa kyar and the new extensions as well as replacements would partially 
ease the transport problem at the Works. In future, after suitable extension 
of the workshops which bas been dealt with under 6.3.4, the tipping wagons 
needed at Samhhnr c0tlld be manufactured locally. 

8. Research. 

8.1 There are a num her of problems of a technical nature awaiting urgen~ 
solution at 8a"Tibhnr, the most important being the removal of sodium sulphate 
which occms ilt the brine, in a fairly large percentage (8 to 10 per cent. of the 
tobl salts). Along with the sulphate, sodium carbonate and sodium bicarbo
ltate are also fl'(•::;pnt in appreciable proportions (3 to 4 per cent. of the total 
salt:>). If sodium sulphate could be removed systematically from the brine either 
before or aftPr the deposition of salt or both, there would be considerable 
imJ,r8>ement in the yield as well as the quality of sart produced. In the presenil 
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practice the crystallise:rs are replenished with fresh brine from time to time 
and the densitj of the brine in them is kept below 30° Be' till,. at the clos~ 
of the season, the entire crop of salt which has crystallised out from brine of 
progressivdy decreasing sodium chloride content is harvested. The result is 
that in the latt:r sh\gPs c£ crystallisation, the brine leaves behinJ more r.nJ 1nrJre 
of its sodi-..:m sulphnte with the crystals of common salt. Further, b, the 
method ac1opted of coilecting and "washing" the salt with bitterns, mor,; c-on
tamination is added to the salt by the consequential evaporation of the bitterns 
adhering to the salt crystals. The bitterns which have by then reached a density 
of 30° to 32° Be' are discharged into the bitterns area and allowecl to clrv up 
carrying away with them substantial quantities of sodium t.:lhloride whi~h is 
rendered iuecoveraUe togeth8r with the valuable byproducts contaiued in them. 
These problem~ havE- not received the attention they deserve m~d there is a. 
mi~take:1 noti:m t_hat the presence of these ?ther salts does not constitute any 
senous Impurity 1ll common salt. Also, hitherto, no standards for purity of 
common ·salt h:we heen laid down and salt of 90 per cent. soiii11m chloride 
con~e11t has bel·n eonsidered acceptable. In the light of this loosa conception 
of s~andarcl of p~tit.y, ~ambhar salt was considered a salt of e:xeepiion:llly gocd 
quahty, because Its sodmm chloride content was 95j96 per cent. This is, how
ever. a delusion which needs to be dispelled. 

8.2 As the proplem of removal of sodium sulphate from the brine or bitterns 
stage is oi great importance, the question deserves to be studied . thoroughly 
and investigations should be carried out simultaneously both in 
thd laboratory and in the field. In the Chapter dealing with }Iodel 
Factories and Research Stations we have recommended the establishm0nt 
'of an experimental research station at Sambhar. This station should concern 
itself, in the very ftrst instance, with the investigations on the r·~moval of 
sodium sulphate and the other salts that are found in the brine in orJer to' 
ini.prove the quality o£ the salt and also to devise steps for the ncov~ry of thf·se 
byproclucts. \Ve understand that this question is also receiving the attention 
of the- Salt I~esearch Committee set up in-1949 by the Couneil of Scientific 
and Industrial Research and that a programme o£ research work is being chalked 
out by this Committee. It should be possible to avoid duplication in ,the work 
carrind out at Sambhar and that planned by the Salt Research Committee if it 
is cle<:nl:v understocd that the latter will devote its attention to tlv~ func1~mental 
che:inica.i aspects of the work and arrange for it to be done in Universities nn·:l 
other Research Im;titutions. There should be no difficulty iu 1mw!cling tic ld 
facilitie., through the research station at Sambhar for field trials fL•r rc·;;u!ts of 
a practical nature that mav be obtained in University laboratories. \\-e n·co~n
mend that the Salt Research Committee should work in close co-operation ,,·ith 
the experimental reH'arch unit proposed for Sambhar and tl:e S<:unbhar \\' orks 
should render every ar;sistance in this respect. 

, 8.3 \Ve haY'! learnt that during the last few years representativ•'S of seyeral 
business firms have visited Sambhar to examine samples of the mixed salt in the 
bitterns area 'vith a view to their exploitation. ~ow that the s,1lt Rest>arch 
Committee is investiaatina this question and we have recommenLlerl that the 

0 0 • . 

Works should br1 pruviclcd with a research laboratmy, speculati,·e ex;tn~llJ:\tiull 
of the proul~~m vf recowry of the byproducts from bitterns by priYate I arti~s 
should be discouraged, yarticularly by persons who hav~ no knowlPdf!L' or ~;;pcr.1: 
ence of such work. \\hen the study of the problems 1s co:uplded, tLe 11 01 ks 
at Sambhar should themselves be in a position to exploit these L1eposit:> :mJ 
recover all the salts that are now beina wasted and whid1 are successively lower
ing even the quality of common s;ctlt~ These deposits are the accumulation of 
manv decades and they constitute a potential source of wealth :•nd should he 
conserved for proper exploitation after a method bus been devised after adequate 
;research. 
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9. Sta.fl and OrganJsatiou,. 

of 
9.1 The organisation at Sambhar for the management of the Works consistt 

(a) 

(b) 

General l\Ianagel.'1 

Deputy General 1\Ianager, who is also the Chief Electrical v.nd Mecha
nical Engineer 

{c) As:>ishmt General l\fanager 

(d) Chid Accountant! 
and n cleriMl stuft numbering 60. For the field operations there. me 

(a) G Superintendents 
(b) 2 Deputv Superintendents 
(c) 20 Inspectors. 

There arP. no full-time Chemists at the \Vorks, but we understood that one or 
two of the snperiiltendents are graduates in Chemistry, who devote a. part of 
their tin•e in the laboratory for carFying out routine analyses. There i_s also. 
no Civil Engineer to take care of the ,maint~naJ?.ce qf t~e~e _;e:'tensiy~ wor~s. 
The other superin(endents· and dE1puty superintendents_ and im;pectors have. no 
technical qualifications, but have gained practic'al experience in the manufacture 
of salt during the course of their service. 

9.2 For Works of this size; which are the biggest in India, this set up of 
both admi:11s1;rative and technical staff is,- in our opinion, inadequate. Unde_r
tha Generul l\1 nnager, who may or may· 11ot possess a technieal qualification: 
there should be en the staff . 

(a) Ono Chief Chemist 

(b) Ow~ Chemical Engineer; 

(c) Ouu .Chief Electrical and Mechanical Engineer and, 

(d) One Chief Civil Engineer. 

They should have under them an adequate number of technically qualified 
assista ut;. \Ve further recommend that the superintendents and the deputy 
superintendents should be technically qualified i.e., tliey should have a basic 
technical qualification either in Chemistry or Engineering including Chemical 
Engineering. We do not wish our recommendation to -imply that the existing 
exper:enced staff should be repbced by a newly recruited technical staff, but we 
suggc>st that wben additional staff is appointed to meet the requirements of 
expansion, or to fill vacancies that may arise by retirement, only tf:chnically 
qualified personnel pcssessing the basic qualification we have outlined above· 
should be rec:uited. The existing number of superintendents, dPputy superin
tendents and mspectors may be considered adequate for the present Works, but 
when the propos<:d e}:pansion of the \Vorks is undertaken the munber of field 
staff will hn\·e to be corresponJingly increased. There should be under the Chief 
Accountant two separate branches of Accounts, one to look after the normal 
rout~ne administrative accounts and another a cost accounts' branch which must 
haYe a qualified Co~t. A"countant as' its head. . 

10. Labour. 

10.1 'l'h~ labour force employed at the \Vorks, both permanent uud temporary, 
comes to about 3,3W. 0£ this 850 are permanent hands consisting of 100 skilled 
and 750 unskilled workers, and the remaining 2,500 are unskilled, who are 
engaged for al>out four months from the beginning of J\Iarch to the end of June 
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,f each year for the extraction and storage of salt._ The unskilled labour is 
lrawn mostly from the nearby villages within a radius of about ~5 miles whilst; 
,he skilled labour is both local and imported. The permanent labour is engaged 
>y the Works themselves, but the temporary labour for the lifting of salt and 
ts storage is_ engaged by certain recognised contractors j;o whom the work is 
mtrusted. 

10.2 Th~ rates are fixed at the beginning of each season by inviting tenders 
rom these contractors. This system may facilitate the work of the adminis
;ration, but is op(']1 to many abuses. When we were at the Works we heard 
lomplaints from the labourers that the contractors were trying to beat them 
lown in their wag€'s and allowances. In paragraph 3.5.1 we have pointed out 
;hat payment to the contractors is made for the combined work of lifting th~ 
;alt and its storage at an inclusive rate. Before the last W aJ: j;his rate was 
R.s. 13-9-0 per 1,000 cubic ft. of salt,, but it has now increased to Rs. 52-1-0. 
[1,000 c.ft.=29·39 tons or 800 mds.). From this rate certain deductions at fixed 
~ates arc made for the use by the contractors of the locomotives and wagons. 
rhis deduction was Rs. 4-2-0 per 1,000-c.ft. during 1938-39 and is now Rs. 9-3-0. 
[f the' nature of this work is examined it will be seen that in reality there are 
;hree d.iffereut categories of operations, viz. 

(a) raising the sal~ and heaping iij, 
(b) loading it into wagons at the crystallisers, and 
(c) unloading it at the stores. 

In the interests of labour, we consider that the composite rate should be split 
up and two rates be fixed, one for raking the salt from the crystallisers and 
heaping it on the ridges and another for loading it into wagons and unloading 
:at the stores. Working in the crystallising pans in the heat of the day is not oniy 
:a tiresome operation but an ·unpleasant task. Standing in high density bitterns 
is an uncongenial operation carrying with it a certain amount of industrial 
hazard. The work o~ lifting and heaping should, therefore, be paid for at a 
higher rate than the work of loading and unloading. The latter rate should be 
exclusive of the charge for the use of locomotives, wagons, etc. We further 
:recommend that in the interest of Government themselves the employment of 
~Contractors on manufacturing operations be gradually eliminated. A contract 
:;ystem for this type of work is open to many abuses and should ~e discouraged 
1n Government works. There is also the grave objection that the contractors 
>Ire not responsible for, nor can they be expected to care for the works. We, 
therefore, suggest that labour be engaged for the manufacturing operations 
directly by the ·Works and it should work under the immediate control and 
supervision of the management. The additional supervisory staff that we have 
recommended in the previous paragraph should be able to cope with this change. 
\Ve shou:d make it clear that we are not opposed to the prmc;ple of getting the 
work done bv labour on a piece rate basis, but we do not approve of a system 
which depends so largely on middlemen. \V e recognise that to change a system 
which 'has been in wgue for many decades may be beset with ditliculties, but 
with the growing class conciousness of labour it is advisable to take necessary 
steps to revise the SY.Stem of employment before any eerious unrest is created. 
We wuuld also point out that if the Works are to be progressively mechanised, 
the labour force at Sambhar particularly temporary labour, is bound to be re
duced. With mechanical harvesting and washing and storage of salt, a greail 
deal of unskilled labour will be rendered superfluous, but it would be necessary 
to increase the strength of the skilled and semi-skilled labour. 

11. Capital Block. 
11.1 From the records placed before us we learnt that the Capital Block 

at the Works wa; assessed in 1923-24 at Rs. 49 lakhs, and its present cost is 
estimated to be Rs. 60 lakhs without any deduction for depreciation. In other 
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-words, if the depreciated .value of the Works were to be taken, the neU cod 
-of the capih•l block today might be much lower than Rs. 40 lakhs. We con-
sider that for Works of this dimension its capital cost is very low and if a 
new works of similar size were to be laid down today its cost would exceed 
Rs. 200 Iakhs. While we do not wish to suggest an inflation of the capital 
assets at the present scale of values, we strongly feel that a careful, itemised 
revaluation of the total assets at the Works be carried out under the following 
heads: 

(a) Land. 

(b) Civil works, viz. reservoirs, condensers, crystallisers, canals, roads, 
bridges, bulld..iugs, etc. 

(c) Plant and machinery including power plant, pumps•, motors, work• 
shops ancl other mechanical equipment. 

(d) Railway track, locomotives and wagons (both meter gauge and narrow 
gauge). · 

(e) Residential buildings. 

(f) Water works. 

(g) Stores. 

(h) Furnitur~ ana fixtures. 

'This. revaluation should be based on the original cost of- each item plus cos• 
of additions and deductions, if any, due to the ite:ms being rendered unservice
able or thrown out of use. 

12. Cost of Production. 

12.1 We have examined the cost of production of salt at Sambhar. Befor& 
we discuss the individual items of cost we should like to make a general · 
-observation that the method of costing employed and as shown to us is un
scieiJtific and out of date.. Proper costing m~thods are being increasingly 
introduced in all manufacturing operations and their importance recognised 
in determining the t-:fficiency with respect to economies in labour and cos~ of 
materials. In modern costing methods, the cost is distributed under different 
{lategm·ies of operatio!ls, each operation being separately cost~d. with regard to 
the expenditure incurred on raw material, labour, power, stores and repairs and 
maintenance. In salt manufacture the costing should be done from the stage 
the brine is led into the reservoirs till the salt is bagged and despatched. A 
model cost form should provide costing under the following h13ads: -

(a) cost of pumping brine into the reservoirs, condensers and crystal
lisers; 

(b) manufacturing cost, i.e. cost of operating the condensers and crystal
lisers and lifting salt; 

(c) cost of washing the salt (if washing is adopted includiug loss during. . 
wnshing); 

(d) haulage to store; 

(e) cost of bngging and despatch, including storage and other losses; 

(f) cost of services like electricity, water, workshop charges, etc.; 

(g) works administration charges, including the salaries of the adminis .. 
trativc and ministerial staff, office expenses and the ·cost of free 
medical attention; 
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(h) overheads, including expenses· o£ supervision by the office of the 
Salt Controller and the Central Audit: 

(j) .laboratory charges; 

(k) interest; 

(m)' depreciatio?. calculated at standard income-tax rates on (i) civil 
wor~s. (n) plant and machinery, (iii) traction, i.e. rails, loco
m?tiVes _and wagons, (iv) buildings, (v) housing e:nlony and 
(v1) service department. 

If any ch~rges ara incurred on the sale and distribution of salt tbev should also 
be shown under a separate head. The total of all these itews \vill giYe the 
final cost o£ salt produced. 

12.2 Frow the figures o£ cost placed before us . we have: reconstructed the 
cost per ton (27·22 mds.) under different headings o£ thtil three varieties of salt 
produced at Sambhar. This is shown in Table XXII. .• · . 

TABLE XX.Il-,QOST 0]' PRODUCTION OF KYAR, RESRTA AND PAN 

SALT A'l' SAl\IBHAR, 1946-47 

Kyar and Reshta 
Per ton (in 

rupees) 

'(a) Cost of obtainiug brine int.o reser- 1

1 
voirs ~ 

(b) Labour J 

(c)rPower al\d fuel . 

(d) Maintenance (including ~pairs and 
- • bett.enn£nt) 

(e) Supervision . 

(f) O:verheads . • 

(g) Royalty and rents· 

-(h) Interest at '4% 

(i) Depreciation· 

(j) Any other miscellaneous chargos 

Less recoveries from sale of power, <>te. 

1·49 

0·54 

0·14 

0·80 

0·22 

4·07 

0·64 

0·10 

0·01 

8·01 

0·77 

7·24 or Re. 0-4-3 
p<>rmd. 

Pan . 
Per tOn (in 

f11pee~~ . 

3•17 

0·.54 

O·U 

0·80 

0·22 

4·73 

0·64 

0·11) 

0·01 

10•35 

0·77 

9·58 or Re. 0-5-7 
per md. 

12.2.1 RoYALTY.-From ml examination of this cost we notice that b, far 
~e largest iteru is that of royalty and rents. On the other hand, excluding 
unclassified items which are put under miscellaneous charges, the smallest 
incidencl~ of cost is for depreciation. \Ye have shown the royaltie.:; that nre 
being paid to the Jaipur and Jodhpur States (how to the RaJastha~l- Vnion). 
When the £tgrccments with these St.ttes were drawn up the poht1cal ar;d 
fiscal conditions were materially different from what they are today. \\ e 

·consider that these treaty rights should be revised on the basis of the changed 
political structure of India and also the fact that salt is no longer a source 
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of excisB ren'm•e fur the Central Government and for which compensation: 
could be claimed by any of the component States. Instead uf o. royalty agree .. 
ment it might be more equitable to arrive at an understanding with the· 
Rajasthan Union under which they become co-partners with the Government of 
India in the working of all the !ialt sources in Rajasthan. We shall deal with! 
this question in a subsequent chapter. 

12.2.2 DEPRECIATIOY.-\Ve were given to understand that until 1939, 
depreciation for the whole of Sambhar Works used· to be provided on a percentage 
of the· capit:o.l assets, but this healthy practice was given up and an ad hpo 
meagre figurl~ of Tis. 37,200 per annum was fixed as depreciation for costing 
purposes n:tl !'et n~ide as contribution to the Renewal Reser\'e Ftmd. · This 
amount Wd :m·in·d rt on the basis of the average annual cost on renewals and 
replacemf·nts during the previous five years. Such a proceduro is difficult 
to understanJ and is unwarranted, and is opposed. to established business· 
practice, because, · 

(a) it gi\es a false picture of the cost of ~alt produced at Sambh~r and 
(b) the assds of Government which are public assets are ns mucli. a· 

trust as any assets of any other public irr..portance and t;hould be 
const'rn-:l and mainta.ined at a _,pro_pe.r level. 

In paragraph 11, we have indicated that the present capital assets of the 
Wcwlis nre Yi:lluhl. ut Rs. GO lakhs. ('a.Jculatin.g .. the.. <!Yerug·3 ,depreciation at 
only 5 per cent. of this valtle it would ili1\:odnt- to·' Rs: 3 lakhs per year 
which in our opinion would be the minimum depreciation that should 
be provide 1 an•l t;; ];:t-It for purposes of costing. If the. further . capital expen
diture of TI3. 4;) ldhs is incurred the annual depreciation wo_uld then exceed 
Rs. 5 lakhs whil'h in terms of the estimated increased productioil would work 
out a£ a depreciatio:1 charge of P\lfl'. 1 per ton (Re. 0·03G per rod.) of salt pro.. 
duced. \Ve do not consider that this is an ·Ul)rensonabl~ xmnl111t h I~ pro
·ti<ied iu the cost of production .. In preceding paragraphs we have shown the 
condition of ne;.dec:i tu which tho \Yorks have been- reduced and if c~epreciation 
is re~ularl v proYide.I on this revised basis a considerable reserve cci'uld be built 
up ancl s1ient ui:dnlly for the proper maintenance of the \Yorks. 

12.:!.3 The other items in the costs to which ,,.e would draw attention are· 
tlH' cost.~ of m:.mifadure and labour which in t.he case of pan ,··orks salt is more 
th,ln lloubl,~. that of hyar and reshta salt. 'l'his high figure is l.mdarstn.ndable, 
when •me e':;lmincs the extensive manual operations that are i11 yo;:,:;ue nt the 
pan works. If ruwps are introduced, as we have recommend:Jd f!lready, we 
have !lot the ll'ast doubt tha,.t the cost of pan salt will come dowu and will 
bear n n·asvnable comparison with that of ~·yar and rcslda sait. In fact the 
coRt of labcm for i••Jar, pan and reshta salt could be further Iwluced bv the 
adoption of labour· s<;\'ing devices to which we have drawn attention in pr;~vious 
paragraphs. 

·1::!.3 PnoFJT.-\Ve understand that snlt from Sambhar is being sold at cost· 
plus a nmuin:1l profit. It has been argued that as Government was recovering· 
an excise dllt,v o( I:~:.. 1-9-0 per md. (Rs. 42·53 per ton) thel'e '""'.; 110 justifi
cation kr maki1:g a fmther provision for profit. Even after the rrmoY:ll of 
the exci:'e llnty, salt fi'Om Sambbar continues to be sold without adequate 
profit. If other Government departments like Railways, Posts and Telegraphs, 
Telephones, can be treated as commercial ventures and o.llowt:•cl tu PJ.ake 
profit, :l p~n·t of "·hich goes towards the General H.evenue, .thera is no rea~on 
to trl'at. tioreruruent.-owned salt works . as non-profit making. Since the 
abolitioll of r1n+.v (hvt>rnment charre a f'e>;s of Re. 0-3-6 per mauncl (Hs. 5·\JS 
per ton) on the salt produced at Sambhar. This is to•cover certain debits. 
which were pn,viousl~' set off against the excise duty. The ;ltnllUJtt recover~d 
as cess exceeds these debits and the excess might be looked upon as profit. 
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The cess ui: presen~ goes to the General Revenue of the Central Governmenti 
and its individuality as an income from salt sources is lost. At present Gov~ 
ernment provide separate grants for all projects for improvements to or 
expansion of Government salt works._ but it is likely that these projects, no 
matter howsoever essential or profitable, ma.y be starved of funds durin"' periods 
of financial stringency. This would be detrimental to· the interest of the worka 
and we suggest, therefore, that a. fair margin of profit be included in the selling 
price of salt at Government salt works. The Tariff Board, when they made 
their enquiry on the salt industry in 1930 considered that a charge of 10 per 
cent. on the capital invested would be a reasonable margin of profit. On a 
capital block of Us. 60 lakhs for Sambhar, as shown at present, profit all 10 
per cent. will work out toRs·. 6 lakhs per annum. The selling price of Sambhar 
salt will then be placed on a comparable footing with privatel.-v·owned salfi 
works. 

12.3.1 Recent announcements made on behal£ of· Government see~& to 
suggest that fu,ture State undertakings are to be managed as far as possible 
<>n the basis of independent public corporations. We recommend that this 
policy b·3 applied to the Government salt works also and their capital structure 
~s ~tlso their management should be aligned to conform to this IJrinciple. We 
deal with this question in the Chapter on General Observationc;. Pendiug the 
establishment of a. .Statutory Corporation w~ recommend that the salt works 
be traated as a commercial venture and the profits that accrue from them be 
.distributed in the ratio of 50 per cent. ~ the General Revenue of the C.entral 
-Goverr..ment a.nd 50 per oenll.!!l iowa.rds m-ea.ting a Reserve Fund to be utilised 
-for fut,rre expansion and modifications. 

:13. Sales and Distribution. 
13.1 '!'he sale of salt at Sambhar is done through ten companies who are 

·recognised. by Government as registered brokers. The indents for slllt are 
placP.d on these compe.nies by nominees of districts where Sambhar salt is sold. 
:These companies, in turn, place the indents on the salt works on behalf of the 
tindentors making full payment in advance. They also supply the necessary 
.bags for filling the salt... Lest these companies charge for the bags a price 
higher than. the rate prevailing on the day of supply, a check on the cost of 
the bags is ;maintained by the Works Manager. Tpe work of filling, stitching 
and marking the bags is· done departmentally through a contractor who also 

oarranges for the despatch of the salt bags to the various destinations. For this 
-work a fixed charge of Rs. 2-2-0 per ton (Re. 0-1-3 :per maundJ is added to the 
·selling price. The registered companies are authorised by the Works to charge 
a maximum of Rs. 1-11-3 per ton (Re. 0-1-0 per maund) Rs 0ommission for 
their services to the indenters. The final selling price of Sambhar salt to an 
indentor (exclusiv~ of the cost of the bags) is as under:__,. 

Per ton Per maund 
Rs. ?... p. Rs. a. p. 

Issue price . s 8 0 5 o• 

Cess i\ 15 3 G 3 6 

Filling and despatch charges. 2 ·~ 0 0 3 

·Commission of registt>rod com panios 1 11 3 0 0 
---.-

18 .J, 7 0 10 9 
--- ----

*Tho price has since been enhanced by 0-7-0. 

13.2 This system of making sales is subject to several abuses. . The ~e~is• 
tereJ brokers have practically a monopoly of the salt trade, and the commisSJon 
they charge is not commensurate with the services they r~nder. Moreover, 
1he indentor.; are r.ot given the choice to select the brokers through whom they 
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can place the incieJjt, but they are directed by the General Manager o£ the
Works to g) to a particular registered company. The indentors also cannot 
:ndent for the !'::tlt directly on the Works. In our opinion, the indentors should, 
be "iven tli~ choi::e of selecting their own registered brokerd ~md i£ they so
lesi~e they should be free ~ plaee th,ejr indents directly on the Works without 
;he agency of brokera,. ~or j)c) the zonal sys.tem the registered companies 
lcted more or less as sole distributors of salt and had their own distributing 
IUTangements in various markets. Even this method of distribution had its· 
11.buses. lt creat~d a vested interest and a kind of monopoly in the hands 
of a few parties, who after they had taken delivery of the salt could mani· 
pulate the pricils tc their o~ advantage. The intention of the Wor~s in 
~hanging over to the presen.il system was perhaps to prevent a sudden disrU})·· 
~iou of the re<:ognise:d channels of distribution as also to ensure the facility of 
dealing with oHly a limited number of known companies of brokers. Taking 
all factors intf) com;ideration, we do not consider that the present lllothod.: 
is sound or beaJt.hilv conceived. We can understand that where the indenters 
are unable to furrti~h ·ready cash at the time o~ taking delivery, the services 
of a broker may become necessary, but where an indentor is prepared t.o pay 
cash ancl also arrange to supply the bags for :filling the salt, no lot or hindrancEt 
should be placed in his way to indent directly on the Works. For a wide· 
distribution of a commodity Jike salt, there should be no limitation to· the, 
number of dealers. The greater their number, the less chances there are fol' 
adoption of unsocial practices. At present interested parties and unsoci,p.l 
elements do not hesitate to stoop to create scarcity of stocks, leading to panic 
and black market conditions, if supplies were made available freely to ~s large 
a number of dealers as possible the chances of malpractices will be reduced. 
As there is ~o OYernll price control or rationing of salt, the best means of 
maintaiuing a fair 1nice is to distribute salt on as wido alt(l free a basis as-
possible. · 

14. Summary of Recommendations, 

A. A detailed geological survey of the Lake bed at Sambhar going down 
into the primary l'oek (the micaceous schist) should be carried out. Investi
gations to ase:ert.ain the origin of salt in the different deposit3 iu Rajasthan 
and the causPs for the difference in the composition of the brirws should als(}· 
be undert:thn. (1.:?..1 and 1.2.2) 

B. The mollified design of the percolation can a! shown in Fi·~. 4 ·should 
be tried on a largu scub. I~ !S e.:.:pecteJ. .to reduce the maintenan~e cost and 
keep the canal in a serviceable condition long enough to compensate the 
initial cost. (3.3.1) · 

C. (i) The crystalliser beds should be drained of the bitterns before the 
collection of salt. 'J'he beds should be levelled ahd tamped hard so that the 
bitferns do not remain behind in puddles. As the beds have a layer of 3 to 
9 in. of slush its removal is essential for improving the quality of salt produced. 
(3.4.1) 

(ii) Tho m~ther lillUOr sho~ld be drained, condensed brine, nearly saturated,. 
should be let mto the crystallhser and the salt crust should be washed in brine 
before raising-. (3.'.1-.2) 

(iii) All a vail able salt should be extracted from the crystallisers · before the
outbreak of the r~oi:..s. Even if it cannot be removed to the st.ores before the
rains it should be heaped in the crystallisers and along the track and transferred· 
to th,~ ;store.; as and when transport is available. (3.5) 

(iv) 'l'o prevent- any salt being left over in tb,i pans, the method of pay-· 
ment to labour may be modified. (3.5.1) 
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(v) Tlie present -crystallising area should be reduced and converted into 
conclense~s 11s conditions warrant. 'Ibis will reduce the co~t of maintenance 
of cr~stallisers and facilitate the collection of salt. It will help in increasing 
the yrelcl of salt and lower the cost of production. (3.6) 

(vi) Two grades of salt should be ha'rvested, one ·betwee~ 26" aild 29' Be 
and another between 29~ and 32° Be' .. The exact limits should be detennined 
for the .differ~cnt q~wlities of brine availabl.e by preparing a ch:ctrt shmving the 
progressive. sep~rabcH of salts. on evaporatiOn and co-relating it to the density 
and reductiOn m volume. This work should be done sYSten,at.ica!lv and 1'nrm 
part of the routine records and reports of the Works. (3:7) • 

D. The rain water that collects in the East ·Lake Bitterns Area and dis
solves out the bitterns salts is a potentially rich source of common salt and 
should be exploited .. A suitable method of disposal of the sewa!::e of Sambhar 
town should be wurked out to prevent its draining into this ~Litterns tll'e<>. 
(3.8) 

E., The froductiC'n of salt in pans, utilising the brine from wells, shuuld 
be undertaken under direct Government management on a large scale. Imp·ov
ed methods for lifting the brine by pumps should be used and the pans ;;hou!J 
be laid out on more scientific lines. \Ve also suggest that trials m<•.y bt! made 
by grouping a number of wells by a single pump. (3.9.1 and 7.2) 

F. A perrnaneiJt track should be laid from the bitterns are:.l to ';h~ stores 
to convey the u:sh tn salt. (3.10) 

G. The present method of storing salt should be modified. :\I~chanical 
means shoultl lw employed £or storing, bagging and loading s:1lt in order to 
simplify the operations, reduce the labour employed and cheapen the cost. 
(3.11 ancl 3.11.1) 

H. As washing experiment with Sambhar salt has shown the possibilities 
o£ bringing abcu1 an improvement in the quality, further Pxpet·iments on a 
larger scale should be conducted with a view to introducing washing as a part 
of the manufacturing operations. (4.2.1) 

J. A. detailed investigation of the a1gael problem, as suggested by the late 
Dr. S. N. Ghosh, should be carried out at S::tmbhar by a trained nl."o!ogist and 
a chemist. (!1.2.1 and 5.3) 

K. (i) Amollg the programme of mnintenance of works shown i'1 Table XXI 
the cleauin.:r of crvstallisel'S, condensers and the percolation canals should be 
given the fi~t priority. Mechanical scrapers should be purchased to ,:Jean the 
percolation can:tls. lJragli.ne tractms which can work £:om th~ emb~nkmen~s 
of the canals might be smtable for the purpose and their usefwne~» snould be 
investigated. These excavations 'dll also be useful in cutting ne\r c<wnls. 
(6.2) . 

(ii) In the pro!::rnmme of. Cnpital ""orks sho'\\:n in. Ta_ble XXI the followir~g 
ordnr c.f priority should be giVen among \rorks of maJor rmportn rwe nnd sho;ad 
be eompleled in the comse of five years: 

(a) the deepening of the Guclha Sambhar channel and the modificatioe~ 
of the East Lake Bitterns area; 

(b) the partitioning of the main reservoir; 

(c) the 1emocl<:'lling of Xawn. (6.3.1) 

(iii) Expenditure under items 9 ::mel 10 which. relate to the pronswn of 
a 2~ ft. gauge track in Nawa a.ncl .the necessary rollmg stock >-hodd be recalcu
lated for the prevalent 2 ft. gauge track. If an;v moClifiC<ltion in t.he. initia,h 
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transport system is contemplated it should be to the me~er gauge system, bu~ 
such a step is not recommended at this stage as the cost of conversion would 
be prohibitive. (o.3.1) ~ 

(iv) Out of the prognm.une of Capital works shown in Table XXI, !~ems 
B2 and B5 which relate to ;the construction of percolation canals should be 
deferred until trial bores in the lake bed have been sunk to determine the best 
location fer obtaining subterranean brine is carried out. Items B13 and B22 
which rehJte to construction of stores should also be deferred until a decision 
is tak~u on the construction and location of a washery,. as 'the futme stores 
will havtl to be designed on entirely different lines. Item Ell which relates 
to the dectrifieation of Nawa should be closely examined and undertaken OlJly 
after satisfying its essentiality. (6.3.2) · 

(v) A mechanical washing plant should be installed 'without delay. The 
salt should be \\'ashed soon after it is raised in order to remove the impurities 
more easily anti sati;;factorily and stored only , ·after it has been washed. 
(6.:1.0) 

(Yi) A well equipped laboratory with a suitable' staff should be provided 
for carryin~ out. the routine control tests· and investigations of day to day 
problems. (6.3.7) 

l\1. 'l'he size of the crystallisers at Sambhar lend themselves easily for 
mechanical harvesting and the possibility of using them at Sambhar should 
be investigated. (7.1) · 

N. Additional tipping wagons and locomotives should be provi<Jed to ease 
the transport problem at the works. The tipping wagons should be manu· 
facturerl in future at the workshop at Sambhar after suitably increasing the 
equipment anJ the staiL (7.U) · 

P. (i) The rroblem of removal of sodium sulphate from the brine or the 
bitterns should be subjected to a thorough study and investigations carded out 
simultaneously both in the laboratory and at -the works in the field. (8.2) · 

( ii) The mixed salt in the bitterns area constitutes a potential source of 
wealth and should be properly conserved for exploitation after a method has 
beEn devised for the recovery of their componentsc (8.3) 

Q. The administration and the technical staff at the Works is inadequate 
and under the General l\Ianager, the following technical staff should be 
provided: 

(a) Chief Chemist, (b) Chief Chemical Engineer, (c) Chief E·lectrical and 
Mechanical Engineer and (d) Chief Civil Engineer. 

A cost nccouuting branch should be added to the Accounts section. (9.2} 

R. In the ilJttrest m labour the composite rate for raising the salt. and 
loading and unloading it should be split up into two different rates. The · 
emp1oymed of contractors on manufacturing operations should be gradually 
eliminated and the labour should be engaged directly by. the _Works. (10.2) 

S. A careful itemised re-valuation of the assets of the ·works should be 
carried cut under different heads. (11.1) · - -

T. (ij In the itt·m::; of cost the largest item is the royalty and nmts paid to 
the Sttltes of Jairmr :mel .Jq,]h!mr. They should be revis8d on the basis of the 
chauged political structure of India and also as salt is no longer a souroe 
of exci-;e revenue. ·(12.2.1) -

(ii) I>ropr rate of depreciation should be provided in the cost and reserves 
built up which can he spent usefully for the proper mainteDance of the \Yorks. 
(12.2.2) 
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(iii) Costs of salt will be reduced by the employment of pump wherever 
needed· and the introduction of mechanical appliances. (12.2.3) 

(iv) Th~:> salt works should be treated as a commercial venture and a fair 
margin of profit a.t l.O per cen.t. of the capital blo<:k be allowed in arriving at 
the selling price. 50 per cent. of the profits ·that may accrue should be paid 
to the General Revenue of the. Central Government and 50 per cent. toward.; 
building a Reserve Fund to be utilised for future expansion and modifications 
of the Works. {12.8 and 12!.3.1) 

U. The present practice of marketing the salt through a limited numb~Jr 
of registered comparues is not sound or healthily conceived. Salt should be· 
distributed as widely as possible and no restriction should be placed in th~ 
way of th'! indentors getting the-ir supplies direct from the Works if they so. 
desire. (13.2) 



1. Description 

CHAPTER VII 

DIDWANA 

1.1 The Didwana Salt Works are situated in a depression 40 miles to tt 
north west of Sam.bhar Lake in the same desert belt and within the territoi 
of the former ~tate of Jodhpur. 'rhe depression covers about 6 square milE 
and is about 4 miles long and 1l miles wide. The rainfall varies between 
to 24 inches and the average may be taken at about 15 inches. The · ra.i 
water from the surrounding area collects in the shallow basin, but unlike E 
Sambhar no salt is manufactured from the resulting surface brine, because t~ 
water either percolates below or evaporates very rapidly. ~he area is subjec 
to severe fluctuations in temperature. From. November to February tl: 
minimun night temperature varies from 50' to ·34 "F. whilst from the midd 
of March to the end of June the maximum temperature varies from. 100" 1 
120" 1''. 

1.2 The soil of the basin consists of black silt as in Sambhar and extenc 
to a depth of 10 to 15 feet. No record, as far as we could gather, is availab: 
of the character of the different strata of soil below the silt. We recommen 
that as at Sambhar a detailed study of the strata up to the basic rock l 
carried out in order to determine not only the nature of the strata but ale 
the extent 'and origin of the salt bearin~11tratum. 

1.3 The brine for the manufacture of salt is tapped from the subsoil source 
in the central portion of the balili'rl', by means of wells which are 14 ft. deep ar 
5 to 6. ft. in diameter. There are 140 wells at present and for. every WE 

there are 2 to 3 crystallisers. The wells are renovated each year and tl 
brine is drawn in earthen buckets by manual labour. · 'rhe brine varies 

· density from 15° to 23"Be' and is rich in sodium chloride and sodium sulphat 
as will be seen from the analysis given in Table XXIII. The presence of thee 
salts in the brine is attributed to the same factors which enrich the brine 
~ambh~ Lake. . 

Sodium chloride 
Sodium sulphate 
Sodium carbonate . 
Sodium bicarbonate 

TABLE XXIII-ANALYSIS OF DIDWANA BRINE 

(Percent, on dry basis) 
65 to 77 
31 to 19 

-·2 
2 

1.4 We have referred in Chapter II to the occurrence of salt lakes in othE 
parts of the world under arid conditions similar to Didwana. Of the vario-c 
lakes mentioned, the salt lakes of California show a great resemblance to th 
lakes in the Rajputana Desert. The resemblance between the Didwa.na Lak 
~nd the Dale Lake in California is particularly remarkable. The Dale Lak 
Is also a subterranean lake, covering an area of 1,500 acres with brine contaiiJ 
ing mainly sodium chloride and sodium sulphate in the ratio of about 75 t 
25. }'or three or four months each year, the day temperature at Dale Lak 
rang~s from 100° to 140"F whilst during the winter months the night tempera 
ture IS always below 50°F. Advantage is taken of these variations in tempera 
ture by the Desert Chemical Company of California for effecting the separatio1 
of the two salts ~m the Dale Lake bri_ne. Sodium sulphate is first allowe, 
to separate out dunng the cold months and the residual brine is made to yiel, 

8::\ 
67 I. & s. 
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sodium chloride by solar evaporation d:uing th£> hotter months. By this 
process as much as 50,000 tons of sodium sulphate are produced every year 
in addition to a. large quantity of common sa.It. In Didwa.na. uniortunately 
the manufacture of salt is carried on by traditional and primitive methods and 
advantage is not taken of the .. changes in temperature to bring about the 
separation of the two salts. The manufacture is in -the hands of Deshwals, a 
clan who claim hereditary rights to the manufacture of salt at Didwana, who 
dig the wel1s aDd laz p_ld ~ cryatallising pans at their own expensA .. 

2. Manuf&cturing B.igb.ts 

2.1 By a treaty concluded in 1879, the four salt sources vi;. Didwana, 
Pachbadra, Falodi and the Luni tract of the then Jodhpur State were leased 
to Government who undertook: · 

(a) to pay the State annually a rent of Rs. 3,76,000/- and a compensa
tion· of Rs. 1,60,392/- for the stoppage of the manufacture of 
salt by the State and 

(b) to supply free of excise duty 

(i) 8,270 tons (2,25,000 mds.) for the use of the people of the State and 

(ii) 370 tons (10,000 mds.) free of all charges for the use of the Durbar. 

3. llrlanuf&cturlng ~cess. 

3.1 The Salt Works are divided into two sectors, viz. s·outh Dariba :Mata 
and North Dariba Bore measuring 248 acres and 15 acres respectively. The 
area under salt cultivation is about 263 acres made up as under: 

Crystallising pans • 
Platforms 
Storage yards 

Total 

acres 
151 
100 

12 

263 

_The total number of crystallising pans is 388, but all of them are not brought 
into use each year. Only about 349 pans are in use at present. This is 
partly due to the fact that several of the pans have heavy deposits of sodium 
sulphate and they have been handed over to the Jodhpur Government (now 
Rajasthan Union) for the extraction of sodium sulphate. The pans vary in 
£ize from 50 ft.:x.120 ft. to 60 ft. x 180 ft. In the old section of the Works they 
not only vary in size, but are also_ irregularly laid out which is not conducive to 
~ convenient and economic recovery of salt. Steps will have to be taken to 
realign the~e pans to a standard size with a width not less than 40 ft. ar d a 
length of 100 ft. or more. Steps should also be taken to provide the necessary 
pathways to facilitate the collection and removal of the salt. 

3.2 The manufacturing operation does not start till the end of February, 
because of the fear that the sodium sulphate present in the brine will deposit 
in the crystallising pans along with the "<:>dium chloride during the cold nights. 
Since the density of the brine is high, no condensers are provided and the brine 
is charged directly into the crystallising pans to a depth of 2 inches and re
plenished daily to make up for the loss by evaporation. The hard crust of 
sodium sulphate which forms naturally during the process of manufacture 
constitutes the floor of the crystalliser and the common salt that deposits on 
this floor is raked by wooden scrapers into ridges to prevent the crystals from 
_attaching themselves firmly to the floor. \Vhen the quantity of salt formed 
.\n the pan increases and the ridges take up D'Ore of the space in the pan, the 
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lifting of the salt is started. The first crop is taken out after a period of 30 to 
40 days from the initial charging of the brine. As the season 'pro:t~esses, 
the succeeding crops are extracted at intervals of 20 d_ays or even le!~. As 
the bitterns are not eliminated from the pans, the quality of salt deteriorates 

progressively as shown in the following Table XXIV. 

Sodium chloride 

Sodium sulphate 

Sodium carbonate, 
carbonate J6tf:!· 

TABLE XXIV-ANALYSIS Oll' DIDWANA S.ALT 
(Crop by crop) 

1st 2nd 3rd 

(Percent, on dry balli8) 

9&·69 87·57 86·66 

' 
7·25 9·90 10·49 

'. 
sodium bi-

2·06 2·53 '. 2·85 

100.·00 100·00 100·00 

-----
4th· 5th 

83·37 85·56 

12·39 ll·69 

4·24 2·75 

100·00 100·00 
I 

3.3 GRADES.-The salt is graded into 3 varieties depending on its quality; 
the first grade usually consists of. the 1st crop, the second grade of the 2nd 

, and 3rd crops and the third grade of the subsequent crops. The three grades 
are paid for by Government at different rates which are fixed each year at the 
beginning of the manufacturing season. For the season 1947-48 they were 
as follows: 

1st Grade 2nd Grade 3rd Grade 

- -----
Rs. A. P. Rs.A. p, Rs.A. p, 

Per ton 4 4 0 f 3 15 6 3 10 9 

Permaund 0 2 6 0 2 4 0 '2 2 
•.. 

1n our opinion the quality of all the grades is poor and the salt is unfit fot 
human consumption; at best it can be . used as cattle feed. In · order to 
prevent this salt from being sold for human consumption we suggest that it 
be cast into blocks for use as salt licks for cattle. This should be quite easy, 
because of the high content of sodium sulphate and sodium carbonates which 
would help the salt to set into hard blocks. A quick and easy market for 
these blocks can be found in the Punjab (India) and western parts of U.P. 
where rock salt was formerly in demand as salt licks. · · · · 

3.4 From the crystallising pans the salt is carried by head loads or on pack. 
animals to the storage yards which are situated at a distance of about half a. 
mile from the pans. Thi5 mode of haulage .is costly and can be considerably 
cheapened_ by providing a 2 ft. gauge track for internal transport to the storage. 
It was pomted out to us that the track may be submerged under water during 
the rains and its life would be considerably reduced. 'fhis difiiculty can be 
got over by a proper embankment. As in Sambhar, the salt produced in an• 
year is sold only in the succeeding year. From the storage yards the FH~t is 
carried by bullock carts or on camels to the nearest ra.ilwav station of. n .. li<>. 
which is li mile!! awuy. 



'· Annua.J Production 
4.1 The production of salt for the past three years is as under:-

Tons Maun<:1!9 

1946.. 27,000 7,34,000 
1947 . 32,000 8,61,000 
1948 . 47,400 12,90,000. 

The average yield per acre of crystallising pans works out to about 185 tons 
(5,000 mds).. Notwithstanding the high density of the brine available th& 
yield per acre is small because the manufacturing season is restricted to only 
about four months. Were the operations commenced earlier, the yield per 
acre could be much higher. The manufacturing operations start at present 
about the end .of February or the beginning of March largely due to two 
apprehensions 

(a) that the brine wells and the crystallising pans cannot be got ready 
for manufacture till the accumclated flood water after the rains 
has dried up, and . 

(b) that the sodium sulphate present in the brine will separate out in 
large proportions with comm~m salt in the cold season if the 
manufacturing operations were started earlier. 

4.1.1 With regard to the former apprehension, our own information is tilat 
the percolation of water at Didwa:na is so rapid that it is only during very 
heavy rains that the weijs and the crystallising pans get flooded out. Normally 
there should be no difficulty in drawing the brine early in the season. If, 
however, it is found that this is not possible, an easy solution of the problem 
could be found by constructing a small bund round these wells and crystallising 
pans which would keep out the flood water and permit an earlier start of the 
manufacturing operations. As regards the latter, it could be obviated to a 
large extent if the brine from the wells is transferred to a condenser and not 
directly fed into the crystallising pans as at present and allowed to concentrate 
till it gets saturated with respect to sodium chloride. Owing to the low 
temperature of the cold weather, especially in the nights, an appreciable 

· quantity of sodium sulphate present in the brine will separate out by the time 
the brine is saturated with respect to sodium chloride. 

4.2 In 1948 the production reached the peak figure. The Works have pro
posed to raise this output still further to about 73,500 tons (20 lakh maunds) 
per annum by increasing the number of brine wells and crystallising pans. 
There is, however, not enough demand for this salt due to its poor quality and 
it is found difficult to dispose of even the present production. There is, 
therefo_re, no point in increasing the production without. improving its quality 
or finding a wider market for it as salt lick. 

5. Improvement of Quality 

5.1 The improvement in quality can be effected by carrying out a prelimi
nary separation of sodium sulphate from the brine. A double advantage will 
be gained viz. a. valuable byproduct will be recovered and the quality of salt 
obtained us a result of it '\\jll be fit for human consumption. This separation 
can be carried out by taking advantage of the natural fluctuations in atmospheric 
temperature at Didwana. Even now without any conscious effort in this 
direction, sodium sulphate (anhydrous) is depositing on the floor of the crystal
lising pans in successive layers which, in some of the old pans, have grown to 
a thickn8S8 of 6 to 24 inches. The present method of manufacture needs, 
iberefore, a radical rnision. 
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5.2 Appendix B gives the mutual solubility of sodium chloride ·and sodium 
11ulphate at different temperatures. A solution containing about 22 per cent. 
sodium chloride at 50•F can hold in solution only about 8 per cent. sodium 
sulphate decahydrate which is equivalent to 3.5 per cent. of the anhydrous 

11alt. \\'hen the brine at Didwana. is concentrated and reaches the point of 
saturation with respect to sodium chloride,. its sodium sulphate content will 
have risen to 6 to 11 per cent. and this brine on cooling to 50•F or below will 
have deposited an appreciable quantity of its sodium sulphate. The residual 
sodium sulphate remaining in the brine will be •then too small to get deposited. 
with common salt when the latter start!'! separating. Small quantities that 
may be deposited during the night will get redissolved during the day. 

5.2.1. As no attempt has hitherto been made to condense the Didwana brine 
to saturation point before charging it into the crystallisers, · the exact density 
-of the brine of this status will have to be determined to guide the manufacturing 
()perations. As a first step, therefore, one of the crystallising pans near to 
~ach well should be converted into a condenser and charged with brine towards 
the end of October. The actual size of the condenser will depend . on the 
density of the brine available, ·which varies frorri. ·15o to 23° Be. As the 
density is quite high, we do not think that any large, area will be required for 
}he condenser. One crystalliser out of a set of two or three which are at 
present provided for each well should be sufficient for the purpose, It should 
be emphasised that the brine in the condensers should be allowed to reach a. 
density of 23° Be in order to permit the maximum separation of sodium 
'sulphate, and as the evaporation progresses, fresh brine should be let into the, 
condenser so that it is kept fully charged. The condensed brine can then be 
taken into the crystallising pans where salt of high purity will separate out 
on further evaporation. The salt may be allowed to remain in the pan and to 
grow by accretion. Care will have to be taken to see that ,the brine is fed 
only in the early hours of the day to take full advantage of the low tempera
tures reached during the night and ttl,Prevent any sodium sulphate redissolving 
into Lhe brine with the increase in tempe.rature during the hotter part of the 
day. The saturated brine in the crystalliser should not be allowed to rise in· 
density abovl~ 213• to 29" Be' and the bitterns should be eliminated pf•riodical
ly. To ensure that. the bitterns carry away with them as much of the remain
ing sodium sulphate as possible, this elimination should also be carried out 
during the hottest part of the day. 

5.3 This procedure would entail an appreciable difference between the 
i!Uality of salt obtained during the colder parts of the year and that obtained 
during the summer months. In an ideal plan, the entire brine should be 
subjected. to a pre~ooling in condensers, but this would involve many radical 
ch1mges m the design and the layout of the works at Didwana. For the 
prE-Rent, therefore, we recommend that the manufacture of flalt be started as 
t:arly as possible and as much brine as possible be lifted during the cold season-
and suojected to this pre-cooling to allow sodium sulphate to get deposited. · 
Wh.en the temperature rises and the pre-cooling is no longer effective even' . 
dunng the. coldest part of the night, the efficiency of elimination of sodium 
sulphate wtll be reduced and the salt obtained under these conditions will not 
attain the quality reached during the .earlier part of the season. We, there
forP, further recommend that the crops obtained from the winter operations. 
should be harvested separately by the end of February and marketted as .edible 
salt... Even though the subsequent crops would be better than the quality 
o.btumed at preRent_ thP::V may not be of edible quality and may be cast as salti 
licks a.s reconuue~ued m o.3. If as a result of this modification the improve-'" 
men~ m the. quahty of. even the hot weather crops is substantial it may be 
possible to mstal washmg arrangements at Didwana, as suggested in the case 
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of Sambhar, to improve the quality still further. This may not bl. • ..nmediately 
feasible owing to the paucity of water. 

5.3.1 As a considerable portion of the sodium sulphate will be- removed by 
the process outlined above, the composition of the .. bitterns obtained from the 
crystallisers at 28' to 29• Be' ·will be very similar to that of the bitterns a* 
Sambhar. The observations made with regard to the disposal of the bitterns 
of Sambhar will hold good for tha Didwana bitterns also. No attempt is made 
at present at Didwana to remove the. bitterns, and, therefore,· the sodium 
sulphate and sodium carbonate associated with the sodium chloride remain as 
impurities in the salt. When the practice recommended in the previous para
graph is followed, it will also be necessary to provide a separate pan for the 
discharge of the bitterns where they may be allowed to collect and evaporate 
until a method is evolved at Sambhar for the recovery from them of the 
residual sodium chloride as_ also sodium sulphate a.nd sodium carbonate. 

5.4 Harvesting of Sodium sulphate-Unlike common salt which will have 
to be harvested in at least two crops during a year and which may be raised 
oftener if the conditions of the crystallisers demand it, the collection of soJium. 
sulphate will have to be left over to the end of the manufacturing season when 
it can be raised from the condensers. Though the sodium sulphate will be 
deposited during the winter as _a decahydrate (Na2SO,, lOH20) it will lose its 
water· of crystallisation on exposure to the heat of tl;le summel' months an<I gefl 
converten into the anhydrous state_ in which form i~ is usually marketted. If 
necessary, the recovered sodium sulphate can be left in the open for a wash 
during the monsoon to free it. from mud and any contamination with sodium 
chloride. An analysis of the different layers of the deposits of sodium sulphate 
locally known as Tohr which are being excavated at present from the abandoned 
erystalliser~, is shown in Table XXV. 

Sodium Sulphate . 

Sodium chloride 

Sodium carbonate 

Insolubles 

TABLE XXV-ANALYSIS oll' ANH;yDRovs SoDIUM SuLPHATE 

(Percent o'! dry ba8is) 

I Bottom Middle 

I 
Layer Layer 

93·75 97·56 
i 
I 1·57 1·20 

0·32 0·14 

4·36 1·10 1 

100 ·00 1 100·00 I 

Top 
Layer 

98·31 

1·14 

0·1:? 

0 ·l3 

100·00 

It will be seen that sodium sulphate is separating out in a fairly pure condition 
and its quality will be comparable to any of the commercial, imported gradea 
of sodium sulphate, if only contamination with insoluble impurities like clay 
etc. is avoided during its separation. A very much improved yield and a 
better product will be obtained by conducting this separation on scientific lines 
as· suggested in the preceding paragraph. 

5.5 We suggest that this modified method of manufacture be tried out im
mediately, if not in the entire Didwana area., at least in one of the two sectors 
where manufacturing operations are now carried out. If the results of this 
trial prove convincing, and we have no doubt that they will be successful, the 
question will then have to be considered for a. complete relaying of the Didwana. 
salt area on the lines of the process followed at Dale Lake in California. It; 
may be pointed out that the area under salt production at present at Didwana. 
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is barely 151 acres which is about one-fourth of a sq. mile as against the total 
are·a available of 6 sq. miles. We a~e sa_tis~ed that .the. manufac~ure of salt 
on a much larger scale than hitherto IS poss1ble at Didwana, provided 

(a) .the quality of the salt is improved and 

(b) an increasing demand is created for it. 

In addition to an increase in the output of salt a large scale recovery of sodium 
sulphate is also possible. From the quality ?f b.rine ~vailabl~ at Di~wana, 
we believe that for every ton of salt produced It· will ultrmately be possible to 
recover t to 1/3 of a ton of sodium su~phate_ · . 

5.6 'rhe proposed modifications may be resis~ed by. ~he Deshw~ls who may 
not be amenable to a radical departure from thmr traditional practices. Whilst. 
we have no desire to throw this clan· of workers out of employment, we re
commend that their claim to any hereditary rights be examined in the con:text 
of present day conditions.. If these claims are to be recognised it sh?uld 
only be on the understanding that they undertake to adopt the modified 
method of" manufacture. This method will in fact give them employment for 
a much longer period than hitherto and they can further augment their earn
ings by recovering the sodium sulphate that will be depositing in the con
densers. 

6. ExtE'nsions to the Works . 
6.1 The General Manager, Sambhar Works, placed before us a proposaf 

to spend Rs. 15 lakh at Didwana in order to increase the production from about 
29,400 tons (8 lakh maunds) to about 73,500 tons (20 lakh maunds). We 
have already mentioned that wi'llbout an improvement in the quality of salt, 
which can be brought about only by a radical revision in the method of manu
facture, there will be no purpose in increasing the production at Didwana. No 
detailed estimates as to how Rs. 15 lakhs were to. be spent were placed before 
us but the only indication given was about the following two items: 

(a) erection of a central stores near the Balia Railway Station and 
(b) provision of a 2 ft. 6 in. gauge rail track from the Works to Balia 

together with the necessary rolling stock .. 

6.1.1 We are not satisfied about the necessity of having a central stores 
near the railway station as we do not see any advantage in it. There is suffi
cient space in Didwana itself for additional storage yards as and when •h• 
production increases, whereas by providing the stores at Balia additional 
expenditure will have to be incurred in engaging watch and ward and supervi
sory staff to look after the stores. With regard to the need for improvement 
in haulage and transport, we are in agreement with the Works that mechanical 
traction should be provided.· We have already suggested in 3.4 the construe• 
tion of a 2 ft. gauge rail track for haulage within the Works itself ns it will be 
considerably cheaper than the 2! ft. gauge track suggested by the Works. Foi 
transporting the salt from the storage to the railway station of Balis. we suggest 
that Government should ask the Railway Board to construct a metre ga.uga 
railway siding from the Station to the Works, as that would facilitate the 
despatch of salt and economise in the cost of transport. This, in our opinion. 
will be a better course to follow than providing a 2 ft. 6 in. gauge line from 
the Works to the Railway station. 

6.2 In the Works proposal no mention was made for the cost of digging new 
wells. or increasi~g the number of pans, as. it was presumed that the present 
practiCe of allowmg the Deshwals to do th1s wotk would be continued. We 
are not in favour of this practice. and any modifications that are to be made to, 
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the layout of the Works should br: carried out by. Government at their own 
expense,· the Deshwals being only allowed to conduct ~he manufacturing 

. operations on a lease or licence. If our recommendations are accepted, the 
cost of re-laying the \Yorks may probably go into several lakhs of rupees for 
which careful estimates will have to be drawn up, with the help of a civil 
engineer. 

,6.3 No labour saving devices have been adopted at Didwana nor recom
mended by the Works. If, instead of drawing brine by manual labour or with 
the help of draught animals as at present, pumps were provided, the cost 
of lifting would be greatly reduced. A number of wells grouped together, 
could be served by a single pump. As electric power is not available, and we 
see little likelihood of any being provided in the near future, these pumps will 
have to be driven by diesel oil. 

1. sta.rr and Organisation 

7.1 The present staff at Didwana consists of: 

(a) One Superintendent, 

(b) Two Inspectors, and 

(c) the necessary clerical staff. 

As the wells and the pans are owned by the lJeshwals the labour at the Works 
is engaged by them. The total labour strength is about one thousand and is 
drawn from the surroundir,lg villages within a radius of 10 miles. The field 
operations are supervised by the Superintendent and the Inspectors. The entire 
staff works under the general direction and control of the General Manager at 
Sambhar whose office also looks after the accounts side of the Works. 

7.2 The existing staff wijl be inadequate to carry out the modified pro
cedure we have suggested and will have to be augmented. The modified 
system .of manufacture to become a success will need a closa chemical control 
of the operationS\ and the presence of a full time Chemist at the Works will be 
necessary. A laboratory for conducting routine analysis and other control 
operations will also be ·needed. The chemist will_ work under the technical 
direction of the Chief Chemist, we have suggested for Sambhar Lake, who will 
have to be held responsible to see that the chemical control is correctly 
executed. A Civil Engineer should also be appointed to carry out the modifica
tion and he will work under the direction of the Chief Civil Engineer at 
Sambhar. Although the office at Didwana may continue to work under the 
general supervision of the General Manager at Sambhar, we believe that, in 
the interests of efficiency, Didwana should have its own Accounting staff to 
~eep a closer control over the expenditure incurred at the Works. 

8. ~apital Block 

8.1 The capital. invested by Government at the Didwana \Yorks is on 
the works, office and residential buildings. Their original cost was estimated 
at Rs. 24,000 in 1923-24 and stands today at about Rs. 23,000. As ~he 

, Works are laid out by the Deshwals at their own cost, no capital cost of 
ohe \Vorks is taken into account. If our recommendations are acceptea and 
~he Works are relaid by Government considerable capital expenditure will be 
secessary_ and at that stage the capital block of the entire Works should be 
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9. Cost of Production 

9.1 Due to the peculiar system prevailing of · purchasing salt from the 
Deshwals, no itemised figures of cost of production are available. The present 
practice is for Government to fix, at the beginning of each se.sson, a_ rate. afl 
which Government would buy the salt from the Deshwals. Th1s rate 1s vaned 
from period to period and is made up of two items, one for the salt harvested 
and the other for its haulage to the storage yards. Before the last war. the 
price paid for the harvested salt varied from Rs. 0-15-101 to Rs. 1-4-5 per ton 
(7 to 9 pies per maund) depending on the grade produced. For the season. 
1948-49 it was fixed at Rs. 4-4-0 per ton (Rs. 0-2-6 per maund) for the first 
grade, Rs. 3-15-5 per ton (Rs. 0-2-4 per maund) for the second grade and 
Rs. 3-10-11 per ton (Rs. 0-2-2 per maund) for the third grade. The haulage 
cost has also similarly varied. Before the War, it used to be from Rs. 0-12-6 
to Rs. 1-1-0 per ton (5! to 7! pies per maund) depending upon the distance of 
the pans from the storage yards .. It has now gone up from Rs. 2-15-8 to 
Rs. 3-11-0 per ton (from 21 pies to 26 pies per m~und.) 

9.2 In addition to the above payments there a~e other charges to be added 
to the cost such as maintenance of buildings, depreciation, supervision, royal
ties etc. We have reconstructed the cost in Table XXVI for the last year 
for which complete figures were available (1946-47). 

TABLE XXVI-CosT OF PRODt:C'UCN .cJ Du:wA~A f.n~ (194{ -IH~) 

--- .. -~ .. -·-~ 
a) Cost of salt harvestE'd 

(b) Haulage to stores 

c) Maint.enance 

d) Supervision 

(e) Overheads 

f) Rents and royalty . 

(g) Interest 

(h 

( 

) Depreciation 

i) ::\liscellaneous 

or Per maund 

. 

. 

-

. . . 
. 

. • • 

1st & 2nd 3rd grade 
grade 

Rs. Rs. . 

(J>e,. ton) 
3·60 2·98 . 
2 ·51/2 ·98* 2 ·51/2 ·98* 

0·04 0·04 

0·42 0·42 

0·09 0·09 

0·68 0·68 

0·04 0·04 

0·01 0 ·01 

0·04 0·04 

7 ·43/7 ·90 6 ·81/7 ·28 

. 0-4-4 0-4-8 0-4-0 0-4-3 

*The lower figure is for haulage from North Dariba Bore Section and the higher for the South 
Dariba lllata section. 

We have commented at considerable length in the Chapter on Sambhar on 
the method of costing and these comments hold good with regard to Didwana 
costing also. The depreciation :rate of Rs. 0.01 per ton is almost negligible 
and works out to a depreciation of a. little over 1 per cent. of the capital cost 
of the building. The life· of t.he buildings in ~he corrosive atmosphere of a. salt 
works cannot be taken at more than 40 years and on this basis alone the 
depreciation should be at least 2! times the present rate. 



10. Sa.Ies and DiStribution 

10.1 As against. the cost of Rs. 6.81 to 7.90 per ton (Re. 0-4-0 to 
Re._ 0-4-8. per maund) depending upon the rate and place of extraction, the 
selling pnce of ~11 the three. -grades was :fixed by ·Government for the year 
1946·4? a~ a umform rate of R_s. 7.65 per ton (Re. 0-4-6 per maund). Thus, 
as !lt. S~bhar, the salt from D1dwana was sold at little or ·no margin of profit. 
Th1s pnce was ex-works Didwana and to it had to be added the cess of 
.Rs. 5.95 per ton (Re. · 0-3-6 per maund). As at Sambhar, the salt is sold 
th:o~gh one registered company of brokers who are allowed to charge a com
mission of Rs. 2.55 per ton (Re. 0-1-6 per maund). In this commission is in
cluded the charge for filling, stitching and marking the ba"'s which are supplied 
by the brokers. The cost of gunny bags and the transp

0

ort charges from the 
Works to the Balia railway station are extra. The total selling price of Did
wana salt for the year 1946-47, was, therefore, as under: 

Per ton. Per l\Iaund. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

Issue price 7 10 6 0 4 6 

Cess 5 15 3 0 3 6 

Commission 2 8 10 0 1 6 

Total 16 2 7 0 9 6 

10.2 Owing to the poor quality of DidwaM salt its sale, except in a few small 
areas where it continues to be sold for human consumption, is now restricted 
to industrial uses. Its chief industrial use has hitherto been for the curing 
of raw hides and skins, but we understand that both the foreign and Indian 
tanners have complained that the curing is adversely affected by the use of 
this salt owing to its high sodium sulphate content. 

11. Recovery of SOdium Sulphate. 

11.1 In 1941 Mr. J. l\L Saba, Chemical Examiner to the Collector Central 
Excise and Salt, Delhi; identified the rohr deposits in the crystallising" pans of 
Didwana as consisting almost entirely of anhydrous sodium sulphate. He 
pointed out the value of these deposits as a source of sodium sulphate of which 
there was a shorta"'e during the War.· The Government of India decided to 
exploit these deposits, but on a strict legal interpretation of their treaty right;; 
with the Jodhpur Durbar it was discovered that the Didwana Salt Works were 
leased to the Government of India for the manufacture of common salt only and 
they could not exploit- any other salt. Consequently the exploitation of th~se 
deposits was- taken over by the Jodhpur Government who have been extract~ng 
and marketting the sodium sulphate since 1942. There ~re ~50 J?Sns at Did
wana which have these deposits of sodium sulphate var~·mg m ~hiCkn~ss from 
6 to 24 inches. On an approximate estimate the quantity available m these 
pans is 1,83,700 tons (50 lakh maunds). These deposits are. firmly set and ar~ 
dug out by means of crowbars and hamm~rs and ~haped mto blocks of con
venient size. The production for the last SIX years IS as under: 

1943 . 
1944 & 1945 

Tons Maunds 

1,69,800 
2.70,000 



1946 
1947 
1948 

93 
Tons 

1,650 
8,080 
9,100 

Ma.und!J' 

45,000 
2,20,000 
2,47,600' 

In Table XXV we have given the analysis of the Didwana. ~odium · s~phaf.t. 
and, as stated there, except for the insoluble impurities like clay, the quality 
is comparable to the imported material. 

11.1.1 If the modified syste~ of manufa~ture of salt at Didwana is ac
cepted much larger quantities of sodium· S\llpha.te ~ould become a.vail~ble
a.nnually as a. byproduct of the salt industry'.. Even then' the recovery of sodJ.Um 
sulphate from the old crystallisers ·should be continued without interruption and 
at a faster rate by using compressed air drills in order to bring back these pans. 
into use either as condensers or crystallisers .. The use of th~ drills will also 
help to cheapen the cost of extraction. • · · 

11.2 CosT OF ~RODUCTION-The cost of sodium sulphate at Didwano. as; · 
arrived at from the figures given to us is shown in the Table. XXVII. 

TA,BLE XXVII-COST OF DIDWANA SODIUM SULl'HATE PE:ll TON 

Rs. 

(a) Excavation charge .• 
(b) Reconditioning of pans . . . 
(c) Contribution to Deshwal Beno.fit Fund . 
(d) Bagging charges including the cost of bags . 
(e) Transport to storage yard and Balla Rly. Station . ~ ' ; 

1·70 
1 ·28 

. 1·70 
10·20 
3·00 

17·88 

No provision I:> made in this break-up for the overheads or establishment
charges of the Jodhpur State (now Rajasthan) but assuming that this may 
work out to about Re. 1 per ton, the total cost would be Rs. 18.88 or say· 
Bs. 19. per to11. The cost of the bags is more than 50 per cent. of the totaL 
co~t and as the anhydrous sodium sulphate is not as easily soluble as· its. 
hydrated variety (Glauber salt), we do not think it necessary to pack it in 
gunny bags particularly for bulk users. Packing in bags provides little ad· · 
ditional protection during the rains and the loss by dissolution would be
negligible. The buyers should, therefore, be given the option to accept it in 
bulk in which case the price would be reduced to the ·extent of the cost of the· 
bags. Bagging may be necessary when there is a break in the tailway gauge-
in order to prevent loss in transhipment. · 

11.3 SELLING PRICE-As against the cost of H.s. 19 per . ton, the selling, 
price charged by the Jodhpur Durbar at one time was Rs. 95 per ton but 
it has been subsequently reduced to Rs. 75 per ton, f.o.r. Balia. 'The 
imported price of sodium sulphate before the War was about £4-6-0 (Rs. 57.33) 
per ton C.I.F. Indian Port; during the War this price increased to £9-6-0-
(Rs. 126} per ton whilst today it is £6 (Rs. 80) per ton at Works in U .. K. 
In U.S.A. the present price for crude sodium sulphate (Salt Cake) is $24·00 
(Bs. 114) per ton for bulk quantities at _the manufacturer's Works. As 
compared with these prices, the price of Didwan& sodium sulphate may no~ b8' 
considered excessive, but looking to the low cost of extraction the profit charged· 
is very high and could be reduced with a view to finding a larger market not 
only in India but also in foreign cquntries. We had drawn the attention of 
the Government of India to this question after our visit to Did wan a.. ··As n~ 
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large scale expenditure is incurred on the recovery of these 'deposits, the material 
could be offered for export at a competitive price to earn for the country the 
much needed foreign exchange. 

:11.~ U SEs....,.-Sodium' sulphate has ·varied uses, chiefly in the manufacture of 
paper, sodium sulphide, glass and sodium silicate. The paper mills and the 
sodium sulphide factories in India are the two largest consumers and as the 
consumption of both these items is increasing, larger quantities of sodium 
sulphate will be required ~y these two industries. The consumption of sodium 
sulphate before the War was 3,000 to 4,000 tons per annum. Of this, half 
the quantity was being manufactured in India as a byprorluct in the manu
facture of hydrochloric acid and the other haU was imported. The Hea"'f1 
Chemical Panel had recommended a 5-year target of production of 7,000 tons 
of sodium sulphide per annum. Since 2 tons of sodium sulphate will yield 
1 ton of sodium sulphide, the demand for sodium sulphate for this one industry 
alone can well go up to 15,000 tons per annum instead of the present estimat
ed consump~ion of 7.000 tons per annum. In view of the large deposits 
available at Didwana the question of importing sodium sulphate from abroad 
no longer arises. At the same time no monopolistic position should be allowed 
::to b~ created for the indigenous stuff. 

11.4.1 There is one other likely use of sodium sulphate which, if develop
-ed, may bring about a substantial increase in its consumption. T n the British 
Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee Report No. 429 of ·1947, a German 
-technical process for the electrolysis of sodium sulphate with a vertical mercury 
·cathode and a lead-silver anode using a diaphragm of micro-porous rubber is 
·deilcribed. The products obtained as a result of this electrolysis are (a) a 50 
per cent. solution of sodium hydroxide (Caustic soda) and (b) a solution con
-taining 25 per cent. sulphuric acid and 23 per cent. sodium sulphate from which 
-sulphuric acid can be separated. The application of this process might, with 
-advantage, be. investigated~ as India at present produces sulphuric acid from 
imported sulphur. The deposits of sodium sulphate at Didwana and Sambhar 
can play a useful part in reducing the import of sulphur and supplying the 
-two most vital chemicals, caustic soda and sulphuric acid, particularly in 
-times of national emergency. 

11.5 We have referred in the Chapter on Sambhar Lake to the possibility 
-of the present treaty agreements between the Government of India and the 
'Governments of J aipur and .Jodhpur being modified in the context of the changed 
political situation and the abolition of the salt duty. The manufacture of 
salt and sodiun1 sulphate at Didwana is a good. example of the present 
anomaly that exists. Without going into the merits of these agreements we 
·would point out _that it would be both awkward and irrational to leave the 
..exploitation of sodium sulphate in the hands of the Rajasthan Government and 
tthe manufacture of salt with the Government of India. \Ve have recommended 
important modifications in the method of manufacture of salt at Didwana 
whereby sodium sulphate, will become recoverable as a direct byproduct of the 
salt industry. It will clearly lack in equity if this modification is to be carried 
-out by the Government of India and the fruits of it are to be enjoyed in a sub-
stantial measure bv the Rajasthan Government. Apart from this, we antici
pate._ operational difficulties to arise if the differentiation in rights is to continue. 
We, therefore, recommend that the question of exploitation under a unitary 
control of the salt resources of Rajasthan including the byproducts be examined 
by the Govet·m.neuts concerned at an early date. 

12. Summary of Recommendations 

(a) A detailed study of the strata of the lake upto the basic rock should 
be carried out. (1.2) 
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(b) The pans should be realigned to a standard size with a width not less
than 40 ft. and a length of 100 ft. or abo,·e. Regular pathways. 
should be provided to facilitate collection and removal of salt. 
(3.1). . 

(c) The quality of salt produced is unfit for human consumption and to· 
prevent it being sold for this purpose it should be cast into blocks. 
for use as salt licks for cattle. (3.3) · 

(d) A 2 ft. gauge track within the ,Works for transporting the' salt from 
the pans to the storage yard should be provided to cheapen the 
cost of haulage. (3.4) 

(e) 'l'he method of manufacture should be radically altered. Some of 
the crystallising pans near to each well should be converted~ 
into condensers and charged with brine from the endlof October. 
As the evaporation progresses it'.should be replenished with fresh 
brine and when it is saturated with respect to Sodium chloride it 
should be transferred in the early 'hours of the day to the crystal
Users. The brine in the crvstallisers should not be allowed to rise· 
above 28° to 29° Be and the bitterns should be regularly eliminat-
ed in the hottest part of the day. In the winter months this. 
procedure will yield edible salt and in the hot weather the salt 
obtained will be suitable only for making salt licks. (5.2.1 and 
5.3). 

(f) The bitterns should be allowed to collect and dry up in a separate
area until a methorl is evolved for the recovery of the byproducts. 
(5.3.1.) . 

(g) The sodium sulphate which deposits in the condensers should be 
collected at the e11d of the m&mlfacturing seasr~Jt. (5.4) 

(h) The claim of the Deshwa.ls .to any hereditary rights of manu
facture should be examined in the cG>ntext of present day con-
ditions. (5.6) 

(j) No central stores at Balia as proposed by the \Yorks is necessary 
as it will involve double handling and additional establishment 
charges .. Instead a metre gauge siding should be provided from 
the Didwana Works-4'to the Balia Railway Station. (6.1.1.) 

(k) All modifications and extensions in the layout of the Works should 
bfl carried out by Government at their own expense, the Deshwals .. 
being only allowed to conduct the manufacturing operations on 
a lease or licence. (6.2) 

(m) Pumps worked by diesel engines should be installed to lift brine· 
from the wells. (6.3) . 

(n) The existing staff is inadequate to carry out the modifications. 
suggested by us and should be augmented including the appoint
ment of a civil engineer. For close chemical control of the· 
operations a full time Chemist with a laboratory for routine 
analysis and other control operations should be provided. . In 
the interest of efficiency a separate Accounting staff should be
provided. (7 .2) 

(p) The extraction of sodium sulphat-e should be carried out at a faster 
rat-e by use of air drills which wilL. also help to cheapen the cost;. 
(11.1.1) 
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{ q) .Sodium sulphate be sold in bulk and bagging should be dispensed 

with except where there is a break in the railway gauge. (11.2) 
' • I 

{r) The selling prioo of Didwana sodium sulphate should be reduced to 
· attract foreign buyers and to earn useful foreign exchange. (11.3) 

{s) The application of the German process of electrolysis of sodium 
sulphate should be investigated for the production of sulphuric 
acid, and caustic soda.. (11.4.1) 

(t) The question of exploitation under a unitary control of the salt 
resources of Rajasthan including the byprciducts should be 
examined by the Governmen~ of India and the Government of 
Rajasthan at an early date. (11.5) 



.1. DetiCriptiOD 

CRAPTER Vnl 

P.ACHBADRA 

1.1 The Pachbadra Salt Works are situated within the territory of the form~r 
State of Jodhpur at a distance of 150 miles to the, south-west of Sambhar Lake, 
in a. depression of the Bajputana. Desert. These works_. like thos_e of Didwana, 
were leased to the Government of India by the Jodhpur Durbar by the agree
ment of 1879 and are operated by the Government of India. The Pachbadra 
depression is 7 to 8 miles long and 4 to 5 iniles wide and has a very porous soil 
which is partly sandy and partly clayey. The rain water leaches out the salts 
from a catchment area of 350 to 400 square miles -~nd carries them to the sub
soil in this shallow basin. T4e rainfall is scanty; it falls during ~he months of 
July and August and averages 10·5 inches in the y'ea.r. In years .of good rain
fall, when the brine supply is copious the production of salt is higher than in 
years of drought. The fluctuations in the rainfall from year to year, therefore, 
affect the production considerably. 

2. Manufacturing Process_. 

2.1 The manufacture of salt at Pachbadra is entrusted, as in the case of 
Didwa!la, to a clan known as Kharwals who claim similar hereditary rights and 
iollow a traditional and ingenious method of manufacture. Rectangular pits 9 
to 12 ft. deep, 150 to 400 ft. long and 50 to 100 ft. wide are dug in the basin to 
reach the brine. The excavated eart.:b. is thrown on the sides of the pits to form 
embankments to p.!'event rain water from flowing in. The pits are scattered over 
an area of about 5,000 acres which is divided into three main subdivisions, viz., 
Hiragarh, Sambra and Pusali. T'he total number of ]Jits dug is 1038, but only 
"370 are in use at present, the rest having been abandoned owing to either neg
lect or failure to produce saleable salt. A diagrammatic sketch of the. usual pit is 
shown in Fig. 5. 

FIG. 5.-DIAGRAMl\IATIC SKETCH SHOWING CROSS-SECTION OF A 
PIT AT PACHBADRA 

50' f'O /DO 

T 

2.2 The brine occurs at a depth of 8 to 1Q ft. and varies in density from 14• 
to 21"Be'. · From an analysis of this brine shown in Table IX Chapter III it will 
be seen that it is more akin to sea brine, than the brines of Sambhar or Didwana. 
It is pa1-ticularly remarkable that, in Pachbadra brine, the proportion of sodium. 
chloride is even higher than in sea brine. The character and composition of the 
brine differs in different sections as will be seen from Table XXVIII. 
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TABLE XXVIII COl\IPOSITION OF P ACHB.ADRA BRIXES 

Density 
Hiragarh 
17°Be 

· Pusali 
18 ·5°Be 

(Per cent on dry basis). 

Sodium chloride 
Calcium sulphate • 
MagnesiUim sulphate 
Magnesium chloride 
Undetermined 

85·6& 
2·97 
9·44 
1·23 
0·70 

100 ·00 

8i! ·24 
3·53 
3·26 
4 47 
0·50 

100·00 

The accumulation of the various salts. in this brine- is attributed to the same
factors .":hich a!e responsible ~or the brines ~f Sambhll.!" and .Didwana, yet their 
compositiOns differ very considerably. No mvestigatious seem to have been 
carried out to account for this difference and we reiterate that a thocoucrh geolo-
gica.! investigation of these three areas should be conducted. t:> 

2.3 It is noticed that pits in sandy soil yield a more copious supply of brir'te 
than pits in clayey soil and the density of the brine in the former is usually weak
er. In pits which yield a low density brine the salt produced is usually contami
nated with gypsum. Appar.ently at this low density the brine does not cret a 
chance t<> deposit its ca!cium sulphate content in the subsoil before entering the 
pit. When the. brine in a pit is above 20oBe' the salt obtained contains only 
small quantities of calcium sulphate aud when the supply is aiso copious the 
salt is relatively purer. It may be that magnesium salts in the brine do not cret 
the same opportunity to contam·nate the separating common salt. In the c~se 
of pits which have not been renovat~d for a long time and have a low rate of 
percolation .the salt deposited i~ largely contaminated with magnesium salts; 
this is because the magnesium content of the residual brine in the pit rises with 
the removal of each successive crop of sodium chloride and remains attached to 
tha salt'when extracted._ There is no method by which the Kharwals can predict 
the quality of salt which they can obtain by digging a pit in any particular local
ity. Unnecessary expenditure is ~ometimes incurred in digging p;ts which do 
not yield saleable salt and have to be abandoned. A pit is abandoned either 
when 

(a) it gives large quantities of gypsu!11 and the separation o)f comlllon sa1t 
is slowed down resulting in the lowering of the quality of salt oc 

(b) the initial density of the brine is high and rate of percolation is !ow 
leading to a rapid contamination with magne~ium salts. 

In either of these two cases the main contributory factor is in our opinion the 
low rate of percolation of the brine. In the case where calcimn sulphate only 
separates out, the percolation does not permit the low density brine to rise in den
sity, and common sa!t does not, therefore, crystallise out in adequ>lte quantity. 
In the other case, with a high density brine, the low rate of pecolat!on cames too 
rapid an evaporation leMing to the separation of the magnesium. salts .alm~g 
with sodium chloride. There is no regular record kept of the anal,ys1s of brme In 
different pits or of the salt obtained, nor proper investigation bas been made to 
determine the causes which lead to the lowering of the quality of the salt and the 
abandonment of the pits. This question, in our opinion, requires to be ~arnined 
and should be submitted for investigation to the proposed Research Station at 

Sambhar. · 
2.4 Brine of 14° to 2rBe' which percolates into the pits collects to a depth 

.
0
£ 2 to 3 ft. and is allowed to evaporate in the pit itself. The loss by evapO!·a

tion is more or less made up by constant percolation of fresh brine. When th& 
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brine has attruned a density of 25•, salt starts depositillg and the crust is allowed': 
to grow by accretion. The density of brine during the crystallisation· of salt is 
not conkolled. in any manner and the quality of sa!t obtained is largely a matter: 
of chance. Formerly, as soon as the density of brine reached about 25•Be', dry· 
bnm.rhes of a thorny shrub called morali (Licium Europa) were scattered at the 
bottom of the, pit to assist the formation of salt. Large compact c.rysta.ls.of salt. 
were formed both at the bottom and around the thorns and dry branches of 
morali by the gradual evaporation of brine and the crystals were allowed to grow 
for a period. of 18 to 20 months by which time the crust of salt had become - 2 to-
3 ft. thick,_ The thick crust was then broken up by crowbars and raked to the 
sides of. the pits. This was done usually some two months after the rains. Thi!J' 
procedure is not followed now as several cart loads of the morali thorns are re
quired to set a single pit and it increases the cost of production. The crust is. 
therefore, al!owe~ to focm naturally at the bottom of the pit and the period of 
accretion is reduced to 8 or 9 months during which time it does not grow beyond 
Sinches. Due to scanty rainfall and the, peculiar method of manufacture, the 
accretion of salt does not suffer interruption even dm:ing the rains. The raked: 
salt is heaped. on a. drying ledge which"is provided inside the pit above the brine. 
level where it is allowed to drain for 48 hours. It is then carried up by head loads 
in baskets and stored in oblong heaps outside the pits. Immediately after the 
~xtraction of salt the pits are cleaned of their silt and encrustations and made 
ready for the next crop; this operation is known as ghalni. The works are pro
vided with meter gauge sidings to the Pachbadra railway station. This is a dis
tinct facility and enables the salt to be bagged and despatched directly from the 

.works. 

3. AD.nual Production and Quality. 

3.1 -The qua~tity of salt produced at· Pachbadra during the last three years is 
~~~= . 

1946 
1947 
1948 

Tons Maunds 

40,770 
56,970 

~ 70,000 

11,10,000 
15,51,000 

.19,05,00()1 

This quantity is estimated from the cubical contents of the in,dividual heaps. 

3.2 The quality of Pachbadra salt is much bepter than that. o(Didwaua. ThEt 
chief impurities which separate out a!ong with common salt in the p-its are local-
ly known as · 

(a) Kajji -which consists mainly oi crystals of gypsum coated with small· 
cubes of sodium c;}lloride. It separates in the Jorm of lumps, dis.,.. 
coloured with adherent clay; .. 

(b) Flaim which is in the form of flakes or clear crystals usually tintecl' 
yellow and consists of gypsum, sodium chloride and magnesium
sulphate; 

(c) Phulia which is another form of composite- crystals of gypsmm, sodium 
chloride and magnesium sulphate; it appears most noticeably 
during-frosty weather as a white effiorescence on freshly extracted: 
salt; · 

(d) .Jaiebi which is tha name given to the encrusta'tions of g-ypsum on the
morali twigs along with small cubes of sodium chloride; and . . . 

(e) An~tha which is mainly gypsum occurring as small opaque crystals or 
In the form of flakes resembling mica. . · 

·67 I. & S. 
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. At Je.as~ one, ·and often several, of these impurities are. associated with eacb 
:p1t and It. Is. take~ ~or ~~anted that ~hey canno~ be avoided. They can, . how
ever, l;>e easily d1stmgmshed by a VI.sual exammation. The, analyses of random 
samples of salt drawn by the Committee from pits in different sections are given 
in Table XXIX. . 

TABLE XXXIX. COMPOSITION OF PACHBADRA SALT. 

Hiragarh Sam bra Pusali .. 
Sample 1 Sample 1 I Sample 2 

' . Sample 2 Sample 1 I Sample 2 __ _... ____ 
95 ·21 I (Per cent, on dry basis) 

Sodium chloride. . 95·79 96·74 98·45 94·88 95·90 
'· 

1·941 Sodium Stilphate 1·00 1·85 0·43 1·88 0·70. 

'Magnesium Sulphate 1·80 0·46 - 0·32 0·32 1·ll . 1·01 

gneaium chloride !·28 0·03 .. 1·05 1·22 0·65 

CalciUZC: Chloride .. 0·46 0·67 .. I 0·18 1 ·39 

Insolubles: . . 0·08 0·46 0·13 0·56 0·34 0 ·3lt 

UndetermineJ 0·05 .. .. 1·31 . . .. 
100·00 100·00 100·00 100·00 100·00 100·00 

I 

It will be seen that the sodium chloride content ranges between 94·88 and 
98·45 per cent. There is a wide divergence between the percentages of calcium 
and magnesium salts. ·while the best of the samples contains only 0·43 per cent. 
of ca!cium sulphate, three of tha other samples contain almost 2 per cent of this 
impu~ity. SimilaJ"ly. while the best sample contains magnesium salts to the e~
tent of 0·32 per cent , one of the other samples contains as much as 2·33 per 
cent. . 'fhese q.ivergences are not SU?J>rising, because each pit is a unit and bas 
iii!J own good points and drawbacks. 
4. RenovationS and Extensions. 

4.1 We are o.f the opinion that the production at Pachbadra should be deve
loped. Based upon the prevailing conditions and facilities we had estimated that 
the produotion could be increased during the manufacturing season 1948-49 by 
16,000 tons (4 lakh mds.) if a systematic prograpune of renovation of the old 
pits were l;.ndertaken. In our Interim .Report we, therefore, suggested that 100 

·pits should be renovated annually. This recommendation was accepted and we 
leaJ.·n that some 107 pits were renovated which led to an increase in production by 
20,000 tons (5,48,000 rods). We are satisfied that the production at Pachbadra 
can be raised.to.about 1,47,000 tons (40 lakh rods.) per year merely by renovating 
the existing pits. If the rate of renovation could be maintained at 100 pits per 
year it should be possible to increase the production on an average by 16,000 
tons. (4 Iakh mds.) each year. It will not be worth while to renovate. some of the 
pits either because of their intrinsic unsuitability or their distance from the nil
way sidings. The programme of renovation should, therefore, be determined 
with proper regard to the siding facility. New pits should be dug only if there 
are ample in(licati9ns of copious supply of brine and there are no abandone·l 
pits neatby that could be brought into operation by renovation. When the pits 

.a.re renovated it should be seen that they are located at a distance of 300 ft. 
from the working pits. Furthermore, the priority for cleaning should be given to 
the pits near the railway sidings. 
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4.1.1 For the e(eaning of these pits we had further recommended that ade

quate advances should be granted to the Kharwals and that these advances should 
be made in one instalment instead of several instalments as hitherto. Tpe rate 
of advances should also be increased to roughly 21 times the prevailing rate. To 
expedite this programme of work, we had suggested that a few drag·line excavators 
might be made available to the Kharwals the cost of operating the excavators 
being recovered from them. The cost of renovation would. thus b.e cheaper. 
We reiterate this recommendation for imple:mentation. 

4.2 While we are not disposed-to scrap the present ingenious method of 
manufactu.re adopted at Pachbadra. we feel that as a long range project a modifi
cation of it must be given some consideration in the report. The main factoJs 
that determine the quality of salt at Pachbadra appear to be 

(a) the initial density of the brine and 
II::) the non-removal from the pits of the residual liquor or bitterns con-

tainin.ll magnesium salts. 

As has been mentioned previously, calcium sulphat.e doea not find its way into 
the salt produced from pits with brine of initially high density. ·But when the 
density is low (of the order of l4°Be') it is inevitable that the calcium sulphate 
present in it mut~t first separate out and remain as an impurity in the salt pro· 
duced. In marine S~>!t. works, where brine is concentrated to various stages in a 
series of condensers, the c;eparation of a substantial portion of calcium sulphate 
does not present u difficult problem. In the pit method ,of manufactu.re as . 
adopted at Pachbadra, the cc.ntamination of the salt with gypsum can scarcely 
be avoided, unless the method of manufacture is radically altered: 

4.2.1 The contamination with magnesium salts can, howe.ver, be remedied, 
though hitherto it has been largel;y neglected. In the present practice, when the 
concentratio~ of the moth&' liquor·~s found to be continuously high and saleable 
salt can no longer be produced, it is baled out on to the sides of the pit to make 
room for fresh brine to percolate. This is at best a partial and temporary remedy 
because the sides of the pit slope inwards and even though the bitterns may get 
evapo.rated to dryness on these sides, the soluble salts consisting mainly of mag
nesium salts ultimately find their way back in]o the pit owing to leaching 
action by direct rainfall. 

4.3 So long as the pit method of manufacture is continued at Pachbadra, we 
recommend that the discarded bitterns should be completely pumped out of the 
pit and, if possible led to a place at some· distance .from it. We would even re
commend that these bitterns be allowed to evaporate further in the usual type 
of salt pans which may be provided by the side of each pit. lf this ~s done and 
such a pan is divided into two compartments, it would be possible to recover in 
the first of these two compartments be·tween 28° and 32.Be' crude salt which 
may not be saleable, but which will have a higher ratio of sodium chloride to 
other salts than that found in the raw brine; this salt can be put back into the 
pit to enrich the brine. The second compartment could be used for the recovery 
of magnesium sulphate and, perhaps, magnesium chloride. This pre-supposes 
that it will be possible to prepare an impervious pan near each pit. Ib is reported 
that several centuries ago spontaneous salt was being gathered rrom the marshy 
ground at Pachbadra, but, because the top soil was too porous to permit the 
-adoption of the usual method of manufacture by lifting the brine to the surface 
<md evaporating it in condensers and crystallisers the novel method of producing 
the salt in pits ·apparently came into vogue. It wa.s not possible for the Coin~ 
mittee to determine the extent of land with an impervious top soil on which salti 
pans of the type which are in vogue at Sambhar, Didwana and other place~ 
-could be laid. The present procedure of digging pits involves a heavy capita.l out
lay; the salt produced has also to be carried by head loads {rom the pits to th& 
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heaps. It would be both economical and convenient if, instead of carrying the
salt, the brine itself could be lilted and· evaporated in suitable condensers and, 
crystallisers. This proposal requires a radical departure from the p!'esent prac
tice and. may ~emand. a top dressing of plastic clay which might have to be 
brotJght mto this area If.such a clay cannot be discovered locally. We. recom· 
mend. that this alte...~ative T?ay be investigated as a long range plan and an 
experimental productiOn umt set up. Should this be found feasible, the pro
posed method could replace the .pit method and the quality of salt at Pachbadra 
rmproved by a proper fractionation of the v~rious components of the brine. 

4,4 A proposal made by the Works to construct a central sto.!'es near the
Pachbadra railway station was placed before the Committee for its views. The 
Works have also proposed to dig 60 new pits in the Hiragarh se;.:tion to incrcease
p.!'oduction. The estimated cost of both these schemes was given as Rs. 18 lakhs, 
but no details as to how this estimate was arrived at were placed before us. \Ve 
presume that in ·arriving at this estimate the. cost of digging the pits would not 
have been included as this would be payable noqnally by the Kharwals. As in 
case of Didwana, we do not see any advantage in speu<liug money over the cen
tral stores near the .railway station. With the facilities of the sidino-s runnincr 
right through the Works, the storage and loading of salt should continue \vithi~ 
the Works area itself as hitherto and we cannot see our way to recommend. this 
expenditure. With oregard to the digging of the new pits in Hiragarh sect;on, we 
consider that a heavy capital expenditure will be justified on!y after the renova
tion of the. existing abandoned pits has been fully explored and canied out. 'fhe 
additio~ of any new pits may not be found necessary if the experimental produc--
tion of salt in surface pans proves successful. · 

-
4.4.1 Anothe.r scheme submitted for our scrutiny was for the supply of drink-

ing water to Pachbadra at an estimated cost of Rs. 1,47,000 and though no details 
were given of this estimate, we understand that pumps are proposed to be ins
talled and a pipe line to be laid from Balotra, about 10 miles away, where plenti
ful supply of good water is reported to be availab!e. We had recommended in 
ou.r Interim Report that this scheme. required immediate attention, because 
there was no good source of drinking water in Pachbadra and the lack of water 
was affecting considerably the operation of the Works as also the working facili: 
ties for labour. We also recommended investigating an alternate source of water 
supply at Tilwara, which is only about 6 miles from Pachbadra. We now under
stand that action has been initiated by Government and that Balotra has been 

_confirmed by the Geological Survey of India ?s tlie more suita?l? source ef ~up
ply. Lately it has been ;reported that at the lllstance of the l\'I!mstry ?f A~riCu!
ture Government of India, tube wells have been sunk at Samdhen whiCh IS 
35 ~iles from Pachbadra to tap the subsoil water of the Luni River and that 
a ~odel farm is being set up. 'I'he supply of water from the tube we~s has bee!) 
reported to be copious. This newly found source may also be considered as a 
possible alternative. 

5. Staii and Organisation. 
5.1 The present staff at Pachbadra consists of 

(a) One Superintendent 
(b) Three Deputy Superintendent~ 
(c) Six ·Inspectors and 
(d) the necessary clerical staff. 

The staff works under the general direction and eontrol of the General 
Manager, Sambhar, whose office also looks after the Accounts _section of the 
Works. The field operations are sup&vised by the Deputy Supermtendents e.n<i 
Inspectors and their duty is 

(i) to ensure that a pit is properly cleaned before the manufacture staris; 
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'(ii) to see that only -saleable salt is extracted and heaped on th~ pit ba~ks -
and 

(iii) to classify the salt into different grades and estimate their- quantities 
for the purpose -of making payments to the Kharwals. 

5.2 The main function of the Govemment staff at Pachbadra is to grade the 
salt and to buy such part of it as is declared saleable at the prices fixed for the' 
tw.1 grades. They also sanction and make advances of money to the Khar-wals 
for the renovations of their pits. S9 far as the manufacturing operations are 
-concerned, their main function is to maintain a diary for each pit in which 
the following information is recorded. 

(a) the date of cleaning the pit and commencement of manufacture; 
(b) the date of setting the pit with morali thorns and the quantity of 

tnorali used (if and when used) and • 
(c) the density and mean depth of the brine in each pit before and after 

extraction. 
We consider that a full-time ·Chemist should be· appointed to cany out at 
PachbaJira the routine analysis of the br_ine and tl;l.e'~alt for (a) a better control 
of the ma~ufacturing operations, (b) differentiating edible from inedible salt and 
(c) classifying the edible salt into different grades. Data of the analyses of the 
brine in the pit at the commencement of the manufacturing season and of the 
ult extracted and the bitterns -left behind in the pits should a!so be maintained 
as it would be of great assistance in controlling the manufacturing operations,
the grading of salt and determining the time for the renovation of the pits. Such 
data, collected for all the pits over a number of years, would provide a useful clue 
to the conditions which should determine the Jocation Qf sites for new pits. To 
carry out the renovation of the pits economically and systematically, a Civil 
Engineer should also be appointed. 

5.3 .The labour is entirely of. a te.lhporary nature; it is drawn from the neigh
bouring villages within a radius of ten miles and is employed for renovating old 
pits or digging new pits and extracting salt. Their number is reported to be 
1,500 and the average daily wage paid to them is about Rs. 1-8-0 _per day. 
6. Capital Block. 

6.1 The capital invested. by the Government of India. at Pachbadra consists. 
of railway sidings and office and residential buildings. Their cost was esti
mateq 'in ·1924 at about Rs. -1,56,000/-. As in the case of _Sambhar and Did-. 
wana, the present value of these capital assets should be re-assessed. 
1. Cost of Production. 

7~1 As at Didwana, salt is purchased from the Khar-wals at a price fixed by 
Government at the beginning of each season. The salt is classified into two 
grades according to its appearance. This classification is not base.d. on any che
mical analysis but is done arbitrarily by visual examination. The pr1ces fixed for 
the two grades during the past three years are shown below: · · 

Prices 

Yea.r 1st Grade 2nd Grade 

Per ton Permd. Per ton Permd. 

Rs. A.P. Rs. A· P. Rs. A.P. Rs. A. P. 

1946-47 6 6 1 0 3 9 ~ 15 3 0 3 6" 

1947-48 . . 8 8 1 0 5 0 8 1 3 0 4 9 

1948-49 . . 8 8 1 0 5 0 8 1 3 0 4 9 
I - I 
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These rat~s include the initial cost of making the pit, tl!!e cost €lf maintenance 
and cleamng and the cost of manufacture and storage. Before the last War the 
rates were Rs. 3·40 and Rs. ~·55 per ton (He. 0-2-0 a.nd Re. 0-1-6 per ~aund) 
for the two grades of salt, but for the season 1947-48 it was fixed at Rs. 9·78 and 
Rs·. 8:08 per ton (Re. 0-/?-0 and Re. 0-4-9 per maund) respectively. The cost 

· o!. mam~nance of the sidmgs and buildings, depreciatit:m, supervision, royalties, 
etC. whrch are borne by Government have to be added to the rates paid to the 
Kharwals to arrive at the overall cost of production. 

7.2 We have reconstructed in Table XXX the cost for the year 1946-47 unde:r 
different heads. . 

TABLE XXX. COST OF PRODUCTION AT PACHBADRA 

(a) Manufacture and storage* • . 
. (b~ Maintenance (including repairs and bet-

, terment ) , • . ~ 
(c) Supervision 
(d) Overheads • 
(e) Rents and royalties 
(f) Interest ~ 
(g) Depreciation • • • 
(h) Any other miscellaneous charges 

Totals 

1st Grade 
Rs. 

6·38 

0·26 
0·90 
0·24 
0·55 
0·11 
0·04 
0·05 

-8·53 

(Per ton). 

2nd Grad& 
Rs. 

5·95 

0·26 
0·90 
0·24 
0·55 
0·11 
0·04 
0·05 

--8 ·10 

or Rs. 0 5 0 per md. Re. 0 4 9 per md • 

. *R!I.te paid to Kharwal8, 1st grade Re. 0-3-9 per maund. 2nd grade Re. 0-3-6per maund. 

Our comments made in the chapters on Sambhar and Didwana on the system 
of costing hold good for Pachbadra also. The rate of depreciation of Rs. 0-04 
per ton is almost negligible as it works out at about 1·3 per cent. of th~ 
capital cost of the railway sidings and buildings. This is far too low a provision 
particularly when the railway sidings need constant renewals due to the corrosive 
atmosphere in which they are laid. The. rate of depreciation should .be calcu~ated 
on standard income-tax rates provided for the salt industry. '· 

8, Sales and Distribution. 

8.1 A!? at5ai~st the cost of manufacture of RE. 8·53 and Rs. 8·10 per ton for 
the two grades of salt, a uniform selling price of Rs. 8·5 per ton was fixed by 
Government for both the grades. To this selling price a cess of Rs. 5·95 per ton 
(Re. 0-3-6 pei!' md.) is to be added. In view of this low price, we understand that 
Government incurred a loss of Rs. 25,000/- on the season's operation. The salt 
is distributed through three companies of brokers who charge a commission of 
Re. 0-1-0 pel maund and in addition charge a further Re. 0-1-0 per md. for fill
ing, stitching and marking the bags. The final F. 0. R. works cost of the salt to 
an indentor (exclusive of the cost of the bags) comes to as under: 

Per ton Permaund 
Rs. A..P, Rs. A. P. 

Issue price 8 8 I 0 5 () 

Cess • . . . . 5 15 3 0 3 & 
Filling and despa.tch charges , 2 2 0 0 1 3 
Commission of registered brokers 1 11 3 0 1 () 

-----
18 4 7 0 10 9 
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9. Summary of Recommendations. 

(n) Proper records shou!d be kept of the composition of the brines and of the 
salt produced in different pits. An investigation should be made at the proposed 
Research Station at Sambhar to determine the causes which lead to the lowering 
of the quality of Pachbadra salt arid the abandonment of the pits. (2.8). 

(b) 100 pits per year should be renovated to increase the production at Pach
badra by 16,000 tons (4 lakh mds.), annually. The programme of ;renonting the 
pits should be determined with proper regard to the siding facility. New pita 
should be dug only if there are ample indications of copious supply of brine and· 
there are no abandoned pits nearby which could be brought into operation. When 
the pits are renovated it should be seen that they aro located at a distance of 
300 ft. from the existing working pits. (4.1) 

(c) Advances to the Kharwals for the ;renovation of the pits should be ade
quate and paid in a sing!e instalment at 21 times the present amount. (4.1.1) 

(d) The discarded bitterns should be completely pumped out of the pit and led 
to a place at some distance or allowed to evaporate. in a pan provided by the side 
of the pit. The salts that deposit between 28° ·to 32°Be( should be col!ected 
separately and put back into the pits to raise the density of the brine, the resi
<lual bitterns being used for the ;recovery of byproducts. (4.3) 

(e) The possibility of manufacturing salt by lifting the brine and evaporating 
it in regular pans lined with impervious c!ay should be investigated. (4.3) 

(f) We do not support the proposal of the Works for constructing a central 
stores near the Pachbadra raj\ way station; nor do we approve of the. suggestion 
to dig 60 new pits in the Hiragarh section for reasons stated in (b) and (e); (4.4) 

(g) The supply of drinking water to Pachbadra needs immediate attention. 
The possibility of supplying waMr from Balotra, Tilwara and Samdheri which 
are all a few miles from Pachbad.!'a may be investigated. (4.4.1) 

(b) A full-time chemist with a laboratory for routine tests should be provided 
for Pachbadra for a better control of the manufacturing operations and so.rting 
the salt intv different grades. The analyses of the brine in the pit at the com
mencement of the manufacturing season, of the salt extracted oand of the bitterns 
le!t behind should be recorded. A Civil Engineer should also be appointed ta. 
supervise tb~ work of renovation. (5.2} 



;1. Descriptio:Q.. ~ 

ClL\I?TE:S. .l.""t 

KHARAGHODA 

· 1.1 In th~ Little Rann of Kutch tpere are two salt wOf'k-s; one·at Khni·aghoda 
which is about 20 miles from Viramgam and the other at Kuda in the' forinel
State of Dhrangadhm. The Kharaghoda works are known as the Pritchard Salt 
Works and are owned by the Government of India. They are situated on the 
extren').e south-east edge of. t.he Rann. The \VOrks at Kuda belong to the Dhrnn
gadhra. Chemical Works Lt<L and are at~· distance of about 20 miles to the west 
of Kharaghoda. The Rann ·is a flat low lying· tract of barren waste land wi~h nc 
vegetation or ntiriittn<habitation and not much above the. main sea level. It is 
~bout 60 miles long -end 5 to 30 miles broad. According to geologic~! investiga
~ions, it is of comparatively re~nt origin and forms part of a large sa!t marsh 
~overing an a.!'SS.. of'about 9000 sq. miles which itself ,wa·s at one time a part' of 
;he sea with its northern moath at Khori Creek joining the Arabian Sea and the 
.outhern opening at,!Jan.s~hal Cr~ek in the Gulf of Kutch. During the time of 
Alexander the Great (325 B. C.) there was a navigable sea, where the Rann is 
at present situated, with a numb& ofsea ports on its banks. The Rann which is 
divided by a two m,.il_e ;wide strip be~~een Piprala and Ardesar into · two parts, 
the Great and the Little Rann, was raised' to the pr,esent level· by later earth 
movements and -cut off from the sea .. The frequent earthquakes OCCU!'ring in 
'Kutch and the adjoini.ng territory have affected the Rann and caused a notideable 
rise or fall in the lev~l~ ~t t;ev~r.al places. A further consequ_E)DC~'Of these earth· 
movements has been a pro&"ressive ;retrogression of the sea<:toward~ the west. 

1.2 During the rains, the strong· winds from the south-west Jti.rection force 
the sea water into the Rann and this, together with the flood waters. of the,riv~rs 
Luni, Banas; S&aswt~.ti,. Rupan, Pliulka, Bhamban, etc.· from Sirid, Rajputana, 
Kath;awad and Kutch, cover the entire area with a large sheet of water which 
-varies in .depth fro:m...ou~. toseYWt f.eet. Much of this wa~r ultimate~y percolates 
into the soil, but a part. of it is left behind and evaporates during 1-he summer, giv
ing rise to sa1t encrustations• over a· wide area. Some of the 'powdered salt from 
the en&ustations is carried by the winds further inland int6 the · catchq'lent 
are~ of thd :rivers from where it is again washed back into the Hann with' the 
annual.· floods. The river waters thus :carry with them an··appreciable quantity 
of salt ;n solution. and s_andy-silt. Thhi process repeated from year to year, helps 
to enrich the concrentration of s'alt in the var:ous strata of the Rann through 
which the- brine p&colatets, and ultimately reaches the suh~ where it ~cu
mulates in the form of concentra~d brine. 

1.3 0EOT.OGY.-The geology of the Rann co:nsists of alternating layers of silt, 
clay, sand, etc. contributed by the sea and the rivers. The surface layer is com· 
posed of a sandy silt, a few feet. thick. Below it is a sticky bluish clay which 
appears to be varying in thickness up to 10 ft. and contains gypsum, It is evi
dently a deposit of sea mud at the time when the Rann was a. part of the sea. 
Below this mud is'a yellow or b:!'own sandy clay, resting on strata of sand; con
solidated gritty sand, etc. indicating its fresh water origin. Further below 

_there are again layers of clay, sandy_ clay, sand, etc. de110ting incursion and 
retrogression of the sea at different p&iods. From a study of the sections of a 
large number of brine wells located in Kharaghoda, Kuda and other surrounding 
localities, it is observed that these layers are not unifo.!mly distributed through
.out the Ronn and are mostly lenticular and patchy. The total thickness of the 
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Rann formation is not known, but two tube wells sunk in the Kharaghoda Works 
for fresn water, one reaching a .depth of 327 ft. and the other 2:!9 ft. have not. 
touched the basic rock.' The brine bearing strata. at Kharagh0da contain a belt 
of highly porous; coarse sand, interspersed with grit, und is met generally 20 to. 
30 ft. bel~w the ground_ surf~ce, though brine sometimes occur8 at ~ depth of 
11 ft. whilst at other times It goes as low as 40 ft ... The lower periphery of the
brine bearing sand is not exposed; its depth in brine wells is usually 2 to {\ ft;, 
but a maximum of 9 ft. has been recorded. Dr. B. C. Roy of the heolo!!icall 
Survey of India, who visited Kharaghoda at the instance of the Governm·e;t of 
India, in 1947-48 has drawn up a general geological profile of these wells · as. 
under: · · 

Strata T1epth in feet 

Fine fresh water sht . . . . . • 
Bluish grey clay, locallly known as (Ialli • . 
Brown on yellow sandy clay, locally known as p1?li mati 

• 3to4-
5 to IO'o 
2to6 

Bluish grey clay with gypsum • , 
Dry sand • • • • 
Coarse, gritty, brine bearing sand •· 

2 to 10• 
2to6 
2to6 

Although these strata are generally .horizontal they are not uniform a?<l' 
vary in the order of succession. Moreover, they are· interspersed with other lay
ers, known by local names such at khori (ash coloured mud), lilvo (green mud), 
damo(l (jet black mud); lappi (wet mud mixed with sand), etc. A. brown 0r yel
low clay bed with kimkar nodules, 'locally called ·marund is also met with. Ac_
cordiug to local belief, the presence of galli is considered as a ·good · sign for 
obtaining high. density brine and ihnarund is found. before bririe is met with, itt 
is invariably taken to indicate that no brine will be found below it. · 

2. M:anufacturing Rights 

2.1 Salt has been produced in the Little Rarin io-r a long time by a number of 
small States whose territories stretched over the Rann. More than a hundrecl 
years ago, as a part of the policy of the then Government of India to husband 
the salt resources of the country and derive revenue from salt duty, these smalli 
works were either closed down or taken over on lease and organised under direct 
Government auspices. Portions of the Kharaghoda salt works were originall,y· 
within the territory of the former States of Patri, Jhinjhuhwada, Radhanpur 
and the respective portions of the works which were within the ter.!'itory of these· 
States were leased to the Government of India under different agreements. The
years in which the~e agreements were executed and the annual compensation 
paid to these States, by the Government of India are shown below:-

Year Name of Stato Ann~al Compensation 

-----·--- --·------'----__________ , __ _ 
JR24 Patd. 

IR21 ;Jhinjhunwada 

I S40 

A cash compensation of Rs. 10,521 and 
about 26 tons (715 maund."l of duty fre& 
salt. 

A cash compen'lation of Rs. 7,788 and 
about I 2·5 tons (340·5 maunds) of duty 
free salt. 

A cash componstotion of R'l. 11· 048 and 
about 13 tous (350 mannd><) of duty 
free salt.. 
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3. :Manufacfuring Process. 

3.1 The Kharaghoda salt works are spread· over an area of 84 sq. miles of 
which the reservoirs cum condensers occupy 116. acres, crystallisers 393 acres an<f 
storage yards 9 acres, making a total of 518' acres. The rest of the area is a vast 
expanse of waste land which is available for the expansion of the works. The 
salt works ·are divided into two parts, one comprising Kharaghoda. proper and the 
other at Udoo at a distance of about 8' miles from the Kharaghoda railway sta'
tion. There is, however, no natural line of demarcation between the two sec• 
tions of the Works. A number of broad' gauge· ~railway sidings are provided f9r 
both theRe sections and the brine wells und the pans are located on either side
of the sidings. A plan of the Works is shown in Fig. 6. 

0 

I .,. 

• .. 
• 

Fig. 6 Plan of the Kharaghoda Salt '.VOrks 
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3.2 The manufacturing season commences immediately after the rains, i:e·
about the middle of September and the crystallisation is over by the end of 
1\Iarch when the collection, heaping and storage of salt commence r.nd continue· 
up to the end of :May. As the surface of the Works is under water during the· 
monsoon, the wells, channels, rese...'"Voirs and the pans get silted 11p and ;Bre· 
cleaned every year at the beginning o£ each season by Agarias (agar=salt works),. 
a clan of hereditary workers, tq whom the pans are leased annually at the rate
of one pan for ·at least two families. The Agarias manufacture salt on a con
tract basis. They wo.rk the pans themselves, proyiding at their own cost aU 
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the implements and materials .necessary for. the purpose. They also dmploy 
~xtra labourers, known as ~athzs. The Aganas come mostly from • Kharaghoda 
1tself, .but a few of them come for work Jrom the neighbouring villages. 

. 3:3 Brine is obtained from wells, which are dug 20 to 30 ft. deep and 9 ft. 
lD d1am~t~r. The wells a~e generally not located near the crystallising pans, 
and ~om~pu:n~~· when a copwus supp.ly of brine cannot be tapped nearer the pan, 
the Agapas· smk the wells even at distances- of 5,000 to 7,000 "ft. from the pans. 
There is at l_east one and sometimes two or more wells to a pan. A cylindrical 
bamboo or JUnglewood structure known as kantwa, is inserted in the well 
(generally up to a height of 5 ft. from tlie top of the well) to prevent the sides of 
the well frcm caving in, but in spite of this lining, the well collapses after a 
period of 4 to 5 years. When this happens or when the mouth of the well, due 
to periodical cleaning and wea!", widens and becomes inconveniently large for 
lifting the brine, the well is abandoned. Brine is lifted manually by means of 
.an earthern pot or leather bucket which is supported at one end of a locally 
made wooden structure known as dhenkwa, the other end being counterpoised. 
:This lifting i<s done in the early hours of the morning from 2 or 3 a.m. tilllO a.m. 
and again in the afternoon. The process is laborious and taxes the energy of 
the Agarias considerably. Brine is also lifted in a large leather vessel called 
kos which is operated by means of a rope and pulley and "pulled up with the 
help of a. pair of bulloc~s. ~o· accurate data is available about the yield of the 
brine from the wells or the rate of its recuperation. The brine in S()me of the 
wells runs dry after a few hours of lifting operations when they have to be 
allowed 'to rest fOol· recovery. It may take only half nn hour or two to three hours 
or sometimes ev'en more ·before the brine rises to the original level in ,the W£:lls. 
The yield also varies within wide limits and the average is of -the order of 300 to 
400 ga1lons ·per hour, though a yield of 700 gallons per hour is reported for some 

· pf the wells. 

3.4 The brine varies in density from 11 • to 21 • Be', . the average being 
17.-Be'. The density varies not ·only in different areas, but also in adjacent 
wells and this i's attributed to the variable thickness of the brine bearing skata 
as also to the' possible dilution of brine by the subterranean seepage of fresh 
water. There is a belief that the Ra.nn is connected underground with the sea 
which causes repeated replenishment of the brine; . such a possibility is, how
ever,_ discounted as Kharaghoda is too far inland from the sea. From the analy
sis ·af the KharaO'hoda brine -.vhich is shown in Table XXXI it will be !'een that 
~ithough Hi is si~ilar in composition to sea brine the proportion of magnesium 
chloride is very much higher and of magnesium sulphate relatively lower than 
in sea brine. 

TABLE XXXI-COMPARATIVE CoMPOSITION OF· KuARAGHODA &'iD SEA BRD."Es 

Sodium chloride 

Magnesium chloride 

Magnesium sulphate 
Calcium sulphate 

Calcium carbonate 

Potassium chloride 

.Magnesimn bromid~ 

(Per cent on dry basis) 
Kharaghoda 

7)·~0 

2:!·36 

2·31 
2·12 
0·06 
2·00 
0·35 

100·00 

Sea 

7i·76 
10·88 
4·7! 
3·60 
0·34 
2·46 
0·'''> --

100·1)0 
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As the 1\.haracrhoda brine also owes its origin to the sea, the reduction in itS'. 
maancsium sulphate content and the inordinately high increase .·in magnesium 
chl~ride require some explanation. It has been suggested that a part of the 
mannesium sulphate is converted by double deco,rnposition into calcium sulphate 
whi~h E>eparates' out when the concentration of the hrine rises. This is support
ed by the fact that thin layers of gypsum ·are found in the strata. Furthermore, 
owin<Y to the exposure of the brine to the cold in the winter months, a part of 
the ~ulphate radical separates out as sodium sulphate and the percentage of 
maanesium chlocide, therefore, rises. This question, however, deserves a closer 
~;tudy for which the analyses of representative samples from a· large :number of 
wells over a number of years would be required. 

3.5 From the wells, the brine is led by gravity through k1,1tcha earth chan,.. 
nels into reservoirs cum condensers locally known as gamdu. . ~i_nce the cha~nel 
is no more than a. trench s.bou.t a foot deep, __ there is considerable loss of brine by 
percolation and collapse of its sides. This is specially so in the (lase of a newly 
made channei where much brine is lost before the channel becomes leakproof. 
The length of the channel depends upon the distance of the well from the con
densers some of the wells are situated as far as two miles from the reservoirs 
and when the channels are long, they serve to raise the concentration of the 
brine. Whilst this would normally be consid~red an advantage, the long lead 
becomes a handicap when concentrated brine is lost by percolation. A more per
manent and a better constructed channel is necessary in ord&" to prevent the loss 
of high density brine. The care and attention which are paid to condensers and 
crystal~isers · are unfortunately not bestowed on the construction of suitable 
channels, and this should be remedied.·· The other alt&native is to locate· the. 
pans in closer proximity to areas containing the concentrated brine. 

3.6 HEsERVOIRS ·CUM CONDENSEI*J.-The reservoirs at Kharaghoda serve a· 
double purpose; they act both as· reservoirs and as condensers. Since the 
dens1ty of the initial brine is high separate areas for reservoirs and condensers 
are not necessary. There is one reservoir for every crystallising pan and it 
measures 80 ft. x 80 ft. x 16 in.,' with the floor sloping slightly towards the· 
crystallising pans .. Aft-er _the rains, the reservoirs are cleared of the silt brought. 
down by the rain water and the floor is puddled and tamped for about a week. 
This act of pudling and tamping is known locally as kharavan and is done twic.e 
and sometimes thrice to make the floor impervious to percolation of brine. The 
average quantity of brine that can be held in a reservoir is about 20,000 gallons 
if charged to a depth of 6 in. and it takes nearly a week to fill it up to this 
depth. Since the area of the reservoir is less than one third the area of the 
crystalliser it is inadequate and a part of the function of the condenser is thrown 
on the crystalliser. It,is intended that the density of the brine in the condenser 
should be allowed to rise to 22"Be' and if this were done much of the calcium 
sulphate present in the brine wou!d be eliminated. In actual practice, how
ever, as the &ea of the condenser is not large enough, the brine is very often 
let into th.e crystallisers before it has reached this density and in consequence
proper separation of calcium sulphate does not take place. For the density of 
brine available at Kharaghoda, which on an average may be taken as 18.Be'. 
the area of the reservoir shou!d be nearly half the area of the crystallising pan. 

3. 7 CRYSTALLISERS-From the reservoirs the brine is fed by_ gravity to the. 
crystallisers. There are 800 crystalling pans though all of them are not in use... 
Each pan measures 250 ft. x 80 ft. and the pans are laid parallel tO the r.eser
voir cum condenser with their length oriented in the direction of the prevailing. 
wind. Before the b;rine is let in the floor of the crystallising pan is puddled and: 
tamped in the same manner as the floor of the reservoir. It· is then left to. dry 
for a few days after which some brine is let in and allowed to · evaporate to 
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.dryness: The thin crus~ o£ _salt w_hich is formed is puddled into the tlobr of the 

.c.rystalbser and more brme IS let In; this process is repeated till the floor has 
finally become hard and d~ and free. from cracks. If no crack deve!ops within 

· .two days, the c~ndensed brme. ~om the reservoir is let into the crystalliser for 
furthe.r evaporatiOn a_nd depositiOn. of salt. T~e CI:JS~allisers are filled initially 
~ a depth of 2 to ~ mches and th1s level of br1ne Is maintained above the layer 
'?I .the. salt all the time. The met~wd of crystallisation followed is the multiple 
~ngatwn system. Nor~ally speakmg, the brine should be let into the pans when 
It has reac~e~ the density of ab~ut 23•Be', but as mentioned in the previous 
paragraph, 1t IS taken soon after It has reached 20•Be', or even earli&. In the 
pan the density is allowed to rise upto 2o•Be', when fresh brine is charaed to 
maintain the density between 25• and 25• Be'. Ten days aiter the-salt has 
started to deposit, the crust is broken and ~ked by a special type of wooden rake 
to prevent the £ormation of hollow or flaky crystal~ and to obtain the character
istb larga size uniformly developed .conglomerate known as baragam ur t•adagara 
meaning a big lump. The c...rystals are raked into ridges one day and spread out 
the next day and this process is continued till the salt is ready to be lifted from 
the pans. After one and a half months from the date of the initial feeding of 
brine, further supply of brine is stopped and the density is then allowed to rise 
upto 29" Be'. 'l'he bitterns a:re then drained into pits locally known as farans 
.adjoining the crysta1lising pans, the pans are recharged with condensed brine 
and the whole process is repeated. 

3. 7.1 The collection ·of the salt starts towards the end of Ma.!ch by which 
time the crust reaches a thickness of o to 12 inches. The crystals which are 
agglomerat(os of smaller crystals are about l inch. to i inch. in size; they are~ 
dense ·and hard and can stand transport for long distances without breaking up. 
Formerly, it was the practice to destroy salt that was considered not hard enough, 
irrespective of its purity or appearance, but this. has nQ.w been foctunately stop
ped. S'alt is collected by shovels and piled into heaps in the crystallisers to alluw 
ihe mother liquor or the bitterns to drain out into the farans. The yield of salt 
£rom a paR· should be about 370 tons (10,000 maunds) pe.r season, but due to 
·various factors, the average production at present works out to only about 200 to 
220 tons (5,500 to 6,000 maunds) per pan. The salt in the crystallisers is not 
subjected to any process of washing, but its raking and spreading every alternate 
.day is looked upon as a process of washing. In our opinion, this can hardly be 
called washing and we shall discuss the question of washing in a. subsequent 
paragraph. 

3. 7.2 From the preceding paragraphs it is possible to reconst!uct a time
table of manufacturing operations at Kharaghoda.. Soon after the monsoon, i.e., 
by the beginning of September, and until the end of November, the cleaning and 
Ienovation of the wells, channels, reservoirs and the crystallisers is done. The 
-renovation of the majority of the wells is actually completed before the end of 
September. The work of Kharavan or puddling of the condensers and the crys

·tallisers is' continued till the end of October when the brine is first let into the 
.crystallisers. The first raking of t~e salt ~akes place aJ:lout ~he ~id~le of Novem
ber and the first discharae of the bitterns 1s not done t11l the begmnmg of Febru
,ary when fresh brine is ~gain taken for the second time into the crystallisers. By 
:the end of March the second and final discharge of bitterns takes place and tb~ 
collection of salt starts from about the beginning of April. This means that af.ter 

-the end of March no brine is drawn from the wells and no ftU"ther concentratiOn 
.of the brine is carried out. The collection of salt continues up to the end of 
.April and the whole of ~lay is utilised for transJ)(lrt.in~ it. from the crystallisers 
anto the central store. 
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3.8 BrTTEa..~s......:.The bitterns, discharged from .the crystallisers twice in the 
$eason, are led through kutoha-channels into farans measuring 80 ft. x 80 ft. x 
"3 ft. In the farans the bitterns are allowed to rise in density to 36oBe' and then 
.earr;ed away by the Pioneer Magnesia Works to their factory near the Kharughoda 
railway station for the recovery of the byproducts, most notably magnesium 
-chloride and to a smal!er extent magnesium sulphate and potassium chloride. 
We shall deal with the question of the disposal of bitterns at a greater length in 
Jater paragraphs . 

. 9.9 When the mother liquor has been drained off, the salt is transported from 
the. crysta!Iisers to the central store in open broad gauge wagons for which pur
.pose the B. B. & C. I. Railway place the requisite number of locomotives at the 
.disposal of the Works for a period of one month: The sto!'e is situated near the 
railway station and the wagons are carried over two trestle bridges each of which 
is 251 ft. long and 24 ft. high. The store covers an area of 9 acres and has a 
capacity to hold 2 lo.kh tons (55 lakh rods.) of sa!t .. The salt is shove.lled from the 
wagons by manual labour to the ground oelow to farm long heaps on either side 
.and in between the bridges. From the store the salt is bagged and despatched 
to various parts of the country. A part of the store, 'to the length of 400 ft. on 
-one of the bridges, is covered and is used for bagging the salt <!-uring the monsoon; 
"the quantity that can be stO!'ed under cover is about 18,500 tons (5 lakh mds.)· 

-4. Annual Production and QuaUty. 

4.1 The quantity to be produced during any year is fixed by the Salt Depart
ment before the opening of the season and the manufacturing programme is 
-drawn up accO!'dingly. The production of salt at Kharaghoda during the years 
1945-46 to 1947-48 and the number of wells and pans employed is given in Table 
X.. "'{XXI. 

Year Tons 1\Iaunds No. of I No. of 
wells pans 

19-!5-46 1,19,200 32,45,000 630 514 

-1946-47 1,32,750 36,11,000 766 584 . 
194 7-48 . 1,32,900 36,18,000 655 554 

The anal_ysi!:! of Kharaghoda salt is shown in. Table .XXXIII. 

TABLE xxxm-A.NALYsrs o:r lC:a.u!..&aHooA SALT. 

'Sodium chlorid& 
Calcium sulphaoo 
'Magnesium sulphaoo 
?.Iagnt>Bium chloride 
lnsolublos 

(Per cent, on dry baai8) 

96·68 to 98·60 
0·71 to 1·55 
0·05 
0·44to-1·13 
0·09 to 1•42 

"The quality of the salt is fairly uniform. a.nd though the sodium chloride con
tent is 96/97 per cent. the colour of the \38.1~ is not satisfactor-y and could be con

·siderably improved. Also a. fairly high percentage of magnesium· salts are pre
"SE-nt in addition to gypsum; the latter eould k> a. great extent be eliminated 
~Where the crystallisers fed only with brine of 23° B~ 
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5. Improvements and Extensions. 

. -·5.1 The Kharaghoda Works ~ave fel~ fo~ some _time that the supply of brine· 
m the wel!s was gradually depletmg and m support of this belief .thev have point
e_d out that (~) the de.pth ?f t~e wells is increasing year .after year, (b) the quan
tity an~ quality of the brme IS becoming weaker, (c) the old wells - t::ke· much· 
longer time to recoup and {d) the new wells are being dua more and more in the 
westward direction. At the Kuda Sa~t WO!'ks which is w~st of Kharaahoda there 
was .a contrary belief that the Kharaghoda wells yielded better brine. 

0
No definite 

conclusions could, th~!"etore, be drawn irom the data available at the Works. The 
Central Excise .. and Sal_t Department we.re natura!ly 'exercised ·over this question 
of supply of brme and m 1943 they requested the Geological Survey of. India to 
depute a Ge?logist to Kharaghoda for the purpose of. locating suitable areas for 
su_pply of brine and for determining the cause of. variations in the output and 
density of brine in the existing we!ls. Dr. M. R. Sahni of the Geoloaical Surve:v 
inspected Kharaghoda during the manufacturing Season 1943-44 and ~ade a us~-· 
ful report; he arranged for a topographical Jiurvey of the Little Rann to be 
started for collection of data. He emphasised the need for collecting proper data 
for -a number of years. As a result of the recommendations made by Dr. Sahni. 
records of geological sections for new wells have been maintained since· October 
1945 and they show the variation in the levels at which brine is found as also in 
the thickness of the brine ber.ring strata which sometimes peter out completely. 
when no brine is struck. 

5.2 In 1947, Rai Bahadur Shiv Charan Das who was then the Salt Adviser to 
the Central Board of Revenue asked the .Central ·water, Power, ~'Tigation and 
Navigation Commissiqn to examine the question of augmenting the brine supply 
at Kharaghoda in various ways. Mr. M. D. Mithal, Director of Irrigation of the 
Commission, who was later appointed a Member of this Committee, was de

. puted to study the problem. Mr. Mithal was asked to suggest ways· and means 
of (a) storing the surface wat-er after the rains in a reservoir or reservoirs for 
the manufacture of salt, (b) protecting the condensers and crystallising pans 
from flooding during the rains, (c) increasing the production of salt to about 
1,47,000 tons (40 lakh maunds) or more per annum, (d) effecting economy in 
the manufacture of salt by mechanising the process of lifting the brine (e) col
lecting data of brine output and the soil strata met in the wells, and {f) com
pleting at an early date tl:e. topographical survey started by Dr .. Sahni. 

5.2.1 In 1947 Dr. B. C. Roy of the Geological Survey of India was ~lso 
-asked to examine the possible effects of the proposed rai!way connection bet
ween Bombay and Sind which was then under contemplation, on the brine wells 
of Kuda an:i Kharaghoda and to investigate the possibility o~ . regJ,__aiming t~e 
Rann for aQTicultura.l purposes. He was requested by Rm Bahadur _Shiv 
Charan Das~ to visit Kharaghoda jointly with Mr. M. D. Mithal an~ submit a 
report on the a!ternative possibilities of (a) construcliing percolabon . ca?als 
leading to a central reservoir, (b) laying subterranean perforated pip:lines 
operated from a central pumping station, (c) sinking tube wells, and (d) mtro
ducing mobile pumps· for drawing brine. 

5.3. Dr. Roy and Mr. Mithal visited Kharaghoda to carry out these in
vestigations towards the end of February 1948 and we have had the- benefit of 
studying the repor-ts which they have individual!y submitted. Their- conclu
sions are nearly identical. 

5.3.1 Dr. ·Roy has agreed tentatively with J?r. S~hn~ that there m~gffht be 
several horizons of concentrated brine . strata m the LittlEl Rann at d1 ere.nt 
depths, which could be reached by deep boring~ going down to 150 ft. or. ~ore. 
He suggested the digging of 12 exploratory bonngs to a depth of 100 ft. w1th a 
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view to ascertaining the nature of the strata and the yield and density of the brine 
that might be available at different depths. We understand that this work 
bas already been taken in hand by the Salt Department under the supervision 
of the Geological Survey of India and that the locations· given by Dr. Hoy have 
been accepted for the purpose of making the trial bores. \Ve shnre with 
Dr. Roy hi~ apprehension that a high- density brine may not be available at 
lower depths, but boring to these depths is necessary · to obtain !l correct pic
ture of the underground resources as a!so the geology of the Rann . 

. 5.3.2 Dr. Hoy bas classified the Kharaghoda wells into three groups, t'iz. 
high, medium and low, aecording to the density of brine obt(lined from them. 
The high density wells contain brine between 18~ to 20• Be'; the medium 
density from u;• to 19• Be' and the low density between 10° to 16. Be'. The 
location of the t.kee areas is shown in Figure 6. It will be seen that the source 
of good Lrine is ia the we:;t on the seaward side of the works though areas of 
high density bri11e are sometimes met with towards the landward side also. 
Dr. I:oy conside1 s this natural, as there is a great€r chance for the brine in the 

·eastern portion to get dilnted with subsoil seepage's of sweet wa~er curr~nts. 
The filet that the new we'ls yield. a more copious supply of brine which later on 
dett:.!·iorates 'is probably d:1e to incomplete replenishment and the. closing of the 
pores of the brinl' bearing strata by the earth falling from the sides of the wells. 
This i'l further borne out by the fact that the supply of ·th.ese wells improves if 
thL",V ar<· ;dlowt>d to rest for a "·bile and opened after a lapse of some years, The 
qut>~tion of a sli~ ht dete.•·ioration in the density of the brine does not, therefore,_ 
m;tterially affect the potential~ties and production ..at Kharaghoda, because the 
density of the E:haraghoda brine is about five times higher than that of sea 
brine and a vast untapped area is available for further expansion. In Grder 
that tirne ami money may not be ~asted in digging we!ls in a haphazard fashion 
ns at present, reading to some wells yielding dilute or no brine at all, Dr. Roy 
bas suggested a topographical and hydrographical survey together with geophy
sieal im estigation of the entire \Yorks area to locate sources of sub tel'l'anean 
bi·ine. We strongly suppO!·t this recommendation. It is possible that as a re
sult of this survey it may become necessary to shift the existing pans and 
sirlin.!:;s to a more favourable location or at least nearer to the areas of rich 
brine, as the future development of the \Vorks depends largely on the question 
of brine supply 

5.4 CE~TRAL ltEsERvom_:_Dr. Roy and Mr. Mith~l are agreed that the sur
face water that collects in the Rann after the rains is poor in sodium chloride. 
Unlike Sambhar, the soil also is too porous for' any brine, to be stored in a re
>'{·n·oit· except at an enormous cost for providing an impervious floor. .\s no 
reliable information was available on the topography of the Rann, Mr. Mithal 
hns suggested the cone.ction of data, at a series of stations across the nann, 
on the depth, velocity and discharge of water and its salt content with a view 
to det€rmining at a later elate, whether it would be advantageous to build a 
central rese.rvoir to collect the surface flood water having a higher concentra
tion of sa1t. We agree with l\fr. Mithal that without a TJery elaborate investiga
tion of the kind ·suggested by him no proposal in su!Jport 0£ a reservoir. could 
possibly be entertained. The chances of getting a ori"c of suitable concp,.n
tration by such a survey are remote and the difficultie"l of storing it, even if it 
were found, are so insurmountable that we are of b~. "/ilil:ion t.hat. t.hi;;~' nro
po!Sal may be left out of consideration alto~etbo/.. 

£7 I. & s. 
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5.5 PROTECTIVE EMBANKMENTS.-On the question of providiug a protectiv& 
e~bankment to pre.vent th~ condensers and crystallisers from flooding, Mr. 
1\bthal has expresserl the view that there is no necesi'lity of building embank
ments to protect the Works since they are not flooded in any serious manner 
except in years of heavy rainfall. The only flooding which he noticed was on 
the r~ilway sidings which was due to strict!y local causes, .namely; the un
dulatmg ground below, and he has suggested the raising of the permanent way 
by one foot. \Ve are in agreement with this view and would add that such re
servoirs and crystallisers as lie in low lying areas and are liab1e to similar 
hazards be gradually raised so that the cost of renovatin" them may be re-
duced substantially. 

0 
• 

5.6 PERCOLATION CANALS AND PERFORATED PIPELINES.-,The SU""estion of cons
structing percolation canals to tap concentrated brine in the str~ta of its occur
rence. was examined by Dr. Roy and was rightly held to be not feasible. The 
depth at which the brine horizon occurs varies from 15 to 40ft. If the brine is to 
be tapped to the maximum quantity the canals would have to be dug at a uni
fO!"m depth of 40 ft. and it is estimated that a net work of canals totallin" 50 
miles in length will have to be built if the subsoil brine resources OYer an a~a of 
50 sq. miles· of the Rann is to· be tapped. Also ·as · excessively porous strata 
would be encountered at this depth at some places, it would rule out the 
possibility of retaining the brine in the percolation canals. The possibility of 
striking sweet water currents also could not be ignored. If water is met with;- it 
would dilute the brine considerably and any advantage that might accrue from 
percolation canals would be thus tota!ly lost. The cost of construction of 50 miles 
of canals would be, prohibitive and the maintenance of such canals by sheet piling 
or masonry retaining walls or stone pitching would be exacting and financia!ly un
economical. In view of these considerations any possibility of constructing the 
percolation canals of the type which have been found so successful at Sambhar 
have been ruled out and we concur with this view. ·For the same reasons, 
Dr. Roy has discounted the suggestion of laying perforated pipelines in the brine 
strata and connecting them to a central pumping station. Whilst theoretically 
it is, possible to lay out subterranean.perforated pipes there are too man:- practi
cal difficulties involved and it will be found impossible to tap sufficient brine by 
thi-s method efficient,ly and economically. In the first instance, the pipes will 
have to be run along the brine bearing horizon and as it occurs at various levels 
the pipes will have to be laid out in a zigzag fashion. Further, it will be necessary 
to excavate up to a depth of 40ft. to lay the pipes if the brine at various depths is 
to be tapped. Such a scheme will also involve 50 miles of pipelines to be laid at 
an enormous capital expenditure. Besides, the perforations are likely to be chocked 
by running sand in spite of strainers and other devices bejng provided. Corr?sion 
of the pipelines will also be a serious factor and the cost of maintenance w1ll be 
very high if not prohibitive. Tl:ris proposal has, therefore, been ruled out and we 
are in agreement with Dr. Roy. 

5. 7 TuBE WELLS AND PUMPS.-The unly course leij open to tap the brine at 
different spots is either through wells of the present type or through tube wells. 
As there is no protective wall around the wells to prevent them from flooding 
during the rains, the cost of reconditioning an old well or of digging a new one is 
about Rs. 150, but with the rise in the cost of labour it is likely to increase from 
year to year. Moreove.r, by the present method much brine is lost in lifting and 
its transfer to the condenser. A considerable saving in this loss can be expected 
if the lifting is done mechanically by means of pumps: Mr. Mithal estimates tha~ 
about 800 tube wells will be required for the present production of 1,8-!,000 tons 
(50 lakh mds.) of salt. Mr. 1\Iithal has further suggested tha: the ~ube wells be 
'!lunk in the 'brine horizon at a distance of 150 ft. apart and m flO group~ of 16 
~elJ;; euch and preferably located in the existing wells whe.reve.r 
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possible. While Dr. Roy is of opm10n that these wells, in the first 
instance, roay be fitted with hand pumps, Mr. Mithal has expressed the view that 
they should be operated mechanically by mobile pumps, driven by electricity, 
generated by diesel engines. \Ve accept Mr: Mithal's recommendation a.nd are 
in agreement with him that one-fifth of the total number of 800 tube wells, i.e., 
160 wells may be sunk each year so that the whole work may be completed in five 
years. This gradual process of sinking the wells has been suggested with a view 
to enabling the Agarias to adjust themselves to changed conditions. As the 
pumps will have a fairly high delivery, the pumping from the wells will have 
to be done intermittently, allowing sufficient time to the wells for recuperation 
in between the pumpings. Mr. Mithal has, therefore, proposed that one mobile 
pump should provide suction for a group of 16 wells at a time and one pump 
should serve three groups of wells in separate shifts. The pumping. will be 
carried out in each group for a period of 2 hours followed by a rest period of 
4 hours. In this manner, while brine.is being pumped from one group of wells, 
2 groups would be resting thus securing a rest period of 4 hours for all the wells 
in each group. The pumps, however, will be in·· actual operation all the 24 
hours. 17 pumps will be sufficient for 50 groups of wells but allowing for 
breakdowns three additional standby pumps may be provided making a total 
number of 20 pumps for the entire Works. · 

5.7.1 CosT-Mr. Mithal has estimated the cost of the entire installation of 
tube wells, pumps, electric supply, etc., at ·about Rs. lllakhs for capitai works 
and Rs. 2 lakhs for annual recurring e.xpenditure. The details of the estimate are 
shown in Table XX.."{IV. 

TABLE XXXIV-ESTIMATE FOR PUMPS AND TuBE WELLS AT KHARA(mooA 

S. No.I Item 

A. Capital expenditure--

I. (a) Tube wells with 5 inch strainers (5 ft. long) @ 1 

Rs. 25 per foot . . . . . 
(b) Reducer 5' X 3' . . . . . 
(<') 3' pipe about 30ft.. long @ Rs. 1-13-0 per foot I (0) Wall and plpo aU>klng moludU.g ,~, ... """ 

labour . • . • • . _ 

2. Connecting Pipes (3 .. ) 50x 12x 150 ft.=90,000 ft. 
@ Rs. 1-13-0 per ft. 

3. Connecting pipes (5") 50 X 2 X 200. ft.=20,000 ft@ 
Rs. 3 P~'t ft. . . . . . . . 

4. Lead pipes 2,000 X 50 ft.= 1,00,000 ft.@ Rs. 4 per 
ft. . • . • • . • • 

5. Sheds for housing pumps and motors . 

6. One generating unit with 60 KWH Diesel engine . 

7. Pumps (3 H.P.) with electric motor, mounted on 
railers . 

&. Electric wiring switches, poles, etc. 

!l. 1\liscellaneous items roads, etc. . 

Total 

Cost per No. of 
unit unit.s 

Rs. 

125 
15 
55 

100 800 

295 

90,000 

20,000 

1,00,000 
500 50 

' 
Tota.l 

co,;t 

Rs. 

2,36,00 () 

1,63,12-

60,00 

4,00,00 
'25,00 

() 

()' 

15,000 21 30,00() 
(1 Bpal'O) 

1,500 20 30,000 

Lump sum 50,006 

1
1,05,875 

11,00,000 
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TABLE XXXIV -oontd. 

:No. 
Coet per No of Total 

Item unit units cost s. 

E . 
RecuiTing Annual Expenditure-

Rs. Rs. 
'• 

1. Interest @ 3% on capital cost .. .. 33,000 

2. Depreciati(}n @ 5% on capital cost 55,000 

a. llaintenance @ 3% on capital cost. . 33,000 

Fuel (DieSfll oil) @ Re. 0· 4lbs/BHPfhr~ (75 BHP for 
24 hrs. a. day for about 200 days in a year) 
0·4x 75 X 24 X 200 

8 
18,000 gls. @ Re. l per gallion 18,000 

-
5. Lubricatin.~ oil, kerosene oil, cotton waste etc. 2,000 

6. Tooh and Implements . . . 
I 

-5,000 . 
7. Staff:-

I 

I 
No. Rate 

Yearly 
I amount 
I Rs. i 
I (a) Engine drivero3 3@ 75p.m. 2,700 

(b) Cleaners. 3@ 50 p.m. 1,SOO 

(c) Electricians 3@ 75 p.m. I 2,700 
l 

(d) Helpers 6@ 50 p.m. I 3,600 
; 

I 10,800 Say 15,000 

8. Field labour for 8 months- I 

3 men per pump 3 x 16= 48 say 50 @ 50/-p.m. 20,000 

Total running cost 1,81,001) 

Say 2,00,000 
I 

For an out tum of 50 lakh mauncls of salt per year cost per maund of salt extracted= 8 pies 
.against 3 annas at present. -

ln the estimate we find a prov1s10n of lead pipes to the extent of 1,00,000 ft. 
This has been suggested with a view to preventing corrosion of the pipes. 'Ye feel 
that cast iron pipes will serve just as well and their cost will be considerably less. 
Also cast iron pipes are made in the country whilst lead for lead pipes will have to 
be imported. The estimate will, therefore, have to be scrutinised. The cost of 
lifting and conveying the brine to the reservoirs has been worked out to Rs. 1-2-1 
per ton (8 pies per maund) as against Rs. 5-1·8 per ton (Re. 0-3-0 pe!' maund) 
of salt incurred at present. There is thus a distinct advantage in mechanising 
the lifting of brine. We, however, feel that in the estimate the depreciation of 
Rs. 55,000 per annum is low and we should like it to be increased to at least 
Rs. 1·5 lakhs. Similarly we consider the provision for "·ages and sa!a!'ies for 
the operation of the pumps and engines at Rs. 15,000 insufficient and in our 
..()pinion it should be doubled, if not more. On this basis the annual recurring 
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expenditure IS more likely to be about Rs. 3 lakhs instead of Rs. 2 lakhs esti· 
mated and the cost of lifting the brine will, therefore, come to Rs. 1-11-3 per ton 
(1 anna per maund) of salt. Even this higher figure is highly attractive as com
pared with the present cost of Rs. 5-1-8 per ton (Re. 0-3-0 per maund). There 
will be a saving of Rs. 3-6-5 per ton (Re. 0-2-0 per maund) which for a produc
tion of 1,84,000 tons (50 lakh maunds) will work out to over Rs. 6 lakhs per 
annum. Thus in the course of 2 years or so, the entire capital cost on the tube 
well installation can be recovered from the saving in the cost of manufacture. 
There is another way of looking at this question. In 8.1.1 we have shown tlae 
expenditure incurred by the Agarias on digging the wells, preparing the reser
voirs and crystallisers and providing implements. The initial cost annually on 
this account for the year 1947-48 came to Rs. 1,150 per pan when 722 pans 
were in use. On this basis the amount spent by the Agarias exceeded 
Rs. 8,00,000. Thus the cost for two seasons would far exceed the amount re
quired for providing the tube-wells and the necessary pumping equipment. 

5.8 In 3·6 we have indicated that the area of the reservoir cum eonden!'ers is 
only 6,400 sq. ft. and that of the crystalliser 20,000 S!l· ft. As no data of the rate 
of evapmation during different seasons_is available it is not possible to arrive at a 
correct estimate of the quantity of brine which evapo.!·ates daily in the reservoiJ: 
and which l"hould be replenished. Assuming that the evaporation in the re
servoir and crystalliser is at the rate of 0·33 in. per day as reported by the late
Kapilram Vakil the quantity evaporated will be about 1,100 gallons in the re
sen·oir nnd 3,475 gallons in the crystalliser. In addition some provision should. 
be made for the loss of brine by percolation, leakage, etc., ·which may be assumed 
at one per cent. of the total quantity of 84,000 gallons o£ brine impounded in the 
rPservcir and crystalliser or 840 gallons. Thus the total reduction in volume 
will be of the order 5,415 gallons or say 5,400 gallons per day. ks a single well 
on Hn n,·erage does not give more than 3,000 gallons per day of 8 hours, two 
well:> will be required for replenishi~ this quantity o£ brine daily. 

5 8.1 Lookincr to the densitv of brine available at Kharaghoda -..vbich is on an 
aver~oe 18" Be.'

0 

we are of the" opinion that for a crvsta.lliser o£ the present size, 
0 ' • 

the area of the reservoir should be about 9,600 sq. ft. This is based upon th~ 
following calculations: 

(a) Ar<'l\ of crystallist>r 
(b) A rna of res"rvoir . . . . . . 
(c) Volume of 23° Be' brine in t.he crystalliser when filled to 3 in. 

rl<'pth . . . . . . . . . . 
(d) Volume of water ~vaperat.ed per day in a crystalliser of the 

above arE>a assuming the rate of evaporation @ 0 · 33 in. pE>r 
day . . • • . . . . • • 

(e) Yohune of bittNns of 29· 5° Be' resulting from 31250 gal. of 
brine at 14% . . . . • . . • 

(f) XumbPr of days required t.o .evaporate 31,250 gals. of 23° 
Be' brine to 4.375 gals. of bitterns of 29· 5° Be' 

20,000 sq. ft. 
6,400 " 

31,250 gallons 

3,475 

4,375 

8 

The quantity of 23" Be' brine which will have to be fed into the crystalliser 
every day will, therefore, be as under: 

(i) Average daily loss by evaporation . 
(ii) Average daily lo~ of per<"olation at 1% 
(iii) Average daily E>qnivalent of volumo to bfl 

bitterns 4,37 5-;- tl. 

. . . 
elirninut"d as · 

Total 

3,475 
312 

547 

4,334 

(iv) Corresponding volume of 18° Bo' brim• . . . .about 6,000 
(v) Area requi!"fd to evaporate 6,000 gullon.s of 1~0 Be' brin~c 

to 23" Be' assuming the r<ltt> of evaporation to be 0 · 33 in. 

gallons 

" 

per day . . . · 9,5!l6 sq. ft. 
or sRy approximately 9,60Cl 
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1'he rate of evaporation during the manufacturing season will however vary 
frot;n time to .time ~nd ~m depend upon a number of factors, b~t the exte~t to 
whiCh ~he e':aporat1on Is affected by these factors will be the same both for the 
c.ryst.a~hser B:Dd the reservoir. The ratio of evaporation under these two sets of 
c?nd1twns will, th~refore~ be. constant, even if the actual daily rate varies. Pro
vided the assumption regardmg loss by perco!ation en which this ratio is based 
is correct, the relative sizes of the reservoirs and the crystallisers will not re
quire alteration to suit the variations in the daily rate of evaporation. We, 
therefo~e, recommend that the size of the resel'voir be enlarged to 9,600 sq. ft. for 
crystalhsers of 20,000 sq. ft. Should for some reason the size of the crystallisers 
be made larger or smaller the ;ratio of area betweeu the crystalliser and reservoir 
should be maintained, via. that the reservoir should be very nearly equal to half 
the area of the crystalliser. This ratio, however, should be ve;rified by a num
ber of experiments at the Works during the different periods of the manufactur
ing season and alteration in the size of the reservoir should be effected onlv on 
the basis of the figures obtained by such experiments. • 

5.8.2 A proper reservoir crystalliser ratio has also an important bearing on 
the quality of salt produced. If the reservoir were to be extended it would . be 
possible to concentrate the brine in it to a degree sufficient to induce the deposi
tion in them of gypsp.m to a large extent. This will increase the sodium chloride 
aontent of the salt and bring about an improvement in its quality. 

5. 9 It should be added that apart from acting as a condenser the reservoir 
has to l'erve as a storage for raw brine. To increase the total capacity of the re
servoir we would also recommend that the depth of charge in it may be in
creased to meet the varying exigencies of pumping and the need for charging the 
crystalliser. V{ e foresee that when the crystalliser has to be charged with fresh 
brine, whether ·after the mid-season discharge of the bitterns when the density 
reaches 29.5" Be' as at present or for filling up the crystalliser de novo after the 
raising of the first crop, as proposed by us in later parag.!'aphs, the reservoir will 
be required to supply a large quantity of brine .. This can be done only if it is 
charged to a greater depth, well in time for the necessary condensation to take 
place, to supply a total volume of 31,250 gallons of 23• Be' brine, to fill the crys
tallisetl' to the usual depth of three inches. If the revised ratio of reservoir to 
crystalliser is adopted and an adequate quantity of brine is made available for 
replenishment, the existing crystallisers will yield a larger quantity of salt per 
unit area. 

5.10 WASHERY.-The quality of salt can be improved if the percentage of 
maO'nesium salts is J>educed by subjecting the salt to a process of mechanical 
wa;hing in a washery similar to that suggested for Sambhar. No washing tests 
of Kharaghoda salt have been undertaken hitherto and we suggest that such 
tests should be carried out in some laboratory. Since the composition of Khara-

-ghoda salt is not materially different from that of marine salt, we a.!'e confident 
that washing will considerably improve the colour and quality of the salt, but 
in view of the preference of the public for large size crystals which are a charac
teristic feature of Kha.!'aghoda salt, washing trials shou1d be first conducted to 
determine whether the size of the crystals is altered in any serious manner. In 
view of the experience of two bore wells sunk in Kharaghoda, there is no likeli
hood of shortage of fresh water supply. One of these wells is rep~rted to yield 
6,000 gallons of water per minute and ample water should be available for the 
washing of salt if a washery is decided to be established. 

5.11 INCREASE IN PRODUCTION. 

5.11.1 During our visit to the Works in 1Iay 1948, we noticed that a number 
of pans had been kept idle; even in the pans that were in use the manufactllil'
ing operations had closed by the middle of May. There is a belief at Kharaghoda 
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that nfh.c the 15th of May it is not feasible to continue production, because of
(a) the trying working conditions due to excessive summer heat, 
(b) the likely shortage of brine supply in the wells, 
(c) thtl fear of heavy sand-storms which might affect the quality of· salt 

by deposition of sand, and -
(d) the bottleneck in internal haulage. 

We did not consider that the above reasons justified the stoppaae of the 
manufacturing operations at a period which is otherwise, the most fav;urable for 
salt manufacture. It is our considered opinion that production at Kharaghoda 
can be increased very considerably by utilising all the available pans each year, 
as also by extending the manufacturing season till the middle, if not, the end of 
June. It is a normal practice in all salt works to continue manufacturing opera· 
tions till the break of the monsoon. At> the monsoon does not b;reak in Khara· 
ghoda till the beginning of July we cannot stress too strongly the need to adopt 
at these Works the practice followed in all other salt works. This·practice is fol· 
lowed even in Government salt works at Sambhax, Didwana and Pachbadra and 
it should be the aim of the Kharaghoda Works to overcome the inherent difficul· 
ties rather tkan to taK:e the line of least resistance. 

5.11.2 We recognise the inconvenience caused to the labourers durill€; the 
periods of excessive summer heat, qut the conditions are no worse than those in 
other works where. the hours are so adjusted as to allow a recess du.u.tg the hot· 
test part of the day. It ~hould be possible for Kha.ragnoda to adopt the same 
practice and avoid working between the hours of noon and 3 P.M. 

5.11.3 In view of what has been stated in earlier paragraphs regarding geolo· 
gical and other observations, we do not sha.re the fear of the Works that the 
brine in all the wells will run rlry1·chring the summer months and thus interfere · 
with the manufacturing operations. During our visit many of the wells were still 
full of brine and we have no n·ason to believe that adequate supplies will not be· 
available during the pro)onge<l manufact!ctring season if the wells are suitably 
locate<l. 

5.11.4 We appreciate the difficulties of working when the dust-storms occur. 
On some da,Ys it may not be ]lOSsible to work when a dust-storm is blowing C•. 1• 

tinuously and makes working conditions intolerable, but we consider that on 
most days it should be possib1e to conduct normal operations. No records are 
available, as fa.r as we are aware, of the number of days on which the duststorms 
blo_; or of their intensity or peak hours. It was mentioned to us that these 
stot·ms usually blow between 12 noon and 4 P.M. and this is the very period which 
we omselves have suggested for recess, when the work may be suspended. The 
belief that the quality of the salt wO"uld deteriorate conside.rably because of the 
dust that settles on it is consillerably exaggerated. It is not an uncommon sight 
to find at all works in India a layer of dust on salt heaps lying in the open. The 
quantity that might be affected will be less than 1 per· cent of the total produc· 
tion and the dust covered layer might well be rejected without causing any 
serious loss. 

5.11.5 With regard to the haulage difficulty, the present system, as explain• 
ed before., is to confine the haulage and storage of salt to a period of only one 
month (about the middle of April to the middle of May) when the B.B. & Q.I. 
:Rnihnly supply locomotives for haulage. It is this limitation that cr~a~es the 
bottleneck and it can be remedied. by arranging with the. Transport M1mstry for 
the loan of locomotives for n longer period, now that the general transport situa·. 
tion has ea!';ed considerably. 
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. 5.11.6 '!n our lnter1m Heport we had recouuneuded an inuueuiate i.acrea.se 
~n productwn at Kharaghoda ~o about 1,47,0UU tons (40 lakh waunds) by bring
mg ~ larger_ number of _pans mto use, extending the manufaduring season, and 
~akmg a trwl of collectmg the s~Jt from the crystalliser~ twice during the season 
mstead of. once, the ~rst c.rop bemg collected early in March anu the second by 
the end of .May. \\ie are glad to note that in the manufacturina season 1948-49 
~he l2rodl:JCtion. actually increased to about 1,84,000 tous (50 lakht:> mds.) by bring
l?g ·,2z pans m~o use as against 554 in the previous year. Our recommenda
tiOns for extendmg the manufacturing season and collecting two crops were, 
however, not acted upon by the ·works for a number of reasons which are briefly 
summarised below: 

(a) If two crops are raised, the salt crystals will not have had the time to 
mature and will not be appreciated in the market. 

(b) The beds of the pans would require extensive repairs after the :first crop, 
thus causing interruption in the manufacture. . . 

(c) If the first crop is stored on the sidings it would suffer wastage and would 
get ~poiled by duststorms.' The extra labour required for heaping and storage 
would not be available, except during the limiteJ pe~·iod for which it is at pre
sent employed. 

·(d) The proposal to give a l<mg reces,; during the summer heat would n·duce 
the number of workiug bours and prolong the storage operations.-

( e) The Agarias would prote~t against the raising of two crops as they might 
fear excessive wastage and rejection. 

(f) The labourers would not agree to stay on as they Wt>uld wish to get back 
to their homes before the rains set in. 

(g) The wagons would depreciate much more if they were employed owr a 
longe.~· period. 

(h) The railway sidings, -high banks and the trestle bridges would not be 
ready to receive the salt earlier than the month of May. 

(j) There would be extra expenditure on account of achlitional staff such as 
pointsmen, flagmen, mechanics, drivers in charge, Station 1\Iaster, etc. 

5.11. 7 Some of these reasous advanced are patent!y Ulleonvincing and border 
on the ridiculous. For instance, the argument that the rolling stock which at 
present lies idle, for a good part o£ the year, would suffer a greater depreciation, 
not commensurate with the sen·ice it would render, by merely extemling )ts 
period of utility each year is frivo.Jous; · Likewise, the trifling expenditure on 
account of adClitional railway ;;taff would be negligible compa<ed with the very 
~uch larger output that we visualise; in fact the inci1lence of cost per maund 
of salt will be lower. We also fail to appreciate that the railway sidings, trestle 
bridges, etc. could not be got ready before the beginning of l\Iay. The monsoon 
ceases by the end of August and if all the other operations. viz. cleaning and 
renovation of the wells, 1'eservoirs, crystallisers, etc. could be started at the 
beginning of September, it should be equally possible to start the cleaning and 

-renovation of the sidings and bridges also about the same .time and complete 
them by the middle of January or the be~inning of February at the latest. 

5.11.8 The argument that by raising two crops the bed o£ the -::rn:tallisers 
would suffer damage and require extensive reprurs ;s 'ltterly unjustified. The 
salt works of Kathiawad and Kutch harvest more than one crop in a season and 

_we do not know of any extensive repairs being earried out at any of tlwse works 
after the, removal of each crop. It is true that the floor of the pans has to be 
levelled after harvesting a crop, but this does not involve the thorough puddling 
and tamping of the kind whieh is done only once a year at all the <;V(,rks at the 
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cor.urncuct:weut of the season. \Ve also do not appreciate the force of the argu
ment that tht: salt c.!"ystals will not have time to "mature': if two crops are
raifled. Provided care is taken to let the brine into the crystallisers at 23 • Be.' 
and the present practice of raking the salt on alternate days is continued,· the
crystals will have the same opportunity to set and "mature" as they do at pre
sent and the resulting salt will not be inferior either in chemical composition or 
in the compactness of the crystals. We had not contemplated at any time ~he
neeessity to store. the salt in heaps along the sidings. In fact our intention was 
to see that the salt was moved to the central store as early a~ possible and this 
wou!d not expose it to any wastage on account of rainfall or by exposure to dust
storms. \\"e recognise that the. Agarias and the labour being steeped in tradition. 
and conservative methods of working might ~how some hesitation in adjusting 
themselves to auy new proposal ~ven if it is to the1r own ultimate advantag~
But the solution of this problem should not be- beyond the supe~·visory staff at 
Kk1rughocla. During the discussions that ·we have had "·ith private parties at 
Kharaghoda (not Agarias) we found them anxious i.o take up the production Of
salt as lieensees and to carry out the rnauufacturing .operations on the lines we 
h:we. suggested. 'This is we!l known to the Agaria~ and it is extremely unlikely
that they would pu><h their opposition to this pmposal to the point of being dis
plneed from their traditional occupation. The difficulties in regard to finding the 
necessary labour are not an uncommon feature of any proposition involving an 
extension of production. It is up to the superviwry stnff to draw up a schedule 
for }Jroper staggering of the labour so as to avoid excessive work during some~ 
periods and comparative idleness during others. 

5.11.9 \Ve are convineed that if an effort were made. it shou!d be possible to 
earry out o-uJ' recommendations at least as an experiment to begin with. We do 
not suggest that the whole of the Wsrks should be brought into this schedule of 
production of two c.!'ops at once, but it Rhould he possible to make a "start in a 
E:mall section of the \Yorks as an experimental measure and, if necessary, on a· 
departmental ha;;is or with the help of private agenciec;; to prove the feasibility
of our proposal. We, therefOJ·e, reiterate the recommendations we, had made in 
our Interim He1 'ort and w011ld emphasise that the experiment be carried oufi 
dming the next manufacturing season. 

5.~2 STOREs.-In the event of an increase in production at Kharaghoda, the 
cnpnc1ty of the stores will not be sufficient and "·e have received from the \Vorks 
t"·o proposai;:; for increasing the storage capa?ity: 

(a) to demolish the existing clo;:;ed store and replace it by a larger one cover
ing hoth the tre.:;t1e bridges and long enough to accommodat-e a full rake~ of 
eighteen wagons. At pre~ent in the space adjoining the closed stores and below 
the second trestle br·idge. no salt can be stored as the roof of the closed store 
slopes towards it and during the rains some of the salt stored in this open portion 
ma;v be wa~hed away. We, however, see no necessity to demolish the e-xisting 
closed store and su!!gest instead that a simila.!' closed store be erected over the
second trestle bridge. The existing closed store can accommodate only 1 T 
wagons at present while. a rake normally contains 18 wagons. _The Inst. wagon 
has, therefore, to be uncoupled and hand shunted to the open store. The ex
tension in length of the store's building may be carried out so as to permit all 
the 18 wagons being handled under cover. By this extension, about 3700 tons 
(1 lakh mds.) more salt can be stored under cover; . ' 

(b) to ext-e.nd the width of the store to 223 ft. by shifting the-railway sidings 
on Pit-her side. At present the railway sidings are not equidistnnt from each of 
the corresponding- trestle bridges and by shifting the ~idings bv 12 ft.· on one 
side and 21 ft. on the other a uniform increase in the width of · the stores- is-
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sought to be brought about. By doing this, the Works expect the capacity of the 
'?pen stor~s to be incr~ased .by about 87:000 tons (10 lakh mds.). For any further 
mcrease m the capar1ty, either a third trestle bridO'e parallel -to and of 
~he s~e length as the existing two bridges or increasing the length of the exist
mg bridges. has been proposed. In our opinion, th~ modifications proposed 
.are not as _simple as they appear and will involve an expenditure which will not 
:be proportionate to the advantage that is likely to accrue. The shifting of the 
-sidings may mean shifting of all the tracks in the marshalling yard. The present 
method of storage involves carrying the sa~t up a ramp to the maximum hei~ht 
of the heap. The wagons and locomotives which form over 75 per cent of the 
total weight are a dead weight which has to be carried unnecessarily each time 
-to the full height of the ramp. This method of storing may have to give place 
;to a more economical method. The possibility of using belt conveyors running 
:along the length of the rake· for raising the salt to the required height should be 
investigated. This would anyhow be indispensable if_ a system of washing the 
-salt is undertaken. The present method a!so involves an excessive expenditure 
-of labour for spreading out the salt on a base which is considerably v.ider than 
the normal angle of repose of salt would allow. To incr_ease the width of the 
base, as is proposed by the Works, would further add to this labour cost and 
prolong the spreading out operations. We are, therefo"!"e, not in favour of this 
propoE<al but we supp01.:t instead the proposal to extend the present trestle bridges. 
The advantages gained thereby will be more commensurate with the expendi
ture involved. No estimate of the cost of .these extensions was submitted and 
we recommend that estimates be called fo• on the basis of our proposals. 

5.13 WoRKSHOP.-i£ the recommendations for the installation of tube wells, 
pump's, washery, etc. are accepted by Government, it will become necessary to 
provide a well equipped workshop at Kharaghoda to maintain and repair the 
mechanical equipment. At present a ~mall workshop is in existance at the 
Works for the repairs and maintenance. of the wagons and the permanent way 
and this workshop will have to be extended and improved considerably. As ~e 
are unable to anticipate the extent and the stages in which these proposal~ will 
be implemented, we are not able to give a forecast of the likely expenditure on 
this account. We, therefore, recommend that estimates for equipping and ~x
tending the existing \Vorkshop be obtained as a necessary part of implementmg 

. the various recommendations. 

·.6. Staff and OrganiSation. 

6.1 PRESENT STAFF.-The organisation at Kharaghocla for the management of 
the. Works consists of 

1 Assistant Salt Controlle.r. 

1 Accountant, 

21 clerical staff · 

for the field operations and for the distribution of snlt there are 

1 Superintendent, 

1 Deputy Superintendent, 

3 Inspectors, 

l Surveyor, and 

the necessary subordinate. staff. 
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6.1.1 Th~ Assistant S:ilt Controller is in charge and exercises "general super
vision over the entire 'Vorks. At the beginning of each season his principal duty 
is to allocate the pans to the Agarias who are required to sign an agreement of' 
lease under which they bind themselves to comply with certain tel'll\i. and con
ditions and agreeing to sf'll the salt produced by them at a certain :fixed rate. 
~he field staff guide the Agari&'S and generally supervise the following operations-

(a) preparation of the wells, reservoirs and pans, 
(b) charging of brine of proper density, 
(c) removal of bitterr::s, 
(d) rejection of such salt as is consi~ered dirty or inferior in quality, aud 
(e) loading of wagons and haulage to the central stores. 

6.2 ADDITIONAL STAFF.-For Works of this dimension there is no technical 
ataff. Neither a Chemist nor an Engineer is pl'<lvided to control the operations 
or to look after the proper maintenance of the Works. we· strongly recommend 
that a qu::Jified chemist be appointed and provision be made for establishing a 
laboratory fot carrying out routine chemical analyses of the brine and tha salt 
produced at the Works. To enable the Chemist to carry out field experiments, 
one o~ two sets of reservoirs and crystallisers should be placed at his disposal. 
Appointments of one civil and one mechanical and electrical engineer should also 
be made. The civil engineer should be entrusted with the location of sites for 
tube we-lls, their construction and maintenance and the maintenance of the 
railwny sidings. The mechr.nical and electrical engineer should b~ in charge of 
the workshop, power house, the mechanical equipment and the maintenance of 
.the rolling stock. \\'e also recommend that the Superintendent and t.he Deputy 
Superintendent be technically qualified, i.e., . they should have hasic technical 
quulific&tions either in Chemistrf or Engineering. We suggest that when 
additional staff is nppointeti to meet the requirements of expansion or whe:u 
filling up vacancies men with technical qualifications should be appointed. 
There should be two separate branches of accounts as ..proposed for Sambhar; one 
to look after the normal routine accounts and the other the costing sectica. 

6.3 LABOUR.-As one set of reservoir and pan is allotted at present to two 
families of Agarias it is ccmputed by the Works· th&t about ten pF..rsons work 
on each set. In addition, th~ .\garias engage a sathi for each pan. In other 
words, about 11 perso11s work on a pan and 11: reservoir. As ,500 to fiOO pans· 
are in use annually nearly ~.500 to 6,600 persons thus work on salt m'rmufacture 
at Kharaghoda. When the number· of pans is incre&sed this number will go 
up correspondingly. Besidts, at the time of storage of salt, additiou:\l labour 
is employed for loading awl unloading the wagons. 'fhis labour is employed 
by Gowrnment and the payment made to it is deducted from the final payment 
made to the Agari:.ts. Ofte'.l Government share a part of this charge for giving 
relief to the Agarias. 'Ihc bagging of salt for despatch to the markets is 
arranged by Government on a contract basis for which additional labour -is 
engaged. For the production at Kharaghoda, the nu.mher of men engaged in 
~;alt manufacture is eno!·mously high. A considerable saving in !!he labour cost 
can be brought'about by mechanising the lifting of brine. In an earlier paragrapn 
we have shown the saviug in lifting- cost by the installation of tub•3 wells. 
Further saving in labour can be effected by installing mechanical bAgging equip
ment and introducing belt conveyors for the storing of the s&:lt. During the 
rainy season most of ~he Agarias engage themselves in agriculture and this 
migration is used as an argument for not keeping the Works in operation till 
the break of the m0nsccn. If some of the processes are mechanised, the 
number of Agarias can be reduced and some of them can be spared for agri
culture without unduly interfering with the oper9.tion at the Works. In this 
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connection1 a comparison of the labour employed at Sambhar, where ~1so a 
reduction is possible by· mechanisation, will not be out of place. · For a. pro
duction of about 3,67,000 tons (100 lakh rods.) at Sambhar the number of 
laboure~s i.i. only abou.t 3,000 whereas at Kharaghoda for half the production the 
labour Is more than double. The ne·ed for reducing .the labour strength ai> 
Kharsghoda cannot, therefore, be too strongly emphasised. 

7. Capital Block. 

7.1 'l'he capital block of the Works as assessed on the 30th June 1947 is 
about Rs. 21.81 Jakhs. 'l'he main items of the assets are as under: 

(a) Land and buildings 
(b) Water pipes . . 
(c) Bridges and platforms 
(d) Weigh bridges· . 
(e) Railway sidings 
(f) Salt wagons 

Rs. 

54,100 
1,53,600 

12,14,700 
14,900 

6,13,000 
1,30,700 

21,81,000 

This figure, we understand, has been arrived at without proviJing any 
depreciation of the cr1pital equipment since its inception. If the depreciated 
value were to be taken- the net cost of the capital block today would he very 
much less. A careful itemised valuation o£ the total assets of the works should 
be carried out as suggested in the case o£ Sambhar. 

8. Cost of Production. 

8.1 Salt is purchs·sed from the Agarias at· a price which is fixed at the 
beginning of each n.1~mdacturing season and the system is very :;:milar to that 
at Didwana and Pachbadra. This rate does not include a charge for the loading 
and unloading of salt nt the central stores. Before the War the iste paid w&s 
Rs. 3-6-5 per ton (Re. 0-2-0 per maund) and was increased on 1st April 1946 
to Rs. 6-12-10 per ton (Re. 0-4-0 pel' maund) and tm l st April 1948 to Rs. 10-3-3 
per ton (Re. 0-6-0 per maund). As soon as the storage operations are o-.;-er, 
the quantity of salt stored by·each Agaria is credited to his account and pay
ment is made to hil!'l after taking into consideration the following debits-

(n) taccavi P.dvnnces if nny. Formerly the Agarias receiVl'd these 
advances in two instalments duripg the mauufacturing season; now 
advances are made by their uwn Co-oper&tive society. 

(b) the share of the Agarias at the rate of Re. 0-9-6 per wagon on 
account of loading. The charge for loading a wagon has been fixed 
at Re. 0-14-0 of which Re. 0-9-6. is payable by Agarias , and 
Re. 0-4-6 by Government; and 

(c) house rent &nd l&na nssessment in respect of arable land, if any,; 
leased for cultivation. 

The entire amount, even after these deductions, is generally not paid and a 
certain portion is held bfl<>k so that the Agarias come to work in the :mcceeding 
manufacturing seb.:son. 

8.1.1 'Ye show ·in 'l'able XXXV a comparative statement o£ expenditure 
incurred by the Agarias in the manufacture of salt in the pre-war ye&r 1938-3\f 
and in 1947-48: 
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TABLE XXXV.-EXPENDITURE (PER PAN) INCURRED BY AGARIA8 

For average production of 220 tons 
(6000 mds.) of salt per pan 

(a) Lifting of brine 

(i) cost of digging well and providing kantwa 
(cH.Sing) • • • 

(ii) cost of mandan, counterpoised wooden 
be.1m and other accessories 

(iii) co~t of earthen pots, ropes and earthen 
pipes • 

(iv) co~t of koa (leather vessel) and iron rings 

(v) cost of a pair of bullocks 

(vi) coilt of fo•ldAr, etc., for the bullocks 

(b) Preparation of charmels, reservoirs, pans, 
Jarana • 

(i) cost of cleaning the channels 

(ii) cost of cleaning the pans 

(iii)· cost of kltarvan 

(iv) cost of making reservoir 

(v) coRt of making farana 

(c) Cost of implelllents 

(i) spade, rak~. shovel, baskets, etc. 

{d) Labour charges at pans 

(i) feeding the pans with brine 

(ii) ridging of salt 

(iii) heaping of salt 

(iv) wages of a sathi 

(v) charges of a aathi 

(e) Loading into wagons 

(f) Temporary Ruts 

(!.() Interest paid to 
- cieties • 

the co-operative so-

(h) Miscellaneous charges 

ToTAL 

Manufacturing season 

1938-39 1947-48 

-I 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

158·5 938·0 

27·0 106·0 

10··0 40·0 

.. 
7·5 '30·0 

12·0' 32·0 

42·0 310·0 
-
60·0 420·0 

4~·0 166·0 

12·0 48·0 

10·0 48·0 

10·0 48·0 

• 4·0 8·0 

6·0 14·0 

ll·5 36·0 

11·5 36·0 

80·0 302·5 

8·0 0·0 

6·0 34·0 

26·0 78·0 

20·0 75·0 

20·0 ll5·5 

8·0 25·5 

8·0 24•0 

0·0 
.I 

:JO·O 

I 
:. 

5·0 32·6 

313 ·0 1 1,554·0 

' 
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For the year 1938-39 th~ price p~id to ~he. Agar)(ls for salt was Rs. 3-6-5 per
ton (Re. 0-2-0 per md. J and the1r reahsat10n from an average production o£ 
220 tons (6,000 mds.) per pan was Rs. 750. The nett return per pan which 
was shared between two families of Agarias was Rs. 437 giving each family 
Rs. 218·5. For .the season 1947-48 the rate paid )\·as Rs. 2,250 per pan. 
(Re. 0-6-0 per md.) which yielded to the Agarias a sum of Rs. 2,250 per pan 
of 220 tons (6,000 mds.) of salt. The nett return per pan which was shared 
between two families of Agarias was Rs. 696 or Rs. 348 per family. Economical
ly the Agaria is, therefore, much worse off today than before the \Var. Thouah 
he receives a rate which is 300 percent higher than before the War, his n:tt 
earning has increased only from Rs. 218·5 to Rs: 348 or about 60 percent. We 
consider that this question of payment to the Agarias needs to be closely 
examined so that they may receive adequate relief and their economic conditions 
may improve. 

8.2 The B. B. & C. I. Railway who haul the salt to the central store are 
paid for the haulage and the hire of the locomotives. Till December 1943, the 
rate charged by the Railway was Re. 0-10-0 per ton (4·5 pies per md.), but, 
when the salji wagons Wf'Je purchased by the \Vorks, this charge was reduced 
to Re. 0-4-9 per ton (2.1 pies per md.). In addition to this charge a further 
payment at certain fixed ratas is made to the Roilway for the s\3rvices they 
render in looking :;iter the rolling stock. 

8.2.1 Besides these payments there are other items of cost such as main
tenance and depreciation of buildings, sidings, wei_gh-bridges nnd trestle bridges, 
supervision, overheads and rent. · 

8.3 We have recoustlUcted under different heads the cost per ton (27·22 
mds.) of salt for the year 1947-48 in Table XXXVI. · 

TABLE XXXVI.-COST OF PRODUCTIO~ .\T KH~-\.RAGHODA 

(a) Labour and manufacturin~cost including loading and unloading 
(b) Haulage to the stores (paiato the Railway) . . . 
(c) :Maintenance and repairs 
(d) Supervision 
(e) Depreciation 
(f) Interest 
(g) Rent 
(h) Overheads . 
(j ) Miscellaneous 

ToTAL 

or Re. 

Per ton 
Rs. A. P. 

!(I 3 3 
0 10 8 
f} 1! 8 
0 9 5 
0 4 11 
0 11 4 
0 0 12 
0 0 10 
0 0 4 

13 3 7 

0 7 10 per md. 

It will be seen that the cost of manufacture at Kharaghoda is higher than 
at other Government works. This is understandable, considering the exten:sive 
preliminary operations thf!t are carried out by the Agarias at the r.ommence
ment of the season and the method adopted by them for lifting the brine. The 
depreciation on the capital investment of Rs. 21·81 lakhs at Rs. (l· 31 per ton 
(2 pies per md.) is a little over one percent. This is very low for nny salt 
works and this practice should give place to one of charging depreciation at the 
normal rate allowed under the Indian Income-tax Act. Had such &! pro..,ision 
been made in the past, u considerable reserve fund ·would hava been created 
which could have been spmt usefully on the improvement of the w.:>rks. 

9. Sales and DiStribution. 

. 9.1 The selling price of Kharaghoda salt upto 15-4-1947 was Rs. 9·77 per t<:Jn 
(Re. 0-5-9 per md.), when it was increased to Rs. 1D-20 per ton (Re. 0-6-0 per 
md.). This price has been further increased since May 1948 to Rs. Hi-2-7 per 
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:ton (Re. 0-9-6 per md.) owinb to the increase in payments made to the Agarias. 
To this price a cess of Rs. 5·95 per ton (Re. 0-3-6 per md.) is to be r;dded which 
brings the total price to Rs. 21-4-3 per ton (Re. 0-12-6 per md.) in bulk ex
Works. At this price no profit is made and our comments on this practice 
have already been made w the Chapter on Sambhar which are applicable ta 
Khar&ghoda and all Governmant salt works. · 

9.2 Fl'Om KLaraghoda salt works the salt is distributed in three · difierent 
ways: (a) 50 percent through registered dealers, (b) 33 percent under direct 
requisition by district nominees and (c) the remainder 17 percent to indents 
received from the Government salt agents, Messrs. Nawrojee Pestonjee & Co. 
who distribute the salt to about 30 Government Salt Depots situated at the
principal rnilway stations o[ Gujerat. There is not much difference between: 
the distribution through tbfl registered dealers and by direct requisitioning by 
district 11ominees as in both case~ salt is despatched by the registered dealers 
who charge a commission of Rs. 1-4-5 per ton (9 pies par rod.) o~er r.·ni above 
the issue price fixed by Government. This methOd of selling is different from 
the method in vogue at Sambhar where tha. registered dealers are required to 
sell their entire ouota to the district nominees, but·the latter have nonetheless 
to place their indents through these registered dealers. As in Sambhar, the bags 
are supplied b;v the registered de&lers, but the bagging is done d.apartmentally 
by the Works through a contractor who charges Rs. 1-2-2 per ton (8 pies per md.). 
to the bu:rer for the cost. of filling, sewing and loading the bags. . 

9.2.1 There are 52 registered salt dealers at Kharaghoda of whom 30 have
formed themselves into a Limited Comp&ny under the name of "Kharaghoda. 
Salt D.ealers Ltd." who have about 90 percent of the salt sales in th~ir 
hands. Previously, before the formation of the Limited Company · these 
registered dealers ·worked in open competition, but since the movament of salt 
is zonalised they are being given ;:;. quota based on their past parformances. 
:Messrs. Nowrojee Pestonjee & Co.' 'hold a controlling interest in this combine
of registered dealers and have practically a monopoly for the distribution of a 
major production of Khuraghoda salt. Grant of monopoly to ~ single firm 
naturally leads to a cert·uin amount of criticism from the public. An indenting 
system which wouH allow a large number of buyers to purchase t.he shlt would 
have a more beneficial efl:ect on tha price of salt in !he markets. 'rh~ only 
caution to be ,~xercised is to see that the salt does not go beyond the zone fixed· 
for Kbnragbod&' and that the buyers are bona. fide traders. 

9.3 In the case of salt which is sold through Government Depots the salt 
agents get a ccnunission oi Rs. 2-8-10 per ton (Re. 0-1-6 per mauncl). This 
commission was increased in 1933 from Rs. 1-4-5 per ton (9 pies per mau:nd) 
to Rs. 1-11-3 per ton (Re. 0-1-0 par rod.) and again in 1947 to the present rEtte 
of Rs. 2-8·10 per ton (Re. 0-1~6 per maund). The selling price cf sn.lt at the 
Agencies is fixed by Government taking into account the issue price of salt, the 
cost of bags, railway freigh4• and commission to the agents. 'rhe minimum 
quantity which is sold at the Depots is a bag load of 3 maunds. The higher
commission given to· the agents as compared with the registered dealers is to 
enable them to meef the cost of maintaining the godown and the establishment 
at different place!:i· The quotas for the depots are fixed on the b[lsis of the 
c•verage sale of salt by them during the years 1939, 1940 and 1941. Any 
additioMl requirements of the districts in which these depots are situated are· 
supplied by the registered salt dealers as well as by the district nominees. 

10. Preferential Treatment for Agarias. 
10.1 Our attention was drawn to the practice that had been adopted in recent 

years of leasing a large n1;mber of pans to parties other than Agarias for ~he 
manufacture of salt. Their terms of lease were different from those given to 
the Agarins inasmuch as they werQ not required to sell their '3nlt at q. fixed 
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pl'ice to Government but were free to dispose of it through their own agencies. 
lt ":as ~eprescnte::l. t<l l;IS on b~hal£ of the Ag~rias ~hat this in~ltration of priv::.te 
parties m an underte<king whwh was otherwise virtually the1r monopoly mi,ht 
.prove a menace to th-:! Agaria community as r.- class and drive them fr~m their 
present status of licensees to that of mere hired labourers. \Ye understand that. 
irom the season Hl48-49 thic, practice has been stopped and the fHns are twain 
given only to the Agarias. While we have no opinioJ;t to offer on the sociological 
aspect of the matter, we wish to record our opinion that the prodl..).ctio:J. of salt 
by scientific and upto-date method should be &: condition prec-:ldc.nt to the 
employment of Agaria licensees for the production of salt. \Ve nre in favour 
of giving preferential employment to Agarias in pursuit of their hereditary 
occupation, but it shouid be made clear to them that. they have to move with 
the times rmd bring ahc:It improvements in the techntque of production us 
recommended by us and net raise imaginary difficulties. Should such difficulties 
:~·i:-'e it may become necessary to resort to granting the licences to any outsid~
parties who offer to adopt improved methods of manufac.ture 0n the lines d 
our recommendation. This, however, should be done only if methods of p2rs1w
sion fail to impress on 'the Agarias the need of changi1.1g their hereditary 
methods. 

1.1. Summary of Recommendations. 

(al Greater care and r,ttt·ntion should be bestowed on the comtruction aLd 
maintenance of cbannels in order to reduce loss of brine by percolation and 
leakage: (3.5) 

(b) The reco1nmendation of Dr. B. C. Roy, Geological Survey of India, for a 
-topographical and h~·drographical survey together with geophy!"ical investigation 
of the entire Kharaghocla area for locating sources of si.lbterranean brine should 
be carried out. ( 5.3.~) 

(c) The suggestion of building a reservoir on the Little Rann to collt:ct 
surface brine· &fter the rains is not feasible anrl its consiLleration need n0t be 
pursued. (5..4) 

(d) 'Ihe permanent railway track should be raised by one foot as recommend
ed by 1\Tr. M. D. :M:ithal. The reservoirs and crystallis~rs in low lyi11g u;:._•:ti'l 
be simil&Tly raised, by stages, to reduce the annual cost of renovt1ting them. 
(5.5) 

. (e) The constmction \)f percol~ti~n can.al~ is not a _practical p~opositioa ar.d 
the idea should be abnndoned. Similarly It lS not feasible to provide rerforateLl 
pipelines for collecting and canying the subsoil brine to a central pumpin::; 
-s1iaticn. (5.6) 

(f) The present type of ·wells should be_ replaced _by tub~-we1ls in stages o-v~r 
3 period of 5 rears and should be _sunk 111 the b:me horizOn .150 ft. apar~ E1 

50 groups of 16 wells each. The brme should be hfted by mob1le pumps dnven 
by electricity. ( 5. 7) . 

(o) 'l'he size of the reservoir should be to 9,600 sq. ft. for a crystalliser 
oi 20,000 sq. ft. Should the size of the crystalliser be made larger or smallel', 
the rese1·voir rhould be maintained at very nearly half the ~rea of the 
crystalliser. This ratio should be verified by actual experiments Rt the works 
during the different periods before it. is t~dopted. (5.8.1) 

(h) The qmdity of Kharaghoda salt can be c.onsiderablY: imprond by mecha!1i
cal washing. \Vashing tests should be earned out m. some laborato:y to 
determine the improYement ir quality as also the effect, 1£ any, on the s1ze of 
the crystals. (5.10) 
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(j) The pro:luction nt Kbaraghoda should be increr.sed by utilising nll ihe 
an1.ilable puns each ye11r as also by extending the manufacturing SE:'fison till 
the middle, if not the end of June. To aYoiJ inconvenience caused to labourers 
working duriug the pniod of excessive summer her.t, the working ht.urs should 
be so adjusted as to al!ow recess during the hottest part of the day. Salt from 
the crystalliBers should b;, collected twice during the season, the first crop 
e&r)y in March and the second at the end of May. To facilitate haulage, the 
B. B. & C. !. Railway should be asked to loan their locomotives for a longer 
period, i.e., from 1st April to 30th June. (5.11) 

(k) The <'xtension in the length of the stores building be carried out to 
accommodate a roke of 18 wagons under cover. The present method of storing 
should eventually give p!a.c<? to a more economical method. The possibility 
of using belt conveyors running &long th~ length of the rake for ~aising the sal~ 
to the required height of the heap should be investigated. If this is not found 
feasible the present trestle bridges should be extended in length. (5.12) 

(m) A well equipped workshop to maintain and repair the mechanical equip
ment should be provided, once the recommendations for the installation of 
tube wells, pumps and washery are accepted by G?vernment. (5.13). 

(n) A qualified Chemist should be appointed and provision made for establish
ing a laboratory for carrying on routine chemical tests. To c9.rry out field 
experiments one or two sets of reservoirs and crystr.llisers should be rlaced at 
the di~posn.l of the Chemist. A Civil Engineer should be appointed and en~rusted 
with tha work of sinking tube wells .and maintaining the railway sidings. A 
mechanhal and electrical ·engineer should also be appointed to take chttrge 
of the work~hop and power house ani look after the maintenance of the 
mechanical equipment a12.J rolling stock. A costing section should olso be 
erer.:te.i. (fl.2J 

(p) Labour at Kharaghoda is excessive and should be reduced by employing 
lab:>ur saving devices·. (6.3) . 

(q) A careful itemised valuation of the total assets of the works should be 
earried ou~., (7 .1) 

(r) The present system of entrusting the marketing of the salt to combines 
of registered dealers shculd be modified r.nd an indenting system which would 
allow a larger number of buyers ~o purchase salt dirootqy from the ~Vork~ 
should be adopted. .(9.2) 



1. General Description. 

CHAP-TER X 

OTHER INLAXD SOURCES 

1.1 In the previous chapters we have discussed the major inland sources of: 
salt which are under direct Government control. In &ddition to these -
som·c~>s, there is the import.ant privately-worked Kuda salt works in Dhrangadhr11~ . 
Saurashtra, which we visited. There are &!so other trncts in Uajasthan. 
Kutch and Punjab (India) where salt W'Js produced at one time or another, bt)t 
either because of inck of communic&tions and tile inability of these eentres 
to sell salt in cornp<-'tition with the better organised salt works o!-
'Sa.mbhar, Pachba1ra, etc. or in ord~.r to safeguard the salt l'evenue of the
Centr:,l Govr::rnment, the production died out or was stopped. We did noto 
visit these areas nur have we examined their potentialities in detail~ 
because they are not of sufficient consequence to tha immediat'3 prc·blem Clf 
making India relf-sufli',ient, but we understand·. that the R!lj:i.sthan Govern
ment have recently appointed a Committee to make a preliminary sun·ey of 
these >1ources. \Ve may look upon these sources as reserves which may be 
either developed in the future, if the developed resources &re unabTe to m('et 
the increasing demnnd of the country, or brought into production to meet 
emergencies should they arise. It may be possible to revive some of these 
centres of production and attempts are being made in this direction. This. 
exploratory work, ef:lJecialiJ for meeting the local dem<:~nd, may be continued:. 

2. Kuda (Saurashtra). 
2.1 MANUFACTURING RIGHTs.-The Kuda salt works artl situattd on tne-~ 

southern boundary of the Little Rann of Kutch in the former State of Dhran
gadhra. (now Saurashtra), but 9 rnj}.es to the north of Dhrangadhra town and 2-t 
miles to the west of ){haraghoda. ·The salt works were formerly owned by the
Dhrnngadlm;: State, b1Jt iu 1939 they were sold to the Dhrangadhm Chemical. 
\Vorks Ltd. Salt has been manufactured at Kuda from time immerncriai,.. 
but in 188!1, along with the other Kathiawad States, Dhrangadhra State agreect 
to restrict its mnnufactum for consumption in Kathiawad only. In 1900, th~:r 
Dhrangadhra State which until then was permitted to manufacture the 
baragara type <Jf salt, a concession which w&s not allowed to any of the other 
salt works in Gujerat and Kuthiawad surrendered this concession in return for 
an annual compenR&tion of Rs. 7,000. They were, however, permitt,ed to 
manufacture only the light flaky variety locally known as ghasia.. Production 
of baragara salt was, however, revivea in 1922-23 to meet the requirements of 
the soda ash factory which bad been started by the State and with it the:
payment of the annual compensation to the St&te was stopp3d. As the
baragara salt produced su Kuda was in excess of the Nquirements o.! the soda. 
1\sh factory, the Government of India agreed to purchase the surplus production 
and distribute it along with Kharaghoda salt to obviate the risk of its being 
smuggled. During the second World War Kuda salt was allowed' to be 
despatched direct to Nepal and also by sea to Bengal. It was not able to reach 
the latt.cr market as the port nearest to the Works is Navakhi (in .the former 
State of Morvi, now merged into Saurashtr<l) which is at a distance of ov'dr 
100 miles. On the abolition of the salt excise duty in 1947, the State wa~ 
aliowed to distribute its salt freely to any part of India, but in 1949, on the 
introduction of the zonal system, its mnrkets were localised and fixed as Nep!l.~. 
ancl pnrts of :\Iadhya Dharat, U.P. and Bombay. 

lt11 
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.. -'2.~ When the scda ash iactory was conv;rted in1o a public limited company 

.:;tD 19.::>0, they b?ugh~ over the Kuda ~alt \"\ orks c.nd the factory was {liv~n the 
SQle ani exclusiVe nght to manufacture salt on payment of a nomln·1l rEnt of 
lis. 450 per annum to tlh\ State and on its undertakinO" to sell salt at co3t for 
dom:.:stic consumption w:thin the Str.te. It was a:so 

0 

given the right to sell 
tJalt m e)(cess of the requirements of the factory outside the State limits on 
pa.~·ment to th~ State of a .royalty of Re. 0-6-10 per ton (three pies p=r maund). 
ThJ.s royalty was to be pa1d only on salt exported out of the State and ~10t on 

'.salt sold for dome:.~ic co:c.sumption in the Stute or consumed by tha factory . 
. In 1946 the State WJthdrew the monopoly given fb the fact<:>ry and licences were 
:granted to two or tl1ree other parties to manufacture salt at Kuia. Kone cA 
:,these new works has yet, come into operation. 

r2.3 -:\L\xcFACTt::RISG PROCESS.-The Kuda Salt \Yorks extend over an area of 
!>428 acres and there are about 320 pans in operat.ion. The works are snved 
by a metre gauge r&ilway siding, as they are 9 miles from the Dhn,ngadbra 
station and the Chemical Works. The method of manufacture !ollowed is very 
..aimilar to that adopted at 1lliaraghoda. The brine is, however, drawn at much 
-slw.llower depths from ·wells only 8 to 10 ft. deep and its density rnn€,'es from 
:17" to 19" Be. The supply of brine is copious which is attributed to the fact 
·that E:uJa is Ill'nrer tu the sea than Kharaghoda and that the sea penetrates 
'lqJto Kuda while it rEmains about 20 miles further west of Rharaghoda. 'fhe 
.pans are allotted in ehrly SeptG?mber to the Agar:as as in Kharaghoda, but this 
-depends upqu the ruinfdl. If the rainfall is heavy the works "ll"e uuder 2 to 
;3 H. of water and the rr..anufacturing operations are delr.yed till the tloo 1 wat<>rs 
~e. 'The salt manuiactured ii of the baragara typc3, and is :1sed both in the 
Chemica1 Works f,nd for sale. The salt is very similar in quality to Kharagboda. 
,~;alt, but :in colour it docs not compare well with Rharaghoda. 

2.4 .\x:-n:AL PRODt::CTIO~ AXD QvALITY.-The production at Kuda during the 
"three years 1946-47 to 1948-49 as also tha number of pans worked durirg these 
~e&rs are given in Table XXXVII. 

'rABLE XXXVII. PRODUCTIO~ AT KUDA (19!6-47 to 1948-491 

Production 

Year 
Tons Maunds Pans 

1946-47. . . 47,800 13,01,000 192 
"1947-48 . 67,200 18,29,000 302 
1948-49 72,350 19,70,000 319 

~he Cbem'cal Works utilise about 30,000 tons (8,17,000 rods.) of selt in 
1J18 sod::t ash plant, whilst the surplus is sold for edible purposes. An an:1.lysis 
,of a sample of salt drswn by the Committee during its visit is g:ve:I b Table 
· .:x.xssn r. 

TABLE XXXVIII. CO~IPOSITIO~ OF KUDA SALT 
(Percent; on dry basis) 

~orlium chloride 
Calcium sulphate 
1\In~o,'!lesium sulphate 

· 1\fw,'!looium chloride 
. I nsolubles 
Undoterminf'd 

96 ·.~0 
1·50 
1·30 
0-13 
0·30 
0·27 

TOTAL 100 ·00 
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2.5 lMPROVEMEXT AXD ExTEXSIOXS 

2.5.1 As the brin\l useLl in the m&nufacture of salt at Ku:la is \ery similar 
to th~it at Khar::ghoda and the Dhr&ngadbra Chemical Works have not introduced. 
a11y :mprovi!ments iu thE quality of salt or the process of manu!acture, our 
obsen-&tions and rt:commendations with regard to Kharaghoda apply mut11ti. 
mutandi~ to Kuda. While the results of the geological investigat"ons proposed 
for Khnraghoda will be of great use in regard to the development of the Kuda 
works. we strongly re-commend that klcal geo1ogical investigations on the lines 
recommended for I\hc.r&ghoda should also be carriad out independently hy the 
Kuua salt works. The good offices of the Geological Survey of !ndi'\ show~ 
be secured for this invutigation. 

2.5.2 Whilst it is true th::~t the baragara type of salt is appreciat·:d in ccrtnin:· 
m><rkets for edib!e I•'-'rJOSes and has the advantage of resisting mechau:cal shock· 
ar.d Nugh handling, it ha.~ to be recollected that a good deal of manual lrt!:>~mr 
hns to b.3 spent in I he raking of the salt crystals· .in the crystullisers to St>cure 
the baragara type of crystals. For use in chemical manufacture 'vhere the
grinding and or dissolut'on of hard crystals may actually involve further pro-
ee~;sing and additional expenditure, the proquction of baragar11 type is noJ; 
necessary n~r c&n it ba recommended. Though we do not wish to discournge 
the procluct!on of this variety of Ealt for any markets which fnncy it, we· 
recommend that some experimental production of salt by the methods geueraJJy
prevalent in Kathiawad marina s&:lt. works be carried out to determi-ne the
economy that can be effected by the change over to this process as elso th&
improvcment in the quelity of salt that may be· obtained. thereby. 

2.5.3 As str.ted by us in an earlier puragraph, two new salt works are p~ 
posed to be <·onstructed at Kuda, QP.e of which estimates to manufadure fiO,OOO
tons (13,60,000 mds.) of salt per annum. We had mentioned in our Interim 
Report that both the Government of India and the Government of Sam:ashtr~. 
ahould consider whether adequ&te rail transport facilities and markets would.. 
be made available to thes~ new works for disposal of their product'on. Unless· 
\his can be assured it would be advisable to delay the establishment of tbese-
•wo salt works. If as a result of this inquiry it is found thr.t new works ~9n1 
be established and convenient markets found for their production, we wouldi 
atrongly recommend t~r.t the new works be designed to produce kurf..·utc1&, 
lf1lt as its cost of pro:lm•tion would be lower than that of baragara. The l&Joui• 
of thetie works st.ou!cl he properly planned with dua regard to the relative areas• 
tf contlt'nscrs and cryst:11llsers and the use of tube wells and groups for ths.:
lifting of brine. 

2.G C'osr OF PRonucTIO~ .-The brenk-up of the cost of production as furnishect: 
ily the Kud:\ Works i~> given in Table XXXIX. 

TABLE XXXIX. •JOST OF PRODUJriO~ AT KUDA. 

(a) Co11t of obtainin~ brine into reservoirs and labour . . . 
(b) Power and fuel, maintenance (inch1ding betterment and rPrairs). 
(d Supervision, rents, rati'B and taxes 
(d) Deprt"cit>tion 
(e) )[is celluneous charges 

Total . 
or Re. 0-7·9 per md. 

Per ton· 
Rs. a. p-

10 5 II 
0 0 6 
2 2 10< 
0 2 I)-> 
0 6 4-

13 2 4-
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"'The mnnufncturers h~:.~Te stated that no account has been takea of interest 
a?-d overheads as als~ los.:; of salt during rain. The cost as givea i.:; already 
higher than that of hharghoda nncl when th' other items are adde this cost 
will .go still higher. The cost of labour as also of supervision is c~osiderablv 
higher than at Khargodha and both thes2 itmes of cost need to be lookeu into 
·by the m'inuf&cturers at Kuda. We see no reason why it should not b~ possible 
to produce ~alt at Khoda at tha same cost as that at Khagodha. 

"J.O. Sales and Distribution. 

2.7.1Before the adwnt of the Saurashtra Government, the Kud'i· salt wu.:; 
sold by the Dhrangadhra Chemical \Vorks to a number of dealers on Dhran•YaJhra 
who, in turn, used to nu~tribute it in the various markets. After the fon~uition 
~£ the S&.mashtra GovErnment, this method of distribution was stopped wd 
the GovernllH'nt of s~1Urashtra undertook instead to purchase from tha Chemical 

''Works thdr surplus production at the rate of Rs. 17-13-10 per ton (Re. 0-10-6 
per maund) which the Saurashtra Government sold at Rs. 2!3-14-0 pf:r ten 
(Re. 1-1-0 per maund). I£ the Government had purchased the salt for the 
purpose of cheapening its cost in the markets where it sells, we would hav~ 
·we1comed this move, but we cannot defend a policy of tha Government mal<ing 
a 1arge profit of about Us. 11 per ton (Re. 0-6-6 per maund). The Saurashtra 
-Government evidently &ppreciated that this policy could not be justifiad and 
-from April 1949 they have arrived at a fresh arrangement with the 

.. ;Chemical Works under which the latter have undertaken to produce 
-a· minimum of 50,000 tom; o£ salt, o..ver and &.hove the requiremen~ of the 
·factory, for sale within r,nc. outside Saurashtra and pay the Saurashtr~ Govern
'D.lent a cess c,f Us. 3-13-3 per ton (Re. 0-2-3 par m&.und) for the total q;Jantity 
-<>f salt manufactured by them. They are, however, exempted t:om the <'f!SS 

-lor such quantity of eg]t a? is consumed. by them for the manufactura of soda 
~a&h and other chemicals. The Chemical Works b&.ve also been given the 
-freedom to sell the salt directly to such parties as ara approved by the 8;Iurashtra 
•Government, the selling price being fixed at the same rate f>S may be detcr
·.ruined by th~ Salt Cont10ller for Kharaghoda salt. 

2.7.2 During our '·i:-:it to Rajkot, the Saurashtra Government awl the s:J.lt 
·dealers of Dhmngadhra represented to us that the zone allotted to K1!da by 
the Salt Controller W'lS ietufficient and would not absorb more than 10,000 tens 
(2,72,000 mds.) of salt annually, leaving a balance of about 15,000 to 18,000 
·tons ( 4,08,0()() to 4,90,000 mds.) undistributei. In v:ew of the fa.>Jt th:Lt 
haragar.z s~lt of Kuda is very similar to the salt producen at Kharaghoda mtd 
.also ;;ince the salt works at Khuda are being served by a ~:wtter gauge railway, 
we h·Hl recommended in our Interim Report that the Kuda salt should be given 
an ad~quate zone for distribution, particu~arly &s the meter_ ;;~:~.uge line ('OUli 

transport the salt up t.o Kanpur &nd beyond. \Ve understand th9t t~is 
r~ommendation bas been accepted by the Salt Controller, as a rtl:.mlt of which 
Xud~ sa.It can now be 1oJd in Nepal a.nd in parts of Rr.jasthsn, Madhya Bharat, 
U.P. and Bombay. 

2. 7.3 In our Inter;m Report we had suggested that the Saurashtra <1-owrn-
·ment might re-examine the possibility of railing the s&lt from Kuda to }\avlak~i 
for <>hipment to Galcuttn. where, wa believe finely crushed salt .of Kuda will 
find a ready sale. 'l'his undoubtedly will be a long route for the Kuda \V0rks 
and thev will be at some disadvanti•ge in the matter of transport cl1argl'S as 
compared with other Kathiawad salt works which are at ?r near a. port. Tha 
Saurashtra Government hr1ve not reacted favourably to this s~ggestwa ~1••d are 
-Df th 2 opiuion that this method of disposal would be uneconon!lcal. Th3 ::Saurash
tra Government have perhaps owrlooked the t1ct that the rost. o.f .man~bcture.of 
ealt at Kuna is less than 3+ the marine sa!t works due to the m:hal big~ _dens1ty 
:of the brine, lllore nrid climate, and, therefore, more favourable condltlOllS for 
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salt manufacture. The density of brine at Kuda is of the order of 17• to 19• 
Be us against 3·5· Be at the marine sale works. Moreover, the capital outlay 
is much less ns a mur.h smaller are&. is nee:led to lay out the reservoir~ 
(condensers) as compared with the marine salt works. Whilst- the Government nf 
India have nccepted our recommendation and allotted to Kuda ::.: larger zoue 
than was l'reviously given, the Saurashtra Government should also appreciata 
thr.t if they do not att.:mrt to despatch this salt to Bengal where it is so much 
net.ded, tLd progralllme ot expansion at Kuda will be hamperei. 'fhe distance 
between Kuda and Navlakhi is about 125 miles. This is not such a long distance 
f0r salt to travel to tha port, p&rticularly when there is a deficit in the cotmtry 
and a gap has to be met from indigenous production as soon as possible. _\VeL 
tLerefore, reiterate our recommendation that this question be examined mor~ 
closely and, if nece~;sary, tried out on a sm&U experimantal basis to determine 
iJs feasibility. 

3. Raiasthan. 

3.1 The whole I.Jf Rujusthan is rich in saliferous earths and subsoil brine
which could be used for the production of salt. Some of these potautial sources 
are in the Luni tract; Falodi; Lonkaran Sarr and K,anod; Bharatpur; Kumhar 
and Dig. 

3.1.1 THE LuNr TRACT .-As the name Luni itself signifies, the Luni river 
. curries along its course to the Rann of Kutch substantial quantitids of salt in 
solution. During the dry season, this river dries up completely leaving behind 
extensive areas covered with a thin salt encrustation which was at one time 
gathered and sold for local consumption. As it was found uneconomical to 
continue the collection when other sources of salt came to be developed, it 
was abandoned. The development of the Luni tract appears to us as a feasibla 
proposition if brine is drawn from subsoil sources and evaporated by solar 
-energy in the usual manner as is dfpe at Didwant~. and Sambhar. 

3.1.2 FALODI.-This source is located in a depression of about 15 sq. miles, 
md.w::.y between J nisalmer and Bikaner. Salt was manufactured &t I•'alodi in 
the sama manner as at Didwana and some 550 tons (15,QOO mds.) were producel 
annua1ly, but after the opening of the Jodhpur Bikaner Railway, conn,ecting 
Sumbhar r.nd l'c.chbadra, the Falodi works were closed. down in 1897 as they 
could not compet.c with sult produced at Sambhar and. Pachbad~l\. 

3.1.3 Loxr-anAx SARR AXD KA~oo.-Lonkaran Sarr, in the former State of 
Bikaner, is nlso a depression covering an area of 3 to 4 sq. miles where brine 
is found at shall0w depths. Brine was obtained from pits to produce s&lt by 
solar evaporation to me£t strictly local requirements. Salt was also ruauu
fL~ctured at KanoJ, in the former Str.te of Jaisalmer, by a similar process. M 
no d~ita ard ava!lable regarding tha composition of the concentration of the sub
soil brines in these several places during different parts of the dr,v season, we 
reeommeud th&t the Hajasthan Committee or the Salt Dapm·tment o! the 
Government of India shuuld arrange to conduct a survey of the quality c.f the
brines ·with a view to aJ>certaining the quality of salt, that could be manufactured 
from them should the need arise to utilise these sources in future. It would 
be advisr.ble also to C'Jnsult the Geological Survey of India regarding the subsoil 
couditions, and the quslity of brine available in the different reghns. 

3.1.4 BnAR.\TPUR, KuMIIAR AND Dw.-The salt tracts in the former State of 
lJharatpur were once tn important source of salt and, before the suppression of 
its m:umfaeture in 18i9, the average annual production in the State was 44.000 
tons (12 lakh mds.). The method of manufacture adopted in olden dayi 
&ppears to have consisted in drawing brine from wells 30 to 40 feet det>p with. 
the help of draught animals and evaporating it in pans lined with lima rlaster. 
Even today remnants of brine wells &nd salt pans for the manufacture of snlt b7. 
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solar evaporation survive in Bharatpur, Kumhar and Dig where the olJ factories 
were locr.ted. As the Ru!er of the Stat:e was unwilling to lease out the wotka 
tp the Government of India, the latter, m order to safeguard their revenue from 
salt, offered to the ~uler an annual compensation of Rs. 1,50,000 nnd 37 tons 
(1,0~ L'lds.) of salt :r?m Sambhar Lake free of cost, in return for the stappa~e 
of manufacture. 'lh1s ."':as accepted by the Ruler and the productiun was 
sto_pped. After the abolition of duty on salt in 1941, the annual compensation 
pa11:l to the Ruler. of Bharatpur was stopped and the S~ate was allowed Lo 
restart the productiOn. A small beginning was made during the 1948-49 season 
and about 37 tons (1,000 mds.) were manufactured at different places in this 
ar~a._ The following account describes the recent a~tempts made to restart 
th1s md us try. 

(a) The analyses of samples o£ brine drawn by one of the Officers of the 
S_alt ~epartment of the Government of India £rom the salt producing areas are 
given m Table XL. 

TABLE XL.-CO:\IPOSITIOX OF BRI~F.S FHO:.I BHARATPGTI, 
KU~IHAR A~D DIG 

I 
Sample Number Kumhar area Bbaratpur area 

~~· I II III IV YI 

Density of brine in deg- I I rees Be' . 3·5 4 4 3·5 3·25-

(Per cenl ; on dry baai-9) 

~odium chloride . 75·82 79·33 79·96 87·14 71·31 88·09-

Calcium BUlphate. 7 ·19 2·23 4·88 1•43 10·66 6 ·5S 
.. 

.Calcium chloride .. .. .. 2·50 1·64 

Magnesium sulphate 10·46 7·54 9 ·19 .. .. 2·51 

Magnesium chloride .. .. . . 5·72 6·56 0·63 

~odium sulphate 3·92 8·94 5·96 . . .. .. 
Calcium carbonate 2·61 1·96 0·01 3·21 9·83 2 ·19· 

-
100·00 100·00 100·00 100·00 100·00 100 ·0 

\Ve comment on tht:lse aual...-sel' with &: certain amount of hesitation. It. 
is not k11own wheu and how' tbe samples o£ brine were collected and whether 
1he~e samples are tepreso~ntative of the brine throughout the sea80ll. 'l'.!::rse 
wells having been in disuse, it is a matter of speculation whether 
the composition of the brine would not be different once they are 
brought iuto regular use and the brine is not allowed to stagnate in 
them for long periods. The figures of proximate analysis supplied to us us ;;-ere 
found defective in some respect£ and we have, therefore, given tha figures in 
Table A.L which have be"'n cbtai:ued by recalculr.tion on the basis of the radicals 
reported by the analyst. \Ve feel that these recalculated values are more 
likedv to be reproscntutive of the actual salts in solution tlam the figurea 
zuppliecl to us. Excepting sample No. V collected £rom the Dig are~, the 
brine .is more or leas of the same density as sea water. The l•JW de1mty of 
sample N0. V may Jll'obably be due to the occurrenc·a of [resh watt>r springs. 
in the wel!s. As such springs may occur at any place, the area cannot be 
condemnud on the basis of tht• density of brine obtr.ined frum a solihry well . 

. The proportion of sodium chloride to other salt found in most of the samples 
is higher than thut commonly found in sea. water. The pero.:mtag>l of other-
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sr,lts var~es v.:ry greatly but one peculiar feature is that all the brines all'car
to be saturated with regarJ to calcium carbonate. Notwithstaud:ng the 
diversity of the c0mposition it should be possible to produce common salt of 
goorl quaEty from all these brines by solar evaporation. Special care will h:1va 
to be t&keu hcwever, to nllow tha brines to settle down and !:o deposit their 
calcium carb0nata and calcium sulphate before the brines an. led iut.o ~he 
crystallisers. The removal cf soluble magnesium salts could nlso be effected 
&atisf&ctorily provided the bittt>ms are discharged regularly. 

(b) Only a small quant.ty oi salt was produced in 1948-4;J uncl !t WhS of 
infcri•lr quality. The local authorities attributed this to the f&ct that pF:o}}lo 
were shy of investing money and coming forward to start this industry at 
il time when changes in the political structure were impending. .Leasl s were 
offered only for oue year. Furthermore, there were very few pEople who 
P'l.5oPflsed the n,~.~essary knowledge and experience of salt manuf:13tme. The 
mhnufncturer.;; had nut used separate condensers and crystallisers and had made 
no attempts to t:.eparate the impurities from common salt. All these hctcrs 
stJod in the way of J;ruduction being taken in hand in earnes~ with appropriate 
finanC'ial bucking or under proper technical guida:nce. 

(c) The Haj~osthan Uuion Government, which has now taken r.\·er :t.he 
a.'lministration of these are&s has proposed an experimental unit for carrying 
out investigations-

(i) 1o n·duce the cost of lifting brine from wells by using either hand 
pumps or pumps worlred by power or wind mills; 

(i!) to test plastic clay available in ponds and other low lyh15 f\rcag near 
the Fort of .Bhara.tpur for preparing impervious beds in place o~ 
masonry pans; and 

(iii) to evaporate brine to different ranges of densities separate pana. 
for obtaining a purEh"' grade of crunmon salts and for recovering 
byproducts. 

The Rajasthan Union have requested the Government of India for the services 
of some experienced officers from the Salt Works at Sambhar to guide 
the experirnellts. '!'be GEolugical Survey of India have also bPen requested to
IUrvey the area hnd .to lo<'ate richer sources of brine. 

3.1.5 We feel that if any production of salt is to be establiin.:Jd in Bharatpur,.. 
it should be based upon a carefully planned and fairly complete investigation 
lasting over a full mvnufacturing season. Besides the directives issued by 
*he authorities to which \\'e have referred in the previous paragra?b, the com
position, density and qunntit.y of the brine available in different localities should 
also be examined systematically. There is every likelihood that the prospective 
licensers will start the production on unscientific lines. Further they will 
be hampered by the fact that skilled workmen trained in traditional 
methods of manufacture are not available in the locality. We therefore feel 
ihat it would not be prudent to grant licences on an extensive scnle excep~ as. 
an experiment&! measure, till a proper technique for dealing with Bharatpur 
brine bas b.::Pn worked out in the proposed experimental station. We would,. 
therefore, recommend that licences should be granted only to a limit"ld number 
oi persons and in the gmntinr; of the licences a condition should be imposed: 
~bat the licensee would be prt'pared to change over, when required, to a properly 
atand.-.rdised method of production in the light of the results obtnind i.1 tbe
experilt·eutal unit. Care should, also be .taken that small units nrc not allotted 
tc these licensees which might prove uneconomical to run b the fnc<~ ·of 
comp.~tltion from Snrnbhar and other are&·s. For this purpose we would 
ientatively suggest "'.bat a compact area of 100 acres should be treated as the 
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minimum pruspective unit of manufactura. \Ve ::.:lso reconnaf!nd that the 
€ntire area of a iiingle unit should not be brought· under prod11ctiun until the 
results from the experimental station are available. For the present the 
operation should l>e Nlrrie:l out more or less on an exploratory basis. 

4. Kutch. 

4.1 In the chapter dealiug ':i~h Kharaghoda, wa have stated. that geob~!('ally 
th~ Rann _of Kutch formed ongmally a p&rt of the sea which was subse<1_ uent.\y 
ra1seJ owmg to earth movements. The northern part of Kutch forms a r()rt 
oi the Great Hann. The geology of tha Great Rann has not been invt:sti<Yated 
systematically, but it is traditionally reputed to be a rich store-house ot salt. 
Repurts have -ippeared periodically that deposits of salt, covered up bv sand, 
lie buried under it. In our opinion, the Rann is not likely to contain inassive 
·deposits of rock salt, but it undoubtedly contains extensive layers o{ epoutaneous 
s&lt. We reeommend thnL. e. systematic investigation of the Great Rann be 

·Conducted to determine the extent. of such deposits. A hydrographic·1l surv£:-y 
will probably reveal the preeence of rich subsoil brine sourees which could be 
utilised fur salt production as at Kharaghoda. Apart from tbe Runn there is 
justification to believe that saliferous earths, rich in sodium chloride. occur in 
the interior of Kutch in large quantities. It wili be a matter for invrstigation 
as to whether, depending npo'l the availability of supplies of water, these earths 
<lould not be utilised for the production of common salt by a process of lixivi:-,tion 
aud subsequent solar evapor&t!on. The arid condition of Kutch :Ln-:1 the pre
vailing temperatures are ideal for the manufacture o( salt We, therefore, 
recommend .that geologic!il i~~ estigation for the occurrence rf saiif.3ro~s earths 
may also be ccnducted in the interior ani the availability of \\',lter or Lri!1e in 
the subsoil ir:vestigated . 

. 5. Sulta.npur (Punjab I.) 

5.1 Sultanpur salt sources are situated at a distance of about 30 mile:; west 
of Delhi :n the Gurgaon District of Punjab (India). They COl!t>ist of ealiue 
tracts spreading over 10 villages and covering an &rea of 20 .sq. mil~s. Salt 
manufacture is reported to have been carried on for a long time in these viilages 
by sular evaporation of hrine obtained from wells, &nd the iudnstry Houri~hed 
till 1900 producing about 7,350 tons (2 lakh maunds) of salt annually. Thesa 
works, however, could not compete with the Sambhar Salt 'Yorks and the manu
facture slowly died Gut. A few of the works in the vil!ages of Sultanpm, 1\Iahmood
pur and Saidpur struggled for some time and were finally closed down in 1922. 
Attempts to start the industr.v were again mr>de in 1931 when factories were 
opened at Sultanpur ani 1l!Jbarkpur villages, but they di_d_ 'lot survive: :r.Ic,s• 
of the ureus whl·re salt wa€ produced have now been ut1hsed for agncultural 
purposes except in the vill&·ge.;; of Sultanpur and 1\Iubarkpur. Some remnanta 
of salt ma.nufacture, like abandoned wells and pans, still exi:>u in thesa ,.ma~es. 
These wells go down to a depth of about 30ft. and contain brine of 2o to 4o Be'. 
No regular study of the geology of the araas has been made, but the p!'Ofile of 
the abandoned wells, shows a 6 ft layer of clayey soil followc~. by 2 ft. of 
limestone, 4 b 6 ft. of Bimdy clay and finally co~rse brine b·~ariag s:.nd which 
forms the rest of the strMa ir, the well. 

5.2 l::hlt manufacture can be conducted at Sultanpur for !tbout 9 months in 
a year by soiar evaporation if adequate supplies of brine are &-vailable. 'l.'he 
vnriations in thd ccmpo~=itkn oi brine obtained from twenty wPlls are shuw? 
in eolumn (1) of Table XJ.I below. The Salt Dep&rtm:ent cc_ndu~ted expen
nLental m"'uufacture in a small unit consisting of 6 pans hned wah lnr:e mortPr, 
four measuring 10 ft. x 15 ft. anJ. two me~suring 10 ft. x.7 ft. each. Oue of ~he 
smaller pans was used as a crystalliser ani the rest .as cond.ensers.. 'Ihe hm~ 
was obtainod from one cf th£ abandoned wells and 1ts dens1ty vaned from 2 
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t.:> 3• De'. The experiment was conducted from October 1948 to the end of 
June Hl49. Analyses r:f the brine used and the salt obtained from it Hlld of 
the bittern,; left behind are given in Table XLI below. For purposes of 
comparison, mwlysis of sea brine is also g:ven in the table. 

TABLE XLI.-ANALYTICAL DATA OF EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTION 
OF SALT AT SULTANPUR 

Range of 20 

I 
. 

samples of Brine I Salt Bitterns Sea 
brine used I produced left behied Brine 

1 2 3 4 5 

(Perce,.!, o" dry basis) 

Sodium 
Chloride 65·70to 53 59 60 83 97·50 15·77 80·22 

caicium 
Sulphate 12·36 to 9 15 Il·02 1·08 .. 3•60 

Magnesium 
20·35 4·92 0·96 28 07 4•74 Sulphate .. 

:Magnesium 
Chloride 0 ·57 to 21·57 20•71 0·11 64·16 10·88 

Calcium 
0·34 carbonate 1·02 to 1 34 ]•06 .. .. 

Calcium 
Chloride .. 14·35 1·30 .. . . .. 
Jnsolubles .. .. .. 0·09 .. .. 
Undetermined . . .. 0 ·l(l 0·26 .. 0·22 

---··-- - ---- 110o:00 100 00 100 00 100 00 100·( 0 100·00 

5.2.1 On comparing the composition of the well brine with that of l'ell brine,. 
it will be se.en that the \\·ell brine is much richer in calcium sulphate as well 
c.s magnf'sit.m chloride and tnf' sodium chloride content is consid~rably lower. 
It would not be correct to come to a final conclusion about the quality of brine 
avuillb!e in this area mm·ely from the results of analysis of "amples drawn from 
wells \\ hich had ll(lt been iu use for &' long period. If, howev,~r. this analysis 
is fa'rly typical of the SultanpUJ brine, salt of good quality Qfo.ll be prodn!'ed m:d 
gypsum nnd magnesium chloride can also be recovered as byproducts in 
llpprecil·ble quantities. 

5.3 \\"e understand that the Eas.t Punjab (I) Government have a proposal to 
organise ll Co-operative Society to run a salt factory in this r.re:a. We would 
suggest that before any attempt is made to produce salt on a large scale, the 
avt.ilnbility of brine, its cvmposition and areas where it is present in abundance 
should be determined first trial bores to depths lower than 30 ft. to see if 
hi3her clt>nsity brine is available in larger quantities. As the soil is f:andy, 
ruascm·y pans '\ere us('d iu the past for the evaporation of the brine, but 
inveRtigr.tions should b~ carried out with the locally avail'lble plast.ic clay i9 
find o~1t whethE:"r irnpervious clay beds could not be introducud instencl of the 
nw1·~ costly masonry beds. Also we do not recommend the starting of 11 large 
scnle works uutil tbe er.onomics of m&.nufacture arP- worked •mt in an <·xperi
mental unit of at least 10 t<crer; of evaporating area. 
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6. SUMMARY OF RECO~IME...'{DATIONS. 
6.1 KlJDA 

(a) Lochl gt:ologic:11 investigation of the strata at Kndq. on the lmes recommend
ed for Kharaghod<~ shouid hP. carried out, the good offices of the Geological 
Survey d India being secun·d for them. (2.5.1) . 

(b) 'Jhe mnnufadura and use of baragara salt for the soda ash plnnt is un
necessarily expensive and the salt works at Kud~ should f'xperirnent with 
producing- the ordinary type of kurkutch salt by adopting :nc:thods prevalent 
in the marine salt work~ of Kathiawad. (2.5.2) 

(c) The development of new salt works at Kuda. should net be undertaken 
unless adequate rail trampcrt failities and markets are mada avl\ilabb. The 
ne:w salt works, when started, should be laid out on scientific Enes. (:2.5.3) 

(J) The Saurashtra Gownmc:nt should carefully re-examine tbe poss:b.lity 
of railmg th13 Kuda salt to Nuvlakhi for shipment to Calcutt::.·. 'lhis will create 
a wider market for tlJe Kuc!a salt and offer opportunities !or exp:.ms:on of pro
dui.ion at Kuda. (2.7.3) 

6.2 RAJASTHAN.-Carefully planned and fairly complete investigations, 
lasting over a full manufacturing season, should be carried out with a 'iew to 
detenniniug the possibility and details of process of manufacture in Rhar:itpur. 
Licences should be granted for. s&:lt manufacture only to a iew liceost>es till a 
proper techniqua for dealing with the available brine has Leen worktd out in 
~he experimental unit. ~Though a compact area of 100 acres sh·Juld be 
considert>d RS the minimum economic unit of manuf:;:cture uuJ umts ~maHer 
than thi~ area should not be allotted, these licensees may conduct manufacture 
on an exploratory basis till tht? results of the experimental ~tation r.re avni:able. 
(3.1.5) 

6.3 KuTCH.-A systematic investigation of the Gre:at Rann and the interior 
of Kutch should ba cc:::tduct•ed tQ determine the extent and Bvailability r.·f crusts 
of s&lt; saline. earths and brmes. (4.1) 

6.4 SuLTANrUR.-Before any attempt. is made to produce salt r.n a !:uge 
acale, the availability of brine and its composition and the ar.~:.s whtre it is 
present in abundance, should be determined by trial bores. Investigat:on11 
should be carried out with the locally av&ilable clay to a5~artain wht:!ther 
imp~rvious elay lwds eould not be prepared. The econom1cs oi manufacture 
in this area should first ba ddermined in an experimental unit which shou:d 
be at least 10 aeres in extent. (5.3.) 



CHAPTER XI 

1\fANDJ. MINES-ROCK SALT 

.1. Description. 

1.1 Before the partition of India, the salt mines of Khewra were a. source 
of large supplies of common salt. They wer_e ~conomically important and had 
a great potential value inasmuch as the quality of salt obtamed from them 
ranked fairly high in point of composition and uniformjty of character. After 
the partition of the country, the Mandi mines are the only known ~ock salt 
deposits left in India and their importance has, therefore, greatly mcreased 
as also the need for their conservation and utilisation by efficient modern 
methods. The Mandi salt deposits are situated in the former State of Mandi 
along the western slopes of Ghoghar-ki-Dhar range which lies · between 76° 
and 77°East lpngitude and 31 o and 3~ 0 North latitude. The winning of rock 
salt from these deposits was carried on by the State for a few centuries at the 
twu small villages of Guma. and Drang. Since 1931, mining has been started 
in the village of J\Iaigal also. The mines are situated on :the main Jogindar
nagar Mandi Road, Guma being at a distance of 7 miles, Drang 24 miles and 
Maig'll 30 miies from J ogindarnagar. 

1.2 The Mandi deposits have been visited from time to time by various 
Geologists and Mining Engineers who have submitted reports on the geology 
and the methods of mining. Dr. Warth of the then Inland Customs Depart
ment, who visited the mines in 1875, observed that in the Ghoghar-ki-dhar 
rangB there were spurs of flanki~ hills of different formations and salt waa 
usually found where these spurs met the main range. Mr. M. M. Goswami, 
the Mining Engineer, Patiala State, who visited the mines in 1924, attributed 
the Mandi salt deposits to the evaporation of sea water tx'om a sea bed which 
subsequently got . elevated owing to land movements. In his view the 
Ghoghar-ki-Dhar range running from Sui in the north to Mastdhar in the south 
nearly divided the lower Himalayan zone on the east, which is chiefly composed 
of metamorphosed crystaline and aqueous rocks of secondary and Palaezoio 
times, from the Sub-Himalayan zone on the west composed solely of tertiary 
deposits. 

1.3 The rock salt as mined at present at Mandi contains earth, sand, 
pebbles, etc. to the extent of 25 per cent. and it is only on rare occasions tha\ 
pieces of pure crystals of salt are found in the Mandi mines. The total absence 
-of gypsum, which invariably occurs with rock salt, is remarkable in the Mandi 
deposits where the cover above the salt, locally called lokhan is a soft mass 
of earthy matter, generally pink but varying from ash white to shades of red 
and purple in colour. This coloured overburden is the remnant left after the 
lixiviation of layers of rock salt and is an index of the occurrence of salt below 
it. By the excavation at Guma and Drang only the uppermost beds of rock 
salt. of not more than 40 ft. thickness have been laid bare and even these 
exca~ations have been confined to places where the salt strata. had been exposed 
as a result of erosion by streams. The extent of the strata at lower depths is 
unknown and it is of great importance to determine the nature and extent of 
these lower beds of rock salt. At Khewra more than 100 ft. of low grade salt 

l_(l 
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overlies the good quality salt and as the underlying low grade salt at Khewra 
is similar in character to the Mandi salt, both Dr. Warth and Mr. Goswami 
expressed the view that similar deposits of white salt might be found lowex: down 
in the Mandi mines also. Th:s, however, cannot be determined by supeTficial 
geological observations a.nd regular borings will have to be carried out. 
Mr. Goswami believed that there were extensive salt resources hidden out of 
sight and that the working of the Mandi mines for several years had not yet 
laid bare sufficient geological strata to enable an estimate of the resources 
being made. 

1.3.1 From the records placed before us varying estimates of the quantity 
of salt available at the Mandi mines have been given. They vary from 1·5 
million tons to 20 million tons. · Several geologists and mining engineers who 
have examined these mines from time to time have suggested schem0s for their 
Letter \vorking, but r.o systematic geological survey of these mines nppears to 
have been carried out to determine the quantity of salt available there. 
Besides these mines, there may be other untapped areas which can be developed 
equally well. \Ve recommended in our Interim Report that the Govermn·'nt of 
India should arrange for a detailed geological survey of the present mines and 
of the surrounding areas foi location of rock salt deposits and estimating the 
quantity available. Such a survey was urgently called for as depos:ts of rock 
sa.lt are a valuable asset to the country's economy and its industrial progress. 
\Ve understand that the Government of India have accepted our recommendation 
and asked th.~ Geological Survey of India to carry out this survey, and that a 
team of geologists have already started work and "\\'ill be shortly submitt:ng 
a preliminary report. As a result of this survey, it is possible that fresh areas 
yielding a quality of rock salt purer than is being obtained at present may be 
located. 

1.4 Dr. Warth had also recorded that there were a number of brine springs 
at Maigal in the beds of the gorge. He estimated that thousands of tons of 

-salt must be flowing each year from these brine springs into the principal water 
stream of the main gorge of Maigal Nala. As they appear to have been flowing 
for a century and more, the beds of rock salt through which they flow must be 
very exte'nsive. Mr. M. M. Goswami also inspected these brine springs and, 
recognising their importance, drew up a procedure for the recovery of salt, both 
by solar and artificial evaporation. When we visited these springs we found the 
brine to vary from 8° to 11° Be', from spring to spring, and we roughly 
estimated the total flow to be 3600 gallons per hour. We were informed that 
thi:3 flow continues ,throughout the year with but small fluctuations in its rate 
or in its density. 

2. Manufacturing Rights. 

2.1 When the area in which the Mandi State was situated was annexed by 
the British Government in 1846 and the Raja of Mandi was recognised as the 
ruler of the State, a provision was made in his Sanad for the regulation of the 
price of salt mined in the State. The price was fixed at Rs. 17-0-2 per ton 
(Rs. 0-10-0 a md.) and it continued in force till 1871. In 1869-70 it was noticed 
that a considerable quantity of untaxed 1\Iandi salt was being consumed in the 
adjoining Indian territory, and to protect the salt revenue of the Govemment of 
India the price of the Mandi salt was raised with effect from 1871 to Rs. 34-0-5 
per ton (Rs. 1-4-0 a maund, Re. 0-10-0 on account of price of salt as prev:ously 
fixed in 1846 and Re. 0-10-0 as duty). It was further agreed that the ~uty of 
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fle. 0-10-0 a. maund on all salt consigned to the British Indian territory would 
be pa.:d to the Indian Government and the duty on salt consumed in the Mandi 
State would be retained by the State. An establishment of the Government 
of India. was posted at the mines for collecting the duty on salt despatched to 
the Indian territory, whilst the Raja of Mandi was authorised to collect the duty 
at the mines on salt despatched within Mandi and the adjoining States. This 
arrangement re!ulwd in some friction between the officials of the State and of 
the Government of India and it was revised in 1880 in consequence of which a. 
uniform duty of Re. 0-10-0 per maund was charged on all salt mined. The duty 
was shared in the proportion of 2 : 1 between the Indian Government and th~ 
Raja of Mandi which corresponded to the approximate consumption of the salt 
in Indian territory on the one hand and in Mandi and its adjoining States on the 
other. In 1884, the duty on salt in the Indian territory was reduced to Rs. 54-7-0 
per ton (Hs. '2/- per maund) and in consequence the duty on l\Iaridi salt was 
proportionately reduced to Rs. 10-3-4 pet ton (Re. 0-6-0 per maund). Provision 
was also made at the same time for an automatic adjustment of the duty on 
1\Iandi salt to the duty prevailing in the Indian territory, by fixing the duty on 
the former at 1f5th the duty on the latter. 

3. Mining and Manufacturing Methods. 

3.1 At the l\Iandi mines the dry mining method is employed and salt is 
quarried from open pits. The winning of salt commences from the m:ddle of 
October and ends by the end of May. At the commencement of the season, 
i.e., after the rains considerable preliminary work is done each year before the 
mines are rropened for working. The rains are spread over two different st aEons, 
the heavier fall being between June and September, whilst during January to· 
March it is only spasmodic. The total rainfall varies from 50 to 80 incheS
per annum. 

3.2 The mining method folio-we'd in the olden days and described by Mr. A. E. 
English, Superintendent, Northern India. Salt Revenue Department, who
inspected the mines in 1915, was as follows. The three months of the heavy 
monsoon were employed in clearing the quarry of its overburden and debris. 
The course of a rushing stream, coming down the gorges, was diverted to the 
quarry site and brought to play on the debris of stones, boulders and earth. The 
rush of water carried away the loose mud and earth whilst the larger stones and 
boulders which could not be thus cleared were removed by manual labour. In 
this manner 10 to 20 times more material was removed than could have been 
done by manual labour alone. To prevent the salt in the quarry becoming 
inaccessibld, owing to the fall of debris during the rains, a deep cutting was made 
in the bed of the gorge up to the quarry pit and timbered; the mouth of the 
cutting was then bricked up. After the monsoon, the falling scree would bury 
the timber roof but when the mouth was opened a tunnel, locally known as. 
dog, was made through the gorge to the quarry pit. The salt was blask'<l out 
and removed through the tunnel to the depots. 

3.3 This method of mining has now been given up, largely owing to the· 
scarcity of labour, but the new method is no improyement on the old and ifl 
very primitive. In the present method the site for a quarry is cleared only after 
the rains, but no use is made of the rushing water for the removal of the over
burden. The practice of timbering has also been given up. Instead the dehris 
is removed from the opening in the quarry by manual labour after the rains 
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and when the salt stratum is exposed it is quarried by blasting. As the mines 
are located on mountain slopes, which at places are precipitous, they get burica 
under the falling scree during the rains. The natural relative position of th~ 
different strata, which is a good index for locating the salt deposits, cannot be 
thus seen from the faces and sometimes the cost of clearing the debris is so high 
that it is cheaper to look for new openings than to reopen the old ones. 'Ihia 
introduces a large element of chance. Many of the fresh tunnels or shafts, 
when driven, have had to be abandoned and the expenditure on them written off, 
because no salt deposits were struck even after tunnelling, for over 20Q ft. When· 
ever tunnels were driven through the loose rubble on mountain slopes, water 
~prings found their way into the mines and the wooden props which supported 
the roofs of the tunnels would give way completely, thus stopping all operations 
and ndd:.Og to the difficulties and cost of mining. Salt appears to have been 
mined on"ly with the object of supplying the immediate needs of the moment, 
no regard bemg paid to the ultimate damage that may be caused to the 
.l!trata of salt in the succeeding rainy season. The equipment used for tunnelling 
is antiquated and the working conditions inside the mines are far from satis
factory. In some places it is difficult to work even in a sitting posture and it 
js hard to believe that human beings could or should be asked to work under 
.such conditions. 

·3.4 LocATION. 

3.4.1 The Guma m:.Oes are situated on the southern side of the Luni Nab. 
(gorge), at a height of about 5,000 feet above the mean sea level. The thickness 
of the salt seam is reported to be 100 ft. The tunnels here suffer from all the 
defects of improper mining, but the quality of the salt is slightly better than 
.at Drang or Maigal. 

3.4.2 At Drang, the mines are situated near the Drang village at a height 
·of about 4,000 ft. and the thickness of the seam is said to be about 72 ft. Here 
two tunnels, at two different levels, have been dug. The tunnels are better 
-than at Guma, having cemented walls and roof and are free from water 
percolation. Salt is ulso being quarried at Drang in a gorge in two places, one 
on the north and the other on the south. The northern quarry is a cubical pit 
of 30 ft. x 30 ft. x 30 ft. As it lies immediately nt the foot of a steep hill rising 
1)ver 1,000 ft., loose scree which rests in an unstable state on the steep slopes 
of the cliff roll down during the rains and bury the pit. As this gorge is a 
junction of several mountain streams, the quarry gets completely flooded with 
water during the rains and the reopening of the quarry at each season involns 
heavy expenditure. The southern quarry is similar but being a little removed 
from the steep hill slopes it is not liable to the same hazards. 

3.4.3 At Maigal, the salt is being produced by the open quarry method ns 
at Drang. The quarry is about 3,000 ft. above mean sea level and there is a 
proposal to start tunnelling in this area. There are also the valuab-le brine 
springs which are running to waste at present. An attempt is being made to 
manufacture salt by evaporating th:s brine in shallow cerpent pans, but the 
pans are very small and the quantity produced is negligibJe. The brine, being 
free from almost all impurities, can yield salt of 99 per cent. purity and above. 
We estimate that if all this brine cou·ld be utilised, nearly 10,000 to 12,000 tons 
(2,72,000 to 3,26,600 mds.) of saclt of the highest puri~y could be producwl 
annually from it. This quantity would be at least tWice as much as tha1. 
<~,uarried or mined in the three mines together at present and would be preferrd 
in areas whit>h are accustomed to the good quahty rock salt from Khewra. 
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3.5 SALT HEFINERY-An attempt had been tnade to manufacture refiued salt 
on a small scacle at a refinery in Mandi city. Impure and rejected pieces of 
rock salt from the Maigal quarry were transported over a distance of six miles 
to .Maflli where they were dissolved in water in small cement tanks und stirred 
manually with wooden paddles. When the brine reached saturation point it. 
was pumped to a storage tank after filtering through cloth. The clear brine 
was then let into iron pans arranged in a cascade over a flue and was evaporated 
over wood fire. The salt that deposited was ladled out at frequent intervals, 
and dried in pans heated by the flue gases. It was sold as such or after 
grinding in a mill. The refinery worked for only one year .and produced about 
180 tons (5,000 mds.) of sa,lt. It was closed down in 1947 when the salt duty 
was abolished as it was found that the refined salt, already very costly, could 
not stand the competition with Khewra salt. The cost of manufacture of the 
refined salt was prohibitive being as high as Rs. 136/- to Rs. 190/- per tou 
(Hs. 51- to Rs. 7 I- per maund). It is not understood why tl;J.e refinery was 
at all located at Mandi, when constantly flowing·· brine of 10° Be' was available 
at Maigal. During our visit to Mandi we were. eonsulted whether this refinery 
should be restarted, and we advised against this "step, as salt could be· manu
factured by solar evaporation from the Maigal springs at a much lower cost. 

4. Annual Production. and -Quality o 

4.1 The quantity of salt produced at Mandi during the three years from 
1946 to 1948 is shown in Table XLII separately for each centre of mining. 

'l'ABLE XLII-PRODUCTION AT MANDl MINES 1946-48 -
1946 1947 1941> 

Mines I 
, ____ 

•.·· \ 

Tons ·Mds. Tons Mds. Tons I Mds. 

~-

Guma 0 735 20,000 1,125 30,700 {160 !!!l,IOO 

Drang 0 2,200 60,000 2,760 75,200 2,730 74,300 

Maigal 0 0 0 250 6,900 635 ] 7,300 490 13,30(} 

TOTAL 0 3,185 86,900 I 4,520 1,23,200 4,180 1,13,700 

-
The production during the last ten years has not exceeded 5.000 tons 
(1,36,000 mds.) per annum and may be considered as negligible. This sma1l 
quantity is being consumed locally and in the ndjoining areas for domestic und 
cattle use. 

4.2 The quality of the salt mined at Mandi is exceptionally poor, the sodium 
chloride content being as low as 80 to 62 per cent. and in no case going abov~ 
80 per cent. It is purplish in colour and can well-pass for a dark stone, owing 
to its impurities which consist mostly of siJica and calcium ct.rbonate. In ~oek 
Ralts the colour generally varies from pure w_hite to dark grey depending upon 
the impurities present. The rock salt at Khewra contains as much as 98-99 
per cent sodium chloride and its colour is much whiter. Table XLIII gi':.es 
aT'.a!yses ·of samples of sa.It collected from two of the three localities in Mandi 
and i;; compareJ with the composition of rock salt in Cheshire on the one bani( and 
Khewra op H~9 other. An e.na.lysis of" a filtered brine made from Mandi ·f. ui 
1s also give!l to indicate the ..,-irtual ahsenM of any other solublP. salts iJ>\t. 
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TABLE XLlli-UoMPOSITION oF MANDI SALT - .. ~-·-
Mandi 

Khewra. Cheshire Mandi 

I 
Brine 

-Guma Drang 
·---

(per cmt. on dro1 ba8i6) 

.Sodium chloride • . . 77·09 62·61 98·86 95·60 99·01 

Calcium chloride . .. .. .. 0·03 .. 
Calcium sulpl1ate. . . . 0·71? 0·49 . . 1·29 0·96 

.Sodium sulphate . . .. .. 0·57 .. . . 
Sodium Bicarbonate . . .. .. Traces .. . . 
Magnesium chloride . . .. Traces .. 0·08 .. 
Insolubles . 22·14 36·72 .. 3·00 .. 
Undetermined -. 0·02 0 ·18 0·57 .. 0·03 

TOTAL 100·00 100·00 100·00 100·00 100·00 

It wi·ll be noticed from this table that the Mandi rock salt is of an inferior 
_quality and cannot be compared either with Khewra or Cheshire salt. The salt 
as it is mined is, in our opinion, unfit fm: human consumption and we doubt 
even of its fitness for us.e by cattle. In fact it is the worst salt we have seen 
so far in India. In the case of Khewra, the salt is pure enough to be utilised 
as such for human consumption whilst the Mandi salt can only be used after 
it is subjected to a process of purification. Its impurities consist mostly of 

. insoJ.uble matter which can be removed completely. This will be apparent from 
the analysis of the Mandi brine given above. The calcium sulphate component 
in this brine can be crystallised out during concentration and a relatively purer 
.crop of sodium chloride crystals couJd be obtained from it with greater case 
-than from brine made frore Cheshire rock salt. 

4.2.1 We were informed that the peopile of Hima<~hal Prad~sh have a 
special preference for the impure Mandi salt. This is partly due to the mistaken 
notion that this salt has medicinal property and partly due to ignorance and 
prejudice, born of many years of habit. The Mandi people are. not peculiar in 
this respect, because in other places in India also we have found this reluctance. 
to give up the consump;tion of an impure materiaJ. The local inhabitants us~ 
the salt by dissolving it in water and leaving it overnight for the impurit!es 
to settle down and taking only the supernatant liquor for use. The separation 
d the insoluble silica by such extraction is not complete and it is inevitable 

. that this injurious substance must be daiJy finding its way into their food. 
Education and propaganda can however bring about a change in this habit when 
purer salt is made available. 
3. Improvements and Extensions. 

5.1 In spite of the fact that mines have been examined from time to time 
by various geologists and mining engineers, no steps have been taken to improve 
either the methods of mining or the quality of Mandi salt and it continues to 
be quarried or mined in a primitive fashion. This neglect may have been due 
to the fact that the Khewra mines in the West Punjab produced a purer quality 
of salt and naturalJy received greater attention, as the principal source of supply 
of rock salt in undivided India. As far back as 1879 Dr. Warth condemned 
the methods of quarrying in Mandi and described them as primitive and 
dange!'Ous to the lives of the -labourers working in them. In 1942 one of the 
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mines at Drang collapsed and this led Mr. E. B. Lewis, Chief Mining. Enginee~~ 
:Salt .ltange Division, Khewra, to visit the Mandi mines in 1943, along wit.bl 
Mr. V. P. Sandhi of the GeOtlogical Survey of India to investigate the causes 
of this collapse and to advise the Mandi State on the future working of the 
mines. Messrs. Lewis and Son<ihi reported that the inconsist~nt nature of 
the lol•lwn, the heavy rainfall,- the absence of thick and good cover over the salt 
and the consequent tendency for fresh water to percolate into the mine all ' 
combined to shorten the working life of mines of this type. They recommended 
that greater care shoutld be exercised and good mining practices followed in 
the future- mining operations. They suggested new mines being opened at 
Nagrota and Guma where the existence of salt deposits was indicated by the 
lokhan. They gave direction about the action to be taken to reach ~he stratum 
of salt and to avoid water seepage and gave detailed technical direction as to 
the methods of mining to be adopted and the safeguards to be provided ;to 
prevent a recurrence of a collapse. They also recorded that no geological map 
of any of the areas where_ satlt was mined was being maintained to show accu
rately the course of the mine's explotations and development. Iri their opinion, 
this was an essential aid to the choice of a site and recommended that one large 
ficale map of not less than 1 inch=:lOO ft. showing'all surface features including 
contours, nalas and salt out crops, and anoth_er map on the scale of 1 in.= 50 f~. 
showing the working plan of the mine should be prepared. Mr. Lewis also 
expressed the view that the deposits did no.t lend themselves ideaJly to under
ground d':'y mining. :S.ubsequent experience and mishaps all point to the need 
for scrapping the present methods of extracting the salt, whether by quarrying 
or dry mining. 

5.2 We have come to the conMusion that the present method of mining or 
-quarrying should not be continued for more :than a year or two by which time 
positive steps will have to be taken by either the Government of India andfor 
the Government of Himachal Pradesh for introducing up~to-date methods for 
the production of saJt of good quality. Unless easily accessible deposits cf 
rock salt with a sodium chloride content of 98-99 per cent·. are located (and there 
have been suggestions that they may be available below the present known 
strata), we feel that there is no future for the recovery of salt in Mandi by dry 
mining and that the only alternative is to mine the salt in the form of briue 
for subsequent evaporation. In our opinion, it is of paramount importance 
that the only available source of rock salt in India should not be dissipated 
by the present wasteful methods <:>f extraction. We would have suggested the 
immediate c-losure of these mines, but such a step would affect a considerable 
number of men who obtain thei:t: livelihood from the mining operations. It 
would have also brought a sudden stoppage of supply of local salt in the Mandi 
area. In our Interim Report we had, therefore, recommended that for a brief 
period of two years the Mining Department of Himachal Pradesh should be 
provided with cheap. mechanical app·liances like drills, air compressors, etc. 
for driving tunrtels, and that facilities be given to it to carry on such develop
ment work as is necessary. This would not involve a large capital <,utlay. 
In fact, we were averse to any large in-vestment in view of our recommenda
tion to close down the mines in two years' time. By adopting simple 
mechanical methods a saving would be effected in the cost of mining the salt 
and what is mC'te important, these natural resources would be conserved and 
not frittered away as at present. In pursuance of these recommendations we 
are glad to note that the Himacha.l Pradesh Government have purchased these 
appliances a:1d thev expect to bring- them into use durinS:. ~be next • mining-
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· 5.2.1 Brine Wells.-Because of the low sodium chloride content uf the lOCk 
salt at ~fa.ndi, the ~traduction of the brin~ well. method and subsequent 
evap?rat10n of the _brm~ become a matter of mcreasmg urgency and importance. 
lt will be ec?nomlCaJ. m ~o~t, conserve. the salt resources and remedy the 
defects to VV:hiCh ~h.e d? mmmg m~thod IS subject. l\~oreover, as the percentage 
of s?luble rmpunties IS small! brme of an exceptionally high purity can be 
obtam~d to yield a pnre quahty of salt. In U.S.A. where rock salt deposit! 
are ~neco~o.mical to wo~k by dry minin~ method on account of their depth or 
the Impurities present m them, the brme well method "is beina increasinaly 
introduced. ~ut of a total production in U.S.A . .of 135·1 lakh ton~ (3677·4 la0kh 
mds} of s~lt m 1946, as much as 75·1 _lakh -tons (20-!4·2 lakh mds.) were 
reco,ered m ~he foJ?ll of concentrated bru:~e from the rock salt mines and sold 
as such for mdustnal uses. The production of rock salt as such amounted 
to only 30·4 lakh ton11 (827·5 lakh mds.). In Great Britain similarly as much 
as 18·0 lakh tons (49Q ·lakh mds.) out of a total production of 26·3 lakh tons 
(715·9 lakh mds.) wru; produced as brine in 1938. In the course of the next 
fe:w ye~!'S it is more than likely that the production of rock salt by dry mining 
will st1ll ~u~ther b~ repla~ed by the brine wei.l method. _Unfortunately, there 
are no mmmg engmeera m the country today who are experienced in this 
method of mining and we had recommended in our Interim Report that steps 

·be taken .to obtain the aervices from America of a set. of encineers versed in 
thiS! m.ethQd of operation. 

0 
' 

5.3 'fHERMo-COMPRESSION EvAPORATOP.s-·we do not, however, r<x:urnmend 
the usual type of evaporation in pans or multiple-effect evaporators to he 
adopted at Mandi because ihe necessary fuel is not availab-le near the mines 
and the price of fuel transported to this area from the plains will be very high. 
Mandi has no easy access to coal which would have to be transported all the 
way from Bengal or Bihar, but is b-lessed with hydro-electric power from 
Jogindarnagar. In Switzerland, where cheap hydro-electric power is available. 
salt is being manufactured by evaporators worked on thermo-compression. 
The heat economy in this t:y-pe of evaporation is very much higher than even 
with multiple-effect evaporators. It works on the principle of compressing 
the vapours from the evaporator by electrical.ly driven rotary turbo-compressors 
and using them over again for heating the evaporator, with the addit:on of a. 
Httle make-up steam, which, if necessary could be obtained from an electri
callv heated boiler. This plant should produce 66,000 tons (about 18,00,000 
mds.) of saJt per annum which is considered to be the minimum for an economic 
unit. According to an agreement drawn· up in 1925 between the PlJ.njab 
Government and the Mandi Durbar relating to the Uhl River Hyd:r:o-electric 
scheme th.3 former had undertaken to supply the l\fandi State with 250 l:w. of 
electric power free of cost and an additional 1000 kw. at cost price which is 
0·9 of an anna per unit. The Mandi State and its successor the Himachal 
Pradesh Government have utilised hitherto only a part of the 250 kw. offered 
free of cost and some of it is sti11 available for utilisation.. Vl e also understand 
thnt the Jogiudarnnga!" Power House is anxious to develop a permanent loaJ, 
once its supply of power to Pakistan ceases. Considerable surplus power _would 
then be available for Himachal Pradesh and we recommend that the PunJab (I) 
Government seriously consider offering power to the Mandi ev:aporator plant 
at a lower rate than 0·9 anna per unit. Although this cost Is not cheap, 
we believe that a thermo-compression brine evaporator plant offers a ;netho·l 
of utilising the salt deposits of l\fandi to the best advant.age. V._e t~lso 
recommend that the possibilities of using wood fuel for the boiler to giVe the 
required make-up steam be examined in ·dew of the high cost of :power. Even 
.taldncr ·the cost at 0·9 anna per unit the cost of manufacturlUg salt from 
the e~aporator plan·£ will not e~ceed, in our opinion, Rs. 27;22 per ton (Re. I) 
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per md.) and might be ~ctually lower. As. however, none of us has any direct 
knowledge of t?e operat~on cost of a plant of the thermo-compressor type, our 
figure of cost IS approximate and collecttd from such information as. we have 
before us. The consumption of salt in HirnachaJ Pradesh, J a.mmu and Kashmir 
Punjab (I), Patiala. and the East Punjab States Union and Delhi. is in th~ 
neighbourhood of 1,00,000 tons (27,22,000 mds.) and the production of the 
Ma.ndi factory could be easily absorbed by these markets. 

5.3.1 In our Interim Report we had suggested that Messrs. Escher Wyss 
Engineering Works of Zurich, Switzerland, who specialise in the manufacture· 
of tht;rm::>-compression evaporators should be invited to examine the p'roblem 
at Mandi in all its details and asked to, furnish complete technical data and 
operatioMl detaih for supplying and erecting a thermo-compression plant. They 
also shouU provide the technical personnel in the initial stages of operation whilst 
the Indian personnel was being trained. We had estimated the. erection cost 
of such a plant inc.luding working capital to be in the neighbourhood. of Rs. 60 
lakhs. As the conservation and economical utilisation of the Mandi mines is 
of great consequence to .the country, we are of the view that the. country's 
interest would be best served if the management and· control of these mines 
as also of the salt factory are kept in the hands, of the Government of Inclia 
and the Government of Himachal Pradesh. 

5.3.2 We un,derstand that our suggestion in the foregoing paragraph has 
been acted upon and a technical representative of Messrs. Escher Wyss Ltd., 
who have been consulted, has visited the. site for a preJiminary investigation 
and submitted an interim report. He. haH stated that the general geological 
formation and the uniformity of deposits in the three different mining centres
rule out the rossibility that these deposits are purely local or that the :1 uantity 
of salt is Jimited. He has also expressed an opinion that a huge salt layer, 
following the whole range of the hill chain, connects Maigal, Drang and· Guma. .. 
He has suggested that the Geological Survey· of India, who are at present · 
investigating the area, be request-ed to locate by dril.ling the salt layer at Bejni 
(half. way be,tween Maigal and MA.ndi) which he considers a~ a possible site 
for the erection of an evaporator plant. They have offered to carry out a fuller. 
investigation for a. lump sum fee of Rs. 12,000/- plus: the living and travelling 
expenses of the delegation of one. or. more of. their experts a.t site and submi~: 
a detailed report on the following points.: · 

(a) the best methods of exploiting the existipg salt deposits for the.· 
envisaged brine evaporator· plant; · 

(b) the general layout and plans. for a, suitab-le plant including purifyin~, 
facilities, evaporators, salt extraction, drying, conveyance an<l. 
storage; 

(c) a detailed study of the economics of the proposed plant and com•1 
parat.ive production cost by other processes: 

(d) transport aspects; 
(e) power re_quirements; 
(f) labour; and 
(g) miscellaneous. 

ln case the order for a plant is ultimat~ly placed with them they have 
()ffer~d tJ forego the fee of Rs. 12,000{-. We consider this offer as fair and 
strongly urge tha.t it be accepted and the firm asked t.o conduct the survey and 
submit their detailed recommendation as early as possible. Messrs. E11cher Wyss 
reckon that their plant could he put into commission within three years of the 
placing of the order and during this period the method of wet mining could be· 
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introduced and stabilised. In an ear.lier paragraph wo have mentioned the 
desira?ility of bringing out American- experts versed in wet mining methods, 
but smce Messrs. Escher \Vyss are prepared to undertake this investioation 
as a part of their scheme, we suggest that the consultation with ~erica~ 
experts be deferred till this firm submit their report. 

' '· \ 

5.4 TRANSPORT-The location of the brine evaporator plant will depend tlpon 
the availability of transport for carrying away the sa.]t. In our Interim Report 
we had. suggf:~ted. that the plant might have to ba located either near the
Guma mine or between 1\Iaigal and Mandi, Messrs. Escher Wyss in their prelimi• 
nary report favour the latter site. Before \Vorld \Var II a narrow gauge railway 
used to operate between Pathankot and Jogindarnagar, but· durinoo the war a 
part of this railway line, from ~agrota to Jogindarnagar, (35 miles) ;.as disma1~tl- ' 
ed-. It was· suggcsbed by the Mining.'Engineer, Mandi, that the Government of 
India-ihould be requested to restore.tsis rine in order to facilita~e the developmenti 
of salt industry in Mandi on a large scale. Although a good road exists from Mandi 
to Pathanlwt and beyond wP. ·do not believe that it would be possible to c:nry 
away by road 66,000 tons of salt eacli year at an economic cost. The only 
cheap and adequate mode o£ transport for this area is by rail not only for the 
salt traffic but for such other traffic as is- available from Mandi and the adjacent· 
Kulu va1ley. The restoration of the narrow gauge line from Nagrota to 
Jogind~rnagar wiU ·not be as costly but we are not enamoured · of · this · :dea. 
because::a small railway of this nature is incapable of offering cheap transport .. 
When this line ·was previously in operation it proved a .losing proposition for 
·a period of 13 years, because it ·could nat ·stand up against road competition 
and it may meet t.he same fate on its restoratiom If the Governmi:mt of India are-. 
anxious t~ develop . the resources · of Himachal Pradesh we recommend that 
Mandi bE:l connected by 'a broad gauge railway. This will afford cheap transport 
to Himachal Pradesh and help to open "it 'up and bring it nearer to the rest Q£ 
the country by making it more _easiJ.y accessible. The East Punjab Railway is 
already operating a broad gauge railway service up to Nangal for the develop- · 
ment of'"the Bhakra Dam project. ·Nangal is at a distance of only 50 miles 
from Mandi and it would be advantageous to extend this line. We have- to
re_memb.er that after the· partition of India this -area has assumed special 
importance an_d we anticipate_ a 'development of its ec::momy due to its having· 
become the northern frontier of India. .Tho"ugh this area is sparsely. populat€d, ' 
at present it has an· attractive .climate and the need for new areas for expansion 
bring it into con-sideration for· future. development. "Mandi can offer traffic in 
(a) salt, (b) wool and wooLlen goods, '(c) timber, (d(wood products, (e) fresh 
fruit and vegetables and (£) tourist traffic for which there . are considerable 
potentialities. The s_cheme for ·a brine evaporator plant- -· \vhich we have 
recommended will provide a load of 200 tons of salt a day· from Mandi to the 
J¥ains and the po¥lntialities .of this area, whicl?:" we have envisaged, will make 
a demand for a substantial load from the plains towards Mandi. We would, 
therefore, urge that in the programme· of railway .expansion in this strategic 

. and attractive area; pref!'lrence should be given to' the proposal to connec~ 
Nangal to Mandi by a broad gauge tract, and thaif""this question should not b& 
based entirely on past experience under conditions which have altered 
consider a bJy. 

5.4.1 The. location of the brine .evaporator plant will depend upon ine rail 
transport faciJity that is made available. If it is decided to restore the narrow 
gauge railway from Jogindarnagar to Nagrota the factory will have to be located 
near the Gum a mines; on the other hand if the broad gauge railway is to be 
extended from Nangal to Mandi, the factory will have to be installed near the 

• Maigal mines. 
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5.5 l\1AIGAL 8PRING8 

5.5.1 We have referred in an earlier paragraph to t;he observations made
by Dr. Warth and Mr. Goswami on the occurrence of brine springs at Maigal. . 
In 1929 Mr. Goswami examined the possibility of recovering salt from this. 
brine and stated that pure white satlt could be manufactured from it both by 
concentrating it in open iron pans heated by diregt fire and for a part of the 
year by solar evaporation. Mr. Goswami had worked :out· the cost of. manu
facturing solar salt which, according to the conditions prevailing .. at that time, 
come to Rs. 17 per ton (10 amaas per maund). Mr. Goswamio's ~ecom· 
mendation for the artificial evaporation of Maigal brine either in open pans or 
multiple effect evaporators was not adopted because th~ supply of fue1 in the 
locality was found inadequate. An attempt was, however, made to lay out 
salt pans for solar evaporation, but the quantity produced was negligibJe and 
did not exceed 180 tons (5000 maunds) in any year. 

5.5.2 In our Interim Report we had recommended a more effective utilisation. 
of Maigal brine for the manufacture of salt by solar evaporation. Though no 
data was available of the rate of evaporation under the conditions. prevailing 
at Mandi, Mr. Goswami had estimated its ·avera;ge rate at 0·4''- .per day; we 
had, therefore, suggested to the Mining Engineer. at .Mandi to .collect data by. 
carrying out actual evaporation:. experiments ill the: small cemf;)nt pans ,which 
are availabJe at Maigal. These experiments were carried out in 1949 and the
average evaporation per day in the· different· months of the .Y"ear has been: 
reported as follows: ' 

Month 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June . 
September· 
October., 
Nove.mber 
December 

Inches 

0·10 
0·15. 
0·20 

. 0 ·25 
0·29 
0·33 
0·20 
0 ·li 
0·12 
0 ·10 

We had also suggested that the mapufacture be undertaken- in the first instance 
during the two dry periods of the year, namely, October to December and March 
to May and had expressed a; hope that it might be possible to continue .. the: 
manufacture even in the months of. January, Febr1,1ary a~1d Marc}}. 'i;n, spite of. 
the occasional rains which occur during these months. The above results-show 
that some evaporatioi:f"does take place even during these months and it)mig;ht, 
therefore, be. possible to have a manufacturing ·season lasting from,_ ~igh:t. to. 
nine months in the- year.. · · · 

5.5.3 The production of solar salt fr.om the Maigal brine springs might .be 
as ruucl~ as -10,000 to 12,000 tons {~. 72,000 tv 3,27,000 _maunds) per aur.um. 
from brine which now runs to waste and which· can be brought into use to creat-e
wealth for the State. We had calcuJated that if an area of about 20 acres were
set aside for the construction of condensers and crystallisers, 5,000 tons (1,36,006.. 
maunns) of salt could be produced in a year by working during the dry months 
alone. This scheme was independent of our recommendation for a tbermo-com
pression plant and was to be continued even after wet mining and evaporation 
by thermo-compression came into operation. This output could, however, .be 
increased by reducing the period of evaporation if the 'brine which has a dens1ty 
of 10° Be' could be made to flow over blocks of rock salt placed in the course 
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-o!. its ~urn~y. The placing of these K:>eks could be so regulated that by the 
time t e bnne reaches the crystallising pans it might have a densit hi h 
~s 20o to 22o Be:. The _one se.rious difficulty which has to be solvfd 8flrst ~s 
m regard to makmg an ImperviOus bed for the condensers and crystallisers 
!n all ~olar sa.lt works. these beds are made of plastic clay tamped and mad~ 

- 1mperv1~us by_ treatrn~nt .with brine. Such a clay, as far ~s we are aware is 
not a~ailable ~ M~nd1· and. it would, therefore, be necessary to ca 'out 
~xperiments ~Ith different kmds of locally available clay. We had recom:;ended 
m. our _Interi~ Report that the Mining Engineer who is in-c,harge of the salt 
~mes mcludmg solar pans should be deputed to visit· the soJar salt works in 
·different pa.rts of the country, partic1:1larly in Kathiawad, Kutch and South India 
io. study ..t.h~ methods adopted there, so that they may be adapted to suit the 
local conditions of Mandi. We understand that the Himachal Pradesh Govern
ment have approved our proposal !or the production of 5,500 tons (150,000 
maunds) of solar salt by settmg aside an area of 20 acres and have sanctioned 
an expenditure of about Rs. 43,500 for laying out the works. Before this 
work i::~ taken in hand we reiterate our recommendation that the .Miuina Enai
:neer should be deputed to visit the solar salt works in different parts of Indi0a. 

.. 5.5.4 The G~vernment of Himacha~ Pradesh had asked our opinion wheth·or 
1t would be advisable to bottle the Maigal brine on a. commercia.l scale to make 
it available for either as mineral water or for culinary purposes. As the density 
-of the brine is high, it is unsuitable as a mineral water, nor does it contain any 
mineral other than sodium chloride to justify its being called a, mineral water. 
Its use as a solution for culinary purposes is a.lso not· practicable; in fact it will 
be expensive and uneconomical. We, therefore, do not recommend any attempts 
being made in either of these directions. 

5.6 Iodized salt-Reference wa.s also made to us by the Himachal Pradesh 
Government whether w.e could suggest a means for iodizing the Mandi salt as 
11. preventive against goitre which is prevalent in this area. The crude rock 
ilalt as available in Mandi, at present, cannot be iodized as such. OnJ.y salt 
-of a high purity can be iodized and that too under controlled conditions. We, 
therefore, recommend that the consideration of this question should be deferred 
until the brine evaporator factory is erected and brought into operation. We 
understand. that Messrs. Escher "'-yss have agreed to include in their proposal 
the necessary equipment to manufacture iodized salt. 

5. 7 Storage-During our visit we· were informed that no adE}quate provision 
existed ·at the mines for the storage of salt and that additional c0vered !itores 
ilhould be built. As we have recommended the closing down of the mine_s in 
the course of the next two years, we did not apprcve of any e:xpend1t11re 
ou the building of new stores. We. sugg~sted instead .the t.ne~hod 
ot covering sa.lt heaps with gt!J.SS and clay, a. simple but effective te.chmq~e 
employed at the salt factories in Bombay and Madra~, where the ramfa.ll IS 

verv much heavier an'd more widespread than at Mand1. We underatnnd that 
th~ Mining Engineer tried out this sugg~stion but witho_u~ success :1s he was not 
familar with the technique. When he 1s deputed to v1s1t the solar salt ~orb, 
he shouH make a study of this method of storage also fOI" ndopt:on ai 
the mines. 

6. Staft and Organisation. 

6.1 The staff at the mines consists of one Mining Engineer who supervisea 
tTie workina of the mmes with the help of five Inspectors, one 
accountant. four clerks, three technicians an~ 12 peons.. The functions o~ ~he 
1\/l'h.,;n,., 'P.nainPPr Jtt nresent are manifold. He lS not only m charge of the mmmg 
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<lp_e~ations but al_so ~ charge of planning, and designing, at all places where. 
mmmg m: q~arrymg ~s un~ertaken. Besides thE} salt mines, he has to supervis& 
the other ~-~era I m1~es. m th~ State. He is' being charged with a great deal 
of respons1b1hty ·and 1t 1s adv1sable that he should be adequately assisted. 
Formerly he was not even provided with any means of transport fo~ movement. 
from mine to mine for inspection and supervision. We had :~:ecommended that 
he be given means of transport so that he could move quickly from one area to 
another. We a:r:e glad to note that he has now been provided with a staff car. 
We understand that the Salt Department will be taking ov.er the administration 
of the Mines from 1st April 1950 and we recommend that steps be taken by 
thli Salt Department to reorganise, completely the salt mining department 
in Mandi. As a first step . we recommend that a Chief Mining Engnieer, having 
considerable 1:nowleodge and experience in mining operations, should be uppointt:-J 
to take charge of the salt mines and quarries and the present Mining Engineer
should be placed under him. When the wet mining. method is adopted, thtl 
Mining Engineer wouJd be a8sociated with the foreign technical personnel, 
so that in dud course he may be in a position to take over this operation from.
them. At a later date he might even be sent abroad to study the latest technique 
in different methods of wet mining. 

6.2 The labour employed at the mines is local and comes from: the 
fiurrounding villages. The total number of labourers- employed at the mines 
and the brine works is about 300. Of these about 100 are skilled and 200 unskilled. 
The wages of the skilled miner varies from Rs.. 1-4-0 to Rs. 1-8-0 per· day whilst 
the unskilled labourer gets Rs. 1-l-0 pet day. 

"1. Cost o! Production.. 

7.1 The cost in 1948 of salt mined in Mandi was reported to be Rs. 22,2-0 
per ton (Rs. 0-13-0 per maund). ;No details of cost were furnished to us but 
we were informed that this cost i~cluded wages, stores, repairs and renewals, 
administration expenses, distribution expenses and depreciation. The cost for 
1949 is reported to have increased ~:¥ 50 per cent. which would make the. price 
of 1\fandi salt considerably higher thl!n that of salt produced either in the Govern
ment or privately owned solar works elsewhere in India. No charge DJJJ::ears to 
have bet>n ineluded· in the cost for the amortization of the mines which is neces
sary in view of the fact that the mines are a wasting asset. We recommend that 
prop"!r costing methods should be adopted and adequate provisions made for de
preciatio;1 and amortization of the minef' 

7.2 For the small quantity of brine salt that is being produced, the . cosll 
during 1935-40 was repotted as Rs. 40-13-0 per ton (Rs. 1-8-0 per maund), for 
1940-45 at Rs. 54-7-0 per ton (Rs. 2-0-0 per maund). For 1949 it ia_ estimated 
to cost Rs. 95-4-0 per ton (Rs. 3,8-0 per maund). With a larger production of 
5,500 tons (150,000 maunds) of brine salt from the MaigaL springs as proposed 
bv us, the price of this salt should not exceed Rs. 2.7-3-6 per ton (Re. 1 per 
maund). . 

. 7.3 The selling price of rock salt was Rs. 37-7-0 per ton (Rs. 1-6-0 per 
maund) up to July 1948, when it was raised to Rs. 54-7-0 per ton (Rs. 2-0,-0 per 
maund). Similarly the price of brine salt was increased frol'ill Rs. 54-7-0 per ton 
(Rs. 2 per maund) to Rs. 108-14-0 per ton (Rs. 4-0-0 peJ maund). These prices 
include the cost of distribution. It wil·l be seen from these prices that a margin 
of anything up to 75 :p.?r cent., over the cost of mining is being kept as p~ovision 
for the heavy wear and tear and large losses and wastage that occur durmg the 
mining operations. In our opinion however this provis:o~ ~s n.?t adequate to · 
cover these losses particularly as the present method of mmmg IS wasteful an!} . 
a Iar~e quantity of salt is washed away each year by the rain. No sooner the 
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brine wells and the evaporators start functiouing it would be possible ·to sell 
Mandi salt at a lower price than .charged at present, inclusive of all costs and 
providing for a fair margin of profit. 

8. Sales and Distribution. 

8.1 Mandi salt is distributed by the mines themselves mostly to the Mandi 
District, Kulu and Kangra Valleys and certain parts of Punjab(!). It is 
transported to these markets. The small traders known as batnis, carry the salt 
on their baeks to the nearby villages for local consumption. The markets farther 
away are served. by the traders who transport it by head loads, pack animals, 
bullock-carts and motor lorries. The traders indent for salt on the mines which 
charge 3 pies per maund as loading charge and 6 pies per maund per .i.nile for 
bringing the salt to the road side. Salt is also sold in wholesale and retail lots. 
at Government Depots which are situated at convenient places on the ~rotor 
road. 

9. Summary of Recommendations. 

(a) A detailed geologica.! survey of the present mines and of the surroundin"' 
area t') locate fresh deposits should be carried out to determine the extent of reck 
salt deposits in the country (1.3.1). · · · · · · - . 

(b) 'fhe present method of mining or quarrying should not be continued for 
more than a year or two by which time positive steps should 'be taken for 
introducing the method of mining. by mearis of brine wells and installing 
evapor~t?rs for the production. of good quality salt. In the intervening. period, 
the Mmmg Department of Himachal Pradesh should be provided with cheap 
mechanical _appliances like drills, air compressors etc. to facilitate the· dry 
method of mining. (5.2) · 

. (c) For Mandi, we consider Thermo-Compressor evaporation of brine as the 
most suitable method of producing high quality salt in view of the fact that 
hydro-electric power is readily available. (5.3). 

· (d) The offer made by Messrs. Esche: .Wyss: & Co. of. ~urich, Switz.erland 
for determining the best method of expl01tmg the salt deposits and. drawmg up 
g~neral lay-out and plan for a suitable evaporator pl.ant a~ a cost of Rs .. 12,0UV 
should be accepted· and they may be asked to submit therr recommendatiOns as 
~arly as possible. (5.3.1 and 5.3.2) 

. (e) For the development of the salt industry in Mandi, it is necessary to 
provide a railway link. This can be done either ?Y restoring the narr?w . gauge 
line from Na!ITota to Jogindarnagar or by expandmg the broadgauge lm~ fr?f 
Nangal to M;ndi town. The latter shoul~ be preferred as it- offers conslderao e 
advantages h opening out this part of Himachal Pradesh. (5.4) . 

(f) The· manufacture of salt by solar evaporation of the brine obtaine~ fro~ 
the Maigal !Oprings chould be taken up by laying. out an area of 20 acre<>. nxperl-

.. ments with different kinds of locally available cla;r to make the beds 
impervious should also be, carried out. The Mining Engmeer sho.uld be d7pute~ 
to visit the solar salt works in different parts of the country hke Kathi.awad, 
Kutch and South India ~o study the methods in vogue there for adaptatiOn to 
suit th~ t·omlitions in Mandi. (5.5.3) 

(g) No att~mpt should ~e made to bottle Maigal spring brine for use either 
as mineral water or for cuhnary purposes. (5.5.4) . . 

(h) The manufacture of iodized salt should only be considered in conjunction 
with the installation of a brine evaporator plant. (5.6) 
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(j) The Mining Engineer when he visits the· solar works should also · b~
asked to study the method of covering sa.lt heaps with grass a.nd clay as employed 
in Bombay and Madras. (5. 7) · 

{k) When the Salt Department of the Government of India takes over the· 
administration ot the Mandi mines from 1st April 1950 it should reorganise the 
Mining Department and appoint a Chief ;Mining Engineer haYing considerable 
knowledge a.nd experience in mining operations to take ~barge of the mines.: 
The present Mining Engineer should be plaeed under the Chief Engineer; he 
should also be associated with the foreign technical personnel when the weti.
mining method is adopted.· (6!.1J 



1. Description. 

OHAPTEB. XII 
KATHIAWA.D AND KU'rCH 

1.1 The salt industry in Kathiawad and Kutch is of comparatively recen' 
origin. Tha :first salt. works started in 1~27 at Mithapur (Okhammdal} by 
the late Mr. Kapilram Vakil. The rapid development of the industry since: 
~en in these areas may be ascribed to the prevailing natural climatic condi
~ions which are well suited for the manufacture of salt by solar evaporation •. 
Low rainfall, long periods of dry weather, high winds and fairly high tempera
tures, together with the availability of sea brine and uniform salmity throughou1J· 
the yeliT mak13 both Kathiawad and K~tch ideally .suited for the Il;lanufacture ot 
solar salt. There are at present nine large and four small salt works in Kathia.. 
wa:l and one in Kutch. In all of them manufacture is carried out by solar· 
evaporation. The inland salj; works at Kuda. (Dliarangadhra) which are also 
situatacl in Kathiawad have been dealt with in Chapter . X on the Other 
Inland Sources, since the raw material, method of production and the type ot 
salt produced at Kuda are different from the marine salt works of Ka~hiawad. 

. -
1.2 Tho location of the salt works in Kathiawad and Kutch is shown below •. 

. Luge Small Total 

K&TBIA. WAD-
(a) Bharai (Junagadh) . 

•.~· 
. . .. 1 1 

(b) Bhavnagar • . . . . . . 1 .. 1 
(c) Jaft'rabad . . . . . . . 1 .. 1 
'd) Jamnagar • • • . . . . . 3 .. 3 
(e) Lavanpur (near Navlakhi) . . . . . 1 . .. 1 
(/) Maliya (Khakhrechi) . . . . . .. 1 1 
(g) Mithapur (Okhamandal) . . . . . 1 .. 1' 
(h) Porbanda.r . . . . ·. . 1 1 2' 
(j) Velan ( Kodin'"'). . . . . . .. 1 1 
(k) Versamadi (near Navlakhi) . . . . . 1 .. 1 

. 
Kt7TOB-

9 4 13 

(a) Kandla . . . . . . 1 . . 1 

10 4 14 

-

'rhe works at V ersamadi and one of the works at J amnagar were under construe
tio:u at the time of our visit in November 1948 and were expected to come int()· 
production during 1949. 

1.3 Of all the works in Kathiawad the Works at 1\Iithapur are the oldest 
and were the :first to come into existence due to the initiative and enterprise of 
tne late 1\Ir. Kapilram H. Vakil who may be term~d the father of the salti 
industry in Kathiawad. He met with considerable difficulties in the initi!ll 
stages in establishing his salt works against competition from imported salt. 
But it was largely due to his persistence and the enterprise of other ma.nufactur_ 
ers aftC'r protection was granted to the· salt industry, that this industry -has
establis1led its,el£ in Kathiawad. 'l'he Works at Mithapur, :first known ~~ the. 
Okba Salt Works, were started in lfl27 nnd were followed by the Nadir~-

151 
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·works,. now known as the Saurashtra Salt Works at Porbandar (1930), the 
:MaharaJa Salt Works at Lavanpur (1932), the Digvijaysinhji Salt Works at 
Jamnagar (1936), the Kandla. (Katch) Salt ·works (1937), the Bhavnagar Works 
(1943) and the Jaffrabad Works (1945). The Mithapur Works are the la;·gest 
in this group with a. rated capacity _to produce 1,25,000 tons (34,03,000, nids.) 
of salt per annum. The next in size are the Works at Kandla. and one of 
:the works at Porba.n~ar with a. rated capacity of .. 70,000 and 60,000 tons 
(19,00,000 and ,1.6,33,000 mds.) per annum resp·cctively. The rest of the l&rger 
works have a rated capacity varying from 20,000 to 40,0QO tons (5,44,000 to 
10,89,000 mds.) per annum. The sma:ller works at·Porbandar, Khakhrechi, Bharai 
.and Koainar have a. total production o.f about 6,000 tons (16,300 mds.) which is 
-consumed in Kathiawad itself. ' · 
'2. Manufacturing Rights. 

2.1 These works were started under monopoly rights granted to the manu
·facturers by the various .States of Kathiawad and Kutch in return for the pay
ment· of a small royalty. The monopoly system possessed certain advantages 
inasmtlch as it encouraged the promotion of the industry by prot~cting the 
~ghts of the manufacturers against uneconomic competition at a time when the 
industr,y was in its infancy and facing a crisis due to the dumping of imported 
salt. It has to be recorded to t-he credit of some of .the .State8 that they 

··waived the collection of royalty during the early periods of the exis
tence of the works. In the context of the present day conditions, when 
the irl:dustry has made rapid strides and estaplished itself, the monopoly rights 
-appear to be out of date specially as the country is not self-sufficient in salt. 
These rights should, therefore be reviewed and modified . if and when they 
-impede further expansion of the industry. It is likely that thera may be certain 
.legal difficulties if the monopoly rights are revoked by a. unilateral action, but we 
have no doubt that the manufacturers of Kathiawad and Kutch will agree to a. 
readjustment of their rights in a manner which would protect their interests and 
at the same time allow the industry to be developed further to meet the require-
ments of the country. This has already been done by the former Navnagar 

·State who had originally granted :t monopoly to the Digvijaysinhji Salt Works 
and subsequently with the Concurrence of these Works withdrew this concession 
in orde.· to eatablish three other works at Jamnagar. 

-s. Manufacturing Proeess. 

3.1 Brine is conveyed from -the sea at high tides into reservoirs through 
creeks o:· channels either by gravity or by pumping. In the reservoir the den
sity of the brine is allowed to rise to about 5° or 6° Be when it is transferred 

. into a series of condensers where it reaches a density of 18° to 20o Be before it 
is taken to the crystallising pans. The size of the crystallisers is much larger 
than in marine salt works in other parts of India. and varies from 80 ft. x 150 ft. 
to 100 ft. x 300 ft. The multiple irrigation system is followed and the lifting of 
salt i;~ not done· until a crust of 2 or 3 inches has formed in the 

-crystallising beds. The salt is crushed in roller mills before it is sold. 
The bitterns are periodically discharged through chann·els which are separate 
from the brine intake channels. We are satisfied with the general layout of 
these works except at Lavanpur where we found ,the same channels being 
used for th'::l feeding of brine and the discharge of bitterns. As a r·~sult of 
our condemnation of this practice, on our visit to the Works, it has been given t:.p. 

·The technique of manufacture is well developed and the salt is of a uniformly 
better quality than that produced in marine salt works in Bombay, Madras, 
Travancore and Orissa. The area under salt cultivation of the larger works and 

, the yield per r.·cra on the basis of the total evaporating area are shown in Table 
XLIV. The areas are not properly regulated and they are on the side of ·what 
one inay term as extravagance; particularly the area under reservoirs being far in 

·-excess of what is required. 
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TABLE XLIV.-ARE.<\ UNDER SALT CULTIVA,TION AND YIELD PElt· 
ACRE IN KATHIA WAD AND KUTCH 

' Ratio Yield per 
Crystalliser acre 

Reservoir Condenser Crystal- Total to (average 
liser Reservoir of 1946 

+Conden- to 1948) 
ser. 

--
Acres Acres Acres Acres Tons 1\Ids 

KATHIA. WAD : 

. (a) Bhavnagar. . 1,425 240 70 1,735 1 : 24 12 326. 

{b) Jaffrabad 459 478 113 1,050 tll:8 15 408 

~c) Jamnagar (1) 570 100 95 ' 765 1 : 7 51 I;388 
(2) 300 300 100 700 1 : 6 Production 

only 

'. 
recently 
started 

(d) Lava.npur 1,384 3 48 1,43_5 1 : 28 24 653 

(e) Mithapur 238 444 162 844 1 : 4 78 2,123 

(/) Porba.nda.r • Not available 702 .. .. . . 
KuTCH: I 

(a) Ka.ndla 91 6841 72 899 1 :-12 49 1,333 
---

I 8,130 Average 37 1,010 

3.2 1\fn'IIAPUR.-The layout of the· Mithapur Works is such as to utilise the 
advantage of the natural conditions t:tisting in the &rea, and the methods adop
ted for manufacture are designed to eliminate to a large extent the impurities 
associated with salt. A novel and unique feature of the Works is the salt 
washery which hns been designed and fabricated locally and in which the 
salt ii washed with concentrated brine. This enables them to obtain salt t•f over 
98 percent purity and of low ~ulphate content as required by them for the manu
facture of chemieals. The washery "consists of a number of parallel troughs which 
ar~ set at slight slope and in which the salt is moved up the incline by a screw 
conveyor against a counter current flow of saturated brine. The brine dissolves 
the soluble magnesium salts and also c&rries away small particles of insoluble 
matter like gypsum, clay, etc. When the salt has reached the end bf the 
trough it is washed by a spray of sea water to remove the adhering l:;rine and 
ie then allowed to drain ove:· a draining board and conveyed by belt conveyors 
for storage in heaps in the open. The brine leaving the trough flows by gravity 
into a large circular cement tank which serves like a classifier and where the 
suspended impurities are allowed to. settle. The sludge is removed from the 
-conical bottom of the tank by a diaphragm pump whilst the clear brine over-
-flow~: the top of the classifier and is used over again. . . 

3.3 LAVANPUR.-The Works &t Lavanpur are comparatively badly laid out 
and poorly maintained with no suitable and separate provision for the entry 
of brine aucl the discharge of bitterns. The Works resort to· the practice of 
mixing bitterns with the brine, fed to the crystallisers, in order to force up its 
density. Such a method might lead to a somewhat quicker production tem
porarily but it must necessarily bring about a considerable reduction in the 
purity of salt and in the long run also affect the rate of yield. This practice is 
occasionally followed at Porbandar and .J am:r;taga;r also .. It. cann,ot be .condemne~ 
too skongly and should be. stopped ·forthwith. ~ r t • • '· 
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_ 3.4 KANDLA.-The salt works at Kandla which are situated on the Gulf 
o~ Kutch ar~ only works in Kutch. These works started in 1937. 
and were taken over in 1941 bv the United Salt Works & Indus-
tries Ltd. wLo, in the light of ~their experience in the manufac-
ture of sobr salt at Aden, have remodelled and extended them 'JonsideraL! v. 
T~e .vVorks are well laid out and produce salt of good quality ancl ·are, in o~r 
opnuon, the best solar salt works in India. In many respects they can b& 
looked upon as a model and may well be copied b;y the salt works in the adjoin
ing peninsula of Kathiawad as also by manufacturers in Eombay, Madras, 
Travancore and Orissa. An important advance has been made at Kandla in 
the method of harvesting the Halt. Instead of following the normal practice 
of lifting the entire crust of salt from the beds, they have allowed a permanent 
bed of salt to btJ.buiU up in the crystallisers by leaving a portion of the crop 
unharvested. They take special care to see that this bed is not impaired during
the lifting operations and to secure this they follow a practice somewhat simi
lar to that followed at Khan•ghoda, viz. of raking the crystals as they deposit 
from time to time so that they do not attach themselves firmly to the perma
nent salt bed. This enables them to collect the salt without getting it admixed 
with the clay of the crystalliser beds. The result is that the salt is exceptionally 
white in colour and fetches a premium in pr1ce over all the other v11rieties pro
duced in India. The milling of salt is also done carefully and uniformly fine 
grade is obtained which is superior to the crushed salts we have seen produced 
avywhere else in Kathiawad. 

3.4.1 There are however the following defects and dra" backs in these worh 
to which we would invite their attention. 

(a)· The chief drawback appears to be the low density of the brine, during 
or immediately after the monsoon owing to the nilution caused by the rivers 
drainiug int\J the Gull of Kutch. Though no correct records of the density 
of brine during the different months of the year are maintained, it was reported 
to us that the density falls to 2° Be during the rainy season and rises to 3• 
Be only by October. This was given as one of the reasons why the manufac
turing operatious at these works could not be started immediately after the rains. 
In vie\,. of tha comparatively low rainfall and the very extensive space that the 
Works have for storing and condensing brine we are of the opinion that they 
should. not hesitate to start manufacture even with brine of 2o Be' instead of 
waiting for its density to rise. During years of scanty rainfall they should be able 
to contiuue op~rations almost throughout the year. Occasional shower.:; should 
not cat.:se any lengthy interruption. If and when a heavy shower occurs the 
Works might have to be stopped for a few days to be resumed imm'=diately the 
fair weather sets in. 

(b) Set\ brine is pumped from a creek into the reservoirs, since the Works 
are well above the high tide level to permit natmal flow by gravity. The lift 
employed is, however, unnecessarily high and couH be reduced to some E·xtent 
in t.he interest of economy in the cost of manufacture. 

(c) Unlike ether works in India where the ratio of crystallisers to reservoir 
cum condensers _is ldgh, the Works at Kandla err on the other side and maintain 
an unnecessarily low ratio. Against a total area of 000 nrres under cultivation, 
only 72 acres are reserved for crystallising pans which gives the extraordinarily 
low ratio of 1 to 11. Whilst thl:! ratio_ may be an adv:mtage in 
the earb months of tbe manufacturill!" season it impedes produciicr. 
dUl'ino- thE' later mont.h;;; wl..<>n thP l'Rt>3 nt evapot·ation is high ~ 
~he Crystallisers become a bottleneck. The flow of brine through the 
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condensers has then to be short circuited and some of the condensers put out 
of commission in order to reduce the supply to the crystallisers. The produc
tion at Kandia can be substantially increased and more than doubled if thE} 
crystallising areas were increased from 72 to 150 acres by convertiug a part of 
the condensing system. 

(d) Some reduction in cost also could be brought about by installing bulk 
handling devices like belt conveyors, mechanical harvesters, etc. 

(e) In spite of the attention paid to the colour and physical appearance of 
~he salt we were surprised that no chemical control over either the quality of 
the brine or the salt produced is maintained. -

3.5 Some b.' products are recovered in a few of the works. At J mnnctgar and 
Kandla gypsum is extracted whilst at Mithapur a systematic recovery of bro• 
mine, magnesium sulphate, potassium ch!oride and magnesium chloride is 
effected. In our Interim Report and during our visit we had suggested the
extraction of gypsum also at Mithapur where we· had noticed its· formation and 
we understand that our recommendation has been acted upon and the recovery 
of gypsum has been made a regular feature of .the \Vorks' practice. These 
works have demonstrated the economic recovery of the byproducts from the 
bitterns which helps to lower their cost of production of salt and at the same 
time improves the quality of salt. 

4. Annual Production and Qu.a.Iity. 

4.1 The production of salt during the three years 19·16 to 1948 in the major 
salt works of Kathiawad and Kutch is given in Table XLV. 

TABLE XLV.-PRODUCTION IN·KATHIAWAD AND KUTCH 1946-48 

1946 1947 1948 

-
Tons Mds. Tons Mds. Tons. Mds: 

K..&.THI.AW.AD: 

(a) Bhnvnagar 16,000 4,36,000 9,000 2,45,000 35,000 9,53,00() 

(b) Jaffrabad 8,000 2,18,000 • 8,000 2,18,000 31,000 8,44,00() 

(c) Ja.nnngnr 35,000 9,53,000 41,000 11,16,000 40,000 10,89,00() 
-

(d) Lo.vanpur . 25,000 6,81,000 38,000 10,34,000 40,000 10,89,00() 

(e) l\Iithapur 37,000 10,07,000 74,000 20,14,000 87,000 23,68,00() 

(f) Porbandar . 51,000 13,88,000 62,000 16,88,000 60,000 16,33,00() 

KuTCH: ' 

(a) Kandla 29,000 7,89,000 38,000 10.34,000 1 65,000 17,tl9,000 

----
2,01,000 i;54, 72,(/\)(1 1 2,70,000 73,49,0CO 3,58,000 97,45,000 

' 
67 I. & S. 
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There has been a substantial improvement in production in 1948 and it i1 
io be hoped that this improvement will not only be maintained, out fmther 
efforts will be made to accelerate it. From the total area. under cultivationi 
the average yield as shown in 3.1 is 37 tons (1,010 mds.) per acre. 'fhe yield. 

·however, fluctuates £rom 78 tons (2,123 ruds.) at Mithapur to 12 tons (340 mds.) 
at Bhavnagar. As the latter works are of recent origin, their l.Jw yield 
can be easily explained but there is no justification for the lower yields at the 
other Okha works. With the present area and without allowing for a.ny exten
sions, the production in Kathiawad a.nll Kutch should be at least 6,42,00:l toni 
(1,74,75,000 mds.) per annum at the rate of 80 tons (2,180 mds.) per acre. This 
is an average yield and it is to be hoped that the yield in some of the better 
laid out works will exceed this figure considerably as is evident from the 
production figures for the year 1948, when the average yield came to 48 tons 
(1,316 mds.) and the highest yield was 103 tons (2,800 mds.) at Mithapur. Wha• 
is, therefore, needed is a better layout and a proper ratio between the area of 
crystalliser to that of reservoir plus condenser. For the climatic conditions 
prevailing in Kathiawad and Kutch a ratio of 1 :5 or 1:6 is ample and we recom
mend that the manufacturers do ta~e steps to re-lay their works accordingly 
in order to increase their output and meet the deficit in the country. 

4.2. The analyses of Kathiawad Kutch salt., drawn by the Committee durin< 
their visits t<r the various works is' shown in Table XL VI. 

TABLE XLVI.-.CO:MPOSITION O:F KATHIAWAD AND KUTCH SALT 
(Percent, on dry basis) 

---
Jamnagar I Kandla Lavan pur Mithapur Porbandar 

Sodium chloride . 98·13 98·74 96·68 97·98 98·40 

Calcium sulphate. 0·66 0·53 0·59 1·03 0·62 

Magnesium sulphate 0·21 0·22 0:55 Traces O·d 

Magnesium chloride . . 0·67 0·21 1·16 0·53 0·30 

Insolubles 0·05 0·05 0·07 0·06 O·Ot 

Undetermined 0·28 0·25 0·95 0·40 0·11 

100 00 100 00 100·()0 100·00 100·00 

It will be seen that the sodium chloride content varies from 96 to 9&5 per 
cent. The Works of Kathiawad and Kutch afford a practical demonstration of 
producing by solar evaporation salt of a purity which can ~eet most of the 
industrial and dcmestic requirements of the country. There IS, however, scope 
for further improvement, particularly in these works where the purity falls 
below 98 percent. We believe that all the salt works in KRthiawsd 

. cnn bring up their quality tc th.is sttmdard.. All that is r~qW:ed to imp·ove the 
quality and colour of the salt 1s to establish a closer SCientific conti:ol. on the 
concentration of the brine fed into the crystallisers, the method of liftmg and 
regular elimination of the bitterns. It is regrettable to observe that excep• 
Rt Mithapur none of the salt works in Kathiawad or Kutch maintain a central 
laboratory and no records are kept of the quality of brine admitted into the 
"orks or of the salt produced. This omissiOn should be rectified a.s early a& 

p:Jssible. The advantages that will nc.crue by engaging a few ~V>Jantitb wod,ers 
to guide the management in improving the layout of the works and the quali~y 
.of salt produced cannot be too strongly emphasised. 
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li. Improvements a.nd Elf.tensions. 

5.1 In our first Interim Report we had recommended that all the works in 
India should be asked to increase their production by 10 per cent. in the season 
1948-49. These recommendations were accepted by the Government of India and 
we understand that the results have exceeded our anticipation. In our second 
Interim Report, after seeing the Kathiawad works, we had expressed the view 
,that many of them could increase their production by 25 per cent. by merely' 
increasing the period of manufacture. At present the works in Kathiawad 
and Kutch follow a conventional closure of their manufacturing operations from 
the middle of June till the end of October, as at Bombay. Conditions in Kathia-. 
wad and Kutch are, however, very different. Unlike Bombay, these regions 
.do not have a prolonged season of heavy rainfall .to justify such a long closure. 
\Vith a short rainy season and in many years only scanty rainfall, the manu
;facturers in Kathiawad and Kutch should make the fullest use of their natural 
climatic advantages. ~We are of the opinion that the manufacturing operations 
.could be continued until the monsoon actually breaks and even then the work 
should not stop altogether unless the rainfall is too heavy. In most years " 
ifew scattered showers occur in the beginning o~ the rainy season- with periods of 
fair weather in between and the manufacturing operation can be continued · 
with little or no serious interruption almost throughout the year. -In 1948, the 
monsoon in Kathiawad had totally failed, but excepting the works at Mithapur . 
..J affra.bad and Kandla, advantage of the lon,g dry period was not .taken to keep the 
production going. We estimate that as a result of this traditional but unnecess~ 
practice of closing the works during the rains; nearly 30,000 tons (817 ,000 rods.) 
-of salt which could have been -produced was thus lost. We reiterate that the sali 
works in Kathiawad and Kutch be asked to continue .tiieir manufacturing season 
as long as the climatic conditions will permit,. and whenever possible keep 
the production going throughout the year. Some of the manufacturers had 
-expresse.d a fear to us of a shortage of labour during the railll' 
months which compelled them to close down their operations earlier than il 
nead be. It is possible that some shortage of labour will be felt, particularl:r 
du:·ing the years of favourable monsoon when some of the labour will switch 
~vt'r to sowing and harvesting. In ,years of low and scanty rainfall, however. 
no shortage of labour need be feared; in fact, the reverse will he the case and 
there will be a plentiful supply of labour, glad of the opportunity of employ
ment. We are also of the opinion that if the labou:·ers employed in the salta 
works are assured of permanent employment, many amongst them would not 
seek other employment during the rainy season but would continue to work a' 
the salt works. 

5.2. 1\fiTHAPUR.-We were shown by Tata Chemicals their plans to extend 
further their solar works at Mithapur in order to increase production to 1,25,000 
tons (34,00,000 maunds) per annum by increasing the area of evaporation and 
~doing a few ID<?re crystallising pans. These extensions are designed to meet the 
larger requirements of salt for the manuiacture of soda ash and caustic soda 
when these riunts are run at their rated capacities. The Bengal market, 
where their salt ha.q a good reputation will continue to receive about 25,000 tons 
{6,80,000 m~unds) annually. 

5.2.1 In addition to the extension to the solar works, Tata Chemicals are 
also fabricating a quadruple effect brine· evaporator plant .to produce 75,000 
gallons of distilled water per day and 45,000 tons (12,25,000 maunds) of vacuum 
salt per annum. The plant when installed will be the first of its kind in the 
country and the salt produced will no doubt be of a high purity 
suitable not only for domestic ·consumption but equally for industrial uses, 
wherever salt of an exceptional purity is required. The distilled water will be 
used in their high pressure boilers and will help to relieve $he shortage of good 
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quality wat~r which is kEenlJ felt at 1\Iithapur. This plant is expected to gO> 
into production some time in 1950. The market for such a substantial quan
~ity o£ relined salt will have to be built up gradually, but since the Calcutta 
mar'kt~u usecl to> import vacuum salt at one time from Cheshire, it sh:mld find 
no difficulty in absorl?ing this output. \Vhether this plant can produce salt at 

-an economical cost remains to be seen and its progress should be watched with 
interest as it will yield important data which might be useful for similar instal
lations elsewhere. 

5.3 NEw \VoRKs.-0£ the new works, the Halar Salt and Chemical Wo.rks of 
Jamnagar started manufacture in 1949 and produced about 10,000 tons 
(2, 72,000 mds.) during that year. The owners of the Lavan pur works were cons
tructing a new works at \'ersamadi, two miles from Lavanpur, wht':·e production 
is expected to start in l£l50; the rated capacity of these work.~ is ~ai<l to be 
5\),fiOO tons (W,60,000 mdc.) of salt per annum. We inspecte.l the !':ite of 
these_ works and in our opinion they should have been laid nearer the Navla],hi 
port rather than £arthe1· awa~ from it. The construction of the \York> hnd 
made some rrogress at tilP time of our visit and the owners ex,j ·e~se(l their 
inability to change the location in view of the money already sp~nt on them. 
If these work, had been extended even in continuation of the Lavannur \Yorks 
they would have econ,omised not only on the manufacturing cost, b~t also on 

·the haulage o£ salt for shipment to the port. In our interim Report we hacl 
recommended that the location of these worl{s might be re-examined, but the 
Saurashtra Government, to whom the matter had been referred, stated that 
these works could not have been extended towards Navlakhi, because adequate 
space- was not available and the ground consisted of marshy, sRUy lund v. hich 
was subject to tidal floods. In our opinion, these are the very factors that are 
sought after in laying out salt works and they should have been an additional 
inducement for locating the new works there. Unfortunately as no technical 
or scientific staff was employed in laying out these works they did not ha v? the 
benefit o£ expert advice in this matter and have thus lost lin opportunity of 
utilising probably the most favourable site for a salt works. 

5.4 JAFFRABAn.-There is also a proposal of the Jaffrabad Works to increase 
their production by 20,000 tons (5,40,000 mds.) which could be ea:;ily achieved 
by a few modifications and additions without any· lar~e expenditure. Unfor
tunately the Jaffrabad Works are not favourably situated from the point of 
view o£ transport and we do not, therefore, expect any material contribution to 
meeting the overall deficit in the country until the facilities available at the Port: 
are improved. 

5.5 VELAN.-At the instance of the former Government o£ Baroda we visited· 
Velan, a small port situated on the southern coac:;t of Rathiawad in Kodinar 
Taluka. Velan is about 100 miles by road from Junagadh. We were given to 
understand that spontaneous salt was being formed and collf'cte(l tlierf anJ 
that suitable sites were available for developing a salt industry on an extensive 
Reale. We exnmined the low lying lands, near the seashore, which at high 
tides get flooded with sea water; when this water evaporates, salt gets deposi
ted and a part of it is collected and sold locally for fish curing. At. the time of 
our visit {ormation of spontaneous salt was not visible nor was it being collected, 
but we were shown some heaps of salt which had been collected during the 
previous two years. The quantity of· salt gathered each year is estimated· 
at about 550 tons (15,000 rods.) per annum, but we were told that a much 
larger quantity could be collected if there were a market for it. ·The salt 
heaps, we examined, were dark and unattractive in appearance, chiefly because· 
of the insoluble impuritit>:::. The analysis of a. sample of Vehn SRlt dt·awn 
by t.he Committee at the time of its visit i>~ given in Table XLVII. 
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TABLE XLVII, COMPOSITION O:f VELAN .SALT 

"SvJium ('hloriue 
Calcium sulphate 

l\Iugnesium sulphato 
l\hgnesium ('hloride 

lui!olubles 

Undetermined 

(P.;rcentage on d1·y basis) 

.. ' . 07·95 
0·47 
0·17 
0·43 
0·41 
0·57 

\1.00·00 

LooJ.:ing at th!-! ],resent stage of development at Velan, we do not see any possi
bility of starting salt manufacture op a large scale. The present port is suit
ab1e for onl,v small sailing ships and the nearest railway station of Kodinar ia 
ten miles away. The road from Koil.inar to Velan is also poor. The develop
ment of the Velan Port, where large ships can GOme, an extension of the rail
way line from Kodinar to Velan and a proper road 'are es8ential for the building 
up of a salt industry there. Also as most of the ·:'!rea is barren and arid, the 
question of fre~h water supply would have to be carefully examined as .. als() 
thut of supply of labour which otherwise would have to be imported from other 
arenc;, Pnrler· the J'l'l'"'''llt condjtions we cannot, therefore, recommena· any 

de,·c·loplnent. 0£ a large salt works at Velan. 

fi.u 1\Axnu-The works at 1\:andla have also an extension programme by 
whir·h they l'Xpect to double their present prorluction in the course of tw() 
or thre'3 years nnd bring it up to 1,20,000 tons (32,66;000 mds.) per annum. 
The rnterl c·npacity of the \Yorks at the time of our visit in 1948 was stated 
to 1 e CO.OOO ton» (16,33,000 mds.) and steps had been taken to increase 'ib 
to 7i.01)() tr,l·~ (~r)A:J.OOO mrl;:;.) p~r imnum. Upto 1941, when the pre!'enfl 
m~'tL't!:!<'mc•nt took over the works, the record of production for any one year 
wa~ :n.ooo ton;:; (8,44,000 mds.) per annum .. Unforttrnately, under the orders 
of d'l' G<J\"PI nnt(:'nt of India, their expansion programme has been stopped 0wing 
to the T'o~c.,ihle reCJUi!';ition of the site on which the salt \'.'orks are situated for 
the new port nt J\:nnr1ln, the construction of which bas been recommended 
by tlw 1\fajo,. Port,; Dewlopment Committee. Before this injunction was 
i<::~twd. the v:orks h>1•l 1 ut into effect a part of their program111.~ of extl'P!'ion 
from which they have already obtained an increase in production of 15,000 tons 
(4,08,000 mds.). We consider that if these excellent works have to be disban
ded it "ill give a f:C'riou~ setback to the Indian salt industry. ·we had recom
menued in our IntPrim Report that Government ·should seriously consider 
wilys nncl means of lenving these salt works undisturbed on the present site. 
Such n deciRion "·ill enahle the works to carry on with their extension pro
gramme of donhling their output and making a substantial contribution to the 
fi!ling up of the prPsent gnp in thE>, country. Apart from the natural advantages 
which mal\e i)w mflnufHC'ture of <>Hlt in Kandb so favourable there is-an addi
tional reason for not shutting down or shifting these works. In the first ins
tan('f', h thE e'\ent of the works being shifted, it would take nearly l'ive years 
bE>fore +.he production nt a new site could be brought up to the present .stage. 
Seconclly, Kutch ic; Pxceptionally backword industrially and ihesP works nrt> 
a bright feature in nn otherwise bnrren landscape hv making a contribution of· 
some importance to the economy :)£ the Rtate in giving employment to nearly 
15,:}0 people. We, therefore, strongly u··ge that both the Government of India. 
ann the Kandla works Rhould get to!:_!ether and arrive at a _solution which wilJ. 
enable the Salt Works to continue and the port to d~velop. 
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5. 7 We are sa.tis6.ed, after visiting the Kathiawad and Kutch works.; thafl 
~ith (a) the P.xtension of the manufacturing season, (b) the expansion of sOin& 
of the existing works, and (c) the auvent of new works, tha deficit in the 
country could be set right within a period of three years. The present deficit! 
is of the oruer of about 3,00,000 tons (81,66,000 maunds) per annum. It 
is due to the fact that West Bengal and its adjacent markets insis~ 
upon, and _rightly_ so, salt, of g~d qua~ty. "W_e estimate that the. to~al increas& 
of productiOn whwh can oe achieved m Kath1awad and Kutch w1thm the next 
year or two will be of the following order-

(a) by extending the season at all works 
(b) inf'ree.sed production at Kandla. from the extension 
(c) increased production at Jaffraded 
(d) increased production at Mithapur 
(e) product.on from Halar salt work Jamnagar (new) 
(J) product.ion from Versamadi (new) 

Tons 

30,000 

15,000 

20,000 

20,000 
25,000 

50,000 

1,60,000 

1\Iaunds 

8,17,000 
4,08,00(} 

5,44,000 

5,44,00(1 

6,81,000 
13,61,000 

43,1\5,000 

To this h::~s to be added the potential production of about 25,000 tons (6,81,()()Q 
maunds) of one more works which is contemplated at Jamnagar,. On the 
other hand, it has to be borne in mind that i£ the Kandla. Works are abolished 
there will be a reduction of 75,000 tons (20,41,000 maunds) and the net increase 
will, therefore, be 1,G0,()(J~ tons ( 43,55,000 maunds), plus 25,000 t0ns (6 ,81 ,000 
maunds) o£ the new Jamnagar works minus 75,000 tons (21,41,000 maunds) of 
Kandla giving a net increase o£ 1,10,000 tons (29,95,000 maund<;). · 

5.7.1 We are, however, not in favour of unlimited expansion of prorluction 
o£ salt in one concentrated area unless it is found that other parts of India 
are either not able or n.ot.. willing to produce salt of good quality at an economiC) 
price. A realistic outlook on national economy demands that we should no; 
place all our eggs in one b:1sket. Even if by concentration o£ production in 
any one locality, it is possible to produce salt at such a low price that, despite 
a. long haulage, it could be sold ~ompetitively against the production o£ another 
locality, it has to be remembered that for a low priced commodity l;ke salt, 
freight rates play an important. part and a. point is reached bey:>nd which 
it would not be economical to send it. Disposal of salt production 
in , different parts of the country should, therefore, be- encouraged 
as far aS' possible. Even though certain areas may lack natural ad
vantag~s. the-y should, if properly developed, be able l'ltimately 
lio supply salt at a competitive price. While salt £rom Kathiawad and 
Kutch has to bear· the brunt of wiping out the present deficit in the country 

· as also of meeting the inc:·ease in demand resulting £rom the growth of popu
lation. and the development o£ industries, agriculture, fisheries, and 1rJimited 
expansion o£ t.be industry in this region should be avoided as far as possible. 
We consider it necessary to record this word o£ caution with a view to ensuring 
that the expansion o£ the industry is planned carefully . 

. 5.7.2 We would also like to add another word ·o£ caution regarding the new 
aa.lt works in Kathiawad. Whilst it is but natural and desirable that the new 
works should be started as near to ports as possible where the hcilities of road, 
rail and shipping are available, we recommend that pennission for construction 

. of r.ew works should be carefully regulated so as not to encourage concentration 
of several works in one centre. The Saurashtra Government have given per• 
mis,;ion for construction in J amnagar of two new salt works in addition to the 
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•wo &lree.dy in existence there. Whilst natural conditions in Jamnagar may he 
favourable for such development, the limitations of the Port of Bedi from 
where the salt is despatched should be considered, as we feel it may not be 
able to cater to all the four workS. Furthermore, the concentration of a num
ber of works in one centre might create a shorf;age of trained labour and a 
scramblE between the works ever available labour, leading to unhealthy com
petition and unnecessary i~crease in labour charges. In our opinion tnere are 
equally suitable places in Kathiawad such as Porbandar, Bhavnagar, Veraval 
for the expansion of the salt industry and it would be advisable to distribute 
the new works among all such suitable centres. 

fi. StaJI and Organisation. 

6.1 The staff at each works consists of a manager with the necessary clerical 
help. Except at Mithapur, the:·e is no engineering or chemical personnel em
ployed. As these works are of sufficiently large size, steps should be taken by 
ihem to engage a Civil Engineer as also an Electrical and Mech~nical Engineer 
so tht•t thn works and their equipment may be better maintained th.an they 
are at present. "\Ve have already commented on ·t,he unnecessarily large size of 
the reservoir area in many of these works, as also on the wrong location of the 
Versamadi works which could have been avoided had there been a. qualified 
Civil Engineer on the staff of these works. We have also recommended the 
establishment of a chemical and. analytical laboratory at each of the works. 
which would necessitate the appointment of suitable chemists. These defects 
ahould be rectified by the Kathiawad and Kutch works if the"y wish t-o main
tain their reputation. for producing good, quality salt. 

6.2 LABOUR.-The labour for the salt works is mostly local. In some of the 
works a small number of Agarias from Kharaghoda are also employed largely 
on t-he work of re-laying the bedt,.'and repairing them after each harvest. The 
labour is generally engaged for 'the duration of the manufacturing season but 
in one or two works, a part of the labour is now employed on a permanent basis 
and retained throughout the year. Both men and women labourers work in the 
salt fields, the men generally doing the heavy work of digging the salt from the 
pans and the women that of carrying it for loading into wagons. The total 
strength of labour at the Kathiawad and. Kutch work is about 4,000 and- the 
daily wage varies from Rs. 1-4.0 to Rs., 2-0-0 for the unskilled labour and from 
Rs. 2-0-0 to Rs. 5-0-0 for the skilled 'labour. · 

7. C&pit&l BLock. 

7.1 The capital investment in the o;alt industrv in Kathiawad and Kutch 
come,; to ahout I:s. 100 lakhs. Most of this exp~nditure was incut"ra<l much· 
before and during the early years of the War when the wages and the cost 
of materials were not very high. If these works were to be laid' out today their 
cost would be several times higher. 

8. COst of Production. 

8.1 The cost of manufacture in the larger works has been reported to v~ry 
from Rs. 1 to Rs. 18·5 per ton (Re. 0-7-7 to Re. 0-10-10 per maund). Some 
of the works have given us the break up of their cost for 1948 whilst others 
have given only the overall figures. The figures which have been supplied 
faJl under the ranges given in Table XLVITI. 
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'l'ABLE XLVIII.-COST OF PRODUCTION IN KATHIAWAD AKD KUTCH 
1948 

~ 11) CoRt of ))rine 

{b) L.tbour 

{c) Pvwer a'1d fuel 

.:-t) ·,It' IC11L1D, I'l.'.~re~t>\'1·1 ;u;~cellaneou;~pharges 

(r) Cm~hing charges • 

(/) Sapwvi-<ion a'l.d overheads 

(g) Ibnt, rates and t>txes 

(!.) D~·preciation 

{j) wa,hing charges . 

•. 

or He. 

Hs. A. 

0 8 

2 ~ 
0 8 

3 2 

1 13 

ou 
0 8 

0 10 

1;3 8 

0 !) 

P·'r ton 
P. Rs. A. P. 

9 to 1 0 0 

0 to 5 12 6 

0 to 014 9 
3 to 7 2 6 

0 to 2 5 0 

9 to 4 6 9 

0 to 0 11 0 
9 to ·> 0 0 
1 9 0 

0 to 18 0 0 

1 to () 10 IO 

per 111d. 

'This cost is considerably higher than the cost that was prevalent hefore the 
"\Var. The Infl.ian •rariff Board in their enquiry of 1931 estim~'\ted the coq for 
1\athia,md salt at Rs. 6·81 pt•r ton (Re. 0-4-0 per rod.) but O\\·ing t·J the in
{;rease in ·wages and the lowet· ·JntpU:t per man hour, the cost h:ls contin:1ed to 
r_ise. This cost is also higher than the cost at the Government salt "·o2·k:l at 
Rajasthan or Kharaghoda, but it has to be remembered that at the latter '"orks, 
brine of a much higher ~oncentration is available and fU!thermore allPlluate 
provision is not made in their cost for depreciation and interest charges. II 
due allowances were made for these items of ccst, the cost of Katha\Y:1c1 ;1nd 
Kutch salt will be more or less equal to th,1t ::tt the Government "·orks. The 
salt is not bagged but shipped in bulk. To arrive at a figure of f.o.b. cost, the 
cost of transport of the salt from the works to tl•e ,,t.,amers hao; to bP ad,Ied. 
This cost varies from works to worb. At Kanclla, tLc jett,Y is located by the 
side of the works and they incur expenditure only on loading the salt· i,tto 
boats for transhipment into steamers. At some of the other woks like \[itha
~ur and Lavanpur the salt hn:; to he carrit .. cl b.v rail from thn wr,1·k1 to the port 
over a distance of 7 to 12 miles respectively and thereafter loaded in the stea
mer. It is therefore, not po~c:ible to fix a uniform cost of lwuh1 ge of salt from "" .. the mfferent works to ::>rrive at au overall average figure of f.o. b. cost. 

9. Sales and Distribution. 

9.1 Except for such quantities as are reserved by Tah Chemicals for their 
soda ash and caustic chlmine plants and about 19,000 tons (5,17,000 mcls.) re
quired for domestic cortsupmtion in Kathiawad and Kutch, the bulk of the salt 
produced in this reg-ion is shipped to Calcutta where it commands a good 
market owing to its good qualit.y and white colour. The selling priee is 
determined by the pri~e of foreign salt at Caleutb. Before tlte last world war, 
when competition was acute and imports were not restricted, the price of Inclian 
salt f.o. h. port of despatch was about Rs. 9 f · per ton (Re. 0-5-0 per maun<1) but 
during the war it rose to as high as Hs. 50/- per ton (Rs. 1-13-4 per maund) 
but at present it has come down to about Rs. 29/- per ton (Re. 1-1-0 per maund). 
After taking into consideration all the items of cost, it is evident that the 
manufacturers of Kathiawad and Kutch make a handsome profit .. World 
W~r II gave the salt industry an 0pportunity to consolidate its position and in 
spite of rising costs it has realised highlv attractive prices in the Calcutta mar
ket. It has, however, to be rememberecl that the il}dustry had to pass through 
several vicissitudes and its position \vas far from satisfactory before the war. 
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'The wa:·, lw\\·ever, gave it an impetus· nml offered an oppurtunity of consolida~ 
i.Lg its ]JO:-it;on. 'rhe inJu ;h·J- i" tC>t1:n- i •1 a P?sition to stan~ foreign compett
tio!l without tariff protection. Also sinr.·e the 1mports of foreign salt are likely 
-to Le progressively reduced and stoppecl at· the enLl of 1951, in· pursuance of 
Go,·ernment 's polic.'· to mRke Inclin ~elf·<:llftil'ient ftS earl,v ns possible, the salt 
i11<lustrv in Kathiawad ancl Kuteh will receive nn ndtled impetus and it behoves 
the ma~wfacturers to offer f:nlt to the C'ldcutta market at a still lower rate than 
at present. · 

9.2 The biggest i~dividual factor adding to the cost of the Kathiawad and 
Kutch sttlt in the Bengal market is the shipping freight which used to be Rs .. 5/
to Tis. 71- per ton (Tie. 0-:1-0 toRe. 0-4-4 per maund) before the War, but which 
pro::or,s-;ively in.;l'eased during the \\'ar to Rs. 3.5/- per ton (Rs .. 1-4-6 per 
ma 11nd). The freight since the \\'nr has declined, but it is still as high as Rs. 
2G !. per ton (Tie. 0-1 .'i-3 per nuwnd) \Yhil'h corresponds to a bout 83 per cent of 
the present f.o.b. price. TllP price in the BengAl market will always be tied up 
with the frei~bt charges Rnd an,- nttem)'ts to make salt available in Calcutta 
at ~;.J,,tunti:d]y cheaper prices ~wst include 3 review of the steamer freight 
charges. \\'e : ecommend tfwt Goyemment tihou]{l examine this question at an 
enrh- date. \\'e may al::;o im·ite the attention of Qoyernment to the fact that 
son{e of the F.l1ipping companies participating in the Indian coastal traffic offer 
fn·igl:t to Aden salt manufacturers at a rAte lower than that to the Kathiawa.d 
lln•l I\utch mnnufacturers. This is all iudefensible situation as it means that 
Inrlinn J•~nmbcturer.:; hnw to JifiY a higher frcigJ1t than the Adefl shippers. 
pMticubrly when the Rllips go l·mrt~- fron, Indi'tn portR to Aden. The coastal 
sl1ipping frl'ig:1t should be so adjusted that tho indigenous producers do n~ 
h•m· to l''tY a higher rate than the foreign producers. - With a 
c:m:-ful re-t>x:nni!JHtion both· of·ihe nlniTllfnctmer's prices f.o.b. port of despatch 
ancl t !J,-. ,;hipJ;ing fi'eight it should be possible to make a substantial reduction in 
the price of salt for Eeng:1l. 

!J.3 In l!J4S a diYersion of salt from Kathinwad · and Kutch took place 
aJ .. ] nearly 4.:;.ooo tons (12,2.1,000 .11-'ils.) wpre shipPed to Bombay for onward 
tramit by mil to Peveral stations in the "estern half of U.l'. a!:! far as Kanpur 
an<l a little beyond. The mode of transport was found to be cheaper than 
cnrr~·in~ the snlt to these stations frcm Calcutt;:;, bef'ause of (a) shorter haul to 
B•ltllha,·, inYolring a sea freight of Rs. 16/- per ton as against Rs. 28/- per 
ton wbir·h \\'!\'; the Rea freight to Calcutta in 1!).!8 and (b) shorter average dis
tance for rail t ansport from Bombay. It was but natural that salt, routed 
via Bombay, ctmld be offered at cheaper rates to the \Yestern U. P. markets. 
In ~o far ns salt was made availabL~ cheaply there could be no reason for com
plaint. To en~e the transport situnticn in the countr'; we had, howeve:·, recom
men<led in our Tnterim Ilf'Port tl1:1t no snit from th~ inarine works of Kathiawad 
should hP t·arried hy rrrii. Ahh:mgh no accurate information \vas available 
of ~he quantitv that was being sent by rail from Kathiawad we had computed 
that abont lfi.OOO tons (4,08,000 maunds) ecruivalent tc t\,·o shiploads moved 
in this manner. Our object in recommending this restriction was· to release a 
larger TIUl!Jber of wagons to the inland salt works which depend entirely on the 
railways for the movement of tbeit· pi'Odudion. The other object was to make 
a larger quantity of Katbiawad salt aYailable to Calcutta. in order to rPduce the 
dependence of \Vest Bengal and its adjacent markets on foreign imports. This 
recommendation w11s accepted hv Government and <>upplie» of n~ilway wagoiis 
to the coastal I\athiawad works were stopped. It i;; possible that the diversion 
of salt to B•;mbay took place as· a result of.this stoppage but if it had·c·.mtinued 
the purpose we had in view would have been defeated. \Vith the introduction 
of the zonal system from the beginning of 1949, the imports of Kathiawad salt 
into Bombay have however, been restricted :;~,s the Bombay zone markets do 
not extend to U. P. where most t'f the Kathiawad salt. used to be railed and 
-to this extent the diversion from Calcutta has been checked. 



J.O. Summary of Recommendations. 

{a) For the Kathiawad and Kutch works a rat.io of 1:5 or 1:6 between crys
Jalli.,;e~s and reservoirs cum condensers is ample and manufacturers should take 
.tape t:> re-lay their works accordingly. As a result of this production can be 
doubled without any extensions. (4..1) 

(b) A laboratory should be maintained at each ol the works to maintain a 
scientific control over the methods of manufacture. (4.2) 

{c) The manufacturing operations in Kathiawad and Kutch should not be 
stopped as a matter of traditional practice, the production should be kept goin<T 
~1 the monsoon breaks and then also if heavy showers occur. (5.1) 

(d) The works at Kandla should start manufacture even when the brine in 
the creeks is 2° Be' instead of waiting for it to rise above 3o Be' in view of the 
comparatively low rainfall and the extensive space that the works have for stor
ing and condensing brine. (3.4.1) 

(e) The crystallising area at Kandla should be increased from 72 acres to 150 
acres by converting part of the condensers to crystallisers. (3.4..1} 

~ {f) Further expansion of the works at J affrabad should not be undertaken 
until better transport facilities are available at the port. (5.4) 

(g) In view of the poor transport facilities available at Velan Port no possi-
. bility exists at present for developing a salt works the?e. (5.5} 

(h) The Government of India and the works at Kutch should get together and 
arrive at a solution which will enable the salt works at Kandla to continue in 
existence and the port of Kandla. to he developed. (5.6) 

(j) The expansion of· the salt industry in Kathiwad and Kutch should be 
harmonious with the development of the industry in India as a whole. There 
should be no unlimited expansion in the one concentrated area. (5.7.1) 

(k) Erection of new works in Kathiawad should be properly regulated and 
their concentration in any particular centre without due consideration of the 
facilities of port, transport and labour should be avoided. (5. 7.2) 

(m) The works should employ civil and mechanical engineers as also che
mists to guide and control the manufacturing operations at all stages. (6.1) 

(n) The f.o.,b. price. of Kathiawad and _Kutch salt _should be reduced. rr:he 
eaastal shipping freight shou!d also be revtsed and adJUSted so that the Indtan 
manufacturers do not have to pay a high rate than the Aden shippers. (9.~) 

(P) The salt fro~ Kathiawad and Kutch should be sold Only in Calcutta and 
no diversion should be allowed to go through Bombay. (9.3) 



1. Description. 

CHAPTER XIII 
BOMBAY 

1.1 Salt has been manufactured by solar evaporation in the State of Bomb&y
aince a long time. Besides the Kharaghoda salt works which have been deaHr 
with nlready, the salt works in Bombay are situated along the coast from 
Dharasana in the north to Sanikatta in the south. The factories in Bombay a.re
iivided into 5 circles: 

(a) Kharaghoda. 
(b) Dharasana 
(c) Bhayandar 
(d) Bhandup and 
(el Uran. 

Except for Kharaghoda and Dharasana Circles which comprise only Governmenii
owned factories the other circles are subdivided . ·into rangea, each range COD• 

aisting of several factories. In this chapter we deal only with the four cirolee 
othf>r than Kharaghoda.. Table XLIX shows the distribution of the salt work~ 
in thes~ four circles, the different ranges in each circle, the area under cultiva
tion and the yield per acre in each range. 

' ' 
TABLE XLIX.-SALT WORKS I~ BONfBAY 

AREA RAtio 
No. ~--·-- of .Yield per 
of Reser- crystallisers acre (Aver-· 

Name or eirdE' salt voir Total to age or 
works. Con· Cr:vst. condensers I946-48, 

~~n!!t>r alliSE'r plus 
rE'servoir 

·---------------
(in acres) Tons (1\-fds.) 

:DlJAR.ASANA: 
Dha.ra.aana (Gujrat) . 2 S20 136 154 1,110 I : 6·0 20 540 

BHAYANDAR: 
Maroli (Thana Dt.) 1 51 10 18 79 I : 3·4 15 410' 

Bassdn (Thana Dt.) 29 1,664 280 725 2,669 1 : 2·7 22 600• 

Rai (Thana Dt.) 46 1,659 156 728 2,543 1 : 2·5 24 650' 

Dadar (Bombay city) 17 499 136 350 985 1 : 1·8 2I 570 ° 

BHANDUP: 
Bhandup (Thana Dt.) 5 677 278 422 1,377 .1 : 2·3 I3 350' 
Trombay (Thana Dt.) 22 558 91 408 I,057 1 : 1 ·6 26 7" .v 

Belapu,r (Thana Dt.) . 18 472 273 354 I,099 1 : 2·I 28 760' 

u BANI 
Shews (Coloba. Dt.) • 39 1,013 372 570 I,955 1 : 2·4 26 710. 
Uran (Coloba Dt.) . 3R 62I 188 357 1,166 1 : 2·3 29 790 
Ka.ranja (Coloba. Dt.) 22 484 145 227 !!56 1 : 2·8 24 650 ° 

Pen (Co1oba Dt.) • 23 619 201 277 1,097 1 : 3·0 12 325 
Shiroda. (Batnagiri Dt.) 16 ' I 18 56 75 1 : 3·0 28 760 
Sanikatta. (North 121 91 168 164 423 I : 1·6 16 435 

Kanara.) - - ---- ;. 

TOTAL 399 9,229 2,452 4,810 16,491 Average 22 600 

170 
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1.2 Out of a total area of 16,491 acres under salt cultivation, 14,804 acres are 
-Bituatad ~vithin a radius of 30 .r;niles of Bombay City. The total number of 
factories i::: 399, giving an average area under cultivation of 41 acres per factory. 
There is, however, considerable variation in the sizes of individual works; the 
largest of the works is at Chharvada tDharasana -Circle) and it covers an area 

.of 690 acres whilst the smallest in Sanikatta measures only 0 ·4'3 acre.· There 
are as many as 1888 licensees operating these 399 factories. Table L gives 
the details of the size of the largest and smallest works in each r.,.nge, the 

. total number of licensees, etc. • 

TABLE L.--mJ:\IBER OF SALT WORKS A-m> LICENSEES A:-..rn RELATIYE 
SIZES OF SALT WORKS 

Name of Circle and 
Range 1 

R~ven•te 
Di>ltrict 

!~umber 
of 
S'tlt. 
work 

Total 
number 

of 
Licens'les 

!'Size 
of 

the 
largest 
works 

I ,- b ! .. I,T b •• urn er/· .'i•ze . 1-•nm er 
of of the I of the 

lir.ensee;~ am:l.IIE'St licensees 
in the works in the 

lar~est >~mallest 
work~ works 

--·--------1·---- ---1----1----- ----1----r·----

DrrARASANA: 
Dharasana 

BHAYANDAR: 

Maroli 

Bas~ein 

Rai 

Dadar 

:J3rrA:s-DUP: 

Bhandup 

Tromhay 

Bela pur 

·URAN: 

Shew a 

Uran 

Ko.ranja 

Pen 

Shiroda 

Shanikatta 

TOTAL 

Sut·at 

Thana 

Thana 

Thana 

Bombay 

Thana 

Thana 

Thana 

Coloba 

Coloba 

Coloba 

Coloba 

Hatanagiri 

North 
Kanara 

2 

113 

4e 

l7 

5 

22 

18 

39 

38 

23 

16 

121 

399 

(acres) 

690·0 

188' 388 ·2 

783 240 ·0 

68 221 ·2 

11 392 ·2 

28 127·5 

28 191·2 

142 237 ·0 

115 86 ·25 

171 237 ·0 

97 221 ·0 

35 17 ·0 

199 10.2 

1,888 

(2) 

(3) 

(1) 

(1) 

12) 

(4) 

(18) 

(1) 

(1) 

(8) 

(1) 

420·0 

I 
.. 

25·;) 

18·2 

8·2 

180·0 

15.0 

14·5 

7·5 

4•2 

6·2 

1·5 

0·43 I 

(12) 

(2) 

(7) 

(4) 

( 1) 

(1) 

(10) 

( 1) 

(1) 

(1) 

(5) 

(1) 

1.3 The natural conditions like the density of brine avaibble d~r~g the 
. different seasom~, rainfall and its durations, humi~ity etc. ar~ very su:nili.ll" for 
all the factories situated round about Bombay City. The ramfall van~s from 

_ 36 to 91) inches and the average rainfall for the ten years 1939 to 1948, IS 74·35 
Jnches as shown in Table LI. 
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TABLE LI-RAINFALL AS RECOB.DED BY COLABA O.BSERVATORY 
1939-48 
in inches 

Month Average Maximum Minimum 

January 
- 0·23 0·82 0·00 

February. 0·04 0·38 0·00 
March .. 0·03 0·24 0·00 
April 0·25 2•52 0 ·00. 
May 0·65 6·02 0·00 
lune 16·~2 30 ·19 3·61 
July 27·30 45·56 14·03 
August· 15 ·18 28·27 3-·30 
SeptemLor - 10·75 25·45 1 ·68 
October 1·78 4·89 0·00 
November 1. 23 6·46 0·00 
December. 0·09 0·61 0·00 

ToTAL 74·35 

---

The meteorological conditions in Bombay are not" so favourable for salt ~anu
facture by solar evaporation as in some of the mor13 arid regions of Kath1awad, 
Kutch and Tuticorin. But owing to the proximity of the markets .and the
indirect protection from competition by the embargo on the sale of Kathiawar 
and Kutch salt in Bombay Presidency, tlie Bombay salt industry has been
able to bold its own and has flourished. 

2. Manufacturing Rights. 

2.1 Even before the advent of the British an excise duty was levied on salt 
by the Maharatha rulers. Their system of taxation was, however, complicated, 
inconsistent and full of anomalies and it was simplified by the British. lp 
18"38 tl1e Briti;;;h brought the prO)iuction of salt under a system of licensing 
under which illicit manufacture was pena1ised. They also abolished transi~ duties 
levied previously and introduced a regular excise duty at a fixed rate of Rs. P-9-9 
per to:.J. (He. 0-8-0 per maund) on the production. The amount realised from 

. the duty in 1838 amonuted to about Rs. 14 lakhs which shows that over a lakh 
cf tons (28 lakh m[.uHd~) must have been sold during that year. The duty was 
enhanced to Rs. 20-6-7 per ton (Re. 0-12-0 per maund) in 1844, to Rs. 27-3-6 
per ton (Re. 1 per maund) in 1859, to Rs. 34 per ton (Rs. 1-4-0 per maund) in 
1861, a11rl to Hs. 40-13-3 per ton (Rs. 1-8-0 per maund) in 1864. The excise duty 
was made uniform in all the British territories in 1884 and since then it varied 
from time tr> t;me till it was abolished in 1947. 

2.2. The salt factories in Bombay are laid out either on Inarni lands, owned 
by the manufacturers or on Government lands leased to private individuals 
for period<> up to 99 years on payment of a small rental. There are also ·!:lome 
factories which ·though owned by Government are leased to private parties for 
periods ranging from 1 to 5 years on a rental which is fixed by tenders. In 
addition to the rent they also pay a ground rent which is based on the quantity 
of salt producecl. The private owners· often lease out their factories to others 
for periods ranging from 1 to 3 years on a rental basis. The owners take little 
interest in the works except in collecting the lease money. The -lessees also 
have no interest in the factories with the result that no major improvements are 
carried out and even the annual repairs and maintenance are· neglected. Orr 
the expiry of the lease the lessee does not leave the works in good condition le.sfi'· 
the owner gets a higher rental from another bidder. These abuses have affected 
the production as well as the quality of salt produced in· Bombay. 
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2.3 The manuia?ture ~f salt· ~s subject to a licence granted by the Sal' 
.Department. The llcence lS not g1ven for any :fixed period and is valid till it ia 
"lt'evoked. N~ licence fee is lev~ed, but the privilege granted under the licence 
.cannot be ah~nated wholly. or 1n part, by sale, mortgage or sub-letting. The 
·t.erms of the licence are stnngent and the Salt Department has the right at any 
-time. to vary the terms relating to the manufacture, storage, removal or sale of 
,salt. Also no alterations can be made by the licensee in the layout of the worh 
without prior permission of the Salt Department nor can the land be used for 

.any pu.rpuse not connected with the manufacture and ~torage of salt. Further
_more, 1f the whole or any part of the land under salt cultivation is taken for 
,public purposes, the licencee has no claim for compensation for his being deprived 
-of his right to manufacture salt . 

.:3. Manufacturing Process. 

3.1 The Bombay factories start working from about the middle of October and 
.continue operations till the end of May when they close down for the raina. 
Due to the heavy rains in Bombay and the surrounding areas most of the works 
.are under water during the rainy season and thi:; entails considerable preli
minary operations at the commencement of each manufacturing season. The 
works are situated near creeks and backwaters from which brine is drawn but 

.during October and November the brine is of low salinity and the actual pro
·duction of salt does not start till the end of January or early in February. The 
·works come into full production only in the month of March and continue at 
iull capacity until May. During the two fortnightly high tides the brin.3 is 
led through sluice gates into the reservoirs. The reservoirs are 2 to 2 1/2 ft. deep 
:and can store enough brine at one filling to last till the next high tide. The 
'brine is allowed to evaporate in the 1·eservoirs till it attains a density of about 
5o Be' when it is transferred to the condensers locally known as tapava11i• 
wh~re it further rises to about 100 to 16° Be'. Then it is fed into the crystaJ.
.lisers which vary in size from 50 ft. x 24 ft. to 45 ft x 15 ft. Salt is produced by 
·the single 'irrigation system and the density of the brine fed into crystallisers 
depends on the type of salt that is to be produced. As stated in Chapter V 

-three varieties of salt are produced in Bombay Presidency, viz. (a) mapi, (b) kuppa 
and (c) ·uajni; the major production being of the lighter varieties of mapi and 
kuppa. The production of kuppa is about 10 per cent. of mapi and being of a 
-very light flaky type it cannot withstand long transport and is therefore con· 
sumed solely in the city of Bombay and its suburbs. .lfhe light varieties of 

·&alt are produced solelv because of the system of sale of sali 
by measure and snecial pains have been taken in developing the methods of 
their manufacture. These methods are looked unon by the manufacturers and 
-specially by the skilled workmen, HS trade secrets. For carrying out these 
operations specially skilled workmen of the Kharwa and Macchi clans are im
-ported from Surat who in addition to looking after the actual manufacture of 
salt also atteQd to the maintenance of the works and particularly to the em
'kankments, pans, etc. 

~-2 DHARASANA CIRCLE-The climatic conditions in this Circle nre somewhat 
-different from the rest of the Bombay salt works. No figures of rainfall ar• 
~~ovailable but the area is drier and conditions are more akin to those in 
Kathiawad. There are two factories in this circle, near Bulsar on the Gujrat 
-coast one at Dharasana and another at Chharvada. They are both owned by 
Government. In 1870, the Government of Bombay decided to close duwn all 

,private salt works of Gujrat and to supply salt to Gujrat from the salt worka 
at Kharaghoda. A salt depot was established at Surat for this purpose. It was, 
.flowever, soon found ·that the people of Southern Gujrat would not use t.he 
baragara type of salt produced at Kharaghoda. Small sea salt works were, 

·therefore, reopened at Dharasana and Chharvada. The Chharvada. works we-re 
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again, closed down in .1885 after the Dharasana. works were enlarged bu~ were. 
reopened in 1919 to meet the increasing demand for salt. The size of the 
factories in Dharas·ana circle is larger than the factories in other circles of 
Bombay State. · 

3.2.1 The area under cultivation at Dharsana is 420 acres and at Chharvada 
tiOO acres. Each factory has a large reservoir in which sea water collec• 
through sluices which are opened during high tides. The reservoirs feed a 
number of condensers to each of which are attached about 10 crystallising pana 
of 100 ft. x 20 ft. The number of pans at Dharasana is 1845 and at Chharavada 
1020. The brine is led into the crystallisers at 17° to 20° Be' and .the single irriga
tion system of manufacture is followed. Salt is harvested every 15 days when a 
1/4 to 1/2 inch thick crust is formed. The bitterns are not eliminated regularly, 
but only once in the season, usually during the month of May when production 
is at its peak. This is undesirable and regular elimination of the bitterns after 
ea~h lifting should be carried out. The area under reservoirs is 242 acres .fot
Dharasa.na and 578 acres for Chharvada., the condenser area being 98 acres and 
56 acres respectively. The ratio of the crystallisers to the reservoir 
and. condensers is 1:3, at Dharasana and 1:10 at Chharvada. Such 
a disparity in two contiguous factories is unaccountable and it hall 
an adverse effect on production at Chharvada. For instance, the 
average annual production at Dharasana during the ten year period 
of 1939-48 was 12,670 tons (3,45,000 mds.) while at Chharvada it was 7,160 ton• 
(1,95,000 mds.). This gives the average yield at Chharvad.a; of 10·38 to111 
(283 maunds) as compared with 30·16 tons (821 maunds) in the adjoining worb 
at Dharasa.na.. If the average yield per aere of crystallising area is compared i• Ia 
116·86 tons (3181 maunds) at Chharvada and 129·20 tons -(3517 mde.) at 
Dharasaua. This disparity in production can only be accounted for by the small 
area allotted in Chharva.da for condensers as compa~ed with the reservoir area. 
We are led to believe that this small condensing area is unable to cope with the 
brine available in the reservoir and we recommend an early redistribution of 
the areas under reservoir, condensers and crystallisers as shown below . 

.... 
.Atwu 

(a) Reservoir. 240 
(b) Condensers 320 
(c) Crystallisers . • 90 
(d) Bunda, Storage, Platforms etc. • 40 ----

TOT.lL 690 

It cannot be said that the production at Dha.rasa.na- is optimum or ideal fozr 
wor~ in this locality. The likelihood is that here also redistribution of areas 
under cultivation to 1:6 would lead to a greater production at less cosi. The 
redistribution at. Dharasa.na should be, therefore, as unde.r. 

kru 
(a) Reeervoir 1~ 
(b) Condensers 195 
(c) Cryste.llisers • • • lWS 
(d) Bunds, Storage, Platforms, e~c. 215 

---
TOT .At. • 4.20 
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3.2.2 • We also recommend that the multiple irrigation ssstem of manufactur~ 
be adopted in order to obta:n a better quality of salt and a larger yield per acre. 
Thase works should find no difficulty in adopting the multiple irrigati(m s,y!:'tem 
wh~re the crust is allowed to grow into 2 to 3 inches thickness befote it is Litl'd. 

·A study or the methou pract1seu at Kathiawnd \\Ould prove beneficial to both 
these factories and we suggest that the officer-in-charge of the Dharasana and 
Chharvada factories v:sit some o£ the neighbouring Kathiawad salt works, parti
cularly at 1\:andla, l\Iitlwpur and Purbanclar for this purpose. 

3.2.3 'I'he manufacturing operations at these works are not carried out 
departmentally, but as at Kharaghoda, the pans are distributed to the Agarias at 
~he beginning of each year. The policy of distributing the pans to the Agarias, 
was adopted to enable the Salt Depc<rtment to Ileal uirectly with the adual 
workers aild to eliminate the lessee who is genera:Iy the midd!eman. The number 
of pans allotted to an Agaria family is restricted to five which is considered 
adequate for him and his family to \York. The pans are allotted every year 
generally to the same Agarias or thei.!' descendants in order that they may main
tain the pans in proper order and work di.igently. The Agarias carry out all the 
operation i.e., from the initial repairs at the commencement of the seasc•n to 
the storage of salt at the close of the season. Xo lice11ce fee is char:zed to 
the Agarias, but they are required to sell the snlt :1t a rate which is fixecl by 
Government at the beginning of each season. 

3.2.4 Production and Quality.-The production of s:tlt at the two factories. 
for the three years of 1946 to 1948 is shown in Tab~e LII. 

TABLE LII-PRODUCTION OF DHARASANA CIRCLE 1946--48 

1946 1947 1948 
Tons l\Taunds Tons :Maunds Tons Maunda. 

Dharasana 15,720 4,28,000 12,640 3,44,000 13,:<:'0 3,6~,000 

Chharvada 7,200 . 1,96,000 5,950 1,62,1 (>0 l{l,510 2,t,6,0· 0 
-----· - ---------------

ToTAL 22,9:;0 6,24,000 18,590 5,06,0:0 23,840 6,49,000 
----------------------

The salt produced is mainly of the heavy vajni variety and its analysis as 
reported by the Works is shown in Table LIII. 

TABLE LIII--COMPOSITION OF DHARASANA A:KD CEHARVADA SALT 

Sodium chloride 
Calcium sulphate 
Magnesium sulphate 
Magnesium chloride 
Insoluble 
Undetem1ined 

Percent on Dry Baai~ 

DharaEana 

92 90 
0·!>2 
1 40 
2·66 
0·26 
1·96 

Chharvada 

92·68 
0·34 
1·75 
3·23 
0·24 
1·76 

100 00 100·00 

The quality of the salt is far from satisfactory. If the bitterns are eliminated 
regularly, the adhering mother liquor is allowed to drain off the lifted salt and 
greater care taken in harvesting, a hetter quality salt could be }Jroduced. 
Being Government owned works, better superv:sion over the method of Jlanu
factura should be exercised and if the multiple irrigation system is adopted 
there is-no reason why these works shou'rl not b: ab:e t:J produce salt of a 
quality equal to that. produced in some cf the good factories in Kathiawad. , 
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3.2.5 lmprovenunt and Extensions.-It is reported that 1,169 acres belong
ing to the Government of Bombay are available adjacent to the existing factory. 
which could be brought into use for either making improvements in the layout 
of the existing two works_ or for extending them. The question of acquiring 
this land should be examined by the Government of India if and when they decide 
to extend these works. We consider it premature to bring this large additional 
area. under salt cultivation until after the works are relaid in accordance with 
our recommendation. We believe tha1 as a result of the relaying and change-over 
to multiple irrigation system there will be a substantial increase in the yield .of 
salt froru these works, particularly in Chharvada. It is only after the increased 
production finds a ready market and it is found that still larger quantity of 
salt is required from this Circle that the question of extension of these works 
should be undertaken. 

' 3.2.6 }'or works of the size of Dharasana and Chha.rvada it would be ad
visable to substitute mechanical appliances for the manual labour. The 
brine should be lifted by pumps to the reservoirs andjor condensers. For 
bringir•g the salt from the pans to the central stores 2 ft. gauge track and 
tipping wagons hauled by steam or diesel locomotives should be laid. The salt 
is at present transported by bullock carts from the. works to the Dungri railway 
station. It would be desirable to lay down a siding from the railway station 
into the works in view of the likely increase in production. This would cheapen 
the cost of transport and reduce the selling price of salt. 

3.2. 7 Staff and Organisation.-The staff employed for the Dharasana Circle 
consist of 1 Deputy Superintendent and 1 Inspector assisted by 14 members of 
the ministerial staff and 58 in the Watch and Ward Department. As the entire 
labour is composed of Agaria families numbering 600, no other labour is 
employed. The Deputy Superintendent and the Inspector should be 
men with technical qualifications so that they might keep a better control over 
the manufacturing operations and give the necessary guidance and advice to the 
Agarias. Although we do not wish to deprive the Agarias of their means of 
livelihood it may be necessary for O,overnment to engage additional staff, parti
cularly if substantial improvement in quality is to be achieved and the method 
of manufacture is to be modified which the Agarias may be reluctant to adopt 
in the beginning. · 

3.~.8 Cost of Production._;When the Dharasana and Chharvada salt works 
were opened in 1870 Government fixed the selling_ price of salt at Rs. 3-6-6 per 
ton (Re. 0-2-0 per maund). Of this amount Rs. 2-2-0 per ton (Re. 0-1-3 per 
ma.und) was paid to the Agarias and the balance credited to Government under 
the head 'Proprietary Rights'. Since then the price paid to the Aaaria. has 
progressively increased as shown below; 

0 

Per Ton Per Maund 
Rs. A. p. Rs. A. p. 

1!!70 2 2 0 0 l 3 
1909 2 8 10 0 1 6 
1917 2 15 8 0 1 9 
1920 3 6 5 0 2 0 
1921 4 10 10 0 2 9 
1933 5 1 8 0 3 0 
1944 6 12 10 0 4 0 
1945 7 10 6 0 4 6 
1946 10 3 4 0 6 0 
1947 (from 1-9-47) 13 9 9 " . 0 8 0 

67 I. & s. 
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In v,iew of the fa~t that. the salt is purchased from ~e Agarias by tfa 
Dhmasana Co-operative Society no cost of manufacture is maintained at thes~ 
works. nor are the Agarias in a position to give it. We consider ~hat some 
att~mpt_should be made by the works to assess the cost of the different operation~ 
as Is _bemg done a~ Kharagh_od~ t? fol'It\ a rational basis for fixing the price to
be paid to the Aganas. It will mcidenta.lly also help to determine their economic 
condition. The only information that we were able. to obtain is that it costs 
Government Rs. 900 to level and repair the channels, crystallisers and con~ 
denserB at the beginning of each season and this expenditure is treated as a part 
of tha cost of administration. In fixing the price at which the salt is sold 
to the Society, the depreciation of either the salt works or of the buildings 
standing on them is not taken into account. This position should be rectified a~ 
Government salt works are public property and proper provision should be mad~ 
to charge depreciation to the cost of manufacture. No information is also avail
able of the capital cost of these works and it is advisable for the purpose of proper 
costing as also for that of determining the depreciation that the present day 
valuation of the capital cost. of these works be made. 

S.2.9 Sales and Distribution.-!n 1933, the Dharasana Group Co-operative 
Salt Sales Society Ltd. was formed by the Agarias for the sale of salt produced 
in the Dharasana Circle. The Society pays to Government in addition to the 
price of salt, a ground rent of Rs. 1-4-5 per ton (9 pies per muund) and the salt. 
cess of Rs. 5-15-3 per ton (Re. 0-3-6 per maund). To the Co-operative Society, 
the cost oi salt works out, therefore to Rs. 20-13-5 per ton (Rs. 13-9-9 + 1-'1-5 + 
Rs. 5-15-3) or (Rs. 0-12-3 per maund) ex-works. To this price, the Society adds 
Re. 0-6-10 per ton (3 pies per maund) as its contribution for the Agarias Ameli
oration Fund and Hs. 6-1-6 per ton (He. 0-3-7 per m!l.und) for the cost of 
transport of salt to the railway station of Dungri, which is 2-1/2 1niles from 
Dharasa'lU and 4 miles frm•1 Chharvada. The total cost of salt to the Society, 
fhe.refore, works out to Rs. 27-5-9 per ton (Rs. 1-0-1 per maund) f.o.r. Dungri. The 
Sociaty sells the salt at Rs. 28-3-4 per ton (Rs. 1-0-7 per maund), thus making a. 
pro£t of He. 0-13-7 per. ton (6 pies per maund) which is by no means excessive. 
This price includes the filling and sewing charges of the bags but does not 
include the cost of the bags which have to be supplied by the buyers. The c:ontri
bution made by the Society to the Amelioration Fund is utilised by Government 
to provide medical aid, schools, etc. for the Agarioas and for repairs of bunds, 
platforms, etc. of the works. 

3.3 BHAYANDAR CIRcLE-The Bhayandar Circle is divided into four ranges 
(a) 1\Jaroli, (b) Bassein, (c) Hai and (d) Dadar. Except for the Maroli range, 
where there is only one factory, viz. the Bulkalay Salt \Vorks, the other ranges 
have a number of factories all of which are situated within a radius of 30 miles 
of Bombay city. The number of the factories, the area under salt cultivation 
and the yield per acre have been given in Table XLIX. 

3.3.1 Maroli Range.-The Bulkalay Salt.Works are situated 40 miles south
of Dharasana, near Umergaon Peta in the Thana District, and the area under 
cutivation is 79 acres. The bulk of the production is of the heavy vajni variety 
(77 per cent). 

3.3.2 Bassein Range.-There are 29 works in this range, the largest of wr.ich
measures 388 acres, and the smallest 25 · 5 acres. There are four governmcn~ 
salt works in this range and they cover 416 acres. Both the light and the
heav:v varieties are produced. These works are reported to experience shortage 
of brlne supply owing to the silting up of the creek and tlie reservoir. They 
also need remodelling in accordance with our recommendations in the charter 
on Model Factories and Research Stations as the ratio of crystallisers to reser-

. :voir plus condensers is inadequate, varying from 1 : 3 to I: l·o. 
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3.3.3 Rai Range.-There are 46 works in this range, the maximum s1ze ot 
any single one being 240 acres and the minimum 18 acres. 

3.3.4 DAdar Range.-There are 17 work.!! in this range, the largest rrieasw}~g. 
221 acres and the smallest 8 acres. Three of these works . belong to Governmen_IJ 
covering a total area of 212 acres, the largest among them being 121 acres in, 
area. We had an opportunity of visiting one of the Government salt wor~s 
in this range, where kup-pa salt was being exclusively manufactured. 
These wo.rks are badly laid out and maintained and appeared j,o
be in bad shape. The Government works are not operated depar~ 
mentally but are leased out to private parties on tenders for a. 
period of 1 to 5 years. The salt produced is of the light variety 
of mapi and liuppa. The ratio of crystalliser to condenser plus reservoirs vades. 
from 1:1 to 1: 1·2 which is inadequate and needs remodelling. We cannot. 
apportion any part. of the blame to the short-term lessees for this. 
state of affairs. They naturally could not be expected to sink money in a pro-· 
perty in which they acquire, by auction the farming rights for short duration. 
An acute shortage of brine is experienced in all the 3 -factories owing to the· 
silting up of the Mahul creek which is the main ,&ource of supply .of brine. We-. 
were also informed that two culverts built over the creek by the Bombay Port . 
Trust Railway restricts the flow of brine. The reS'~rvoirs are also silted up and. 
have to be deepened to hold enough brine to last till the next high tide. Re
moval of silt from the creek and conversion of the culverts into broader bridges. 
appear to be the only remedy to increase the supply of brine to these factories. 

3.3.5 Annual Production and Quality.-The production of salt in the Bhayan
dar Circle in the different ranges for the three years 1946-48 is given in Table LIV. 

TABLE LIV-PRODUCTION OF SALT IN BHAYANDAR CIRClE 
1946-48 

Range 1946 1!147 I 1948 
i 

Tons Maiinds Tons l\Inunds ! Tons 
r 

l\Iaunds 

I 

:r.Iaroli 1,030 28,000 960 26,000 1,620 44,000 

Basse in 65,060 17,71,000 40,370 10,99,000 73,180 19,92,000 

Rai 65,720 17,89,000 37,580 10,23,000 76,520 20,84,00() 

Dadar 26,710 7,27,000 11,720 3,19,000 23,580 6,42,000 

TOTAL 1,58,520 43,15,000 90,630 24,67,000 1,74,900 47,62,000 

The analysis of a sample of kuppa salt which we collected at the Dnclar '.vmks is 
giv~n in Table LV. 

TABLE I..V-CO:'IIPOSITW:N OF KUPP A SALT IN DADAR RANGE 

(percent. on dry basis) 

Sodium chloride 
Calcium sulphate • 
l\Iagnesium sulphate 
Magnesium chloride 
lnsolubles 
Undetermined 

96·06 
0·53 
0·97 

'1·43 
'0·19 
-o ·82 

100•00 
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The salt is better than mapi, but the effort spent on its production is not com
mensurate with the improvement in the quality or yield. 

3.3.ti lrnpTovement and Extensio~.-In our lntel'.im Report we had expressed 
the view that the practice leasing out Government salt works to private parties 
was undesirable. This practice is open to many objections. Firstly, Government 
expose themselves to the charge, by the lessees, that an exorbitant rent is bein" 
levied from them. We do not necessarily accept this charge, inasmuch a.; th~ 
lessees are in a position to assess the rent they could .. afford to pay in taking 
.over the lease. But when Government accept a high rent they naturally set 
.an example to the private owners who also are in the habit of farming out their 
works to the highest bidders. The second objection is that once the lease is 
given, Government exercise no control over the lessees in either the method of 
manufacture or the maintenance of the works. Thirdly the design of the 
works being no better than that of privately-owned works lay down no standard 
ithat could be expected from Gavernment works which should be a model 
in all orespects. If Government could operate the salt works in Rajasthan and 
Kharagboda which are on a much larger scale than the works in the Bhayandar 
Circle, there is no reason why these marine salt works could not be similarly 
operated. vVe bad, therefore, recommended that as and when the existing leases 
of these works expire, they should be taken over bJ: Government and run depart
mentally. It is necessary and desirable to redesign these works so that they 
may serve as model factories for other works in the ranges in which they are 
situated. We appreciate that relaying these works might take a little time 'lllld 
affe:!t the production. As an interim measure we sugpest that Gonrnment 
.operate them with such improvements as .could be made without interfering with 
the pl'oduction, the more radical alterations being made one after the other. 
The relaying of these works will have to be done in such a manner as to give a 
ratio of 1: 7 between the crystallisers on the one band and the reservoir plus 
<.:ondens~rs on the other; this condition must be enforced when these works are 
being relaid. We understand that Government have accepted our recommenda
tion. One of the salt factories in the Dadar range bas been taken over at the 
expiry of its lease and Government have decided to work it departmeittally 
after relaying it as a model factory The Salt Research Committee of the 
Council of Scientific and Industrial Hesearch has also agreed to conduct at this 
ractory experiments in improved methods of manufacture which could be de
Jl1omtrated to the other manufacturers in this area. Since the Bombay manu
:racrurers depend entirely on their artisans who are conservative i~ their out
look and will not change their methods easily, it will be easier to br1ng about a 
.change throughout the range in order to p!'Oduce salt of a better quality once the 
<Jptimum conditions have been worked out at the model factory. 

3.3.7 CoQt of Production.-No cost of production of salt in Bhayandar Circle 
was mnde available to us either by the manufacturers or their association, the 
Bombav Salt l\Ianu£acturers and Shilotries Association. We were referred to the 
hook ''Salt Industry of Bombay Province" by :Mr. K. K. Shende. This book 
tleals with some of the general aspects that contribute to the cost of production, 
but does not give specific figures of cost for any particular area in the State of 
Bombay 

3.4 BHANnuP CIRCLE.-The Bhandup Circle is divided into three ranges (a) 
l3handnp, (b) 'l'rombay and (c) Belapur. These ranges like three of the ranges 
in the Bhayandar Circle are within a radius of 30 miles of the City of Bombay. 
In the Bhal'Cinp range there nre 5 salt works, the largest amongst th~m 
measurin"' 392 peres is next in size onlv to the works at Dharasana wb1lst • 0 • 

E>ven the smallest one covers 180 acres. At Trombav there n:re 22 salt works, the 
lm·gest measuring 127 · 5 acres but the 8/llallest only 15 acre11. .!~ Bela pur there 
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are 18 works, the maximum being 191 and the minimum only 14 · 5 acres. In 
this Circle there arA no Government owned works. All the works are situated 
on creeks which penetrate inland from the Arabian Sea and brine is drawn a.t; 
high tidds. The ratio of the crystallisers to the reservoir plus condensers does 

. not go beyond 1:2 in any of the wo.rks. At Trombay the average comes to 
only 1: 1· 6. The salt produced in this Circle is chiefly of the mapi or kvppa 
type ('il per cent.) vajni being only 29 per cent. · 

3.4.1 We had an opportunity of seeing some of the works in the Trombay 
Range. We found them small, badly laid out, ill-designed and lying cheek by 
jowl to each other. The pattern of these salt works is uniform. It consists of 
small areas of reservoirs and condensers, the condensing area being even less 
thun the reservoir whilst needlessly larger areas are_ wider crystallising pans 
which vary in size from 15 ft. x 45 ft. to 20 ft. x 50 ft. The area for the storage of 
brine and its concentration is so small that the crystallisers cannot be fed with. 
sufficiently saturated brine to give salt of good quality. Individual licensees
holding even a small area have their own reservoir and condensers instead of 
joining bands with the neighbouring works and w9rking on a co-oP.erative system 
to provide for a better layout. The crystallisers which ought to receive brine at 
23o Be' are actually utilised for concentrating the brine to the point of saturation. 
a function which properly belongs to the condensers". 

3.4.2 Annual Production and Quality.-The production of salt in the Bhandup 
Circle for the three years 1946-48 is given in Table LVI. 

TABLE LVI-PRODUCTION OF SALT IN BiiANDUP CIRCLE 1946-48 

1946 1947 1948 
Range I 

Tons l\~19· Tons Mds. Tons Mds. 

Bhandup. 20,570 5,60,000 10,510 2,86,000 22,300 6,07,000. 

Trorobay. 33,510 9,12,000 17,780 4,84,000 32,590 8,87,000' 

Belapur . 33,320 9,07,000 23,620 6,43,000 36,300 9,88,000 

TOTAL 87,400 23,79,000 51,910 14,13,000 91,190 24,82,000 

The composition of the samples of mapi and vajni salt that- we drew from the: 
works we visited is shown in Table LVII 

TABLE LVII-COMPOSITION OF SALT IN THE BHANDUP CIRCLE 

--------------------------------------------------------------·-----
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'The mapi salt has a low sodium chlorida content and is largely associated with 
other salts present in sea water. It also contains a fair amount of insoluble 
resirh:e which is mostly clay and sand. This can be easily explained, when one 
exammes the method of manufacture adopted in producin~ this salt. Brine of 
low densit~ being fed i?to the m:ystallisers deposits a major portion of its gypsum 
around wh1eh the sodmm chlonde crystals get formed. Since the bitterns are 
rarely eliminated, the magnesium sulphate and chloride also get deposited along 
with the sodi~ chlo~ide. Since brine of higher density is fed into tbe crystalli
sers where V~Jnz salt lS produced, the salt has a lower calcium sulphate content, 
but, as the b1tterns here also are not eliminated the magnesium salts get deposit
ed in appreciable quantities. 

3.5 URA;-; CIRCI.E.-In the Uran Circle there are six ranges, viz., (a) Shewa, 
(b) Uran, (c) Karanja, (d) Pen, (e) Shiroda and (f) Sanikatta. Of these, the 
first four are in the Colaba ])i,;trict while Shiroda is in the Hatnaairi and 
Sanikatta in the North Kanara districts. The Colaba district. salt work; a.re all 

-within 30 miles of the City of Bombay. The ShiroJa ·works are situated a little 
north of l\larmagoa whilst Sanikatta works are south of l\Iarmagoa. The works 
in both these ranges are on the main sea coast unlike some of the works in the 

·Other ranges in this circle. 

3.5.1 Shewa and Uran range.s.-In the Shewa range there are 39 salt works, 
the siL:e of the largest works comes to 237 acres whilst that of the smallest is as low 
as 4 acres. In the Uran range the number of works is 38, of which the largest is 
86 r.cres and the smallest 7i acres. \Ve saw some of the works in these two 
ranges and found them no different from the works at Tromb.ay. Although the 
total number of works in these ranges is 77, the number of licensees is 257. 
It is, therefore, not surprising that the individual size of some of the works is as 
low as 4. acres. Even those which are apparently larger in size are Dl) better 
beca11se the number of licensees operating them is correspondingly large.r, with 
the result that the area per licensee is reduced to an extremely uneconomical 
£gure. 

3.5.2 We visited the l\Ioti Salt Works at Shewa whera there is a small unit 
~roducing table salt. The area o£ the works is as follows:-

Acres 

Reservoirs 11 7 
Condensers 50 
Crystallising pans 63 

TOTAL· 230 

'This gives a ratio of 1: 2·65 For the production of table salt, a part of 
the brine from the reservoir is drawn into one of the condensers and allowed 
to concentrate up to about 12" to 13" Be'. It is then pumped and sprayed 
-through nozzels into a second set. of condensers where it is allowed to con
centrate to about 23" Be'. This highly concentrated brine is then filtered to 

. remove insoluble impurities and charged into shallow cement crystallisers to 
a depth of 1-1/2 inches. In these pans, the brine is continually agitated by wood
en rake<:~, or ]Javris to obtain fine crystals of salt. The salt is then colleded in 
baskets, washed in a centrifuge by a spray of water and dried in the sun. 
The production of table salt has been carried on at these works for the last 
10 years and its average production was reported to be about 735 tons 
(20,000 maunds) per annum. The cost of production was not furnished to 
us, but we were informed that this unit was not working economically, and 
the price of the imported table salt was lower than their cost of production. 
The composition of a sample of the table salt that we collected is shown 
in Table L Vlll together with the analysis of kuppa salt drawn from one of 
the works in the Shewa Range. 
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TABLE LVIII--cOMPOSITION OF TABLE SALT AND KUPPA S~!' IN 
SHEWA RANGE 

(Percent. on dry basis) 

Sodium chloride 
Calcium sulphate • 
Magnesium sulphate 
Magnesium chloride 
Insolubles 
Undetermined 

Table salt 

99·36 
0·43 
0·04 

0·08 
0·09 

100·00 

Kuppa 

96·59 
0·25 
1·18 
1·55 
0·07 
0·36 

100·00 

The moisture content of the table salt sample was found to be only 0·35 
per cent. and the chief impurity was calcium sulphate, to the extent of 0 · .43 
per cent. 'Ibis is higher than the calcium sulphate content in h:uppa salt 
which was produced without the aid of any of these costly devices. \V e 
drew the attention of the works to the fact that brine concentrated up to 
24° Be' was actually being diluted with brine of a much lower density drawn 
from the condensers in order to prevent salt "crystallising out prematurely. 
Whilst a considerable portion of the calcium sulphate content would have 
been removed in concentrating the brine to 24 • 13e' the subsequent. addition 
of brine of 12° Be' would again introduce this impurity and partially nulli
fy the beneficial effect of the original concentration. vV e recommend that 
the mixin;~ of dilute brine in order to reduce the calcium sulphate content be 
stoppP.cl. · 

3.iJ.3 We also wish to make the following· suggestions. for the more eco
nomical working of this unit. The use of sprays which is evidently intended 
to bring about rapid evaporation and to increase the density. of the brine does 
not actually serve the object in view. During our visit we noticed that 
the bJ"ine immediately after it left the sprays was not more than 1• Be' higher 
in der.sity which could have B-een easily achieved in the l'Ondensers. 
\Ve recommend that spraying be discontinued. We were told that the con., 
stant agitation with wooden pavris was meant to keep down the size of 
crystals for which much labour is expended. This result could be achiev~ 
more easily by crushing the • salt obtained in a small roller mill. · The con., 
tinuous agitation in the cement pans wears them out quickly requiring con
stant repairs which add to their cost of maintenance. The use of ordinary 
clay beds with a floor of salt, where only the upper layer of salt is collected; 
would serve the purpose better. A permanent crust can be allowed to form to 
a thickness of t to i inch over the clay beds which need not be disturbed during 
the harvesting. This salt when washed, dried and crushed in a roller mill 
would give a better product at a lower cost. 

. 3.5.4 Karanja and Pen Ranges.-In Karanja there are 22 salt works of 
which t,he largest is 237 acres and the smallest 4 acres. In Pen there are 
23 works the largest being 221 acres and ·the smallest 6 acres. W ~ 'did noti 
visit any of these works and we do not discuss them in detail, but from the 
infonnation supplied to us they are in no way different from the other works 
in this circle. · \ 

3.5.5 Shiroda and Sanikatta Ranges.-In Shiroda, the number of salt works 
is 1"6, the largest works measures 17 acres and the smallest just 1! acres. 
At Sanikatta where the total number of works is 121 the largest is 10 acres 
and the smallest less than half an acre. The ratio of the crystallisers to the 
reservoir plus condensers does not go beyond 1 : 3 at Shiroda and 1: 1· _6 ail 
Sanikatta. The · variety of salt produced at Shiroda · is wholly -ma,pi and. ati 
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Sanikatta. wholly of the heavy va1m variety. We did not visit any works in 
. these ranges as they are situated at a considerable distance from Bombay and 
are difficult to reach. The climatic conditions in both these ranges are differ
ent from the other ranges in Bombay Province and they experience heavy 
rainfall. The period of fair weather is comparatively small and, as in Orissa, 
light showers are common even in the months of April and May. 

3.5.6 Shiroda.-At Shiroda the total area under salt cultivation is barely 
'15 acres, and it is divided into 16 small works which are operated by 35 
lessees. Even the largest works of 17 acres is held by 8 lessees whilst the 
smallest works of 1·5 acres is shared between 5 lessees which gives an average 
of less than 1/3 of an acre per lessee. Of the 16 works, 7 are owned by 
Government and ;their total area is 22 · 75 acres which gives an average of 
only about 3·25 acres. The largest of the Government-owned works measures. 
5 acres and the smallest 2 acres. The size of these Government-owned works 
is totally uneconomical and in our opinion no purpose is being served by 
keeping them in 7 small independent units. We would have recommended 
their amalgamation into one unit, but as they are scattered it is not possible 
to coalesce them. There are only two solutions to this unsatisfactory state 
of affairs, viz. either to sell them to the owners of the surrounding privately
owned works or to form a co-operative society of the existing licensees who 
should then take over all ~he 16 works including the 7 Government works and 
operate them as a single unit of 75 acres. The existing licensees, should be 
asked to participate in the co-operative society by contributing to the 
share capital and by giving their individual labour for the manufacture of 
salt. 

3.5. 7 Sanikatta.-At the Sanikatta range, the total area under cultiva
t.ion is 4~3 acres, but there are 121 small salt works which give an average of 
3·5 acres per works. The number of licensees is 199 and the size of the 
largest works is 10 · 20 acres and the smallest as low as 0 · 43 acre. The small 
size of ~he works calls for a remedy similar to the one recommended for the 
works at Shiroda. Little purpose will be served by continuing the operations 
of such small units and a merger of the works either under Government con
trol, or preferably, under a co-operative society appears to be the only l'emedy 
for saving these works, otherwise they are bound to be extinguished because 
of their uneconomic size, unafvourable climatic conditions, and the 
inaccessability of their location. 

3.5.8 Production and QuaUty.-The production of salt in the Uran Circle 
for the different ranges during the thxee years of 1946-48 is given in Table LIX. 

TABLE LIX-PRODUCTION IN THE URAN CIRCLE 1946-48 

Range 1946 1947 1948 

Tons l'tiaunds Tons Maunds Tons Maunds 

(a) Shewa 61,130 17,12,000 27,150 7,83,000 64,14.0 17,68,000 

(b) Uran 43,090 12,10,000 15,980 4,36,000 43,170 11,72,000 

(c) Karanja 25,970 7,39,000 9,440 3,20,000 25,310 7,65,ooo· 

(d) Pen 15,690 4,28,000 6,980 2,74,000 15,540 4,38,000 

(e) Shiroda . 1,800 50,000 1,870 53,000 2,570 71,00() 

(f) Sanikatta .. 2,000 7,240 1,98,000 6,210 1,74,000 

ToTAL . . 1,47,680 '4L41,000 68,660 20,64,000 1,56,940 43,88,000 
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The drop in production during 1947 was largely due to the heavy unseasonai 
rains which fell in April 1947. It meant that all the concentrated brine wast 
washed away and there was not enough time to produce fresh concentrated brine 
to resume the manufacturing operation to make up the loss suffered by the' 
unseasonal rains. The low production was also due to the fact that the Jnonsoon 
of 1946, extended right up to the month of November. This meant that all the 
prelimino.ry 'vork on the preparation of pans could only be started in the n1cnth 
of December, and the first crop could only be raised in the month of l!'ebruary of 
1947. 

3.5.9 .-\. sample of vajni salt collected by the Salt Department from
Sanikatta gave an analysis as shown in Table LX 

TABLE LX-COMPOSITION OF f.Al'I FFCM U:t\JiF .P.'l '1 A RA:KCE 

(Percent. on dry basis) 

Sodium chloride 
Calcium sulphate 
Magnesium sulphate· 

Magnesium chloride 
Insolubles 
Undetermined 

Vajni 

93·88 
0·75 

. 0·9.6 

1·84 
1·20 
1·37 

100·00 

Notwithstanding the high content of insolubles in this salt the percentage 
of sodium chloride is appreciably 1;J.igher than ~hat of mapi salt in the othet<" 
factories in Bombay. The figure of insolubles clearly indicates bad handlin"' 
which is an easily remediable defect. The high content of magnesium salt~ 
indicates that the bitterns were not regularly eliminated and were allowed 
~ contaminate the salt. 

'· Annual Production and Quality. 
. 4.1 The total production of salt in Bombay Province for all the Circles fol" 
.the three years 1946-48 js summarised in Table LXI. 

TABLE L)(I-ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF SALT IN BOMEAY 1946-48 

1946 1947 1948 

Circle 
Tons Maunds Tons Maunds 'fons Maundi!' 

(a) Dharasana 22,920 6,24,000 . 18,590 5,06,000 23,840 6,49,000 

(b) Bhayandar 1,58,520 43,15,000 90,630 24,67,000 1,74,900 47,62,000 

(c) Bhandup . 87,400 23,79,000 51,910 14,13,000 91,190 24,82,000 

(d) Uran 1,47,680 41,4!,000 68,660 20,64,000 1,56,940 43,88,000_ 

ToT AI. 4,16,520 1,14,59,000 2,29,790 64,50,000 4,46,870 
0 
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•This p.!'oduction gives Bombay Province a very prominent position in the 
salt industry of the country, being only next to that of Madras. In quality, 
however, Bombay salt leaves considerable room for improvement. \Vhen 

· .compared with the salt manufactured in Kathiawad and Kutch, the Bombay 
salt is poorer in sodium chloride content which varies between 88 to 93 per 
cent. This applies both to the vajni and mapi varieties. The kuppa salt is 
distinctly better than either of the two varieties, but its method of production 
is so wasteful that its cost is inevitably high. 

4.2 The light salt is graded into three differellt. sizes answering specific 
trade definitions, viz. (a) single, (b) double and (c) Calcutta. The grading is done 
by repeated sieving and the largest cry~;tals retained on the first sieYe are known 
as single. Those retained on the second sieve are called double ancl those that 
pass through it consisting of broken and tiny crystals approximating to 
crushed salt, so popular in the Calcutta market, are known as Calcutta. The 
crystals of mapi and kuppa salt being fragile are stored in small heaps to save 
them from getting crushed and the sieving operation bas to be conducted with 
special care. As the Calcutta grade leaves much less air space in packing, it 
is consumed in such areas where salt is sold in retail by weight. 

5. Improvements and Extensions. 

5.1 Cl:apter XIV on Travancore describes at length, the technique developed 
by the Travancore University for the manufacture of srtlt by the single irri
gation method. The climatic conditions in Bombay are such that the multiple 
irrigation system cannot be adopted wholly, anywhere in the Province except 
at Dharasana. By adopting a proper ratio between the crystallisers and the 
reservoir cum condensers the production in· Bombay could be appreciably in
creased without increasing the area under cultivation to any large extent, 
except at Maroli and Shiroda. Owing to occurrence of rains in Bombay Pro
vince during the manufacturing season the ratio of the crystallisers to the reser
voir cum condensers should be about 1:7. In the case of Dharasana we have 
already recommended that the ratio should be of the order of 1:6. In adopting 
these ratios care should be taken to see that wherever adjustment between the 
respective areas is necessary, because of the lie of the land, such adjustments 
should be made. No compromise should, however, be made in the overall 
ratio of 1:7 in the ca~e of other salt works ,and 1:6 in the case of Dharasana. 
As a result o£ this re-grouping of the areas under cultivation, it may be reason
able to expect an increase in the yield per acre of cultivation. At present the 
yield varies from 28 tons (760 mds.) per acre in the case of Shiroda to 12 tons 
(325 mds.) in the case of Pen Range. These wide variations could to a great 
extent bP. · narrowPil flown bv the re-arrangement o£ the areas lmder cultivation. 
At the present ratros, the 'yield per acre is only 22 tons (600 mds.). With 
proper layout and redistribution of the areas, the yield at Dharasana could be 
increased to at least 70 tons (1,900 mds.) per acre and nt the other circles to 
50 tons (1,360 mds.) per acre. On this basis, without any extensions, the 
pltlduction could be increased as under-

(a) In D'n>ra.n"l'l. Circle at 70 tons per acre for 1,110 acres 

(b) 1'1 th~ r~m1inin~ circle> at 50 tons p9r acre for 15,381 acres 

Tons, lids. 

'77, 700 21,15,000 

769,050 2,09,35,000 

8,46,750 230,50,000 

-The production in Bombay can then be increased by more than 100 per eenti. 
over the average production of 1946-48 of 3,61,100 tons (99,19,000 mds.) .. Even 
..on a. conservative estimate it should be possible to increase the production by 
cat least 50 per cent. without any difficulty. 
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o.2 In addition to the adoption of the proper ratio we recommend that the 
followi:Jg ch;mges based upon the experience gained in Travancore should be 
introduC':l'l in the salt works in Bombay Province. · 

(a) The brine should be allowed to deposit its suspended impurities in the 
reservoirs till it reaches a density of at least 6 ° He· 

(b) It should then be let into the first group of condensers in which the 
concentration of brine may be allowed to reach 17 o Be . 

(c) In the second group of condensers the density of the brine should be 
allowed to rise to about. 23o Be'. Then only it should be let into the crystallising 
puns to a depth of 2 inches and allowed to evaporate till it reaches a density of 
28" to•2go De·; ihe depth of the mother liquor at this concentration is expected 
to be about ! in. The bed of thP second group of condensers should be levelled 
and consolidated by tamping at the commencement of the season so that the 
gypsum deposited during evaporation may be collected at the end of the season. 
If a particular manufacturer does not wish to recover the gypsum he could 
dispense with tamping, without affecting in any way the qua'ity of salt produced. 

( cl) The present practice of lift:ng salt from tpe cystallisers with the con
centration of mother liquor at 30 Be' or aLove sh,ould be discontinued. After 
the mother liquor has been drained, the crystalliser should !lgain be charged 
with fresh brine at 23 o Be' in ord& to give the salt in the pans a wash to free 
it from contamination with mother liquor, rich in magnesium salts. The 
salt should be scraped only after this washing and care should be taken to pre· 
vent the clay from the beds being raked up in the process of lifting. 

(e) Though we recommend the continuation of the single irrigation system, it 
is indi~putah].~ that the quality of salt improves if the ireqneney of it.s scrap
ings is reduced. The only reason for continu·ng the single irrigation system 
is the threat of unseasonal rains. \Vhile, towards the end of the manufacturing 
season, risks from rains may be faidy large and scrapings may have to be 
done once a week, during the mi<i\11le of the season, when there is no threat 
from rains ;there is no need to lift the salt so frequently. All that is necessary 
is to Jut out the bitterns when the density rises to 28o to ~a~ De' and to charge 
the crystallisers with fresh brine and .allow the crust to grow. 

(f) The mother liquor should be removed to the crude salt crystallisers for 
the production ::>f crude salt. The crude salt crystallisers should· also be tamped 
in the same manner as the salt .crystallisers and the mother liquor should be 
allowed to rise in density to 32 De'. The crude salt separating out in these 
crystallisers would not be fit for edib1e purposes, and it should be thrown back 
into the first series of condensers to enrich the brine there. 

(g) The mother liquor at 32° from the crude salt crystallisers could he uti
lised for the manufacture of byproducts, if so required, as discussed in the 
chapter on the Recovery of Byproducts. 

5.3 Another important feature to which we would like to draw attention is 
the total areas of the works in the different ranges, in the Bombay Province: 
A reference to the Chapter on Kathiawad and Kutch will show that 'the total area 
under cultivation in some of the ranges in Bombay is less than the area of' a 
single works in Kathiawad or Kutch. In view of the natural advantages that 
Kathiawad and Kutch factories possess and the large size units they operate, 
the works in the Bombay ranges are at a considerable disadvanta~e from the 
point of view of manufacturing cost, over-heads, etc. In the three circles of 
Bha.yandar, Bhandup and Uran there are 397 works covering an area of' 15,38r 
acres; the number of licensees, is 1,888 which gives the average a!'ea per; 
licensee to about 8 acres. This area by itseU is very small, but on ~lo~er: 
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examination of the figures it will be seen that one of the small works in Shiroda.. 
range, covers an area of only 1 · 5 acres which is subdivided among 5 manu-
facturers giving an area of 0 ·.a acre per manufacturer.' Again in the Shews. 
range, a factory of 4 ·2 acres is divided among 10 licensees. In 1948, when 
the Go' ernment of India permitted residents on the sea coast to manufacture salt. 
freely in plots of 10 acres it must have been on the assumption that it would 
not be worth anyone's while to carry on manufacturing operations in a smaller 
area. We find it difficult to reconcile ourselves to the position that any manu
facturer can operate economically works not extending to more than a. 
fracti:m of a11 acre. Since they continue to work from year to :vear we· 
can only conclude that they must be barely making both ends • meet 
or that the larger works are making excessive profits since the price 
charged for salt whether made in a small works covering only a fraction 
of an area. or a large works covering several hundred acres or more is iclentical. 
This position is worsened by another consideration to which a reference has 
already been made by us. \Ve have commented on the practice adopted by 
Government of leasing out their O\Vn salt works on a yearly basis to the· 
highest bidder. We have further drawn attention to the fact that private 
licensees have also resorted to the same practice and some of these insigni
ficantly small works must be!ong to such absentee proprietors. These petty lessees 
have obviously no interest in maintaining their works properly and they neces
sarily produce salt without any I'egard to its quality. This uneconomic frag
mentation of salt land can be easily stopped by Government since the rights 
of the licensees in their holdings are subject to licences granted by Government. 
If the salt works in Bombay are to exist as an economic unit it becomes in
creasingly necessary that they should make serious attempts to form them
selves into large size units. Otherwise once tbe factor of competition arises,. 
they will not be able to hold their own against manufacturers who operate large 
size units and produce good quality salt at a lower cost. In this context it 
would be appropriate to quote from the Information Circular published in 1939 
by the United States Department of Interior, Bureau of 1\Iines, on the market
ing of salt. 

"The United States Salt Industry is highly organised; it .~omprises t~wer 
companies than u:l,en .~mall crude works with primitive methodB 

and equipment eked out salt for local needs, but concentration of 
output brought about by modern inventions and methods of pro
duction has improved thf' quality of the produce greatly and ac

celerated ptoducticn." 

;what is true of the American salt industry applies with equal force to the: 
Indian industry and particularly to the works in Bombay and Madras where 

. they continue to be operated in small uneconomic units. If salt is to be made: 
available to the people of Bombay and Madras at a lower .rate the sol~tion is t<> 
persuade the smaller units to combine to form bigger umts, by formmg them-
selves int-o co-operative organisations or joint-stock companies.. The size of an 
economic unit should be a minimum of 100 acres and this is recommendad for 
adoption in all the ranges. Where the. total area under cultivation in any ranga 
falls below this :ficrure as a~ Maroli and Sbiroda. which have only 79 and 75 acres 
re~pcctively, Gov:rnment should take steps to increase the area under cultiva-

tion to 100 acres. 
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5.3.1 Unlike some of thi;l other parts of India, the licensees in Bombay enjoy 
the right to manufacture salt only ~ill their licence is revok~d. Such. an. uncer
-tain situation may perhaps stand m the way of c_o-operat1ve orgam~at10ns .or 
joint-stock companies being formed. In order to h1ut together the vano~s uruts 
·into works of an econornio size, and as an inducement to the present licensees 
·to do so ,,oluntarily, we further recommend that in the event of such merg~rs 
tHkiH"' place the duration of the licence be fixed for a reasonably long per10d 

·Of sa; 25 years, with a provision thHt on its expiry it will be subject to renewal 
for further periods. 

5.4 In our Interim Report we had pointed out that the production of the 
two varieties of light salt, viz. mapi and kuppa in preference to the heavy variety. 
vajni had E:stablislled itself, largely because retail dealers sell the salt by measure 

·though they buy it wholesale by weight. After studying the method of manu
facture of both the light and the heavy varieties we have come to the conclusion 
that the manufa.::ture of ligM variety is a wasteful process involving L'lOre time and 
-expenditure. The manufacturers whom we met during our visit to the 'llOrks in 
Bomb-1y have stated that their product:on could be increased by 20 per cent. if 
onlv the heavy grade was manufactured. They have made the same_ statement in 
their answers to our questionnaire. They have expr6lssed their willingness to give 
up the manufacture of the light varieties provided the sale of snlt by measure was 

·banned. · 

5.4.1 Whilst a maund of heavy grade vajni salt gives by measure 11 to 12 
.;>Bilies, a maund of light grade mapi salt gives 16 to 18 pailies. As a result of 
experiments carried out in Madras many years ago, it was found that tbe 
weight of salt for a given voluwe varied as much as 37 per cent; in the case of 
kuppa salt of Bombay the difference may be even more than 50 per cent. The 
retail dealer thus secures an unearned profit of about 50 per cent. by selling by 
measure the lignt salt. As the consumer who buys the salt by measure 
.does not understand the difference between the light and heavy grades, 
it i<> obvious that a deceptillll is practised on him and he is being defrauded in 
-<>Ltaining his requirement of salt b~} measure. Even if the buyer were aware 
of the difference either in the quality of the two varieties or of the weight deliver
ed to him, for any given measure, he has no option but to buy the salt which 
is ~;old to him by the retail dealer. The m:tnufacturers claim that they have to 
supply the varieties which the trade is willing to buy and they cannot bring 
about any change so long as there is a. demand for the light variety. This is 
however, not entirdy true. The wholesale price of salt is det.ermined by the 
number of pailies that a maund of salt gives, rather than its quality or appear
ance. The manufacturers are, therefore, interested in making the light varieties 
because of the larger profit they make on them and this accounts for the reluct
ance and resistance of some of the manufacturers to give up the manufacture of 
the light varieties. In Table LVII we have given the analyses of both 
the light and heavy varieties. Althvugh the quality of heavy variety is not 
as good as it should be it is better than the light variety. In the interest of the 
quality o! the salt also, which should be improved as expeditiously as possible, 
we strongly recommend that the manufacture of the light variety be given up. 
The onl.v way iu which the con,;umer's and the manufacturer's interests can be 
protected is for the Provincid Government to pass legislation to ban the sale of 
salt by mc~asure enforcing it bv we'gH alone at all stages. If this were done, 
the m;mufacture of light variety of salt would automatically cease the pro
duction of salt in Bombay would go up and the fraud on the consume~ would be 
che~kecl. 

5.4.2 As legislation may take time, we had recommended in our Interim 
Report that Government should take -steps, by· departmental action, to reduc~ 
+1:~ production of the light variety of salt in Bombay by stages. We advised 
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a' change over to the heavy grade over a period of three years lest an immediate
_stoppage of the I•roduc:tion of light variety raise difficulties for those manu
facturers who have been accustomed to produce it for the past several decades. 
Also it would give the Government of India and the Government of Dombav 
tima to introduce suitable legislative measures to bring to an end the sale of sait. 
by measure whether wholesale or retail. As a first step, we had, therefore, recom
mended that the S'alt Department should insert a suitabla clause in each licence
by which Government would have the right to determine and regulate the varieties. 
of salt to be manufactured in the works in Bombay Province. At the time of 
our visit in 1948, the production of the heavy variety of salt in Bombay was 
reported to be only 30 per cent. of the total production. We, therefore, suggest~ 
ed that from +.he 1948-49 season those manufacturers who produced. the li"hb; 
variety should not be permitted to produce more than 50 per cent. of their p~o
duction of the light Yariety. In the subsequent season, the proportion of light 
·salt should be reduced to 25 per cent. and by 1950-51 no light variety should be 
permitted to be produced at all. In order to keep a watch over the progress 
acbieved. we had further suggested that the Salt Department should collect 
quartnly figures Of production of the different varieties from all the works in 
Bombay fo.r periodical examinat~on and review. We are glad to record that the 
Government of India accepted these recommendations and directed the Salt 
Department to enforce this regulation from the season 1948-49. Unfortunately, 
however, this enforcement has not been as effective as we should have wished it ta 
be, though the overall result has led to an increase in the production of heav:f 
variety it· 1948-49 from 30 to 44 per cent, as will be seen from Table LXII. 

TABLE LXII-PRODUCTION OF DIFFERENT VARIETIES OF SALT IN Bo:\1BAY 
1948-49 

I ;;., I .... 
Heavy Light Total ;. 

I ol ~ 
Range ~ 

::z:: :::i Tons Mds. Tons 1\lds. Tons l\lds. (percent) 

--
I 

(a)Dharasana 26,150 7,12,000 1 .. . . 26,150 1,12.ooo I 1oo 

(b) Maroli 810 22,000 220 6,000 1,030 28.ooo I 79 21 

(c) Bassein . . . . 51,210 13,94,000 51,210 13,94,000 .. I 10(} 

(d) Rai 24,500 6,67,000 31,410 8,55,000 55,910 15,22,000 44 56 

(e) Dadar 2,390 65,000 13,700 3,73,000 16,090 4,38,000 15 85-

U> Bhandup 4,300 1,17,000 11,280 3,07,000 15,580 4,24,000 28 72 

(g) Tro:mbay 6,470 1,76,0CO 18,180 4,95,000 24,650 6,71,000 26 74 

(h) Belapur 8,410 2,29,000 16,420 4,47,000 24,830 6,76,000 34 6& 

(j) Shewa 37,030 10,08,000 9,550 2,60,000 46,580 12,68,000 so 2() 

(k) Uran 12,120 3,30,000 18,400 5,01,000 30,520 8,31,0CO 40 61) 

(m) Karanja 9,840 2,68,000 5,770! 1,57,000 15,610 4,25,000 63 37 

(n) Pen 3,670 1,CO,OOO 3,or.u I 83,000 6,720 1,83,0CO 55 -15 

(p) Shiroda . . .. 1,690 46,000 1,6!)0 
46.000 ~ 10() 

( q) Sanikatta 7,460 2,03,0JO .. . . 7,460 2,03,0CO 100 

. 38,9_7,000 ,l,SO,S80 149,2-l,OOO 
:---

Toi..u. . 1,43,150 3,24,030 88,21,000 4-l 56 
-- , - '" .. 
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It will be observed that the proportions we had suggested for the season 19~ 
49 have not been complied with in Bassein, Rai, Dadar, Bhandup, Trombay, 
Belapur, Uran and .S.hiroda. In the case of Shiroda and Bassein there has been• 
no attempt to make any heavy salt at all. At Dadar, Bhandup and Trombay 
ranges the production of heavy salt has fallen below 30 per cent. The directivd· 
issued bj the S.alt Department has been ignored in these ranges and this is unfair 
to the other ranges where an attempt is being made to fall in with the programme 
chalked out by the Department. We understand that some of the licensees · 
ha .,9 put forward a number of excuses, the most important of them being that
t& cyclone in Bombay in November 1948 and the heavy rains that followed it· 
damaged the w;orks considerably with the result that the brine did not attain· 
thd required density to produce the heavy variety. To us, this is unconvincing. 
In our opinion the good opportunity for making alterations to the pans for pro-· 
ducing the heavy variety was lost whilst the damage caused by the cyclone was· 
being repaired. Had these manufacturers conformed to the Government's in
structions to make vajni salt, they would have obtained a higher output und 
made up a part of the loss caused by the cyclone. Another reason advanced by·· 
the n.anufacturers was that the Madras manufaapurers who also- produce light 
salt would compete in some of their own markets ~nd they (the Bombay manu
facturer-:) would thus lose these markets for their s.alt. This reason is no longer· 
valid, because with the inauguration of the zonal system, Madras salt is not 

_likely to compete with Bombay salt. Moreover, we had made the same recom. 
mendatior. fur reducing the percentage of light salt in the Madras factories also,. 
and the (:hances of any Madras salt coming to the Bombay markets are remde. 
\Ve see no reason to change our original recommendation and we reiterate that 
steps should be taken to increase the quota of production of heavy salt during 
the years 1949-50 and 1950-51. Any modification of this proposal would merely 
perpetuate the fraud on ignorant consumers in addition to acting unfairly on 
those manufacturers who have taken steps to conform to the programme in a 
spirit of co-operation. No exception on any ground should be made in favour of 
the tecalcitrant proqucers and th~.-·Salt Department should see that its orders 
are enforced and any att-empt to circumvent them is penalised. 

5.5 1\o attempt whatever is made at any of the factories to control the manu
fa~Jturing operations. It is necessary that at the larger works a laboratory for 
carrying out routinb analysis anri exercise effective supervision on the operations· 
shoul,l be set up. 

6. Stafl and Organisation. 

6.1 From what we saw of the S[~lt works in Bombay, there is no qualified 
tecl:nical staff to look after the manufscturing operations.. There is neither a 
chemist n0r l·ven an Eng:neer. It is not surprising that the works are so badly 
laid out and po0rly maintained. This remedy should be rectified and the works 
shoultl be dtrectl d to have on their staff qualified technical rr.an to guide the 
management, to control the operations and to maintain the works in good order. 
A small expenditure of this nature would be amply repaid by the improvement 
that would be a.chievd in the quality as well as the yield of salli. 

6.2 Tha total number of labourers employed in the salt factories is estimated 
tn b-3 11 ,fJtJ() of whom those employed in factories within a radius of 30 miles of 
Bombay city are 8,500. About 70 per cent. of the labour is imported from placi.'S · 
in Gujerat such as Surat, Navsad, Billimora and Bulsar and belong to th.e 
Kharzca nPd ,U achhi communities. The rest 9f _th,e lab~~r is l?cal whose daily· 
wage is consideral:>ly lower than that of imported labour. The b:bourers 
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.usually work in gangs under leaders known as patels or muhadams. The rates 

.of wag_eo; 'ary consider~bly depending on the type of salt produced. The pateZa 
. are pa1d amounts varymg from Rs. 600/- to Rs .. 1,600/- for the entire season. 
-The imported labour is paid a wage which varies from Rs. 60/- to Rs. 80/- per 
-.month with an occasional bonus of about Rs. 50/- for the season. The local 
-labourer is paid only about Rs. 30/- per month plus a dearness allowance and a 
·bonus which brings his total wage toRs. 54/- per month. 

:7. Cost of Production. 

7.1 The Bombay manufacturers, having not furnished their figures of cost of 
-production, we have had to depend upon the figures of overall cost furnished to 
us by the Salt Department. These are given in Table LXIII for the different 
~anges. 

TABLE LXIII-COST OF PRODUCTION IN BOMBAY 
-· 

Vajni Mapi Kuppa Calcutta 

Ton Md. 1 Md. 
Ton Md. Ton 1\Id. 

Rs.a.p. Rs.a.p. Rs. a. p. Rs •. a. p. Rs.a. p. Rs.a.p. Rs.a. p. Rs.a.p. 

.·(a) :Maroli 40 13 3 1 8 0 47 10 0 1 12 0 

.(b) Bassein 54 7 0 2 0 0 37 6 9 1 6 0 27 3 6 1 0 0 

(c) Rai 11 1 0 0 6 6 13 9 9 0 8 0 11 14 6 0 7 0 

._(d) Dadar . 61 4 0 2 4 0 61 4 0 2 4 0 54 7 0 2 0 0 

.(e) Bbandup 59 8 9 2 3 0 57 13 5 2 2 0 32 5 0 1 3 0 

-(J) Trombay 40 13 3 1 8 0 

(g) Belapur 36 7 6 1 5 6 43 4 6 1 9 6 

.(h) Uran and She· 11 14 6 0 7 0 
wa. 

{j) Karanja 14 7 4 0 8 6 

(k) Pen 47 10 0 

(m) Sanikatta 57 13 5 2 2 0 

The cost of production varies from Rs. 11-1-0 per to• (Re. 0-6-6 per rod.) in 
the case of Rai range toRs. 61-4-0 per ton (Rs. 2-4-0 per md.) in the Dadar range. 
'l'here is no consistent variation in the cost of one variety to the other in any 

.of the ranges. In Dadar the cost of production of vajni and mapi is higher than 
of kuppa, while at Rai the cost of vajni is the lowest and of mapi the highest. 
At :Maroli the. cost of 7wppa is appreciably hi~her than cf mapi. The cost of 
Oal~utta variety is lower than any of the other varieties. 

'J.l.1 It is not possible to make use of the above figures for a break-up of the 
.oost of ptoJuction, but we have produ•Qd an approximate break-up 
from such information as we have been able to gather frJm the various 
statements made by the Bombay manufactUPers and the reports of the Salt 

Department. This is shown in Table LXIV. 
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. ~~1!J)l .• UV....,...J;N"IDEWE 0-P. LAJ?'OtTI't' COS'f ~ ~~.l'tP3~~ 

l>ell-' iii}~ ~rmd~ 
v a.ci.ef;ies. 

~~- ,. P• ·~.: .. ~ P'Ltavy r Lig~ 
Bhya.nde.r: L (<PeroeM) 

1'6 ; 3' ' Q. ' 
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llf.aroli 4 0: 1. 7~ 2-L: 
Ba.ss6in • \i: ' . 6·. Qj 9. , 100 . 

Rai 
r : .. 

10. 3 4 0 6 0 44 56 
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Bhandup: 

Bhandup. .1Qd3, 6 Q.l:b s t 28· 7.2 
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The incidence of cost of labolir varies widely from place to place and is. uniformly 
higher in the ranges which produce either the light salt only or preponderantly 
this grade. Had we been able to secure the break-up of cost of production o! 
at least the' bigger units in Bombay we could have examined this aspect of th& 
quer:.tion in greater detail. While we realise that a number of variants r,:ay 
affect the incidem·e of labour cost,_ the strikingly higher rates found in the 1ange~ 
where th.~ major part of the production is of the light variety points to thd con
clusion that much more time and labour are required.for the production of this 
variety. 'fhi& extra and unnecessary cost co]Jld be reduced considerably by eli
ntinating the production of the light variety. The system of piece-work employed 
in Kathiawad factories might be also profitably copied. According to Mr. S.hend& 
the outpd per man per month in the Bom~ay works comes to only 3.67 tons 
(100 mds.) which is considerably lower than the output given for labour in 
Kathiawad where the highest estimated figure is 16 tons (436 maunds) and the 
lowest 10 ton (272 maunds).. The adoption of the piecework system in one form 
O!." another will help to secure more efficient output per man hour. 

7.3 The cost could also be reduced if th~- ~~~ufacturers were to consider ~sing 
simple labour saving devices.· Provision of trucks and trolleys for moving the
salt from the pans to the storage yards would bring about an immediate reduction. 
At present, there is not a single factory in Bombay where these devices are ~sed. 
In· the first instance, they should be tried out in the larger works, because· it
will bo purposeless to adopt them in the small uneconomic units until they &rA 

coalesced into bigger working units. 

8. Sales and Distribution. 

8.1 We did not rE·ceiva any information about the selling price of salt 
from the manuf&cturers. The only authentic ·information that has been 
supplied_ to us is that the selling price in the various markets in and around 
Bombay City is about Rs. 57-13-6 per ton (Rs. 2-2-0 per md.). In Table LXIV 
we have es~imated the average cost of production at Rs. 35-11-6 per ton (Rs. 1-5-0 
per md. ). To thi& has to be added the cost of t-ransport charges from the works 
which may be taken at Rs. 3-6-6 per ton (Re. 0-2-0 per md.) a.I1d a cess of 
Rs. 3-6-6 per ton (Re. 0-2-0 per md) and another Rs. 3-6-8 per ton (Re. 0-2-0 per 
md.) for ·brokerage. These figures are all on the liberal side and the overall cost 
of salt to the manufacturers would not, therefore, be more than Rs. 45-15-0 per 
ton (Rs. 1-11-0 per md) which leaves a margin of Rs. 14-11-6 per ton (Re. 0-7-0 
per maund) as profit to the manufacturers. W~ consider _that the se~g price of 
salt in the Bombay area calls for a. more detailed · scrutmy and revlSion by the 
Salt Department, as the profit ma."de by the manufacturers is on the high side. 

9. SUl\IMARY OF RljlCOMMENDATIONS.. 

(a) Dha.rasana. Circle 

(i) The 'areas of the reservoir, conde~ser and_ crystalliser at the Chharvuda 
. and Dharasana salt works should be redistributed as follows: 

Chharvada. Dharasana 
Acres Acres 

240 145 

I'J<>ndellSfll"S 320 195 

~stallisers • 90 55 

BJnds, storage,-platforms, etc. 40 25 (3.2.1) 

690 420 
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(ii) Tha Dharasana and Chharvada works should adopt the multiple irrigation 

systdm and ,for this purpose the officer in charge of the works ·should visit the
nei~hbcuring factories in Kathiawad to study the methods adopted there (3.2.~.). 

~i} The method of manufacture should be improved to yield a better quality 
of salt. (3.2.4) · 

(iv) No extension of the Dharasana factory should be undertaken until after 
tha il!cJ eased production which would result from the relaying of the two works. 
find~ a ready market. (3.2.5) -

(Y) Mechanical devices like pumps for lifting brine and tipping wagons drawn 
by loeomotives o:n 2 ft. gauge tracks should replace the operations at present 
carriecl out by manual labour. A railway siding should also be provided from the-
works_ to fue Railway station of D~ngari. (3.2.6). · 

{vi) The eost of different items of manufacture should be maintained in order 
.to fix th~ price payable to ihe Agarias. In fixing the sale price of the !il~lt, de
preciation of the salt works and the buildings should also be taken int() 
6.ecount. ('3.2.8) 

(b) 13hayandar Cirole 

{4) The w01ks in. the Bassein Range should be remodelled in accordance with 
onr recommendations in the Chapter on Model Factories and Research Stations. 
The shortage of brine supply which is experienced by the works in this range
should also be rt.medied. (3.8.2) 

(ii) The works in the Dadar Range also need remodelling .. The silt from the
creek should be ·taken out and the impediments in the flow of brine be 
removed. · (3.3.4) · . 

{iii) The practice of leasing out Government salt works to private. parties 
sho·tl.l b~ stopped and these works f!hould be run departmentally and converted 
to serve as model factories for the other works in the· ranges in which they are-
situated. (3.3.6) · - - · · 

(c) Uran Circle 

(i) Tha manufacture of edible salt at Moti Works in the Shewa range should 
be m1proved by taking the following steps:-

(a) the practice of mixing dilute brine with concentrated brine to prevent. 
salt crystallising out prematurely should be stopped; 

(b) the use of sprays meant for rapid evaporation of the brine should be
given up; 

(c) the continuous agitation of the brine in the cement pans to prouuce
small crystals of salt should be discontinued. The use of cement 
pans is unnecessary and expensive and ordinary pans with clay beds 
should be adopted. (3 .. 5.2 and 3.5.3) 

(ii) The seven Government-owned works at Shiroda are too small to be 
operated as economic units. They should be either sold to the owners of thb 
adjoining pr-ivately owned works or formed into a co-operative society with the 
remaining nine privately-owned works and operated as a single unit. (3.5 6) 

{iii) As there are a large number of licensees at Sanikatta and the area of the 
indh·idual works is extremely small, the licensees should form themselves ruto• 
a co-operative society and all the works operated as a single. unit, if they are to 
survive competition. (3.5.7) 
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(d) Gener~ 

(i) Th!:$ f}l'eas. U¥der ~a,lt ~~~i\j~~io~ ~ uJ.\ ~itcl~s <>.tb.~ ;~ D.Q4ruan~ &bg~ld 
~a J'eJistfibuteq iJ?. ~e rath~ p~ :\. : '.i ~Q. q~ta.W. ~ m~!:b l!if~ ~~tiP,n •. (~l) 

(ii) 'rh~ ¥t~t~o4 o~ ~~D:ufac~~ri s\1()~\q b~ wodi$ecl in ~ll *~• :Bc:m(~a:! works 
and should be ~ollowed as indicated in paragraph (5.2' 

(iii) '.f~·~ ~~ map.uf~c~ur~~ iq D.o:p1bay should mak~ s~~ ttt.emp,ts to 
~o,aleS,Cd in~Q a. \llorge ~:r;li~ it ~he~ ~.1:$ to s~v\ve cpmp~tition, ftom \h' l4rg~J ill.Qtotielil 
and continue in business. In order to induce t}le m~nufa~~wer9 'Qo U<l to~ to 
n>.anufacture salt fo~ such coalesced works. licence sho~ld b~ g~;aJ?.ted for a. ':¢~imum 
period of U y~a.rs,. (5.~ and 5..3-.1) · · 

('v\ Tho m¥J:uf~c.ture ~ ~~¥t grli\qa !ia.l~ sh9uld. be ~asi~~ redueed rmd 
no light variety should be m~:q'W,~~ture~ ~:ro~ tb,e ~~IJ.§O». ~9.50-lil. Th8 wdric
tion should be strictly enfo~ced and any ~anufact.urer who ~oes no~ ~pnform to 
. the iustrudions oi the 1Salt. Dep~r~menl should be ~D:alised. In ~h_e me~~ti.rr;e 
$teps should be ta~en to enact l~g~slation prohibiting· the ~~~e. of sa~ b_y 
measure. {5.4.2) · · ·- · - · 

(v) At the larger works control laboratories should be set UD to conll'ol and 
guide the manufacturing operations. (5.5) · 

. . (yi) ~nciden,c~. o~ ~s~ ()f ~~~-~~'\Ill il:\ hi~h.. 1''i~ -~ qu~ ~" tb'l f~\ i}lsfl th~ out

. p~~ peJ; n;tan, per IpOJ;J,t.~ cc:.D;le~ t() amy r·6.7 tOP;$ (l~ m<4,. ~ l)l\ ~p,ar~q. with 
~0. ton.~ (2~~ ~qfl.)1 whlc~ IS tb.e, lo\Y~i.St J,Il Kat~awa.~ ~~ton~~.. T~ ~ty;\tem. Qf 
piecework employed in Kathiawad factories s~~u,~e, t~~~~~e,. . ~ · ~~ed q~~ t() 
<>btain a higher output at a lower cost. (7.2) 

(v~i). Simple lQboux sa,ving d~.vic~~ ~artic\}larly truc~s ~q ~oll.,~ f® :uwv4Jg 
the salt from the pans to the storage yards should be introdu~ ~ th~ W'at. iz\· 
stancJ in the larger works. (7.3) 

(viii) Th~ s~lling_ :p~ce o~ sa.lt. ~ ~~bay. ~oulcl. \).e &iCJ:~t~ \ly th~ S~t 
Depa).'tme:o.~ D.Ild lo,we.r~d, if pw;s,ible .•. as. l~l) pre.~; J¥&4~ bJ; ~hE!. mauuf~tur~rs 
~t present ;;.ppears to be on the high side. (8.1) 



1;, Description. 
. . . 

CH:AP'l'!R Jtl:V 

TRAVANCOR~ 

l.l Although. salt; has been manufactured in Tr&vahcore for a long t·im0c,. 
m~uf&cturel.-on ;large Male started only 14: years ago. Until 1936, Travancore 
made only about 5,500 tons (1,50,000 maunds) bf 'Salt which did not meet the 
ehtire dema.nd of the State and the balance of its requiremebt of about 18,00(} 
to 26..000 tons (about 5 to 7 lakh maunds) was imported from Goa., Bombay 
an'd Madras. Sihce 1936 however, owing to the <encouragement which the 
Trava.ncote G<lverl'lmeht tave by 'Con't'rolling impor~s into the State and. 
the sustained \lfforts mnde by the manufacturers to build up the industry. 
there has been a r!p'id Hse irl productioh and Tta:wncore is tod_a.y not only 
self-sufficient but ia in a po-sition to 'export .saJ.t to ··other parts of the country. 
Salt is manufactured in the southern part pf the State in the Nagercoil District 
on a coastline of 17 miles be'tween Colachai to_ the' north. a.nd Cape Comorin 
to the south. Clim&tically, Nagercoil District is well suited for salt manu
facture. :The tainf~ll varies from 16 to 36 in. in the year and the rains occur 
in two periods, owing to the two morl.soons. 

1.2 In the days of the l3riti~h Go'irethihent 'ln order to protect the revenue 
from h!!lt_ d~tyl _it_ ~as a ~onuhon p~ctice __ t_o P~t- r~stricti_?nS 0~- t!J.~ .!n.ove
ment of salt made ·ni an Inditn State. Travancore salt was thus prevented 
from being sent out of the State. This restriction aeted as an impediment 
when the Travancore salt indostry began to produce salt in excess of its 
domestic requirement. V arlo us mEJa.ri.s had, therefore, ro be devised by the 
Government of Travancore to restrict ~he production by either reducing the 
period of manufacture and/or by inttoducing a ·quota. syste1n . for sales by 
which only a portion of the production in each factory was permitted to be sold. 

2. Manutaeturtng Rights. 

2.1 The Travancore Government lease out sites for the manufacture -of 
salt for a fixed period which is generally 50 years. A ground rent of Re. 0-6-0 
per acre is levied from some factories and in addition the factories have to 
deliver to 'the Government a stipula~ed quantity of slilt, varying between 20 
and 40 per cent. of the estimated output, at a minimum price of Rs. 4-4-<> 
per ton (Re. 0-2-6 per maund). The price paid at presen't by Government is 
Rs. 4-11-0 per ton (Re. 0-2-9 per ma.und). The Travancore Government gave 
virtually a. protection to the salt industry by (a) progressively shutting out 
imports of salt into the State :t'rom other so\Irces and (b) -fixing for the indigen
ous salt a. comparatively high selling .price of Rs. 34 per ton (Rs. 1-4-0. per 
maund). , This. price was suggested by the Government of India: to protect their 
revenue !rom Travanoore salt finding its way .into the former British l:ndian 
territory and was based 6n what it would cost the Tutic01;-in salt to be delivered 
B:.t the Tra.vancore border. As no . stipUlation W{ls inade . by the 1'ravanc6re 
'Governmen't regarding the. quality oi salt produced, most of the manufacturers 
have made no attempt whatever to produce a goOd quality salt. 'l'he policy 
of fixing a high. price has, therefore, created for the manufacturers a state of 
monopoly 'and 'led to a -considerable degree of complacency in them. The lack 
of competition has 'Stood 'in the wa'y of improvement in the quality or output 
of salt 'at these Vvo:rks. . • 

196 
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3. Manufacturing Procea.-

3.1 The manufacture is entirely by solar evaporation and sea brine or bigfl 
density brine obtained from pits and tube wells is used. There are altogether 
19 factories, covering an area of about 1,400 acres. The manufacturing aeagon 
is divided into two periods, the first and longer, commencing about the middle 
of December and continuing till the end of May and the second and the aborter 
period beginning by the end of July and ending in the middle of October. 
Although there is a. break in the manufacturing op~rations, Trav&ncore has a 
period of about 8 months for salt production which compares favourably with 
the manufacturing season in Bombay and other are&s. We visited a number 
of these works and held discussions with the manufacturers as well as the 
Government of Travancore. As most of the works have been eiitablished in 
recent years we consider that they could have been laid out better to produce 
good salt. A single factory is often worked by a. number of licensees, each 
trying to make salt independently of the other in an area of a few cents instead 
of operating it as a single unit or on a co-operative basis. This has led to the 
manufacturing operations being frequently left in the hands of illiterate l:<·bourers 
who adopt primitive methods of manufacture and produce salt of poor quality. 
The area under salt cultivation is shown in Table :I.u"'{VI together with the 
ratio of the area under crysta)lisers to the reservoir plus condensers. 

TABLE LXVI-SALT WORKS IN TRAVANCORE • 
.. 

Ratio of Yield per acre INum-crystal is- Average of her 
Reser- Con- Crys- Total ers tore- 1946-48 of 
voir den• tal- servo irs licen-

sers lisrs and con- sees 
densers - 1----- --

Acres Acres Acres Acres Tons] Mds. 

A. West Coast : 

(i) Colachal 17 19 19 55 1: 1·9 22 600 3 

(ii) Kovalam . - 13 17 17 47 1: 1·7 67 1 1,830 5 

(ii) Thamaracolam 
(Manakudi lake) 181 239 239 659 1: 1· 8 75 2,040 215 

B.-East Coast : -
(Cape Comorin) 

(i) Palkulam . 10 12 12 34 1: 1·8 72- 1,970 1 

(ii) Thattarippuodai • .. 11 3 14 1: 3·9 76 2,070 1 

(iii) Variyoor . 5 2 2 9 1: 3·5 28 780 3 
1-

Total . 226 300 292 818 Average 71 I 1,920 228 

The works at Colachal, Kovalam and Cape Comorin are all situated on the 
.coast, whilst the Thamaracolam worlrs are on the banks and reclaimed basin 
of the Manakudi Lake which was at one time a part of the sea. It is now cut 
off by a sand b&r and formed into an inland lake into which the flood wnters 
from the southern most tip of the Western Ghats flow. 

3.2 Formerlv the saline water of the lake was mainly used for the manu
: facture of salt~ Its salinitv is due to its past connection with the sea and 
the saline soil which occurs at shallow depths. The flood waters, however, 
have progressively reduced the salinity of the lake. ~ediately after t?e 
:floods the water in the lake is almost fresh and later m the season its dens1ty 
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rises to only about 2·5"Be'. The use of brine pits· and of tube wells . which; 
have been sunk in some of the more progressive. factories for ~apping the. 
subsoil brine of about 6" to 7"Be' have led to the abandonment of the· use of 
~e lake water for the· manufacture of sa:lt. Another reason for its. abandon· 
ment is its constant fouling by the bitterns either discharged by. the factorias 
directly into it or left behind in the crystallising pans and taken up by the flood 
waters during the mox:soon. This has resulted in progressively increasing con
eentration of m&gnesium chloride salts in the brine and making it unfit for salti 
manufacture. 

3.2.1 If the brine of the lake is to be continuously used for the economi~ 
manufacture of salt, the bar mouth would have to be kept open and a central. 
channel would have to be dug in the lake basin to permit sea. water to enter 
the lake. The opening ·of the bar mouth, however, will entail a. high a.nnua~ 
recurring expenditure. In the case of many of the works on the lake, the sea. 
is not far off and for the supply of bme two proposals are under the con
sideration of the Government of Travancore and Cochin, viz. (a) to dig two 
channels from the sea on either side of the lake up to the salt works or (b) 
to pump the brine directly from the beach. If ~he Manakudi brine is not to 
be used in future, and the brine is to be obtained from the sea, the discharge 
of the bitterns into the lake may be permitted. Normally, we would not have 
supported this practice and would have suggestea that the bitterns be dis
charged into the sea by means of separate channels, but as the Manakudi lake 
is of doubtful utility as a source of bri.ne we do not wish to see an unnecessr.ry 
expenditure being incurred on the digging of the bitterns channels to the sea.! 
We recommend that an early decision be taken by the Union Government ott 
the two proposals before them. · 

3.3 TUBE WELLs-In the larger works on the Manakudi lake, brine .of a: 
.higher density is obtained from pits and tube wells. The method of tapping 
the subterranean source of brine below a depth of 60 ft. is a new feature in. 
salt manufacture and especially advantageous in areas where dilution of the 
brine during the rainy season is 1 ~ommon. The brine from the pits or tube' 
wells varies in density from 4 • to s·Be'. The pits are dug. 6 to 8 ft. deep but,: 
in the case of the tube wells, the depth reached varies from 60 to 180 ft. The. 
density of brine in the tube wells at a lower depth was reported to be higher 
than at the top. This is quite understandable, because the higher density brine 
would sink to the bottom. The rest level of the brine in some of the walla 
was only about 15 to 20 ft. below the ground level, but brine was being drawn 
trom lower depths to obtain higher density. Although the initial capital costi 
of sinking a tube well may be high there is a distinct saving in the cost o~ 
manufacture from high density brine as the yield of salt will be higher for 
the same volume of brine lifted and the cost of maintaining the condensing: 
area will be less than in works which use weaker brine. For constructing· a 
tube well, a small well 5 ft. in diameter and going to a depth of about 18 to: 
24 ft. is first dug. This well is lined with cement concrete rings and its 
bottom is provided with a cement concrete floor. A tube is then sunk to & 

depth of 60 to 160 ft., depending upon the supply and density o£ brine, and 
it is allowed to project 1 or 2 ft. above the cement floor of the well. Th& 
diameter of the tube varies from 4 to 5 in. and the brine is drawn by means. 
of centrifugal pumps driven hy diesel engines. The suction pip~ of the pump 
which is 2! to 3 inches in diameter goes into the tube well to a cons1derab~e depth. 
'As galvanised iron tubes are used in the wells. they get coJToded m about 
2 to 3 years and when this happens the tube wells are abandoned and fresh 
wells are sunk. It is possible that the brine yielding capacity of these wella 
is still considerable, but by abandoning them every two years or three years 
unnecessary expenditure is being incurred which could be avoided by. using 
monel or high silicon iron tubes, as used in America and other countries. fo~ 
sinking brine wells in rock salt mines. The Trava.ncore p:J.anufacturers rmghfi. 
be asked to examine this suggestion and try it out. 
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3.3.1 As stated iB the previeus !Paragraph, in some ~ 'th-8 iuhe wells the 1est· 
level of thE brine was· .at_.a d;~.h of Hi_ ~ :2() ft. fro~-- the gro'Und s'urfa.ce. This 
woul~. su?gest that sem~-artisHl.n .eondit~ are bemg created and the supply 
of. brme ~~ more tha;n ~hat could be utilised by the factories .. !n ,.nii:my of 
the factones we 11otweci that small ieBSees bad lheir own indiVidual encines 
and ;pumps which we;e "illlly. worked for short periods ~f \\ few hours each day; 
forlhermore, the .Rehvery p1pe~ of the p~~ were much higher than whafl 
was act_uaUy reqmred. In one pla:ce we t:10t1eed that 'the brine was b~ing lifted 
1;() a he1ght of '20 ft. and dropped 8 ft. ~t the delivery end .. A proper survey 
of. the levels of the works should be earned ~ut and the heiaht of the deliverv 
pipes adjusted ~o the minimum .actually required by the

0 

contours of the 
factory lands. This will obviate unneceSBa.ry lifting of brin'e e.nd reduce the 
pumping C'Ost. . When a copious supply of brine is being left unutilised, the 
individu~i small lessees should not he· allowed to install their own pumps 
and engmes. lnstead a common an·angement for the supply of brine should 
be set Up. A single pump unit working fUll time is likely to supply all th~ · 
brine that is necessary tG> .a nlllllber oi these small lessees, instead of several 
pumps working only part time. This will help to lower the cost of production 
and at the same time reiellile many of the pumping sets which otherwise lie 
idle for the gre~ter part of. the day,· f~ use elsewhere. 'This reform is very 
Il:ecessary and should he enforced as early as possible . 

. l3.3.2 It .was reported ·to us that a nutnber 'm tube well~ had gradually 
deteriorated in volmna and: rlenl:rity of 'brine. No pa.rticular reasons were 
advanced for this. detepora.tion nor has any investigation been made to find ou~ 
its cause. A likely reason for this phenomenon is that the wells, having been 
located without -pl"op1~r hydrographical survey, maj" have been sunk in an nre~ 
which i'> not imitable for &: _constant and copious supply of brine. In some 
respects, the experience· wit.h regard to Travancore tube wells is similar ~o that 
of the wells in Kharaghoda where after some ye&rs they have to be '\b<incloned 
owing to reduction in the supply of brine. We recommend ths:t a proper hydro
graphical survey be conducted to .locate good sources of brine, to avoid in future . 
the sinking of wells ~11 a haphazard fashion as at present, and to their more · 
widespread adoption by f&:etories which do not use this met.hnfl. 

. 3.4 Salt is manufactured by the single in-igation system. Where the tube, 
welis are in use, no reservoir' is necessary and brine is taken directly into the 
condensers frl!lm where brine of 14 ·Be' is charged into the crystallisers to a · 
depth of 2} to 3 inches and allowed to noncentrate till the level of the brine h11s · 
fallen to ! inch~ As in 'th·a Madras factories, the condenser is known as the 
male pan and the crystalliser the female pan. They are equal in area ~nd 
in cons€<q_uenoe the crystallising lil.~a. is in excess of what is actually required· 
ood is responsible for the low density brine being fed into the crystallisers. 
When a crust of t inch is formed, the pans are raked with wooden scrapers and 
the salt is heaped on the ridges of the pans to allow the mother liquor ~ 
drain off. From tha ridges salt is transfen-ed to a drying platform wh:lre, m 
acCdrdance with tha 1ules of the Travalicore Salt Manual, it has to remai..:J. for 
a minimuin period .of three months. This is llecessitated by the . fact that it 
takes at least this much time for the magnesium salts present m ccmmon 
salt to sweat and drairi out before storage. From the drying ground the salt 
is transferred to a storage platform where after weighment it is made up into 
heaps of about 44 'tons {1,200 maur~ds) each 9;0d t~atche~. with palm .leaves 
for protection against re.ins. Before Issue, salt 1s agam weighed. The h1ttems 
ate not eliminated regularly. In some factories there are no s~parate _chann.els 
for draining them out with the result that they ~et mixed ~p _With the mcomm,~ 
brine ahd contami:Iiaoo it. In other words the b1ttems dram mto the Manakum 
lake where they again get mixed. up with the brine. In ~orne o~ %e wo~ks. 
where the bitterns are not ~liminated, they have soaked mto the t!rystalliser 
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beds, and owing to th'e presence ot a large_ percentage, of. magnesium salts, 
picked ·up by the bl.ine !rom the beds, the deposi~ion of salt sometimes doe~ 
not take place, even when the .brine has reached a density o£ 30°Be'. ~n suoh 
cases, the crystalliser8, before ~the commehceinent 'Of the season and when 
the pans are under water, h'a~e to be not only re-ali~ed but rejuvenated by 
a leachihg prt>cess with dilute brine to purge them of their magnesium salts. 

'· Annual :Production &nd Qualiiy. 
. . 4.1 The quantity ot 'lilait produeoo in Travancore during the three years 
1946-48 is shown in Table LXVU. 

TABLB LXVII-PBOotrorioN .OJio SALT IN TkAVAN'CORE 1946-48 --- - --
1946 i947 1948 

--- ··-
Tons Mds. Tohs • Mds. Tons. :Mds. 

. A. West Coast I • 

(i) Colachel 1,620 44,000 6'60" i8,ooo 1,-ioo 38,00() 

(ii) Kovala.m 3,899 1,06,000 1,62() 14,000 4,000 1,09,000 

fiii) Thamaraco- 56,760 15,45,000 39,860 10,85,000 51,540 14,03,00()-
lam .... 

:B.-East Coast : 

( i) Pli.Ikui e.m 3,010 82,000 1;620 44,000 2,790 76,000--

(ii) Thatta.rippu-
., odai ; 1,430 . 39,000 7oo 19,000 . 1,100 30,000. 

(ii1:) Varlyoor 260 a)f;OOO 180 5,000 290 8,000 

- TOTAL tl8,970 18,23,000 44,640 i2,i5,000 'li1,120 16,64,oo6 · 
... 

4.2 The analyses of samples of salt drawn by the Committee trom some oi 
the Travancore works are given in Table LXVill; . 

TA.Bu LXVIII-COMPOSITION ot TRAVANco:aE SALT 

(Pereent: on drg basis) 

Sodium chloride S4·n to95·91 

Calcium sulphate I 3·011 to 0·04 

M~esium sn.lpha.te 2·21 ie 0·7~ 

l\IagnesiLim chloride . 2·24 to 1·59 

Insolubles 6·02 to 0·33 

Undetermined 1·'16 to 1·40 

100·0'0 10'0·00 

!t will be noticed that there is a considerable variation in the quality. Iti 
the older factories the sodium chloride -content goes as low as 84 · per cent •• 
whilst in some of the newer factories be'Caus~ of the -care they take, and also 
because they have partially adopted the practice followed at '!;he Model Fa·ctoty' 
in Travancore, to which refere.nce iF.! made in subsequent par&graphs it has been 
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possible to reach 96 per cent. sodium. chloride content. According to the 
Travancore Salt Mar..ual, which is largely based on the lines of the Madras 
,Manu:1.l the concentration of the brine in the cryst&:lliser should not Pxceed 
30"Be' and salt containing less than 90 per cent. sodium chloride should be 
destroyed. ThcsP rulE:s are, however, honoured more in the breach than m the 
observance and had they been rigi~ly ·enforced the quality of the salt produced at 
Trti:vancore would have been considerably purer. The chief impurities in the salt 
consist of gypsum, magnesium chloride, magnesium ~ulphate and insoluable 
matter like clay which could be eliminated to a great extent if care is taken 
~ cha_rge the crystallisers with brine at 23" Be' and the density in the crystal
lisers IS no tallowed to go above 29" Be'. In 3.4, we have mentioned that in 
some of the older factories the crystallising beds are soaked with magnesium 
salts and if they could be leached out the quality of salt produced in them 
could be considerably improved. It was formerly believed that the low 
quality of salt produced in these factories was due to the poor qualitv of brine. 
but we were inform,ed by the Department of Research of the Travancore 
Unive~sity that by actual manufacturing operations they conducted in some 
factories, demonstrated that the defect lay only in the beds and not in the brine. 
This defect was remedied by a simple process of leaching the pans and reviving 
them to produce salt of good quality. We &re satisfied that with reasonable 
precautions Travancot'e which has all the natural facilities to produce salt by 
solar evaporation, of as good a qur.:lity as is produced anywhere else in In<lia 
<Can produce salt. 

5. Medel Factory . 

. 5.1 The Travancore State established in 1946 a small experimental research 
station to serve as a demonstration centre to the salt manuiacturers of 
Travancore. This Model Factory works und3r the direction of the Research 
Department of the University of Travancore and was founded by the enthu
t~iasm and foresight of the then Director of Research of the University. The 
factory forms a part of Thattarippuodai Allom (allom is the local name for 
tlaltl factory) and .covers an area of 8 acres. It has been well laid out and the 
areas under reservoirs, condensers and crystallisers are properly distributed, 
but being small it is uneconomical for operations and cannot be regarded as 
.a model in all respects. 

5.2 The brine is obtained directly from the sea by a cast iron pipe line 
connected to a well which fills with the tide. From the well the brine is 
pumped into a rE:servoir. As no provision is made f~r a~ automatic flushing _of 
this well, it tends to get filled up with sand which IS bro.ught Rlong with 
brine and it has, therefore, to be cleaned frequently at considerable expense .. 
'The density of the brine is carefully regulated, w~ich permits of the se~~a.
tion of the gypsum in the condensers before the brme reaches the crystalhsmg 
·pans; at the end of each season the gyp~um is coll?r:t.ed from the crystallisers 
for sale. A novel feature of the factory IS the provision of what are known as 
·slush washincr pans which are located adjacent to the ~rystallising pans and 
throucrh which concentrated brine is led into the crystallisers. The purpose of 
these"' pans is to wash the slush which is peri?dically removed £r~m the crys:al
lisers. This slush 18 heti..vily charged with crystals of sodium chlonde, 
and not being sufficiently plastic to be used over again in the <:ryst~l
liser, it is put into the slusl:. pans where it is washed by _the coz;.densed bnne. 
The small crystals of salt get leached out b_y !he incommg bl;me and. !he 
plasticity of the clay is revived, thereby m~king It fit for use a?~m for re-lmmg 
the crystalliser beds on subsequent occasiOnS: The crystalh~mg_ pans are 
charged with brine at 23" Be' to a depth of 2! mches and the b_rme ~s allowe_d to 
concentrate to a density of 28" Be'. When a crust of about i mch IS deposited, 
the bitterns are drained out completely. The pans are then charged afresh 
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with concentrated brine at 23" Be' and the crust·of salt is washed in this brine 
before lifting. It is claimed that by adopting this technique, the crystals are 
washed free of the bitterns and the liquor which remains attached to them is 
not so heavily charged with magnesium salts as it would if the crop were 
harvested with the original mother liquor of 28" Be' in the pans. The salt 
harvested from the pans is allowed to drain on the ridges for a period of two 
to three days after which it is conveyed for storage. 

5.2.1 The 28" Be' bitterns are led into a second set of crystallisers for 
&eparation of crude salt between 28° and 32" Be'. The crude salt is either 
thrown back into the condensers or washed in cement pans with 23" Be' brine 
to fr·~e it from magnesium salts. By this washing the sodium chloride con· 
tent of the crude salt is raised from 91 to 94 per cent. and it could be raised 
even higher if a more thorough washing by mechanical means were adopted. 
After the deposition of crude salt, the bitterns of 32" Be' are taken to a separate 
crystalliser for the recovery of magnesium sulphate by solar evaporation. No 
a'ttempt has been made to recover the other byproduct viz., magnesium 
chloride, but, in view of the small size of the factory, we can well understand 
this as it would need the use of artificial heat, which would be uneconomical. 

5.3 The production at the factory for the year 1946-47 was about 320 tons 
(8,680 maunds) and for 1947-48, 655 tons (17,"800 maunds). The production 
in the first year was naturally low, but the increase that has occurred ix1 
1947-48 shows what improvement is possible by a proper layout. The yield 
would have bee11 mue:h higher if this factory, like the other factories in 
Travancore, could obtain tube well brine instead of sea brine. 

5.4 The quality of the salt produced in the Model Factory is excellent and 
is suitable for the Bengal market. This will be seen from Table LXIX giving 
~he analysis of a sample of salt drawn by us from the Model Factory. Tba 
Table also shows the analysis of salt, after washing it with 23" Be' brine, in 
cement pans. 

• 
TABLE LXIX-COMPOSITION' Oll' SALT li'ROM THE MoDEL FACTORY. 

(Per cent : on dry baeia) 

Unwashed Washed 
salt salt 

Sodiwn Chloride 97·86 99·08 

Calciwn sulphate 0·27 0·16 

Magnesiwn sulphate 0·58 0·23 

1\lagnesiwn chloride 0·90 0·29 

lnsolubles 0·10 0·21 

Undetermined 0·29 0·03 

100·00 100·00 

The Model. Factory serv~s to demonstrate the correct method to be employed 
for producmg good quahty salt. Uufortunately much advantage of this centre 
has not so far been taken by the salt works in Travancore. One of the 
Madrns manufacturers, viz. the Mettur Chemical Works Ltd. have however 
relaH thair works lit Adirampatnam in the Tanjore District, on the lines of 
the ~Iodel factory, a:Qd have benefited both in increased output and improved 
quahty as compared with the factories adjacent to them where traditional 
methods of manufacture are still pursued. The reluctance of thP. Travancore 
mr.unfacturers to make a change in their practice is. due to. 
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i(a.' the low 'l!~dard tif pitrity '(90 'Per eent. sodium chloridf- content) whicb 
hne been J1re!lcnbed for ·salt in the Travancore Salt Manual; 

(b) the unifo~ly -high ex..£actory price fixed for -sale of 'salt without any 
regard 'to its quality, a.nd 

(c) lfihe producti~ .ol heavy \>'a'rie~ of salt by the method udopted a·t 
Model fac0ry. T.h1s :s not favoured by the manufacturers who prefer to pro
duce the 'light vanety .m order to make a large 'Profit on eale of salt by 'Jiieasure . 

. '5.5 puring our discu~sion \\.ith the 1Goveml':nen~ o'f Travaucore it was ·sug
gest:ed that the. Model _l£actor,r ;should 'lJe run jointly by the Government of 
ltid.Ia :ana 'the Go-vernment of Travancore on an expenditure sharinO' basis. 
The 'factory has hitherto been financed by 'the Government ·of Travan;ore liDd 
worke? 'under the aitection 'o~ 'the University 6f Travancore. ln our lnterim 
Report, We. had -recommended that the factory be converted after suitable 
eXJ:>ansion in'to 'a i'esearch eent're 'for 'Carrying otit 1nvestigations on the best 
methods or marrnfactoring 'salt under Hifferen't opet-ating 'eonditions and further
more <that, pending ·an agreement W'it'h the Government of India, the Tr:1var.core 
Govermne'!it should continue 'to 'finance and maintain it. Since the Salt 
Administration in the Irdian States and Unions is to ba taken over by the Gov
eminerit ot india !rom lit Aprll HT50, the ·question of joint responsibility doe-a 
not seem t'> arise. U the. Travanoore Go:verJIUilent is to divest itsel£ of 'its juris
diction. ~ver salt . administration, it is a ~oot question whether. it would be 
in~erested in continuing to maintain and. 'finance the model factory. The 
future of the factory is, therefore-, to some extent uncertain. As we recognise 
the useful work that has been done by the factory we have no hesitation in 
tecommend:i:nf' fu the ·Goverhn'lent of India: t'hat they should take ·over the res
ponsibility of running it ·and relaying it :on :an extended scale, ·on a new site, 
a.s 'recommended ~y us. The 'advantages ·of having model station ffi Travan
care m preference to ·establishing ·one ·at TU:ticorin are that: 

(a) the conditions of manufacture are more varied in Travancore than in 
Tuticorin; and 

(b) Travancore has the advantage .of getting lihe benefit of technical and. 
scientific assistance from the Department of Research of the University of 
Travancore who have all the basic and fundamental data on the layout and 
method of working such a factory. 

6. Improvements and Extensions 

6.1 The production in Travancore can be increased considerably by proper 
care in the method of manufacture and redistribution oi the area under salt! 
cultivation as mentioned in 6.2. One or two factories in Tamaracolam which 
use tube well brine have reached a yield of 144 tons (3,920 mds.) per ncre. In 
other factories it is tiS low as 33 tons (900 mds.) per acre, so that the average 
for this locality comes down to 75 tons (2040 mds.). In the factories using 
sea brine the yield at Variyoor of 28 tons (7~0 maur:ds) per acre. is very low 
as compared wit~ a factory. like. the Thattanppuodat facto17 whwh ~s.es sea 
brine and the Jield of whwh IS reported to be. as. h1gh as 16 t?ns 
{2,.070 I:na\inds~ per acre. This yield !s better and 1s higher than the yield 
obtained in Kathiawad and Kutch factories. It has, however, to be remembered. 
that in Travancore factories no areas are, provided for the reservoirs, even. 
in fac'tories 'like 'l'hattarippuodai which Use sea brine, whereas in KatL.iawad 
shd. Kutch large ·areas are set apart for reservoirs. If those areas are not 
taken into account ithe yield in Kathiawad will go up to 1.00 tons pe~ ac_re. 
We ·consider that the yield in Travancore, on the whole, ~s low constdet·tng 
ihe availability ·of high density -~rine. to many of the factones. It s~o:ld be 
~o-ssible to increa~e the bl"erall yield m all the works liS under, depen:hn.., upou 
the quality of brin'e used. 



(<oJ) ~-5~ ~~- (S,ea ~riw)). 

(II) ~o to 6_0 Be' ~it, bJ;in~), 

(t:) 61'· tD 8"; &'-(.1mb&. welL b;fM) 

y iald, ~li fi.Cr.Q 
T~~· .. ~#·. 

807 2tl40l 

. ~.2;7,0~ 

4,080 

The figure in the case of sea brine is calculated on the assumption that 
no area is set apart for reservoirs. If however an adequate reservoir area is 

pt;Ov.ided' the yield' ~en acr~· fo~ ~ac~rles usi,ttg '~~~ ~iine~- s,hp_ulf!; ~~~ r~;t;Ise~ ~9 
60, i:9Tl:S. (,1.,630 mauD$), £er a.cx:e.. qt1. tJ;le: b&,Sj~ o~ ~ appve, fig_w~s, tn!l\ Pl."Of' 
d.uction: ip; TravwcoteJ can b~ incneased to o;ven 1,00,000: tons. (~7,22,000; ~ds) .. 

~op.s ~-

(i) FrolD. 104, acres in the. four factories. ofKovala.m, ~a.lku.lam Tha.tt.l\l'ippu-
' odai and. V ary.ool\ using sea brine@ 80 tons per aore. · . ~- ' · -~ · ~ · ' 8,320 2~26,47()• 

'iit_ frotp. 7,14 &et.<>il of th~, re~Uain,ipg fact!'lrie!J UJlip~tp_i~ ~<;1._ tuhfl. 'Y~Jt hr.ip.~ 
@ th~mean fi~ure.of' 13,5 ton&,~elj acre. •. •. · ._ • • 9~,a9o 26.t.3, 7.~~' 

:t:,Q4,7l()l 28,50,20~ Total-
• 

or. sax, ~pp.pop. 27i~~ooo.. 
"• } . -

6; J.. . .\ Tll.e,rE} 8.ljtl two ~c.w:r:s 'fhic4. ~v~. d,E}~:rr~~ ~ ·~~;~v~ m.~T;I,V(. 
facturers from increasing their production. The first is that the production 
b4 Trav~oore. i.s. ~};lout 55.100; iioua (1.5. la.ka. ma.u.Pods). h,~t !j-.8. wucl;l, a$ 7.~,500 
U:lUA (2!). lak~ maun.ds) ba,a be~,n producr:d. v;t PJ:~vjpull Yf?Btts., Q..yi_ng 1i9: t.,4~ 
diffic1,1l ties, of findiJ?-g ll;.l;\ 13;XJ;>.OJ:ti :IP.8J;~et, :u1d co;r:t,~~qp~i;lljia\ · ~~C.U!J)J/):,atj9~- Qt 
stocks the productiOn In, recen.li year~ ha$ ~~ to l_>~ Gwtatl~d; t9 ~Pl?m~tJna.t,~ 
the interJ;lal consu.I;I;J,ption. It wail, repo,rted ~o V.ll t,l;i~~ ~:r;l; 1~_48 th.,e: Tr~,'i~nyoJ:Ei 
Go~ern.ment had o:ver 1,00,000. ton,s. (2~·22 l,akht waun.t¥J :m. s_to~k. . 'l:h~- s,e.coif<! 
factor is t~ abseQ,ce 0,~ healthy. GOJilpe~itipr;t b,o~h i_n_te.111.a.l .. ~4- er~temat ~~ic.Jj 
~a&: stood· m t'he. way Qt the rp~u£actur£lrs :t;qa,l,<!.llg. au.~ s_yri()US. l},t~wJ?t, 1;>9. Iz:l?-.., 
p:r;ove their output. In ou.r 9pinion, the. J?res_en~ syl:Ji;q.g p~c~. 9f.. the· s~l.t. :f:l::x~ 
by. the Vnion G.overomen.t. at :({s_. 9,4 per tog ~:S~. 1-4-Q J;l:et: md.) :i,rres:J?ectiv~ 
of the qu_ali!Y should, b~. redu<!ed to th~ leve~. · o.f: t~e ~,ri?~ o~, Tuti~or!I\'.sal.t.~ 
Unless thts IS done, and, meiftClent rnetbod;t are: eh:r;rnna~ed, l}O~ o~lY, will' It be_ 
difiicult for the surpl~ Travancot;e !;alt to find_ a.~. c;ru.t~et 'Yhich_ .i.t. so ~~1.1, 
needs, but. the cheaper &alt produced. elsewh,~r~ ;nay b€~~ to ;Iri,cl_ It~. wa~ t;nt<i 
Travancore. With the union of Cochm State with Travancore, the Trav$DC9r~ 
manufacturers have now the advantage of supplying 13,000 tons {350,000 
m&unds) of salt to Cochin also. A further additional outlet can be found 
in south Malabar which at -presenil receiveBi salt f:tom. Bombl:IIY ~h. ~, 1~,\fe)l rate 
thao '1'ravanco,_-e Cl}.!l supply it, de~pitE} t~e, ~a,ct, t~t, co:qqit~POA fp.t; Sa~:f;_ W.!'ln,\1(.1 
fac.ture i!l. Bombay ar~ le~. favoura~Je. t.h.an t.h~~e in. Trav~cor~. . The deter-~ 
rents in the way of the mam,J.f~cturers would no lon~er apply if they were to 
produce salt to the· extent or maximum yie-ld per. s.m:e, and :tl'J.a,~a a.. ·de.;etlll.l.ined 
bid by· reducing thei:e profits -~ captuxe, th~ SQut:P, ¥ia,~~9gr m.ar~~t.s which St"'; 
so easily accessible to them by water~ . 
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6.2 The practice of feeding the crystallisers with 14" Be' is undesirablE 
because it .leads t~ the se~aratio.n of t~e gypsum in the crystallisers along wit 
salt thus mtroducmg an 1mpunty whiCh can be easily avoided. We recorr 
mend that steps be taken to modify this practice and to see that no brine i 
fed into th.e crystallis:rs unt.il it reaches a density of 23" Be'. For this to b 
made possible' a read]ust~ent in the existing crystallising area will be necee 
sary and at least 50 per cent. of the area should be converted into condensers 
This will apply only where tube well brine of about 8" Be' is available. Wher• 
brine of 4 • Be' or lower density is used the area under crystallisers should h 
reduced to 30 per cent. of the present area. 

6.3 The bitterns should be discharged more frequently than is done at pre 
sent and should not be allowed to mix up with the incoming brine. Unde: 
the rules and instructions of the Travancore Salt Act the manufacturers art 
required to empty the crystallising pans of the bitterns after every fiftl 
scraping. These instrudions have been modified and the discharge of thE 
bitterns is now to be effected after every third scraping. As no advantagE 
accrues by leaving over the bitte.rns of one scraping for succeeding evapora· 
tions, we recommend that these instructions should be further modified and 
it should be made obligatory on the manufacturers to discharge the bitterns 
after every scraping. When this is done, the crystalliser beds will be pro
tected against unnecessary contamination with magnesium salts and the 
quality of salt will also greatly improve. Ii the contamination with the 
magnesium salts were reduc~d in the stage of the crystallisation and lifting, 
the long period of drying could be rendered unnecessary. Salt can then ba 
heaped and stored straightaway from the ridges in the crystallisers after a 
preliminary draining for three or four days. 

6.4 The double weighing of salt is unnecessary, wasteful of labour and 
leads to admixture with more sand and clay during handling. When salt is 
!stored into heaps its weight can be estimated from its cubical content and 
?nly one weighment at the time of removal for sale is all that is necessary. 

6.5 Another step is to adopt the multiple irrigation system during the 
longer period of the manufacturing season. At present the salt is manufac
tured in two seasons, the longer of which lasts from December to May. During 
this period it is quite possible, particularly when brine of 8" Be' is obtainable 
from tube wells, to manufacture salt on the multiple irrigation system. By 
adopting this method there will be substantial improvement in its quality. 
We believe that Travancore has all the possibilities of manufacturing salt, 
by solar evaporation, of a high purity and simillir to that produced in Kathiawad 
and Kutch. When the Bengal market is in need of good quality white salt, 
it should be possible for the Travancore manufacturers to produce a quality 
acceptable to the Bengal market. The cost of its transport to a sea port 
might be more than what it costs the manufacturers in Kathiawad and Kutch, 
but the Travancore manufacturers stand to get a freight advantage over 
Kathiawad and Kutch because of the shorter distance of nearly 000 miles from 
Calcutta. 

6.6 Although the brine is transported to the well at little or no cost at 
the model factory it has certain disadvantages. We suggest that this mathod 
be re-examined and a cheaper arrangement evolved for obtaining the brine. 
Instead of pumping out the brine from the well into the reservoir it would be 
cheaper tO pump it directly from the sea or from a channel into which sea 
Wl!'oter could :flow by gravity at high tides. 
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6. 7 The possibilities of slush pans are worth exammmg by salt works 
which adopt the single irrigation system, where the need frequently arises for 
removing the slush during the manufacturing season and where the clay for 
making the crystalliser beds has to be brought from a distance, as in Travan
core. In the Model Factory, these pans have proved definitely useful, but. 
it has to be seen how far they could be provided in the layout of large and 
extensive works which produce thousands of tons of salt during the season. 
It is a matter for consideration whether, in the bigger works, the economy 

·effected in the recovery of salt from the slush would compensate for the intro-. 
duction of this novel feature. \V e commend this practice for adoption, on an 
experimental scale by other salt works and if found satisfactory and economical 
it should be incorporated as a normal manufacturing process. 

6.8 The .1\fodel Factory, being a small experimental station, is not an 
economical unit. It works under many handicaps. The soil of the factory 
is reported to be porous and good impervious clay has to be brought from a 
long distance for lining the crystallisers. Though the object of the Model 
factory should not be to sell salt at profit but to produce the best quality under 
ideal conditions, we consider nonetheless that it. can be made !;elf-supporting 
if it is suitably expanded to give a higher outpu~. In our opinion,. a demon
stration station should cover about 100 acres and should be able to obtain sea 
brine and tube well brine at a cheap cost. In the case of the Model factory 
this can be done only by shifting it to a new site. Since the entire area_ of 
Thattarippuodai Allom is not sufficiently extensive and is not ideally situated 
for an experimental station, the Model factory should be shifted to a site by 
the side of the bar mouth of Manakudi lake, near the sea, where facilities 
exist for working with different types of brine. · · 

6.9 The factories at Kovalam, Palkulam, Thattarippuodai and Variyoor are 
in our opinion below the minimum areas required to work as economic units. 
Since they use sea brine exclusively the area of each of these works should be 
extended to at least l(){J acres in O{ger that they may produce good qus.:lity salt 
at a competitive rate. With regard to Colachel, which uses both sea and 
tube well brine, the minimum area should be 75 acres. As s: general ~rinciple 
we suggest that the mmimum economic size for tlie Travancore factories using 
different types of brine should be as follows:- · 

(a) Tube "'ell brine 
(l•) Pit brine 
(c) Sea brine 

60 acres 
75 acres 

100 acres 

If any factories use a mixture of sea and pit or tube well brine their size 
should be correspondingly adjusted depending upon the average density of the
brines used. 

7. Staff and OrganiSation~ 

7.1 At none of the Travancore· factories·, we found qualified technical staff 
of either chemists or engineers to Mntrol the manufacturing operations. Since 
Travancore is now a large producer of salt, it behoves the manufacturers to 
engage suitable technical stafi in ordel' to guide the· manufacturing operations 
and maintain the works in good condition. . As recommended for other centres, 
we recommend that in Travancore also analytical laboratories should be 
established at the larger works where routine analyses of the brine and saa 
could be done to control the operations. As all the works need considerable 
re-laying, we al~<?. recpmmend_that. the .~~jor .~orks _ engs:ge. civil -~gineer~ . on 
their staff to help them in the re-laying of their works on scientific lines. 
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7.2 The staff at the model fnctory consists of 

(a) Superinte~El(lt. 
(b) Clerk • • 
(c) Field Assistant 
(d) ForeiJliUl · 
(e) P69ns 

l 
• 1 

1 
1 

. ! 

. Th? S~periutende~t i~ ~ qualified Chemis* and is assisted' by a junior 
, Cll.e~lst.. ~~~ _Super~nten~en~'s duty, in addition 1o su-pervising the fa.Ctory, 
con_sists, In VISitlllg the _othe:c sa,lt work~ with a. view tG helping them to improve 

· the1r metho.d of. :tllaJ?.~actur~. · ':fhe ]Uni?r Chemist a.ita~hed to the !actoi"Y. 
wor~s ~t the U:o.I~ers1ty ~bor~_tory ljl.t Truandrum and carries out analyses of 
the various products o'bt~e~ Ul the. Model factory u also the analyses of 
samples of salt of other works. 

7.3, Tb;e lahour employed in the salt works in TraTancore is drawn from the 
-ueig~'oourhood o~ tha facto~es. S?me 3,000 _to 4,~ men are em~loye~. 
Du.ruag the o1;1-~asou the labour 1s engaged m agncul.t~ra.l operations. 1'h.e 
wage o~ a ~abou,:reJ;' va.Jiies from Rs. 1-12-0 tQ Rs. 2 per d,ay which does no.t 
compru-e JJAfavourably with the wages paid in other parts of India.. Though 
. the labour w>ually works on the daily rated basis, work in some of the factories 
is ~SI) don~ on ~·piece rate basis through kangani11 Ol' gang leaders, who brill~ 
their ow:r;~. g~ng o£ labourers. · · ' · 

a. capital Block., 
8,.\. Qut 0£. the. \9 factories. ~ '+ravan.cor~, 11 ga"V;e theit capitaL cost &t 

Rs. 1}4 lakhs fo~ J,aying out 6~0 &:c~ea. Tha area:. oi th~ remaining fa.ctorilzs· ii 
157 acres \J..J;J.d: on the ~~. o~ t]l0 figure~ ~~ishe~ by the 11 factories the 
comput,~d cost for the whole are~ ~ 8~~ SCJ;SS 1,1nd-er sal\. in 'I'rav:ancora wvrks 
out to about Rs. 42 lakhs. 

9. Cost ot ::Ma.nuf~~e. 
. 9.1. The cost of manufacture, ~;~f salt ai; TJ;RVa,D.CG>re has been. giveu as ~ru:ying 
:t;i;om J;ls. 10-14-3 I?et: ~oiJ.. CR.~. 0-6.-5 pet: z;n!;lund) to Rs. 20..6.-9 pru;- to,o. {Ik 0-~2:-Q 
~er maund): Some oi the :r;¥lnufu,ctu,rers. h~ve gi'ien tlm break-up_ of. ~~ 
CQst and for others the ~xc1se. Inspeqto~ m. ch_arge. o~ t_he ~tones. h.a.v~ 
furnished this. data.· On coiJ;lpari.ng_ these figures we found,, ~h11-t som . .e of the. 
returns grven by the Excise ID.s:(lecto;.;s_ wer~ .on. the low e;ide. C'ons.i:derinS; 
all 1.he figures placed before us, we are of the opinion that the cost of manu~ 
facture varies between Hs. 17 per ton (Re. 0-10-0 per maund) and Rs. 18-12-0 
per ton (Re. 0-11-0 per maund). The lower figure may be taken to be the 
average cost.. of sp.lt manufacture~ from. high density brine ohWn.ed. ~om tube 
wells, whereas. the higher figure 1s the cost of salt made from s~a. bnne. We 
give in Ta~Dle LXX the break up of average cost of a few- faotones. 

TBLAE LXX-CosT OJ' PRODUCTION IN TRAVANCORE. 

Tube. welll h~:in& a- brin& 
per ton per tJoa. 

(a) Cost of brine including power and fuel • 

(b). Labow; . . •. 
(c) M:ajnterumce .. 
(,d) Supen;.Won, ovm·he.ads.. :ru.tes.Jren' ~ ta;ws • 

(e) J;>epcecia,tion. • · 
(/): M#r¥:ellaneouSJ · • 

B.s. tt Rs. a. p. 
4' 6' 12 0 
6 2 o. li, 7 0 

.l. u. 6, 1.. 10 0 
3 s. 6 ~ ~0; (). 

~ ~ ~ 8 Q ~ 0 
Nil 3. Ot Qo 

17 ~· 0. 1.&1 l::l, 0 

OJi • Q, 10· Q 0,11 0.. 
Rer. m<J.. Pe.t; mQ,., 
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These figures cannot be entirely depended upon, because no itemised data 
of cost is being maintained, but they give a fair picture of the cost of manu
facture. 

9.1.1 'l'o this will have to be added the Travancore Government's c·ess of 
Rs. 3-6-5 per ton (Reo. 0-2-0 per rnaund) and as mentioned in 2.1 most of the 
factories are required to give a stipulated quantity of their production varying 
between 20 to 40 per cent. to the Government at a price which varies between 
Rs. 4-4-0 per ton (Re. 0-2-6 per maund) and Rs. 4-11-0 per ton (Re. 0-2-9 per 
maund). This price being much below the cost of production, the loss that 
the manufacturers incur on the delivery of this salt has to be distributed over 
the rest of their vroduction. This increases the cost on &n average L>y 64 per 
cent. The total cost of salt ft·om the tube well brine, therefore, works out 
to Rs. 27-15.-0 per ton (Re .. 1-0-5 per maund) and from sea brine to Rs. 30-10-0 
per ton (Re. 1-2-0 per maup.d). With the selling price of salt fixed at Rs. 34 
per ton (Re. 1-4-0 per maund) the manufacturers are left with a mini:inum 
margin of profit of 11 per cent. and this might be as high as 21 per ,;eat. On 
an average the Travancore manufacturers make a profit of not less than 17 
per cent. 

9.1.2 Whilst we do not grudge a reasonable margin of profit, we consider 
that there is room for reduction in the ma.nufacturing cost in order that the 
salt is made available at a lower rate. As many of the salt works are owned 
by a large number of lessees, we had recommended in our Interim Report that 
the Travancore Government should take steps to consolidate the small hold
ings on a co-operative basis so as to permit of a better efficiency in the manu
facturing operations. We would however, like to add a. word of caution. 
After seeing the working of the co-operative salt societies in Orissa where co
operati.)n is limitEd only to sales and does not extend to produc
tion, we should like to stress that any co-operative organisation that may be 
formed in Travancore should bP. broad-based enough to include co-operative 
working in the manufacturing operation also. The small lessees who, at pre
sent manufacture salt using sepa-rate reservoirs, condeusers and crystallisers 
should give way to large co-operative works where common pumps, reservoirs 
and condensers would be provided and only the crystallisers would be tended 
by individual members of the co-operative organisa.tion. Only if such a. pro
cedure is followed will it be possible to gain the objective of true co-operation 
and manufacture good quality salt at an economic rate. Since Tuticorin salt 
is sold at Rs. 20-6-9 per ton (He. 0-12-0 per md.), with profit to manufacturers, 
there is room for lowering the cost of production in Travancore. Whilst we 
recognise that Tuticorin has a manufacturing season of 10 months, 'fravancore 
enjoys a fair season of not less than 8 months and conditions are, therefnre, 
favourable for salt ruunuf&'Cture at an economical rate. The monopoly which th6 
Travancore manufacturers have hitherto enjoyed must come to an end, as we 
are averse to it being granted to any section of mr.nufacturers. 

9.2 The cost of manufacture at the Model Factory (for the manufacturing 
season 1947-48) is given in Table LXXI. 

TABLE LXXI-COST OJ!' PRODUCTION AT THE MoDEL FACTORY 

Per ton. 
Rs. a. p. 

(a) Cost of obtaining brine from reservoirs, poNer and fuel 
(h) Labour • 
(") Maintenance 
(d) Supervision 

67 I. &. ~. 

(•f 

6 1 2 
6 s 5 
0 3 1 

10 14 4 

23 11 0 
Re. 0 13 11 per m&. 
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Under the terms of it~ lease, half of the output of the Model Factory has 
to be made over to the owners of the Thattarippuodai factory as lea~e money. 
The actual cost is, therefore, double the above figure and comes to Rs. 47-6-0 
per ton (R~. 1-11-10 per md). The high ~t is 9;lso due to the present system 
of purchasm[, the ~r:JJe from the Thattar1ppuo-lat factory and the expensive 
method of _ p~pmg e~ployed. The expenditure on the supervisory and 
research staff 1s also deh1ted to the comparatively small production whirh con
tributes to the high cost. 

9."2.1 ·The other Travancore factories have criticised the cost of production 
of the Model factory as an argument for not adopting the technique developed 
and demonstrated there. They must not, however, forget ·that if the :Model 
Factory had the area und-er cultivation which some of these works have the 
cost of production would, if anything, be lower than their own costs. It hAs 
also to be ·borne in mind that the Model Factory maintajns a staff which is 
already rendering indirect but useful services, free of charge, to tte other 
factories. The overall small cost of maintaining this factory should not. deter 
the Travancore Government from continuing and expanding it. In fact with 
im ~nlargP.d centre, the cost of salt produced will be much lower than the figure 
ue.h1eved at present. . 

10. Sales ··and Distribution. 

10.1 Salt is so!d in Tra vancore to ·the wholesale dealers direct from the 
factories. It is transported by bullock carts and lorries to Trivandrum and 
from there sent by vallam, shall barges, to other parts of the State. Salt is 
also· transported by sea in countrycraft to coastal depots .of the State. The 
cost of handling and transport to Trivandrum is about Rs. 17 per ton (Re. 0-10-0 
per md.) as shown below: 

Per ton Per maund 
Rs. a. P· Rs. a. P· 

Hanc'tling rharge.;o 3 6 3 0 2 0 

Freight 13 9 9 0 8 0 

17 0 0 0 10 0 

10.1.1 The salt that is taken over by Government under the terms of the 
leases is sold 'by· Government direct either at factories at a price of Rs. 34 
per ton (Re. 1-4-0 ·per maund) or through Government depots where the cost 
of· transport· is added to the selling price. The profit that the Government 
make in this transaction is a k1nd of seigniorage in return fot· the licence and 
the lease of sites ·for· the ·manufacture of salt. The Government sales serve t<l 
keep a healthy check on speculation in· the prices, both at the factories and 
at the various centres of distribution in the· State. 

10.2 \Ve were informed that the· mov~ment of salt from Travancore to 
Cochin and South :Malabar is difficult owing to lack of &dequate transport facili
ties. The majority of the salt factories being situated on either side of 
Manakudi lake, the nearest railway station of Trivandrum is 50 miles away. 
The lake is, however, used for conveying the salt t<l the Manakudi foreshore 
for onward transport by sea. The Government of Travancore suggested to 
us that the development of a port at Manakudi should be referred to th~ G~v
emment oi India. In our Interim Report we had recommended that tne s1te 
of this port might be examined with a view to determining its suitability fo~ 
development as an all weather port. f?r use by steamers and other. sea go~ng 
vessels. We understand that the l\11mstry of Transport to whom thts question 
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was referred have reported that the l\Ian~kudi port could not ._be developed 
as a major port, but it could be made into an open roadstead for steamers and 
other sea. going vessels. As, however, financing of such a development wouJd 
have to be undertaken by the Union Hovernment and as the cost of making 
even the preliminary investigations will be heavy, the Ministry of '.i'ram;port 
have advised that this question be deferred for the time being. We have no 
comments to make on this decision, but we commend to the attention of the 
Union Government the importance of utilising the canals ancl backwaters for 
the transport of salt to Cochin in the north and Cape Comorin in the south. 

10.3 It was reported to us that no area is given to Travancore salt .in 
the zonal system drawn up by the Salt Controller. This is because the zon~l 
system is only applied to the movement of salt by rail, and Travancore salt 
has no facilities for rail traffic. The despatch of Travancore salt can only 
be to the West Coast by the water route and advantage does not seem to have 
been taken by the manufacturers for the disposal of their surplus production 
there. When the salt duty was in existence Travancore aalt was not allow~:d 
to movtl beyond the boundaries of the State, but since the duty is no longer 
levied, it is open to the Travnucore manufacturers to send t):leir salt. by road to the 
contiguous portions of the Tinnevelly District wliich.now depends for its sup
plies of salt upon Tuticorin which is farther away tpan the Travancore factories. 

10.4 As in Bombay and Madras, salt is sold in Travancore in retail by 
measure, a practiJe which we have already condemned. TM s&.le by measure 
leads to the production of the light quality of salt which is the bane of the 
industry whErever it is produced. The light quality of salt accounts for its 
higher manufacturing cost. We, therefore, repeat that the 15ale of salt by 
measure should be prohibited in the interests of manufacturers as well as con
sumers. The manufacture.rs of Travancore are in favour of producing the 
heavier and better quality salt provided there is a law prohibiting sale by 
measure. To bring about such a ·measure should not be a complicated mntter 
for the Union Government. We ,had recommended in our ;Interim· Report 
that the attention of the Governlrient of Travancore might be invited to the 
necessity for early legislation in .this direction. We considered it opportUI).e 
even though it might have brought about a slight dislocation in the trade fqr 
a few months. \Ve had gone so far as to recommend that such a legislation 
should he passed by the Travancore Government before October 1949 and that 
a period of 12 months from the passing of the Act should ,be given to the ma,nu
facturers to dispose of their stock of light salt. This would have enabled the 
manufacturers to reorga;nise theilj programme of produotion of fJle heavier 
variety from the commencement of the season in December 1949. This rl3com
mendation has not yet been acted upon by the Government . of Travancore, 
presumably owing to the integration of .the Travancore and Cochin States. .\Ve 
reiterate our recommendation and commend to the ,atteptjon of the Union 
Government the necessity and the urgency of bringing abot!t this· legislatiqn 
in the interests of the consumers &.s also of the salt industry. It is too Jat~ to 
bring about a change in the manufacturing programme for the 1949-50 season, 
but if the Act is passed at an early date, it .should be possible to devise a 
programme fOL' the manufacture of heavy variety salt 'during the shorter· ~:easo;n 
beginning from August 1950. 

10.4.1 Should the Union Government, however, ·have ariy difficulty iu 
getting the Act passed immediately, we recommend that the Salt Depart.rpent 
of the Government of India, when they take over the salt administratioa in 
'l'ra vancore from 1st April 1950, should under the powers vested in the C.euh-al 
Excise and Salt Act prohibit the charging of crystallisers. with brine of dcm'lity 
lower than 23• Be'. This will automatically lead to the production. of. tl:te 
heavy grade of salt nnd the pub1h would not be defrauded eYen if .the salt 
cont!uiJ<·s ir·, be sold by measure. 
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·u. Summary of Recommendations. 

(a) Many of the works situated on the Manakudi Lake are not far off from 
~e se.a. and the s~pply of. sea brine to these works by digging channels or by 
mstalhng a pumpmg statiOn on the beach is under the com;ideration of the 
Government of TravanC<?re and Cochin. An early decision in the matter 
should be taken to provide the salt works with adequate supply of sea brine. 
(3.2.1) 

(b) Where tube wells are in use, the manufacturer'> should examine the 
possibi~ty ~f using monel or high silicon iron tubes, as in America, instead of 

· galvamsed Iron tubes as at J!resent which get corroded in two or three vears 
(3.3) • . 

(c) To obviate unnecessary lifting of brine, a proper contour survey of the 
works should be carried out and the brine lifted only to the minimum reiJ.Uired 
height. In ma.~y of the factories, small lessees have installed separate engines 
and pumps which only work for a few hours in J1 day. To lower the cost of 

· production of salt as also to release the pumping sets for other purposes a 
common arrangement should be arrived at by which a fewer pumps could work 
continuously and supply. the brine to all the small factories. (3.3.1) 

(d) A proper hydrographical survey should be conducted to locate good 
sources of brine and to avoid the sinking of tube wells in a haphazard fashion 
as at present. (3.3.2) 

(e) Since the Government of India are taking over the administration of 
salt in Travancore from 1st April1950 the model factory should be taken over and 
operated by them. (5.5) 

(f) Production at Travancore can be considerably increased by a redistri
bution of the a.rea under cultivation. The increased production can find a 

·larger market in South Mala.bar if the price of Travancore salt is reduced. 
(6.1 and 6.1.1) 

(g) The crystallising areas are unnecessarily large in all the works, costi11g 
them more in their maintenance. They should be readjusted, depending on 
the initial density of the brine available. (6.2). 

(h) Bitterns should be discharged after every scraping to improve the 
quality of salt. (6.3) 

(j) 'fhe present method of double weighment once while storing and again 
while making sales is unnecessary. \Vhen salt is stored in heaps, its weight 
could be estimated from its cubical contents and it need be weighed only once 
when it is sold. (6.4) 

(k) Travancore manufacturers should attempt to p~uce salt by t?e 
multiple irrigation system during the longer season, to 1mprove the quality 
of salt and to meet the requirement of the Bengal market. (6.5) 

(m) The present method of obtaining brine .at t~e model factory should be 
re-examined. It would be cheaper to pu~p brme directly from the sea to the 
works. (6.6) 

(n) The slush ·washing pans devised at the Model Fa~tory ~h?uld. be studied 
and adopt-ed by other salt works which work on the smgle 1rnga.tion <>ystem. 
(6.7) 

(p) The model faotory should be shifted to a more suitable site uear ~he 
mouth of the Ma.nakudi Lake where utilisation of both sea and tube well brtne 
is possible. (6.8) 

(q) 'J.'he si!e of several Travancore factories will have to be increased in 
order that they may form economic units of prNtuction. (6. 9) 
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(r) Technical Staff should he engaged at the works. Also a.na1;y •·~ 
laboratories should be set up at the bigger works. (7.1) 

(s) The small units should be combined into big units working on co· 
operative basis, in order to bring about a reduction in cost, in addition to 
improvement in the quality of salt produced. (9.1.2) 

(t) Sale of salt by measure should be prohibited in the interests of the 
manufacturers and consumers in the area. In case the U:u.ion Governmen~ 
find any difficulty in taking immediate legislative measure, steps should be 
taken by the Government o£ India to introduce 6: clause in the licenea prohibiting 
the charging of crystallisers with brine of less than 23• Be'. This would auto
matically lead to the production of a heavy grai{e of salt. (10.4.1) 



1. Description. 

CIJ,APTER :X:V 

:MADRAS 

1.1 The Madras Presidency has a long stretch of 800 mile!? of sea on the 
Coromandal coast on the east, where salt has been manufactured, from a long 
time, by solar evaporation from sea and pit brines. On the Malaba.r coast on 
the west, where nat11ral conditions are not v_ery suitable for the manufacture 
of salt, production used to be also carried on until 1824 when chc>aper salt 
from more favourably situated sources like Bombay replaced th~ local pro
duction. The present salt works stretch from Naupada in the north to 
Tuticorin in the south and form the largest single unit of marine salt 
works in India. The production in the Province is the highest in the country 
and forms nearly ·35 per cent. of its entire output. The salt factories are 
divided by the Salt Department, for purpose.s of administration, into six 
circles viz., (a) Naupada, (b) Pennuguduru, (c) Madras, (d) ·Cuddalore, (e) 
Adirampatnam ana (f) Tuticorin. In each Cix:cle there are eight to ten 
factories worked by a number of licensees under varying manufacturing rights, 
We visited some of the factories in the circles of Naupada, Madras, Adiram-
putnam and 'l'uticorin. In spite of manufacture having been carrie1 on 
for centUI"ies, the works are small, badly laid out, and run inefficiently, in 
a primitive fasil!on. The quality ot salt is also poor and on an average con
tains not more thun 92 per cent. sodium choloride. The only good factory 
we saw, was of the Mettur Chemicals Ltd. a.t Adirampatnam, who appear to 
have taken pains to relay their works on modern lines in order to produce saUJ 
of good quality. The climatic conditions vary exten!!lively from north to south 
and the factories in the northern circles have a manufacturing season of 
barely six months as compared with the factories in the southern circles which 
enjoy a dry season of nine to tert·'months. 

2. Manufacturing Rights. 

2.1 MoNOPOLY SYsTE:M-Salt had always been a source of revenue to all the 
former rulers of India, but it was only after the advent of the British that the 
collection of this revenue was organized in a systematic manner. In 1802, the 
East India Company res.erved to itself the exclusive privilege of manufactUI"ing 
salt on the Coromandal coast, and production by private manufacturers was 
made subject to Government control. In 1805, Government also established 
a. monopoly for the sale of salt by a regulation under which the manufactureN 
were required to sell their entire production to Government at a fixed price. 
The Government sold. the salt purchased by them to the. wholesale dealers, 
after levying on it an excise duty and oth~r charges. The quantity to be pro
duced, callecl dittam and the price to be paid known as kudivaram, were 11otifi~d 
to the producers before the· commencement of each manufacturing season. 
This system came to be known as. the Monopoly System and there are still 
two factori.:ls in Madras working under this system. Their total area is 317 
acres which represents only two per cent. of the l!!.nds UI).der salt. cultivation, 
In 1807 the system was extended tp includ~. the Malabar coast also. Th~ sale 
of salt in the Madras Presidency for that year- was. 1,25,000 t<>ns (3-! l~kh 
maunds) which would roughly indicate the annual prodnctio11 of salt in the. 
Presidency during that period. 

(21~) 
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2.2 ExCISE SYSTEM-Until 1818, import of foreign salt into Madras was 
prohibited but thereafter, it was permitted on payment of an import duty of 
Rs. 81-10-7 per ton (Rs. 3-0-0- per maund) which was reduced in 1851 to 

· Rs. 20-6-8 per ton (Re. 0-12-0 per maund). Foreign salt did not however find 
favour in the Madras market and an agitation was started by th~ salt ma~ufac
turers of England against the monopoly system. This aaitation, which succeeded 
with devastating result-s in Orissa, was resisted in l\I~dras for a conside,z·able 
time and led in 1867 to the appointment of a Salt Commission, who were asked 
to g_o into the D?atter. The Commission recommended the adoption of an 
Exmse System, m place of the Monopoly· System, under which the licensees 
could manufactur~ salt without. an~ restriction wi~h regard to quantity and 
were free to sell It to the public direct, after paJlng Government the excise 
duty and other charges. This recommendation w&s accepted and the Excise 
syst~m, gradually replaced the Monopoly System. Though apparently the 
E:xmse System was fair and gave scope for competition amongst the manufac
turers, it shifted the responsibility of finding a market for their output from 
the shoulders of the Government on to those of the manufacturers. This 
change in system led to the withdrawal from the Indian producers the patronage 
and protection they had enjoyed at the hands of Government. As Govern
ment were no longer required to fix a target of production, they were not con
cerned if the indigenous production remained unsold. It was presumed by 
Government that this change-over to the Excise System would encourage the 
import ·of foreign salt but the P.rejudice in the Madras market in favour of the 
indigenous salt helped to stem the progress of import of foreign salt. Though 
the Excise system gradually replaced the Monopoly system a. need was felt for 
retaining a few factories at different centres of production on the Monopoly 
system in order that Government could have under their coutrol a stock of 
salt which they could utilise to maintain the price of salt in the markets S\t a 
reasonable level in the interest of the consumers. \Vhen, however, & number 
of competing factories began to work under the Excise system and Government 
stocks in the Monopoly ~ctories began to accJJmulate and deteriorate, the 
factories working under the Monopoly system were either closed down or 
changed over to the Excise system. 

2.3 MoDIFIED ExcH~E SYsTEM-In 1926, by which time very few ~<.ctories 
were working under the Monopoly system, a third system known as the modi
fied Excise System was int·roduced in order to safeguard the price of salt 
against any undue rise. According to this system, the manufacturers were 
required to reserve a certain quantity of their production for sale to Govern
ment, when needed a.t any time during the year. If this reserve was not pur
chased by Government during the year, the manufacturers were free to dispose 
of it in the succeeding year, provided that they replaced the stock by their 
new production. With the introdU(;tion of this system, the n~ed for con
tinuing any factory under the l\fouopoly system has completely disappeared. 

. 2.4 LEASE AND LICENCE-Most of the salt factories in the Madras Presidency 
are situated on lands belonging to the Government of Iudia but some are also 

. on private lands. The land belotJ.ging to Government is give~ on lease to. the 
manufacturers for a period of 25 years generally. The lease IS usually deCided 
by calling for tenders and is granted to the highest bidder. On some of the 
lands, the lessees have to pay in addition to the lease money, a land assessmen~ 
at the rate of Re. 1 toRe. 0-12-0 per acre. The lessees are not allowed to sublet 
or part with the laud, except with the written consent of the Central Gov
ernment. Thev cuu however, take into partnership other parties with the 
previous appro;al of Government. Th~ les~ees have to maintain and repa~ 
their works at their own cost to the satisfactiOn of the Salt Department. but 1f 
they fail to do so, the necessary maintenance &nd repairs can be c~ri~d out by 
Government at tha cost of the lessees. The lease can be termmated ot an 
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earlier date, by either party, at the close of any manuf&cturing season and the
lessee is permitted to remove any machinery erected by him at the works. He 
is, howev~r. not entitled to any compensation for the expenditure that h~:~ ruay 
have incurred in respect of the works nor for being deprived of the right to. 
manufacture salt. Whether salt is manufactured on lands leased from Govern
ment or on private lands, the manufacturer is required to take -out a licence to. 
manufacture salt from the Salt Department. The terms of the licence depend on
the particubr system under which the factory is &:llowed to work. ~he licence 
is usually valid for the period of the lease, but its terms . are subJect to an 
annual review, before the commencement of the manufacturmg season. 

2.4.1 Till 1927, the Salt Department insisted on the observance of the 
following important conditions in the manufacture of salt:-

(a) that a fixed ratio of .area of crystallisers to that of condensers should 
be followed: 

(b) that salt should not be scraped when the density of brine in the pans 
exceeds 3QOBe'; , 

(c) that salt should not be scraped when the brine in the pans is less. 
than 1 inch; 

(d) that salt should be scraped only in th~ mornings and· evenings ~ 
prevent deposition of magnesium salt:s; 

(e) that the bitterns should be eliminated after 3 or 4 scrapings; 

In 1927, however, all these conditions were abolished in the Excise and' 
Modified Excise factories, while in the Monopoly factories only conditions (c)~ 
(d) and (e) were retained. Thus, in a majority of factories, all departmental 
supervision on the methods of manufacture was completely relaxed and the 
manufacturers were given full liberty to follow their own methods with the 
result that they b&ve laid out the works in &ny manner they please and the
crystallising area :s co:nsi:lerably in excess of the area under condensers; This
was done unde~· tho mistaken belief that a larger crystallising area: will enable· 
the ·.naximum RcrapiiJg to be aone. It is difficult to appreciate the reasons; 
for this step. Even though the rule-8 were not strictly observed, their existence
was a deterr~nt factor and their abolition was in effect an invitation to the 
manufacturers to disregard all heed to either the method of manufacture or 
the quality of salt r·roduced. The admixture of impurities in the salt m>ly have 
boosted up the weight of the salt and therefore, led to the collection of a lar~r 
amount of duty, hnt the relaxation was entirely against the interests of the 
consumers and has done much harm to the quality of the salt produced in• 
Madras. We cannot condemn too strongly this imprudent step of withdrawing. 
supervision and we recommend th&t immediate steps be taken to re-introduce
it if the quality of salt is to make any improvement not only in Madrao; but: 
throughout the country. The neglected condition of the works, their bad layout 
and the general disregard of all scientific laws of manufacture do not spelik 
well :::f he supervis:on by the Salt Department. 

3. Manufacturing Process. 

3.1 Salt is manufactured in all the factories of Madras by the single irri
gation method. The brine is drawn. either from creeks or from pits by means. 
of manual labour or pumps. Where manual labour is employed, thE.> brine is
lifted with the l::elp of picotahs, a contraption which consists of a counterpoised 
long wooden beam, with a leather bucket attached to one end. Where sea 
brine is used, it is first let into a reservoir from which it flows by gravity into
~he condensers. ln the case of pit brine however, the brine is charged directly 
mto the condensers. In the condenser the brine is allowed to concentrate to 12C> 
to 15°Be' before it is fp.d into the crystallisers. Most of the works are laici out:-
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in such a manner that a condenS€r adjoins a. crystalliser or a set of two or three 
.crystallisers. The. total· area of: the condenser is almost the same as thata of 
the crystallisers although in some places its individual size varies depending 
.on the number of crystallisers it feeds. The condenser is generally known in 
the .Madras Works as the male pan, while the crystalliser is called the female 

:Pan. The size of crystallisers is small and varies from 30ft. x 15 ft, to 15 ft.' x 10 ft. 
The salt is. scraped when it forms a 1 to l. inc!\ crust. every third or fifth day 
depending on the season. The bitterns .are only occasionally eliminated a!ld 
no separate channels are provided for them. They are usually thrown on the 
bunds of the crystallisers where they are allowed·· to dry up. Even where 
separate bittern channels are provided, the Htterns partly soak into the soil 
and partly dry up there· being no proper outlet for them. The dry residue of 
the bitterns is often taken out and used for consolidating the ridges and bunds 

·Of the crysta.llisers, with the result that the bitterns find their way back int..o 
the crystallisers and thus contaminate the salt produced. In Table LXXII is 
shown the number of factories in each of the circles of Madras, their location, 
ihe area under cultivation, the number of licen~s and the average yield per 
1)m·e for the three year production of 1946 to 1948. 

(See Table LXXII next paga.) 



TABLE LXm.-sALT FACTORlES IN MADRAS 

Circle Location of factory District Reservoir Condenser Crystal- Total 

L-------
liser 

------ 1-· 
Acres Aeres Acres Acres 

\&) Naupada 1107 1348 1855 4310 

(i) P\1-ndi ·. Vizagapataxn 344 100 28P 724 

(ii) ~11-a.va.n"padu " 293 122 ~3p 645 .-
"p 

liii) ~1!-up~d~ " 223 372 309 904 

(iv) ?tfulapeta . .. 156 236 439 831 

(v) Cl).)ingapatam " .. 110 22J 331 

(vi) Konada " I .. 32 48 80 

(vii) Bimilipata.m " I7 34 40 91. 

lviii) Balacherevu .. 7f S42 ;;:es 704 
-- -- -- ---

(b) Pennugu- - 657 I239 1126 3022 
duru 

Viz~ga.patam (i) Polavaram .. 118 59 IF 
(ii) Ja.ga.nnaick- E. podavari 40 3~ so 155 

pur 
(~ii) Gurzanapalli .. 27~ 13~ I35 543 

{iv) Pennugu~urv. .. 209 I05 105 419 

(VI) Mangmapad1 . 200 100 30 

(v) Pendraka J Krishna. I35 35 140 310 
.#- 0 

r I 3 = ~ <DID .. .., $ 
t'l:l'"' o· 
0 0 13 No. of 'aO::s licensees ... 0 

.!a ~ ... -~ ..,.., 0 
~;.:;~~-

-.·-
Average 

765 

2 1 : ~-~ 

1 1 : ~-, 

153 1 : ,.~ 

16J I : O·~ 

234 1 : Q•5 

~7 1 : 0·7 

38 1 : 1·3 

103 1 : 1·4 
--

' 1000 

110 I : 2 

1 J : 0·9 

19~ 1 : 3 

114 I : 3 

1 1 : 1·2 

89 I • 2 

Yield per aere ( Aver-
48 age of 1946-

production) 

Tons. Mds. 
27 726 

10 276 

13 362 

25 676 

38 I042 

28 758 

35 950 

43 1165 

42 1131 
---

32 858 

9 237 

36 974 

29 790 

22 5~7 

13 355 

22 607 





(vi) Cuddalore .. a? at 14 2& 1 : 1·0 '70 190& 

(vii) Manambady .. 3 67 22 92 1 1 : 3•2 32 859 

!viii) Neidavasal Ta.njore 2 82 S2 166 55 1 : 1 37 1006 

(ix) Tranquebar -29 29 58 29 1 : 1 51 1379 

Adiram- 151 335 557 
patnam 

1043 377 71 1935 

(i) Negapatam•· Tanjore 24 32 56 23 1 : o·8 38 1035 

(ii) Veda~aoyam .. 25 207 232 83 1 : 0·1 191 5194 

(iii) Tambikottai .. 95 95 190 70 1 : 1 13 353 

(iv) Adirampatnam .. 134 106 118 358 10 1 : 2 37 994 .-
(v) Kattumavadi " 14 15 28 57 1 1 : 1 66 1807 

(vi) Theethanda- Ramnad 13 :00 33 73 1 : o-6 66 1788 t-:1 
thanam 1-

(vii) Vattanam 20 20 40 78 I 1 82 2225 co 

(viii) Moreko1am 3 37 37 77 39 1 1 ·1 39 1052 -
Tuticorin 355 749 55 I 1655 672 112 3045 

(i) Veppalodai Tinnevelly 42 16 31 89 1 I : 1·9 113 3089 

(ii) Arasadi • .. 7 18 26 51 14 1 : 1•0 143 3902 

(iii) Sevendakulam • .. 27 101 89 217 130 1 : 1·4 180 4907 

(iv) Levingipuram • .. 60 67 77 2"•4 101 I : ~·6 152 4I28 

(v) Karapad • .. 55 68 67 190 47 I : I· 8 128 3473 

(vi) Urani .. 65 173 85 323 7 1 : 2•8 102 2771 ____ ..... 
*Transferred to Cuddalore Circle since 1st June 1949. 



...!t~~ 
"'~i ~"CC 
>,Q'"' Yield per acre (Ave"· .. 0 

Circle crystal- No. of oo~ Location of factory District Reservoir Condenser Total ... 0 age of 1946-48 
liser licensees 0~ 0 production) 0» "" ~ ~.~·o d!:::ai;:. 

~ 
- . -·---- ------
Acres A ores Acres Acres Tons Mds 

f) Tuticorin (vii) Urani Extension Tinne~elly 99 174 62 335 1 1 : 4·4 26 714 
-con til 

28o (viii) Kayalpatnam •• .. 33 37 70 1 : 0•9 152 4143 

(ix) Armuganeri .. .. 87 71 158 90 1 : 1·2 122 3329 
(Keeranur) 

(x) Kulasekara-pat- .. .. 12 6 18 1 1 : 2 102 2777 
nam --- --- --- --- --- -- -

GRAND TOTAL • 3960 5497 6290 )5747 3983 42 1130 

t:5 
0' 
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8.2 NAUPADA CIRCJ,E.-There are 8 factories in ·this circle of. which ·l'undi, 
Bhavanapadu, Mulapeta and Naupada are situated between the. villages. of 
Pundi and Naupada within R radius of 9 miles of the Naupada railway stati.on 
nnd extend over a distan~e of 12 mileFl along f.he coast. \Ve visited the factones 
at Bhavanapadu, Naupada and. Mulapeta. - The rainfall in this area varies
from 26 to 43 inches most of it falling between June to November. ·It .also 
experiences occasional cyclonic weather as a result of which heavy dnmage was
caused once in 1923 and again in 1943. In Table LXXIII is shown the 
average rainfall at Bhavanapadu in the different months of· the year during 
the ten years period of 1938 to 1947. The maximum and minimum fall in· 
a month, in any particular year is also given in the table. 

TABLE LXXIII.-RAINFALL AT BHAVANAPADU 1938-1947 
(In Inch~) 

MonLh Average Maximum Minimum 

·-
January 0·59 3·13 0·00 

February 0·59 4·02 0·00 . 
llorch . . 0·78 [3·37 0·00 

April . 0·87 2 ·91 . 0 •Ofr 

May . . . 2·03 9·86 0·04 

Juue 4·50 !Hl8 2·37 

.Tuly 4·55 9·40 1·70 

Augn.~t . . 5·86 11·71 2·51 

Septembl'll' . . 6·80 11·48 3·76 

October . . . 8·26 14·03 3·57 

November . 2·.\6 7·50 -0·06 

December . 0·67 '6·5S 0•00 

Tot.al 37·66 

The monsoon · ends in November and ~he manufa-cturing season starts · from 
the middle of Decem be;·. As· the repairs to ' the condensers -and crystallisers 
take one to one and a ·hal£ months, the actual manufacture of salt begins 
from the middle of February and continues til! the break of the monsoon, which 
is usually in the middle of June. The soil·consists of black plastic clay which 
is ideal for the preparation of impervious hnrd · heds. The brine is largely 
obtained from the sea through tidal c_-eeks and ,~hannels, but -is also tmpple
mented from pits. As occasional showers of rain are common even durj•Jg 
tho manufacturing season, the single ~rrigation method is followed. 

8.2.1 Pundi.-Thl~ l'undi factory has a cultivated area of 724 acres and is 
worked tl.5' 2 licens~es unier the Modified Excise System. The larger works 
covering 604 acres are leaRecl· to the Maharaja of Parla.kimedi for a period of 
:25 years on a ground rent of Rs. 2 per acre. The brine is obtained f:·om thr 
sen at high tides through a channel which is one mile long. The works are• 
ilividcd into 200 Rmall independent units. consisting of condensers and crystal· 
liser and locally known as ja.·mat but the area under condensers -is -only -38 
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acres whilst that for the crystallisers is 250 acres which is disproportionately 
large giving a ration of crystalliser to condenser plus rese: .. voir of 1 : 1.3. 
Although these works are owned by one li:::ensee, they are broken up into liD-

economic jamats and farmed out to a number of labour gangs. The advantage 
of working the factory as a single large unit is thus lost and no cont ol is 
exercised over the method of manufacture. The ~production at these works 
-during the last three years is as under: 

Year Tons Mds. 
Yield per Acr~ 

Tons Mds. 

1946 1,837 50,000 3 83 

1947 . 5,580 1,52,000 9 251 

194.8 . 6,130 1,67,000 10 276 

No details of cost of production at these works we~e furnishE:d but we were 
given the total annual expenditure at the factory under the following broad 
heads: 

(a) Silt clearance and other repairs 

(b) Manufacturing expenditure 

(r) F.stablishment. 

(d)_ Conveyance and 1.'ransport 

Rs. 

4,864 

67,065 

2,145 

4,159. 

TOTAL 78,233 

On the average production of 5,5880 tons (1,60,000 mds.) for 1947 and 1948, the 
cost of salt on these figures comes to Rs. 13-5-a per ton (Re. 0-7-10 per md.). 

3.2.2. The oth~r works at Pundi measure 120 acres and are divided into 
!58 jamats. 'l'he areas under reservoirs and condensers are 31 and 62 acres 
respectively and under crystallisers 30 acres, which gives a ratio of crystalliser 
to condenser cum reservoir of 1 : 3. Even though this ratio is not quite 
adequate, it gives these works a much higher production than the other works 
at Pundi as will be seen from the figures given below: 

-
Yenr Tons Mds. 

Yield per a<'re 

Tons Mds." 

1946 1,726 47,000 14 332 

1947 . . 3,670 1,00,000 30 813 

1948 • . . 3,050 83,000 25 675 
- -------- ----- - -----------
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Compared to the l\Iaha;·aja's works, the yield of these works is at leffst three 
times better which is easily explained by their better lay out und better ratio 
between the crysta.lliser and the other evaporating areas. The sm.all conden
ser nrea at the l\Iah:1raja's works and disproportionately large crystallising 
nrt:a account for the poor yields obtained by them. \Ve suggest that th~ 
areas in the Maharaja's works be redistribut.-~d ~o as to cr,nform to a ratio of 
1 : 7 to obtain better results in yield and quality. With a better yield, the 
co~t of manufacture also at the Maharaja's factory will go below Rs. 11-14-fl 
per ton (Re. 0-7-0 per md.). We also recommend to the other Pundi works 
to redistribute their a·reas in the similar ; atio of 1 : 7; these works gave their 
manufacturing cost at Rs. 12-12-0 per ton (He. 0-7-6 per md.) which in our 
opmion. is high for the larger yield they obtain. As no details of the co;;t 
werP furnished to us,· we a:·e- unable to comment on them, but we suggest to 
th~::se works to reexamine their cost figure as they should be able to prodnfle 
salt at a cost lower than Rs. 11-14-6 per ton (Re. 0-7-0 per md.). 

3.2 .. 3.• Ehat•tmapatiu.-This factory consists of two m. its, one ihe parent 
works covering 364 aeres and tile other the ·extension works of_ 281 nmes. 
Both the units are worked under the Modified Excise System by a. 
single licensee to whom a lease for the parent unit was given in 1918, 
and which was renewed in 1947 for a further p~riod of 20 years; the lease
for the extension unit was also granted in 194~ for the same period. The 
brine is obtained either from pits where its density is 6 o to 8• Be' or from 
the l\Iosallagedda creek where it is 3• Be'. From the pits the brine is drawn 
by picoia1ts whilst from the creek it is pumped into tJ:oe reserv•:Jirs covering. 
293 acres. The coudt-nsers- cover only an area of 122 acres and crystallisers-
230 acres which is unnecessarily large and gives the ratio of M·~'stalliser t.o 
condenser plus reservoir of 1 : 1·8. The works are badly laid out_ and the 
quality of salt produced is inferior. Brine is led into the crystallisers at 14• Be 
and the salt is serapped every few days as soon as it forms into a thin t':yer. No
attempt is made to make any improvement in the quality of salt produced. 
The bitterns are not regularly eliminated and age-old methods of manufar.
ture are continued. Except for the pumps for the incoming brine :lnd a frm· 
tipping wagons for transporting th~·'salt to the platform, no mechanisation h<1S. 

been t.·dopted. Labour is employed on a contract system and lhe labL'lll't'm 
.flre paid Rs. 9-12·0 per ton (Rs. 43 per garce of 120 mds.). The yield of salt 
on the basis of production for 1947 and 1948 i.e. after the extension of· the
works had come into operation was 16 tons (422 mds.) per acre. The cost of 
manufacture was given to us as under: 

(a) Cost of obtnining brine including power and fuel chargPs 

(b) I.nhour 

(1') ~epail's and maintcnanne 

(d) SupPr,•ision nnd ovArhflads 

(e) llent, H11t~s and T~~o:ve~< 

(f) D .. pwciation 

('1) l).lisl'ellaneous 

67 1. & ~-

or 

P0r ton 

H..;. a. p. 

Oj_fi_ W 

7 15 l~ 

3 fi [> 

4 5 

0 2 3 

2 :l 

0 l!l 7 
-··-----
14. 2 IJ 

0 8 4 per 
mo. 
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3.2.4. •The c-ost of Hs. 14-2-9 per ton (Re. 0-8-4 per mauud) is highe: than 
the cost 01 tha Puildi factory. This is in spite of the fact that a p&rt of th\3 
brine is dra\yn from the• pits which is of a higher density. The cost would be 
much lower if the factory's layout was not so poor and the method of O}Jera
tions so primitive. As the factory ope. ates with both pit and sea brines, we 
recommend that the arP1\ uuder cultivation be re-distributed so as to give a. 
ratio of 1 : 6. This will give them a. much higher production and reduce the 
cost considerably. ('iin,ntic conditions in Bhavanapadu are no different from 
those at Pundi and with a. better layout the cost. of Bhavanapadu salt should 
be less thau Re. U-7-.tJ per md. 

:1.2.5. Naupada.--Out of a. total cultivated area of U04 acres, WO acres are 
worked by tw•J liccust:es while the remaining 284 acres by 151 licensees. The 
t.\\0 major licensees are the Oriental Sa-lt Co. (295" aeres} under the Excise 
systc:m and Chetty Eros. (325 ac_ es) und:::>r the Modified Excise System. The 
ratjo of crystalliser to c:ondeuser plus reservoir in the unit worked by the 
Oriental Salt Co. is 1: 2 and that of Chetty Bro!:'. is 1 : 4. The reJllaining 
units are extremely small, some c_,f them eove: ing only a few cents and their 
n:d io of crystalliser to condem~er plus reservoir is 1 : 1; actun lly they rlo not 
have any reservoir at all and the ratio is rellllly between crystalliser and con
rt(mser. The Oriental Salt Co. use a mixture of pit and sea brine in the pro· 
portion of 1 : 2; Chetty Bros. use only sea brine and the minor licensees us~ 
a mixture of pit and sea brine in the ratio of 2: 1. Pumps are used to lift 
the sea brine from the creek· whilst picotahs are used for the _pits. The 
majot· licensPes complained of. scracity of sea briue as the creek had 
badly silted up. The density of pit brine is reported to vary from 6° to 
12c Be'. The density of brine has an important bearing on the yield of salt 
as v.·ill be seen from the figures of yield given in 3.2.6. The b. ine is con dens-

. ed in the condenser upto 11 • Be' when it is let into the crystallisers. ThE' 
salt is of the light variety and is scraped every fourth or fifth day. The 
bitterns are rarely discha: ged and in fact no bittern channel~" were Sf'en to bP 
in existence. A roller mill with·· a capacity to crush 59 tons (1,600 mcls.) of 
sHlt per day of 8 hours is also inst!llled in one of the larger works. The labour 
i3 employed on a contract basis and paid at the same rate as at Bhavanapadu-

3.2.6. The average annual yield of salt per· acre of cultivated area is shown 
lelt,w :-

Quality or 
hrine us"d 

Average' yieid per 
' acre (1946-48 pro

duction) 

To~- ;,:i:~tal--!:'·:-,1-t--C-o--. -----------I--P-it-y:-,l-us-se-.a--l----2-7-- -
Tons~ 

(I : 2) 
Chetty Hroo' .. 

p;H;; ~· :: I ::: 
The lower vil'frl of Chettv Eros. is J.ue to their using onlv sea brine which is 
t1lso uot a'~ailable -in copious supply. The yield of the- Oriental Salt Co. is
mon• than double that of Chetty Bros. because 33 per cent. of the brine they 
•1se is pit brine. The yield of the minor licensees is the highest b_ecause t1tey 
~t;e J·it urine to the extent of 66 per cent. The ratio of Crystalhser to Clln
:lt.~su·r:; plns reservoir in the works of Chetty Bros. of 1 : 4 is obviousl:v in
sufficient and Jt should he increased to 1 : 7. Similarly the Oriental Salt Co.'s 
ra~io cohould bt? adjusted to suit the average density of the brine they utilist>; 
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the present ratio of 1 : 2 is entirely insufficient. The minor licensees sho"\}ld 
be combined into a co-operative society to work their· entire area as one unit, 
which :;hould be relaid to provide a reservoir 11: ea for the sea brine and the 
ratio of the crystalliser to the condensers cum reservoir should. be properly 
fixed k> suit the average density of the brine used. We were furnished with 
the average cost of manufacture of sa.Jt during t~e five year period 1935-40 
as nlso for the year 1948 and they are as under: 

(u) Cost of obtaining brine ;uclurling labour 

·(f•) Power and fuel 

~{~) ::\Iaintenance including repairs 

{d) Supervision 

(~) Rents, rates and taxes 

·(f) Depreciation 

{g) llfis~ellaneous 

'J;:otal 
01' 

)935-40 
(Average) 

per ton 
Rs. a.- p. 

2 6 7 

0 4 .. 6 

0 11 4 

0 6 10 

0 2·~ 

0 6 10' 

0 13 7 

5 3 11 
0 3 1 per mu. 

1948 
per ton 

Rs. a. p. 

9 14 9 .. 

011 4 

011 4 

4 5 

0 •4 6. 

0 6 10 

0 13 7 

14 2 9 
0 8 4 per md. 

3.2.7. Jlulapeta.-Out of a total cultivated area of 831 acres 375 acres are 
worked by one company, G & A Rao Ltd., who were given a lease by' Govern
ment for . 2Q years in 1943; the remaining 456 acres are worked . by 160 
lieensees. In the large upit the brine is pumped from the creek during -tides · 
into n reservoi: of 155 acres; it is ~e same creek which supplies brine to the 
adjoining Naupnda Works. Pit brine is also used occasionally. The area under 
condensers :-.nd crystallisers is 92 and 128 acres respectively giving the ratio of 
crystallising area to that of the condenser plus reservoir 1, : 1·9. The crystal
lising area is thus excessive in relation to the condensing area: The crystallisers 
vary in size from 40ft. X 18ft. to 20ft. X 24ft. Brine is condensed to n· Be' in the 
condenser and let into the crystalliser for fu:·ther concentration. Two roller 
miiis, one with a capacity to crush 4'4 tons (1,200 rods.) and another about 
30 tons (800 maunds) of I'IC.it m a day of 8 hours have been insta.lled in this· 
unit. Considering that these works we1·e laid out in 1943, it is disappointing 
to see such scant attention being paid1 either to the layout or the quality of 
snlt produced. The remaining sm&ll holdings as in other factories are worked 

{)!1 very primitive lines. 
-

3.2.8. Calingapatam, Konada, Bimz1ipatam and Balacheruvu.-These factories 
are situated furthe:· south of Naupada. We were not able- to visit any of them 
nor have we received any replies to nur questionnaire from the licensees of· these 
factories. We were told that most of the holdings o£ the licensees are very 
smnii and run on primitive lines. The Calingapatam factory ·with a total 
cultivated area of 331 acres has 234 licensees, whilst Konada with an area 
of 80. acres has 73 licensees. The ratio of crystalliser to condenser plus re
~ervoir is in some places not even 1 : 1. At Balacheruvu, out of a total culti
vated area o£ 704 acres about 450 acres are being worked by one license-3 m:der • 
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the Modified Excis~ system and the remaining 254 acres by 103 license2s. The· 
area of crystalliser to reservoir plus condenser is l : 1·-!. The source of brine 
for all these factories is the :->ea and it. is lifted by pumps fom !>" cre-=k. The 
areas of the factories at I~onada and Bimilipatam should be increased to IOO·· 
acres and the areas in all these factories should be rebid to give a ratio of 1. : 'I' 
and they should be formed into co-.O}Jerative societies so as to operate as single 
units. 

::}.2.9. The production of salt in the Naupacla Circle durin()' the three years-
1946-48 is given in Table LXXIV. 

0 

TABLE LXXIoV.-PR0DUCTION IN NAUPADA CIRCLE 1946-48 

I 
I 19!6 19!7 1948 
·--------1--------l--------,---------l---·----------------1, Tons Mds. Ton" l\Ids. T~-;;--~~~ 

(ll) · Pundi 3,560 97,000 9,260 2,52,000 9,180 2,50,000 

{h) Bhavo.na.padu 

(c) Naupada 

(d) MulapPt.a 

(e) · Calingapatam 

(q) Biu:.ilipatam 

(h) lhbC'heruvu 

"Total 

I 

5,440 1,48,000 

15,210 

25,600 

7,350 

2,390 

3,7SO 

25,!!30 

4,14.000 

6,97,000 

2,00,000 

65,000 

1,03,000 

7,06,000 

10,9~0 2,9!),000 

28,250 

38,420 

11,830 

3,340 

5,000 

35,630 

7,69,000 

10,46,000 

3,22,000 

91,000 

1,36,000 

9,70,0110 

7,900 2,15.000 

23,910 I 
31,410 I 

8,490 

2,680 

2,900 1 

26,190 

6.51.00(} 

8,;3:i • .()OO 

2,31,00(}-

73,000 

7!\000· 

7,13,000 

---------------------------1-------1--------ll-------l 89,260 24,30,000 1,42,710 _3S,S.'i,OOO 1.12,660 30,67.000 

We were able to draw samples of salt from the Naupada and the 1\Iulnpeta.· 
factories during our visit to them and the result of the analyse" nre giYen in. 
Table· LXXV: 

TABLE LXXV.-COMPOSITION OF SALT IN NAUPADA CIRCLE 
(Per cent on dry basi.<) 

: Naupada. l\Iulapeta. 
1-------

194~ 19i!l 
C'rop Prop crop C'rop 

------ ~-----

i . \ 
!\-----l-948 1!H9 

------ ------- 1---------1--------

CRlC'ium l't>lpl;atf' 

MAgnesium flulj•hete 

lu~olul>lf'l-· 

flJ,deiellnir.l'rl 

·. !\ fis -21 I 94 -61 l 
0·4! 0·65 I I 

\ 1·2!l 1-U I 
i 

I :::: :::: i 
0 ·;i2 0·-10 

100·00 100·00 

!l5 ·921 94 ·5So 
I 

0 ·65 I 0 -3~ 

0 .(lfi 1·:?3-

l·lH 2·12 

o -so o -3!r 

0·93 

\00·00 100 ·00 
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'The salt is somewhat better than that produced in some of the other circles of 
Madras. It, however, contains an appreciable quantity of magnesium salts 
because the bittems are rarely elillliuated. A considerable modification will 
be required in the· areas under condense:·s al}d cryst::tllisers .and the method of 
manufacture wi.U have to be changed if any improvement is to be effected in 
the quality of salt produced. The ratio of lbe crystallisers to condensers cum 
reservoirs is only 1 : 2 which is nowhere near the ratio, desirable for factories 
in this Circle. The average yield per acre for all the factories, comes to only 
26 tons {706. maunds) which is unsatisfactory. The conditions in Naupada. 
are in some respects similar to those prevailing in Bombay. The season is 
onl,v of about 6 months duration though the total rainfall is not as heavy as 
in Eombay. We, therefore, consider that the production in this circle could 
be increased to 60 tons (1630 maunds). We have recommended for Bombay 
a l edistribution of the areas' under cultivation· to give a ratio of crystallisers 
to the reservoirs plus condensers of 1 : 7. \Ve would suggest the same ratio 
to the Naupada Circle factories using only sea brine. For those factories which 
use pit brine also, to some extent, we recommend that the ratio be adjusted 
to 1 : 6. Similarly the method of nianufactu:e J.Ve have recommended for the 
Bombny works shoul1l be followed mutatis mutandis in the Naupada Circle. 
(Chapter XIII, paragraph 5·2). As, however, the Naupada CirC.le is subjectJ 
to cyclonic weather, we advise that siugle irrigation method of manufacture be 
continued. I£ these recommendations are carried out, the production of sal& 
in this Circle would be more than doubled, without any extention of the area. 
under cultivation. · 

i3.2.10. Hakarapalli Swamp.-Adjacent t~ the Bhavanapadu, Naupada. and 
Mulapeta factories, extends a large swamp covering. an area of 5 sq. miles 
(2 milP-s x 2! miles). \V·e were requested by the Salt Department to examine aud 
report on the suitability of this swamp, as a site for laying a large size factory 
for supplying salt to the proposed soda. ash factory at .Sindri (Bihar) .. Ifl 
wa~ reported that in this swamp, ~iiin water as well as tidal waters from the 
sea collects during the rainy !'eason. The bulk of this water percolates into 
the ROil and is available as sub-soil brine. Fro~ experimental pits· dug in the 
area, the density of this brine was reported to vary from 6° to 10° Be'. Bei!_lg 
a. flat low lying area and having a soil of tenacious black ,clay similar to that 
in the adjoining factories, there should be no difficulty in laying out a salt wqrks 
on this swa.mp. As Bengal Nagpur Railway runs close to the swamp, it should 
also be possible to construct ~ siding to connect the factories to the nearest 
railway station of Naupada.. Three import~nt questions will have to be con
sidered befo:e any salt works are constructed on this site. The first is the 
supply of brine. Although pit brine will be available during a part of the season, 
it may become scanty as the season advanceR and it will have to be supplement-
ed by sea brine. It was suggested that by opening a bar near the creek and 
prov1ding a chanriel from it, enough 'brine could he obtair:.(ld during high tides 
from the sea.. Another suggestion made was that with the •help of a pump in
stalled at the creek the brine could be lifted to an overhead storage tank and 
allowed to flow through pipes to the factory. We do not consider eithe~ of these 
suggestions as feasible. The bar, even if it is· cleared, would form again soon 
enough as the flood water during the monsoon on their way to the sea will 
drain into the creek over the swamp and carry with it large quantity of silfl 
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which will close up any channel that may be excavated to bring the sea brine
into the factory. The other proposal of constructing an overhead storage tank 
to supply the b:·ine appears. impracticable. We suggest that the possibility of 
o~taining a copius supply of high density brine during the hot weather, by 
means of tube wells as in Travancore should be investigated. If this proves 
successful, the need for obtaining sea brine· will disappear. The other question 
is that of protection to the salt works from inundation during the rainy season .. 
For this purpose the factory will have to be protected by high embankments 
11nd a proper outlet for the drainage of the rain water will have to be p: ovided. 
The cost involved on this protective work might be high and should be worked 
out in detail before any plans are drawn up for constructing a factory. The 
third. question is with regard to the transport charges to be paid by the Sindrl 
factory. The distance from Naupada to Dhanbad via Asansol is 532 miles and 
according tq the present railway tariff, the freight will amount to Bs. 27-3-5 
per ton (Re. 1 per maund). The vre!:lent cost of production in the larger works 
in Naupada. varies from Bs. 11-14-6 to Rs. 13-5-9 per ton (Be. 0-7-0 to Be. 0-8_1} 
per maund). Assuming that the cost of production in the proposed factory 
will be only Rs. 10-3-0 pe:· ton (Re. 0-6-0 per md.) the .cost of salt delivered at 
Sindhri will come to Rs. 37-6-6 per ton (Be. 1-6-0 per maund). Even if a 
special concessional rate of freight could be arranged with the Railway Board~ 
and it is brought down to half the present r&te of freight the cost of salt deliver
ed &t Sindri will not he less than Bs. 23-12-9 pe:· ton (Re. 0-14-0 per md.). \Ve 
do not think tbat th~ supply of salt at this price to a soda ash plant would be 
considered economical and we would not recommend the laying out of a large 
salt works in this swamp, unless Sindri factory is prepared to pay this price. In 
the previous paragraph, we have indicated the possibility of doubting the pre
sent production of th-e existing factories in the Naupada · Circle. If this were 
done, there would be no immediate necessity for constructing a new salt works 
in the Kakarapalli swamp, as the increased production would meet to a large 
extent the requirements of .Sindri. 

3.3 Pl!:~NUGUDURU CIRCLE. 

3.3.1. There are ten factories in this circle which are distributed ovK· five 
districts of the Province. The Polavaram factory is in the Vizagapatam 
District, Jaganaickpur, Guruzanapalli and Pennuguduru in the East Godaval"i 
District, :Rendraka. and Maginapadi in too Kistna District, Chinnaganjam North, 
Chinnaganjam South and Kanupa-t"ti in the Guntur District and Pakala. in the 
Neliore District. We were not able to Tisit any of. these facto~ies, but we were 
informed by the Salt Department that lbese factories were in no way different 
from the factories in the Naupada Circle. We, however, received replies tQ 
our questionnaire from some of the. important manufacturers in this circle and 
also had an opportunity of discussing their problems with some of their repre
sentatives during our visit to Madras. The rainfall in the area. varies from 26 
to 56 inches, most of it falling between June to November. The ave:-age rainfall 

· at Kanuparti hi tlie different months for the ten years 1938 to 1947 as also th& 
maximum and minimum in a. month in any year are shown in Table LXXVI: 
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TABLE LXXYT.-RAINFALL AT KANUPARTI 1938-1947 

:Month A'·eragl! Maximum Miuimun 
-· 
January O·U 0·56 0·00 -
February 0·15 I·l3 O·OQ 

Hal'l:'h I ·I!+ 8·13 0·00 

April 0·31 1·23 
I 

0·00 

May 
' ) ·40 5·R5 I 0·00 

June 2·24 4·27 0·65 

July •·10 6·66 2·20 

A~tg•L~t . . 4·44 6·61 I 2·34 

September 5·82 11·07 I 1 ·8() . . . . 
October . . . . 10·54 n ·60 3·17 

November . . 6·57 20·4!> 0·43 

Decem her . . . ·I·06 4·35 . 0·07 

Total 37·96 
-

3.3.2. Polavaram.-The Polavara.m Factory is one of the two still worl 
under the monopoly system. It has 177 acres under cultivation and is wo1 
by 110 licensees, the period of the licence being 25 years subject to rene' 
A curious feature of the factory is ,that no· area. is set apart for a reservoi:· 
the brine is haled directly from the creek into the condensers which cover 
ac: e::. There are no pumps or othe·r mechanical devices used in the factorJ 
the small les3ees cannot afford them. According to the terms of the lice1 
the Rnlt Department can enforce 3 particular layout or method of m~nufact 
but little direction seems. to have been given to the licensees for improving 
layout or the method of manufacture. The facto:y is laid out on. primi 
lines with an unnecessarily large crystallising area of 59 acres into which b 
of low density is led to a depth of 1 to q inch and the salt is scraped when 
crust is hardly 1/8 inch thick. -We recommend that the licensees should 
together and work the facto-y RS n. single unit a.nd for this to be done, 
factory should be relaid. If the licensees are unable to' find money for rela; 
it, Oovernment should meet the expenditure and recover it in easy instalm• 
lfrom the licensees. In relaying the factory the ratio of 1 : 7 between the 
stalliser and the reservoir cum condenser should be maintained; common reser 
and common condenser should be ,provided,, only tl!.e condeD:sed brine b• 
distributed among the licensees. 

3.:l.3 Jagannaickpur, Guruzanapalli, Pennuguduru and Pendraka.-
factories in these centres are similar to the Polavara.m factory. The Jaganna 
pur and Penclmkfl fRctories are run by single license~s. whilst tge o: 
two are sub-divideq into small holdings among a number of licensees. 
larger factories are, however, sub-divided into a nu.mber o£ jamats and far1 
out to several persons who carry out the actur~.l manufacturing operations. 
brine is drawn from the sea through creeks and even simple mechanical devi 
like pumps, are not utilised for lifting the brine, ~These factories should 
be relaid to give a ,-atio of 1 : 7. 
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3.3.4.Jfanginapadi, Chinnaganjam North,' Chinnaganjam South and Pakala.
The brine in these factories is generally obtained from pits and varies in density 
from .'5• to 7• Be'. 'fhese factories have, therefore, no reservoirs. The brine 
js lifted by means of picotq,hs. The supply of brine gets depleted as the season 
advances and has to be supplemented in some of the factories with brine from the 
Bucldngham Canal which is a navigation 'canal running parallel to the coast in 
this area. · The density of the b:·ine in the canal never exceeds 1 to 1}• Be', 
but since it runs between the factories and the sea, the factories are not able to 
draw brine from the sea and must of necessitv take•the dilute brine from the 
<~a•1ul. As a pipe line cannot he laid across the Buckingham Canal copious 
l:lupply of brine can only be obtained by sinking tube wells to a sufficiently lo'v 
.depth in the factory areas as is done in Travancore. We recommend that a trial 
tube well be sunk in each of th~ factory areas to determine the availability. d(,pth 
.and density of brine. 

3.3.5. J(anuparti.-One of the works at Kanuparti is run by the South India 
Salt Refineries Ltd., to whom a lease of 250 acres was given on the specifio 
cor.dition that they would produce and sell only refined salt. The common salt; 
obtained by them by solar evaporation is dissolved in an iron tank in low density 
brine drawn from tl)e Buckingham Canal and the result.ing solution is evaporated 
in open iron pans by direct. heating with oil burners. The salt that crystallises 
out is continuously ladled into baskets, allowed to drain and then centrifuged, 
~lried and packed in 1 maund (82 lbs.) gunuy bags or 1 lb. cartons. It was 
Tep: esented to us that the factory was working nt a loss as they coulcl not pro
duce refined salt at an economic price because there was not sufficient demand 
for this salt. They urged that the conditiPns of their lease should be relaxed 
and they be allowed to produce and market solar salt. They have further 
asked for p: otection against foreign competition. There is no doubt in our 
mind that the process adopted at the factory is uneconomical and expensive. · 
Evaporation in open pans is wasteful of both fuel and fabour and we are of 
the opinioq that these. works could obtain by solar evaporation a fairly pure 
product by relaying the factory in the ratio of 1 : 5 and following proper , 
n 1ethods. We recommend that the terms of their lease be relaxed and inst~ad 
of continuing the present uneconomic process of refining, they should be allow
ed to market their solar salt provided it comes up to a pu:-ity of 97-98 per 
CEnt. sodium chloride content. An analysis of the unrefined salt produced at 

Kanuparti is given below: 

S<oruum chloride 

Calcium sulphate 

Magnesium sulphate 

klagnesium chlorid~ 

[nsolubles 

[J ndeterm ined 

(Per cent on dry basis) 

95·66 

1·90 

0·19 

0·13 

1·12 

1·00 

100·00 
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This quality of salt can be improved if the works were relaid on the lines 
suggested by us in the Chapter on .. .:\lode! Factories and Researcl;t Stations, and 
they should confine their refining oplratiom, if necessary, to only a. smaU 
portion of their pro~uction. One of the reasons for these works not being 
abie to sell its salt in the Calcutta market is the high railway freight. When 
these works were establishecl during the war, the freight on salt from Kanuparti 
to Calcutta was only Rs. 15-5-0 pet· ton (Re. 0-9-0 per md.). In October 1948; 
this freight was revised and increased to Rs. 33-12-0 per ton (Re. 1-3-10 per 
m::.und) for common salt and Rs. 89-10-0 per ton (R.s. 3-4-8 per maund) for 
refined salt. We do not see· any justifjcat.ion for such a large disparity in the 
freight oo two types of !"nlt. .\s tl:i~ salt i!' likely to find a ready market in 
Calcutta we recommend thnt the : ailwav freight for this factory be reduced tA9 
a level not much above Rs. 20-6-8 per·· ton (Re. 0-12-0 _per maund) so that iti 
coulcl compete with salt rle!'patched bv sea from Kathiawad. So far as 
protection to the Table snit industr;v i;;; co.ncerned, we are of the opinion that this 
question is premature as the factory has not yet started an economic method of 
production and has not made out· any case for protection. There is no reason 
why this factory cannot produce both solar and refined salt at an economic rate 
by effecting an improvement in the layout of their solar works. 

3.3.6. The production of salt in the Pennuguduiu Circle fo!· the years 1946 
to Hl48 is shown in Table LXXVII: 

TABLE LXXVU.-PRODUCTION OF SALT IN PENNUGUDURU CIRCLE 1946-1948 
194Eh1948 

1946 1947 1948 

Tons Mds. Tons Mds. Tons Mds. 
--
Polavari!Jn 

... 
-· 1,650 45,000 2,940 80,000 .. .. 

Jagannaickpur . 5,580 1,52,000 5,660 1,54,000 5,400 1,47,00( 

Gurazanapalli 10,000 2,72,000 19,400 5,28,000 17,850 4,86,00~ 

Pennuguduru 3,970 1,08,000 13,030 3,55,000· 10,580 2,88,000 

Pendraka 3,560 97,000 4,920 1,34,000 4,040 . 1,10,000 

Manginapadi 6,720 1,83,000 6,540 1,78,000 6,760 1,84,000 

Chinnaganjam N. _9,770 2,66,000 8,600 2,34,000 11,760 3,20,000 

Chinnaganjam S. 9,220 2,51,000 11,130 3,03,000 15,680 4,2'7,000 

Kanuparti 5,700 1,55,000 5,360 1,46,000 7,820 2,13,000 

Pakala 17,630 4,80,000 23,840 6,49,000 30,640 8,34,000 

Total 73,800 20,09,000 1,01,420 27,61,000 1,10,530 30,09,000 

The analyses of salt from two of the factorie~ iu the Pl€nnuauduru Circle are 
shown in Table LXXVIII. TheRe samples of salt were not drawn by us but 
the_ analyses. were furnished to u~ by the ~a.lt Department. The fi~s of 
sodium chloride show that the quality of salt as was to he expected is not upto 
the mark because of the primitive method of manufacture and unsatisfactory .. 
layout of the factories. 
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TABLE LXXVIII.-CoMPOSITION OF SALT IN PENNuaut>uRu CIRcr.~: 

.Sodium chloride 

Calcium sulphate 

Magnesium sulphate 

\ragnesium chloride 

Insolubles 

Undetermined 

3.4 MADRAS CIRCLE. 

(Per cent: on dry baBrs) 

Guruzanapalli Pakala 
----------------

90·82 93·14 

l·43 2·0!} 

0·66 0·2-t 

3·37 1·56 

0·64 0·97 

3·08 2·00 

100·00 100•00 

3.4.1. There are eight factories in this Circle covering a total area of 3659 
acres and extending from Covelong, 16 miles south of l\Iadras City to Iskapalli 
135 miles to the north. Out of the eight factories, three, viz., Iskapalli, 
Krishnapatnam and Tada are in the Nellore District, while the remaining five, 
wiz. Voyalur, Attiput .North, Attiput South, Vallur and Covelong are situated 
in the Chinglepet District. Of these groups, we were able to visit the Vallur 
and the Covelong factories. - The rainfall in this area varies from. 32 to 86 inches 
most of it falling between July and December. In Table LXXIX, we show· 
the average rainfall at. Covelong in the different months for the ten years 1938 
to 1947 as also the maximum and minimum in a month in any year: 

TABLE LXXIX.-RAINFALL AT COVELONG (M~-\DRAS) 1938--19-!7 

( in inchu) 

1\Ionth Average 1\Iaximum. Minimum 

January 1·56 6·33 0·00 

February 0·24 1·56 0·00 

March 1·39 9·76 0;00 

April 0·96 4·37 O·OU 

May 1·40 8·86 0·00 

June 2·12 3·70 1·01 
•< 

JUly 3·22 6·93 0·92-

August 4·78 6·50 2·Z9 

September 6·19 10·79 1·30 
I 

October . 9·94 27·11 3·07 

November 1!·79 21·61 0·16 

December 7·77 33·95 . 0·10 

Total 52·36 
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Th& dry season commences in January and the ma.nufactu~ing. operations star~ 
in Feb:·uary and last till the end of July. In the factones In ~he N~Ilore
District, when the rains are sometimes delayed salt manufacture IS con~1nued 
even till .September. The single irrigation system of manufacture is followed in 

. this circle. · 

a.4.2. Isl.:apalli, l(ri~hnapatnam and Tada.-In the .first· two o~ t.hese f~c~ 
toties brine is obtained from the sea through creeks while at Tada. It 1s obtain
ed fr~m pits and is supplemented by low density brine from the Pulicat Lake. 
All these factories are subdivided into small holdings among a large number 
of licensees and in their layout, the methods of manufacture and the quality 
of salt produced they closely resemble the factories in the Naupada and· 
Pennuguduru C~cles. · 

3.4.3 .. VolJalur, Atliput North and Attiput South.-'l'he brino at these 
facto1·ies is d~awn from the sea through tidal creeks and channels. It is either 
pumped or lifted with the help of picotahs. l\lost of the holdings in these 
facto~·ies are· small and they follow primitive methods of manufacture. 

3.4A. Covelonq untl Vallu:-.-The brine at Vallur is rlrawn from the sea but 
at. Covelong, which is at a distance of one mile.·from the sea, It is obtained 
from pits and supplemented from the Buckingham Canal. As the bar of the· 
creek has not been opened for a long time the .brine supply at Vallur is scanty. 
If enough supply of brine is to be made available to the factory the bar will have· 
to be cleared periodically. The layout of both the factories is similar .and .un
£atisfactory. They are old ~nd date back to about 100 years and from their 
pre!'ent condition it would appear that they have seen little improvement during 
their entire existence. At Vallur, the area available for salt manufacture is'· 
about 1330 acres of which only about 531 acres are cultivated by 57 licensees; 
who work independently. The area under reservoir measures 265 acres and'· 
under condensers and crystallisers 133 acres each giving a ratio of 1:3. At 
('ovelong, the area. under cultivation is. 829 acres but it has in addition about 
275 acres which can be brought vpder cultivation. 4 The total number of· 
licensees is 209. The area under crystallisers is 553 acres and that under con
densers 276 acres giving the ratio of l : 0·5. As only pit brine (5° to 12° Be') 
is u~ed, no area for reservoirs has been provided. Since the area of the: 
condensers is less than that of the crystallisers the brine in the condensers does· 
not reach more than 12o to 13o Be', ~hen it is transferred to the crystalliser\1 
to a shallow layer 1 to It in. The thin crust of salt which is largely contaminat
ed with g~·psum is scrapped every 3rd day. The bitterns which are occasionaUy
eli:ninated partly soak into the soil and partly mix with the next charge of brine. 
W1th such a method of manufacture, it is impossible to produce salt of good·· 
quality and both the layout and the method of manufacture need complete
ovet·haul. The salt produced at Vallur is dark-brown in colour and that at 
Covelon.g is no better. We were furnished. by the Salt Departme~t the cost of· 
product10n of salt at both these factories and they are as under:-

Labour • 
Maintenance • • • 
Haulage 

Total ·' 

Vallur 
per ton-

Covelong 
per Ton ----------

Rs. as. p. Rs. as. p. 

9 10 2 12 5 4 

5 1 8 4 8 5 

1 2 2 1 11 3 

15 14 0 18 - 9 o' 
or 0 9 4 . 0 10 11 

permd. permcf' -
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"'This cost does not include any supervision, ovprheads or depreciation. As these 
works are run by small licensees who put in their own labour to manufacture 
the salt perhaps these debits are not considered necessary. For the quality of 

.. salt produced, the prices are excessive and call for an early review by Govern
ment of the advisability of leaving the manufactu\.e in the hands of small, 
ignorant and inefficient manufacturers. In the interest_ of both price and 
.quality it is necessary that these works are relaid and operated· co-operatively 
as single units. 

3.4.5. At the request of the Saolt Department, y;e visited a site proposed 
for starting a salt factory near the Semmanjeri · village, about 10 miles -from 
Madras and o miles from Covelong. The area available for salt mauufacture is 
about 564 acres and we were told that a factorv had been in existence at the 
-site p:·ior to 1906. We found that the local villagers had started a few small 
·pans for the production of salt under the 10 ac~e concession given by the 
Government of India. In our opinion this site is well suited for laying a hirge 
Salt Works, as it has an impervious soil and facilities exist for _obtaining sea. 
brine and sub soil brine. The Buckingham Canal also runs close to the site 
and the salt produced can be transported to Madras Port by this canal for 
shipment to other ma!·kets. We understand that the land belongs to the 
Government of Madras. The site should be given on lease to either one 

-single party or to a Co-operative Soeiety to he fonned by absorbing the exist.. 
ing small manufacturers and others who may be inte: ested in salt manufacture. 
ln either case the site should be laid out on model lines as · indicated in the 
,Chapter· on Model Factories and Research Stations. 

' . 
3.4.6. The production o£ salt in the Madras Circle for the three years 1946 

-fo 1948 is given in Table LXXX. 

TABLE LXXX.-PRODUCTION OF SALT IN MADRAS CIRCLE 1946--1948 

------- -

l---~47 \_ __ · _1946 1948 

·. \ 

Tons 1\Ids. Tons 1\Ids. Tons Mds. 

-----
Iskapalli · 10,650 2,90,000 19,180 5,2.2,000 19,760 5,38,000 

·Krishnapatnam 18,330 4,99,000 19,690 5,36,000 37,320 10,16,000 

-Tada 5,990 1,6~,000 2,310 63,000 12,270 3,34,000 

Voyalur 6,020 1,64,000 6,540 1,78,000 8,410 2,29,000 

Attiput North 7,750 2,11,000 11,640 3,17,000 12,750 3,47,000 

Attiput South • 8,820 2,40,000 15,390 4,19,000 16,970 4,62,000 . 
·vallur . 3,710 1,01,000 10,250 2,79,000 16,720 4,55,000 

-Covelong 26,560 7,23,000 29,650 8,07,000 46,210 12,58,000 

Total 87,830 23,91,000 1,14,650 31,21,000 1,70,410 46,39,000 

-

1-'he analyses of salt from four of the producing centres is shown in Table 
LXXXI. The samples from Vallur and Covelong were drawn by us during our 

-\'isit and the other samples were collected by. the Salt Department. 
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TABLE LXXXI.-CoMPOSITION · uF SALT IN. MADR.\S CmcLE 
(Per cr11t 011 df1, l:nsi~ l 

Iskapalli Tad a Vallur 
---- --

Sodium chlorid£> 9G·14 89·20 96·92 

Calcium sulpbnte . 
I 

0·42 0·56 0·64 

Magnesium 11ulphatf' 1·16 3·81 0·15 

Magnooium chloride 1·88 5·40 0·41 

Insolubles . 0·40 0·28 1·04 

Undetennined · .. 0·75 0·84 

--
100·00 100·00 100·00 

Cove long 

93·06 

1·34 

0·56 

1·51 

1·79' 

1·74 

100·00 

'.n1e quality of salt produced at Tada is very inferior despite the fact tha:t thE!' 
extent of insolubles contained in it is low. Such salt would appear white and· 
might visually be considered suitable for edible purposes. Its high content Jf: 
magnesium salts is obviously due t.o the fact t.hat the bitterns are not being: 
removed. Such salt should not be allowed to be marketted for human con-· 
sumption and steps should be taken to improve the quality immediately as-• 
it falls below even the present low standard of 92 per cent. minimum sodium' 
chloride content, laid down. by the Salt Dep!Ji"tment. If the quality is not 
improved, the factory should be closed down. This improvement can b6'· 
brought by relaying not only this factory but all the factories in this circle~. 
Where pit brine is used the ratio of crystallisers to_ condensers should be 1: 5;.: 
where however, sea brine is also used the ratio should be 1:6. 

3.5 CuDDALORE CIRCLE. 

3.5.1 There are seven factoris~ in this circle out of which Cheyar and 
Chunampet are m the Chinglepet 'district, Markanam, Cuddalore and Man am .. 
bady in the South Arcot District and Neidavasal' and Tranquebar in the 
Tanjore District. The rainfall in this areas ,·aries from 26 to 74 inches most· 
of it falling between June and December. Table LXXXII shows the averao-e · 
monthly rainfall at l\farkanam during the ten years 1938 to .1947 and the-
highest and the lowest for each month during the whole petiod: 

TABLE LXXXH.-RAINFALL AT l\IARKANAM 1938-1947 
(in iwhea} 

Months Average Maximum Minimum· 
-------

January 1·63 6·30 0·03 

February 0·69 3·03 0·00 

March. 1·00 4·62 0·00. 

April 1·64 8·141 0·00. 

M11y 3·27 24·84, 0·00 

Jun£> 1·93 3·92 0 •15 

,J·tlv 2·94 7·87 0·73 



August 

September 

.october 

:November 

December 

200 

(in inches) 

TABLE LXXXII.-RA.INFALL AT MARKANAM 1938-1947-contd. 

Months Avera~o·o Maximum Minimur 

---1----

3·48 6·83 0·2 

7·07 l2·R3 4 ·3~ 

• 7·53 13·63 3·6: 

14·58 38·58 3·5 

6·02 19·38 O·li 

Total 57·78 

''l'he manufacturing season is short and lasts for 5 to 6 months. The sing 
irrigation method of manufacture is adopted in all the factories except 1 

a. part of the Mar)mnnare factory, where the multiple irrigation method 
.employed .. We did not visit any of the factories in this circle but from tb 
replie:'l received to our questionnaire, the factories appear to be run more < 
less in the same manner as the factories in the l\Iadras and other circle: 
Most of ~he factories are divided into small holdings and operated by seven 
iicensees,. At- Chunampet, Markannam, Cnddalore and l\Ianambady a fe,v larg 
salt works are however, operated by single Ecensees. 

3.5.2 Ohunampet.-Out o£ a# total cultivated area of 425 ncres in this factor 
about 405 acres are worked by the Zamindar of Chunampet. Unlike othe 
factories which are located on lands belonging to the Government of India, hi 
works are laid _out on his -own lands and a licence for 215 acres under th 
Excise system for an indeJinite period and a licence for HlO acres under th 
.Modified Excise System for 25 years ha& been granted to him. The brine i 
pumped from the backwaters and led through a long channel into the works 
·The density of brine in the backwaters rises with the advance of the dry seasm 
and reaches 5• to 5• BP.'. The area of reservoir of the factorv i-; about 10 acre: 
while in the neighbouring small holdings, nc reservoirs ha~·e been provided 
·The area covered by condensers and c;ystallisers is almost equal. _\s th, 
·existing ratio of 1_: 3·8 is inadequate, the areas should be redistributed i11 th, 
ratio 1:5 due to the higher density of the available brine. The small Jwlding1 
should be grouped with the larger works for economy in working. 

3.5.3- Markanam including Karambalam e.rtensio11.-0ut of a total culti 
vated area of 658 acres in this factory, about 138 acres (Karambalam extension 
are worked b:v one licensee under the modified excise svstem on a lease o: 
25 years. These works had been closed for a long period and wer.e restartec 
.only in 1945 to meet the demand for salt during the war period. The source 
of brine is the sea and is drawn through a channel from which it is lifted intc 
the works part.Jy by pumps and partly by picotahs. In spite of the protective 

· .embankments, the works are :flooded during the rains and a heavy expenditure 
is being incurred every year in repairing them. The reservoir is 52 acre~ 
e.nd the condensers and crystallisers each cQver about 43 acres giving a ratic 
t>f crystalliser to .reservoir c:um condenser of 1 :2·2. Another area of 142 acres 
at l\Iarkannam is worked by 19 licem;ees under the Monopoly system. The 
brine is obtained from the sea through a creek and is lifted by manual labour 
1nto the condensers. _The multiple irrigation method is followed in this factory 
and the crystallising pans are irrigated every second day with brine from the 
<Jondensers for about 35 to 45 days. When a crust of salt about ll inches in 
thickness is formed, it is sr.raped. No proper control is however, maintained 
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~ver the densitv of brine at any stage. The crystals of salt are reported to 
be of large grain and white colour. All the salt produced in the Monopoly 
block is supplied by the Govem~ent of India to the Fre~ch Gove~n~ent at 
Pondicherry which is only 20 miles_ from these works. 'I.he rema1nmg area. 
of 378 acres at .Markannam is worked by a number of bcensees under the 
Excise f'vstem. The areas of all these works should be redistributed in the 
ratio of ·1:'i. 

3 .. ').4 ,Ua11ambady.-The factory is sit.uated at a distance ot 2 miles from 
the sea on lands which belong to the Central Government and which are -
leased to a sinale licensee under the l\Iodified Excise system for a period of 
25 years. The 

0

area under production is 92 acres. The brine is obtained from 
a creek which is flooded by sea water during high tides. The brine is pumped 
and led to the factory through a channel, a mile long. The density of the 
brine is low as it is diluted by fresh water flowing into the creek and is less 
than 3" Be' in tht early part of the season. '.f'he factory is flooded during the
rains and needs considerable. expenditure on repairs at the_ commencement of 
the season. In spite of the low density of brine the area under reservoir is 
<ml v thrPe acres while that under condenser is 67 acres and under crystallisers 
22 ~cres aiyina a ratio of crYstulliser to condenser cum reservoir of 1:3·2 which 
is quite fnade

0

quate.· The Yicensee is of the view that by drawing the brine 
directly fr:>m the sea through a channel, a considei:able increase iri production 
can be brought about. \Ve do not agree with- this. view as we feel that the 
natural advantage which is derived at -high tides should not be ~ost. If the 
area of the factory was relaid to give a ratio 1: 7 and extended to 100 acres, the 
yield will be improved. The alternative would be to locate ·the factory nearer 
the sea, provided a suitable site is available.. It has also been reported to us 
that burrowing worms cause considerable loss of brine by percolation. We 
kwe already dealt in Chapter IV the mea~mres that should be adopted to 
eradicate this pest. -

3.:>.5 'l'ranquebar.-This factory is very small and ha::J only 58 acres under 
cultivation. This area is shared between 29 licensees the largest of whom has 
14.5 acres and the smallest O.:l acres. About 20 acres are owned by tlie Govern
ment of India and leased out for p~hods upto 25 years, while the remaining 
area is owned by the licensees themselves. 'The brine is obtained from pits 
with the help of picotahs and varies in density from 3" to 7" Be'. As the 
rains occur late in this _'a~;ea and there is a longer spell of dry weather than 
in the other factories in this Circle, the manufacturing season extends up to 
the end of September. As the area of this factory falls below the minimum 
of 100 acres, we suggest that the area of this factory should be extended, if 
possible, and in any case operated as· a single unit on a co-operative basis. 

3_5_() Cheyar, Cuddalore, .. \e.z,lavasal-The Oheyar factory is the second 

biggest in the Cl!(ldalore Circle with 585 acres under cultivation but as there 
are 77 licensees, most of the individual holdings are comparativ:ely small. The 
nliio of erystal!isers to resen-oirs cum condensers is 1:2 which is unsatisfac~ory. 
The factory at Cuddalore rneHsures 74 acres; it has only 37 acres under con
denser and ::!7 acres under crystalliser. The area shoqld be re-distributed to 
give a ratio of 1: 5 to 1: 7 depending upon the brine used. . Its total area also 
should be increased to 100 acres. The factory at Neidavasal should also be 
relaid as its ratio is equally unf'atisfactory being only 1: 1. 

3.5.7 The production of salt in the Cuddalore Circle during the three years 
of 1946--1948 is given in Table LXXXIII: 
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TABLE LXXXIII.-PRoDucTION OF SALT IN CuDDALORE CIRCLE 1946-1948 
1946-1948 

-
1946 ,. 1947 1948 

Tons I 1\Ids. Tons J :tids. Tons I 1\Ids. 

Cbeyar -8.93oJ-2.43.ooo ----ii"i4ol 4,12,000- --16,090-1 4,38,000 

10.470 1 
. 

Cbunampet. 10,760 2,93,000 2,85,000 14,430 3,93,000 

Markanam. 8,600 _2,34,000 15.940 I 4,3!,000 27,990 7,62,00(} 

' 
-

Cuddalore . 5,360 1,46,000 4,030 1,11,000 6,100 1,66,00()-

Manambady 3,230 88,000 2,200 60,000 3,230 88,00(} 

Neidavasal 4,890 1,33,000 4,700 1,28,000 8,780 2,39,00()· 

Tranquebar 2,350 54,000 2,610 71,000 3,860 1,05,000 

Total 44,120 11,91.')00 1 55.140 1 15,01,000 80,480 21,91,000 

The analyses of salt from three of the factories as supplied to us by the Salt. 

Department are given in Table LXXXIV: 

T~BLE LXXXIV.-CoMPOSITIO~ OF SALT IN THE C'uDDALORE CmcLE 

Sodium chloride 

Calcium sulphate 

Magnesium sulppate 

Magnesium chloride 

Insolubles 

Undetermined 

Total 

CIRCLE 

(Per· cent on dry b-~sis) 

0-62 

1-02 

1-89 

0·42 

1·30 

10)·00 

0·58' 

0·33 

1·80 

0·60 

100·00 

:\fanamba.dy Tranquebar 

92·25 

0·49 

2·64 

3·52 

0·79 

0-31 

100·00 

90·63 

0-42 

3·05-

4·71) 

0 ·42' 

0·7S-

100·00 

Except at Cuddalore the quality of the salt proJuced is poor. Even at ~lar

kannam where the multiple irrigation system is followed, the quality is below 
expectation and could be improved considerably: The high content of magne

sium salt would suggest that the bitterns at·e not discharged and remaitr 

adhering to the crystals of salt. Even at Cuddalore, the high pe•·centage of 
insolubles points to carelessnPss in the harvesting of salt. A consid~table im
provement in quality can be obtained by realigning the 1\reas under cultivation 
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3.6 ADIRAMPATNAM CIRCLE. 

3.6.1 There are eight factories in this circle of which the Negapatam 
Vedaranyam, Tambikottai, Adirampat.nam and Kattumavadi are in the Tan 
jore District and the remaining tJ;tre~, vis. Thee~hand~than~m, Vatta~am anc 
Morekolam are in the Ram~ad District. The ramfall m th1s area vanes fron 
37 to 57 inches, most of it falling from the middle of September to the enc 
of December. Some showers alsc occur in April and May, but they do no· 
generally interfere with the manufacturing operations. Table LXXXV sh~w: 
the averaoe rainfall at Vedaranyam for the ten years from 1940 to 1949 durml 
the differ~nt months of the year as also the maximum and minimum in 1 

month in any particular year. 

TABLE LXXXV.-RAINFALL AT VEDARANYAM 1940---1949 
(In inches) 

l\Ionths Average 1\r&ximuml ~inim·~~ 
---- -------

_.Tanua.ry 
.. 

1·37 3·49 0·00 . ' . 
February .· . 0·29 0·96 0·00 

1\!arch . 0·94 2·84 0·00 

April 2·85 5·55 0·00 

1\Iay . . 2·47 11·52 0·00 

June 0·92 2·51 0·06 

July . 4·08 9·63 G·35 

August . . 3·55 6·23 1·40 

September . . 5·72 12·32 0·86 

October . . . 8·34 13·87 4·44 

November 11·42 23·32 2·14 

December . 5·42 15·21 
' 

0·1 

TOTAL· 47.37 

The single irrigation system is followed in all the factories and the two im• 
portant factories we visited in this circle were Vedaranyam and Adirampatnam. 

3.6.2 Vedaranyam.-This factory is situated on the fringe of the Vedaran
yam swamp. The factory works on a 25 years' lease which is terminable on 
31st December 1967. It has three blocks and is worked by 83 licensees. A 
sum of Rs. 261 is paid by this factory as land assessment and educational 
cess to the Government of Madras. No other rent, not even ground rent, 
is paid by the factory. The total area under cultivation is 232 acres of which 
the largest individual unit is 96 acres. The brine is obtained from shallow pits 
of 10 to 15 ft. depth and its density varies f.rom so to 21 o Ee' as the season 
progresses. Owing to the high density of brine no reservoir is provided in 
the factory and even condensers did not exist until 1948. The total area 
under condensers and crystallisers was 25 and 207 acres respectively but from 
1949 however, step£! are being taken to increase the area of the condensers 
and reduce that of the crystallisers. When this work is completed it is ex
pected that there will be 70 acres under condensers and 162 acres under 
crystallisers giving a ratio of 1: 0·44. This ratio is utterly inadequate and the. 
M~k~ . 
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area should be redistributed to give a ratio of 1 ~3 i.e. 58 acres under crystallisers 
·and '173 acres under condensers. The size of the crystallisers varies in dimen
·sion from 20 ft. x 11 ft. to 23 ft.. x 15ft. The analysis of pit brine from Vedaranyam 
is compare'd in Table LXXXVI with that of sea brine: 

TABLE LXXXVI.-CoMPOsrtioN OF PrT BRINE FROM VEDARANYAM 

(Perr.ent on dry btJBis) 

·Pit brine Sea brine 

Sodium chloride 60·03 80·22 

Calcium sulphate 6·18 3·60 

":Magne8i\un sulph&te 11·01 4:·74 

··-Magnesium chloride 22·70 10·88 

Undetermined 0·08 0·1!..6 

100·00 100·00 

It will be seen that the pit brine is richer in magnesium salts and calcium 
s"ulphate than sea brine and contains correspondingly smaller quantity of sodium 
chloride. This brine is partly subsoil in origin and partly obtained from the 
neighbouring swamp over which sea water collects during the months of 
'May and June and is diverted by channels into the pits to supplement the 
subsoil brine supply.. The brine is lifted from the pits with picotahs and 
charged directly into the crystallisers. Owing to the presence of large quanti
ties of magnesium salts in the brine, common salt does not begin to crystallise
even at a density of 27" Be'. This is due to the fact that this density is 
reacherl even before the brine gets saturated in respect of the sodium chloride. 
'l'his feature becomes more pronounced in April and May when westerly wind.;; 
carry the dust rich in magnesium salts from the swamp into the crystallisers. 
We collected samples of this dust at the time of our visit in April 1949 and 
its analysis is shown in Table LXXXVII: 

TABLE LXXXVII.-CoMPOSITioN oF SwAMP DusT CoLLECTED AT VEXDARAN.ur 

Sodium chloride . 
Calcium sulphate • 
Magnesitun sulphate 
Magnesium chloride 
Insnlubles 

(Percent. on 1Ly basi«) 

Sample ] Sample 
No.1 No.:? 

1----·----
2·5<> I 6·73 

. 6·71 6 ·50 
3·30 O·G-! 
s ·40 I 7 ·53 

79"·03 78·50 

, __ 1_0_0-·00 1 100 -oo 

'fhe large quantities of mago~sium salts contained in the dust force up the 
· density of the brine in the· er;n•tallisers without increasi.cg proportionately its 
sodium· chloride content and the crystallisation o~ salt is delayed. Despite the 

. high density' of the""brine, salt is not manufactured. _by the multiple irrigation 
f:!ystem. :'l'he salt produced is of. tho light -variety'though the ·manufacturers
wol!l unauimously in favour of producing the heavier variE"t:V if the sale· of sal!r. 
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by measure were banned in Madras Province. The quality of the salt produc1 
is unsatisfactory as will be seen from the following analysis: 

SamphJ Sample 
No.1 No.l! 

----- ----
Sodium chloride 93·53 92 ·3~ 

Calcium sulphate 0·59 ' 0·4. 

Magnesium sulphate 2·08 0·5: 

Magnesium $ililoride 2.·83 4·31 

Insolublee 0·87 0·3: 

Undetermined 0•10 1,9: 

.TorAL .100·00 100 ·0( 

3.6 . .3. ·During our visit, it was, represented to us. that the factory )Vas sufferin 
from lack of transport facilities which prevented it" from increasing its outpu1 
The factory is served, by the railway station of Ag!!-stiyampalli, which is at 
distance of 2 miles and to which salt has to be sent by small boats or bullock 
carts. This not only involves double handling but is also costly and increase 
the price of salt on an average by Rs. 5-15-3 _per ton (Re. 0-3-6 a maund). Tho 
factory has been· pressing the South Indian Railway for many years to provid' 
a siding from the railway station to the storage· platform so that salt may b1 
loaded into the wagons at the factory site. Since the Railway .is earning 1 
substantial revenue from the salt loaded at the Agastiyampalli station [in· th1 
year 1948 the freight earned by the Railways was Rs. 5·84 lakhs on a tota 
de:; patch of 41,330 tons (11·25 lakh maunds) of salt J, we consider that the reques1 
of the factory for railway siding is reasonable and should be complied with 
As the factory is owned by several 'l~censees, it might be difficult for the Rail 
ways to recover the cost of the siding from each of the licensees, we recommend 
that the siding be constructed by the Railways at their own cost and a sq1al: 
charge of Rs. 1-11-3 per ton (Re. 0-1-0 per md.) be levied from the manufactur· 
ers so as to recover the cost of the siding over a period of years. This faaility 
will reduce the price oi salt of this factory by about Rs. 4-4-0 per ton (Re. 0-2-€ 
per md.) Another representation that was made to us was with regard to the 
carriage of salt from the factory to Topputurai port for shipment by sea. At present 
there is a canal leading from the factory to this port which is at a distanct: 
of nbout 5 miles and where it should be possible to load salt into sea going 
,·es8els. Unfortunately, the canal has been badly silted up and a bar has beer. 
formed at its mouth. It was urged that the canal should be cleaned and the 
bar opened to enable the boats to ply between the factory and the port. We 
endorse the request of the factory and rfcommend thet stc~s be ta1-::f>'1 to clean. 
the canal to make it navigable. We are not in a position to say whether J'£ 
would be possible for steamers to load salt at Topputurai. ,\.s howE.:'.'el, the 
canal extends up to Negapat!l.rn which is at a distan•Je of 25 miles fron; 
\' edaranyam and where better facilities ior shipment are no doubt available,. 
we recommend that this quest: on be examined sympathetically. As Veda
ran~· am factory has all the facilities for producing salt of. guoJ qllulity hy 
c:han:;lllg the present method of production, we believe that by op,.ming th3 
canal it may be_ possible to ship this salt to Calcutta. It was represented t(} 

us that the salt as produced at present should be allowed to· be soid in til0o 
1;alcutta market under the zonal system. .Since the zonal distril"1tion is appli
t.:al'le only to movement by rail, there is no ban on the. sale of .Vedaranyar~ 
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the requirements of the market, we are convinced that V edaranyam salt with 
a sodium chloride content of 92-93 per cent. will not find favour in that 
market, unless the quality of Vedaranyam salt is~ considerably improved. It 
is, therefore, upto the Vedaranyam manufacturers to improve the quality of 
their salt to suit the requirements of the Calcutta market. 

3.6·.4 For better quality of ·salt to be produced, the Vedaranyam factory 
~hould in the first instance switch over to the multiple irrigation system. 
The cost of manufacture will be reduced by this change over. Further econo
mies can be effected by replacing the picotahs by electric pumps. We under
stand that the South Madras Electric Corporation of Tiruchirapoly (former 
Trichinopoly) are extending their former lines from Tiruturaipundi as a result 
of which, power would ba available to V edaranyam and advantage should be 
taken of it by the salt factory. When pumps are however, installed, care should 
be taken to see that money is not wasted on installation of a large number of 
small pumps for each individual licensee. If the factory were realigned and 
jointly operated by the licensees with common condensers, the cost of lifting the 
brine could be reduced. For this purpose, · we recommend that the entire 
factory be converted into a single large co-operativA unit. 

3.6.5 Vedaranyam Swamp.-This swamp runs to a distance of about· 28 
miles along the coast, from Vedaranyam in the East to Muthupet in the West. 
It is 5 to 6 miles broad and covers an area of 144 sq. miles. It is more or less 
rectangular in shape and two of its sides lie along the sea coast, one along the 
Bay of Bengal to· the east and the other along Palk Strait to the south, the 
tip of high land known as Point Calimere, forming a common corner of these 
two sides. Towards the western end of the swamp there is a fresh water lagoon 
into ~hlch four fresh water streams flow during the rains. The lagoon is seven 
miles long and half to one mile wide. During high tides in May and June, 
the sea flows into the · swamp from the Palk Strait through two creeks and 
submerges it entirely cutting off Point Calimere from the mainland for several 
weeks. The tidal water finds an outlet into the Bay of Bengal through creek 
sdjoining the Vedaranyam factory. When the high tides subside, the sea water 
recedes partly into the Palk Strait through the same creeks, through which it 
entered leaving behind a sheet of water in the swamp which gets rapidly eva
porated and deposits salt over a wide area of the swamp. A sketch of the swamp 
is shown in Figure 7. In October, when the monsoon commences, rain water 
r\ows into the swamp through six small rivers and the spontaneous salt is washed 
buck into the sea. If properly utilised, the V endara.nyam swamp j.s a promising 
80urce of supply of salt and could materially add to the production of the 
country. It has so far received very little attention. As far back as 1874, 
according to Ratton, about 27,500 tons (7llakh mds.) of spontaneous salt used 
to be collected from the swamp for consumption in the neiO'hbourin(J' areas. As 
it was difficult to control the collection of this salt for the purpo~e of excise 
duty, the collection was banned except for a small quantity which was allowed 
for fish curing purposes. Special preventive establishment was employed to 
pre~ent the collection of this V!Lluable salt by smugglers. After the Gandhi
lrwm Pact of 1931, permission was granted to the villagers residing adjacent to 
the swamp to collect a limited quantity of this salt for their personal consump
!~on. When the Government of India removed the restrictions on the 
collection, transport, storage and s~le of spontaneous salt in 1948, the collection 
lS estrmated to have increased to about 7,300 tons (2 lakh mds.). Not only the 
,·illages adjacent to the swamp but also those from distant village have take• 
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advantage of this concession. In fact it has been reported that. one or two
merchants from Point Calimere have employed labour to collect .the salt and 
sell it in competition with the salt produced at the Vedaranyam factory. As. 
tho quality of spontaneous salt is superior t<> that produced in the factories,. 
being purer and whiter, containing 96 to 98 per cent. sodium chloride it is but 
natural that it finds a. ready market. If energetic efforts are made and a 
systematic collection organised, it should be easy to collect several times this 
quantity. 

+· I 
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3.6 .. G As we found during our visit in April 1949 that very little data had 
been collected about the formation of salt in the swamp, we recommended to 
the Salt Department to post a special officer from May 1949 to October 1949 
to collect information on the following points: 

(a) the inlets through which the tidal waters from the Palk Strait enter 
the swamp; 

(b) the outlets through which this water flows into the Bay of Bengal; 

tc) the areas in the swamp that are inundated during these high tides; 

(d) a weekly record of the densi~y of brinp, and its depth at different; 
points; 

(e) the locations where the brine attains the maximum density; 

{f) the areas where the formation of salt first appears and the period takei! 
for it: 

(g) the analyses of samples of spontaneous salt collected from different 
points; 

(h) the date of commencement of the, rains, the amount: of~·rainfall and 
its effect on the density of brine and the salt formations; 

'(j) the streams that flow into the swamp during the rainy season; 

3.6.7 ·The Salt Department acted on our recommendation and appointed a 
Deputy Superintendent with two Inspectors to carry out this investigation. They 
have submitted a report, which is summarised below: 

(a) The high· tides started on· the 24th of May and continued for about a 
month. The tidal waters flowed into the swamp, continuously at two points, 
one about three miles and another about 5 miles to the \Vest of Point Ca.limere 
through an opening about 60 ft. wide and 2! to 3 ft. deep. In addition to this 
the sea water flowed into the swamp all along the coast, when the tides were 
particularly high and were accompanied by strong winds. 

(b) The tidal· waters overflowed into the Bay" of Bengal through a creek 
-situated to the south of the Vedaranyam salt factory. A part of this water 
was impounded by the Vadaranyam licensees and drawn through channels into 
their pits for supplementing their supply o£ brine. 

(c) By about the 6th of Jtme, the swttmp wes covered with brine to depths 
varying froiD: l to 2 ft. except for seven high maunds which remained above 
the wAtP.r levp,l and formed into seven little islands. 

{d) The density of the incoming brine was about 4 o Be' and at places it 
was as high as 11 o to 16o Be'. It was however, noticed that the density 
fll!ctuated from time to time t)Wing to tidal fluctuations and sporadic showers of 
ram. 
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(e) The spontaneous salt formation was- first noticed on the 8th of June, 
within 15 days at a distance of 4 furlongs from the Vedaranyam factoey. This 
was followed, by extensive formations all along · the swamp within a. week 
particularly opposite the villages of Kandinavayal, Thennadar and Pannal. In the 
last we;ek of June, the formations we,·a noticed all over the swan~p o·,·er nn 

.srea of 12 sq. miles. The thickness of the crust va.ried from l to l in. Calcu;. 
lating on the basis, that one acre inch of salt weighs 110 tons (a.bout 3,000 'mds.) 
the quantity of salt formed to an average thickness of ! inch in the swamp is. 
computed to be about 6 lakhs tons. (160 lakh mds). · 

(£) Analyses of three samples of spontaneous salt collected at three different 
points in the swamp is given in Table LXXXVTII: ' . 

'TABLE LXXXVIll.-COMPOSITION OF SPONTANEOUS SALT IN VENDARANYAM SWAMP 

(Percent. on dry baaia). 

" 
Sample·· Sam~le Sample 
No.1 No. No: 3 · · 
.. . .. .. 

odium chloride 96·80 96·10 98·30 ...... -· ...... .. 
alciwn s.ulphate . 0·22 0·73. 0~17 

gnesium sulpha~ 0·16 .. .. 
agnesium chloride . .. 0·01 0·15 -
,. .. 

Insolubles O:ti~. 2·6'(. O;i6 

Undetermined . 2·2~ 0·'69 -_\ ,., . ~ ·2~. 
.. 

'lOO~o- ~-oo·:oo 1001'()0 
... .. ) . . ·' 

The sodium chloride conten~ of all the samples can stand comparison with the 
best solar salt produced in India.- ' · " . --· 

(g) During this year, the rains commenced rather early in the season and 
15·53 inches were recorded by the end of September 1949. The first fall was 
recorded on 18th June and as it rai:ved only 10 cents, it did not 'bring aboufi 
any change in the density of brine or int~rfere with the salt formation. On 
2nd July, when there was a rain of 49 cents, it brought down the density o:f 
brine in certain portion of the swamp irom 27" to 25" Be', while in other 
parts to as bw as 9" Be'. The subaequent rains washed down a good portion 
-of the spontaneous salt. The rainfall in the swamp as recorded near the Veda
l'anyam factory is given below: 

Inches. 
June 0·10 
July 5·89 
August 8·41 
September 1·13 

Total 15·53 
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(h) About seven streams flow into the swamp carrying most of the flood 
water from the surrounding area. 

3.6.8 It-was reported that within two weeks of the entry of sea water into
the swamp, the brine over a large area reached-a density of 24" Be· to .\ ,\,!p:h 

of about 1 to 2 ft. This rapid rise in the density in such a short period was 
evidently due to the sea water dissolving the salt from the saline earth. If all 
the water which the receding tides leave behind in the swamp could be utilised 
for salt manufacture, the production would more thari meet the entire require
ments of the country. The Il}.ain problem in its utilisation is its storage and 
prevention of dilution by the rain water that flows into the swamp. This is a 
civil engineering problem which should be ·examined in detail if is found neces
sary to increase the production Qf salt in and near Vedaranyam. For the 
present we recommend that steps be taken to organise the collection of sponta
neoua salt on as extensive a scale as practicable. In addition salt could be 
produced for a period of about three months from the high density brine avail
able in the swamp in pans ~aid along the northern fringe of the ·swamp, provided 

· that arrangement is made for the transport of salt either into the interior ·Jr 
by canal to Topputurai or Negapatam for shipment to Calcutta. There is an 
area of about 400 acres to the South of the Vedaranyam factory on the south of 
the creek connecting the Bay of Bengal, which could be brought under salt 
cultivation by utilising the high density brine from the swamp. It is believed 
by the licensees in Vedaranyam that if this area were cultivated, the dust 
nuisance would be reduced. We do not attach any importance to this view 
but as the railway runs very close to this site, we recommend that it be brought 
under cultivation. The existing licensees might be given the first option te> 
develop this site· on a co-operative basis provided that they undertake to lay 
down salt works on model lines. 

3.6.9 Adirampatnam.-·'l'his factory is situated to the south of the Vedatan
yam swamp at a distance of about 40 miles from V edaranyam. It covers a 
cultivated area of about 358 acres and is worked by 10 licensees. An area of 240 
acres is worked by one licensee and another 84 acres by the Mettur Chemicals and 
Industrial Corporation Ltd. Both these licensebs work under the Modified 
Excise system. The remaining 34 acres are worked by eight licensees mainly 
under the Excise system. In the works of the biggest licensees, the area under 
reservoir, condensers and crystallisers is each of 80 acres which gives a ratio 
o! crystalliser to reservoir cum condenser of 1 : 2. · 

3.6.10 The Me.ttur Chemicals have distributed the 84 acres of cultivated 
area in their works as follows:-

Reservoirs 
Condensers 
Crystallisers . 
Crude salts and byproduct Crystallisers 

ToTAL 

54 acres 
9 .. 

18 " 
3 , 

84 " -
which gives ~ ratio ?f 1: 3·5. These works originally formed a part on the works 
run by the biggest licensee and were taken over by Mettur Chemicals in 1942 in 
order to produce s~lphate free salt for their alkali factory at Mettur Dam as 
the salt locally availa?le was contaminated with a high pe_rcentage of sulphates 
and cost them a considerable sum in purifying it. As the salt that was being 
produ?ed by the main licensees was also not upto the require.ment of the 
~hemwal plant,. Mettur Chemicals modified the salt works gradually 
.m uccord:1ace With tl:(' !ay(.;ui. sul_{gest.:d to them by the Trav~ncore ~.I::.dd 
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station. These modifications have cost about Rs. 30,000 and they have been• · 
carried out without loss of production, even for a single season. The brine
is mawn directly from _the sea and pumped into the reservoir which is divided 
into 5 unequal parts. By the time it reaches the last part of the reservoir,. 
the brine has attained a density of 15 • Ee'. It is then pumped into the first 
set of condensers which is divided into eight compartments, the size of each
being 350ft. x {30 tt,. From there it flows into the second set of condensers which 
is also divided into eight divisions and by the time the brine has· reached the 
last division of this set of condensers it attains a density of 23" Be'. The gypsum 
separates out in the last four divisions of the second set of condensers. The· 
condensed brir.e is then fed into 108 crystallisers each of 125 ft. x 40 ft. The 
bitterns are drained out at 28·5" Be' and the salt is scraped only after fresh 
condensM brine is fed into the crystallisers. The single irrigation system is
followed and salt is collected once in every 3 to 5 days when the crust is i to t 
inch thick. Some pans are also wnrked hy the accretion system where the· 
crust is allowed to grow for about 45 days before it is harvested. The bitterns 
are first discharged into the crude salt recovery pans . and thereafter taken to
the byproduct pans for the reccvery of crude magnesium sulphate by solar 
evaporation. This work is still in an experimental stage and needs to be deve
loped. A laboratory has been provided at the w.orks and is staffed by two· 
chemists who carry out apart from routine control tests and experiments on the 
accretion sy.stem p£ manufacture and the recovery of byproducts by solar evapo
ration. The salt produced is. of the heavy t_ype and the bulk of it is consumed 
by· the alkali plant at Mettur dam. The .small s~rplus· _ i\l sold but does not 
find a. ready market owing to the system of. sale-of. silJn-'by measure. ·The: 
manufacturers . claimed that, their· s~l~ had . 96-97 per cent. sodium chloride. 
Though the salt appeared . white in colour the analyses of samples collectgd by_ 
us sho.wed the sodium chloride content to be less than 95 ner cent aR' seen 
trom Table LXXXIX: 

TABLE LXXXIX.-CoMPOSITION . .OF f)-ALT.FRoM THE WoRKs oF l\IETTVJ;t CHEMICALS, 

A.DIRAMPATAM 

Single Irrigation Accretion I Crude 
Method Method salt 

Guindy j Wo•lo; 
Labora- Labora-

tory tory 

Soduim chloride . 94·?1 96·51 94·82 92·02 

Calcium sulphate 1·53 0·55 0·88 . 0·40 

Magnesium sulphate 0·15 1·09 0·38 1•38 

Magnesium chloride . 0·89 1·11 0·86 2·19 

Insolubles 1·28 o:74 0·36 0·95 

Undetermined .. 1·64 

1~~-00 1 

2 •70 3·06 

100·00 100 ·00 100.00 

The a.~alyses of the samples drawn by us were carried out by King's Institute 
at Gun~d,v, l\Iadras. A~ the fi~re of undetermined components reported by 
the Gumdy laboratory IS very high, we have therefore deemed it advisable
:to show in the above Table an analysis as ~ommunic~ted to us b, the 
manufacturers. · • 
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3.6.11 Even from the analysis furnished by the Works themselves, it would 
0 appear that proper control is not exercised in the discharge of the bitterns as 
-otherwise the presence of nearly 1 per cent. of magnesium sulphate in the salt 
could not be accounted for. This is in spite of the fact that separate crystallisers 
have been set apart for t.he recovery of crude salt from the bitterns. The per
.centage of gypsum is also comparatively high. This can be explained by the 
fact that the condenser area is inadequate to permit all the gypsum to separate 
out. We recommend that the areas under cultivation Q.e re-distributed as under 
so as to give an approximate ratio of 1 to 6 between the crystallisers and reser-

•voir ci1m condensers : 

Reservoir 
Condensers 
Crystallisers 
Crude salt and 

cry§!tallisers. 

. . 
byproduct 

Acres 
39 
30 
12 

3 

84 

-This" will result in an improvement in the quality of salt produced and salt will 
·then become better suited for the alkali industry. The· area· of the factory 
--should also be increased from 84 to 100 acres · and when this is done the areas 
·under cultivation should be increased proportionately. The cost of manufacture 
was given to us· at R~, 16-8-0 per ton {Re:·"o~9-8 per ind.) which compares 

:1avourably with the cost of similar salt· in Kathiawad. As the climatic' condi-
tions are favourable we recommend ' that the i multiple irrigation ° system be 

:adopted throughout the works in order to produce a"better quality of salt,' 
in,lprove the yield a.nd "reduce the cosf In offeriiig this criticism, we should 

·not be misunderstood. We have no hesitation· in saying that of ·all thE;J wor1rif 
in the Madras Province we have visited, the works of Mettur Chemicals are 
-the best and deserve to be congratulated on theil" initiative in adopting scientific 
:.methods of manufacture. We commend their example to other licensees not 
only in Adirampatnam but throughout the Madras Province. 

3.6.l2 Negrtpatam, Tambikottai, Kattumavadi, Theethandathanam, Vatta-
·nam· and Morekolam.-Except for the Tambikottai factory, the other factories 
in Adirampatnam Circle are small and cover a.n area from 33 acres to 77 acres. 
As we did not visit any of these factories, we are unable to comment on the 

.quality of their salt, but it will be seen from Table LXXII that the -'ratio of 
crystallisers to reservoir cum condensers in all the cases is extremely unsatis
factory. We recommend that the areas in these factories should in the first 
instance be increased to 100 acres each and the areas be redistributed to give 
. a. ratio· of 1: 4 to 1 : 6 depending upon the density of brine used. 

3.6.-13 The production of salt in the Adirampatnam Circle for the three years 
1946 to 1948 is shown in Table XC: 

1 

2 

3 

TABLE XC.-PRODUCTION OF SALT IN ADIRAMPATNAM CIRCLE 1946--1948 

-
1946 1947 1948 

Tons Mds. Tons I 1\Ids. 
Tons I Mds. I 

I 
! 

. Negapatam 1,690 46,000 1,400! 38,000 3,310 9),00.) 

. Vedaranyam 0 29,030 7,90,000 39,570 10,77,000 64,140 17,46,000 

10.540 1 
I 

• Adirampatnam 2,87,000 I s, 140 1,48,000 23,470 6,39,000 
I 
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TABLE XC (contd.) 
-' 

1946 1947 1948 

T.>ns Mds. Tons -, Mds. . Tons Mds: 
-----

4. Tambikottai 1,730 47,000 620 17,000 .5,030 1,37,000 

.5. Kattumavadi • 3,780 1,03,000 3,080 84,000 4,520 1,23,000 

-6. Theethandathanam 2,530 69,000 660 18,000 . 3,310 90,000 

"7. Vattanam 3,230 88,000 2,020 55,000 4,560 1,24,000 

.8. Morekolam 2,530 69,000 990 27,000 '5,840 ' 1,59,000 
---- ----

I 55,060 14,99,000 1 53,780 14,64,000 1,14,140 31,08,000 

-3.7 Tuticorin Circle 
3.7.1. Salt is manufactured along the coast. of the Gulf of. Man!lSr. for a 

distance of 60 miles starting from Vepaloda~ in the North to Kulasekara~at'nam 
in- the South. There are 10 factories in this circle and all of. them are situated_ 
in the Tinnevelly District. V epalodai and Arasadi are to the_ north 'of 'J;uticorin, 
Sevandakulam, Levingipuram, Karapad, Urani and Urani Extension ar~. ~ound, 
Tuticorin Town whilst Armuganeri, Kayalapatnam a:qd KulasekaraP,aiinllo~ ~~ 
to the south of Tuticorin. These factories c.over an a.r.ea of abo.ut 1,500 a~res_. 
We visited the factories at Lev.ingipuram, l(arapad, "(Trani_ and 'urimi E~tensi.on. 
In addition, small scale manufacture is. practised e:;tensiv:ely 'under th~ 10 ~c~ 
-concessions. The total area of such small works is equal to about l;th the area. 
<>f the factories. · These small works, usually. adjpin the swamps_ in th;is Q.rea. 
and their production is supplemented by tlfe Ppontaneous salt fon;patiqn.s ~-the. 
:Swamps. The. rainfall varies from 14·5 to 50 inc_hes, most o( ~t' falijp.g iJJ.. 
November and December. Sligh.tt.·\:!howers are, however, experienc_ed during_ th~ 
-south-west monsoon, i.e., in the months of March. and. April. The rainfall even,. 
in the months of November and December is not heavy and. in_ ye~ of low;
rainfall the factories work without a break. The manufacturing season there
fore extends for 10 months in the year. The innumerable bays and swamps and 
the subsoil sources of high density brine add to the suitabij.ity of this circle for 
salt manufacture. In spite of these excellent facilities, salt is manufactured, 
by the single irrigation system and the salt produced is inferior in quality. Table 
XCI shows the average rainfall for the ten years 1938-1947 at Karapad together 
with the maximum and minimum in a month in any particular year. 

January 

February 

ill arch 

April 

:\lay 

June 

July 

TABLE XCI.-RAINFALL. AT KARAPAD 1938-1947. 
(in inches) 

Average--- Maximum Minimum 

0·82 4·03 0·00 

0·97 3·04 0·00 

1·35 4·40 0·00 

2·32 5·67 0·27 

0·83 3·06 0·00 

0·40 3·76 0·00. 

0·02 0 ·IS' I 0·00 



August 

September 

October 

November. 

December 
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TABLE XCI (contd.) 

TOTAL 

Average 
----

0·06 

0·42 

3'·84 

7·88 

4·90 
----

23·81 

Maximum Minimum 

0·27 0·00 

1·73 0·00 

10·34 1·08 

27·30 0·00 

17·87 0·08 
---- ----

3.7.2. Vepalodai anci Arasadi:-These two factories cover a cultivated area 
of 89 acres and 51 acres respectively. The V epalodai factory is run by a 
single licensee under the Modified Excise system; its source of brine is the 
sea and the brine ·is pumped into a reservoir covering an area of 42 acres. The 
condensers and crystallisers are 16 and 31 acres respectively and give a ratio 
of crystallisers to reservoir cum condensers of 1: 1·9. The factory at Arasadi 
is worked by 14 licensees. The brine·is used both from the sea and pits. 
The pit· brine varies in density frotu 7o to. 10" Be'. . . As these factories are 
small uneconomical units, .we recommend that they should be extended to 
a minimum o! 100 acres each. . 'l'hP. -fAP.torv nt A rst~stCii ~honlil also be worked 
as· a. sing1~ co-operative unit. 

3.7.3 Savandakulam.-This· factocy covers an area of 217 'acres and is run 
by 30 licensees.· ·Pit brine .is mainly used which is sometimes supplemented 
with sea brine. Some of the bigger lessees use pumps to dra~ brine from 
the· sea, whilst at the pits the usual picotahs are used. The ratio of crystalliser 
to reservoir cum condensers is 1: 1·4 which is totally inadequate and the areas 
should be redistributed to give a ratio of 1 : 4. 

3.7.4 Levingipuram.-The cultivated area in the factory is 204 acres and 
is. worked by 101 licensees·. The brine is obtained in the small works from 
pits and is lifted with picotahs. The pit brine varies from 8" to 13" Be' in 
density. In the larger works the pit brine is supplemented by' sea brine. 
About 74 acres of this factory viz., Levingipuram, plot No. 111 was laid out 
by Government in 1918 as a model factory and worked departmentally for a 
short time, but it was leased out in 1921 and is still worked by a private 
party. It has 4 acres under reservoirs and 35 acres each under condensers and 
crystallisers. It has the advantage of supply of pit brine as well as sea brine 
and can become a model to the surrounding factories. \Vhen it was first laid 
out by Government,· the areas of the crystallisers, condensers and reservoirs 
were properly proportioned, but since then the lessees have redistributed them 
on the same lines as the remaining factories in this area. We understand 
that the original lease of the factory has already expired and that only shoct 
extensions have been given to the lessee. \Ve recommend that this factory 
should be remodelled on the lines ·suggested by us in the Chapter on Model 
Factories and Research Stations and run departmentally by Government as 
a Model Factory. 

3. 7.5 .Karapad.-The total cultivated area of the factory is about 190 acres 
and is worked by 47 licensees. The tngest works cover 124 acres and is known 
as the Machado factory. The area of reservoir is 51 acres and the ratio of the 
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sreas of crystalliser to condenser cum reservoir is 1 : 2. . The brine is drawn 
from the sea through a creek and is lifted manually. These works are in. no 
way different in layout and quality of salt produced fro~ the s~all hol?-ings 
in the rest of the factory. These works should be relaid to gtve a ratio of 
1 : 5 and the smaller licensees should be combined tG form into a co-operative 
unit having a minimum of 100 acres under cultivation. 

3.7.6 Urani.-The total cultivated area of this f~ctory is 323 acres and is 
worked by 7 licensees. The largest unit consists of 124 acres and 'is worked 
under the Modified Exs:ise system; the ratio of the areas of crystalliser to 
reservoir cum condenser is 1: 1·5. The brine is drawn from the sea· through a 
channel and is lifted with electric pumps. Another 39 acres which origina.lly 
formed a part of these works are now worked as an independent uD,it with 7 
acres under reservoir.:; arid 16 acres each under crystalliser and condensers. 
This factory also draws brine from the sea· b:y means of pumps .~nd aa the 
channel carrying the brine is fairly long, the brine attains a density of. 5° to 
6" Be' by the time it reaches the reservoirs. These works should· be ·merged. 
either with the parent works or with the remaining four small licensees to 
form a single co-operative unit of 131 acres. The areas should be redistributed 
.so as to give a ratio of 1: 5. 

3.7.7 Urani Extension.-This factory covering 335 acres of cultivated area 
was laid out in 1944 and is run by a single licensee, the Tuticorin Salt 
_Refineries Ltd. It is better laid out than the other factories with 99 acres 
-of reservoirs, 17 4 acres of condensers and 62 acres of crystallisers giving a 
.ntio of crystalliser to condenser cum reservoir of 1: 4·4. The brine is drawn 
from the sea through a long channel and is lifted into the reservoir with 

.electric pumps. The terms of li~~nce of this faetory provide that they should 
pro~uce salt fit for the Bengal market but they have not yet achieved a quality 

·suitable for this market. I£ they were to change over to the multiple irrigation 
:::ystem, the appearance and quality of their salt could be considerably improved. 
At present they follow the single irrigation system and scrape the salt every 
3 or 4 days when it has formed only as a thin crust. This frequent scraping 
.contaminates the salt with clay and discolours it. By adopting the multiple 
irrigation system and allowing the crust to grow from 3 to 4 inches and maintain
ing a proper control on the density of the brine, salt of much better appearance 
and quality could be harvested, which after crushing would be more acceptable 
to the Bengal market. 

3. 7.8 Kayalpatnam and Armuganeri.-These factories are situated· close to 
~ach other towards the south of Tuticorin and cover a cultivated area of 70 
and 158 acres respectively. 'rhe former factory is sub-divided into 280 small 
holdings and the latter into 90 holdings. The brine is mainly obtained from 
pits but it is supplemented by sea brine. These works are badly laid out and 
run on privitive linrs. \Ve recommend that the area of the Kayalpatnam 
factory be increased to lOU acres and both of them converted into co-operative 
concerns and worked as single units. 

3.7.1) Kulasekarapatnam.-This is a small factory covering only 18 acres 
of cultivated area and is run by a single lil!ensee. The source of brine is a 
river creek through which the sea water rises during tides. A pump is used 
to lift the brine into the reservoir. The ratio of crystalliser to reservoir cum 
condenser is 1:2. This factory is an uneconomic unit and should be extended 
to 100 acres and should be relaid to give a ratio of 1: 5. 

3. 7.10 The production of salt in the Tuticorin, Circle for the three ·;rears 
:1946 to 1{148 is shown in Tal>le XCI,(, 



TABLE XCII.-PRooucTION OF SALT 1::-. TuTICORilll' CIRCLE 1940---1948 

1946 1Q47 I 1948 

' 
~ 

Tons Mds. Tons Mds. Tons 1\Ids. 
----- -------- ------l. Vepalodai 9,220 2,51,000 8,160 2,22,000 12,970 3,53,000· 

2- Arasadi . 6,360 1,73,000 7,090 1,93,000 8,450 2,30,000· 

3. Seven:dakulam 36,840 10,03,000 33,650 9,16,000 46,870 12, 76,00()-

4. Levingipuram 24,500 6,67,000 31,960 8,70,000 36,370 9,90,000· 

5. Karapad 23,510 6,40,000 '20,130 5,48,000 29,130 7,93,00()> 

6. Urani 30,380 8,27,000 30,270 8,24,000 38,020 10,35,000• 

'1. Urimi Extension. 5,220 1,42,000 6,720 1,S3,000 14,400 3,92,000<-

8. Kayal Ratnam 9,840 2,68,000 10,140 2, 76,000 11,940 3,25,00() 

9. Armugneri (Keera- 17,520 4,77,000 18,220 4,96,000 22,190 6,04,00()> 
nur). 

1,66,340 145,28,000 TOTAL 1,63,390 44,48,000 2,20,340 59,98,000 
I 

'rhe analyses of samples of salt drawn by us from some of the factories during 
our visit are shown in Table XCIII: -

TABLE XCIII.-CoMPOSITION OF SALT IN TuTICORIN CIRCLE 
(P~rcent ; O'l Jry basis) 

Levingipu- Kurapad Urani U:tlicenced 

ram No. l 
-----

Sodium chloride 92·22 90·1:14 95·47 96·62 

Calcium sulphate 1·87 1·88 0·30 0·35 

Magnesium sulphate 0·5.3 2 ·16 1·19 0·63 

Magnesium chloride I 2·74 1·73 1·75 0·86 

Insolubles 0·521 2·24 0·04 0·46 
- I 

Undetermined 2 ·(·0 ' I· !5 1·25 1·08 0 I 

I 
---·- I ----- ----

TOTAL lOU ·0(• I ll\>·Cv 100·00 100·00 

factorie 

No.2 

95·84 

0·73 

0·59 

0·88 

0:64 

1·32 

100·00 

From these analyses, it will be !;e~a that the purity of salt varies from 90-8-1· 
to 96-62 per cent. Kotv,·ithstanding t:J.e f<1ct that the conditions of manufac
ture are far from satisfactory, the unlicer~ccd factories appear to produce better 
salt than some of the iicenced factories. \\" e were told that some of thQ 
enlightened manufacturers who wished to modify the:r layout aml adopt modern 
methods of manufacture to produce salt of better quality were deterred from 
doino- so for fear the product wuuld be of the heavy variety and wou!d not 
find 

0 
a market within the province and the neighbouring areas where salt is 

wld by measure. 
4. Annual Production and tQuality. 

4.1 The total production of salt in thp. ~fadrac; S+at~ for all the circles for.
the· three years 1946 to 1948 IS summarist~d i~ _'lab!~· ~Ll ~ . 

-



TABLE XCIV .-ANNUAl, PnonucT.ION OF SALT IN MADRAS 1946-48 

- ----· 
I 1946 

Nnme of CiMle 1----- -I Tons 1\Ids. 
-------- ----- ----

a) Naupil.da . . 89,260 24;30,000 

b) Pennuguduru. 73,800 20,o9;ooo 

I ( c) Madra.~ . 87,830 23,1H,OOO 

( d) ~uddalore 44,120 12,01,000 

e) 'Adirampat.nam 55,060 14,99,000 

'1947 
-----

'Tons 1\lds. 
·-------~ 

1,42, 710 38,85,000 

' 27,61,000 1,01,420 

1;14,650 31,21,000 

~5,140 15,01,000 

53,780 : i4;~4.000 

19 48 

·Tons 
---

·1;12,66 

. l,l0;5o 

1,70,41 

. 1\lds. 

0 30,67,000 

0 30,09,000 . 

0 . 46,39,000 • . 
80,4 80 21,91,000. 

·1',14,1 

f) 'Tutioorin (. 1,63,390 44,48,000 1,66,340 45,28,000 . 2,20,3 

80 3i,08,000. 

40 59,98,000,., 

70 2,20,12,00~ 
--

5,13,460 1,39, 7!!,000 6,34,040 · I, 72,60,000 '8,08,5 

'l'his production whic? represents about _o_ne-third of the _t?tal production ot 
lndia places l\Iadras m the foremost positiOn among the various salt producing 
Htate;~ in the country. 

4.2 We have already given the analyses of salt produced in the different' 
eircles of 1Iadras. The sodium chloride content of manufactured salt varies-
from 89·20 to 96·92 per cent. One o£ the samples of spontaneous salt which· 
w~ collected from the V edaranyam swamp showed as high a sodium chloride
content us 98·30 per cent. The fact that the quality varies not so much 
from circl.e to circle as from footory to factory in the same circle, and the 
further fact that salt of fair qnality is being actually produced in some of 
the factories show that there is no natural obstacle in the way of manufacture 
of sa!t of good quality if only proper attention were paid to the method adopted. 
\V e have made detailed recommendations for improving the quality in the 
previous paragraphs. 

4.2.1 One factor which is res.ponsible in a larger degree than any other, 
for the poor quality of salt is the prevailing practice of sale by measure which· 
bas ·led to the manufacture of lighter and lighter varieties as in Bombay and 
'l'ravancore. Another factor which is also responsible for the impure quality 
of salt is the mistaken notion that a larger yield could be obtained by .dis-· 
propm·tio.1atel,v inerea::.i~1g the area under crystallisers. In the Madras facto- . 
ries. the ratio of the areas of crystalliser to reservoir cum conaensers '¢aries 
from 1:5, at the l'rani Extension factory in Tutic:orin Circle to 1: 0·01 at the 
Cuddalore factory in the Cuddalore Circle. These excessive areas under crys
tallisers givP. rise to production of salt containing impurities "like gypsum, 
magnesi,~rn sulphate and magnesium chloride besides insolubles. 'l'he pre

sence of insolubles is invariably due to the fact that the manufacturers resort 
to frequent scmpings in the harvesting of thin layers of salt following the 
single irrigation method and thereby collect along with salt, dirt and clay 
from the beds of the pans. In some cases, it has been reported that clay is 
evP.n raked up with the salt to discolour it with a view to meeting the pre. 
judice:; of those markets where, it is alleged, that only dark coloured salt would 
sell. ' 

4.2.2 As the !\Iadras Presidency has two distinct types of climatic· zones, 
we recommend that. in the factories south of Madras Circle, i.e.,- in Cuddalo~e • 

. Adirarnpatnam and . Tutic~rin the ·single irrigation ·system shou,ld .. be. replaced'~ 
:. by_ the , m ~lti~le irriga~~on -,~:y~tem.:: . In _th~ · ~o~th~:~ -~cir'cl~f qf, N ~tlpa,d,a/p~n-
. nuguduru and 1\fadras, the smgle ll'rigation system may be anowed to contmue .. 
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4.2.3 Furthermore the production of the light variety of salt should gra· 
.dually give place to the heavy varietY'. For Bombay and Travancore, wE 
have made the same recommendation. While in the Bombay Province man, 

.of the factories already produce a part of their salt in the heavy variety, rn 
l\Iadras, except for the factory of Mettur Chemicals at Adirampatnam and the 
factory at Markanam, the manufacture of heavy variety is unknown. The 
problem . of switching over to the production of heavy salt is beset with 
difficulties. For Bombay, we have recommended that the transition should 
take place within a period of 3 years because the manufacturers are already 

.conversant with the process of manufacturing the heavy variety. In Madras, 
however, the change over might take longer than 3 years. \Ve recommend 
that the .production of heavy variety should be introduced simultaneously in 
all the circles. In the two southern most circles of Tuticorin and Ad.iram
patnam, the change over should be completed within a period of three years, 
whilst in the remaining four circles, it may extend to five years. The Tuti
coriu and Adirampatnam licensees have the advantage of remodelling their 
works on the lines of the re,yout adopted by Mettur Chemicals and obtaining 
guidance and advice from the Model Factory in Travancore. For. the other 
circles, the Salt Department should depute some of their officers in the Madras 
Province to visit the Travancore Model Factory, the worlis of the l\Iettur 

..Chemicals as also the factories in Kathiawad and Kutch with a view to adopt
ing the methods followed for producing the heavy variety of salt. 

4.2.4 We reiterate the recommendation made in previous chapters that 
legislation be passed prohibiting the sale of salt by measure in Madras. If 
this is done, it would encourage the Madras manufacturers to change over 
more quickly to the production of heavy variety. The Tuticorin and Adiram
patnam manufacturers have expressed to us their 'willingness to take to the 
heavy variety j£ Government impose this ban. In this connection, ·the Madras 
Government might well follow the example set by the Government of Bombay, 
who have recently declared their intent~on to stop the sale of salt by measure 
in stages. This order has already come into force in some of the districts of 
Bombay and is expected to be extended throughout the province in due 
.course. 

5. Improvement and Extensions. 

5.1 In the previous paragraphs, we have already dealt with the improve
ments to be carried out in the factories in each circle. The common defect 
that we have seen in almost all the factories is that the al'eas provided under 
condensers and reservoirs are jnadequate; the condensing area is ridiculously 

small particularly where pi·~ brine is used. \V e have, therefore, recommended 
a redistribution of the areas under cultivation in order to obtain a ratio of 
1:4 to 1 : 7 between the crystallisers and reservoir cum condensers. ~, e have 
also recommended that wherever the factories are below 100 acres in extent, 
they should be brought upto 100 acres. Furthermore, those factories which 

. are operated by a number of small licensees should be combined into co
operative groups and worked as single units of not less than 100 acres each. 
An important source of supply which has not yet been tapped is the sponta
neous salt formed in the Vedaranyam swamp. If the collection of this salt 
is organised properly, several hundred thousands of tons could be collected 
annually. During our visit to the various circles, we heard complaints that 
owing to the zonal restrictions in the distribution of salt, a large quantity 
of salt was not being cleared and had accumulated in the factories. Both at 
Tuticorin and Vedaranyam we were tol<1 by the manufacturers that they saw 
no purpose in increasing production until more markets were made available 
to them. It was alsc urged that salt as now produced should be utilised to 
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meet the defieit of the Bengal market. disregarding the quality demanded by 
the consumers. \V e have not seen our way to acMpt this recotnmendation, 
as we do not think it desirable in the interest of thl! country W reduce the 
standard of salt or to· compel communities whicH are used to a purer salt to 
consume inferior grades. We are satisfied thll.t. with a little more care, it 
should be possible to improve the qua1ity and yield of Madras salt substantieJly 
in order to meet the requirements of quality of the Calcutta market. Madras 
is already making a substantial contribution to the production of the country 
and we do not recommend that any new salt works be opened in this Province. 
If the existing factories were remodelled, we believe that the production could 
be considerably improved and a much larger yield obtained. The average 
yield of salt in the Madras circles based on the production for the three years_ 
1946-48 is shown in Table XCV. 

TABLE XCV.-YIELD oF SALT PER A"cRE IN MADRAS CnicLEs 

Yield per acre 
Area. 

Circle under cultiva.£iori · Tona Mds 

Acres 
Na.upada. : 4,310 26- 726 

Pennuguduril 3,022 32 . 858 

lladras 3,659 ,34 920 

Cuddalore 2,058 29 793 

_-\dirampatna.m . 1,<M3 71 . 1,935. 

Tuticorin _, .. J.655 1l2 3,045 

TOTAL' 15,747 Average 42 1,130 

Considering the density of brine used, these yields are far from satisfactory: 
In the northern circles of Naupada and Pennuguduril the manufacturing season 
is similar to that of the Bombay Province; whereas in the Madras and 
Cuddalore circles the season is even longer than in Bdmbay. · For Bombay 
factories we have estimated that the yield, by a proper- redistribution of the. 
areas under cultivation, could be increased to 50 tons (1,360 mds.) pet acre. 
In ~Iadras in view of the fact that many of the factories in these four circles 
use pit brine of densities varying from 6° to 10° Be', we estimate that on an 
average the production in these four circles co~d be increased to 60. tons- pet 
acre per annum. This estimate is not excessivE: in view of. the fact that the 
factories of Pakala. in the Pennuguduru Circle, Tada in the Madras Circle and 
Cuddalore in the Cuddalore Circle already yield appreciably ·more than 6d 
t')llS (1,630) mds.) per acre. In the Adirampatnam e.nd Tuticorin circles, high 
density pit brine is generally. used. The season at both these centres is 
longer than in northern circles of Madras, and we, therefore, estimate the 
average annual production in the Adirampatnam Circle at 150 tons per ac.re, 
as we have estimated for the Travancore works which use 6° to so Be' brine .. 
In the Tuticorin circle, many of the factories are already obtaining yields 
appreciably in excess of 150 tons per acre, and as the manUfacturing season 
is of at least 10 months' duration, we do not think that a yield of 200 tons,. 
per acre (5,440 mds.) would be an over-estimate. On the basis of these 
estimates, the annual production in Madras Province could be stepped up as 
given in Table XCVI: 
!:.7 I. &: B. 
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TABLE XCVI.-ESTlMATED PRODUCTION IN MADRAS PROVL"<CE 

Area un- Estimated Yield 
Circle der cui-

tivation Per acre 
. 

Total -------
Acres Tons 1\lds Tons ,Mds .. 

Naupada. . 4,310 60 1,630 2,58,100 70,25,000. 

Pennuguduru . . . 3,022 60 1,630 ),81,000 49,26,000' 

Madras . . 3,659 60 1,630 2,19,100 59,64,000. 

Cuddalore 2,058 60 1,630 1,23,500 33,62,00{) 

Adirampatnam . 1,043 150 4,080 1,56,400 42,58,000. 

Tuticorin. . 1,655 200 5,440 3,30,700 90,03,000' 
---

TOTAL . 15,747 Average 80 2,180 12,68,800 3,4 5,38,00() 

-
In amvmg at these · estimates, we have not tak_en into consideration the 

extension of some of the smaller factories, which we have recommended. It 
will, therefore, be seen that :Madras can easily step up its production to half 
of the total present requirement of India. We have previously referred to 
the need for dispersing the production of the country as widely as possible 
with a view to ensuring easy distribution without long haUlages. In the case 
of Kathiawad and Kutch which are vast potential sources of production, we 
have recommended that further expansion should aim only at meeting the 
deficit in Bengal and developing export markets. Similarly, we are of the 
opinion that further expansion of the area under cultivation in Madras also 
should be contemplated only for the two purposes stated above. \Ve have 
already drawn attention to the huge potentialities of the Vedaranyam swamp 
as a source of supply of salt. A decade hence, views regarding optimum 
consumption in India for domestic, industrial and agricult~al purposes are 
likely to undergo a radical change. Coupled with the possibilities also of 
developing an export trade in salt, we visualise that the tapget of production 
in India will increase substantially. Like Kathiawad and Kutch, the Madras
Province, as a whole in general and Vedaranyam in parti{!ular, will have a 
large contribution to make to the future expansion of the salt production in 
India. We recommend that· investigations be initiated to determine the 
fasffibility of large scale production of salt as a. long range project at the 
Vedaranyam swamp. 

6. Sta.f! and· Organisation. 

6.1 We did not come across any technical personnel in the factories we 
visited except at the works of Mettur Chemicals at Adirampatnam. Even in 
case of the large works, no arrangements exist for control of the manufacturing 
operations or the quality of salt produced. ' The hydrometer is occassionally met 
with but it is doubtful if it is ever used as a. routine works practice. This 
defect should be remedied and the larger works be induced to- take on their 
staff technically qualified personnel and to establish analytical laboratories for 
chemical control of the manufacturing operations. 

6.2 The labour employed in the salt factories total about 30 to 40 thousand. 
h is drawn usually from the neighbouring villages and is engaged for the dura
tion of the manufacturing season which Ttlries from 6 months in the factories 
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in the north to about 10 months in the factories in the south. The factories 
in Naupada and Pennuguduru circles employ labour on a contra_ct basis. The 
workers are paid at rates varying from Rs .. 30 to Rs. 50 per gar'ce of 120 mds. 
(4·4 tons) of salt manufactured and delivered at the stores. The labourers 
work in the patches or gangs and during the rainy season find employment in 
agriculture. In the other circles labour is employed on daily wages which 
varies from Rs. 1-4-0 to Rs. 2-8-0 per day for s-killed labour and from Re. 0-10-0 
to Rs. 1-4-0 per day for unskilled labour. 

7. Capital Block. 

7.1 Many of the old factories were not able to give us an idea of the capital 
cost incurred on their construction. Out of 15,096 acres of cultivated are~, 
the capital investment in factories covering about 7,500 acres was reported to 
be of the order of Rs. 75 lakhs. This comes to an average of Rs. 1,000 per 
acre and on this basis the total capital may be ~omputed at R~. 150 lakM. 
Considering the primitive state of most of the factories, this cost appears to 
be high. 

8. Cost of Production. 

8.1 According to the figures furnished by the manufacturers, the cost of 
production of salt in the Madras factories varies from Rs. 5-7-0 per ton 
(Re. 0-3-2 per md.) to Rs. 35-10-6 per t-on (Rs. 1-5-0 per md.). Some of the 
larger factories have given the break-up of their cost of production as shown 
in Table XCVII: 

TABLE XCVII.-BREAK-UP OF Cosr OF PRODUCTION IN_· MADRAS FACTORIES. 

Per ton Per t_on 

Rs. as. ps. Rs. as, ps. 

(a) Cost of pumping and labour 7 7 0 to 13 1 8 

(b) Maintenance including repairs and 0 3 0 to ... ·; 3 3·8 
bet tennent 

(c) Supervision and overheads 0 5 6 to 1 13 4 

(d) Rents, rate and taxes 0 1 0 to 0 14 2 

(e) Depreciation 0 3 0 to 0 5 3 

(/) liisc. charges 0 4 6 to 3 2 4 

To_TAL 8 8 0 22 8 5 

or Re. 0 5 0 per md. to Re 0 13 3 per md. 

8.2 There is a large variation in the statements furnished DY different 
factories in the figures of cost of manufacture as well as in the break-up of 
this cost., Many of the works have either omitted items like depreciation, in
terest on capital, taxes etc. or not adequately provided for them. Since most of 
th'cl factories do not maintain detailed accounts for which an accurate, itemised 
break-up of cost could be obtained, we consider, that the figures supplied 
to us are prob9:bly based on conjecture. As the factories in t.he Naupada and 
Pennuguduru circles pay for the salt produced on a contract basis and they 
eannot present a break-up of cost because the only direct. expenditure that 
the management incurs is on repairs, main~,nance 39it up-keep of plant and 
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machinerv. We also noticed that there· was little difference in the cost ~ 
productioil between the larger and smaller- works in. the factories north :;,! 
Madras i.e. in the Naupada and Pennuguduru circles. This is mainly due to 
the fact that the so-called larger works are in practice sub-divided into small 

. units each worked more -or less independently by a gang of labourers. Thus 
even the few licensees who own larger works, have fragmented their holdinga 
intb small uneconomic units. They could reduce their cost of production con
siderably if they conduct the manufacturing operations by employing labour 
for each item of work instead of leaving the entire operations to gangs of 
labourers ·on a contract basis. · 

8.3 The cost of production works out to Rs. 15-4-0 per ton (Re. 0-9-0 a 
maunu) on an average. The cost of bags, weighing and filling charges, cost 
of transport from the works to the nearest railway sidings or booking stations, 
handling charge!:! and the cess payable to Government' have to be added in 
order to arrive at the f.o.r ~. cost. On an average, the cost per ton for these 
items will be as follows : 

<:;ost of gunny bags • 
Cost of filling and weighing 
Transport to railway sidings or sta-

tion. 
Handling chargJS 
Cess- .. 

Rs. as. ps. 
23 13 0 
2 8 10 
5 9 8 

1 11 3 
3 6 6 

Total . 36 !I 3 
or Re. 1-5-6 per md. 

'l'he cost of salt delivered packed at the nearest railway station therefore, 
works- out to Rs. 51-13-3_ per ton (Rs. 1-14-6 per md.) and allowing for s margin 
-of profit of Rs. 3-6-6 per ton (Re. 0-2-0 per md.) to the manufacturers, the 
~elling price would be Rs. 55-3-9 per ton (Rs. 2-0-6 per md.) which is on the 
high side for the quality 'of salt manufactured in Madras. 

:9. Sales and Distribution. 

9.1 The salt produced in the Madras factories meets the entire requirements 
:>f the :Madras Presidency and · Coorg and 40 per cent. of the requirements of 
Orissa, 18 per cent. of Central Provinces & Berar (1\fadhya Pradesh), 44 per cent. 
:>f Hyderabad and 56 per cent. of 1\fysore. Under the zonal distribution 
scheme drawn up by the Salt Department, Madras factories have been grouped 
into 4 zones and a separate area has been allotted to each zone for markett.ing 
its salt. Manufacturers in a.U the producing centres complained that the 
markets allotted to them were not able to consume their output. There is 
no doubt that the potential capacity of these producing centres is in excess 
of the requirements of the markets allotted to them. The only outlet that can 
be found for the surplus salt is the Bengal market provided the Madras manu
facturers produce at an economic cost a quality of salt acceptable · to that 
market. The Madras factories are situated at a shorter distance from Calcutta 
than the Kathiawar factories and many of them enjoy equa.lly good natural 
facilities for_ the manufacture of salt. Convenient port facilities are available 
to many of these producing centres to ship salt to Calcutta, and we understand 
that shipping space has been specially providecl by Government for the Tuticorin 
manufacturers to enable them to send salt to Calcutta. By improving their 
layouts ana methods of manufacture, the Madras factories should be in a. 
position to produce sa.Jt of a quality acceptable to. the Calcutta market and 
IL:!Hv•u• it R.t. r.omnPtit.ivA ratPs. 
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. (a) Naupada Circle . 
. 
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(i) The Maharaja Qf .Parlakimidi',s works at Pundi should .giv~ -a bett.er yield 
than it does at present. Its ar.ea. of crystalliser is disproportionately largH 
us compared with the area . under condensers. The . areas ahould be re-distri
buted in order to give a ratio of 1 :7 between t.he crystallisers and :r.eservoir cum 
condensers. The area of the. other factory at 'Pundi should also be .re-distri
buted to th.e same ratio of 1:7 to give a still better yiel~ (3.2 .. 1 and 3.,2.2.). 

(ii) The layout of the Bhavanapadu factory should be modified and the areas 
re-distributed to give a ratio of •1:6. . (3.2:.4.). 

(iii) 'l.'he layout of the Naupada factories should be modified and the a.re!l.s 
re-distributed ·to suit -the average density of 'brine . used. (3.2.6} 

(ivt) 'l.'he factories at )ronda and Bimilipa~am 'should. b,e increased to 100 
acre& and relaid in the r[ltio of 1:7 and worked as 'single units on co-operative 
lines. The factories at C~lingapatam ttnd Ba.Iacheruvu ·should be similarly 
relaid. · (3,2.8} 

(v) Production in NaQpada circle can be more .than doubled by re-distributing 
the areas under cultivation. For those factories, using sea ·brine the ratio
should be 1:7; those using pit brine in addition to the sea brine it should .be 1:6. 

(3.2.9), 

(vi) We do not. recommend ,the c9nstruction of new salt works ·on the 
Kakrapalli swamp .for supplying s11olt to .the proposed soda ash factory at 
Sindri. If s9,lt .production in the :Naupada Circle increflSes by a ,~e-distribution 
of the areas under cultivation, the 

1 
~xisting works would .be _able -to meet a 

large J>art of the requirements of ··sindri. .(3.2.10) 

(b) J>ennuguduru Circle. 

(i) The Pollavaram factory should be relaid so as to give a ratio of 1:7. 
'l'he licensees should . .also be combined ·.to .work ·the ·factory as ·a .single unit. 
As this factory is .a Go\\ernment .factory, -the cost of relaying should be borne 
by Government and ,recovered from the ·licensees :in easy instalments: (3.3.2; 

(ii) The factories in Jagannaickpur, Guruzanapalli, Pennuguduru and 
Pendraka should also. be re~distributed in the ratio of 1: 'J to give better ,qua.Iity 
of salt and a 'higher yield. · .(3.3.~) 

(iii) As there is a $ortage oJ !:>rin~ .at ~laQginapadi, Chinnaganjam North, 
Chinnaganjam South and ,Pakala, a tria.l tu~~ ~v.ell should .b~ .sunk in each 
of these factories to determine the avail~.Pility .of .brine supJ>lY and ,the economic. 
depth to which wells should be sunk. · · (3.3.4) 

(iv) The Ka.nup11rti factory should be permitted to ma.nufaatur.e and sell 
so,lar salt, provided they U.lildertake to produce salt .of 9:1' .• 98 .per .eent. sodium: 
chloride content. T,he factory should also·tbe )l'elaid in the ratia of 1:5. The
Railway frejght OI;J. s.alt from Ka.nupa.rti to Calcutta should .be ~educed to Rs. 
~0--6-8 per ton Re. 0-12-0 per md. so that its production could be -sold in earn
petition with Kathiawad salt. (3.~.5} 

(c) Madras Circle. 

(i) The areas .of the factories ~u othis Circl~ should be re-distributed. As' 
most of the factories use pit brine :the ratio should be 1 :.5. Smail licensees· 
ahould .fllso be combined to form into co-operative societies so that <the faetories 
could be run as sjngle units. (3.4.2, .3.4.3 .and 3.~.4) 

(ii) _l'he area of about 564 .acre!! near the SemJPI.mjeri village Olll the road lto
Covelong can be leased out for a model factory either to a single party or to a. 
co-operative society. . (3.4.5) 
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(d) Cuddalore Circle. 

(i) The Chunampet factory should be relaid to give a rat4o of 1:5; the 
small holdings should be combined with the larger works for economy in work
ing. (3.5.2) 

(ii) The areas of the l\Iarkanam factory should be re-distributed in. the ratio 
-of 1:7 (8.5.3) 
. (iii) The Manambady factory should be re-sited nearer the sea, if feasible, 

in order to obtain adequate supply of brine directly from the sea. Its are& 
·should also be increased to 100 acres. . (3.5.4) 

(iv) The Tranqu~bar f~ctory is very small and should be extended to at least 
100 acre-s. It should in any case be operated as a single unit on a co-operative 
basis. (3.5.5) 

(v) The areas of the factories of Cheyar, Cuddalore and Neidavasal should 
be re-distributed in accordance with the quality of brine available., The a-rea 
of the Cuddalore factory should also be extended to 100 acres. (3.5.6) 

(e) Adirampatnam Circle. 

(i) The quality of saJt at the V edaranyam facwry should be 
switching over to the multiple irrigation system and by relaying 
the ratio of 1:3. 

improved by 
the works in 

(3.6.2) 
(ii) The Vedaranyam factory should be provided with a railway siding from 

'Agastiyampalli railway station. As it might be difficult for the Railways to 
recover the cost of the, siding from each of the licensees, the siding should be 
constructed at the cost of the Railway and the cost recovered from the manu
facturers by levying a charge of Rs. 1-11-3 per ton (Re. 0-1-0 per md.) on the 
quantity of salt. despatched. · (3.6.3) 

(iii) The canal leading from the Vedaranyam factory to Topputurai and 
further on to· N egapatam should be cleaned to permit salt to be sent to thes.f:l 
ports for onward shipment to Calcutta. (3.Q.3) 

(iv) With the availability of electric power the method of drawing brine by 
picotahs at Vedaranyam should be replaced by .electric pumps. There should 
be common condensers to reduce the pumping cost and for this purpose the 
factory should be converted into a single co-operative unit. (3.6.4) 

(v) The collection of spontaneous salt from the Vedaranyam swamp shou.:d 
be organised on an extensive scale. Additional salt can also be recovered 
from the brine in tbe swamp by laying out pans along its northern fringe, pro
vided arrangement is made for transport of salt either into the interior or by 
canals to ports for shipment to Calcutta. (3.6.8) 

(vi) The area of about 400 acres to the south of Vedaranyam · factory could 
also be utilised for salt manufacture by using the high density brine from the 
swamp. The existing licensees at V.edaranyam might be given the first option 
to develop this site on a co-operative basis, provided they undertake to lay 
down the works on scientific lines. (3.6.8) 

(vii) The salt produced at Adirampatnam by Mettur Chemicals Works can 
be improved by a better control on the elimination of bitterns. The area of 
:t.he works should be increased to 100 acres and the areas under cultivation 
re-distributed. They should aho adopt the multiple·,irrigation system in pre
ference to the single irrigation system. · t ., • , (3.6.11) 
. . 

(viii) The other factories in Adirampatna~_ Circle should be increased to 
100 acres each and re-aligned to give a ratio from 1,:4 ~o 1:~. (3.6.12) 

~ ' 
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(f) Tutico.rin Cil'cl,e. 
(i) The factories at Vepalodai and Arasadi should be extended to a minimum 

<lf 100 acres .eaeh. The factory at Arasadi should also be worked as a single 
co-operative nnit. (3. 7 .2) 

(ii) The area of the factory at Sevandakulam should be re-distributed in 
order to give a. ratio of 1:4. (3."/.8) 

(iii) The factory at Livingipuram should be re-modelled and operated depart_ 
mentally by Government as a model,factory. (3. 7.4) 

(iv) The faetory at Karapad. should be relaid to give a ratio of 1:5 and the 
sma.U licensees should be combined to form into a co-operative unit having a 
minimum of 100 acres. (3. 7 .5) 

(v) The fille small works at Urani should be combined to form one single 
-co-operative unit of 125 acres. The areas of all the works should be re-distri
buted so as to give a ratio of 1:5. . · · (3. 7 .6). 

(vi) The factory at Urani Extension should he asked to adopt the multiple 
irrigation system in order.t;o produce salt suitable for the Bengal market. (3. 7. 7). 

(vii) The Kayalpatnam factory should be increased to .100 acres and along 
with the factory at Armuganeri should be converted into co-operative concerns 
and worked as a single unit. · 

(viii) The factory at Kula.sekarapatnam is uneconomical and should be ex-
tended to 100 acres and relaid to give a ratio of 1:5. (3. 7.9) 

(g) General Recommendations. 

(i) The single irrigation method .•should be replaced by the multiple irriga-
tion system in the Cuddalore, Adirampatnam and Tuticorin circles. ( 4.2.2) 

(ii) The production of light variety of salt should gradually give place to the 
heavy variety. In Tuticorin and Adirampatnam circles, the change-over 
should be completed within a period Qf three years whilst in the remaining four 
circles it may be extended to five years. The Salt Department should depute 
some of their officers in the Madras Province to visit the works of Mettur 
Chemicals, Travancore Model Factory and the factories at Kathiawad. and 
Kutch to acquaint themselves with the method followed for producing the 
heavy salt. ( 4.2.3) 

(iii) The Madras Government should be requested to pass legislation banning 
the sale of salt by, measure. (4.2.4) 

(iv) We do not recommend any new salt works in the Madras Province till 
the factories improve the quality of their product suitable to the Calcutta market 
or until a demand arises for the export of salt to other countries. (5.1) 

(v) We estimate that the existing salt wolks could increase their production 
to more than 12 lakh tons (330 lakh mds.) by improving their methods of pro
duction and by a proper re-distribution of the area under crystallisers, con
densers and reservoirs. · (5.1) 

(vi) The larger works should be induced to take on their staff technically 
qualified personnel and to establish analytical laboratories for the chemical 
control of manufacturing operations. (6.1) 

(vii) The larger salt works, more particularly in the Naupad~ and Pennugu
duru e1rcles, could reduce their cost of production considerably if they conducfi 
the manufacturing operations by employing labour for each item of work instead 
of leaving the entire operations to gangs of labourers f)n a contract basis. (8.2) 



J. v~~ription. 

CHAPTER XVl 
ORISS.'\ 

1.1 Orissa once produced the finest salt in India and supplied it . to the
hinterland of Central India and by sEa to Bengal.a Salt is produced both by 
solar f'vaporated and the punga method. Solar salt is produced in the Puri and.: 
Ganjam districts from sea water, whilst punga salt is ·manUfactured in the 
f3alasore and Cuttack districts. By the punga method saliferous earth is lixi
viated with water and tbe resulting solution is evaporated in open earthen pots 
over -wood fire. Notwithstanding its extensive sea ·board, running ~o a length· of. 
c;ver 250 miles and the availability of sites suitable' for salt works, the manufac
ture of salt in Orissa has not been developed as extj:lnsiveJy as conditions woul.t. 
warrant. · · 

1.~ 'J'pe pistory of the salt industry in Odssa has been checquered since thE 
'-dvent cf ~e ijritish into India. At the beginning of the 19th Century Orissa 
exported as much as 33,000 tons (9 lakh mds.) of salt. per annum. Even u~ 
to 1860-61. t-he annual production in the three districts of Balasore, Cuttack anc 
Puri .amo\lnted to about 97,000 tons (26 la)rh mds.). But by l865, when res
trictions :were impo!led on the manufacture of salt, ~he industry had very nearlJ 
di:d out. Frop} about 1880, attempts were made *o revive the industry, bu1 
without mu,cli success. Even the 1n·esent day production • is less than 22,01)( 
tons (6 lakh ;mds.). Tbis includes tP.e p1·aduction of about H.OOO ton& (3.80,l~ 
JUds.) of the G$njam factories which 'before 1937 formed part of the Madra~ 
Provinell and were added to Orissa in 1937 when this Province was forme_d. · · 

~-l Till 1861 salt was manufactured in Orissa under the monopoly ~;ystem 
by which the salt prod•1cel). by the manufacturers was bought over by Govern
ment $t a fixE'.d price determined at the beginning of each manufacturing aeason. 
At the instance of the authorities in London, who were keen to promote thd 
export of Cheshire salt (which watt started as o.n experi.J;nent3l measure even as 
early tiS 1820 and wpicL \vas being brought to ln<lia in steadily jncreasing 
quantities), proposals were made to replace the Monopoly System by the Excise 
System. Under this system the manufacturert; were free to produce as much 
sal~ as they liked and sell it direct after payment of ~xa~e duty to Government. 
fhLs l;>rougi-Jt about the decline of the salt industry in Orissa; this policv was
enforo<!d Jl.Otwithstanding emphatia protests from the then Gonrnlllent 0t ludia. 
An extract from a minute of Lord Dalhousie; who was then the Governor ·of· 
l3engal, is well worth quoting: 

"Necessity may unfortunately compel ;this Goverm.nent for tb.e presetit, 
to continue to raise an objectionable lmpo~t upon an erticle of· 
fitst necessity, but nothing can justify the Government in pursuing· 
for this purpose, ~ 111yitem which l).nduly exp.o~s a portion of its 
people to dlsadvantages that are repidly depriving them of their· 
meanli of livelihood.. It is, therefore, I think the plain duty of · 
the Government to endcRvour to remedy this evU &t once ... 

''J,astly if it shOJli.<} be· objected that this revisal Of the ieUiPi rrice of~ 
native salt in IndiQ. will ereat~ re~ponstrances and raise· clamo~J.r-

262 
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among the owners and exporters of salt from England to India, the 
answer is easy: the act of 1he Government here can be shown to 
be founded on justice and necessity; any clamour against it in 
.England, therefore, will have no foundation in justice or reason, 
and accordingly it ought to be, and safuly may be disregarded." 

'The calamity dreaded by Lord Dalhousie and others was not averted. The 
abolition of the :Monopoly System brought about almost famine conditions in 
1866 and thousands of families lost their hereditary occupation.· The famine 
took a toll of the salt producing class and depopulated Orissa by more than 
one-third of its total population. The peopJe of Orissa were slow: to adjusfl 
·themselves to the change in the syst.em of manufacture and the production 
between 1865 and 1883 did not go ab<;>ve 18,000 tons (5 lakh mds.) per annum. 
Further setbacks followed, and Orissa was not able to maintain even this. pro
duction. As the salt, produced both by the punga and solar methods, could 
not face the competition with foreign salt, Government revived the Monopoly 
:System in 1891. By that time the opening r,f the East Coast Railway further 
·hamlica.pped the manufacture of salt in Orissa. In addition to the competition 
·from Liverpool, competition from l\Iadras salt, produced under more favourable 
conditions was also felt and by 1898 the manufacture of salt in Orissa ceased 
·altogether. Isolated attempts were made to set up salt works after 1901, but 
·they were half-hearted and infructuous. The only production which continued 
·was that of punga salt for local consumption. · · 

2.2 As a result of scarcity of salt cr~ated by World War I, the question of 
reviving the salt industry in Ori_ssa has been engaging the attention of Govern
'"Ill.ent since then. Heavy rainfall, cyclones and the poor salinity of sea water, 
caused by the Jarge discharge of fresh water into the Bay of Bengal, are fact{)rs 
-which operate against the revival of the salt industry in the northern districts 
of Bnlasore and Cuttack. The lat.e Mr. Kapilram Vakil examined the possibility 
-of manufacture of salt in Orissa in 1918 and came to the conclusion that manu
:facture would not be economical in the districts north of the Chilka Lake, but 
-on the coast south of the Chilka Lake salt manufacture was possible owing to 
the climatic conditions being more favourable. Mr. F. W. Gooch of the Madras 
S'alt Department also examined the question and reported that if -an elaborate 
system of extensive and costly bunds were provided in about 10 sq. miles of 
:the Chilh Lake to exclude fresh water and if an adequate inlet from the sea 
-were provided and arrangements made for keeping it open, it might be possible 
1o establish a large solar salt works on the shores of the lake. As the scheme 
involved a very heavy expenditure it was not pursued. In pursuance· of the 
recommendations made by the Tariff B~ard in 1930, :Mr. C. H.. Pitt was deputed 

.:by the Government of India to investigate the possibility of manufacture of 
salt in (Jrissa. 1\Ir. Pitt overruled the possibility of production by the punga 
method. but recommended the revival of solar manufacture on the Chilka Lake 
where he estimated that an output of 22 tons (600 mds.) per acre per annum 
.could be 11btained. His references to the unfavourable climatic conditions, his 
£urprising statement that no record was available to show that salt was ever 
manufactured on the coasts of Bengal and Orissa, and other considerations such 
-as competition from Madras and 'foreign salt, tended to make his report un
iavourable to the revival of the salt industry in Orissa. . .·.-:·-

2.3 In 1938, after the formation of the Orissa ·Province, the Government of 
·Orisscl set np a Committee to explore the possibilities of the•establishment of a 
'Salt industry in the coastal areas with special reference to Astarang in the Purl 
District, and to recommend the method of manufacture which -could be adopted, 
after taking into consideration the natural conditions prevailing- in the area. 
'The Orissa Government, in setting up this Committee,· were influenced by a 
.recollection of the fact that the salt industry flourished ·in the Province till 
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eighty years ago and salt ·was actually· being exported from unssa to the adjoin-. 
ing provinces. In its findings, this Committee expressed ·the opinion that it 
was possible to manufacture salt in Astarang and other· coastal areas of the 
Province. It preferred the solar evaporation method to the punga method and 
recommended that for the re-establishment of the industry, the Government ol 
India should forego a portion, Rs. 6-12-10 per ton (Re. 0-4-0 a ma.und), of th& 
f!alt duty in the early stages of its revival. In 1947 the Government of Orissa 
invited Rai Bahadur Shiv Charan Das, who was at that time the ,s_alt Adviser 
to the Government of India, to pay a visit· to Orissa and examine the possibilities 
()f increasing the production of salt in the Province. Rai Babadur Shiv Charan · 
Das submitted his report in July 1948. Since he is a Member of this Co~
mittee, we have had the benefit of his experience, and his observations ana 
recommendations have been incorporated in this report. In May 1948, the 
Government of Orissa appointed the Salt Manufacture. Investigation Committee 
to conduct a proper investigation of salt industry in Orissa, to suggest suitabl~ 
locations where salt could be conveniently manufactured, to ascertain the mostJ 
suitable types of instalJations and to recommend the kind of organisation' 
required for the manufacture of salt. The report of this Committee was 
published in 1948 And when we visited Orissa in 1949, we had the privilege of 
holding · discussions with the Members of this Committee. as ·also with the 
Government of Orissa. The data furnished in the report of this Committee have 
been drawn upon in writing"this Chapter. 

2.4 Salt is manufactured in the four di~tricts of Orissa, via. (a) Balasore, 
(b} Cuttack, (c) Purl including Chilka. Lake area and (d) Ganjam by either "ip.divi
dua·l lessees or co-operative societies. Lands suitable for salt cultivation, ar:e 
leased out for a period of 25 years by the Government of India or the. Goveni:< 
~ent of Orissa, according to the ownership of the lands. The. terms· of th~ 
hcence for the first three districts \,h akin to the Excise System, but the facto
ries in the Ganjam district are on the Excise and Modified Excise syst-ems of 
'Madras. The conditions· of manufacture differ in the different districts and 
they are reviewed in the following paJagraphs : ' 

3. Manufacturing Process. 

3.1 BALASORE DISTRICT.-In this tlistrict salt is manufactured entirely by the 
pung.t process, because of the uncertainties of climatic conditions and the avail
abi.lity near the sea coast of . a large tract of saline earth and Bani scrub which, 
owmg to its low cost, is utilised as fuel. The annual rainfall in Balasore town 
for .th3 years 1937 to 1945 ranged between 49 to 87 inches with an average 0~ 
69 meheq, . Table XCVIIT gives the particulars of the rainf!i-11 month by month 
togethe,. With the maximum and minimum during any ~ont~_. 

TABLE XCVIII.-:-:-RAINFALL IN BALASORE TowN 1937-1945 

(in inches). 

Months Average Maximum Minimum Highest 
in~ 

recorded 
24 hours 

- ~ --------
January 1·21 4·76 0·00 2·17 

Pebruary 1·08 4·78 0·00 1·73 

If arch 1·60 5·14 0·00 2·51 
-

\pril 
- --. . .. .. . 2·34 5·17 0·17 2·23 I 

>lay 2·30 
I 

I 4·84 0·55 . 2:26 

-



Montns 

June 
~uly 
August 
&ptembar 
October 
Noven~ber . 
Pecember. ·: 
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Tuu:: .X.C'\?III (eontd.) 

Average "Jlax.imum Kinimum Highest recQI'ded 
i~ .2' hours 

. ~~--~- --·ls-:J6-~--~4' ----·-s·35~ 
15·66 ·30·~6 L0·08 13·67 
14·44 23·8, 1·66 6· .11 
d0·56 18·17 2·80 4·01 

9·.39 22·26 l·54 12·73 
. 1·04 .3·71 0·00 2·6T 

Nil. Nil. Nil. Nil. 

·~R-.90 

The- figures .&hDw -that -except t};J.e :mouth .of [)ecem.b~r ;heavy rainfall may occur 
in any llnonth, -:though the monthly :average from January to l\Iay is fairly low 
and tthere :are yeafs·during which littloe or no rainfall oc.curs during .these months. 
Whenever !heav~ showe.rs iell they .were due t.o :the -storms .which occurred during 
the years rt;o :wrhich" the max.imum figur~ relate. As rainfall ._fluctuates from 
plllce' ttQ·.platre in <tl}e 'distriet rthese :figul!e..'l .cannot be 1taken as t.ruely representa
tive lor rtlhe· .wbale-iof the .district.· Th~y -a11e, .howev.er, rthe nearest approxh11ation 
and may serve as a guide to the general -meteorolog~cal .conditions prevailing .in 
this area. The .rainfall figures also _reveal that if salt were to be manufactured 
~y. sdlar ElV.apora1liori 'it ·sh~nild 1be started ;uot earlier than November and must 
be conqilei;ed -b~ore -the ·end of May. !In November, rthe density of the sea 
'brine ld,on_g 'this· coast is iikely <to be low, ibecause of 'the .discharge of large 
~u~ntities -of Taio ·water into -the ':B9y .of Bengal. S.ince :the ,preparation of ·the 
COIJdensers aQd cryst~lliser beds, ·at :the commencement of .each .season, •require& 
a period of ab.outJ~;ix weeks, .the 'months of 'November and December could be 
utilised .:for .. ra!ising the density of ·the brine :in reservoirs and condensers to 
enable ilbe·:c\·yStallisation of salt liio ·commence iri January. Occasional showers 
in November would be no impediment ·for •this preliminary operation. Owing ·to 
the short manufacturing season and occasional loss .by ,cyclones .the .cost of 
production by solar methods is likely to be higher than at Naupada, but the 
cost ·Of roonufaoture by the .punga process ·is .likely -to 1be still higher. 
. 3.1:1 ".Ta~pada .and 'Eram.-Attempts were made ·from ·1942 to 1946 by the 

Utkal Salt. and :Chemical 'Works 'Ltd., ·to manufacture solar salt at Talp11da 
in the ·Balasore District. "The ·total area of .the 'factory is 236 acres., but the 
ar.ea ·,under cultivation is only ~bout . '50 acres ·of whiGh · _10 a.!"e l'eserved for
reservoirs, ·30 for .condensers and :10 ·for crystallisiug pans gi~ing a ratio of 
1:4. The manufacturing season was reported to have ·Jasted for ·two months 
only, i.e. from .mid April ,to ,mid .Jun~, but .this ·presumably ,was ·the dura
tion of the period when salt was actually harvested. The maximum pro
duction attained by these works was '180 tons (5,000 mds.) only in 1946, but 
as the ·factory ·had ·by ·then suffered heavy ·losses· it was clDSed down. In Table 
XCIX. ·is given the -rftinfllll at Tl:\lpada during the .f~ir weather for the three 
years 1946 1to l948. 

TABLE "XClX. . .:....:RAINFALL AT ·TALPADA (JANUARY TO JUNE) 1946-48 
(in inche8 ). 

No. of rainy 
.Months Average Maximum Minimum Highest days 

in 24 hours (Average) 
-'---1-·-. ------ -..---------1--·------------· 

January 0·17 0·38 0•00 0· 31 2 

"February 

March 

.0·29 

1·09 

3·36 

2·20 0·51 

1·85 

1·90 

3 

3 
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TABLE XCIX (contd.) 
.. 

I I -
Hig1lest Nd. of rainy 

Months Average I Maximum Minimum in 24 hours days· 
(Average) ____ .............__ ____ .........__ - -~ .... ~-~------. 

April . 0·83 1·85 0·13 0·&1 5 

:liay •·66 10·38 1·84 6·67 6 

.June . 4·01 8·81 1·5(). 2·30 9 
.. 

11·05 
... "' - ..... . -

lt will. be seen that the season .for man'ufacture of salt does not extend beyo~Cl 
J.Iay, but the conditions are uncertain and not dependable flven in this mon~h •. 
'The Re!ristrar of Co-operative Societies, Balasore'1 also contemplated start1ng 
a co-ope~ative society for the manufacture of solar salt in the district ~nd some 
progress was made for establishing a salt factory a;t Eram. The ~alt Manu-: 
facture Investigation Committee of Orissa doubted the suecess o~ th1s ptoposed 
factory and reported that the season being too short, economic manufacture 
-of salt by solar evaporation in the Balasore district was not feasible. 

3.1.2 While we have no sufficient data before us to say that salt manufacture 
!by solar evaporation is. not f€asible in the Balasore district;· we consider that 
it would be better "in the interests. of Orissa if, in the first instance,. efforts· 
to rehabilitate the salt indtistry are concentrated in more· promising areas. 
\\" e are guided in making this . tecvmmend'ation by the further: facfi that 
-conditions in B,alasore are in many~ respects· similar _to those· on the E:ontai 
-sea board of \\est Bengal. The dreratJOos· at Conta1 have not proved more 
promising in the past than in the Balasore district and it would be desirable
to defer the starting of any factor!Ps in Balasore till some expetien~· of la.Tg~ · 
-scale manufacture at Contai is gathered. 

3.1.3 \\' e are doubtful whether tbe punga process of manufacture can be 
-adopted on a larger scale. The saliferous earths no lo~ger occur in great 
-concentrations and have to be gathered from scattered places at considerable 
-expenditure of time and effort. The cost of fuel has also been rising owing 
to the disappearance of the Bani scrub which have been progressively cleared in· 
-order to bring lands under paddy cultivation. The Orissa CQ_mmittee had re
commended that the reclamation of the scrub lands should be prohibited so that 
Bani may continue to grow and provide a constant supply of fuel for the manu
iacture of salt by the punga process. We consider that such a policy would not 
only militate aga~inst the "Grow :Mor-e Food"-attempts,- but its economic success 
is extremely doubtful. No figures of production of salt by this process are 
available, but it is commonly believed that t4e output is steadily declining. A 
1:iample of salt collected by the Orissa Committee at Bulang, which is one of the 
oeentres of manufacture of punga salt, showed the sodium chloride content at 
-85.61 per cent. and magnesium chloride at 6.02, per cent. the other impurities 
-consisting of magnesium sulphate, calcium sulphate, moisture and insoluble 
matter. The percentage of moisture in the sample was not reported and it is 
difficult to compare the results of the arialvsis with those of salt obtained in other 
places, but the percentage of magnesium ·chloride is so high that the salt wculd. 
have poor keeping quality and would sweat and run to waste on storage. If 
sup~lies of the saline earth and fuel were plentiful and cheap, it would be 
poss1ble to produce, by proper fractionation, salt of a good quality, but it could 
not be manufactured economically and Orissa should not build any hopes of 
;~etting large supplies of such salt. Where this lllethod of production is' 
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practised on a cottage .industry scale it may be allowed to continue to meet the-_ 
strictly local requirements. 

3.1.4 .We found a suggestion in the Report of the Orissa Committee that 
the possibilities of .manufacturing salt directly _ ft:am s~a _ brine by applying 
artificial heat either by steam or electricity should be explored. In Chapter 
V, paragraph 10·2, we have expressed our views on this method of evaporation. 
Production of salt by artificial heat might be economical if saturated brine
were available. In the Balasore district this would not be possible, as the
dry season for bringing brine to saturation by solar heat will be only about 
4 months. An evaporator plant to operate for such a short duration will 
excessively raise the cost of salt owing to ?eavy overheads and depreciation 
charges. The other alternative would be to concentrate the sea brine during 
the dry months of the year in quantities large enough to last. an evaporator 
plant for about 6 to 7 months, but storage of such large·. quantities of saturated. 
brine would not be feasible. So far as electricity as source of heat is concern
ed, it is agreed that even the cheapest hydro-electric power may not be able
to compete with coal and other fuels. Even if it were _ found possible to 
provide electricity in Orissa at an extraordinarily cheap rate from the hydro
electric project in progress at Hirakud, it will be inadvisable to utilise it for 
the production of salt in the · Balasore district when other more favourably 
s~tuated districts are available for manufacture by solar evaporation. 

3.2 CuTTACK DISTRICT.-In this district, manufacture of salt by the punga 
process is carried on in the coastal villages, but unlike Balasore the saliferous 
earth is reported to be more easily available and the Bani fuel is stated to bt>
plentiful and cheap. Owing to difficulties of transport, the punga salt is sold 
only in the neighbourhood of the villages where it is -p-roduced and its price is
as high as Rs. 90-10-0 per ton (Rs. 3-5-4 per md. ). The quality of the salt. 
is also as poor as at Balasore. Notwithstanding the more f.e.vourable conditions 
for following the pung,a process, the price at which- this salt is sold is excessive
and is a proof of the impracticability of adopting this process on a competi
tive basis. While production by this process may be continued on a strictly 
cottage industry scale to serve the local needs we see no future for this process 
and the conclusion is inevitable that when better transport facilities becomtt 
available it mtist give place to solar salt. We give in Table C figures of rain
fall at Chandbali which is between Cuttack and Balasore for the years 1937 to 
1945. The annual rainfall varies between 83·97 inches and 48·56 inches, giving 
an average of 64:.16 inches. 

TABLE C.-RAINFALL AT CHANDBALI 1937-1945 
(in inches) 

Months Average l\Iaximum Minimum 
Highest 
recorded 

in 24 hours 

January 0·65 1·91 0·00 1·15 

February 0·89 3·37 0·00 1·43 

March. 1·38 5·08 0·00 1·62 

April 2·16 4·66 0·00 2·06 

May 2·58 7·38 0·11 4·1S 

June . 7·48 12·92 2·36 4·55 

July 16·91 25·58 9·32 12·67 



Months 

August . 
September . . 
October 

November 

December . 

Average 
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TABLE <..: (co11td.) 

Maximum 

-------
13·12 18·49 

8·81 14·70 

8·12 14·35 

1·!11\ 13·00 

0·10 1·07 

64·1ii 

I Highest 
l\finimum recorded 

in 24 hours. 

4·87 8·27 

3·11 5·96 

2·47 6·IZ· 

i 0·02 7·84. 

0·00 O·H 

From these figures of rainfall it is obvious that· salt manufacture by solar
evaporation in the Cuttack District is. as unfavourable as . in t~e Balasore
District. The number of dry months 1s small and productton will have tO
cease by May giving a relatively short season o! manufacture. and a higher cost 
o( production. Two attempts were made durmg the past SIX years to manu
facture salt by solar evaporation, one at Kensaripatia, near Trilochanpur in the· 
Kujang Estate and the other at Sendkudi. Both these were reported to have 
proved a failure owing to the siltiug up of the creek from which the brine was
drawn and unfavourable weather conditions. 

3.2.1 The Orissa Committee have recorded that about 1,000 acres of waste 
land are available at Bhopal in the Cuttack district suitable for salt cultiva
tion. There are said to be several \:\·eeks 'fhich could supply brine during high, 
tides and the rainfall is also stated to be less intense than in other parts of the 
district. The area is almost level and labour is reported to be av.ailable. Trans-
port facilities are also stated to be satisfactory, as boats can ply from the site 
to the Cuttack railway station. The Orissa Committee have recommended the 
development of this area and suggested that a factory covering 30Q acres may
be established on a co-operative basis. We advise that before any such step is 
taken the meteorological data of the locality should be obtained over a period of 
7 to 10 years to make sure that unseasonal heavy showers of rain do not fall· 
during the manufacturing season. Studies should also be made of the concentra
tion and q.uantity of brine available in the creeks. The Orissa Committee also. 
recommended the establishment "of a salt factory on an area of about 300 acres· 
near Harishpur, on the extreme south-east coast of the district. We cannot· 
support this recommendation, because the proposed area has already been con
verted into paddy land and it would not be advisable to claim it back again for. 
salt manufacture, especially when the country is short of rice. M.:oreover, the 
conditions of transport are unsatisfactory as there are no good roads. The 
Orissa Committee have further recommended the organisation of a co-operative· 
society at Kharanasi and Bailkani. Here also we suggest that the necessary. 
data of rainfall and brine supply should be collected in the first instance. 

3.3 PURl DISTRICT.-Unlike the northern districts of Balasore and Cuttack; 
conditions for the manufacture of salt by solar evaporation in this district are 
more favourable. Salt is manufactured at present at Astarang and Timor and; 
was formerly produced at Gurubai and Tua, two islands in the Chilka Lake. 
At the latter two centres, the works have not been in regular production as 
the manufacturers are reported to have suffered heavy financial losses. A· 
fairly dry season of at least six months prevails in the Puri District between 
November and April and during f.hese months manufacture of solar salt is 
feasible. The dilution of brinA, d•1~ to the flood waters, will not be ~s large· 
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-as farther north in the Cut tack and Balas ore districts. If the preliminary 
operations were started early in November and attempts niade to concentrate 

-the brine during lhe cold months or November -and December, it· should- be 
·possible to obtain concentrated brine for charging into the crystallisers from 
January onwards. The rainfall data for Puri for the years 1937 to 1945 

·is given in Table CI; the annual rainfall varies from 44 to 73 inches with an 
. Merage of 56 inches., 

TABLE CI.-RAINFALL AT PURl 1937-1945 

(in inches) 

Highest fall re• 
·.Months Average ~Iaximum :\:linimum corded in 

24 hours 
---------------
-January 0·47 1·27 0·00 

-

1·25 

February 0·92 4·15 0·00 3·08 

:.March . 1·01 4·55 0·00 1·94 

.April 0·66 3·09 0·00 1·55 

·May 3·10 10·06 0·01 4·21 

...June 7·82 18·32 0·89 /. 6·82 

.July 14·73 20·66 1·08 5·17 

August R·66 13·75 '1·64 2·49 

'September . 9·33 17·06 1·07 6·07 

•October 8·46 12·90 1·63 3·02 

"November 1·00 

r 

4·6S 0·00 2·77 

:December 0·21 1·1S 0·00 1·07 

56·37 

8.3.1 Astarang.-We visited the salt faCtory at Astarang where salt is 
manufactured by the Astarang Salt Production and Sale Co-operative Society. 
"The Co-operative Society was established in 1943 and has a share capital of 
Rs. 4,000, but it has been able to invest a further sum of Rs. 25,000 given 
as loans by the Provincial Government. The Society has 434 members of 
whom only 300 are actively engaged in the production of salt. The active 
members work in groups each consisting of 5 to 6 members. The Society 
·has taken on lease an area of about 572 acres of land, which was acquired for 
them by the Provincial Government. Out of this area, 350 acres are fit for 
-salt cultivation whilst the balance consisting of waste land covered with bushes 
-and scrub could be brought under cultivation by proper levelling and clearing. 
The land is subject to floods, being situated near the Devi river and no adequate 
bunds have been provided to protect the salt works. The lack of embankmenfl 
and the liability to flooding are a serious threat to the prosperity of this 
iactory. Brine is drawn through a creek in which the density at the com-
mencement of the season is stated to be only about z• Be', but in the later 

-part of the season it rises to 6" Be'. As the Society has not been able to 
provide funds for installing pumps, the brine is lifted by manual labour and 
·charged into the reservoirs. The reservoirs and condensers extend over 2"25 
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acres whilst the crystallisers cover 75 acres, giving a ratio of i: 3 between the 
ci"ystallisers and reservoir cum condensers.. This ratio is totally inadequate 
for a marine salt works situated in a locality of high rainfall. 'Phe size of the 
.crFstallisers according to the Society, ranges from 8 ft. x 6 ft. to 10 ft. x 10 ft. 
The total number of crystallisers is 1200. Even assuming all the crystallisers to 
be of about 100 sq. ft. in area, the total area of 1200 crystallisers works out 
to only 2·75 acres while the area under crystallisers, as stated by the SocietJ, 
is 75 acres. There is obviously some mistake, but be that as it may, there 
is no need to have crystallisers of such a small size, because a good deal of 
-space is wasted in partitions and pathways. The single irrigation... system of 
manufacture is followed and the depth of brine in the condensers is maintained. 
at 4 inches and in the crystallisers at 1 inch which gives a v~ry thin layer of salt. 
The use of hydrometers is practically unknown and th~re is little technical 
~idance given to the members who continue to employ the traditional primitive 
methods of manufacture. The factory is not worked· as a single unit, but is 
a. coalition of working groups, each group having 3 to 5 acres under its charge 
and each having its own independent reservoir, condensers and crystallisers. 
The salt produced by each group is stored separately._in thatched sheds at some 
distance from the works, and is classified into thre.e grades according to the 
colour. All the three grades appeared to be of poor quality and were badly 
discoloured with mud. The production of the salt by the Society during the 
years 1944 to 1948 is shown in Table CII. 
TABLE CH.-PnonucTION OF SALT BY AsTARANG Co-OPERATIVE SociETY 1943-1948 

Yield per acre 
Area under Production in . 

Yt>ar cultivation TonsfMaunds 

Acres Tons Mds. Tons Mds. 
j .• 

1944 150 1,20!> 33,000 8 220 

1945 ISO 1,870 50,800 10 280 

Hl46 150 250 . 6,700 2 45 

1947 120 1,240 33,800 10 280 

11148 
1 

300 1,140 31,000 4 103 

T!:e fall in production in 1946 was due to the inclement weather and unusual 
rainfall and flooding. These defects cannot be rectified ·unless the necessary 
r'rotectiv~ emba~kments are raised to keep out the flood waters and a ring 
channel Is provided to prevent the percolation of fresh water into the con
?ensers and crystallisers. The yield is also poor, but this could be remedied 
If the area under cultivation is redistributed, allotting 35 acres for crystallisers 
nnd 265 acres. for rese~voirs and condensers, thus giving a ·ratio of 1:7·5. 
Further the size of the cry~ta.Uisers should be enlarged to a minimum of 2,000 
sq. _ft. so as to do a~ay with a large number of ridges and reduce the cost of 
lll:llntenance. Salt IS sold by the Society on account of the members. 
1: ch~:ges a commis~ion of R~. 0-13-7 per ton (Re. 0-0-6 per maund). which 
I" ut1hsed to meet _Its establishment charges. Sales are made in Cuttack, 
J e:~p~re and places m Puri District within a radius of 60 miles of Astara.>::w. 
~nit Is nlso mnnufactured in Astarang by a number of small manufacturers who 
nre not members of the Co-operative Society. Their production is much larger 
than that of the Society and comes to about 1,837 tons (50,000 mds.) The 
area worked by them measures 851 acres. 
67 I. & s. 
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8.3.2 .Figures of cost of production were ·not available, because firstly n<> 
system of costing is in vogue and secondly the members of the Society ar& 
themselves the labourers. - vVe were, however, informed that the cost of main
tenance and repairs of pathways and ridges in the works comes to Rs. ·2,500 
per annum. The Society also maintains the staff quarters of the Salt Depart
ment for which no rent is paid to them and they consider it an unnecessary 
burden; They have urged that since the factory is under the supervision of 
the Registrar of Co-operative Societies, dual control by two Governmental 
agencies is not jus~ified and that the control of the Salt Department be removed. 
M!e see no reason why the Co-operative Society should be treated differently 
from o~her licensees.. The Registrar of Co-operative Societies can only guid& 
the :::lociety in matters of administration and organisation; he has no technical 
etaff to guide the producers on the beHt techniqu<' of salt production. This 
is the function of the Salt Department and it should take upon itself the role 
of giving technical guidance, particularly to small and backward producers. 
The real handicap from which the Society is suffering is lack of .. capital and 
rationalisation of production. If adequate capital were forthcoming for pro
viding pumping equipment, embankments, etc. the Society could compete with 
private· producers on. an equal footing. This is recognised by the Society 
itself and it has drawn up a scheme of improvements by which it expects to 
increase the yield to 7,350 tons (2 lakh mds.) by providing a pump, a ring 
bund above the height of the flood level, etc. at an estimated cost of 
Rs. 20,000. · We commend these proposals to the Orissa Government for 
scrutiny and acceptance. The proposal for a ring bund is sound as it would 
obviate the annual repair charges on condensers and crystallisers which come 
to Rs. 8,000 pe~ annum at present. This will ·also enable the production to 
be started earlier than hitherto and without the long delay of over 20 days 
J!OW spent on repairs. The money for this capital expenditure can be advanced 
as a long term loan and recovered from the Society in easy annual instalments. 
Also if the Society were to provide common reservoirs and condensers it would 
enable them to operate the works more efficiently. We recommend that this 
be done and only the crystalliser area be allotted to the members on a group 
basis for the harvesting and collection o~ salt. Another serious handicap from 
which the Astarang manufacturers suffer is Jack of suitable transport facilities. 
The nearest railway station is Khurda. Road at a distance of 42 miles and no 
proper roads are available. ·Though transport by water is possible, the route 
by which the boats have to travel to reach the market is circuitous. Proposals 
have been made by the Registrar of Co-operative Societies for the improvement 
of the water route and we recommend that they should be given sympathetic 
consideration. The Orissa Committee have pointed out that an area of about 
3,000 acres of land suitable for salt cultivation is available in l\Iarichpur within· 
a distance of 6 miles from Astarang. The success of the operations at. Astarang 
is of very considerable consequence to the future increase in production of 
salt in the Puri District. It is, therefore, desirable that all facilities and 
help be given to the Co-operative Society to make a success of this venture 
so as to induce private licensees, who have hitherto kept aloof to join the ' 
Society and strengthen the co-operative movement. 

3.4 CHILKA LAKE.-Special mention has to be made of the Chilka Lake and 
its possibilities for the production of salt. The lake is· a pear shaped inland 
sea with a water spread of about 450 sq. miles during the monsoon and of about 
350 sq. miles in the dry season. It is about 40 miles long with a width ranging 
from 20 miles in the north to 5 miles in the south. The average depth of water 
is reported to be about 5 to 6ft., but there are parts which are about 14 to 20 ft. 
deep. The lake is separated from the sea by a long sandy ridge, varying from 
100 to 200 yards in width and having one or more openings from the sea. The 
position and the size of the openings vary from time to time: The Devi anc:J 
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the Bhargawi, branches of the Mahar:.o.ad~ River, and several other streams dis· 
charoe their silt laden waters into the northern and north-western parts of the 
lake~ The lake originally formed a part of the sea bed, but the silt from the 
rivers and the sand drift from tho coast led to the formation of this large back
water. As long as the bar mouths were kept open by the outward thrust of the 
flood waters, sea water flowed into the lake after the monsoon and gave the lake 
water a certain degree of salinity to allow manufacture of salt during the dry 
season. At present there is a natural opening near Satpara in the north and · 
an artificial opening at Rushikulya to the south, but it has been noticed . that 
the lake water has been losing its salinity owing to the closing up of the bar 
mouths. There are several large islands in the lake oi which Gurubai and 
'l'ua are of special importance, because salt factories are located on them. 
In the past they were the most flourishing of the solar salt works in this 
area. Proposals have been made from time· to time to reclaim a portion of 
the lake for layi.11g out salt works and for providing an inlet from the . sea 
to increas~ the salinity of the lake water. For the latter. purpose an attempt 
was made by the Bihar and ·orissa Government in 1927 to make an opening 
through the sand bar, but this opening was soon fined up. The Orissa Com
mittee has opined that the task of keeping _an artificial mouth .open would. 
be difficult and expensive as it would require the services of one or two 
dredgers working continually for shifting the sand. Apart from these consi
derations, it is not possible to state at this stage the volume of water that' 
would be discharged into the Chilka Lake on the. completion of the Hirakud 
project. \'11e have heard it said that the flood waters may be diverted into 
the Mahanadi thus helping indirectly to increase t.he salinity of the lake water, 
or that a portion of the impounded water at Hirakud may be discharged . 
throughout the year· into the Chilka Lake which would have. the opposite 
effect. We recommend that the utilisation of the .Chilka Lake brine for the 
purpose of manufacture· of salt should be deferred till the effect of the Hirakud 
project is fully determined. 

3.4.1 Mr. Uma Charan Patnaik, a Member of the Orissa Legisla~ive 

Assembly, met the Committee during its tour of Orissa and presented us with 
a copy of his brochure entitled the "Chilka. ·Scheme" for. establishing a first 
class naval base in the lake. One of the incidental developments of his scheme 
relates to the salt industry. According to his proposal a permanent opening 
will have to be made in the sand bar for giving access .to the naval base. 
This would make the water of the lake saline and provide an unfailing supply 
of brine to the low-lying lands situated on the shores of the lake where salt 
factories could be located. We are not competent to express any opinion on 
.M:r. Pntnaik's scheme, but we mention it only to show that the Chilka 'Lake 
has other potentialities. 

3.5 GANJAM DISTRICT.-This district produces more salt than all the other 
districts ~f Orissa put together. Formerly this district formed part of the 
Madras Presidency and the development of the salt industry took place here 
long be fore its transfer to Orissa in 1937. .ThJ factories in this-. district are -
laid out on the same lines as the factories in the Madras Province and the 
production is entirely by solar ~vaporation. Figures of rainfall for Gopalpur 
fot the years 1037 to 1945 are shown in 1'able CIII. The annual rainfall 
varies between 71 and 33 inches and the (l.v~rau~> iSL 46 inches. 
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January 
February 
March . 
April 
May 
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Sept-ember . 
October 
November . . 
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27·3 

TABLE CIII.-RAINFALL AT GoPALPu:a 
(in incheB) 

Average Maximum 

; 

. . . 0·21 0·92 
1·58 7·78 

. 1•44 
.. 

7·51 . 0·71 1·61-
2·61 13·04 
5·44 10·64 
6·54 11·44 . . 7·76 20·82 

. . 7·82 18·03 
8·78 12·38 . 2·!l2 19·39 
0·23 1·04 . 

46·03 

Highest. 
Minimum recorded 

in 24 
hrs • 

0·00 0·55 
0·00 5·29 
0·00 1-77 
0·00 1·06 
0·06 4·98 
0·92 3·37 
3·15 4•60 
2·37 9·05 
3·14 5·24 
4·28 7·01 
0·00 8·91 
0·00 0·66 

These figures show that conditions in the Ganjam district are considerably 
more favourabJe for the manufacture of salt than in any of the other districts 
of Orissa and are comparable to conditions in the Bombay Presidency. 

3.5.1 Salt is at present produced in three localities, viz., Huma, Gokhur
kuda and Sumadi; attempts are also being made to revive the manufacture 
at Surla. There are, moreover, good possibilities of manufacture being under
taken at Gopalpur. The lands under salt cultivation in. the Ganjam dis*t 

a1·e all owned by the Government of India to whom the lessees pay a ground 
rent which at Huma is Re. 1-0-0 per acre and at Sumadi Re. 0-8-0 per acre. 
·'!'he areas under salt cultivation and the average annual yield per acre are 
'Shown in Table CIV. We have also indicated in this table the areas of con
tiguous lands that could be developed either as extensions of the existing 
factories or as new factories. At Gokhurkuda, the 300 acres available for 
expansion have been assigned to the Huma. Salt Production and Sale C<r 
operative Society Ltd. Similarly, at Sumadi 810 acres are being added to 
the existing area under salt cultivation; of these 300 acres are being given 

·to the two existing lessees and 510 acres to a. new works called the National 
Chemical and Salt Works Ltd. 

TABLE CIV.-AREA UNDER SALT CuLTIVATION IN THE GANJAM DisTRIGT 

I 

I I 
-I Ratio Average I I of yield Areal 

i crystal- available 
Conclen- I Crystal-

per acre 
Factory Heser- liser to ( 1946-48 No. of for 

voirs sers 1 lisers. Total reservoir produc- lessees expan-. plus tion) sion 
conden-
sers 

H 

. - I Acres Acres 

A<: I Acres To!\S l\Ids. Aeres 

umfl 148 296 665 1 : 2 21 575 27 1,600 
300 

Gokhurkuda. 48 96 ~<) 216 I: 2 7 1S7 (Co-ope-
·~ 

I rative 
Society). 

Sumadi 149 298 223 670 1: 2 13 363 2 1,000 

ToTAio 3·15 i 690 516 1,551 I: 2 16 425 2,900 
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Salt is manufactured by the single irrigation method. Brine is drawn from 
the Chilk~ canaJ for the Huma and Gokhurkuda works and from creeks for the 
t:)umadi factory. All of them· use pumps for lifting the brine and as initial 
evaporation takes place either in the canal or in the cre.eks, the density of 
brine by the time it reaches the reservoirs is about 4" Be'. The crystallising 
pa.ns are small in size varying from 150 sq. ft. to 600 sq. ft., the bulk of 
them approximating the former size. The ratio of the crystallising area to 
the reservoir plus condensers average 1:2. This ratio is totally inadequate 
with the result that the brine is fed into the crystallisers from 8" to 15" Be' 
and the crystallisers are called upon to perform in part, the functions of the 
condensers. Brine is charged in the crystallisers up to a depth of 1 inch only 
which is far too shallow with the result that the rise of density .cannot be 
controlled and the salt crystals do not get a chance to grow into compact 
form. Salt is scraped when it is less than ! inch in thickness and as the 
scraping "is done too frequently not only does the. salt get admixed with a 
good deal of clay, but the beds are spoiletl ~nd_ have to be frequently tamped. 
Owing to the feeding of low density brine into the crystallisers, gypsum also 
gets deposited along with the salt and becoD?-es an irremovable impurity. 
Moreover, there is no proper arraogemell't for th~ elimination of the bitterns; 
after every fourth scraping, the crystalliser bed. is allowed to go dry and 
whatever salts remain behind are tamped into the floor of the bed. This 
means thut the bittern;; instead of being drained out get soaked into the 
crystalliser bed and are an ever ·pre:Jent source of contamination. 

3.5.2 Huma.-The Huma factory is ene of the oldest factories in Orissa 
and is leased out to 27 licensees. The annual rainfall varies from. 36 to 46 
inches. · As no bund is provided round the works_ tbey are reported to get 
flooded during the rains. Heavy rainfall begins from July and "lasts up to 
November; though slight showers occur during the other months, they do not 
interfere with the ma.nufact.uring.-' operations. The maximum area leased to 
a single lessee is 105 acres; there are foar such lessees. The minimum area 
is, however, as low as 2! acres. As in Astarang, each lessee has his own 
reservoir, condensers and crystallisers and the ratio of 1:2 is totally inadequ~te. 
Brine is obtained through the Cl!ilka canal at a distance of i to 1 mile from . 
the mouth of Rishikula river. ·In the case of the bigger lessees it is pumped 
from the canal into the reservoirs, but the smaller lessees bale it out by 
means of bamboo sling baskets. The lifting of salt starts at the end of March 
or the. beginning of April and the heaviest production . is during the months· 
)( .May and June. The salt is scraped from the crystallisers every third day. 
and heaped on the ridges for draining out the bitterns. From there it is 
~arted to the drying platforms where it is allowed to dry for several weeks 
before being transported to the storage platforms. I£ a better quality of salt 
were harvested it could be dried on the ridges alone and transported direct 
to the stores. To improve the yield and quality of salt,· the areas under 
cultivation should be redistributed in the ratio of 1:7 between the crystallisers 
and the reservoir and condensers. It is desirable that in the interests ·of 
economy and efficiency the 23 small lessees who work about 145 acres between 
Ghemselves should be persuaded to form themselves into ·a co-operative society 
a.nd work the area as a single unit. We were not furnished with any details ' 
of the cost of manufacture, but we were told that it varied between Rs. 2<1-6-8 
and Rs. 23-13-0 per ton (Re. 0-12-0 and Re. 0-14-0 per md.). The details 
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of cost for the year 1947 were, however, collected by Mr. Shiv Charan Das 
and they are given below in Table CV. 

TABLE CV.-CosT oF PRoDucTION AT Hu:MA 1947 

Labour chargE's for manufacture 
Drying and storing charges . 
Ground rent • 
EstabliRhment charges . . . 
Cost of packing excluding cost of bags 
Government of India salt ~'ElBB • 

TOTAL 

Per ton 

Rs. a. p. 

6 12· 9 
1 9 5 
0 14 6 
1 5 9 
1 11 2 
3 6 5 

15 12 0 
or Re. 0-9-3 
per rod. 

No interest or depreciat.iqn charges have been provided in these figirres. We 
. were informed that the labour charges, during 1948 had increased by Bs. 3-6-5 
per ton (Re. 0-2-0 per maund) which would give the cost of salt for that year 
at Rs. 19-2-5 per ton (Re. 0-11-3 per maund). At the nearest Madras factory 

of Naupada, the cost of production for 1947 was reported by l\Ir. Shiv Charan 
Das to average at Rs. 20 per ton (Re. 0-11-9 per rod.). This shows that 
notwithstanding the handicaps from which the manufacturers in Orissa suiier 
they are able to _produce salt at a competitive rate. The manufacturers 
stated that they charged a profit of only Rs. 1-11-3 per ton (Re. 0-1-0 per rod.) 
which, if t.rue, can be considered as reasonable. 

3.5.3. Golrhurkuda.-Like the Astarang fact.ory, the Gokhurkuda. factory is 
· T:m on a co-operative basis and is operated by the Huma Salt Production and 

_,ale Co-operative Society. 1t lies adjacent to the Huma. factory. The Co
operative SociP-ty was formed in 1942, but the manufacturing operations did 
11ot start till 1946. The Society has been given a lease of the lands by the Gov
-ernment of India for 25 years and the total area under cultivation is 283 
acres; recently a further 305 acres have been. assigned to the Society for 
~xtensions of the works. The subscribed capital is Rs. 22,500 on which the 
Society has obtained a loan from. the Orissa Government of Rs. 58,000 all of 
which has been spent on the initial oqtlay of the works. At the time of our 
visit, the number of members of the Society was 426 and they had formed 
themselves into 69 groups, each groU(> operating 3 to 5 acres. Each group 
of Society has its own reservoirs, condensers and crystallisers. ·Brine is supplied 

to the fact.ory from the Chilka. canal which also feeds the Huma factory and 
is pumped into the reservoirs. Since the works were started only in 1946 
their yield is low. and it is too early to judge the efficiency of the factory. 
We recommended to the Society that they should redistribute the area under 
cultivation so as to have common reservoirs and condensers and only the 
crystallisers should be worked by individual groups. In this manner they 
would save on the pumping charges as also economise on· the expenditure 
incurred at present on maintaining individual sets of reservoirs and condensers. 
With such a modification it should be possible to increase the yield of the 
factory. We understand that for the additional 300 acres that have been 
leased to the Society a condifion has been provided in the licence that the 
entire area .should be laid out as a single unit and not distributed among the 
-different groups. This is a step in the right direction. 'V e further recommend 
that in re-distributing the areas under cultivation care should be taken to 
maintain a ratio of 1 : 7 between the crvstallisers, and the reservoir cum con

·densers. The Society compl&ined that for housing the staff of the Salt De
partment they had incurred a capital expenditure of Rs. 12,000 and to main
tain the buildings they had to spend Us. 1,500 each year. As the Salt 
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Department staff is housed free_ of rent, the. Societ:f is not ea~n.i,ng a?! 
interest on this investment. Bes1des they have to prov1de free mediCal faClh

iies and water supply to the staff of the Salt Department. They also com
plained that whilst the Salt Department majntains the roa.ds in the small 
works the roads within their factory area have to be maintained by them. 
These' burdens have added to their cost of manufacture and put the co-01)erative 
unit at a disadvantage, compared with the small lessees who have remained 
outside the Society. These complaints appear reasonable and- should be 
ex&rnined bv the Salt Department with a view to offering the Society a measure 
of rt:'!ief. Xo fiuures of cost were supplied to us, but as the factory adjoins 
the Huma factory the cost at Gokhurkuda should not be higher than at Huma. 
If anything, it should be lower since the factory is run on co-operative lines. 
1\Ir. Shiv Charan Das had, however, collected the figures of cost for the year 
1947 and they are reproduced in Table CVI. 

TABLE CVI.-CosT oF PRoDUCTION AT GoKHURKUDA 1947 

Labour 

Dl)·ing and storagE' charg£'!1 
EstaulishmE"nt charges . 
Cost of 'packiug excluding the C'OS~ of u~gs 

. . 

TOTAL 

Por' ton 
~s. a. p. 

12 14 4 

0 4 5 
0 9 9 
1 11 2 

. 15 7 8 
or Re. 0-9-1 

per md. 

To these figures have to be added interest and depreciation charges at the 
Tate of Re. 0-9-9 per ton (4 pies per md.) for interest and Rs. 1-6-0· per ton 
(10 pies per md.) for depreciation wqich when added to the above cost would 
bring it up to Rs. 17-7-5 per ton (:Ite. 0-10-3 per md.). The ez-factory selling 
price has been given at Rs. 18-11-5 per ton (Re. 0·11-0 per md.) which gives 
the Society a. profit of Rs. 1-4-0 per ton (Re. 0-0-9 per rod.). This is low and, 
rloes not give an adequate return on the capital invested by the members., 

3.5.4. Sumad1.-The area in Sumadi for salt cultivation comprises 5,000 
aerf'8. Out of this, only 692 acres are at present being utilised. Messrs. 
B. K. Xaidu and Others and Mr. M. M. Yusuf are leased 512 and 180 acres 
re~pectively; further 300 acres have been leased to each of these parties for 
extending their works. Messrs. B. K. Naidu and Others were granted in 1918 
a lease for 25 years, which, on expiry in 1943; is being extended from year 
to )'ear. They pay a ground rent of Rs. 301 per annum. To Mr. Yusu£, the 
lear;e was granted in November 1946 for a period of 25. years on an annual 
grouud rent of Rs. 107. He informed us that he had invested about Rs. 3 
lakhs on his works including Rs.1,45,000 paid tQ the Government of India as 
a,.;sigument fee for obtaining the lease. An area of 510 acres has also been 
rl'cently allotted to the National Chemical and Salt Works which are expected 
tu go into production shortly. Thus, in all· about 1500 acres out of 5300 acres 
have so far been leased out for salt manufacture. Brine is taken directly from 
.the s~a. and it travels about 4 miles through channels over a swampy area before 
reachmg these works. The method of production is primitive and the ratio of 
crystallisers to condensers plus reservoirs varies from 1: 1 to 1:2. As the condenser 
area is _inadequate, low der,sity brine of 9• to 10• Be' is being charged into the 
crystalhsers to a depth of 1! to 2 inches. The size of the crystallising pans is 

_20 ft. x 50 ft. Salt is scraped every third day as soon as a thin layer of less· 
,than i inch is formed. 
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By the time the brine· has reache.'l a density of 27° to 28° Be very little o£ 
it is left in the pans and salt is scraped practically from a dry bed with the 
result that a lot of" clay is collected along with the salt. The bitterns are 
rarely eliminated. These practices should stop if the quality of the salt were 
to be .;mproved. As in the case of the other factories the areas of the two
Sumadi works should be redistributed in the ratio of 1:7. The break-up of 
the cost of manufacture at Sumadi was furnished to us by both the works, 
but their figures are conflicting as will be seen from Table CVII. 

TABLE CVII.-CosT OF PRODUCTION AT SuMADI 

I 
I 

(-a-)p_;_;-:; of obtaining hrine into reservoirs including · ~. h;"' c~.st o·.' I 
Works I 
PH ton 
Rs. a. p. 

Works It 
: Per ton I Rs. a. p. 

---~------

2 8 10 1 9 0 
(b) Labour • 
(c) Maintenance . . . . . 
(d) Supervision and overhead'l . . . 
(e) Rent, rates and taxes • I 
(/) Interes& • 
(g) Dt>preciation • 
(h) Miscellaneous oharges 

'4 4 0 
1 4 5 
1 2 2' 
0 2 3 

0 2 3 
0 4 6 

10 3 4 
1 II 3 
2 8 10 

s· i2 7 t 
\ 

6 12 10 1 

TOTAL • • 32 9 8 8 12 ., 
or Rs. 1 3 2 0 5 2 

'l'o these figures must be added the Provincial Government's cess of Rs. 1-11-3 
per ton (Be. 0-1-0 per rod.) for education. The labour charges furnished by 
Works II are abnormally low; for the year 1947-48 the prevailing rate for 
labour was about Rs. 6-13-0 per ton (Rs. 30 per garce of 120 rods.). On the 
· other hand, the interesil charges {or Works I are calculated a£ 25 per cent. of 
the capital invested which is unjustifiable. Furthermore, Works I have made 
no provision for depreciation, but have shown under miscellaneous charges a 
sum of Rs. 6-12-10 pe..r ton (Re. 0-4-0 per md.); no explanation has been given 
as to tlie items which go to make up these charges. The low depreciation 
shown on works II is apparently based on the cost of annual renewals and 
does not take into account the overall depreciation, on the capital outlay. 
As the figures of cost are conflicting and unreliable we are unable to give a 
comparative appreciation of the cost of production and the selling price which· 
in 1947-48 was about Rs. 17 per ton (Re. 0-10-0 per md.) ex-factory. 

3.5.5 Table CVill gives the output of salt in the Ganjam factories for the 
three years 1946 ttl 1948. 

TABLE CVIIL-PRODUCTION IN GANJAM DISTRICT 1946-1948 

1946 1947 
I 

194~ 

Tons Mds. Tons Mds. Tons Mds. 

Huma. 11,100 3,02,001) 17,050 4,64,000 13,850 3,77,000 

Gokhurkuda . 990 27,000 2,130 58,000 1,320 36,000 

Sumadi . . 5,440 1,48,000 16,490 4,49,000 4,850 1,32,000 

TOTAL 17,530 4,77,000 35,670 9,71,000 20,020 5,45,000 
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3.5.6 The quality of salt produced in the Gailjam factories is poor, the· 
sodium chloride content being 95 per cent. and under. Analysis of samples of 
salt of the Huma and Sumadi factories are shown in Table CIX. These stlmples

were drawn by us at the time of our visit in March 1949 from the production 
of 1948 and 1949. 

TABLE CIX.-COMPOSITIOY OF SALT PRODUCED IN GANJAM FACTORIES 

(Per cent. on dry basis) 
L- -~ 

Sumadi S" 
I Huma -------·---
l 1949 Naidu Works Yusuf Works 

i 
1948 1949 , .. , r- , ... 

' 

l. Sodium chloride . . . 94·00 89·89 94·30 95·72 95·04' 

2. Calcium sulphate •. . . 0·86 2·~3 0·81 0·55 0 ·28--

3. Magnesium sulphate . 1·08 0·71 1·17 0·80 1·111· 

4. Magne>Jium chloride . . 1·60 1·54 1·85 1·55 2·42: 

6. lnsolubles . . . 2·05 5·23 1 ·18 0·64 0·33-. 
6. Undetermined . . . 0·41 0·30 0·69 0·74 0 ·7-t' 

TOTAL . . . 100·00 100·00 100·00 100·00 100·00 

AB salt has been manufactured in the Ganjam district for a number of years,. 
it is regrettable that its qualitY, .Js not uniform and is poor. It ()ould be con
siderably improved with a little· care in the manufacturing operations. 

4. Annual Production and Quality. 

4.1 The annual production in Orissa for the three years 1946 to 1948, but· 
excluding the punga salt and salt produced by solar evaporation by small: 
unlicensed factories is shown in Table CX. 

TABLE CX.-PRODUCTION OF SALT IN ORISSA 1946-1948 

1946 1947 I 1948 

District Tons l\Ids. Tons Mds. Tons 1\Ids. 

Puri. 250 6,700 1,240 33,800 1,140 31,00~ 

! 
17 .• 530 l Ganjam . i 4,77,000 35,670 _9,71,000 20,020 5,45,000. 

I -
TOTAL I 17,780 4,83,700 36,910 10,04,800 21,160 5,76,000 

Even if the production by unlicensed manufacture which is estimated at 7,35(}· 
tons (2 lakh rods.) is added to these figures, the total production of 
Orissa is insufficient to meet the requirements of the Province. The annual 
consumption of the Province is about 92,000 tons (25 lakh rods.), but as the· 
production falls short of demand. it imports about 59,000 tons (16 lakh rnds.) 
or C~ per cent. of its requirements from Madras and Bengal; 37,000 tons
(10 lakh mds.) or 40 per cent. from Naupada and 22,000 tons (6 lakh rods.) or-
23 p~r cent. from Calcutta. 
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4.1: As stated in earlier paragraphs, t.he quality of salt produced in Orissa. 
·is unsatisfactory, its sodium '{:hloride content varying-from 89 to 95 per cent. 
'While we appreciate that due to climatic factors it is not possible to. adopt 
~the multiple irrigation system in Orissa and the . single irrigation system has 

necessarilv to be followed, it should nevertheless be possible to manufacture 
··salt of better quality by the single irrigation system as has been demonstrated 

at the Model Factory in Travancore and, on a bigger scale, by the 1\Iettur 
Chemical's Factory at Adirampatnam, Madras Presidency. We recommend 
that the Orissa factories should introduce the method of manufacture deve

,Joped by the model factory at Travancore. 

5. Co-operative SOCieties. 

5.1 It i::; only ii.' Orissa that we came across co-operative societies for the 
· mam~facture of salt. Though this mode of co-operation is to be welcomed, 
the two societies no\\- functioning in Orissa have not been in existence long 

. enough to enable us to judge their activities purely on· the basis of financial 
results. Co-operative Societies consist of workiJ:~g and non-working members. 
The former are individual producers, working in small groups each group 

·operating small uneconomic units of 3 to 5 acres. The non-working members 
·contribute to the share capital of the Society and are entitled only to the 
-dividends that may be declared from the profits.· The Astarang Society is 
working in an area. which has been hitherto considered unsuitable for the 
production of solar salt. The society at Gokhurkpda is located further south 

·where climatic conditions are more favourable for the production of solar salt, 
but as it started working only in the year 1946 it is too early to comment 

·on the results. The Orissa Committee have in this report favoured the exten
sion of salt manufacture by co-operative societies. · \Vhile we generally support 
the extension of the co-operative movement as far as it is feasible we would 
<invite the attention of the Orissa Government to the following factors in the 
-working of these societies. 

(a) While non-working members should not be exduded from the member
. ship of the Society, care should be taken to see that the number of such 
members who are merely financiers is not increased merely to optain additional 
·capital. The inclusion of non-working members is desirable only if their 
servica could be utilised for the purpose of guiding the affairs of the Society. 
The Co-operative societies are primarily organised for the benefit of !hose 
members who actually work on salt cultivation and they should not be con
-verted into avenues of investments for the non-working members. 

(b) The extent of application of the principle of co-operation has been 
somewhat restricted. The Societies have developed into a coalition of a large 
number of small producers who derive benefit mainly from the sale of salt. 
~'hough the Societies work both as producers and distributors of salt, only 

:the selling side of the business appears to have received hitherto their attention. 
In the process of manufacture, the members work as separate units and do 
not in consequence get the benefit of improved efficiency and economy which 
·they could obtain if they wtre to work as a single co-operative body. The 
·costs of operation can be reduced if they are carried out jointly on a larger 
scale rather than in small individual units. Supply of brine by common 

:J.!umps, its concentration up to 23o Be' in common reservoirs and condensers 
under scientific control, adoption of common protective measures against 
flooding, proper maintenance of works, and common stores are some of the 
beuefits of which no advantage has been taken hitherto. Even in these 

· op~rations, many of the working members can be gainfully employed if they 
were nf:1signed definite duties. For example some members can attend to work 
·on the pumping of brine, others on it-s condensing and sti·ll others on •be 
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Tlle.intenance of the works. The only operat-ion in which the members can 
'indindually engage themselves is in the lifting of salt and its transport to the 
storage yards. Such a joint effort in a common endeavour can alone be con
-sidered as working in the true spirit of co-operation. 

5.2 The Co-operative Societies have been urging that they should be given 
preferential treatment by exempting them from building and maintaining 
.quarters for the staff of the Salt Department, the payment of salt cess and, 
generally, from all supervision by the Salt Department. '\Ve do not find our 
wny to rec>ommending this preferential treatment as the Co-operative Societies, 
if they function on right lines, should be able to hold their own in competition 
with indiYidual licensees. Their chief handicap, in their early stages is 
1ack of funds. We, therefore, recommend that the Orissa Government should 
~ffer the Societies easy loans and other financial help to meet the capital cosfi 
<>f laying out the works on a proper scientific basis so that they may be able to 
operate their wor~~ economically and at a fair margin of profit. 
6. Improvements and Extensions. 

G.1 l\Ir. Shiv Charan Das in his report on Orissa Salt Works had estimated 
on a conservati,·e basis that the production could be increased to about 1,54,000 
tons (42 lakh mds.) if the method of mar.ufact.ure were improved and the 
areas available for salt cultivation were fully utilised. The areas worked by 
licensed and unlicensed factories and the areas available for further cultivation 
are shown in Table CXI. · 

TABLE CXI.-AREAS AVAILABLE FOR SALT CuLTIVATION L'i ORISSA 

District 

(a) Puri 

(I>) Ganjam ::-

TOTAl. 

Factories 

Astarang 

•.·· 
(i) Hums, Gokhurkuda and 

Sumadi 

(ii) Surla 

!Area culti-

j, v~ted 

Acres 
II 51 

1551 

2702 

Area available 
for expansion 

Acres 
200 

2900 

4900 

8000 

llased on three years' production (1946 to 1948) the average yield per acre 
in the Orissa factories comes only to 12·5 tons (341 mds.). In spite of a 
comparatively short manufacturing season this yield is very poor. For works 
Bituated in Bombay and the Naupada and Pennuguduru circles of 1~adras we 
estimate that the yields could be raised to 50 tons (1,360 mus.) per acre by 
redistribution of the areas under cultivation. For the Orissa factories, by .a 
similar redistribution of the areas under cultivation in the ratio of 1:7, it is 
within their reach to obtain a minimum yield of 40 tons (~.000 mds.) per 
acre. Ou this basis the production of salt from the existing factories could 
be increased to 1,08,000 tone; (29,40,000 mds.) which would be sufficient to 
meet the present consumption in the. Province. If the areas of 3,100 acres 
adjoining the existing factories in Puri and Ganjam districts are also brought 
under cultivation these areas could yield another 1,24,000 tons (33, 79,000 mds.). 

6.2 In addition to these areas there is a large area of 4,900 acres which 
is suitable for salt cultivation in Surla. A salt factory covering an c.rea. of 
530 acres had been in operation there for more than a century, but was 
abandonel about 25 years ago. _-\n attempt is being made to revive the 
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industry, and, out of sn area of about 1,600 acres which is reported to b~ 
fit for 'dalt manufacture, 696 acres have been allotted to Mr. 1\f. M. Yusuf 
who is one of the· two lessees operating a works at S"umadi. Mr. Yusuf e~.peets 
to bring under cultivation about 228 acres and produce 1,840 tons (50,000 mds.) 
in ,the first year and to raise the production within three years to abou11 
22,000 tons (6 lakh mds.). '!'his is Qn underestimate and Mr. Yusuf can 
produce about 38,000 tons (10 lakh mds.) from th~. area allotted to him. l\Ir. 
Yusuf has also plan3 to start a heavy chemicals factory at this site, but this 
is a matter that does !lot concern us at the moment beyond our venturing 
the suggestion that the manufacture of salt should be fully established in 
Orissa before any proposals for starting a heavy chemical industry are taken 
up. 'l'he source of brine supply. is a creek 3! miles from the factory. The 
supply of brine is, however, reported to be scanty owing to the deposits of 
mud and sand in the channel of the creek. It is also reported that a sand 
bar 150 ft. long and 50 ft. deep is obstructing the flow of water and, if 
the ba.z' mouth could be kept open and tha silt regularly cleared, an even 
flow of brine to the factory site could be assured at high tides. Failing this, 
it would be possible to pump the brine at high tide by locating pumps at 
suitable sites. 

' 6.2.1 There is a swamp on the eastern sioe of the Surla factory, covering 
an area of about 3,300 3Cres which is a potential site for locating new salt 
works and which could be broug~ into cultivation if supply of brine wer~ 
assured. The development. of this area should be considered only after it has 
been established that there would be no dearth of brine supply to the Surla 
factory that is being reopened by Mr. Yusuf. For the swamp area, it would 
also .be necessary to construct a ring bund to prevent any salt works that 
might be established there from being :flooded out during the monsoon. If 
this is not done, a large amount of expenditure would be incurred annually 
on repairs to condenser3 and crystallisers. 

6.3 Apart from the areas mentioned above; Gopalpur in the Ganjam district 
is also a potential site for developing a salt factory. There will be no dearth 
of brine there, because it is on the sea. Transport will also be easier as it is
cornected by good roads and is within easy reach of the Berhampur railW<ly 
station, 10 miles away. 

6.4 It will be seen that the Ganjam district alone· can meet the entire 
requirement of Orissa and has furthermore a potential capacity to export about 
1,65,000 tons (45 lakh mds.). Though the cost of production in Ganjam is
bound to be higher than in Kathiawad or Kutch, the Orissa factories have 

- the freight advantage owing to their proximity to markets which usually depend 
upon imported salt. If salt of good quality could be produced in sufficient 
quantities the Orissa factories can contribute to reduce the shortage of good 
salt in the Calcutta market. Moreover, as the Ganjam factories are nearer
to Sindri than the Naupada factories, they can meet the demand for salt of 
the proposed soda ash plant at Sindri more economically than either the
Madras, Sambhar or Kathiawad factories. 

6.5 The Chilka canal which supplies the brine to the Huma and Gokhur
kuda factories was originally excavated for navigation purposes between the 
Ganjam and the Puri districts via the Chilka Lake. At high tides sea water 
enters into the canal through the mouth of Rishikula river. The canal was 
maintained formerly by the Madras Government, but, -..-..ith the opening 
of .the Bengal Nagpur Railway, its utility diminished, and in 1919 its main
tenance was transferred to the Salt Department who constructed a bund near 
Mayurpada with a view to improving the supply of the brine to the two salt 
factories. One of the effects of this bund has been to prevent sea water from 
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flowing into the Chilka Lake as a result of which a-portion of the canal beyond 
the bund has dried up. The Orissa Government have recently requested the 
Salt Controller to remove this bund on the ground that it has deprived the 
fishennen of the locality of their m~ans of livelihood. The Salt Controller has 
asked for our views on this subject and after careful consideration we are ol 
the opinion that a bund is not necessary and it could be removed. Since the 
brine for the salt works is mainly lifted by pumps the utility ot the bund has 
largely diminished. If at all it is found necessary to store the water in the 
canal, we recommend that suitable sluice gates, operated manually, may be 
provided which could be kept. closed at high tides to divert adequate quantities 
of brine into the subsidiary channels for storage. This suggestion is, however. 
subject to more detailed examination by the Orissa Government and the Sal~ 
Department of the extent of silting in the canal, the cost of re-opening it and 
tbe cost of its maintenance. 

7. Sta.f! and Organisation. 

7.1 There is no technical staff at any of the two factories in Orissa to guide 
the manufacturing operations. As two co-operative societies are already ope
rating the salt works in the Province and as we have recommended the exten
sion of the co-operative method of working, wa recommend that the large 
private factories and the Co-operative Departmenj; of the Orissa Government; 
should employ suitable technical staff to help the· works in producing salt of 
better quality and a higher yield. Control laboratories should be set up fol' 
routine analysis of the brine and the salt produced. The cost of these labora
tories can be borne jointly by the lessees where necessary. 

7.2 The Orissa Committee have recommended that an officer of the status 
cf an Assistant Salt Controller, with headquarters in Orissa, should be appoint
ed to 1ook after the development of the salt industry in the Province. At 
present this work is being done by a Superintendent who is stationed at Huma 
and who works under the Assistant Salt Controller, posted in Calcutta. 
in charge of the salt works in Bengal and Orissa. The Orissa Committee 
have also complained that the salv. works are not receiving any technical 
guidance from the staff of the Salt Department whose chief duty is to look 
after administration and revenue matters. This complaint' is not entirely 
-eorrect. When we visited Orissa, we met the Superintendent of Salt. He has 
had long experience in the manufacture of salt and we are confident that he 
could give · technical guidance if the manufacturers so desired. The truth. 
however, is that as in most of the other salt works in the country, there is 
general conservatism in the methods of production and the manufacturers are 
chary of adopt,ing modem methods to i~prove the quality or the yield of salt. 
1'he mere appointment of technical staff will not, therefore, solve the problem. 
The better way of offering technical guidance to the manufacturers is to estab
lish a model factory in Orissa where the best methods of production, with due 
·1·egarJ to climatic conditions, could be ·demonstrated. These questions have 
been dealt with in the subsequent chapters. 

7.3 Labour is employed by the larger lessees on a contract basis. Payment 
·is maclP at a fixed rate which in 1947-48 was about Rs. 6-13-0 per ton 
fRs. RO pel:" garce (120 mds.)] and which in 1948-49 had risen to Rs. 9-1-9 to 

.Rs. 10-3-0 per ton (Rs. 40 to 45 per garce). As suggested in the Chapter on 
~Iadras, the employment of middle men in engaging the labour should be 

.discouraged and the factories should recruit their labour directly. · 

. 8. Summary of recommendations. 
(a) Balasore District 

(i) Lar~c scale manufacture of salt b:v so1'1r evaporation should 
:undertake~ in the Ba,lasore District. 

not be 
(3.1:2) 
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(ii) We do not support the suggestion of the Salt Manufacture Investigation 
Committee of Orissa that the punga process should be encouraged on any 
extensive scale. This process may be allowed to continue in the coastal' 
villages as a cottage industry to meet strictly local requirements. (3.1.3} 
.. (iii) The Balasore district is not suitabl_e for _setting up a brine evaporator 

plant worked either by steam bt electrictly. (3.1.4) 
(b) Cuttack Distric~ 

(i) Manufacture of solar salt ill the Cuttack dist~ict does not appear to be· 
feasible owing to· heavy rainfall and a short manufacturing season. (3.2) 

·~ (ii). Establishment of salt factories at Bhopal, Kharanasi and Bailkani as 
proposea: by the Orissa Committee should not be undertaken till meteorological 
data of these localities over a period .of 7 to 10 years are fully studied. W a
also do not support the proposal of the Orissa Committee to set up a salt 
factory at Harishpur, as the proposed area has already been converted into. 
paddy lands. (3.2.1) 

· (c) Puri District 
' 

(i) The area under salt cultivation of the Astarang Co-operative Society's 
factory should be redistributed so as to give a ratio of 1: 7·5 between the 
crystalliser and reservoir cum condensers. The size of the crystalliser should 
ah;o be enlarged to a minimum of 2,000 sq. ft. (3.3.1) 

(ii) The proposal of the Society to do away with the control of the Salt 
Department cannot be accepted. · (3.3.2} 

(iii) A loan of Rs. 20,000 should be advanced to the Society by the Orissa. 
Government for providing pump, ring bund, etc. for the factory. The Society 
should also provide common reservoir and condensers and allot only the crys
tallising area to the members on a group basis. Proper roads and waterway 
facilities should be provided to the Society to make a success of their venture. 

(3.3.2)' 
(iv) No new salt works should be established on the Chilka Lake until the 

effect of the Hirakud Project is fully determined. (3.4} 

(d) Ganjam Districtl 
(i) '.rhe areas under cultivation in Huma should be redistributed in the

ratio of 1:7. The 23 small lessees who work about 145 acres at Huma should 
be. persuaded to form themselves into a Co-operative Society and work the 

. area as a single unit. (3.5.2) 
(ii) The Gokhtirkuda Co-operative Society should have common reservoirs 

and condensers in order to save on the pumping charges and economise on 
the expenditure on maintenance of individual sets of reservoirs and condensers. 
The area under cultivation by the Society should also be redistributed in the
ratio of 1:7 between the crystallisers and reservoirs and condensers. (3.5.3) 

(iii) The Salt Department should examine the complaints of the Gokhurkuda 
Society about the liability placed on them for maintaining the roads within 
their factory and providing rent free quarters to the staff of the Salt Depart
ment. (3.5.3) 

(iv) The area of the two salt works in Sumadi should be redistributed in 
the ratio of 1:7. (3.5.4) 

(e) General Recommendations. 

(i) To improve the quality of salt in Orissa the method of 
single irrigation system AS devl'le>ptd hy the Model Factory 
should be introduced. 

manufacture by 
at Travancore · 

(4.2} 
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(ii) The number of non-working members in the Co-operative Soci'eties~ 
should be restricted. (5.1)' 

· (iii) The cost of operations in the Co-operative Societies can be reduced by 
installing common pump!; ;md maintaining common reservoirs and condensers. 

. - (5.~ 

(iv) The Orissa Government should offer the Co-operative Societies easy loans
and other financial help to meet the cost of laying out the works on proper 
scientific lines. {5.2) 

(v) The yield in the Orissa factories could be raised to 50 tons (1,000 mds.) 
per acre by proper redistribution of the areas under cultiva.Uion. By this 
method as also by bringing in new areas under cultivation the production in· 
Orissa can be increased substantially which would not only make the Province 
self-sufficient but also enable it to· export about 1,65,000 tons (45 lakh mds.) 
of salt to Calcutta and the adjoining Province of Bihar. (6.~ and 6.4) 

(vi) The Orissa. Government and the Salt Department should undertake a 
more detailed examination of the question of removal of the bund- o.n Chilka 
canal. (6.5) 

(vii) The large private factories and the Co·-operative Departm~nt of :the 
Orissa Government should employ suitable tecbpical staff to help the .salt 
works in producing salt of better quality. Control laboratories should also 
be set up for routine analysis of the brine and the salt produced. (7.1) 

(viii) The employment of middlemen for engaging labour should be ·dis-
couraged and the factories should recruit their labour directly. (7.3) 



1. Description. 

CHAPTER XVII 
WEST BENGAL 

1.1 Notwithstc.nding her long s-aaboard, Bengal has been ~ deficient Pro-
vince with regard to sR.lt f0r more than a century. Salt had bet.:n prod:~c.ed hi 
this Province since early times, but at no time in the past was it manufacti1re.d, 
by solar evaporation. The method that was followed llDd has. stJrviwld to Lhi<J 
day is the punga process. During the Mughal period both the manufacturer of 
and trade i!l salt was c,o!ltroHed by the Government of the day and lookea upon. 
as a special privilege to . be granted to a few. favoured persons. During the. 
British r~~ime, the East Indm Co., was more interested in its revenue.than. in. 
maintnining tbe illuigenous salt· industry and impediments \yere , p_lac.i3d in tha 
way of its development in order that. Liverpool an<J Cheshire salt . .cpuld be im-. 
ported in larger and l&rger qua11tities. The proces~ of elimina~ion .of the indi
(;enous industry was hastened by the fact that it was simpler and ·mo:e dlicient 
to collect .duty 0n suit nt its place of impor:tation than from a multitude of 
small scale producers scattered all over the C<]UDtry. · 

1.2 The import· of salt on an extensive scale began in the year 1870 at which 
time the quantity of salt rtenufactured and sold in Bengal was ol the corder 
of 55,000 tons (15 lakh mds). We hr.va discussed· in the C'bapter on Orissa; 
the disttstt·ous conrc:equeuce of the change ov~r from ~he :nonopoly · syst~m to 
the excise system .. In Bengal also the same change was introduced, but unlike 
Oriss:-l. the salt industry did not die out overnight, but kept on steadily declin
ing. By 1880, the imports had steadily increased and the local manufacture 
fell to below 3,700 tons (1 lakh ms}s.) and ceased to be of any consequence. 
The imported salt was both cheap and of a higher quality than the indigenous 
salt. By 18!lFI s&1t could no longer be produced at a competitive rate and its 
manufacture was 'prohibited. The Province began to depend entirely upon im
ported salt which came from the U.K. and other foreign, countri~s including 
Aden onl the Middle East pcrt1:1. 

1.3 The first World war brought into the forefront the question of supplying 
salt i,,) llengal from In4ian sources and the revival of the indigenous industry. 
The first £:nquiry on the possibilities of producing salt in Bengal and Orissa was 
made by the late Mr. Kapilram Vakil. In the past, the failure of salt manu-

, facture in Bc?ngal was attributed to the following three causes:: 

(a) The cost of mnnult•cture in Bengal was higher than the selling price 
of the imported article. Moreover on the indigenous salt produced 
by the punga process, heavy charges on account of preventive and 
warehouse establishments were levied from which the imported 
foreign salt was free. · 

(b) The low salinity of sea water in the Bay of Bengal due to the dis
. chargd of large quantities o~ fresh water from the G nnges alld the · 

Brahmaputra. 

(c) The climate of Bengal was very humid and did not, favour salt 
manufacture by solar process. . 

Mr. Vakil stated that. the humidity at Calcutta was actually less than at. 
Bombay where solar salt was being manufactured successfully on a large scale~ 

28.5 
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The only valid reasons which, according to him, would go against the production 
of salt on a large scale in Bengal were 

(i) the small area of the sea coast intercepted by estuaries which are 
not favourable to salt manufacture; and 

(ii) the Nor-westers vnc1 cyclonic storms from the Bay o[ 13engal. 
}"'r,lm a closl! study of the climatological maps E.nd memoirs puo~if;}1ed by the 
Mek.orological Department of the Government of India, Mr. Vakil c:une to the 
conclusion that various factors gave Bengal and Orissa an unequable climate 
making the manufacture of salt necessarily a speculative proposition. Attempts 
made by Messra. Andrew Yule and Co., to manuf&·cture salt on an exper!n•eu
tal . basis on the Contai seaboard did not succeed, because of the high cost of 
production and trttnsport. 

1.4 .In 1926, the TaxA.tion Enquiry Committee recommenil3d the advisabi
lity of rnaking India self-sufficient in salt and favoured "the granting of a 
purely teruporory advantage to the manufacturers, whether by way of u l'cbate 
of duty or of a d1fim·ential duty on import or both." The ('t::ntral ]3oard of 
llevenue were however, averse to this since no attempt could reasonably be 
made to compel the consumer in Bengal to like the ordinary Madras and 
B0mbay salt. They, therefore, came to the following conclusions: 

(a) the· problem of making the mainland of India self-supporting in the 
matter of salt supply resolved itself into that of cap~tu:ing for 
Indian salt the marke.t for fine white crushed salt in Bengal; 

(L) the ccst n! ttnn!>[•Ol'ting salt to Bengal from those rJlaces i!'l India 
at which salt suitable for that market could be ·produced and the 
extent to which such transport could be made available, were 
factors of the grea.test importance; 

(c) the probablfJ l~rdit<tions upon the output of sources in India which 
could produce the required quality of salt were such that in the 
cviden(:e availab'e, 6: reasonable probability that India could b, 
rm.de- fl<!lf bllpporting in this respect couH not be regard•3j ns es
tr,blished. 

The Iudian Legislative A~~;embly however, kept on pressing tha nc<'d for f;tc:p
ping the imports of foreign salt and developing the industry :n In,lia nnd as a 
result of the rf·COJnlnenclt>tiou or both the T&riff Board and the Salt Rurvey 
Conunit~ee. n .further enquiry was conducted by Mr. C. H. Pitt on the question 
of pro:luction of salt b Bengal, Bihar and Orissa by solar evapor;ltiou. 1lr. 
Pitt's findings were as under: 

(a) due .to appreciable variations in the strength of the brine during 
different seoscns of the year, manufacture of salt in Benglll 10ight 
be possible for a limited period of the year only. 

(b) in vitlw of the higher humidity, lower temparature and tht:l wider 
rainfall, it f'H·med unlikely th&t a working season C;C more than 
four months could be obtained. These unfavourable conditions 
were further accentuated by the prevalence of cyclonic e:torms 
nnd barometric depressions at the head of the Ihy or Heng'll. 

(c) manufacture by vacuum evaporation required complicated and costly 
plant and skilleJ labour and an uninterrupted supply of cuueen
tratad brine which would at the best be obtain:1ble in the Beu?al 
coa!:'t for only feu!' months of the year. Owing to thr~ short \vork
ing season, depreciation on the plant would be heavy, supervision 
would be costly and the probability of the plant's continuous ·work
]ng W:luld be doubtful, so that it seemed unlikely thi:\t this sybte!n 
of .manufacture would be successful. 

(d) one or mo~.·e experimental factories might be establi-ohed to t1•st pt1S

sibilities of manufacture by the Burma process which combined 
tol&r and artificial evaporation, but Government should tako no 

.Jmr.t in tha c0nd uct of an experimental factocy beyo11d arranging 
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f\lr preventive work. One of the areas in which nn expE'riment of 
this kind might be carried out was Lothian Island in the Sun
derbans though there might be many r.reas more suitable in ~he 
Sunderbans. The areas east and west of Sola Khal on the Contai 
'foreshore aud rouud the mouth of the Bherikhan lillal neer Con

. ts.i might also l•b suitable. 

Although l\Ir. l'.itt dkl not sny outright tha~ the manufacture of solar Folt in 
Dengal was not possible, his very grudging admission of its possibility sub!e.ct · 
~ expilrimentation was interpreted as unfavourable to the proposrd.. -

1.5 This view was not accept_ed by the Government of Bengal, who institu· 
ted an indepeudent enquiry through their Industrial Chemist. He rep·>rted 
that a large scale manufacture by the punga process was not possible and that 
.the method suitable for Bt-nga! was the Burma process. As a result of this~ 
report, the Govilrnment of Bengal invited two experts, one from Sind auJ tbe 
other from Burma. to report on the question. The Sind expert came to the 
conc!usion that the rrmm!actur~ of scdt by solar eva,poration was not poss~ble in 
B~ngal. The Blll'ma expert held that it should be possible to manufacture salt 
by the Burma process o'l a commercial scale. The matter 'fas ng:;in enquired 
into, in 1937, by Mr. D. N. Mukherjee, the present Salt Controller. Government 
ot India and !.lr. V. H. lluo of the Bengal Forest Service. 'Jheir enquiry was 
mainly crm£ued to the Sunderbans. They made &: survey of the r.ea bri:le nl•)ng 
the steamer route from Saptamukhi to Terobanki Khal up to its junction with 
Harinbhanga aud found thnt the brine was suitable for salt !tl&uu!acture., n!Jd 
they recommended the adoption of the B.urma process. For this purpose they 
made an exhaustive study of the firewood resources and came to the conclusion 
that the &Tecls Rrouud Sunderbans could provide annually l>rushwood fuel to 
the; extent of 47 lakh mnunds. Calculating on the basis that 50 seers of fuel 
would be required to produce one maund of salt, they computed that the Sun
derb::ms could yield az.nually about.•l,36,000 tons (37 lakh nuunds) d sr.U. 
They seleeted an area of about 5,800 acres in the Res<lrved Porest nt the junc
tion of Terobanki Khal and Harinbhanga river where a group of factories might. 
be established in course of time. 

l.Q ~'he next. st~>ge in the series of enquiries into the salt industry of :Benral 
<'llP.1(l when the Department of Industries, Bengal, made a reference to the 
Beng<ll Industrial Survey ColLmittee who constituted in Silptember 19..J1 a Sub 
Con·mittee for mr.king u detailed enquiry into the position and pro&pet•ts of 

.mnnufacture of salt in Bengal. This Sub-Committee submitted their rcJoort in 
1945 in which they came to the· conclusion that the brine of initial density of 
2.2° to 2.6" Be' as reported by Mfs Mukherjee and Rao was quite suitable, 
and that it was possible to have a manufacturing season of 5 months from early 
Dt!cember to eC\rly May. They recommend<ld a threefold r•rogramwe ns. fol
I~,ws: 

(a) all pl1ssible faciliti~s should be made available to those who were 
l'roducing sr.lt ul!der the Gandhi Irwin Agreem~nt· on a cottage 
bnsis; 

(b) nclt'•lllnte fr.c:Jitiee, under favourable conditions, sho,tld be created 
to attract private initiative to start production cf suit by any of 
tbe metborls, vi11. solar evnporr.tion and the nurma nH'thod, or 
b..J both mdhoC!s on a factory scale. 

(c) GovE-rnment sho::tld take steps for starting one or r.·,ore pio1:eer salt 
factories so thr· t n good portion of Bengal's salt zequiremonts may 
be met. In addition to these, ·they advocr.ted th·e stmtinb of 
several ancillary industries for the manufacture of bypzoducts 
and Jt.~avy chemicals for which the salt works l'l:gh~ h~lve to Le 
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located at a distance .of 25 to 50. mil~s inland from the sea. 'l'hey 
also re<:ommcnd~tl th_at an independent and oe),f contained Salt;. 
Development Department should be established by the Govern
ment of Beng~l to develop \he ·production of salt ;n Bengal aiJd 
th~t n Sal.t Advisory 9ommittee should be set r.p ior tbis purpoee. 

1. 7 M:r. G. K. Nag, Special Officer (Salt) of the. Directorate of Industries, 
its requirements of salt, Bengal musJ; install big factories and that the Bengal 
on a cottagQ basis anp he st:bmitted a report in 1947. Whila he was in favour
of giving .the necessr.ry er~ourageinent to tha villagers .in the coastal beJt to. 
produce more salt by the pungu. method he expressed the opioicm that, to rr:eet. 
its requirements of salt, Bengal must install big factories and that the Bengal 

· Government must install some factories of their own to serve as models to pri-
vate entt·rprise. · 
2. Jrlanufacturing Process, 

2:1 ~The. licence to manufr.cture sa;lt in Bengal is issu~d by the S:1lt D!Opart
ment of "the Government of India. The licences are renewable euch year on 
payment of an annual fee of Rs. 5. The salt factories are situated in the two 

. districts· of Midnapur &nd 24 Parganas. The list of the factories !s given in 
Tahiti cxn. - · · - ·· · 

TABLE CXII.-FACTORIES IN WEST BENGAL 

Area under cultivation (in acres), 

District Name of works Location Cry-
Reserv- Condenflers stalli- Total• 

oirs sers 

(a) Midnapur (i) Bengal Salt Co.· Dadana- .2 54 13 109. 
- patra. 

(ii) Premier Salt Purusba- Not known 25 
Mfg. Co. ttampur : 

(b) 24 Parganas (i) Pioneer Salt Sisirganj 5 25 5 3()1 

Mfg. Co. 

(ii) National Salt Maipitb. Not knewn 25-
~fg. Co. I l -

(iii) Lokomanya Marsani Not knewn 16> 
Salt Works. I 205 

Both the solar and the Burma processes- are followed and the single irrigation 
system is adopted in the ca~e of solar salt. Brine is drawn .from tha eea int<> 
the reservoirs during high tides. It is then either pumped or baled out to the 
condensers "herefrom it is fed into the Crystallisers. In some of tho f::.ctories 
concentrated brine of 20° Be ohtained by solar evaporation, is heated in open 
pans over direct fire ~sr.cl tho salt obtained is marketted ss evaporated s&.lt. 
l::;&:lt is also produced on a cottage scale by the punga method b11t. the so·:lium 
chloride content of the product is only about 85 percent. 

2.2 MIDNAPUR DISTRICT.-Of the two works in this area, the Bengal Salt Co., 
has been in existence for 7 years. We visited this factory iu ~ ay 1U48. It 
has probably th~ longeat and the most sustained experience of mnuu!«ct·ure of 
salt in Bengal, Ni\withstandinh the vicissitudes through which it has had to 
pass. These lfOT~!-1 possess a'l area of 0..'\0 acres, but only 109 acres have been 
utilised so far as given below: 
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. Acre~ 
4~ 
54 
u 

109 

'This gives a ratio of 1:7.4 between the crystallisers and the· ~eservoirs plu 
~ondensers which is not in any way excessive for an area of comparatively heav: 
rainfalL Table CXIII gives the particulars of the· rainfall at Conta.i for the tel 
_years 1938 to 1947 as also the density of sea brine month by month: 

TABLE CXIIT.~RAINFALL AT CONTAI 1938-1947 . 

.January 

February 

March 

April 

May, 

June 

July. 

August 

September , 
October 

Month 

November. 

December 

Ton.L 

(In inches) 

Average 

0·60 1 

0·55 

0 i!7 

1·67 

4·49 

10·81 

• 
U·81 

17·66 

11·27 

11·73 

0·73 

0·371• 

73·56 

Average I Density o: 
Minimum. Maximum numbe'i o{ sea brine i: 

rainy daya Be deg. 

Nil 
-· 
Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

0·86 

4·00 

• 6·79 

9·99 

7·66 

4·62 

Nil 

Nil 

1·72 

3·25 

3·20 

7·36 

10·87 

17·75 

_16·96 

40·21 

23·09 

26·25 

3·30 

3·63 -

1·7 

1·2 2·5 

2·9 

3·9 

7·1 

13·3 

18·9 1 

2·5 

2·8 

2·9 

2·7 
(UptO' 
15th). 

. r LeBB 
19·6 1 tbari 1·C 

>-15·4 /' 

9·0 J . 
1·6 

. _l):~·r ~. .. 
94·8 

1·0 

1·0 

:The density of the brine is ·very low upto February and the salt manufaGt~jng 
season commences from ]'ebruary and closes by about; the t•nd · of ·May when 
the rainfall is sometimes heavy. The density of the brina falls to abou~ 
1' Be by the middle of June and no manufacture is attempted during the rest 
o£ the ;year because of the low denaity of brine. These works also cr.rry c·ut 
&;ODIC p:orluction by evaporating concentrated brine. with. artificic.:l hent. They 
store the concentrated brine at the end of the .manufacturing s~ason in . a 
cement cistern in ord<!r to utilise it for artificial evaporatio.n h'it:~r tbe onset Qf 
the rains .. They have also been experimenting with cement. pans for use -as 
crystallisers. . 'l'he Midnapur . coast is subject! to periodical cyclones against 
which no adequate protection is possible.· These works suffered a heavy damage 
during the cyclone of 19-12 which washed away the entire factory and buildings 
and resulted even in the loss. oi life of ;some of the personnel.· .. The wc-rks ·had 
~,.... \.... ... -L---L-.] -11 ---- --- !-
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2.~.1 The production of .the Bengal Salt Company for the three years 194(). 
48 is shown in Tt.:blc CXI\t : . 

TABLE CXIV.-PRODUCTION oF SALT BY T~ BENGAL SALT CoMPANY 1946-4S 

1946 
1947 
1948 

Tons Mds. 

350 
960 

1,370 

9,570 
26,06(} 
37,350 

The average yield per acre comes to only about 7:35 tons (200 mds.) which is 
too low even for tha short season during which these works operate. We feel 
that these works have not yet had time to establish themselves and the shortage 
of finance has been responsible for the poor progress made hitherto. The small 
quantity of s:.U that is being manufac~ured is sold in Calcutta. trJ which place 
it is despatched in ftat h·ttom boats. 

2.2.2 The analyses of samples of salt collected by us during our visit to 
these works are shown in Table CXV: 

TABLE CXV.-COMPOSITION OF SALT PRODUCED BY THE BENGAL SALT COMPANY. 

(l'ercent; on dr:J basis) 

Solar salt I 

Clay beds Cement 
Evaporated 

salt 
beds 

-
.:· 

Sodium chloride 97·23 96·71 93·96 

c alcium sulphate • . . 0·68 1·21 1·02 

Magnesium sulphate .. ·- 0·54 0·10 1·93 

Magnesium chloride . 0·91 0·74 2·07 

Insolubles . . 0·37 0·42 0·32 
-

Undetermined 0·27 0·82 0· 7(} 

TOTAL 100·00 100·00 100·00 

.NotwithsJanding the extra expenditure incurred on the artificial evaporation of 
brine, the result of analysis ehows that the evaporated salt is inferior to solar 
salt.· This is largely due to .the fact that the crop of crystals is not being <'01-
lected ut the correct_ stag-es of fractionation and the adherent mother liquor is 
not e.tfectively temoved. H the artificial evaporation is to be continued, the 
works will be well advised to control the denSity of .the brine at which it ~s fed 
into the evaporating pan and that of the mother liquor at the time of col
lection of the crystals. By using a small centrifuge, they should be able ~o 
drain aw:~y the adhering llqucr and also giye the salt a wash with water or 
dilute brina to remove the imr-urities. The salt obtained .(rom the ct>ment beds 
is also inferior . to the cl&y beus.: Tha calcium sulphate content is appreciabl1 
higher presumably because tha brine has reacted with the Ct.!men.~. 'This was 
noticeable from the cracks ancl blisters that ~e c·ament pans had developed. 
We do not consider that there is sufficient justification for laying down pacca 
beds of cement. Considering the success th&.t has been made of tba crcliJJary 
clay· t.eds 1u these works we recommend that here as elsewhare in India. clay 
baclg alone should be used. -
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2.2.3 The seuson of ot•ly four months is shorter than in uny otht''l' part of 
Indi:1 but de~;pita the low density of the brine during November and December, 
an effort should be made by these works to take advantage of the dry months 
from November onwards for the concentration of brine. A period of about 
six weeks is r.ect-ssnry for th~ preparation of the condensers aul crystaJlisers 
at the commencement of ear:h season and this period should le utilised for the 
concentrc.tion of the low denrc:1ty brine in the reservoirs so that n large storage 
of brine of n. fair ccncf:nt.ration may be available as soon as the coarlensers are 
.ua.Ja ready. If this were done, it would be possibla ~o feed the conce:)trnted 
brine into the condensers m December so as to enable the deposition of salt in 
the crystflllisers to C<•I:Jmarwe in January. Considering the l()W density of the 
brine, the areas under cultivation will have to be redistributed to give a Tatio 
of 1 :11. On this basis tl:le present 109 acres should be divided as under:· 

Reservoir 
Condensor 
Crystalliser 

TOTAL 

Acres. 

60 
40 

9 

109 

By this redistribution, tha yield of salt per acre should increase fo a rmmmum 
of 25 tons (680 mds.) as compared with the present yield of only about 7.35 
tons (200 mds). We r.re alsc of the opinion that the entire area or 600 :ac.res 
in tho possession of tl•e works should ba brought und~r cultivation nnd if. this 
wero dotw, the total should be distributed amongst the different components as 
foUows: 

Reeorvoir 
Condensor 
Crystalliser 

TOTAL 

.. •. 

Acres. 

330 
'220 

50 

600 

By bringing this area UJ'der cultivation the production of the .Bengal Salt Co 
may well be computed a~ 15,000 tons (4 lakh mds.) per annu!ll. 

2.3 The other factory in the Midnapur district viz., the premier Salt Mann• 
facturing Co. l,td., l!as on~y 10 acres under production. Their average annual· 
production is only 44 tons (1200 mds.) giving a yield of 4A tons (120 maunds)' 
per acre which is even !ower than that of the Bengal S&:lt Co . ... 

2.4 24 PARGANAS.-Salt was being manufactured on a very small· scale by 
seveu factcries in this art:'a, tut their history ha:s been evan more c:hequered 
than that of the factories in the Midnapur district. The Sunderbans being not 
easily nccess1ble at the tiJ:,e of our visit to W·ast Bengal,· we were not ahJo to 
visit· any of the factories in this district. No manufacturing operations were in 
p!·ogress nt that time. 

2.4.1 On~ of the factories viz. the Pioneer Salt Manufacturing Co. L~d·., of 
Sisirganj have giv.:m us detailed information about their works nnd the roudi
tions of munuff,cture prevailing with them could be applied m'l!-tiLtis ?nutar.iti'
to the other. factories in the Sunderbans. The works of this Company are 
situated. at Sisirganj in the Sunderbans at a distance, of 58 miles from Calcutta. 



Port Canning, 30 miles from Sisirgc.nj, is th.J nearest railway stat.i,Jn anrl the 
only n.eans of transport from the works is by sailing boats. The Company ac
quired oue p~ot of 430 acres in 1936 and commenced the construction of the 
works in 1938. '£hough origi11ally it was planned that all the ·130 acres would 
be t!tilised, the arer.: under salt manuiactura at present is ::>nly 30 acres. _ Oi.lt 
of these 30 acres, the reservoir covers an area of 5 acres, condensers 20 acres 
and the erystallisers 5 acres, giving a ratio of 1:5 which we consider inadequate 
for a place where the rainfall is heavy and the initial density of brine is only 
about 2° Be'. · We have not been able to secure the figures of rainfall over 
.ilny extended period for this locality, but it has been stated that the figures 
:relating to the Saugor Island which is situated nearby would apply to this 
arP.a. Tabla CXVI gives the average monthly rainfall for each month ccllected 
between 1871 and 1920: Since the average is based on observations over a 
fairly long period we consider that these figures may be treated as typical. 

January 
February 
;March: 
April 
'May 
Juno 
July 
August . 
SeptemhJr 
October. 
November 
De<'.ember 

TABLE CXVI.-RAINFALL AT SAUGOR IsLAND 1871-1920. 

(In inchc•) 

I . I 
I AvBrage 

Averag<J I number 
j of raio.y 

Months 

! days -------------___ _, ___ _ 
0·30 
1·12 
1·43 
1·14 
4·41 

11·54 
14·65 
14·18 
10·76. 
8·14 
1·47 
0·27 

0·9 
1·8 
2·0 
2·1 
5·8 

12·3 
15·8 
16·5 
13·0 
7·5 
1·4 
0·5 

69·41 79·6 

It will be seen that the climatic conditions in the Saugor Island are, if anything. 
a: little better than that et Contai; the average annual rainfall e.nd tha nuiubcr 
of .rainy days in the year are lower. The dry season starts from November and 
lasts till the middle oll\fa.v. It is probable that tha density of the sea brine in 
'November will Le · ss h)W ns at Contai, but this hr.ndicap c!ln be 'overcome to 
some extent by iJ!crensing tho! reservoir area so that advantage may ba taken 
of the fair weather prevailing h November c.nd December for co:1centrating ~he 
brine .. If this is done, salt may start crystallising from January. From tht:; 
stateme_nt of monthly pr•)duction furnished by the works :::ince their inc~ption 
in· 1938, we found that they were able to harvest some snit in the month of 
January though r.s n rule the collection had bean confined to the :c:.onths of 
March, April and May. Th~re have also been years when soma quantity of 
salt was collected even as late as June. From the data, we conclude that if 
full advantage were taken of the evaporating capacity in the month9 of Nc.vem
ber 3nd December, tha production of sc.-It could start in Janu.uy and continue 
till the middle of Hay: Both the solar evaporation method and the Burma 

,process are .folJ.l\veu. In spite of the proximity of tho forest area from which 
. .fuel. should b& available;- l.ha works have reported that they h11vo found diffi
' culty in getting their suppli~a. At one tim~ they hc.-d installed 10 galvnnised 
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:Steel pans, measuring 10 ft. X 10 ft .. X 1! ft. but these pans have Corro(led 
.away and th~Jy ha\'e 11ot been replaced as steel could not be made available 
t{) them during war time. \Ve do not consider iron pans s•1it'!i:ble t:>r salt 
·manufacture nnd if _these works are to continue to produce naporatcd salt 
they must use a material that would not be affected by the highly' corrosi\'e 
<brine and the sali!!e r.·hnosphere of the works. Unless a uepenclabl~;: source of 
fuel ·supply can be €stubli~;heo we . would_ not recommend their restartir:g ·the 
boiling method for the manu!at-ture of salt. They have also exper~mented with 

-eovered cement cisterns il:lto which .. concentrated brine is led whenever there 
is a shower of rain. We feel that such a contraption cannot have a place in 
any l11rge scale. works where millions of gallons of concentnted brine have to 
.be hflndleu. We cannot help feeling that these works did not have the benefit 
of expert advice from persons experienced in the manufacture of salt whi:::lh, 

_if obtained, would have saved them the unnecessary expenditure on experiments. 
2.4.2 Jn Table CXVII we reproduce the. figures of production at these works 

for tha 10 years from 1!1;)9, to 1948: ; . . · . 
' . -. . . 

TABLE CXVII.-PRODUCTION OF SALT BY THE PIONEER SALT MANUFACTURING 
!CO.; LTD., 1939-1948. 

T~ns'· MdS: 

1939 32 870 
1940 18 490 
1941 46 1240 .. 
1942 71 1940 
1943 68 1840 
1944 . 11 300 
1945 18 500 
1946 7 200 
1947 36 990 
1948 . 3 8() 

: _1' 

:From these figures it will he seen' t'b.at the highest produc~ion for any yE'ar ~as 
71 tona (194D maunds) which gives a. yield of about 2.4 tons (?5 maunds) which 
is very low. No salt works could be run economically at·thls rate of produc
tion and we recommend tllat these works be extended and that an al'ea of 400 
acres be brought under t'ttltivation if salt is to be produced at a!'l economic c?st. 
The area should be distributed in the ratio· of 1 : 11, between the crystalbser 
6Tld reservoir cum condenser. With this ratio, the producti0n of the works 
should go upto 10,000 tons (2, 70,000 mds.) per annum. 

2.4.3 TLeee works ha>e given us a. statement of break up of cost ccmputed 
on the hasis of the probable production of a fully developed area. We show 
them below: 

(a) Cost for obtaining brine into reservoirs 
(b) Labour . . • . . 
(c) Mainte:1.ance including repairs etc. 
(d) Supervision . . . . 
(e) Overhead ' . • 
(/) Ro:1ts, rates & ta 'tes 
(g) Depreciation . 
(h) Misc. charges 

.• 

TOTAL 

. ' .. ' 

Per ton 
Rs. a. p. 

0 13 7 
4 4 () 
3 .6 IS 
0 13 '1 
0 13 '7 
0 6 10 
0 6 10 
0 13 7 

11 14 5 

or Re. 0-7-0 
per md:· 

.... ' •. I '.;_ • ~ ·• .. 
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Apart from tha fact that these :figures -do not ~ake into 3Ccouut the in teres• 
ch~rges on the capital outlay we feel that they are a gross under-estimate and 
the cost ol manufacture in our opinion will exceed Rs. 27-4-0 p~r ton (Tie. 1 
per md.) Thi3 cost is undoubtedly high as compared with the cost of the more 
favourably situated areas, but against this the Bengal works hnve the &'dvan
_tage of ·much lower transport cost and should be able to ,compete. w1th salt 
brought all the w&y from Kathiawad and Kutch. These works possess an un
doubted ~dvantage in having the Calcutta market almost next door which cail 
be reached all the way by water during all weather by country crafts. The 
works are, however, not in favour of using the _water route because they fear that 
the crafts in ·use are not built Btrongli enough to carry the salt all the way to 
Calcutta. They have, therefore, urged that the ban on the booking of salt by 
rail froM the Port Canning Station should be wit_hdrawn. When the production 
at these works reaches a reasonable proportion, the railways will no doubt look 
into their grievance and offer facilities for the movement by rail also. 

2.4.4 No technical stc.ff such as an engineer or a chE;mit;t is employeJ by 
these works. Besides the Manager and a clerk, there is one foreman, called 
Sard'l.r and 5 skilled and 25 unskilled workers. Labour is permanently 
en.ployed and resid~s in t.he vicinity of ·the works, As- these-works require 
technical guidance, they should also employ a Chemist or a Chemical Engineer 
who shoufd be in charge of the works and who should be made responsible 
for manufacturing operations. 

'2.4.5. The other two factories in the 24 Parganas are not in operation. The 
total area o{ each is too small to be economic. 

3. ~uction and Quality. 

· 3.1 The totlil production of salt in West Bengal, by the licensed fact0ries, 
has been negligible hitherto. The production for the three years· of 1946-48 is 
shown in Table CXVIII: 

TABLE .CXVIII.-PRODUCTION OF SALT IN BENGAL 1946-1948. 

District 1946 ; 1947 1948 
-

.. Tons Mds. Tons Mds. Tons Mds. 

Midnapur 367' 10,000 1,016 27,690 1,380 37,47() 

24 Prgana.s 7 200 36 980 3 80 

-
ToTAL 374 10,200 1,052 28,670 1,383 37,550 

The present yields are very le>w and the production _cou!d ~ave been several 
times higher even from the present areas under cultivatiOn 1f the wo:·Jrs had 
been in continuous operation. 

3.2 The qu!ility of salt produced in M:idn~pu; District is better th;a• t?e 
quality produced in l\.fudras l\nd Bomba~. This 1s largely because any Ulferior 
quality salt would not have found a sale m Bengal. 

· 4. Improvements and Extensions. 

4.1 The Governmen_1i ~1 w·est Bengal placed before us tJ. progmmm-1 for the 
future ·developmen:t of the salt industry on (a) Contai Sea Boar<! and (b) the 
Sunllerhans. 
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(a) On the Contai seaboard, the" following three saline belts have been 
selected for development:- · · . 

(i) Purushattampur 

(ii) Deuli • 

(iit) Ramnagar • 

Area 

2,350 

4,216' 

1,200 

7,766 

In the opm10n of the Government of West J3engal, the Bengal Salt Co~ bad. 
achieved t>ncouraging results in Purushattampur but the rate of development 
had been retarded owing to lack of capital. The' Government offered to accele· 
rate the development by affording financial assistance and technical guidance. 
Wit~ regard to the other two area8, the Government were contemplating the
settmg up of one or two industrial corporations for which the share capital woul<l 
be provided by the West Bengal Government, the Governn'lent· of India. en<l 
private interests. The Government of West Bengal, held the view that even it 
participation by the Central Government was not f0rthcoming the State Govern
ment would go ahead with their proposals in' collaboration with the public of 
West Bengal. . . . -

r•fo 

(b) Sunderbans (24 Parganas)-The Government of. West. Benge,! proposed 
to develop 1.500 acres available in this district by enabling the ·existing facrories
to acquiroJ additional lands to become economic units. They were also con· 
templ.ating grc.nting financi>1l assistance to tha works already in_ existence: 
Basing tl:eir calculations en an average yield of 22 tons (600 maunds) per ncr& 
at the end of the first three years a.nd an.ultimate yield of 29 tons (800 matmds) 
per aero, the Government of West Bengal had made the following forecast ot 
productions: · · 

ANTICIPATED PRODUCTION 

Total Expected yield Expected ultimate-
Locality area after 3 yoars Yield 

to be 
developed 

Tons Mds. Tons Mds.· 

. 
(a) Contai Sea Board (Midnapur):- A-'reB 

(i) Purushatta mpur . 2,500 55,000 15,00,000 72,500 20,00,000' 

(ii) Deuli 4,200 92,400 25,30,000 1,21,800 33,60,00().. 

(iii) Ramnagar 1,200 26,400 7,20,000 34,800 9,60,000 

(b) Sundorbans (24 Parganas) 1,500 33,000 9,01,000 43,500 12,00,000 

9,400 . 2,06,800 56,41,000 2,72,600 74,60,000, 

., 
·1.2 'l'he estimates of ;}ield of the West Bengal Governm~nt appenr to us to 

be slightly higher and we would be satisfied if the lower figure of. 25 tons (68() 
mds.) per acre indicated by us in previous paragraphs could be achieved. 1.11 
is a practicable proposition but it could be reached only over a period of yeal'~~ 
We have before us the example of the $alp works in Kathiawad where near]y 
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~"20 year.; ago thE're was only one salt works but where today there are 13 large 
:and small worka producivg 3,00,000 tons (81 lakh maunds) of snlt per annum, 
.and where the l'"~Bibilit.ies of. further expansion are not exh&.ust";lrl. Before 
manufacture on such a large scale can be planned at Contai Sea. Board, we had 
recommended in our Interim Report that a detailed and large size map 
c£howing the topography a11d the contours of this area should be pri!pared. As 
ihe metecrological aud other technical data. available at Contai were not hrle
qu'l~ we had recommended that the Government -of India. should appoint an 

. investigation officer at the salt works of. the Bengal Salt Co. Ltd., to rollect 
.ir-depfudently the following data: 

(a) distribution of rainfall, on daily, m_onthly and yearly hnsis, 
(h) daily mr.ximmn and mini.lnum temperatures, 
(c) daily humidity, 
(d) daily wind velocity and direction, 
(e) tidal fluctuations (rise and fall in feet) daily, monthly and yearly, 
(f) density of sea water each week, 
lg) density of . brine in the creek, reservoirs, condensers, crystallising 

. beds and bittern channels of the salt works each week, 
'{h) J•ate of evaporation of brine in different stages, month hy'month, and · 
'(J) analysis of sea w·att·r samples (to be done month fo month in a een-

. tral labor&tory): · 
'This information ·gathered over a period of two or three years would serve as 
. a· useful guide to the existing works in Co:i::ttai as also ;to the uew w~rks that 
:might be established ~here. We had further recommended that- this c.fficer 
cshould be a meteorologist who is s: graduate in Chemistry nnd thi\t the :Meteo
·rol_ogicnl Department of the Government of India might be asked to rE'com
"lilend a suitable person ior immediate' appointment. We · suggested the ap
-pointment of this officer by the Government of India in order that their Salt 
'Department could keep itself in clostl touch with the development of the salt 
'industry in West Bengal. 'l'hiR recommend&tion has not yet been ucted upon 
.:and we reiterate it for adoption. 
. 4.2.1 Another factor. which should also be examined before any large scale 
·manufacture is undertaken at Contai is the . question of transpor,t both by 

· canal as well as by rail routes. Running parallel to the Contai sPa-board is 
the Orissa coast canal which needs to be reconditione'd to serve as nn alter

:native means of transport to the interior of West Bengal. 'lhe railway sta
·tion of Contai Road is about 40 miles from the sea-board and the provision 
-of a railway line to it should be given a high ·priority so as to provide facili
·ties of rail transport when large f;Cale manufacture begins. Unless alterna
-tive means of transport are made availabla, the chances or development of 
--salt industry in this area on an extensive scale will be remote. 
. 4.3 SaH can be produced in West Bengal by -solar evaporation. The con· 
ditions are dacidedly less favourable than. in of,her parts of Indi~ but s: mere 
.Comparison of meteorological data is not sufficient. The success of manufac
. ture depe:J?.ds upon a. number of factors both favourable and unfavo\lrable. 
'I'he most serious handicap from which West Bengal suffers i-; the low density 
-of the brine. Though there is little or no rainfall durir>g November and De-
-cember the -brine at the coininEmcemen.fi of the dry· season is- dilute ·and has 
a density of only' i to 1.5° Be. In the Manakudi Lake in Travancore brine 
-of this density has been used successfully in the past lor the manufacture of 
salt. In Bengal also, if the manufacturing operations were to commence from 

_November when thl;l fair weather sets in, brine of even this low density could 
'lle utilised W tlie ratio_ of the area of the crystallisers to the condensers cum. 
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reservo~ is .kep• d 1: 11. As the production of '!alt demands that brintt. 
should rise in concentra.i!ion to 23° Be' as quickly as possible :wa would. sug-
gest that in the e~lier months or the year brine fihould · be charged in- the re- . 
servoirs and condensers to shallow depths so thr.t brina of ~3" Be' may be-· 
made available by December. If this were done it should be possible to get 
1!?.0 days ·for crystallisation which should give the yield of 25 tons (680 mds)· 
per acre. 

4.8.1 A serious threat to ~he manufacturing operat!ons. is the reriodic oe
curences of cloud bursts and cyclones which hr.ve caused serious· damage in
the past to ·the sal.t works in ,Midnapur district. While normal flooding may 
bt! avoided by providing -embankments round the works and ring channels
could als() be constructed around the high density condensers and crysta.llisers
to prevent excessiv:e dilution of the brine, there is no- way o£ securing protec
tion agr.inst cyclones. The- cyclones will, therefore, have to be looked upon 
as ncrmal-businass hazards and the figtll'es of their periodicity will have to be
worked out. For instance, if it is found, ~hat the cyclone.;· occur once in. 
four years, during the manufacturing season, the. cost of produetion should. 
allow for this factor and an amount equivalent to 25 per cent. of the cost of 
production should be added to the year's cost as an insurance against loss of 
total production in tha ~ears of the cyclone. 

4.3.2 One favourable facf::or in the manufacture or salt, in :West Bengal,_ 
is the nearness of the mnrkets. As long as the demand for salt in the Bengal 
ruarkd has to be met by imports from such distanb places Bs Kr.:thiawad, 
Kutch, Tuticorin, Aden and the Middle East ports, .the local manufacturer&· 
should be able to competd with impor1ed ss;lt even if their cost of produc
tion is twice as high as the cost m distant factories. At present the cost of: 
transport from the West coast ports to Calcutta is about R.-. 27-2-2 per tou. 
(Re. 1 per md.) and so long as this high rat~ of freighi continues, the Bengal 
manufacturers shoul.d be able to' .t:ompete with imported sal_t. :U and. 
when the sea freight falls appreciably, it might then be necessary to afford a. 
measure of temporary protection to the Bengal manufacturers by giving them. 
&: :financial subsidy. 

4.3.3 It is fairly well agreed that the cottage manufacturers can do little· 
towards wiping out the deficit of salt in West Bengal. Tile prwuction o!
salt by the punga process has strictly limited scope and any large scal.e attempt 
to restore it would meet with failure. There is no future for this method of
manufacture and we repeat that the so]a.r evaporation method is t!J.e cheapest_. 
and the one likely to prove the most economical when conducted. on a large· 
scale. 

4.3.4 The Burma process might be tried in addition to the solar methode 
in places where firewood or coal can be supplied cheaply. It would not be· 
correct to look upon it as an alternative method to solar evaporation but as an. 
adjunct to it especially for the production of high quality salt for table use. 
The boiling process is however costly and its widespread use for producing_: 
domest.ic common salt would not prove economic. If salt is to be produced 
by artificial evaporation it should be only for specific purposes and for pur
chasers who are agreeable to p&y more for it than the ordinary price of more-
edible salt. -

4.3.5 In other parts of India where salt manufacture has established itself,. 
we do not see any need for Government to set up large scale works of their· 
own. The only recommendation that we have made, where Government fac
tories already exist, is that they should be run by Government as model~ 
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factories to serve as demonstration centres for the privaie producer•. In the 
case of West Bengal, _however, as the manufacture is fraugb.1i with some 
bazard owing to climatic conditions, the Government of India and the Govern
ment of Bengal should set up a large Government factory a~ Contai and, 
besides, come to the help of the private producers by subsidising their venture 
o0n a partnership basis. -

15. summary Of Recommendations • 

. (a) Midnapur District. 

(i) The Bengal Salt Company should be advised to use only clay beds 
for the crystallisation of salt. -(2.2.2) 

{ii) The manufacturing operations at these works should commence 
from November, when low density brine should be taken into the 

. reservoir for concentration. The present area of 109 acres should 
be extended to 600 acres and distributed in the rat1o .of 1: 11. 
(2.2.3) 

.(b) 24 Parganas: 
(i) The Pioneer Salt Co. Ltd., of Sisirganj should start manufac

turing operations from November in order that salt may start 
crystallising out from January. Unless dependable source of fuel 
supply can · be established, they should not restart · ~he boiling 
method of manufacture. 

•(ii) The present area of 30 acres under cultivation at these works is 
uneconomical; it should be extended to 400 acres. The ratio of 
crystalliser to reservoir cum condensers should be '1: 11. (2.4.2) 

(iii) These works should employ a Chemist or a Chemical Engineer who 
· should be In&de responsible for manufactu,ring operations. 

(2.4.4) 

(c) General Recommendation . 
.(i) For planning large scale production at Contai a detailed large size 

map showing the topography and the contours of the sea-board 
should be prepared. Also detailed meteorological and technical 
data should be collected by a Special Officer of the Salt Depart
ment. (4.2) . 

{ii) The question of traLsport of salt from Contai by canal as well o.s by 
rail should be examined. (4.2.1.) 

.(iii) Salt can be manufactured on a large suale in West Bengal only by 
the solar evaporation. ( 4.3) · 

{iv) Manufacture of salt by the punga method on a large scale is n.:>t 
likely to meet with success. ( 4.3.3) 

(v) The Burma process might be tried out as an adjunct to the solar 
evaporation method for the manufacture of high grade salt only 
(4.3.4) 

(vi) The Government of India and the Government of West Bengal 
should set up a large Government factory at Contai and also assist 
the private producers financially in order to encouracre the develop-
ment of the salt industry. (4.3.5) 

0 



1. Introduction. 

CHAPTER XVDI' 

RECOVERY OF BYPRODUCTS 

1.1 The recovery of byproducts from brines of various types has attracted 
Uttle attention hitherto in the Indian salt works. Considering the large seal& 
production of salt, the production of byproducts is comparatively negligible. 
There are only four or five centres where this recovery is attempted. They 
are (a) Khamghoda, (b) Mithapur, (c) Kuda (Dhrangadhra) and (d) Model :Fac
tory in Travanco::e. Experimental production on a small ·scale has also been 
started by Mettur Chemicals at th.eir ·salt works at Adirampatnam. The 
DigYijayasingji Salt Works of Jamnagar and the Kandla works re:}over only 
one of the byproducts, viz., gypsum. Mithapur ~s the only pla~e where the 
major components of ser.: brir.e are being r~covered in a systematic· way. At 
other centres, only some of the components are recovered. The processes 
adopted and the progress achieved at the di.ff_erent ·centres in the recovery of 
byproducts are dealt with below. 

2. ltha.raghoda.. 

2.1 THE ProNJ-:E.R MAGNEEU \VoRKs.--The Pioneer ;Magnesia Works were 
granted a licence in 1918 for a period of 35 years under which they were given 
the sole and exclusive right to utilise all the bitterns remaining after the 
extraction of salt at Khe.raghoda for manufacturing mag:p.esium chloride, mag
nesium sulphate and all other chemicals and derivatives except such chemicals 
or byproducts the manufacture of which mav be denartmentallv undertaken by 
the Government of India. 

2.2 CnunE SALT .-At the Kharaghoda .s·alt ~orks the bitterns from the 
crystallising pans are transferred to a pit locally known &.s faran where ~hey are 
allowed to collect and concentrate. The farans are adjacent to the crystallising 
pans and the bittel'lls are either b&.led out or drained into them· through earthern 
channels twice during the manufacturing season. For. each set of reservior and 
crystallising pan, onQ faran i;; provided which· is renovated every year. In 
accordan::le with their r.greement, the Pioneer !M&gnesia Works. are entitlad to 
draw the bitterns HS socn as the;y reach the farans, but in practice they collec·t 
and • transpod thclll to t hei~· factory, near the railway station, only when the 
bitterns have reached a density of 36" Be'. \Ve consider this method of allow 
ing th,~ hittt>rns to collect aud evaporate in the farans as highly wasteful. It is 
more than likely th[l.t a govd deal is being lost by percolation in the pi_ts. 
Besid·~s whei1 the bitterns concentrate from 29·. to 32" Be', they dE"l..rsit an 
appreciable quantity of crude salt containing 90 to 92 per cent. sodium chloride 
which can be easily collected if the preliminary evaporation of the bitterns 
is carried out in a SE'parate set o£ crystallising pans, Specially provided for the 
purpose. This crude salt can be marketed either as such, or after washing 
with concentrated brine, to eliminate the magnesium sulphate and magnesium 
chloride which form the major impurities in it. · An alternative method of 
utilising the crude salt would be to throw it back in the 1·eservoirs ~o increase 
the density of the brine; this will increase the total yield of salt from the brine 
lifted from the ·wells. For e proper recovery of e:rude salt, the bitterns wilJ. 
have to be discharged from the crystallising pan~ more frequently than at 
pres·mt. 
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2.3 CARNALLITE.-After tle bitterns have reached 32° Be' in the crude salt 
pans, they can be transferred to another set of pans for further evaporation 
to 36• Be. By doing so, the potassium chloride present in the bitterns wilt 
separate out in the form of crude carnallite (KCl, MgCl, 6HO). · As the
original well brine at Kharaghoda has a lower.proportion of magnesium sulphate
to magnesium chloride, when compared to sea brine, the interference of 

. magnesium sulphate in the separation of carnallite, is much less and a prior 
separation of magnesium sulphate is, therefore, not necessary. During our 
visit we collected s.everal samples of crude carnallite that had formed naturally 
in the Jarans. The composition of _the crude carnallite is given in Table CJUX 
and compared with that of pure carnallite. • 

T.uu.- CXIX.-c<>MPOSITION OJ' C.ABNALLITE 

Potassium chl'oride (KCI) 

Magnesium chloride (MsCJ1) 

Magnesium sulphate (YgSo,) 

Sodium r.hloride (NaCI) 

Water (H1o) 

Insolubles 

Crude 
Carnallite 

(Kharghoda) 

13•34 

35·« 

1·23 

6•43 

42·68 

0·88 

100·00 

Pure 
Carnallite 

(Percent.) 
26·83 

34·29 

38·88 

100·00 

1£ the separation of carnallite. could take place in separate pans, we are con
fident that a much better product would be obtained. A~ present the crude 
salt and the carnallite that get deposited in the farans are left behind and 
bitterns of 3o" Be' only are removed by the Pioneer Magnesia Works. These 
valuable salts are washed away during the monsoon every year and thus lost. 
\V e compute that the quantity of crude salt that deposits annually would 
exceed 44,000 tons (about 12 lakh mds.) on the present production at Khara
ghoda of 1,83,000 tons (50 lakh mds.) of common salt per annum. Similarly 
the potassium chloride (KCl) content of the crude carnallite that would, be 
crystallising out would b.e more than 3,000 tons per annum. Potassium 
chloride is an important fertilizer for increasing the foo:l production in the 
country. It is also the parent salt from which all other potassium c.:>u.pounds 
of commerce, viz., caustic potash (KOH), potassium carbonate (Ks 003), pot.as
sium chlorate (KCL03 ), etc., are derived. Some of the naturally occurring 
Jeposits of potassium salt of the Punjab have gone over to Pakistan and ii 
is. therefot'e, essential that we recover potassium chloride from the bitterns. 
We, therefore, recommend that a set of two crystallising pans, one for crude 
salt and another for crude carnallite, should be built along side the salt 
crystallising pans. For evaporating the bitterns from 29° to 32° Be', tte size 
of the crude salt pan, corresponding to the present crystallising area of 20,000 
sq. ft. should be 1,700 sq. ft. The .size of the pan for crude carnallite should 
also be similar. However, in place of having one comparatiYely small 
pan of l, 700 sq. ft. for the recovery of crude carnallite, the bitterns at 32" B6" 
from two or more crude salt pans may be led for the convenience of collection 
to a proportionately Jarger pan. The bitterns from the crude salt pans will 
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have to be discharged :regularly into th_e ca~te ,pan ~s _soo~ )~9 it ,r~_aqhes 
· 32° Ba'; othcrwi3e some of tht:' carnallite Will separate out with ~he crude 
salt and will be thus lost. As the salt crystallising pans are at present alo~g 
eide the railway sidings, the location of the crude salt ~s well as· the carnallite 
pans will have to be fixed as near the railway sidings as possible. We also 
recommend that the crude salt pan should be leased out to the Agarias along 
with the salt -crystallising pans whilst the Pioneer _Magnesia. Works be given 
the first option to undertake the recovery of carnallite. · Though, in _accordance
with the terms of the present agreement, Government Qan undertake the
manufacture of carnallite departmentally, we would not recommend to Gov
'ernment tO assume this responsibility at present. .'fhe ,Pioneer Magne~ia Wqrkso 
even now recover in their factory this byproduct, on a small scale, from 15. 

part of :the b~ttems h13ondled ~y ~qem. ,Their averl!oge _annual ,produQ~i~n .b£:t
ween the years 1944 and 1947 was 278 tons. 'r.hey should, _therefore, pe _g1vea 
the option and facility to build pans along side the proposed crude salt pan~ 
for the recovery of carnallite. 

2.4 The present method of ~ransporting the bitterns .from the farans. to: the
Pioneer Magnesia Works is primitive. The bitterns are filled manually into 
small containers either earthern or ·of galvanised iron _and carried by bead 
loads to a tank, mounted on a broad gauge under~carriage. The tank wagon 
is then pushed manually- to the works over a distance of as much as 8 miles. 
In the process of transport the bitterns splash .over the labourers and over 
the permanent-way. 1\Ir . .Mithal in•his report:has·expressed an 0pinion,. which 
we endorse, that more damage is done to the permanent way by ~his-- splashing 
of the bitterns than from _flooding during the .rains. Carrying. -bitterns . by 
headloads, sometimes over .a distance of half a .mile·, must be injurious to -the

. labour 118. high pepsity pi~t~n::ta pave ,a _corrosive effect pn :the skin ~d might. 
;le~d to pc~up~tional _c:Us~llsa· It is pot !J,D<!,e:r,:stood why , ~he Pioneer Magnesia 
"Wor~s ~do not _UtfliSe PUII1PS for J~tip.g :~he :bi~teJtDS . from :the faran&< ta the tank 
·wagon. A hand pump could do t~s work ~ore efficiently. apd· ~nomically 
than the present primitive meth<:>d. ·We r~co:mmend this metp.od: for adoption• 
and we also -recommend . th~t the pr~tice of pushing ,the ~k }Vagons by 
manual labour .s_ho_?ld .l?e proh!-b,i\ed . and ·tJ:e .works .~e ~!I to pr:ovi4e a 

·locom0tive •fpr . t~s . purpose. ·· · ' 

~;5 M11JNESitt?f QHLj?~I~~·~.Tl;le :bi~te:rJls are ~tored .in ,·open cement ~ia:cl.~. at 
, t})e , wor~ ,f!opd . ~e Jhe~ -_h~_atjed i~ ~pp~r jket~l~s .-by oil :tiring. When . a , tem .... 
:P~r!l-t~e ;Of )62o0 is :-rq~p~d, :~he Jiquqr, ;.WPl.C!P ,js ~y .. tb~n ,mo.atly ,fused ,mag-· 
. .Qe~ium _ch!ol;'ide, .!a, a~o~_ed :1?. f;le~~le 41 ... the -k~t~l~s ;when ,rn_ngnesiu·ro ,sulphate
,along .:Wlth otP,er 1IDP.~t1e.!" like !Xl~ft. -ll'OP ()JPde, etc. _.sinks to· ithe 'bottom as 
,"l)ldge. ,'l'he -~H-perpat~mt ~~a~~ium cl!loride Jiq1,1or js t~n decan..ted off int~ 
_galvanised.~rC?n drp:tps,~_he;n i.t coo~~ to a,l'!olid,.fueed, wbite,mass. The quality· 

. of .the magnesh~m c_~ride _pro~ucefi is considere~ .satisfactory .both . by con
'~ume~s -~ JP.fii!l ,~P..d ~!¥!· 

2.Q.l ·W~ep ~e Pione~r ¥~gpes~a W<?!'~s.st&.~ted.m~~~n~ ma~~i!iium e,p~oride ... 
•they-were helped~y·th~ co:pditlo~s._creat.ed_by 1!_J:le.F~!?t WQrl~ Wp.r; ~ter -~Jle War
they ~~-d to face severe ~o~petit1'?n fl:o!Jl pow~rful . G-eriHan . 'pter~sts ~d . ~hey· 
·h~d .£0 ~pply ~or protect~on .. l'be T~!iff _Bo~ Jn ~heir ~t ~pq~1ry _()f .~924! 
-d1d not support __tl-ta apphcutlon :for proteetion, but in 1925 .the -Governmept of' 
.In~ia. levied a -reve~ue· duty of . ~·5 per . Ctlilt; op ~ported -magD;Bsi~m· 'ehiPrlde
WhlOh helped-the P:one(;r Magnes!a Works to continue their pr~<lu<:ti()n. In ,1927' 
the revenue duty was. removed as a. ~.easure of relief to , ~he ~1'1x~ile ~:qdl}stry; 
and about the same time the competitiOn from Germany again became more
se.ve~e. Jn Hl29 ,the Works applied again for protection and on this occasion· 
tl:ley. s~tisped the TtU"ifi Board that with _-a -small measure of protect1<:>n · tbey:-

.67 I.& S ' 
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.could establish the industry in the country within a few years. The protection 
was granted for a period of 7 years and a duty of Re. 0-7-0 per cwt. was 
levied on all imports. As a direct cor:seqttence of protection, two other factories 
came into production at Mithapur and Kuda.. In 1931 the protective duty 
was increased to Re. 0-8-9 per cwt. and in 1934 further increased to Rs. 1-5-0 
per cwt. or 25 per cent. ad valorem whichever was higher. In 1939 as a result 
of a. fresh Tariff Board enquiry the protection was extended by a furtrer period 
-of 7 years, but the duty was reduced to Re. 0-12-0 per cwt. At the close of 
this period the protection was renewed year by year till 31st March 1949 when 
it was withdrawn, the manufacturers themselves declaring that they did not 
reg_uir.e any further protection. 

'2.5.2 The averaga anuual production of magnesium chloride by the Pioneer 
_Magnesia Works between the years 1936 and 1947 is as under: 

Years 

1936--1940 • 
1941-1945 . • 

_ 1946--1947 (2 years) 

Tons 
Annual Average 

6,089 
3,851 
4,912 

·Before- World War II its price was about Rs. 5 per cwt. delivered at Bombay 
and is now of the order of Rs. 7 per cwt. The foreign prices are somewhat 
higher and range between Rs. 9 and Rs. 10 per cwt. c.i.f. European ports. 
The fall in production during 1941 to 1945 was due to 

(a) substantial reduction in consumption by the Indian textile industry 
as a result of the Cotton Textile Sizing and Filling Control Order 
of 1942 which was intended to reduce the demand for starch and 

t(b) fa.ll in exports during the War. 
13efore the W a.r the textile industry used to consume about 4,000 tons of 
magnesium :chloride per annum; this was reduced to 2,000 tons because of 
the Sizing Control Order which is still in force. The Indian producers have, 
.therefore, tc, depend mainly on foreign markets which is not a he&lthy 
-aituation .for the industry as in course of time it might not be able to retain 

: ~.the European markets in competition with the magnesium chloride of Stassfurt, 
Germany. In European countries, magnesium chloride is consumed mainly 
for the manufacture of oxychloride cements used in the building trade; Recent 
.advances in the preparation of these cements have eliminated many of the 
defects previously noticed in them and have increased their utility. These 
cements have certain advantages over Portland Cement in strength and resi
-Jience. As thel'e are large dE-posits of magnesite in the country and tha pro
duction of magnesium chloride is capable of large -·expansion, the development 
f>f the oxychloride cement industry has a good future in this country. 1\Iag
:.nesinm chloride, in its anhydrous form, is also the raw material for the manu
:facture of magnesium metal which is coming into increasing_ use in America. 
:lor the manufacture of various lighter-than-aluminium alloys. ·Whilst the 
production of magnesium metal in India might not be feasible for some time 
·to come it is advisable to bear this possibility in mind. The recovery of this 
·impGrtant byproduct from t1e bitterns is an essential part of the ecoilomio:s 

·,()f the salt works and should. be actively promoted by finding a wider- use for 
:it in the . country . 

. 2.6 11.>\GNEsrni Sn.PHATE.-As st&.ted in paragraph 2.5, the magnasium ;;ul
phate present in the magnesium chloride liquor settles out with the sludge 
in the kettles. This sludge is then dissolved in fresh water and c0ncentrated 
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by solar evaporation in oement pans for the separation of magnesium sulphate. 
The production of magnesium sulphate has, however, been negligible and beat'l 
no relationship or ratio to the production of magnesium chloride as will be 
seen from Table CXX. 

TABLE CXX.-AVERAGI!l .AmfuAL PRODUCTION 01!' MAGNESIUM SULPHATE AND MAGNESIUK 
CHLORIDE 

Magnesium Magnesium 
Sulphate Chloride 

Tons Tons 

1937-40 (4 years) 241 6,227 

1941-45 231 3,851 

1946-47 (2 years) 37 4,912 

When the averaae annual production of r:n·agnesium chloride in the four-year 
period 1937-40 ;as 6,227 tons, the average annual. production of magnesium 
c;ulphate was only 241 tons. In the subsequen~ period of 1941-45, when . the 
production of magnesium chloride was about 60 _per cent. on th~ _PreviO';!S 
average, the production of magnesium sulphate .was 231 tons. Stmllarly m 
1946-47, against the average annual production of magnesium chloride of 4,912 
tons, the recovery of magnesium sulphate had dropped down to 37 tons only. 
This would suggest that the Pioneer Magnesia Works are not making a sus
tained effort to recover all the magnesium sulphate from the bitterns. There 
is a definite ratio of 1 : 11 between magnesium sulphate and magnesium 
~hloride conten~s of the bitterns at 36°Be' and on this basis the average pro
duction of magnesium sulphate in 1937-40 should have been 566 tons per annum 
11.nd in 1941-1945 it should have been 350 tons per annum. · 

2.6.1 The pharmaceutical or druggist quality or magnesium sulphate or 
Epsom Salt is used as a purgatiy(il and for dressing wounds. The commercial 
oq1:1ality is used for sudng in the textile industry, for .tanning leather and to som~ 
extent in the paper industry. Another important use to which it can be put 
is in the fireproofing of fibres and fabrics.· The requirement of India for 
magnesium sulphate is in the neighbourhood of about: 4,000 tons per annum. 
The Henvy Chemiculs Punel had suggested that· future .demands could be met 
by increasing the production in the country "without any. special difficulty". 
Besides its recovery at Kharaghoda, a. small .quantity is also recovered from 
the bitterns at Mithapur, but the bulk of the country's requirement is manu
factmed by treatiu::· the m.turally occurring magnesite with sulphuric acid. As 
India bas to depend on foreign sources ·for its requirement of sulphur for 
tmlphuric acid,. the utilisation of this acid should be reserved for industries 
":here it is indispensable. It is possible to· recover from the bitterns, magna-

. smm sulphate of a quality comparable With the requirements of the. pharma
ceutical standards; what is needed is a sustained arid· better effort both at 
Kharaghoda. and Mitbaput to · improve their ·present . recovery. Also new 
.recovery plants .shoul<i be installed . at some. of the larger salt works in the 
country. :-I£ this is done it should be possible in the ·course of the next five 
years to ~btai!l from these natural sources the entire requirement of the countr1 
and poss1bly some for export to the neighbouring countries. · 

. 2.7 lMPROVEMEXTs.-'l'hough the _Pioneer Magnesia Works have done 
pioneering work in recovering magnesium chloride from the bitterns of 
~han=tghoda, which. had been going to waste for generations, they could have 
Improved the techmque of manufacture as also the plant and equipment whiah 
'lre antiquated _and n~ed m~ernisation .. They them:sel'1es have realised 'the 
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n,eed for reorganis~g their ?leth9d~ .of operv.tion, .b~t ~.s tJ:leir lease expires 
·on 31st of Decemb£'1~ 1953 thc·y ·are,- Iiot unnaturally, rehJCtant to proceed with 
thel.r programme of moderni_sation upless they are assure<! of the lease being 
ren.ewed for a further· period. The 'Tariff Board have also considereJ this 
question and in their report of 1948 have stressed the importance of an early 
decision by Government on the question of continuation of the lease. The 
Salt Controller has sought our advice also on this. subject. The Tariff Board 
have recommended that the Pioneer Magnesia Works have a good claim 
for further renewal qf their lease, provided they convert thamselves into a 
.public limited .company. We agree with this recommendation a.nd further 
recommend that: · 

(a) the lease b~ extended for ~ further period of 25 years on the under
standing th~t before the expiry of the present le.ase they would 
moderni~e their plant for the better and more efficient recovery 
of the byproducts; 

(b) thd -bitterns -be made available -to -them .only after -the w..covc.ry of 
.crude s~~olt by .the lqlaraghO<la Salt Works /"S recommended by us 
,iu paragraph ._2.3; 

(c) the rate of royalty .be iixed at Rs. 2 per ton or 2! per cent. of the 
ex-Works selling price of the products .recovered -from the bitterns 
andjor ..their derivatives, whichever is higher. As the byproducts 
are .cheap .or essential chemicals, it would not be fair to fix a 
.higher rate .of royalty; .. 

(d) t9 keep c?eck on ~~e eflicien~y ~f ~pEfration, the quantity of bitterns 
of '36" Be' taken by the Works be :measured when it is loaded 
~nw the ~!ln~ .. Yf~gops. · Qn the .ba~is t~t 1 g!lllon (13.:30 lbs.) 
of bitte:t;ns at _36° Be' contains. 6.4 Jbs. of magnesium chloride 
(MgCl9", 6_H,a 0) ~nd allowing)or a recovery of only 75 per cent. 
4.8 lbs. of magm:emm chloride (MgCl , 6H 0) should be recoverell 

_per ,gall9n qf .the bitt~rn!'J. The ,royalty ~arged should, tlu!refore, 
be :"1lbject ,to ,this .pJ;e~cribed .miui:qmm ~o .that if .they f~il to 
;l"~cover it ,tpey should J:le .required ,no~ethe}j!j!s, .to pay the .royalty 
,pP··~!3 :nri,n.~IQP.W .b~i~~ .~d . . , · 

(e)>if .after .a Jleriod of nve yPars they are ut~able .to ·bring about an 
improvement >iri -their effieiency it should be open- t6 · Go~eim:Qent 
1to increase the .rate of royalty. · ·· ' · ' · · 

'• 

:J.7.l Ip their propO!!~l ,fqr moder.p.i~ing .their ple.Qt, ~he Pioneer Magnesia 
~V9r~ Jqtepd t9 .strip .t!J.e hit~rw'l o.f 6romille apd then to .chill them to 
reQov~r Ipflgne~ium ,~u~:p:fia.te, · .~ht:~ resid~al !liquor ;beir}g .then ,treated for the 
r~~a~ery of c,arn(ll],i~e ~nd .mag~e~ium ,chloride by ,.~~ortificial heat. To carry 
O\}t tqese ~pf)r,atioWJ it muat .be presllJlled #~at they ;intend .transporting the 
blt~rns ,to ,t4e Wot.ks ,(>.t .p Jo.:w.t:~r ,~ensity -tp&n 36o :Be'. ·!Ehough they have not 
~.P.~.c~fi~~ .~t~~- ·e.~~~ ... ~. ,?,~~.-· i-t;r ~t .PP.Pews -~ .us 1th~t ·~ey .prQpose .to ,transport -the 
bitt~ .. ~ B:f .Be', ,~~er .rem~v~ pf Arude :~t .¥ .®;v;iaaged by us.· :We _1lpw

.ever_, , c;ons~~.Elr· .~Mt QW *·e~~eqda-ti~ Jor thl! rQCo;vary · of carnallite ·by solar 
,e~~PQX:~~~RP .;w~jlla ,l>l'l .cq~~er. tllMl ~the :PrDPOW ,pf ,the Pioneer MagnE)sia Worb 
1a~~ :~e ,s~g~a;t tll~t,t~elie ,wol:ks ca.ny op our propo~l before ,they invest a large 
!!P.~ of JDRpey ,i.p ,ltl1 .e,Y.Ilpor~~r .P~ap.t -~Qf ,the ,:r~v~ .of ,carnallite. We wquld 
also Hke to add a )r~fl qf ~~ution !lQq!Jt ,their pt"Qpose.l .to recover .bromine. At 
present bromine has no ready market in the co~n,try and in the ,absence of 
the ,dy,e,stuff industry .ita eonsumption is limited to a very small quantity. A 
bromine pl~nt is .already in· existence at -Mithapur · w4o have r~ported to us 
,that th~y opPr~te it .at less ,than .half its rated capacity as- there ~s n0t. enough 
demand for it qr ,lta d~vatives~ We, there~ore, advise the ;pionear Magnesia 
~~.P .~-.t<> !lef~r.ihe.AJtpeoditw.e on a .bromine plant 1Pr -the tJme being. · · 
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3. Kithapur; 

3.1 The bypro:lucts recoYered at Mithapur are (a) bromine (b) magnesium 
sui!Jhota (c) potassium chloride and (d) magnesium chloride. The proct.sses 
employed. are not novel and have been, developed and modified from time to 
time in the light of ·axperience gained under Indian conditions. Most of the 
equipment h.:..s been locally designed and fabricated. 

3.2 CRUDE SALT.-Th~ bitterns as they emerge from the sale pans at 29° Be' 
are pumped to a second set of crystallisers, where they and allowed to· rise· in 
density to 34 o Be' by solar· evaporation to obtain a crop of crude- salt. The crude 
salt is collected, wa~;hed nni used in the manufacture of: soda ash. In this 
manner a fair quantity of salt which would otherwise be lost and which is lost in 
other salt works the bitterns is being recovered. We, however, recommend 
that the concentration of the bitterns should not be allowed to rise above 32° Be' 
for the recovery of cr.ude salt and- for· this purpose the existing area .. under bittern 
pans should be divided into two compartments, the first to he used for crude 
salt and the second for raising the density from p2° to B'. In .this manner 
purer crude salt would deposi~ in- the· first compartment whilst the salt separa
ing out in the second compartment would be hea;vily contaminated with the
bypr,Jducts end could be processed separately for the' recovery of mngnesiurn: 
sulphate. · 

3.3 BROMINE.-The byproduct first recovared is bromine. The bitterns are 
pre-heated and sprllyed from the top in a granite tower where they meet. an 
upward current of steam and chlorine gas. The liberated bromine vapour~ 
are carried upwards and condensed in IIi special type: of tantalum condenser. 
The resulting liquid bromine is separated off and stored· in special stoneware
jars. Except for the demand from chemical laboratories, which is very small, 
there is no large scale demand for liquid bromine in India at present. Most 
of the bromine recovered at Mithapur· is converted into sodium and potassium· 
bromides. Even the annual consuJilPtion of the two bromides is com.aparatively 
small and is estimated at about 5 tons for the former and 40 tons for the 
latter. 

3.4 MAGNESIUM SuLPHATE.-After· the removal of bromine, the bitterns at·e. 
taken to the Epsom Plant( where· they are first cooled on chilling rolls, e.s a,_ 
result of which crude magnesium. sulphate crystallises out and is s·eparated 
in a cent.ril'uge. The crude magnesium sulphate (70: to 75 per cent.) is1 re
crystallised from fresh water or the mother liquor of a. previous re-crystallisation 
to obtain a product of gs to 99 per cent. purity. For the druggist or B. P. 
quality of EpsoPJ,: salt, a. further wash With fresh. water is given. 

3.5 PoTASSIPM CHLORiDE.-The residual bitterns, after the. recoveJ;y ~ ,~ ~~e 
~agnes.i!!f1· ~ulph~te, 1 ara .th~~ evaport~4 .il} triW,.e ~Jiect: ~yap~~19rs ~pe~ l.{i~s~
nte. K1 50p Mg 50,p 6H2 0 a dcuble salt of pot'assmm, sufphate a:nd magWC'silim 
sulphat~ •. separates out' 'arid. is removed. thrQugh·'·-the·:'salt bC.x/ 3tt~hed to·) the 
P.vaporators. The kieserite is .dissolved in water and subjected to solar evapora 
tion for the recovery· of magnesium sulphate present in it,· which is purified by 
re-crystallisaticn in the same munner as .the product obtained fcom the chilling 
rolls. The liquor left over in the evaporators is transferred to continuous mecha
nical crystallisers where it is chilled for the separation of carnallite (KCl, 
MgCl2 6lli)) a double salt of potassium chloride and magnesium chloride. 
Th~ carn&llit.e is C€ntrifuged and dissolved in water to make a saturated solution 
and allowed to stand in cement tanks where crude potassium chloride of 
about 60 to 70 per cent. purity separates out. The potassium cbloride js 
Rold ns such or is subjected to wash:ng with chilled water or crystallisation to 
remove the sodium chloride present in it; by repeated re-crystallisatiou it is 
pcssible to obtain potassium chloride of as high as W per cent. purity. 



a.t> :MAGNE3IUM CHI.ORIDZ.-The Mother liquor left over after the recovery of 
cBl"Dallite is used for . the recovery of magnesium chloride. The process 
is diflerent from that followed at Kharaghoda. The· liquor is heated 
in iron kettles by direct fire to 161 ·c and small quantities of potassium 
•hlorate and lime are added to precipitate the iron salts. The hot liquor \~ 
then transferred to conical aluminium tanks where the suspended impuritiea; 
are allowed to settle. The clear molten magnesium chloride Mg Cl1 6H1 0 
ia then run off into G.I. drum~ in which it sets to a solid m&!ls on cooling. 

3. 7 The production of the byproduets at Mithapur for the last five years is 
Jiven in Table CXXI, th~ figurer: of production of salt, for the same period, being 
also shown for the purpose of comparison. 

Year 

1943-44 

1944-45 . 
1945-46 . 
1946-47 . 
1947-48 . 

TABLE CXXI-PBODUCTION OJ' BYPRODUCT& AT :MlTBA.PUB 194~48. 

(In 1<m1). 

Epsom PotaBSium Magnesium 
Bromine Salt chloride chloride -22 435 22 485 

2 538 46 477 

14. 213 83 1981 

17 277 44 1400 

25 351 26 1613 

Salt 

24,COO 

36,00(} 

41,00(). 

;s6,ooO> 

68,000 

These figures reveal that there is no relationship between the production of 
aommon salt and that of the various byproducts. It was explained to us 
that in the case of bromine, although the production has been progressively 
increasbg from tho year 1944-45, it is far below the rated capacity of the plant 
iue to ita limited demand. The same explanation was also given with regard 
~ the production of magnesium chloride, particularly during the war years 
when due to the restrictions on the use of magnesium chloride in the textile 
industry and difficulties on finding an export market, the production was restric
ted to such quantities as could be consumed in the country. It is, however, 
:t.o be regretted that the remaining two salts -oi•, Epsom salt and potassium 
ehloride have not been recovered to the extent to which they should have 
been. Both these materials are in common use and in large demand in India 
The attention of Mithapur works should be drawn to it so that they mar 
attain more rational recovery ratio between common salt and the byproducts . 

• 1.) .... 

'· 'xili. 
1.1 At .the Kuda · SBlt, Works ma.,on8sium chloride ia recovered by .the 

).fayurdhwaj Magnesia Works Ltd. The process of recovery is similar to that 
at Kharaghoda and the rated capacity of the Works is said to be 2,000 tons 
per annum. The Works produced beiaveen the vears 1982 and 1936 on an 
average 11M tons per annum. During the years "1937 to 1941, there was nQ 
production, but it was resumed on a small scale in 1942. The average pro
auction during the years 1942 to 1947 was about 635 tons per annum. As. 
aonditions in Kudr; are simibr to those of Kharaghoda, wa recommend that 
these works should take into consideration the recommendation made for 
Kharaghoda in earlier paragraphs for the recovery of crude salt, carnallite and 
magnesium sulphate. 

G. Travancore. 
5.1 'l'he Model Factory hns conducted experiments to recover, by solar 

~vaporatioa, magnesium sulphate and potassium salts from the bitterns after 
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the separation of crude salt. The production of these salts has not been estab
lished yet ae a regular worl\s' procedure. During the War they found a·novef 
use for the bitterns of 36"Be' as an agent for water purification in place of 
alumi.:Jia ferri•J or aluminium sulphate which was in short supply. 'lhe high 
content of magnesium chloride in the bitterns at this density helps to coagulate 
the suspended impurities in water when used along with lime. The compositiow 
of the bittern!:' at 36" Be' is given below:-

Magnesium chloride (Mg Cl1, 6H10) 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) • . 
Magnesium Sulphate (Mg. SO,, 7H10) 
Magnesium Bromide (Mg. Br1 , 6H10) 
Potassium Sulphate (K1 SO ,) • 
Water by difference 

6. Gypsum. 

51..()'T 
2·64 
5·64 

. 1·17 
0·16 

39·3Z 

100·00 

6.1 Th~ Model l'ac:tory t:lt Travancore has made it a regu,lar practice to:~ 
recover gypsum as £l byproduct from the second set of condensers where brine-. 
is concentra.te<i. from 12" to 23" Be'. The beds bf these condensers ara-· 
tamped like the beds of the crystallisers at the beginning of the season and 
lhe gypsum, which crystallises out, is recovered at the close of each season by. 
draining the condenser free of all the brine. The beds a.re allowed to dry for· 
I or 3 days when the crust of crude gypsum detaches itself and is raked. 
l'ha crude gypsum which ccntains 85 per cent. of Ca SO• , SH1 0 is then agitatei · 
tn a cement cistern with water to remove the adherent clay. The process ia.
repeated. two or three times and clean crystals of gypsum are then dried on 
bamboo mats and stored in the open. The yield of crude gypsum is reported·~ 
to be about seven tons per acre of the area covered by the high density oon- -
den1ers (12• to 23"Be) or a little over one ton per acre of the total cultivated:. 
area. From the seven tons crude gypsum about four tons of washed gyps'llm'l'
of the following composition a.re obtained : 

· (On Dry B!J8i8) 
Calcium sulphate (CaSO ,, 2H10) • 
Sodium chloride (NaCl) 
Silica (Si0 1) 

Undetermined 

97·U, 
1·28' 
0·42. 
0·66· 

6.2 OiPsum is used in the manu!~ture of Plaster of PariS·, cemen~; potteries.:. 
fertilizers, etc. and its use in the me.nu!act.ure of fertilizers has gainedi 
special importance in India. · The fertilizer factory at Sindri in Bihar which: 
is rated to produce 3,50,000 tons of Ammonium Sulphate per annum will req:uire" 
more than 5,00,000 t<>ns of gypsum per annum. The fertilizer factory: 
in Travancore, with n capacity of 50,000 tons of Ammonium Sulphate per
annum also requires gypsum as a raw material. Gypsum is used to the E:xtent: 
of 2 to 3 per cent. in the cement industry and as the total production of cement 
in India is in the neighbourhood of about 21 million tons, the cemeut industry
requires annually betwee•1 50,000 to 75,000 tons of gypsum. Owing to lack of· 
sulphur resources, gypsum is a.lso being seriously considered as a raw material 
for the manufacture of sulphuric acid in India. After the partition of the~ 
country a major portion of the gypsum deposits have gone over to Pakistan- .. 
and it is therefore, necessary that gypsum separating from brine should be-
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ceolleeted · at a.11 the major salt works in India. We appreciate the difficulty 
·that would be encountered in raising gypsum from the con:lensers while they r.Te 
in use, but if they were sub-divided, the compartments could be cut out of 
.circuit and emptied of brine one by one for collecting the gypsum. Roughly 
about 0.055 ton of gypsum should separate out in the condensers for every· 

·one ton of salt produced. Even if this quantity were not recoverable in full, 
the salt works in India could provide annually a substantial quantity by making
its collection a regular feature of their operations. - Unfortunately the recovery 
<>f this important byproduct has been totally neglected, until recently even 
at Mithapur. Only two works in Kathiawad and Kutch, viz., the Digvijaya 
Singhji S'alt Works at Jamnagar and the Kandla salt works have hitherto made 
an attempt to recover gypsum. ~t Jamnagar, it is being collected as a part 
cf t.D.e reeonditionin~ operation of the condensers and at Kandla the erop is 
raised only once in· two or three years. Even though gypsum is in constant 
..demand at the· cement- works at Porbandar and is being imported from 
Jamnagar, the Porbandar salt works were not aware of the formation of the 
gypsum in their condensers until it was brought to their notice by the Commit
tee during their inspection of the works. In Madras Province, only the Mettur 
'()heniicals Works· at Adira.mpathnam have introd·uced the recovery of gypsum 
as· a regular practice. We strongly recommend thnt the importance of recover
ing~ gypsiim should be: btought to' the notice of all= the majar salt works in 
lndia. · 
'7 .. SuDimarf' ot :Reeo:D::unend&tions: 

(a) Khsr.aghoda: 
(i)' The present method' of' allowing the bitterns to collect and evaporate 

in farau is· highly wasteful. Crude· salt and cama.llite could be 
recovered from the bitterns between 29° and 36° Be'. A set of 
two crysta.llisiilg paris, one for crude· salt and another for crude 
carnallite should be built· along side the salt crystallising pans. 
The crude salt pans should be leased out to Agarias with the salt 
crystallising pims: while the Pioneer Magnesia WorkS should be 
given the first option to undertake the reoovery of carnallite. _ 
(2.3) 

(ii) The method adopted by the Pion eel" Magnesia Works to transport 
bitterns from the farans to their works is= primitive. They should 
be asked to provide a pump for transferring the bitterns into 
tank wagons which should be hauled by locomotives and not by 
manual· labour. (2.4} 

(iii) The- us&-- of--magnesium chloride for the manufacture of oxychloride 
cements and magnesium metal should be promot~d. (2.5.2) 

(iv) The recov~ry of magn~sium sulphate by the- Pioneer Magnesia 
Wor,ks is~ unsati_s,factory and s.hould be improved ... (2.6) . . 

(v) 'I'he eritire requirement of the . country for .ma~esi~m sulphate 
cou~d be obtained from the bitterns and recovery plants should 
be mstalled at some of the larger salt works in the country. 
(2.6.1) 

(vi) The lease of the Pioneer Magnesia Works which expires on 31st 
~ecember 1953 should be renewed for a further period of 25 yearB 
if they undertake to modernise their plant for better and more 
efficient recovery of the byproducts, and agree to the other terms 
suggested by us. (2. 7) 

(vii) The proposal of the Pioneer Magnesia Works to insta.ll an evapora 
. tor plant for the recovery of carnallite and a plant for the recoverv 

of bromine should be deferred for the present. (2. 7.1). • 
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(b) Mithapur: 
(i) The existing areas under bittern pans should be divided into two 

compartments, the first to be used for raising the density up to 
82° Be' for recovery of crude salt and the second for raising the 
density from 32' to 34° Be'. (3.2) 

(ii) The rl!covery of the byproducts should be irnprobed to attain a 
more rational ratio between the common salt and the byproducts. 
(3.7) 

(c) Kuda: 
(i) As conditions in Kuda are similar to those at Kharaghoda, the 

n·comroendations made by us for the recovery of cru,de salt, 
carnallita &nd magnesium sulphate at Kharaghoda are equallJ 
applicable to Kuda. (4.1) 

(d) General : 
(i) In view of its importance in the fertilizer and cement industries, the 

recov'3ry of gypsum should be made a regular works' practice in all 
tbP major suit works in the country. (6.2) 



CHAPTER XIX 

PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION AND CONSUMPTION OF SALT IN 
INDIA. 

1. Production. 

1.1 PROGRESS OF INDlTSTRY.-In the foregoing chapters: we have dealt in detail 
with the salt works in all the producing centres in India. The progress of the, 
Industry during the last 20 years ba.s been noteworthy. In 1930-31 the pro~ 
Suction was only 12.12 la.kh to;us (329 .. 70 lakh mds.) as shown 1n Table XU 
thapter V; by 1948 it h&d very nearly doubled to 23·27 la.kh tons (638'16 lakh. 
mds.), vids Table XIII Chapter V. This development has taken plaoe despite. 
lhe vicissitudes of the indus~ in the early thirties, and 1s a testimony to. 
lhe enterprise and initiative of the manufacturers. The tariff protection that-. 
was given to the industry in 1931 wa.s also responsible for its growth, particu
larly in Kathiawad and Kutch. Table CXXIT sbo~s the progreBB made by 
the Indian industry, between the years 1930 and ·1949 as also Ule progressive 
reduction in the imports of salt during ~be same periOd. 

(See Table CXXII n.erl page) 
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'rAnLE cxx.n.-PRoDtrcTtoN ANn IMPoRT oF SALT 1931-t949 . 

(in Ions ; flgurell tn bracket• in maun.ds) 

·-' 
Inland Kathiawad 

.. 
Worka and West. .. . . 

Year (Re.j88than) Kutch Bombay Madras Travancore Orissa Bengal. I'!iapdi, Total Imports• 
Kharaghoda ; 

(Kuda) '· .. 
.. 

' .. 
1931-35 . 4,18,920 1,30,000 3,50,040 4,83,020 5,500 included .. . 4,080 13,93,560. 4,26,890 

(1,14,04,000) (35,39,000) (95,29,000) (1,31,49,000) (1,50,000) in Madr81! ({l,\} ... 000} t3, 78,82,000) (1,16,21,000) 

1936-40 4,71,410 1,51,050 3,51,590 4,08,010 47,720 21,5~0 .. . 3;820 14,55,130. 3,12,620 
( 1,28,32,000) (41,12,000) (95,71,000) (1,11,07,000) (12,99,000) (5,86,0()0) .. (1,04,000) (.3,96,11,000) (85,10,000) 

1941-45 . 5,51,100 1,61,300 4,42,730 5,37,390 57,670 29,350 3,600 17,83,140. 2,10,140 
(1,50,02,000) (43,91,000) ( 1 ,20,52,000) ( 1,46,29,000) (15, 70,000) (7,99,000). .. ·' (98,000) ( 4,85,41,000). (57,20,000) 

1946-49 . 6,30,330 3,11,880 3,60,220 6,17,950 59,660 27,840 . 880. : 4,040 20,12,800 2,53,470 
(1,71,59,000) (84,90,000) (98,06,000) (1,68,22,000) (16,24,000) (7,58,000). (24,000) (1.10,000) (5,4 7 ,93,000) (69,00,000) --

•Imports from Aden a.re included in these flguros even though Aden was consideref:l; a part of India ul?to 31-3-~937 
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·It will be seen from .this table that the p1ost noticeable progress has .been made
in Kathiawad and Kutch where the production ~s .incr~~sed .by ,140 per c~nt~ 
The 1ncrease in the inlan~ works .is 50 per cent. apd ~in ;M~ras 28 per ce.qt.,.. 
notwithstanding the transfer of the . factories in t~!3 Qanjam . 4jstrict to , Orj.l?sa. 
There has been hardly any increase in eithEJr Bombay or :rJandi. Mandi -has.. 
hitherto played a very small part in the pver!Joll picture of the salt industry in 
India but the static condition of production in Bomlu~y J!! ,~ tjp.<Jex .of ;t~e .state
of ~he industry there and calls for attention. In Travancore, the increase has 
been phenomenal and the prese:qt production -is .more ,th~Jl 10 ,time~ ,tqe pro
duction twenty years ~go. West Bengal Jh!I-S ;b~rdly .ma.de a _serious stjlrt. 
to produce salt -but with altered .conditions, we may .anticip.a.te :tl:l~t it will.p.:gin. 
-to make a significant contribution within five year.s. 

1.~ lMPQRlS .AND TMU,F,F P1101;ECTJQN.-P.~iar to 1930 l~.4~ ~po-rted mpr,e ,tha& 
5,00,000 tpns of ,sa.lt fr()qt J\qen ,f\!ld ;o.~pf;fr :¥~dd\e )J.I¥!t .$al~ Wp*s .as · ~lso. 
from L~verpool .and Hambu~g. The~e impor~s nave. decl~~~ ,f!~~dily ,hecause
~he lndu~n salt mdt!stry r~ce1ved a _t~ely as~1stan~e b_Y wa_y of tariff protection. 
without which it would not have been able to withstand' .the deterinined on
.slaught of foreign salt. In }927-~ w~~!l •Kathiawad .salt ·had nqt. appeared in· 
the Calcutta market, the pnce of -fore1gn salt in Ca:lcutta was about Rs. J!7·22: 
per ton (Re. 1 _per m~und); by 1930-31 it was brpu__ght .~ow!l to ~s low a figure 
as Rs. 11 per ton (Re. 0~6-5 per maund) to drive·out ·Indian salt from Calcutt:J.. 
which had· till .then been a close preserve -for -foreign salt. -!!'he new -Indian, 
works had to struggle for their .existei)C6 from the very inception and when they· 
found it impossible to continue man11factur.e at a remunerative .rate ,they had. 
to seek protection. As ll·r.B;Sult of the recommendation of the T~:~rif£ Board,. 
the fair selling price of Indian sal.t in the Calcutta market was ·fixed in 1931 
by Govt:rnm-cnt at about •Hs. 18 per ton (Re. 0-.10-7 .per JDaund) ex~.ship and a· 
protective dHtY of Hs. ;7-.1971i ,per ton (Re. 0-4-6 per maun~)' was .levied on 
foreig:'l salt. The protection to the ~alt industry was continued until-1939 but.. 
the rates of duty _were ~progr&£sively lo.ware!l. .In 1933 the quty .'Y'~B reduced 
to Rs. 4-4-0 .Per ;t~p (l1e. ·9:2-6 per :p1a.und) a!ld the ex-ship price of Indian. 
salt was col:T~spon~I~gly reduced to J¥1. 14-14-6 'per ton (Re. 0-8-9 per maund) 
In 1936 the duty was ,further red.u~d to Rs. 2-9-0 per ton. (Re. 0-1-6 per· 
maund) and in 1939 protection was completely -withdr-awn. -!.&his -position . 
. still continues and 1imports. pf •1Pr~jgp. ~~~!t -Jlre __ p.~~~ed ~jp ~9,9q1e i:p~ }be ;qPU.lftry 
4ree of any ixnprnJt ,q~ty. ~s ~9~P. -~~s ,p§-rt ,(?f !R!'Ha lip. ~9,(}0 '"nd,,C9:PM1llfed_ 
·to be .bo till 31st iMru:ch ·1~~7. H~e iim.pC?J.:ts :hqpl ~~ep. .-~;ere .,:PxEt:tpP~~~ .J:w.w ,the 
p&yment of .tha .protecti;ve, d4ty ,IJ.p~ .this,o.ontiifU~~,,e;~tjp. a~~er 1-1\-den ,}Vft:S s~P-IH'Il-.t~d. 
fr6m ;InQ.ia. ·Unq~ .the~~~'*~ .qf ~he I»,:qtec~~ve quty, .~he ;A~~ sa:lt ,m~~m-
,faoturers .expanded -t.h~ir ,~·.orks ~~pd ~f~r A:Pe ~e_p~r!}~ion of ,AQ.fln -~~ey z:p.a~fil a 
bid, for a while, to hamper :tfle 14e'VE(~qmP:ent q£ rfha ~mU~:P JlPAHSt~y .PY .w~ging 
a .r&te war. The outbreak cf World War 11 and the altered political and fiscaL 
:col!·q~tio!ls -~n ~ha count:!, bo_y~ev~r, ·.p~t.a~ ·~nd ~;thfs "6Ctivity. 

1L.~.l ,In ~tP.ite .qf ~t~is 1 inqr~ll1ie .~ prodp~f.iPP.• ;t:q~. i~por,ts ,qf .f9r~ign s.alt to-. 
Ule extent q.f :~OO.~t .. ~;q~,poo ;~ns (q9,0(),000 ¥J:Beqp_4~) ...a~!ll pop~p:qe .ei"Ch ,y~ar, 
t~olJQO!'!t ,entP;f!lY .if! to ,(J¥c;~t~a ... ~his ,is · p,~l;y #u,e to ··~13 .t~~i,flt,~pt AE1m~~~ .for
fine white crushed salt in Bengal and the marketa it serves. So ~~r, .~he
Ben~al market ~s. ac~epted ~-~~~~? se.lt pt:oduce? only ~ Kathiawad and Kutch; 
·the salt produced m other paris of Indm, partumlarly m <Bombay ,and Madras. 
_is not yet of the qu~lity which is -acceptable to •it. ,Attempts hav;e .been made 
by Madras manufacturers, -pamcularly those tin 'Tuticorin, .to .introduce . their
salt into Bengal but unless 'they improve .their methods .of .manufa.ature, .there
iJ little hopJ:I of .their .b.eing .able .t.o secure .a steads .market 1for ..th~jr surplus-
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production. It is necessary to emphasise this fact because it is often a.rguet 
that the imports could be easily stopped if only Bengal would a.ccept the saa 
produced in Madras and Bombay. If the quality were good enough there 
would be no difficulty in marketting the salt, but it would be a retrograde step 
if people who are used to a. better quality of salt a.re compelled to a.ccept an 
inferior material, the quality of which could be improved if a little care were 
taken in it. man~ 

1.3 PRODUCTIVE CAFACITY.-Although production has increased substan-
tially during the last 20 years, covering not only the increase in consumption 
. due to tha growth of populatior. but also materially reducing imports, the 
increase could have been much larger had the works been properly designed 
and efficiently operated. We haTe dealt with the potentialities of each of the 
regions of produotion in the previous chapters but for a more convenient appre
. ciation of the situation, we review briefly the 11ossibilities that _exist in- India. 
for not only achieving self sufficiency but making available a. substantial 
11uantity for export. 

1.3.1 Inland Salt Works.-In the inland works, although production hai 
increased by 50 per cent., a. much larger increase is possible without opening 
any new works as Ahown in Table CXXIII. 

TABLE CXXIII.-POTENTIAL CAPACITY OJ!' INDIAN SALT '\\ORXS. 

Sambha.r 

.Didwana. 

·Pachbadra 

Kharaghoda 

Kuda 

• 

.. 

TOTAL 

Tons 
4,71,000 

73,500 

1,47,000 

2.20,500 

80,000 

9,92,000. 

Mds. 
1,28,22,000 

20,00,000 

40,0~,000 

60,00,000 

21,98,000 

!, 70,00,000 

'It will be seen that the average production of 1946 to 1949 could be further 
. increased by 60 per cent. by bringing about the necessary improvements and 
alteratigns as we have indicated in related ch~pte~s. By establishing new 

·works, a still larger increase ca.n be secured bl}t we -must add a. word of 
·caution. The inland salt works are in a position of vantage for supply of salt 
to the interior of India an4 therefore, their_ production must be co-related 
with the internal demand and transport facilities. · 

1.3.2 Salt Mines.-Tbe present production of about 4,000 ~ons (1,09,000 
. rods.) per annum '-in ;Mandi is insignificant. we have recommended that the 
present method of winning the salt be replaced by brine wells and an up-to-date 

·brine evaporator piant be installed to produce 66,000 tons (18 lakh rods.) of 
-salt. 'rhis salt is expected to be of the. highest purity attained anywhere in 
India and comparable _in quality .with the best salt obt~ned anywhere in the 

'WOrld. . . -. . . 

1.3:3 Marine SaU Works.-In Table CXXIV we show the area under salti 
·cultivation iri differe'lt ·producing· · centres;· their-· present .average yiald and 
€stimated output which could be achieved by re-distributing the areas under 
,cultivation in pro!'cr ratios, aid by following ·other· suggestions, t"ecommend.cd 
'by us in the earlier -chapters. .. ·· · · · -



T~BLB OXXIV.--PonNTLU. C'~P.&C'ITT OP Y.&tmnl f':~LT Woax11. 
(In tan.t; jiguru in bracl.·.f.U in ~r.-wnds) 

1112 
Average annual yield 

per acre 1946-48 
Locality Area"' No. of 

( !\cres) factories 
PreSAnt Potential -- - ----Xathiawad and Kutrh 8,130 14 37 80 

(1,010) (2,180) 

Bombay . . 16,491 399 22 51 
(600) (1,300) 

"l'ravancoro . . 818 19 71 122 
(1,920) (3,320) 

Madras . . . 15,278 53 43 80 
(1,180) (2,180) 

Or iSM . 3,652 5 12·5 40 
(340) (1,090) 

We~~t Bengt~l • 1,000 5 6·5 25 
(iSO) (680) 
.. 

45,369 495 

Potential 
Prodt1ction 

8,50,000 
(1,'77,00,000) 

8,47,000 
(2,31,00,000) 

1,00,000 
(27,00,000) 

12,00,001 
(3,26,00,000) 

1,46,000 
(40,00,000) 

25,000 
(7,80,000) 

29,68,000 

(8,08,00,000) 

~ese estimates are calculated only for the works actually in production or f48 
which areas have been allotted but which have not yet been tully developecl 
We have not taken into account the vast potentialities thafi exist and ha'M 
been discussed for new works in Ka.thiawa.d &nd Kutch, the collection ol 
11pontaneous salt from the Veda.ranyam swamp &nd the development of large 
areas both in Orissa and West Bengal. If thay are also included, the produo
iion will exceed 40 lakh tons (10,89,00,000 mda.). 

•.·' 
1.3.4 The combined potential capacities of all the salt works in India il 

given in Table CXXV. This estimate is what we consider. as probable of 
achievement in the course of the next five years. 

TABLE CXXV .-.POTENTUL C'AP.&clTY OJ' S.&LT WoRKs m I.snu. 

Tons :Mds. 

Inlnnd .vorks 9,92,000 2, 70,00,000 

Salt Mine 66,000 18,00,000 

Marine W(>rlts 2!1,68,000 8,08,00,000 

40,26,000 10,96,00,000 

1.4 9UALITY.~The qua~ity o! salt in India varies from place to place; even 
tod~y mgnorance, preJudice and self interests prevent an improvement in 
quality. Government have taken recently the first step to raise the standard 
of t~e Bombay and Madras marine salt by prescribing a minimum sodium . 
chlonde content of 92 per cent. ~on dry basis} to be progretsively increased in 
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the coming years. Protests have, however, been made by the manufacturers 
against this compa1;atively low stand.ard peing . enforced. It .pas been urged 
that the salt as produced in Bombay and Madras llad hitherto done no harm 
to the consuming public and there is no justification for improving its quality 
'or raising its '8t,andard. It is-even suggested that the quality of salt is not 
necessarily determined . by tpe percentage 9f sodium chloride in it and that 
medical experts sbould_carryoutlong and .. prolonged.tests to determine whether 
.the presence of impuri~es like calcium .sulph~te, magnesium chloride, etc. 
are injurious to the human system and the percentages up to which they could 
be tolerated. Sqme of ~he Madras salt man:uf~turers have _llven gone to . the 
extent.pf stating tlJ.at the .removal of the calcium sulphate from salt would be 
like removing cream from milk. In some places the flavour of salt is attributed 

·.1io· .~he presence of black ~ud and we have heard of instances where the 
manufacturers have deliberately aqded the qmd to the salt to satisfy this igno
rant .credulity. :Unprogre!lsive man¢acturel;'S :~mst re~lise .that the _old .~ays 
of supplying :the .public ;with .a low quality salt are r~pidly coming to an end, 
.and if they do not volunt,arily imprpve the q~ua}lty of their output the S.tate 
will h_ave no ·P.Ption but ~o ~nterv.ene. We are opposed in principle to any 
unnecessary interference by the ~tate in the salt inqustry as we believe tha~ 
private enterp~se which has done so much has still a substantial contribution 
to make. We, however, have to recognise, 'hat industrial development requires 
planning r.n~ .to do tqis a cc.,rtai~ ai:ilb~t of. cont_rol an_d regulation by .tl:e 

.State is inevitable. The 191ih century economy of laiuu-faire is no longer 
.~P,pli~_able to present conditions. ~~at the · St_ate shpuld limit its interference 
~o the unavoidable minirpum, we cannot ov~rlook the fact that a more vigor~us 
C<?ntrql becomes necessary and hfLS to be ,enforced, when for instance it is 
being argued that impurities like calcium sulphate, magnesium ~hloride, dust, 
etc:,- are· necessa~y to give the salt its desired· quality, flavour and taste. 

1.4,1 In ·Table .CXXVI is given comparative anaJyses of Indian salt #9m 
marine and inland works ·as also of rock salt. 



l\Iarine Salt '\Vorks 
-· ' 
K~~hiawad 

and Bombay Travancore 
Kutch 

--
Sodium 96·68 90·04 84·71 
chloride to 98·74 to 96· 78 to 97·86 

Calcium . 0·51} 1·25 3·06 
sulphate to 0·53 to 0·12 to 0·07 

Magnesium O·M 2·73 3·40 I 

sulphate LO 0·22 to 0·83 to 0·58 

l\Iagnesiuro 1· JG 3·1l2 2·93 
chloride t,\) 0· ~F. to 1·:!2 to 0·90 

Sodium I 
sulphate .. I .. . 
Sodium ' • l 
carbonate .. l .. .. I 

Sodium 
bicarbonate .. .. .. 
Insolubles .. 0·07 0·97 5·42 

to 0·05 to 0·07 to O·t·7 . 
l:Tndeter 0·-95 1•30 I 1·881 
mined to 0·25 to 0·361 to 0·29 

l 
67 I & S. 

T£BLE CXXVI.-CoMPOSITION oF INDIAN SALT 
(per cent on dry basi8) 

Inland '\Vorks , 

Madras I Orissa Sambhar Didwana 

90·84 89·89 96·67 83·37 
to 96·62 to95·72 to 97·75 to 90· 69 

1·88 2·33 
~ 0·35 to 0·55 .. .. 
•p 

2·16 0·71 
to 0·63 to 0·80 . . .. 

1·73 1·54 
to 0·86 to 1·55 .. .. 

2·34. 12·39 
.. . .. 

I 
to 1·25 to 7·25 

0·53 
I .. . . to 0·34 .. 

0·12 4·24 .. . . to 0·09 to 2·06 

2·24 5·23 0·60 
to 0·46 to 0·64 to 0·30 .. 

1·18 0·30 0·07 2·00 
to 1·08 to 0·73 to 0·00 

Kharaghoda 
Pachbadra and 

Kuda . 
95·21 96·13 

to 98·45 to 98·47 

1·94 1·33 
to 0·43 to 0·66 

1·11 0·05 
to 0·32 to 0·04 

1·22 1·13 
to 0·00 to 0·39 

.. .. 

. . . . 

.. . . 
0·34 1·36 

to 0·13 to 0·44 

0·!8 
to 0·137 .. 

Rock ~a.lt 

l\Iandi 

62·61 
to 77·09 

0·4~1 
to 0·75 

.. 

.. 

. . 

.. 

.. 
36·7 

to 22·1 

0·1 

2 
4 

to 
8. 
2 0·0' 
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It will be noticed that in t.he marum and inland salt works the sodium chlorid.} 
<;ontcnt varies from 88 per cent. to l:lt! per cent; in the rock-salt of Mandi it is 
below 77 per cent. 'l'hd impurities are largely calcium sulphate, mugne;;il!lll 
sulphate and magnesium chl8ride in the case of marine, Kbaragodha and Kuda 
salt and sodium sulphate, sodium c:nb:mate and bicarbonate in the case of the 
.t:apstllan ::dt works. Most of these impurities can be easily avoid(~rl to a 
large extent if due care is taken in the manufacturing operations punicular!J 
in the extraet,Jon of salt 1rom the crystallisers. In well designed marine work:'! 
.of Kuthiawad and Kutct. saol.t of 98 per cent .. and above is Hot·mally manufac· 
tured by solar evaporation. This purity is attained largely becau:;e of the 
care taken in (a) Hlaintaining a high ratio 1:-etween the condem.ers and crystal
hsers, (b) removing the bitterns regularly and draining the crust before the 
salt is lifted (c) leaving behind (as is done in Kutch) a layer of salt on the 
crystallising bed:; to turm a clean floor for prevei,ting admixtme with iuorganic 
impmities like clay dirt, etc. What is possible in one region should b ~ possible 

}n ~he rest of Indj:1 without any insurmountable difficulty. 

1..4.2 One of the reasons for the poor quality of the salt produced in Bom
-bay, 'l'ravancrore and Madras is the practice so assiduously followe-1 in pr? 

ducina what is known as liaht salt. The method of manufacture of th1s 
salt n~eds more effort and de~1ands the employment of special skill1ld labour, 
involving greater supervision and expenditure. According to the report of a 
departmental Sc:.lt Committee set up in 1903 by the ~overnment of India, the 
important special feaLlres in the manufacture of hght salt were stated as 
follows:-

(a) the crjstallising :pans have to be elaborately prepared. 
wh!Ch might usually take ten days would take 14 to 25 
yield the light salt; 

A pan 
days- to 

{b) brine of a particular density has to be .admitted into the pan to & 

shallow depth and salt has to be harvested after each irrigation. 
The depth oi the charge varies with the soil of the pan, the state 
o1 we~~her, etc. 

(c) the crystals of salt ar1~ to be raked freq~:ently in a skilful manner, a1 

thr.y form. • This is to prevent the formation of compact crystals; 
,and · · -

I 
.(d) the scraped salt has to be dried in thin layers to secure good ex-

posure to the sun without damage to the crystals. 

The manufacture of light flakes or hollow crystals was resorted to and came 
into vogue because, when packed, it included more voids than compact crystals. 
-and for any given weight, gave a relatively larger bulk. The hollow crystals 
of light salt retain a large proportion of mother liquor in their cavities and 
apart from their intrinsic impuritv they are liable to sweat in humid conditions 
and pick up and retain dust. Though the technique adopted in obtaining th9 
light variety of salt is ingenious and developed after many years of experience, 
it is obvious that it has been done at the sacrifice of quality. It is claimNl 
that for· climatic and other conditions the method adopted aims at a maximum 
production in the nJnimum time. 

1.4.3 Proposals have been made from time to time in the :Madras province 
for the abolition of sale of salt b:v measure. It would be worth while therP.· 
fore, to trace the history of the ~ttempts made in the past in this direction 
1'lw earliest advocat1·· of the· sale of salt by weight was Dr. Rattan, the author 
of the classical ITanll bool.: on Oommon Salt. As earlv r,s 1864 he expressed -t 

ildinit.e opi11ion that heavy salt was synonymous with' good salt and light with 
had, and that compulsory retail sale h:v weight would lead to the manufacturP 
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ot a superior article. His proposal was however, turned down by the Govern; 
mcnt of l\Iadras under the mistaken notion that any attempt to control such 
sales by law would b~ misunderstood b;y the people . and ~ig~t lead to c~m· 
plieations. This quest10n came up agam for reconsideratiOn m 1882, owmg 
to the difficulty experienced in disposing of the heavy variety of salt. th~t 
was then being produced along with the light and which had accumulated m 
the Government depots. Iu sp!te of its poor quality, there was greater demaud 
for lirrltt salt than for hE:l•VY salt, and the depots which hr.d stocks of light salt 
v. ere being exhausted while those with heavy salt were becoming overstocked. 
Light sait was being moved to even distant places and sold in preferemce to 
the heavy salt produced locally. The Madras Board of Revenue realised that 
~ commodity which was being purchased from Government by weight anJ 
retailed to the public by measure, afforded to the middlemen en~aged in this 
trade the means of unduly euriching themselves at the expense of the consu
mer. From a series of experiments, the Board found that the weight of salt. 
for a given volume, varied by as much as 37 per cent. 'J.ltley, therefore, 
recum:uended to the -Government of Madras that the retail sale of salt by 
weight should be enforced as the only remedy against the fraud that was being 
perpetrated on the consumer. The Government again turned down this pro
posal and naively observed that the remedy lay. in improving t_he quality of 
the article wherever it. was light and inferior and making it uniform in all 
localities as br as possible. The view that heavy salt was necessarily better , 
than light salt was also disputed by a departmental Committee of the Gov
ernment of l\Iadms in 18tl7. Reviewing the findings of the Committee, the 
<Jovernwent remarked that the sale of salt by weight would be' difficult of 
enforc·ement in ret,til transactions in the village markets throughout the pre· 
sidency excep~ with a great amount of inquisitorial interl'ereiiCd and risk of 

()ppression. In 1890 it came to the notice of the Board that Bombay salt 
ha'l supplanted .Madras salt in the Mysore and Bellary markets. Whereas 
Madras salt gave 19 to 21 measures to the maund, the specially prepared 
Bombay salt gave 22! to 25 measures. The Government of Madras was again 
ourged by the Board to. pass 1egislation to ban the sale by measure, but the 
suggestion was again turned down Pfld it was stated that the consumers would 
soon find out that the Bombay sa1t though seemingly cheaper was really 
dearer than the heavier but purer Madras salt, would regain in - time 
the ground which it h1'.d lost. The Board, however, continued to con
demn the practice of sole by measure. In 1893 they reiterated their 
proposal for legislation, observing that the evil had reached an acute stage
a.nd the l\Iadras salt could not compete with the Bombay salt in the race for 
lightness. J\foved by these arguments, and by representation from Madras 
manufacturers, the Government of Madras were ultimately convinced of the 
nPed for legislation and took up the matter with the Government of India. 
who, howev~r, declined to undertake the legislation. In so doing the Govern
ment of Indra commended to the consideration of the Government of Madras, 
the desirability of ascertaining whether Madras salt, if manufactured light. 
could not hold its own_ in its markets. Experiments were, therefore, under
tllkPn by :\J ar.lras factones to produce light salt and an officer of the Salt, De· 
partment was deputed to study the methods followed in the Bombay factories. 
lr? spite of the efforts .in this direction, the Madras salt could not compete 
wrth the salt from Bombay as the natural conditions in Madras were not con
sidered suitable for adopting the methods followed in Bombav. The Govem
ment o~ India were therefore, again approached in 1903 for e~forcintz the sale 
of salt by weight and the matter was refened to the Salt Committee of 1904. 
The Committee investigated the competition aspect of the problem and found 
t?at Bombay salt had compietely displacEd. Madras salt in the Mysore and 
Coorg markets and that the preference fnr light salt was ro0stly ·from thn 
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traders and not from the .consumers as both the heavy and the light varieties 
were being sold at the same price for un_it. measure. On the qu~sti?n of legis: 
Iation, the Committee expressed the opm1on that a wholly artifiCial class of 

·offences would be created and if any attempt were made to enforce the la\v 
with vigour, the evil resulting from inquisitorial interference, and the oppor
tunities offered for the levy of blackmail and the institution of false cases 
would be out of all proportion to any benefit which might be expected. It 
was stated that the necessities of fiscal administration added largely to the 
number of criminal offences and it was highly undesirable fo increase the un
vopularity of the salt tax by subjecting the people· to any further avoidable 
restraints in connection with its salt. They, however, suggested that the 
legislation might be tried in large towns and municipalities and the desirability 
of its extension to other places determined on the basis of the su9cess achieved. 
Even then the Government of India did not undertake any legislation and the 
manufacturers were allowed to vie with each other in catering to the greed 

·of the trader w~o continued to make large profits by selling the light salt by 
measure. The manufacture of light, flaky salt was thus given a fillip. It is 
worth while to consider the extent of fraud which is practised on the consumers 
from the example recoreded in 1903 by the l\fadras Board of Revenue. It 
was found that Madras salt could be deliver.ed at Erode at Rs. 3-2-8 per maund 
and Bombay salt at Rs. 3-7-0 per maund. The former gave 21 local measures 

per maund while the latter gave 24. The retail price per measure of both the 
_varieties was Re. 0-2-8 per measure. A maund of Madras salt, therefore, sold 
at Rs. 3-8-0 as against a maund of Bombay salt which fetched Rs. 4. The 
retailer, therefore, found it more profitable to sell Bombay salt, although it 
cost him more per maund than the Madras salt. 

1.*.4 It is obvious that the former provincial and Central Governments 
were_ averse to stop the sale of salt by measure for fiscal reasons which are no 
longer valid. In our first interim report we had recommended that this prac
ti~e should be abolished by legislative enactments and we strongly r_eiterate 
this recommendations. · 

1.5 FRAGMENTATION.-Except in K&thiawad and Kutch where each licensee 
has se_veral hundred acres under cultivation, most of the holdings in other 
producmg centres are small and fragmented. In Table CXXVII is shown the 
area under cultivation in each producing centre and the number of licensees 
that work them. 

TABLE CXXVII.--AVERAGE HOLDINGS OF LICENSEE!'. 

Locality 

~atl.1awad and Kutch 

Bombay 

Travancore 

Madras 

0l"iA...'"fl. 

West Bengal 

'I'VTAL 

Area under 
cultivation 

Acres 

8,130 

16,491 

81R 

15,278 

1,851 

205 

42,773 Total 

Number ·of 
Licensees 

14 

1,888 

228 

3,9·19 

35 

5 

6,119 

Average area peP 
licensee 

Acl"('s 

580·71 

8·73 

3 •;i!) 

3 ·10 

ii2·S8 

41 llO 
------

Av<".rage 6 119 

-~-----
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In our previous chapters, we have llrawn attention to the excessive fragmenta
t[on which has t.aken place in holdings in Bombay, Travancore and Madras. 
This is most wid~·spread in Madras and Travancore. T:te full consequence of 
such sub-division of a salt works far below the economic optimum reacts not 
on!y on the cost of production aud the p.rofit which the· individua,l licensee 
deriveo from his lindertakng, but it also sariously affects the overall production 
in the country and the economic stability of the industry as a whole. It is 
for this re.1son that we have strongly advocated in ~he preceding chapters the 
(lOnsolidatiou of these holdings iHto evouomic units with a minim1.1m area of 100 
.acre:> each by forming them into <.:o-operative societies. It is not possible to 
give a quantitative idea of the consequences of this fragmentation because yield 
per acre depends upon a number of factors of which economic size of the works 
is only ol!e, the otl.Jers beiJJg the initial density of brine used, the length of the 
manufacturing season and other climatic oonditions. In view of these factors, 
we have fixed different scales of estimated production per acre in different 
localities, Travancore being given tha first plu·ce because of its favourable climatic 
<JOnditions and the average high density of the brine used. Likewise many 
works in Madras are situated in areas of low rainfall and high evaporative 

. capacity and have besides, the ~dvantage of using pit brine. 

1.6 We have not been able to obtain figures. of the capital invested ~n the 
-salt works in all centres but we have prepared an estimate of the capital costs 
<.>£ both Government. and privately owned works from such information as was 
.availaLle. This is showu in Table CXXVIII. No figures for Mandi mines are 
.given a& they have not been maintained. 

'TABLE ,CXXVIII.-CAPITAL INvESTED IN THE SALT INDUSTRY 

· Rs Rs. 
Ja) Inland works : 

(i) Sambhar 
(ii) Diwans. 
(iii) Pachbadrs. 
(iv) Kharaghoda 
•(v) Kuda 

•(b) Marino Works 

(i) Kathiawad and Kutch 
(ii) Bombay . 
(iii) Travancore . 
fiv) Madras 
(v) Orissa . . 
(vi) Wost Bengal . 

·'··' 

TOTAL 

60,00,000 
23,000 

1,56,000 
21,81,000 

5,00,000 

1,00,00,000 
1,60,50,000 

42,00,000 
1,50,00,000 

36,00,000 
2,00,000 

88,60,000 

4,90,50,000 

ti, 79,10,000 

The above figure& show only the capital block of the works and does not include 
·capital employed in operating them. The price of salt, sold ex-works, has 
varied from Rs. 10-3-4 per ton (Re. 0-6-0 per md.) at Sambhar Lake to Rs. 34 
per ton (Hs. 1-4-0 per md.) in some of the marine works. Assuming that the 
average realisation ex-works is Rs. 20-6-8 per ton (Re .. 0-12-0 per rod.) the 
total nlue of the salt sold on the production (excluding Mandi) of 1948 of 
·23·27 lakh tons (G33·16 lakh mds.) is Rs. 475 lakhs. · 

1. 7 LABOUR.-'l'he salt indudry employs a:1 estimated labour force of about 
':72,000 as shown ju T.able CXXIX. 
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TABLE CXXIX.-LABOUR EMPLOYED IN SALT INDUSTRY. 

----- .... . --
Average 

Averge annual producgion 

Number. 
1946-48 output per man 

Tons l\Ids. Tons Mds. 

(a) Inland Works 14,350 102-5~, (i) Sambhar 3,350 3,48,550 94,87,000 
(ii) Didwana 1,000 35,470 9,62,000 35 ·5 . 962 
(iii) Pachbadra. 1,500 52,580 14,31,000 35 ·0 954 

21·41 582 (iv) Kharghoda 6,000 1,28,280 34,!H,OOO 
(v) Kuda. 2,500 62,450 1T,OO,OOO 25 ·0 680 

' (b) Mandi Mines • . 600 3,960 1,08,000 6·6 180 

(c) Marin& Works 56,900 
4,000 2,76,330 75,22,000 69·8 1,880 

(i) Ka.thiawad and 
Kutch 11,000 3,64,390 99,19,000 33·1 902 

(ii) Bombay 
4,000 57,580 15,67,000 14·4 392 

(iii) Travan("ore 
35,000 6,51,800 1, 77,44,000 18·6 507 

(iv) Madras 
• 2,400 25,280 6,88,000 10·5 287 

(v) Orissa. 
500 940 26,000 1·9 52 

(vi) West Bengal 
71,850 20,07,610 27·8S 758 

TOTAL 
72,000 l 5,46,45,000 

or say I -- -
1 .7.1 These figures reveal the following features: 

(a)" The average annual output per !Dan is the highest in the work! 
e;mploying multiple irrigation system. 

(b) In places of excessive fragmentatio•, like l\fadras and Travancore 
the average annual output per man is low despite the fact that 
the yield per acre iri these two· places is high on account of the 
higher initial density of the . brine used and more favourable 
weather conditions. 

(r) In Didwana and Pachbadra average annual output per man is greatly 
reduced because much manual effort has to be put in for the 
lifting of the brine from the well or of the salt from the pits. 

:a) In Kharaghoda and Kuda, despite the ~ery high density of the initial 
brine and the favourable climatic conditions, the average annual 
output per man is low because each pan is allowed to two Agaria 
families consisting of 11 persons who may not all put in full time 
work on the manufacture of salt. Another reason is the closure 
of the manufacturing season in the most productive period in the 
year. 

(e) In Orissa the average output per man is greatly reduced by the £act 
that five co-operative societies have a large number of working 
members for the small area under cultivation. The average out
put in the large factories is much higher and is of the order of 
15 tons (410 mds.) as compared with the output of ocly aboui 
2 tons. (55 mds.) in the Co-operative units. 

As tho incidence of labour cost is a very important portion of' the cost of pro
duction, the price of salt in India can be reduced if factors leading to the 
l:lmployment of excessive labour were eliminated by mechanisation on the one 
hand and by a more rational consolidation of the holdings on the othet. 
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I .7.2 At o•l•~ time, the lnbour employed in the salt factories was completely 
unorganised and the manufacturers could do what they liked with it. Labout 
is now becoming organised and the manufacturers complain that production is 
being impeded by labour putting forth a large number of demands which 
could not be met. \\"P. would draw attent:on to some salient ft>cts concerning 
labour in ihe salt industry. l\fanufacture of salt is a sill'.sonal occupation . 
. It makes exacting demands upon the labour employed as the work is uncongenial 
&nd hard. The lnbuur in the salt works is drawn from a stratum of society 
which is ignorant and poor, but it deve:opes by experience a skill which is 
an asset to the industry. During the off-season, labour takes to agricultural 
operations and if tht~ ITonwon is favourable and the crop good, it doe!' not 
retum b salt manufacture until &iter the harvest. If th~ ~>alt industry w:sh~c; 
to be ass.ured of the timely supply of labour in order to start the manufacturing 
operations immediately after the close of the rains, it would be necessary to 
find an alternative occupat:on for the labourers during the rainy season so 
that they may be helped to stay on in the neighbourhood and their cumulative 
skill is not dissipated. At present the manufacturers are not always sure of 
getting the bbf\ur in time "ith the result that invariably there is a race agains11 
time and the duration of the manufacturing season gets curtailed in c~:mse
quence. The present system of contract labour· which does not always look 
to the permanent weal of the labourer has fi? be altered. The solution will 
vary from locality to locality. The wages ":hich the salt industry pay at 
present are on the low side whilst the number of labourers engaged is excessive 
and could be reduced if the operations were staggered and mechanised. If 
our recommendation for consoli~ating the small and uneconomic holdings into 
large co-operative units is carried out, there will be an immediate reduction in 
the number of hands employed. 'l'his will enable the manufncturers to reduce 
the cost on production and at the same time find work for the bulk of the labour 
for 1\ longer period thnn at presE>nt. · 
2. DIS'l'RIBUTION 

2.1 Salt is despatchel frc.m tk proiucing centres largely by r&ilways. Only 
a small portion of the production is despatched by sea from the salt works in 
Kathiawad and Kutch and to•..'a limited extent from the works in Bombay 

·and .:\1adras. Prior to. the War, salt could be despatched from any producing 
centre to any place in the caontry irrespective of the distance, depending 
upon the demand for a particular quality from particular works. It was not> 
unusual to find salt produced in Bombay being despatched right into the heara 
of the l\Iadras Presidency or salt from Kuda going as far ag Nepal; similarly 
salt from Tuticorin used to be sent into Hvderabacl when salt from nearesti 
SOt;rces like Naupada could have been. deliv;red more quickly and at cheaper 
ccst. During the War owing to the scarcity of shipping space. salt was trans
ported by rail from Kathiawad into Bengal and Bihar and this practice was 
~ontiuued even after the \Var. Owing to the heavy burden nut upon the 
Hailways by the large traffic that was offered and th~ir inability. to cone with 
it because of seat·city of locomotives and wagons, distribut:on of s~lt was serious
ly hampereJ. When we visited the Sarnbhar works in June 1948, wa were 
inforn1Pd that the Railways were not able to meet even the limited quota of 
wagons allotted for th~ movement of salt; similarl.v in the Bombay works 
stock~ wel"e accumulatmg and were hampering production. As the works 
there are laid cheek by jowl and little room exists for adequate storage, the 
storage p~atforms are so~n filled to capacity when transport is not available, 
thus leadmg to the slowmg down of production. This dislocates the workina 
programme and also creates discontent· amongst labour. It further lead.~ 
to artil~cial scarcity in the markets served by the works givina rise to an 
increase in prices llll\l consequent outcry &11 round. It becad:e, therefore, 

neces11ary t') l'ationalise the movemant of salt to relieve the overburdened rail-
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way system. To avoid long haulages, cross movements .and heavy cost of 
transport, the Salt Department introduced from lst January 1949 a scheme 

_of zonal distribution for despatch by rail. 

2.2 ZoNAL DisTinnunos.-Under the zonal system, the principal regions of 
producLion have been grouped together into eight foci of distribution as given 
below: 

L Sambhar, Didwana and Pachbadra 
2. I'haraghod.ha 
:-3. Kuda (Dhrangadhra) 
4. Bombay 

- 5. Tuticorin (.1\Iadras) 
6. Adirampatiiam and Madras 
7. Pennuguduru (Madras) 
8. Naupada (Madras) and Orissa 

'!'hough Calcutta is not a producing centre, it has been formed into the ninth 
focus for the distribution of salt which it imports by sea from the West Coast 
ports of India and from foreign countries. A zone of distribution has been 
allott~d to each one of these focal points. We attach a map of India (Figure 
8) showing the producing centres of salt and the corresponding nine zones of 
distribution. The zonal system is in our opinion the right solution for an 
equitable distribution of salt to all parts of the country without unnecessary 
and wasteful use of the overburdened transport system. By this arrangement 
salt does not. travel by rail more than 500 miles on an average from the centre 
of production, although in some cases for !lpecial reasons salt is still allowed 
to travel long distances. We give in Table CXXX the farthest distance to 
which salt travels in each zone. By far the largest part .of the consumption 
in each of these zones is however places near to the region of production. The 
table also shows the highest rail freight borne by salt in each zone. Excluding 
the movement of Dhrangadhra salt to Nepal, the freight varies from Re. 0-11-9 
~ Rs. 1-4-0 per mauud. 

. TABLE CXXX.-MAXIMAL DISTANCE OF MOVEMENT OF SALT. 

Region of 
Production 

-
1. Sambh'l.r. Didwa.na 

and Pachbadra. 

2. Kharaghoda 

• 3. Dhrangaclhra 

4,. Bombay 

. 5. Tuticorin 

~- Adirampatnam and 
):[ajras. 

7. Pennuguduru • 

1. Naupada and Orissa 

9. Calcutta : 

Route 

Sambhar to Darbhanga (vin 
Kanpur, Anwarganj, Luck-
now, Barabanki~• 

Kharaghoda to Allahabad (vi."J 
Viramgam, Ana~d. Bhopal, 
Bina Katni). 

Dhrangadhra to Raxaul for 
:Nepal (via Yiramgam, Phulera, 
Savan, Son9pore, Muzaffarpur). 

Thana ·to Sambhalpur (via Jal
gaon, Nagpur, Raipur, Bilas
pur) . 

Tuticorin to Cannanore (via Din-
digul, Pollachi, Olavakkot). 

Agastiyampalli to Secunderabad 
(via Villupuram, Kat.padi, 
Gu 1takal). 

Chinnaganjam to Balharshah 
(via Bezwada, Ka7ipet). 

Naupada to Sambhalpur (via 
Viramgam, Raipur, Bilaspur). 

Calcutta to Diburugarh (via 
Parbatipur). 

Distance 
in miles 

737 

851 

1291 

912 

387 

712 

350 

5SS 

829 

-~ Freight per 
md. in 

!

'wagon loads 

Rs. as. p. 
1 1 7 

I 3 0 

s 6 

3 9 

0 12 6 

1 1 3 

0 11 9 

0 15 9 

1 2 9 
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. 2.2.1 Tables CXXXI and CXXXII give a complete picture of the basis of 
distribution under t.hg zonal system. Table CXXXI shows. the off-take in per· 
-centages of the different regions forming the 9 zones. For _instance, Biha~ 

consumes 17 per cent. of the production of Sambhar, Didwana and Pachbadra, 
26 per cent. of the salt distributed from Calcutt.a and 25 per cent. of th~ 

imports from Kbewra (West Pakistan). Table CXXXII shows how the demand 
of the different areas is met from the. different producing centres. Taking onoe 
again the case of Bihar, it will' be seen that it obtains 34 per cent. of its 
requirements from Sambhar, Didwana and Pachbadra, 58 per cent. from 
Calcutta. and 8 per cent. from Khewra (\Vest Pakistan). At the time when · 
the zonal distributicn syEtem was introduced, no zones were demarcated f.:Jr 
the production of Mandi and Travancore, as it was expected to meet only the 
local demand. Similarly Kathi&wad and Kutch ware not treated as distribu· 
tion. centres since, exclu~ing the local demand, most of. their production was. 
shipped to Calcut.ta and a zone was allotted to Calcutta for all the salt imported 
into it. A certain amount of rock salt is imported frqm Khewra (We~t l 1 akistau) 
and consumed in Dihar, Himachal Pradesh, Punjab (1), Patiala. and East Punjab 
States Union and U. P. Likewise a certain quantity of marine salt is exported 
by India from Calcutta to East Pakistan. Mandi, Travancore, Kathiawad and 
Kutch, Khewra (\\'est l?aklstan) and East Pakistan have been therefore in
cluded in these two tables to obtain a complete overall picture of the distri
bution of salt in India. · 

(Sde tables CX,XXI and ·CXXXU next page.) 
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T~BLE CXXXJ.-·, OFFTAKE 01!' SALT IN PERCENTAGE BY DIFFERENT REGIONS 

I I I '"Cl !lD <II 
• te I . .., 
~i s rtJ '"Cl "0- s:!s:l..., 

.;, <II <II ::s a! <~~;; ~ 
s:l .. ::s s:l _.., 

Q) 
.0 <II .. ~ .. <I! <II 

<.l ::s 'J 

...<:: "C ..C:<I! _.,"0 ::s s:l'"Cl .. 'd'i .., 
Area :;f distribution All <II <II 0 ,, 0 s:l P-:::;! "C' <IIi[! ·~ Q) <.l s:~O "' .. - <II -'i:o t>. &, <II.., d Q) 

-"0 ·,;: ~'"Cl 
"C ·~ ~8 :a "tl~O ~~ <liP,. s:l <II <II ... <II Total 

~ci <II <II <II ..0 0 § p,O ::s P.. c > <II .., ~s:~ req .. <.l .!'::1 ~ <II t.~~ <l!_g <II "C!li> s ~ 
::s ~s «! ... s s:l ..c: ::s 0 "C 
~ :::;! E-l ... (/J 

< Q) ·- <.l 0 <II <II ~ ~ ~ E-l Po< O!>D ..C:..,p,. ~·-
00~ .s ""::s>~ Q)~ 

t4tx:Q) 
.0<11 

Zone No. I II III IV v VI VII VIII IX ~Po< 

---- ---------------- ------ ------------ --- -- ·-- ---
Tons. I 

Ajmer-Mel'wara 1 .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . 3,670 

Assam . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 14 . . . . .. . . 72,590 

Bengal . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . 26 . . . . .. . . 1,37,760 

Bhopal & Panth Piploda .. 3 .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . 4,960 

Bihar . . 17 .. .. . . .. . . . . . . 26 .. . . .. 25 2,29,260 

Bilaspure State . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . ' .. . . . . 660 

Bombay . .. 28 8 49 .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. 2,15,600 

Coorg. .. .. .. . . 1 .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 1,470 

Delhi • 1 .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. 4 8,300 
.. 

East. Pakistan .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . 14 . . . . . . 73,470 
. . 

French Settlement . .. .. .. .. .. 1 . . . . 1 . . .. . . 2,420 
.. 

Himachal Pradesh .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . IOO .. 1 5,880 
. . 

Hyderabad • .. . . .. IS . . IO Ill . . . . . . . . .. I,08,370 

I ... 
JH.mmu & Kashmir • I 1 12 .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. 25,240 

Kutch . . I - - .. - . . .. .. ,, 
'' .. .. 16 . . 3.120 

aments 

1\lds. 

I,OO,OOO 

19,76,000 

37,50,000 

I,35,000 

62,4I,OOO 

18,000 

58,69,000 

40,000 

2,26,000 

20,00,000 

66,000 

1,60,000 

20,110,000 

6,87,000 

85,000 

~ 

'-"' 
~I 



16 !lfadhya Bharat . 3 10 16 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . 44,820 r 12,20,000 

17 Madhya Pradesh • .. 20 . . 21 . . .. . . 18 .. . . .. . . . . 1,23,240 33.55,000 

18 Madras . .. .. .. 2 96 77 81 25 .. .. . . . . .. 4,76,040 

19 1\fysore . . . . . .. .. 4 3 12 .. .. .. .. . . . . . . 51,940 ·14.,14,000 

20 Nepal • . . • I 2 I -. 
. ~41 

.. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . 44,080 12,00,000 

21 Orissa. I 
. . . . . . - .. .. .. . . 57 .. . . . . . . 93,120 25,35,000 

22 Patiala & East Punjab 
States Union 3 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. 8 21,490 5,85,000 

23 Punjab (I) • . 12 . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. 40 81,330 22,14,000 

24 Rajasthan . . 15 7 .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. 81,590 22,21,000 

25 Saurashtra 9 
.. 84 22,110 6,02,000 .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. 

26 Travancore & Cochin 
~ .. .. . . .. . . .. .-. .. . . .. 100 . . . . 91,840 25,00,000 1>:> 
~ 

27 U. P. . 45 15 53 . . . . . . . . . . 11 . . . . .. 22 3,47,180 94,51,000 

28 Vindhya Pradesh . . . 5 .. 5 .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23,660 6,44,000 
--------- ------------ -- -----

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 1{)0" 100 100 100 100 23,95,210 6,52,03,0(10 



TABLE cxxxrx._:sut»ptn:s oF sALT i:N PERCENTAGE FROM THE PlionuciNG CENTRES To DIFFERl.'NT PARTS OF INDIA 

re~ of distribution A 

mer-Merwara 1 Aj 

2 As sam 

3 Be ngal. 

4 Bh opal & Pa.nth Piploda 

a B 

6 B 

7 B 

ihar 

ilaspur State 

ombsy 

8 Co org 

9 D elhi 

ast Pakist-an 10 E 

11 FI ·ench Set.tlnmeat. 

imachal PradnRh 12 H 

13 H 

14 Ja. 

yderabad 

rr,mu & Kashmir 

., ' 
~ ., 
~~ 
·~ aj ., 
A..c "0 
.A 0 

:a~ ~ 
~~ OS ... 
~ 

OS 
A 

1'1.2 ~ 

~ --

100 .. 
. . .. 
. . .. 
.. 100 -
34 .. 

100 .. 
. . 20 

.. . . 
62 .. 
. . .. 
. . . . 
38 . . 

.. . . 
25 75 

-

I ~ ~ ~ Jl bO ., ... 
A 

~::a a s:1 
~ ·c 

r~ 0 ., ,p 0 
"0 'El ~ ::l 0 "C 

~ ~ ~ < 
-- ----~ 

.. .. . . . . 

.. . . . . . . 
I .. .... . . .. 

.. . . . . .. 

.. .. . . ., 

.. .. . . .. 
3 77 .. .. 

. . .. 100 .. 

.. .. . . .. 

. . .. . . .. 

.. .. .. 85 

. . . . . . .. 

. . 56 . . 22 

.. . . .. .. 

~ 
-~ t>o ... 

~~ 1 0 "0 
"0 ~~ 

Q ..., 

~ 
R 

., ;:; 
aj .s 'i ~ i 

aj 

"0 
~~ 

... ~ Total requirements ., 0 

6'o "0 C.> jl:A .,..., 
~ Cll 0 

::l "' ~§ 
..... 

;a~ ~~ g % "0 

~ 
a; .g. ~ ~~ ..., 

"' aj A-
~ ~ ?; u ::!! ~ ~ ~ 

---- .____ .____ ------ -- -----
Tons ! 1\Ids. 

. . .. . . .. . . . . . . 100 3,670 1,00,000 

. . .. 100 . . .. . . . . 100 72,590 19,76,000 

. . . . 100 .. . . .. . . 100 1,37,760 I 37,50,000 

. . . . .. .. . . . . . . 100 4,960 1,35,000 

.. . . 58 . . . . . . 8 101) 2,29,260 62,41,000 

. . . . .. . . . . .. . . 100 660 18,000 

.. . . .. . . . . . . . . 100 2,15,600 58,69,000 

. . . . .. . . . . . . . . 100 1,470 40,000 

. . . . .. . . . . . . 38 100 8,300 2,26,000 

. . . . 100 . . . . . . . . 100 73,470 20,00,000 

. . . . I 15 . . .. . . . . 100 2,420 66,000 

.. . . . . GO . . . . I 12 100 5,880 1,60,000 

22 .. . . .. . . .. . . 100 1,08,3i0 2;),50,000 

.. . . . . I . . I . . . . . . 100 25,240 6,87,000 
I 



Tons. Mds. 

15. Kutch 
100 100 3,120 85,000 

16. Madhya Bharilt 27 36 31 6 100 H,S!!O 12,20,000 

17. Madhya Prado.:;;h 25 57 IS 100 1,23,240 33,55,000 

18. Madras .. 33 38 21 7 100 4,76,040 1,29,59,000 

19. Mysore 31 13 56 100 51,940 14,14,000 

20. Nepal. 25 25 50 100 44,080 12,00,000 

21. Orissa • 77 23 100 93,120 25,35,000 

22. Patiala & Eaet Punjab 71 
29 100 _21,490 5,85,000 

States Union. 
23. Punjab (I) 68 32 100 81,33G 22,14,000 

24. Rajasthan 87 13 ··~. 
100 81,590 22,21,000 

25. Saurashtra 28 72 100 22,110 6,02,000: co· 
~ 

20. Travancore & I ~oohin • 100 100 91,840 25,00,000 

27. U.P. . eo 7 12 16 5 100 3,47,180 94,51,000 

28. Vindhya Pradesh 31 69 100 23,660 6,44,000 

To till 
23,95,210 6,52,03,000 

---·----------------.---------------------~ 
'!'The total requi1sment is co~puted on the basis of demand of sa:It as subJD.itt~d by the Govel'IUil-en~s of the respectiv!' States~ 

• '• ' • ' I . ' ' ' ' ' ' 
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2.2.2. ['he salt manufacturers of Bombay and Madras have protested against 
the zonal system on the ground that they have lost some of their original 
markets. As the first demarcation of the zones was based on incomplete 
data it was bound to leave some room for compl&:int, but the zones are not 
so rigidly and permanently fixed as to exclude adjustments in their demar
cations in the light of actual experience in order to meet any legitimate 
grievances that the manufadurers may have. \Ve ·understand that such 
adjustments are constantly macle by the Salt Controller to remove any 
hardship that may have been caused to the mauufactur~·s. It is likely that 
some border areas in the zones were fed formerly by both Bombay and 
.Madras. -So long as it does not involve long or wastefu! haulage au adjust
ment could be made either by altering the boundaries of the zones or by 
creating a common belt in some of the zones ,whe.:e supplies from both these 
sources could be made. Ho,vever, by far tbe largest part of the complaints 
and proteRts of the Bombay and l\Iadras manufacturers appear t-o us to be 
due to_ the fact that them is competition between them in the production of 

Jighter and still lighter 1-ariE.ties of salt. Notwithstanding the parity in 
the freight rates, the area which -produces the lightest salt is able .to find a 
buyer in a di~tant place because of the ;mearned large profit he could make 
by selling the salt in retail by measure. Once the sale of salt by measure is 
stopped, as recommended by us, a great deal of this unhealthy .!"ivalry bet
ween t.he ma'Iiufacturing centres will automatically di~appear. Since the 
salt administration in the Indian States is taken over by the Salt Depart
•ment from 1st .of April 1950, sa1t producing regions in these States should 
also be b:ought under an equitable system of zonal distribution, particularly 
·salt from 'l'ravancore wh'ch is surplus to the requirements of Travancore and 
Cochin and wher,e further increase in production is hampered because of 
lack of markets. We also consider that the present maximum leads such as 
1291 miles and 912 miles as shown in Table CXXX are excessive and efforts 
should be made to reduce them so that as far as possible salt does not have 
:to move more than 750 miles to reach its destination. 

2.2.3.. We ful!y support the principle of zonal system and urge its 
•continuation. eve.1 wheu railway ' transport has eased. The Salt 
Department is to be commended for developing a system of zonal diskibution 
'Which hac. worked satisfactorily on the whole and which, we understand, the 
·provincial governments have urged the. Department to continue. In a vast 
country lih India, with limited transport faci1ities, the only method of 
equitable distribution of any commodity, particulady where the production 
of that commodity is widely distributed, is by means of rational zonalisation. 
The zonal system has enabled the rai!ways to provide adequate transport 
facilities for rapid distribution of salt from the factories to all the consuming 
regions in the counky and has to a large extent eliminated the tendency fo~' 
speculative increase in prices due to bottlenecks in transport. 

2.3 PmcEs.-lt is suid thni the prices of salt in India are hign ana becausb 
of it the needs of the population and livestock are not being met adequa· 
tely. 'Ibis statement is only partially true. As 70 per cent. of the salt is 
produced from sea b.!"ine and the bulk of it has to be transported inland it is 
inevitable that the cost of sa1t to places which are at considerable distances 
from the productio•1 centres must necessarily be high owing to the addition of 
.freight. Another factor which is to some extent responsible for the higher 
p:ice is the cost of gunny bags, which is higher than the price of the salt 
p::.·cked in them. In additiou the bags are produced in only one centre IJi.~ .• 
Calcutta from where they ha"\e to be transported to the various production 
~entres. In the chapters dealing with various production centres, we h:wf' 
indicated whe!'ever possible the. present cost and selling prices of salt. For 

-easy reference they are ·gh:en in Table CXXXIIJ. 
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T~BLE CXXXIII.-CosT AND SELLING PRICEs OF Salt (NAKED) Ex-WonR~ 
--·· ---- -

Cost pric._, 
1'-

Soiling pri11e 

---Por ton por md. 
I 

Per ton Pur n-;-.T. 
-··-- . - ----

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. 1', H.s. A. P. Rs. A •. 1•. 
a) Inlw1<l ~<Jurcos : 

( 

( 

(i) !"atnhlmr . 8 8 0 I 0 5 0 16 !l 4 0 !) !) 

(ii) Klmr.1goda 13 3 7 

I 
0 7 10 21 4 3 ! 0 12 6 

I 
b) H<Jek 8:.1lt--l\landi . 33 3 0 1 3 6 54 7 0 2 0 O* .. 

I 

c) :\J,\rin" sourcos: . I . i 
(i) Kathillwad & Kutch . 15 8 0 0 9 l 29 0 0 1 I O* 

1.n 18 0 0 to 0 10 10 
(ii) Bom 1a.·r . 35 11 6 1 5 0 45 15 0 1 ll 0 

to 38 4 3 to 1 6 ; 
(iii) Trdovancor<J . 24 8 7 0 14 5 

l 
34 0 0 1 4 0 

to 27 3 7 l·O 1 0 0 
(iv) !lladms . . 8 8 0 O· 5 0 31 6 9 1 2 5 

to 22 6 9 to o '13 3 I (v) OriHStl . 15 7 8 0 . 9 1 20 6 5 I 0 12 0 

*Thi;; price does not includo tho salt cess.which is not levied at t~is c.mtra. 

It will be noticed thnt the cost of filling, forwarding charges, the salt eess, 
and the m&nufacturer's profit, account for an increasa in the f.o.r. selling 
price (excbsive of the bags and thll distributo!''s commission) from 32 per 
cent. in the case of Orissa to 95 per cent. in the case of Sambhar. The price 
at whieh salt is sold from Government owned works is fairly low and as we 
have commented in the chapters dealing with these works, it is often sold 
below tbe manufactming cost since adequate provision is not made for such 

· items of ~.-ost like depreciation overheads, administration, etc., in arriving at 
the true cost. In Bengal, which1.-'is dependant upon its supplies from the 
West Coast of Iud·a. steamer freight alone adds 100 per cent. or more to !:be 
f.o.b. selling price and when to this s.re added the clearing and forwarding 
charges at Calcutta it is found that salt which is sold at Rs. 29 per ton 
(Rs. 1-1-0 per maund) or le<;s in bulk f.o.b. port of despatch, incraases to Us. 
61-4-0 per ton (Rs. 2-4-0 per rnaund) when sold wholesale in the Calcutt&: market. 

2.3.1. We do not suggest that the present sellin·g prices of f.alt in India 
camJOt be reduced. When the smaller works in diffe-rent producing centres 
are combined into larger or co-operative units, efficient methods of manufac
ture are adopted, the works are more scientifically laid out (1nd mechanical 
applian~es wherever possible are introduced, appreciable reduction in the 
cost of manufacture can be expected and a better quality of salt pmduced. 
With the growing ccnsciousnesB amongst labour for a higher standard of 
living which in due course must l.ead to the paym~nt of better wages and the 
provi:;ion for amenities and social welfare schemes like unemployment bene
fit, health insuraUCl', etc.' the cost of salt is likely to increasa. This can oe 
balanced ouly, if the cost on other items are reduced by introducing labour 
saving devices together with more efficient methods of production. Consi
dering the difference in the quality of brine available and the climatic 
conditions r.t th·~ murine works and the inlan-1 works, the cost of production 
at the former is bound to be a little higher than at ihe latter. Even so, the 
price of marine salt should not exceed Rs. 13·61 to 20·41 per ton (Rs. 0-8-0 
to Ro;. 0-12-0 per mannd) anJ that of inland salt Rs. 11·91 to Rs. 15·31 pPr 
ton (Re. 0-7-0 to Hs. 0-9-0 per maund). These prices should be for salt o'f 
W1 to 08 per cent. sodium chloride content, expressed on dry basis, and 
should be correspondingly lower for salt of lower quality. 
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:.:!.a.::! l'mcEs. IN U.S.A.-In the United States of America, the average 
vriee of sa!t, including that sold in the form of brine, ex-works, is as under: 

(Por 
$ 

1935-39 ~·02 

1944 3·11 
1945 3·19 
1946 3·33 

(N.B.-$ 1 = Rs. 3·33) 

ton) 
Rs. 
10·06 
10·37 
10·63 
11·10 

(Per md.~ 
Rs. A. P

O 5 ll 
0 6 l 
0 6 3-
0 6 1 

'fhis low avera~e price is. however, due tn the fact th&-t more than 50 
per cent. of the salt produced in America is sold in the form of concentrated 
b.rine. The prices of different varieties of salt produced in America are given 
in Table CXXXIV. · 

TABLE CXXXIV.-PRICES OF SALT {IN BULK} EX-WORKS IN U.S.A. 

1945 - 1946 

(Per ton) I (Per md.) (Per ton) (Per md.) 

$ Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P s Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

(a 
(b 

) Salt in brine 
) Rock salt 

) Evaporated salt : 

0·85 
4·14 

2 13 3 0 1 
13 12 10 0 8 

8 0·87 2 14 5 0 I 8 
l 4·37 14 9 2 0 8 7 

(c 
(i) Solar 4·30 14 5 4 0 8 5 3·99 13 4 IO 0 7 IO 
(ii) Vacuum . 8·58 28 9 7 I 0 ~0 8·62 28 ll 8 I 0 10 
(iii) Open pan I0·47 34 I4 5 1 4 6 11·85 39 s 0 1 7 3 

(N.B.-S 1 = Rs. 3.33) 

These orices arc in bulk. ex-manufacturers' works. The prices of salt, packed 
in bags in New York ar<3 shown in Table CXXXV. 

'!'ABLE CXXXV.~PRICES OF SALT (PACKEDf IN NEw YoRK 

I939 

(Per ton) (Per md.) (Per ton) (Per md. 
-

-
(a) Rock Salt : $ Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. $ Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

( i) In wagon loads I5·I2 50 6 0 1 I3 7 15·90 53 0 0 I 15 2 (ii) Less than wagon 17·14 57 2 1 2 1 7 19·71 65 n 2· 2 6 7 loads. 
b) Evaporated Salt 

(Vacuum): , 

(i) In wagon loads 17·14 57 2 1 2 1 7 17·58 58 9 7 2 2 5 
(ii) Less than wagon 20·89 . 1>9 10 1 2 8 11 23·97 79 I4 5 2 un 

loads. . 
(N.B.-$ 1 = Rs. 3·33) 

It will be seen thali there is a substantia! difference between the bulk 
price and the wuolesale price in bags. The price in New York is not less than 
the selling p.rice in many parts of India, the only important difference being 
that the American s&lt is 99 pe~· cent. pure whereas the Indian salt averages 
c,nly 92 to 94 per cent. A noticeable feature of the American salt prices is 
that there has been an increase of 10 per cent. or so on the prewar prices. 
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This is probably du~-1 to the fact that the. ·producticm-of" salt- in- the-·lJ. s:- A. 
was stepp~d up to· n great extent because of war con:litions. A larger production 
enab1ed the industry to keep down the prices. 

2.lJ.3 Prices in United Kingdom.-We have oeeil- able to obtail1 prices of 
salt in England for the years 1939 and 1950. These are given in Table 
CXXXVI: 

TABLE CXXXVl_ PRICE 0F SALT (IN BULK) EX-WORKS IN UNITED KINGDOM 

1939 1950 

(Per ton) (Per md.) (Per ton) (Per md) ... --------- __ .._ --
Sh. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P:. Sh. Rs. A.. 'P. Rs. A. P. 

Vacuum: 
Dried 35/- 23 5 4 
Undriod 25/- 16 10 8 

Operi pan: 
Dried 30/- 20 0 0 

• Undriad . 27/6 18 10 8 

0 13 s· 68/2 45 
0 9 10 59 39 

011 9 84 56 
011 0 81 54 

7 1 
5 4 

0 0 
0 0 

1 11 51 
1 7 

2 0 
I 15 

1 1 
9 

It will' be seen that there is a substantial differenc~ in· the prices of dried 
ancl undried salt and these pr:ces are higher than the prices of corres
ponding quality of salt in U. S. A. Besides there is a big drop in the price of 
undried vacuum salt as compared with dried salt. On the other hand the 
differences between the dr:ed and undried open pari. salt is not as much. 
Unlike AmE-rica, the prices in England have increased by 100 to 200 per cent. 
since 1939. •.·' -

,2.3.4. Having discussed in previous paragraphs, the prices of salt in 
U. S. A. and U. K., we have drawn up a list of wholesale and retail prices of 
salt in different States in India. These are shown in Table CXXXVII 

BoMBAY--

. 
67 l. & s: 

TABLE CXXXVII SALT PRICES (PACKED) IN INDIA 1949 

District 

<Jachar 
Lakhimpur 
Shillong 

Champamn 
Dhanbad • 
Gaya' • 
Jamshedpur 
Patna 

Ahmedabad 

Belgalun • 

Bombay Cit.y 
Broach 

Kaira • • 
Kliandosh (Wost) 

Wholesale-
Per md. 

Rs. A. P. 

5 0 0 
6 12 0 
6 10 0 

2 9 0 
4 10 0 
5 3 0 
4 1 0 
4 8 0 

1 5 1 
to .2 10 0 
·'c.·3 '3 0 
to 5 · 4 0 

2.2 0 
l l4 0 

to.2 12 0 
1 12 6 

- 2 8 0 
.to 10, o 0 

Retail · 
Por seer 

Rs. A. P. 

0 2 6 
0 3 3 
0 a () 

0 1 3 
0 2 6 
0 2 3 
0 2 () 

0 2 () 

0 0 9 
to 0 1 11 

0 I 3 
to 0 .. :r-.. 

0 2 0 
0 1 0 

to 0 1 3 
0 1 0 
0 1 () 

to 0 • 0 
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TABLE CXXXVII.-contd. -

StRte District Wholesale Retail 
per md. rar seer 

Rs. A.. p. • A.. p. 

-- ·-----·-· ·-· 
Nasik 3 15 9 0 1 6 
Poona 3 10 0 0 1 10 
ltatnagiri . 2 2 0 0 0 9 

to6 0 0 to 0 2 6 
Sholapur 2 8 0 0 1 3 

to 5 0 ·0 to 0 2 6 
MADHYA PRADESH-

Akola 3 14 0 0 1 9 
Amraoti 3 1 0 0 1 6 
B.lstar 4 4 0 0 2 0 
Chanda 4 7 0 0 2 0 
Chinwada 3 3 0 0 I 6 
Jubbulpur • 2 12 0 0 1 3 
Nagpur 3 13 0 0 1 9 
·wardha 3 2 0 0 1 6 

MA.DBAS-
Anarrtapur • • 2 4 0 0 1 0 
Bellary • 3 9 0 0 I 9 
Chinglepet . 1 12 0 0 0 9 
Coimbatore. 2 0 0 0 1 '0 
Guntur 1 10 0 0 1 0 
Godavari (East) • 1 8 0 0 0 9 
Kanara (South) . 3 0 0 0 1 3 
Madras City 1 6 0 0 0 7 
Malabar 2 0 0 Q 1 3 
Mathurai (Madura) - 1 12 0 0 1 0 
Rawnad 1 7 0 0 1 0 
Tanjore . 1 6 0 0 0 9 
Tirunelvelli. 1 9 0 0 0 9 
Tiruchirapalli 211 0 0 1 3 
Vizagapatam 1 9 0 0 0 10 

ORISSA.-
Balasore 4 0 0 0 2 0 
Cutte.ck 2 12 0 0 1 6 
Ganjam I 11 0 0 2 3 
Puri 2 13 0 0 1-6 
Sambalpur. 4 8 0 0 2 3 

PUN.Ul({l):-
Ambala 2 12 0 0 1 3 . 
Amritsar 3 2 0 0 1 6 
Gurgaon 2 15 0 0 1 6 
Hissar 2 2 0 0 1 3 
Jullundur 2 IO 0 0 I 3 
.Kangra 3 2 0 0 2 0 
Ludhiana 2 0 0 0 1 0 
Rohtak 2 6 0 0 I 3 . Simla 3 8 0 () 1 g 

UTT.II.Jil. PRAD:mSB-
Agra 2 1 0 () 1 0 
Allahabad 211J 0 () 1 6 
Ban~ras 3 ' 0 0 1 g 

Bare illy 2 8 0 0 1 3 
Debra Dun 213 0 I 1 3 
Eta wah 2 li 0 0 1 6 
Fyzaba.d 211 0 0 1 6 
Gharwal . li 4 0 0 2 0 
Gorakhpur. 4 4 0 0 1 g 

Jaunpur 3 12 0 0 I 6 
Jhansi 2 10 0 0 I a 
Kanpur 2 6 0 0 I 3 
Lucknow 2 10 0 0 1 6 
l'tlathura 2 a 0 0 1 3 
Meerut " 7 0 0 1 T 
Nainita.l 2 8 0 0 1 () 

Pilibhit 2 5 0 0 1 3 
Rawanp•.u 2 0 0 0 1 G 

Unuo 3 I 0 0 I ' 
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WEST BE'NCIAL-
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TABLE CXXXV~I.-::- contd. 

Birbhum • 
Burdhwan ·• 
Calcutta • 
Dt~.rjeeling • 
J alpa.iguri • 
1\Iidna.pur • 
III urshidabad 
24-Parganas 

District 

-. 
,• 

Wholesale 
permd. 

Rs. A. P. 

3 11 0 
3 ·8 o 
3 3 0 
6 8 0 
5 0 0 
3 12 0 
3 8 0 
3 8 0 

Retail 
per seer 

- Rs. A. P. 

0 2 0 
0 1 9 
0 1 9 
0 3 0 
0 2 6 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 
0 1 6 

It will be seen that the prices differ substantially- in different districts in 
the same State. For instance, in Bihar, the price' ranges from Rs. 2-9-0 per 
maund at Champaran to Rs. 5-3-0 per maund at GaJa. This difference is 
due to the fact that Champaran gets its salt ·from Sambhar whereas Gaya 
obtains it from Calcutta. Similarly prices o£ salt in the hill station like 

• Simla, Darjeeling and Shillong, are considerably higher than in the plains 
because of the heavy cost of transport.· In West Bengal the price is high 
because there i!> little or no production in the State and it has to depend upon 
the \Vest Coast ports of India for its requirements. In Assam, the p<ices are 
still higher, because Assam is not a producing centre either and salt has to 
be transpo.rted to it from Calcutta over a great distance. Some of the anoma~ 
lous features in the wholesale -lll'ices are that salt supplied by Govern· 
ment inland works is cheape·r than that from the privately owned factories. 
As compared with U. S. A. ana U. K. the wholesr.:le price of Indian salt 
for domestic consumption is not high; its quality · is however poor. 
In U. K. and U. S. A. the industrial consumers have a great advantage 
inasmuch as they are able to get salt in brine of good quality at low cost from 
their rock sa.!t mines. The Indian industrial consumers do not enjoy -this 
advantage as the buik of our salt is produced by solar evaporation and · its 
quality is inferio.!'. For Chemical industries, the salt produced has to be 
refined further, which adds to the cost of the raw material for the manufO:C· 
turers. Unfortunately in view of small deposits of rock salt and that also in 
a comparatively inaccessible area, the. India.n industries cannot hope to get 
salt in· brine at a low cost but they have a right to expect that solar salt 
of the highest chemical purity will be manufactured in the country so that 
their cost of purification may be brought down. As stated earlier, .it is. possible 
to produce salt in India r.t a lower cost than at present by (a) consolidating the 
small uneconomic holdings into large compact block of production and·· (b)' 
mechanising the processes as far as possible. In . an Information Circular 
published by the Government of United States of America in 1939 it. waa 
obAerved: 

"'\Vinnin;! salt by solar evaporation of sea water requires large ac~eages, 
not l)n!y near the source of supply but also near · consuming
centres, and must be done on a large scale to be profitable.· Fp.r 
th..:se reasons a number of small produc>nrs in some localitiea 
have consolidated into one company." 
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Both in the_ interest of_ the Chemical industry. and the general_ consumer 
India mus~ follow the example of U. S. A and consolidate its production by 
reojganising the small licensees into economic units. Unless this is done, the 
price and qu&lity o£ salt in India will cont_inue ~ be a serjous handicap to the 
industry. 

2.4 RAILWAY FR~>IGHT.-Tbe price of salt in ln:lia is also linked up with 
the, cost of transport. In the Chapter on Kathiawad and Kutch ·we have 
already drawn attention to the somewhat high incidence of steam& rates from 
the West Coast ports to Calcutta. Similarly in the Chapter on Madras, we 
have .. discussed the handicaps felt by South India Salt Refineries Ltd. at 
Kanuparti in despatching their salt to Calcutta owing to high railway freight. 
The importance of railway freight to the p!'ice of salt at the consuming centres 
cannot be over emphasised. For an essential commodity like salt which is 
cheap in price and universal in demand, it is of the utmost importance that the 
transport charges should be as low as possib!e. Since all the railways are 
state owned, it is necessary fQ.!' Government to examine carefully the- need for 
keeping the freight rate on salt at as low' a level as possible. 

2.4.1. Prior to 1st October 1948, salt was c~assified by the Indian Rail
ways of Cla,;s I for purposes of freight. Under this Class the maximum rate 
that cou,ld be charged w::..s fixed at 0·380 pie and the minimum at o·10o pie 
per maund per mile. The ;railways were however authorised to. fix scheduled 
and station to station rates for wagon .loads within th£se limits. Some Rail
ways,· for instance, quoted a scheduled _rate of 0·300 pie· per· maund per mile 
for. any distance; others quoted a telescopic rate · whi-ch started with the 
maximum rate of the c~ass of 0·38 pie per maund per mile for the first ';5 miles 
and progressively Welit down ·to 0·100 pie pe:r inaund per mile for distan':!eS 
over 300: miles; still otherS'- st&rled ·with an upper limit of 0'333· pie per ma\Lld -
pe:11 mile fpr the--first' 3(1() miles whichr prograssively decreased to· Q·100 pie· 
per, maund p& mi!e for distances above 700 miles. 'l'he station to station 
rat;es ·for .wagon loads ·were· even lower than· the· scheduled. rates' and they were 
offered :from all producing centres to principal' centres·· of. consumption. Since 
the. Woi:ld Wsz li. all ·these rates,were subject to a surcharge of 121 per cent. 
Thera was :a great dive-rsity in these- rate!5 among different Railways but Jittle 
purpose would be· served in diseussing-this-diversity, since the rates 'have been 
revised and • made unifon;n for • all Railways £.!'om 1st ·. October 1948. · This 
revision was general- and· applied to Hll commodities. The ·surcharge was 
r~~rioved but in the--new classification sa!t ·was upgraded from Class I ·to as-

.under: ' 

( ~)' Salt, .not. Qthe~se el888ified . ·• 
··i , (~.o_p.) in,cluc;l~« hid!! Slllt. 

(b) Satt N.u.C., for wagon loads • 
(e) Salt, refined, in bags • • 
(d) Salt, for table use • 

2'R.R'. \ 
'1 I ;•. ~ 

WL/1 
7R.R. 
12 R.R . 

.With the introduction of · t_hese- rates, thera is no longer any room for 
.scheduled rates to be' quote~· by individual Railways-, but station to station 
ra:tes are still in force, though they have been revised in an upward direct:on. 
_-'faximum rates for any distance have· also been' introduced. 
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2.4.2. The rates ch~ged for the new c~asses are. given in Table CXXXVIII: 

TABLE CXXXVITI HAlLWAY FnEIGHT RATES FOR SALT 

Per maund Per mile (pies) 

plu.s plus for 
Class 1st 300 next 300 distances Maximum rate 

miles miles beyond· P.er md. 

---
Rs. A. P. 

(a) 2R.R. 0·54 0-49 0·45 3 10 0 

(b) WL/1 0·43 0:23 .. 0,15 ·Nil 
(c) 7 R.H. 0·78 0·73 0·68 5 9 0 

(d) 12 R.R. 1·11 1·04 
' 
0·97 7 14 0 

-
As a result of this revision the rate for less than wagon loads· has gone up 
from 0·38 to 0·54 pie per maund per mile, an in~rease of 42 per _ct>nt. tlr after 
taking into account the war time surcharge of ·12! per cent. an increase _of 
26- 3 per cent. This is only with regard to salb, not otherwise classified; in 
the case of refined salt or salt for table me the increase is much greater. ,In 
the case of salt despatched by wagon loads, the new rate WL/1 is also higher 
than the schedu~ed .!'ates quoted by the different Railways previously. Accord
ing to the present system of zonal distribution the average distance that salt 
travels within a zone is not probably more than 500 miles; a substant:al p~rt 
-of it actually travels much less. Taking the average distance of 500 mi~es as 
a basis for comparifon, we give in Table C:XXXIX the increase in freight that 
has occur.!'ed in the transport of salt as a result of the revis'on. The cost of 
moving salt under three different scheduled rates are compared with WLJ l 
ra.te now in force: 

TABLE CXXXIX.-Cn.~PARISON OF RAILWAY FREIGHTS 

Old &loedule ralf'Al-

Type 
1 
2 

0 ·30 pie for any distance plus 121% surcharge= 0·3375 
0 · 38 pie for the first 7 5 miles 1 
0·20 pie from 76 to 300 milas { plu.a 121% surcharge 
0·10 pie from 301 to 500 m;les 

3 0·333 for the firot 300 miles plus ~21%,eureharge 
0·20 from 301 to 500 miles J 

:Present rate--

WL/1 0-43 for the first 300 miles 
0 · 23. for the next 200 miles } 

Freight per maund 
for 500 miles 

Rs. A. P. 

.0 14 1 

0 8 9 

0 13 .1 

0 u .7 

It will be seen that the -present WLJ1 rate is higher than the nighest of the 
previous scheduled rates; in some cases, as- in type 2, ·:the iz:tcre~se ·is more 
-than 50 per cent. ' · ' ·-- · · · · 

2.4.3. It would be relevant to. examine this increase in freight from another 
angle. Sa1t was classified in the previous classification as ·an item of food· and 
was given the same cla~sification as food grain viz., Class I. Foodgrains also 
were given scheduled and station to stat'on rates fO! wagon loads which were 
similar to those for salt. \Yhen the classification was re.vised, whil>t fcodgrain 
wus retained in Class I, salt has been upgraded to Class 2. The revised class 
rate is 0·-19 for the first 300 miles, 0·4.5 for the next 300 miles and 0-40 for 
distances beyond with a maximum rate of Rs. 3-4-0 per maund. _ For wagon 
lotllls, however, foodgrains are given the following rates. 



Type 

WLJD for the Group I Rlys. . 

WL/DG for Group II Rlys. 

837 

Rate per maund 

{ 

0 · 3 8 pie for the 1st 300 miles 
0 · 28 pie for the next 300 miles and 
0 ·18 pie for the distances beyond. 

{

0 · 38 pie for the 1st i5o milea, 
0 · 28 pie for the next 150 miles and . 
0 ·15 pie for distances beyond. 

Making a comparison between tha rates for salt and foodgrains for a dis
tance of 500 miles, as ag&inst a charge of Re. 0-14-7 per maund for salt the 
rate for foodgrains comes to Re. 0-14-2 per maund for WL/D and He. 0-10-9 
per maund for WLfDG. Except in the case of wagon 'loads on Group I 
Railways the cost of trahsport of salt is appreciably higher than that for' food
grains whether by wagon !oads or otherwise. We, therefore, recommend that 
the classificatiOn for salt be revised and it be given the· same classification and 
the same scale of charges as foodgrains. This might mean a small loss of 
revenue to the Railways, but it will make salt available more cheaply to
consumers. 

2.4.4. V-le also do not see any justification for classifying refined salt and 
table sr.It in C!assE·s 7 R.H. and 12 R.R. respectively. The difference in price 
between edible common salt, refined salt and Table salt is not such &s to warrant. 
this substantial difference in railway freight. Although the cost 0f manufac
ture of refined and table salt would be higher than that 'of common salt 
obtai~ed by solar evaporation, it is not such as to justify the levy of freight 
rates which are several times higher than that for common salt. It is advisable 
to remove this anomaly in freight as otherwise the manufacturers in India 
would lack the impetus to produce edible salt of goad quality. If a separate
claosification for the refined and table salt is considered at al! necessary, we 
recommend that both t.hese varieties be classified under 2 R.R. Th's would 
p.!'Ovide a slightly higher freight rate than that for ordinary common salt for 
whi0h we have recomm~nded the restoration to its original class viz., Class 1. 

2.4.5. We have heard com1Jaints that the prasent railway freights on salb 
are unduly high· for inJustries which use salt as their principal raw materi::.l. 
Even a~ it ic;. Ind.iau industrks cannot hope to get salt of the same qu,1Ety 
as is easily ayailable in U. K. and U. S. A. at low enough rates. To ask the 
industry to pay a heavy railway freight on salt is to penalise it still further 
and to make the task of manufacturing chemicals at competitive prices more 
and more difficult. We would urge that special station to station rates should 
be introduced for the movement of sa~t for basic industries particularly those 
situat~d f;tr uway from the salt producing centres. Prices of manufac-. 
tured chemicals have an important bearing on cost of production of mosb 
materials in the. country and anything t-hat increases the cost of the ~aw 
matarials ipso facto raises the cost of the finished r,rticle with consequer.ti:\1 
hardship to the consumer. vVe are aware that in order to p1ace the industries 

_ o~ thei1: fe~t .relief is being offered in the shape of protection. To our 1•1incl 
relief in the matter of cost of transport of industrial salt, is a measure that 
should receive the earl!est consideration of the Railway authorities. 

3. CONSUMPTION 

3.1. PER CAPITA CoNSUIIUTION.-In Chapter II, Table II, we have given a 
statem~nt of the world proJuction o£ :>:\lt in 1946. Considering the populatiolll 
of U.S.A. and Great Britain, the production of salt in these countries is very 
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high and is an index of the industrial development of ~hose countries. But of a 
production of 13·51 million tons (367·74 million maunds) in U. S. A. the 
consumption within the country was as high as 13·32 million tons (362·57 
million mauuds). On a population of 145 millions, the per c.apita consumptk>n 
of sa!t in U. S. A. works out to about 206 lbs. In U. K. whilst the production 
was 3 · 23 million tons (87 · 92 million maunds), the consumption was 2 · 26 

-million tom (61: 52 million maunds) giving_ the per capita consumption of about 
103 Ibs. for a population of 49 mi!lions. The world production for 1946 was 
42 million tons (1143·24 million maunds) and taking the population at nbou~ 
2300 millions the per capita consumption comes to abo11t 41 lbs. In compmison 
with these figures the average product:on in India of about 2 mil!iou tons 
(54'44 million maunds) is negligible considering the size of the country and the 
density of its population. On the present population of about 350 millions and 
a consumption of 2 · 30 million tons (62 · 60 million maunds) the per capita con
sumption in India works out to .about 15 lbs. only. In Table CXI... the consump
tion of salt for domestic, agricultural and industrial uses in U. S. A. and India 
ia compared. 

TABLE CXL 'IOTAL AND I'ER CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF SALT IN THE u. s. A. 
AND INDIA 

U.S.A. 

Total Per 
million capita 

t0nB lbe. 

(a) Domestic-
(i) Table and other household use 0·63 9·73 
(ii) Livesto<'k 0·71 10·97 

(b) Agriculture 0·03 0·46' 

(c) Fish curing .... 0·07 1·08 

(d) :Meat packing 0·61 9·42 

(e) Dairy products canning and other 0·52 8·04 
food processing. 

(f) Hides and leather 0·26 4·02 

(g) Industries (Including manufacture 10·49 162·05 
of l"hPmiePIP,) 

TOTAL 13·32 205·77 

--------------------------

India. 

Total 
million 

tone 

} 2·01 

0·02 

Nil I 
I 

0·01 I 
0·07 .. 
0·19 

I 2·30 I 

Perc a pita 
lb s. 

12 ·86 

0· 13 

Ni 

0· 

0· 

1. 

14· 

06 

45 

22 

72 

The per capita consumpticu oi' ~alt for all' requirements fn the different parts 
of the t:!ountry is estimated as under: 

Punjah, Delhi, KoHhmir , • 
U, P., Hojputuna, Madhya Bharot 
C. P. II yderabad . 
Bihar, Bengal, Assam 
Bombay, Saura.;htra • 
Madras, 1\Iysore, Travaneore 

Per capita 
Ccnsumption 

lb~ .. 

8·80 
10·60 
11-00 
12-10 
12·70 
19·60 

In the coastal areas the consumption is higher than in inland regions because 
they are rice eating and need more salt. Besides the salt used in the coastal 
areas of Bombay and Madras is moist and has a low sodium chloride content, 
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which would account for tb.e higher figure of consumption.-.S.&.lt is also used for 
fish ·curing in the coastal at·eas. · 

3.2. DoMESTIC CoNSUMPTION .-The domestic consumption of salt covers the 
human l"equirements for 'table and other household uses as also the :·equire
ments of livestock. In India., howeve!', separate figures of consumption for 
these requirements as also for agricultural uses a::.-e not availab!e. The highest 
priority has to be given to the domestic requirement~ because the maintenance 

_.of good health of the people and the livestock depend on it. 'It is, therefore, 
desirable to exa.mine in some detail the per capita requirements separately, fvr 
human use and for use by livestock. _ 

· 3.2.1. HuMAN CONSUMJ>Tio:r..-.-It is generally agreed that for maintaining good 
health, particularly in tropical countries, there Ehould be an intake of at least 
! oz. of salt ·per dtty or E•bout 111lbs. a year. Opinions and practices, however, 
differ. In France, the requirement of sa!t is estimated at 300 grajns (approx. 
2/3 oz.) pe1· day whilst during the war the American soldier's ration provided 
for 150 grruns (about 1/3 oz.) per day, in addition to his substantial salt intake 
from his canned rations. The Bombay Government. Manual for jails and 
hospitals prescribed different rations of salt ·varying from ! oz. per day per 
head for non-vegetarians to 11 oz. per day for vegetarians. Rice eating popula
tions need more ·Ealt than those who eat wheat. Also, in warm countriee 
sodiuw chlorid-.· is lost by the body in perspiration and its C·)nsumption :s 
therefore moce than in cold climate. Persons engaged in strenuous manual 
'labour requ:re more salt than sedantry workers. According to medica! rtJports, 
women need less ~;alt than men and their requirement is taken us four-fifth 
of that. of men; for children the quota of consumption is taken as half that of 
an adult male. Having regard to these differences of opinion, the optimum 
intake for India has to be necessarily fixed arbitrari!y keeping in view the 
climate, food, habits and occupat'on in different parts of the count-ry. An 
average intake of !-oz. per capita per day appears to us to be low and a more 
reasonable figure would be ! oz. per head for adult male; fourth-fifth of that 
for a female and 1 of the adult male ration for chi!&en upto 14. On this basis 
the totalrequirem~nt of salt for human consumption in India works out as under; 

Daily rate of 
Consumption per annum 

Population in millions consumption Tons Mds. 
in Millions 

Males 106 ! oz. 0·81 22·05 
Females. 104 3{5 oz. o:64 17·42 
Cqildren : ·l40 3/S oz. 0-53 14·43 

TOTAL. 350 ToTAL . - 'I -'ss 53·9()' 

giving an average consumpti?n of 12·67 lbs. per capita, per annum. 

3.2.2. CONSUMPTION BY LIVESTOCK.-Since their diet is comparatively 
poorer in salt content than the ordinary human diet, livestock needs as much _ 
salt, if not more, than human beings. At present no separate figure of con
sumption of sa~t in India by livestock is available, but we have calculated it 
on a very rough basis at 30,000 tons (8,16,600 maunds) per annum. In Table 
CXL the total domestic consumption in India including that for livestock and 
agriculture has been shown as 2·01 million tons (54·72 million maunds). As 
against this, the human consumption is estimated (vide 3.2.1.) at 1·98 million 
t~ns (53· 90 million maun~s) leaving a balance of about 30,000 tons t8,li1,600 
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maunds) for the needs of the livestock and agriculture which is far below the 
normal requirements of eveu the livestock. It would be reasonable to assume 
that, like human beings, cattle living in the tropics n.eed more salt than the 
c~ttle in c0oler climates. Moreover, the Indian pasture is relatively pc.orer in 
mineral content and the great& deficiency of salt in the diet of our cattle has 
to be met by 11 l<1rger intake of salt. The lack of salt in the cattle feed must 
necessarily tell upon the conditions of our cattle and undermine their produc
tivity of milk. It is difficult to say how far the low condition of the Indian 
cattle and the notoriously !ow yield of milk as also the poor quality of hides, 
skin and meat are due to the deficiency in salt. It is undeniable that this 
starvation of salt. must be an important contributory factor and this situation 
will have to be remedied sooner or lat€r and in fixing our target of production, 
we must provide for an adequate supply of salt .for .livestock. To keep the 
livestock in good condition the Veterinary R'esearch Stations in India calculate 
the average .requirement of salt per h€ad of cattle at about 38 lbs. and for goats 
and sheep at 10 lbs. per head per annum. The livestock popu1ations of 
U. S. A. and India are estimated at 164 and 264 millions respectively as shown 
below: 

Cattle . . 
Sh91"p and goats • 
Hogs and other animals .. 

ToTAL 

U.S.A. 
Millions 

78·56 
55·04 
30·54 

164 ·14 

India 
Millions 

176·99 
84·20 
3·24 

264·43 

If salt for our livestock is to be provided on tha basis of figures recommended 
by the re!'earch stations, the total requirement would exceed 3·3 mi~lion tons 
(90·64 million maunds) per year which exceeds the present total consumption 
of the country of 2·3 million topi (62·61 million maunds). The American 
figure of per capita consumption fot livestock comes to 6nly about 9"7 lbs. 
per head of cattle; even on this basis our livestock would require about 1·12 
million tons (30"49 million maunds) a year. 

3.p. ~N,pl'STRrAL C'QN.SUMt•noN.~In America and .England more thr.n 70 
per cent. of the tota! Ealt p!"oduced is consumed in industries. "As compared 
with this figure the industrial consumption in India is woefully small being 
only about 8 per cent. It indirectly indicates the backward state of the 
industries in India. 

3.3.1. In U. S. A. of the various industries using salt the chemical industry 
is the largest single consumer and accounts for 85 per cent. of the i;ndu,sttial 
consumption as shown in' Table CXLI : 

TABLE CXLI.-CONSUMPTION OF SALT BY. DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES 
IN U. S. A. AND INDIA 

H 
s 
0 
:r. 

eavy chemicals, dyestuffs • 
oaps 
ther chemicals . 

Iiscellantmus . 

u.s.A. 

Tons I Per cent. 
---------

2,000 83·85 
57,000 O·litl 

4,78,000 - 4·75 
10,91,000 10·84 
----
1,00,6R,OOO IOO·Of) 

Infiia 

Tons )P<r cent. 

1,40,000 I 73·68 
. 15,000 7·90 

10,000 5·26 
25,000 13·16 

------ ----,.. 
1,90,00()- 100·00 
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4. Target of production. 

4.1. The present consumption of salt in Ind!a is estimated at 23 lakh tons 
(626 Iakh maunds). Production, on the other hand, is now reaching 22 lakh 
tons (59l) lakh maund>) leaving a gap of 1 l&kh tons (Z7 lakh maunds), which is 
expected to be br:dged in tht course of 1950-51. This figure of consumption 
~oes not howev:r, provide for the necessary requirements of the population and 
livestock. Dunl'g the r.e:r.t five years we estimate the consumption in the 
country to rise to about 30 lakh tons (816 · 6 lakh maunds) which would meet the 
full needs of human population and a£ the industries but ouly :\ parth1.l repuire
ment of tha livestock. The probab'e distribution of these 30 lakh tons is indi
cated ill Table CXLII · 

TABLE CXLII.-TARGET OF CONSUMPTION IN INDIA BY 1955 

Tons Mds. 

Domestic consumption 
(lnlakh8) . 

(Table & other household use) • 21·00 571·70 
Livestock and Agriculture 3·00 81·70 
Fish curing 0·50 13·60 
Dairy products 0·50 13·60 
Hides and leather · 1·00 27·20 

Industry-

Paper 0·25 
Alkali .. 3·00 
Soap 0·20 
Other ch ~micals • 0·25 
Miscellaneous 0·30 4·00 108·90 

30·00 816·70 

The figures for fish curing and tanning have been furn:shed by the Ministry 
of Agriculture and the Ministry of Industry and Supply respectively. The Heavy 
Chemicals Panel of the Government of India. had estimated the requirements of 
salt for chemical industry at 5 lakh tons, but we have provided a reduced 
target of 3,00,000 tons based upon the s1ow rate of progress hitherto achieved. 
With regard to livestock, if American standards are t.o be followed the con
sumption would exceed 10 lakh tons, but as this can be reached only by 
stages w,1 have providt'd a wore likely figure of 3,00,000 tons . . 

4.2. We are ·s&tis:fied that the production of salt in India can be stepped up 
by 1955-56 to cov& this overa!l likely requirements of the cow1try. The 
Indian salt industry should be on the alert to meet the progressive increase in 
demands and not tc allow a situatiou to develop whereby once aga:n . large 
imports from abroad might become necessary. In Table CXXV we l!i!.\'e given 
the potential capacity of the existing salt works in India as 40·26 lakh tons 
(l,09G lakh maunds). We have dr&.wn up in Table CXLIII a forecast of tha 
production that should be reached by th.l'l various works by 1955-56. Each of 
the manufacturi.1o- centres we have in:licated in the Tab!e could reach 
the quota app01ti~ned to it without unduly straining its-elf. The S;.~lt 
Department would, however, have to be vigi!ant an~ urran~e to fil_l up the 
lacuna should any one of the centres be found la.ggmg behm~. \\ e would 
reiterate th3t the figures we have given in the table are essenb>lly a foreca::;t 
of probable development within the ne;xt five years. 
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·r ABLE CXLIU.-FORECAST OF PRODUCTION OF SALT IN DIFFERENT CENTRE2i 
1955·56 . 

(Tons) (Maund.s) 
A. Inland Works: 9,45,000 2,57,24,000· 

(i) Sambhar 4,70,000 1,27,94,000 
(ii) Didwana 35,000 9,53,000 
(iii) Pachbadra. 1,50,000 40,83,000 
(iv) Kharaghoda 2,00,000 54,44,000 
(v) Kuda. • 90,000 24,50,000 

(Dhrangadhra) 

B. Salt Mines (Mandi) 65,000 17,69,000' 

c. Marine W od!;.s : 0 20,65,000 5,62,13,0()()o 

(a) Kathiawad and Kutch-
(i) Bhavnagar • 40,000 10,89,000 
( ii) J affrabad 40,000 10,89,00(} 
(iii) Jamnagar (2 works) 70,000 19,06,00() 
(iv) Lavanpur • 45,000 12,25,00()o 
(v) Mithapur (including vacuum 1,40,000 38,10,000· 

salt). 
(vi) Porbandar. 65,000 17,69,00(} 
(vii) Versamadi 40,000 10,89,000 
(viii) Kandla . 75,000 20,42,00()-

5,15,000 1,40,19,00(). 

(b) Bombay (Circles)-
(i) Dharasana 40,000 10,89,00()> 
(ii) Bhayandar 1,70,000 46,28,000· 
(iii) Bhandup 1,00,000 27,22,000 
(iv) Uran 1,55,000 42,19,000 

4,65,000 1,26,58,000· 

(c) Travancore 75,000 20,42,00()· 

(d) Madras (Circles)-
(i) Naupada . 1,50,000 40,82,00()· 
(ii) Pennuguduru 1,25,000 34,03,000· 
(iii) Madras 1,80,000 49,00,000• 
(iv) Cuddalore • 90,000 24,50,000· 
(v) Aclirumpatnam 1,25,000 34,03,000 
(vi) Tuticorin 2,50,000 68,06,000· 

0 

9,20,000 2,50,44,000· 

(ll) Orissa-
(i) Puri 2,000 54,000 
(ii) Ganjam 58,000 15,79,000• 

----
60,000 16,33,000 

U> West Bengal 30,000 8,17,000 

TOTAL 30,75,000 8,37,06,00~ 

Th:s estimakd pwdud!o~1 exceeds 30 l&kh tons but the following reservation& 
have to be kept in mind: . 

' 
(a) The estimates for Mandi and Bengal depend upon the action that 

the Governments concerned take to initiate and promote the pro
duction of salt. The estimated production in Mandi dependSJ 
upon the installation of the thermo-compression plant. Similarly,. 
the production in Bengal depends upon the setting up of larg& 
si;:e works on the Contai Seaboard. 
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{b}.With reg[\rd b. _Kandla Works in .Kutch we hava not provided for auy 

substantial mcrease in output as the future of these works is un
certain. They may even have to be shifted to a new site in 
whic~. case .. the production of 75,000 tons will disappear. 

(c) With regard to Kathia:wad we are convinced that the production 
could be stepped up much above the target of 4,40,000 tons 
(1,H\78,000 rods). We have advisedly not encouraged this, be
cause we do not advise the excassive concentration of pro
duction in ar.y one centre with the concomitant increased burden 
on the transport system. Should any of the centres fail to achieve 
tha estimated production, their~ quotas should be redistributed to 
other centres with a view to filling up this void. 

4.3. IMPORT POLICY.-The increase in production is intimately linked with 
the policy fpllowed by Government with regard to the import of foreign salt. 
Until the advent of the National Governmant, no regulated policy for restricting 

the imports was being followed. Imports were free and on several occasions 
· larger quantities than were justified by the needs of the country were allowed 

to come into the country. This policy was pursued till quite recently and has 
-discouraged the Indian salt industry from increasing its production adequatdy. 
The existing works, therefore, did not fully _expand the;r manufacturing capacity 
and new works which could have been established did not come into being. 
This was largely due to the bitter experience Qf the Indian industry in the pre
war year.:;, when in spite of protective duty on salt they were unable to stand 
up against competition from foreign imports, particularly from Aden which waa 
excludad fro,n thcl operatio:.1 of the protective duty. In our first Interim Report 
we had drawn th~ att.enti0n of Government to regulate their policy regarding 
imports by iutegn\ting it with tha production in the country and preventing 
indiscriminata lar~e imports with detrimental repercussions on the indigenous 
product:on. This recommendation was accepted by Government and since the 
middle of 1948, imports arC' being regulated. By 1951 the Indian industry should 

.achieve self-sufficiency and no imports of salt should be necessary thereafter. 
If Government pursue this policy, the Indian industry would .be encouraged to 
increase its· production an:l reach the target that we have forecast. 

5. Summary of Recommendations. 

(a) The potential capacity of the existing salt works in India is estimated 
by us at 40,26,000 tons (10,96,00,000 md.s.) (1.3.4) 

(b) In well designed marine works it is poss!ble to produce solar salt of 98 
per cent. sodium chloride content. (1.4.1) 

(c) The sale pf salt by measure s}wuld.be abolished: (1.4.4) 
(d) The fragmentation of holdings lead to uneconomic cost of production 

:and the lowering qf quality and yield. Smaller units should, therefore, be 
~onsolidated into economic..units with a minimum area of 100 acres each. (1.5} 

(e) The number of labourers employed at present is excessive and leads to 
·high cost of production. The system of employing labour by contractors also 
requires to be 9-ltered. The migratory character of labour employed in tha 

·salt works can be changed if the manufacturers were to stagger the work and 
nnd alternative· employment for labour during the rainy season. . 

. (1.7.1 and 1.7.2) 

(£) The zonal system of distribut:on introduced by the Salt Department has 
"Clone good work and sho.uld be continued, adjustments being m~~e in .the. zones 
Jto reduce the maximum lead to 750 miles. As the Salt Admm1stra.t:on m the 



Indian States has been tahn over by the Salt Department of the Government 
of India the production in those States should also be brought under an equit
abl£> system of zonal d:stribution. (2.2.2 and 2.2.3) 

(g) The price of Indhm salt as compared with pricas in America aud 
England cannot be considered excessive. There is however, room for reduc
tion in the price of marine salt which should not exceed Re. 0-8-0 to Re. 0-12-0· 
per maund and for inland salt Re. 0-7-0 to Re. 0-9-0 per maund. These prices 
are for salt of 96 to 97 per cent. sodium chloride content. (2.3.2.) 

(h) Railway freights play an important part in determining the wholesale 
and retail price of salt. The present classification of railway freight should be 
revised and salt put on the same f9oting as foodgrains. (2.4.3) 

(j) The classification of refined and table salts should also be revised as the 
present rates are unjust to the manufacturers of these varietiec;. (2.4.4} 

(k) Salt for industrial use should be gi~en special station· to- station rates, 
so that it may become available to the industries .. at a lower cost.. (2.4.5} 

(m) The consumption of salt by livestock is negHgible and every encourage-
ment should be given to increase this consumption. · (3.2'.2} 

(n) Salt production in India could be increased by 1955-56 to· 30 lakh tons 
(816·6 lakh mds.) The increase should be equitably spread out in all centres 
and excessive concentration of production in one centre should be av:oided. (4.2.) 

(p) The policy followed by Government regarding the import of foreign salt 
has an important bearing on production in the country. Since the Indian 
industry will achieve self-sufficiency by 1951, no further imports are necess9.ry 
thereafter. (4.3> 



C!JAPTER ~ 
MODEl. FACTORIES AND RESEARCH ST.~TIONS 

l. MODEL FACTORIES 

1.1 GENERAL.-After examining a number of salt factories in India and their 
primitive state of devElopment we have come to the conclusion that if the 
quality of salt is to be improved and the salt works are to continue to operate 
both economically and effici£-ntly, it is desirable for Government ~o Eet up model 
iactories in principal salt producinJ centres to serve as demonstration units for 
the guidance of both small and large manufacturers. The economic manufac
ture of salt by solar evaporation is governed by (a) high rate of evaporation, (b) 
low rainfall, (r.) large acreage of low-lying and flat land adjacent to th~ source 
of brine and (d) soil of low permeability. S.ince salt is a low priced con1modity 
its sales territory is largely limited by freight rates. and its successful manu
fMture require& a market reasonably close to the P.lace of production. It is, 
therefore, not economical to develop unlimited production in any one place 
despite its natural advantages but to make the industry as widespread as possible. 
In the paragraphs which follow, we describe briefly the byout for a model factory 
covering a total cultivated area of 100 acres which is, in our opinion, a minimum 
economic unit for solar works. 

1.2 EVAPORATION.-The layout of a salt works depends on the composition of 
brine and its initial concentration. The composition of sea brine il!l more or 
less constant in all places and its density varies from 3 to 3·5" Be'. Before 
salt star~s cryatallising out, sea brine has to be reduced to 10 per eent. of its 
original volume. Table CXLIV shows the reduction in the vol11m~ of sea brine 

()n concentration to different densitiet.:' 

(See Table CXLIV next page) 

345 
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TABLE CXLIV-REDUCTION IN VOLUME OF SEA BRINE TO DIFFERENT DENSITIES 
~ ~ I 

--

Deg D6 1'9 fl 10 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22. 28 24 25 29'5 sz 83 8' 85 86 Slf5 so• S8·s 

8·9 100 
ioo Cl 112'211 

ioo 10 36'72 68'96 
11 88'11 68'16 90'39 

•·, 12 29'50 47'811 80·8a Cj) 

18 26'72 42'811 72•711 ~ 

H 26'111 89'99 87'84 Q) 

111 23'11 87'10 82'94 ioo ioo 16 21'31 86'22 68'08 92'011 
ioo 17 19'83 81'84 64'01 85•82 98'07 

18 18 62 211'78 60'" 80'16 88 92 93'40· 100 
ioo -l(j 17•87 27 811 n·ao 75•16 81'49 87'611 98'76 

ioo 
.. 

20 111'89 26'17 "'1111 70'92 76•91 82-84' 88'49 94•811 
ioo 21 16'24 26'411 U'60 85'94 71'60 76' 78- 82'26 87'74 92'96 

ioo 22 14'26 22'90 88'84 111'67 1111'91 71'90 77'00 82'12 87'00 98·68 
ioo 

. ; 
23 13'44 21'68 811'110 68'16 11a·o2 67. 78 . 72. 68 77'41 82'00 88·20 114•26 
24 12'78 20'61 84'81 66'31 69'98 64'45 611'01 73'60 77'118 88·oo 89 64· 96'10 ioo 

ioo 26 12'18 111'47 88'03 62•48 68'24 61'16 .. 66'411 69'84 711'98 70'60 86"U6 90'24 94 86 
29'6 1 901 8·062 6•177 8'224 8•921 9'68 10'27 10 96 11 60 12'47 18'33 14'16 14'87 15'118 100 

ioo 112 1'4211 2 2il 8. 8114 6'170 8'691 7 '19 7•69 8 21 8 70 9·ao 10 00.'10'61 11'16 11 '76 76•00 
ioo 113 1'1!27 2'13 8 614 6•746 8"1!82 6'89 7'17 7'65 8'10 8"72 9'31 9'88 10 89 10 96 69'86 98'18 

ioo 84 1'206 1 933 8 :.!84 6'218 5'868 0·(18 6 61 6 94 7 86 7'01 8'40 8'117 11'43 9•94. 63•48 84'67 oo·80 
ioo 1111 1'08~ 1'747 2'1163 4 709 6·106 6'86 6 1'8 6'27 6'64 7•14 7'63. 8'011 9'61 8'97 &7·24 76·82 81 94 90 24 

811 0'970 1'667 2'642 4'1118 4'662 4'811 6'24 6'69 6'92 6 37 6'80 7•!22 7'69 7'09 61'02 68'08 78'116 8o·u so· 15 ioo 
ioo 88• 6• 0 8111 1'816 2'2311 8'608 8'843 4'13 4'42 4•72 4'90 6'37 6'74 6'09 6'40 6'76 4ll'l8 67'44 61 67 67 92 76'26 84•43 

IICI·o• 0'898 0·681 1'070 1'681 1'844 1'08 2'12 2'26 2'80 2'68 2'76 2'112 8'07 8'24 20'67 27'66 29'611 82•69 :!6'1:.1 42 6:.1 47•98 100 .. 
B8·a 0'082 0'182 0'228 0 861 0'885 0'41 0'44 0'47 0'60 0'{>4 0'68 0'61 064 0'67 4 8 6'76 6'17 6'80 7'60 8:4o 10'00 20'86 100 
~~· .. 

• Prop in deQBitr on separatioq of soli<la • 
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The ht•rizontal columns in the table indicate the various initial densities of 

the ,rine and at the top of euch vertical column the initial volume has been 
given b.J index figure ..:>f 100. The figur.es below the index figure. indicata the 
correspondincr percentage of volume at. d1fferent stages of evaporatwn. For ex
ample, if w~ start with a brine at 3·9" Be' and concentrate it, the volume 
would be reduced to 62·29 per cent. at 6" Be, 24·91 per cent. at 14" Be; 
12·7tr per cent. at 24" Be-', 1·001 per cent. at 29·5 Be', O·HIO per cent. aii 
36" De and 0·819 per cent. at 38·5· Be. The last consentration is, however 
seldom reached b:} mere solar evaporation. Similarly a brine. of 18• Be' will 
be reduced to 93·76 per cent. when the density rises to 19• Be', 10·27 per 
cent. at 29·5· De, 5·24 per cent. at 36" Be and 4 ·42 per cent. at 38· 5• Be. 
The tuble is thus useful in determining the relative reduction in volume of any 
given density of brine daring the stages of concentration. The table can ulso 
be used backwards tc find out the con:esponding volume at lower densitins. 
For instance, to work out the corresponding volume at 10• Be' of say 100 
volumes· of brine at 16° Be', the vE:rtical column corresponding to 10• Be' 
should be referred to. lt will be seen that 100 volumes of brine at 106 Be' 
is reduced to 50·44 volumes at 18° Be'; in other .words 100 vol~es of 18° Be' 

brine would have been obtained from 1~g:!00 =198:25 volumes of 10° Be' brine. 

1.2.1 One feature in the '!'able deserves special explanation. As it deals 
with thH evaporation of ser, brine, which ·has a. number of salts dissolved in it. 
every separation of the svlid effects a change in density. Each one of these 
solids hu'> its own point o£ saturation ai, which it begins to separate out from 
.the brine. At certain C'ritical stages, the separation of the solids actuany lowers 
the density; this is particularly noticeable at 38·5° Be' when the separation 
of salts is so high that ths density is gradually brought down to 36" Be'. On 
sc.bsequent. evaporation, the density again rises to 38·3· Be' at which stage 
the voluH•e of the brine is only O·Ott2 per cent of the original. 

1.3 CoMPONENTS OF THE FACTORY.~The layout is designed for a model factory 
producing (a) gypsum, (b) commoJt salt, (c) crude S'alt (for subsequent purifi
cation or recharging into the cycle of operations) and (d) mixed salts of potas
sium and magnesium. The components of the factory are (i) reservoirs, (ii} 
condensers, (iii) slush washing pans, (iv) common salt crystallisers, (v) crude 
salt crystallisers, (vi) mi:s:•1d salt crystallisers (vii) channels and (viii) ridges. 
pathways, storage yards etc. It m~y not be possible in all factories to 
undertake the production ..:>f mixetl salts in which case, the bitterns left, after 
the recmery of crude salt, could be discharged as waste material and the area 
earr..arked for the mixed salt may be redistributed according to the needs 
of the rest of the production. 

1.3.1 Reservoirs~For e. factory of 100 acres, the reservoirs should cover 
a.n ar7a of M acres &nd ~herever possibl~ should be filled with sea brine by 
t1d~l mflow. The r~servo.1~ serves three rmportant functions (a) the sedimen
tatiOn of suspended Jmpt~rJtJes, (b) concentration of the brine in tht juiti:ll stage 
and (c) storflge of the brme. The average depth of brine in, the reservoir should 
be about 18 inches which w0uld give r.: total volume of 36 X.-!!.. X 43560 x 6 · 25 
=1,47,01,500 gallons where • 12 

Area. 36 acres 
Average depth of brine 18 inches 
One acre 43,560 sq. ft. 
One cubic ft. 6 · 25 gallons. 

For r.eady reckoning the yoln:ne irnpo~nded may be tak-=n as 1,44,00,0!10 gallo11 s 
or 4,tl0,000 gallons per uere. Assummg an average evaportatioJl of 0·25 inc·h 
per day, the daily evaporation will come to 2,00,000 gallons for an area ~f 35 
~cres. Using. this d.ata, wt- can calculate the ris~ in. the densit.v of the bri~1e 
1D the reservo:r, durmg Etarage of ona month, whwh IS the probable period J:t
quired far preparing condensers, crystallisers, etc. at the commencement of the 

67 I. & S. 
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manufacturing season. 'fi:e tot&1 evaporation in a month will, therefore, be 
60,00,000 gallons. In addition, :there is a loss by percolation of 1,50,000 gal
lons per dRy !assumed at 1 per cent of the tot~l volume impounded). If the 
depth in the reservoir is kept constant at 18 inches by replenishing the brine 
periodically the density of the brine in the reservoir at the end of the month will 
be &.bout 5° Be'; if howev6l, tha reservoir is not replenished, the density will 
rise considerably higher. A greater rise in the density can be secured· by re
ducing the depth of the charge, but in no case shouid it be a.llowed to exceed 
10" Be'. I£ j;he daily discharge into the condensers is 2,50,000 gftllc11s, the 
density in the reservoir can be maintained at 5° to 6°. Be'. Onca the regul:.tr 
charging of the condensers has commenced, the quantity of brine to be repleni
shed daily in the reservoir will have to be of the order of 6,00,0Uii gallons (con
densers 2,50,000 + evaporation 2,00,000 + percolation 1,50,000). The reduc
tion in volume by evaporation being 2,00,000 gallons or 33·3 per cent, the density 
in the reservoir will be maintained between 5o and 6° Be'. In the early part 
of the ser.-son, the density may tend to go lower, but as the season progreE>ses, 
the rate of evaporation wHl be higher. The figures we have given ara, there
fore, based on average conditions. 

1.3.2 Oondensers-Th.3 brine should ha transferred to the condenser:; as far 
as possible by gravity, but if thi!:i is not possible a. pump should be installed. 
Manmd labour may have been cheap in the past for. the lifting o! brine, but 
mechanical devices ara now cheaper and should be preferred. As the reservoir 

·will deliver 2,50,000 gallons a day or 173 gallons per minute, a pump with a 
delivery load of about 550 gallons per minute (or 2 pumps each of 275 gallons) 
working ·8 hours a day should suffice. To. raise the density of brine of 5• to 6° 
Be' to 22° to 23• Be', it has to be evaporated down to about 20 per cent. of its 
volume. T·his has to be done in three stages. In the :first stage, the brine is 
evaporated to lU" Be'; in tJJe second to 14 o Be' &.nd in the third to 23 o Be'. 
Tha three stages of the condensers should be worked in series. To hmlille 
2,50,000 gallons of incoming brine daily, a total area. of 47 acres is 1·equired, 
of which the first stage w]l occupy 23 acres and the second and third st&ges 
12 &cres each. Jn the :firsf. stage 2,50,000 gallons of brine of 5° to ()• Be' is 
let in daily (173 gallons per minute) to a depth of about 8 inches. Assuming an 
evaporation of 0·20 inch per day the daily evaporation will be2ax.2.:Jx43560x6·35 

12 
=104360 gallons or 72 gallons per minute, leaving a balance of 101 gallons 

per minute. The volume is reduced to . -~~~ x 100= 58·34 per cent which 
corresponds to a rise in density to 10° Be'. Allowing for a p~rcolation loss 
of 5 per cent, the outflow to the second stage condenser wouid be about 96 
gallons per minute ot 1,33,000 gallons per day. Assuming :ln e,·.:.poration of 
0·17 inch per d&.y for brine of this density and calculating in thq same mannar 
as above, the daily evaporation will be about 46,300 gallons or 32 gallons per 
minute. The volume is reduced to ~! X 100=66·66 per cent. which corresponds 
to. a risa in density to 14 o Be'. Allowing for percolation loss of 5 per cent, 
the discharge to the third stage condenser will be 61 gallons per minntt:! or 
about 88,000 gallons per day. assuming bll evaporation of 0·16 inch only for 
a brine of 14 o Be' the avt>rage evaporation per day will be about 43,500 gallcns 
or 30 gallons per minute. The volume is reduced to !~ x 100= 50· 83 per cent. 
":hich eorresponds to a rise in de~sity to 23° Be'. After ellowing for a percola
tiOn of 5 per cent. t.he crystalhsers would receive 29 gullons per minute or 
42,000 gallons per day. 

1.3.3 Crystallisers.-The crystallisers should cover an area of 11 acres. 
Assun1ing the rate of evaporation to be about 0·14 inch per day icr brine of 23° 
Be', the average ev~:tporat!on per day will be about 35,000 gallons. This maans 
a reduction in the volume to about 16 per cent·. or a rise in density to 28° to 
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:2W Be'. This deusity Ct!ll be reached in the course of a. single day only if .th~ 
daily inflow of 42,000 gallons of 23" Be were to be uniformly distributed to a 
depth of 0·18 inch over the total crystallising area of 11 tt~res. In actual 
practice, however, the cr.rstallising pans should ba charged to a. minimum depth'" 
of 2 inches in which case it would take about 11 days for the density to rise to 
2u~ Be'. At the beginning of the season, the rate of evapor&'tion is lower and. 
th<J first crop of crystals is no!: ready for harvesting till 15 days after the initinJ 
charging, but as the manufacturing season advances the rate of evaporation 
increases und the cry:;tallisers are ready for harvesting in a. shorter period of 
six to seven days. The division of tha crystalliser &rea into pans is dependant; 
upon the in·igatiou Eystc m that is to be followed. · Where the single in-igation 
system is adopted, we have recommended in Chapter V paragraph 5.4.1 that 
the width of the cQ·stallisers should be between 35 to 40 ft. and that· the length 
of the pan n.t.y be determined according to local conveni-ence. ln the mul
tiple in-igatiou system, the size can be as large as local conditions will permit. 
In some of the wlar works in America. a. single crystallising ~>an mea~:mras 10 
acres; in. lndia, the largest size we have seen is at Kandla where it is about 
three-fifth of .an rocre. .For tho::: model factory we do not suggest that the entire 
11 acres of the crystallising area should be laid down as a single pR!J because 
in th&t case the lifting of salt would have to be doll.e with the help of a mecha
nical harvester. As the harvester can complete this work within a few days 
and would have to remain idle for the rest of the year, the return on its capi- · 
tal investment would not be commensurate with its initial cost. We there
fore, recommend that where the multiple irrigation system is &dopted in the 
mcdel factory, the size of the crystallisers should not be less than 1 and more 
than 1 acre. 

1.3.4 Crude salt crystallisers.-In the crystallisers, on an average, about 
7,200 gallons of bitterns r,t 29" Be' will be produced daily. Allowing for per
colation loss at 5 per cent., the quantity of bitterns available for charging into 
the crude salt pans will l:e about 6,800 gallons per day. The crudl3 salt pans 
should be located :,s near the salt' .Crystallisers as possible and the area should 
be about 0·5 acre. Assuming the rate of evaporation to be about 0·14 inch per 
day, the <nerage e~uporation per day will be 11bout 1,600 gallons which corres
ponds to a reduction in volume to about 76 per cent. or a rise in density to 
about 32" Be'. 

1.3.5 Mixed salt crystallisers.-The bitterns on further concentration 
by l:lolr,r evaporation fr:~m 32~ to 34" Be' will deposit a mixed salt containing 
potassium and .magnesium salts along with some sodium chloride. We see:, a. 
potentiality of using ~hi3 mb:ed salt as a source of potash fertilizer, but for the 
present we cannot find ·our .way to recommend th&t this should be attempted 
in •Jll the model factories FS a general routine practice. It has to be determined 
how far and which magnesium salts will be tolerated in a fertilizer. The comr 
position of the double salts of magnesium and potassium is subject to fluctua
tions depending upon the composition of the bitterns and the temperatures 
that prevail at the time of separation. The research stations which we are 
dealing with in the subsequent paragraphs should be asked to investigate tho 
question of an econ 1;nic recovery of Epsom Salt and af the potassium salts 
for use as manures. 

l.o.G Channels-Durir·g its journey from the reservior to the condcnsrrs 
it is preferabk to send the brine through a winding ch::.nnel to •1irl evapoNtion. 
The utility of a long channel, as an auxiliary area for accelerated evapon>tion, 
is of value only up to the condenser stage. Thereafter, the channels should 
not be circuitous or lengthy a:; the advantage gained by securing extra evapora
tion might be lost owi!lg to leakages. It is desir&ble that the crystallisers !Ind. 
condensers are in contiguous areas to avoid lengthy channelR. Also all feeding 
channels should be. distinct and separate from the disCiharga channels nr•l ther• 
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should be no possibility of using one for the other. The final bitterns, in case 
they ar.e not otherwise utilised, should be discharged as far as possible directly 

' into the sea so that the magnesium chloride and other salts contained in 
them get no chance to work their way back into the factory. These bitterns 
should on no account be discharged into the creek or channel from which 
supply o£ initial brine is obt&.ined. As long as thes~ bitterns lirectly find an 
outlet into the sen, they ·wculd not materially alter the composition of the sea. 
water, but their acimixture with the incoming brine at uny stage may jeopar
dise the quality of salt produced in the f&.·ctory. In factories · .. vhich may be 
located at some distant~e from the sea it would not be economical to carry sepa
rate bitterns dischtlrge channels all the way to the sea. In such &.r<:las the only 
solut!on is to discharge therr. either into a low lying area at some distance 
from the factory or into deep pits where they can seep into :the subsoil. As 
most of the factory sites would be subject to flooding during the rr.in;;, the 
bitterns that might remain behind in these sumps would be flushed out by flood 
waters into the sea. 

1.3. 7. Pathways and Ridges.-Pathways and ridges are an important feature 
in &.: well laid out salt factory. The distinction between a ridge and a pathway 
is that the former serves chiefly as a partition and is provided for dividing large 
areas int() sep.arate comparb::r.ents or, sometimes, as a diverting barrier to give 
the flow of brine a circuitous course. The ridges and pathways sboulu be made 
of consolidated earth and given a slope to correspond to the proper angle of 
repose of the clay used. \Yhere the compartments are large and where wuva 
action develops the ridges and pathw&.ys and more particularly the latter will 
have to be reinforced by stone pitching at the base to prevent erosion. 'Ihe 
ridges should be broad enough to permit people to walk on them for purposes 
of inspection and repairs ; they need not be more than 21 ·ft. broad and may 
be less, /depending upon the extent of traffic which they will have to bear. 
Pathways, on the other hand, besides serving these functions are required for 
heaping the salt and allowing it to drain before it is transferred to stores. The 
pathways should be also much broader and not less than four feet in width. 
Where tracks are laid to convey salt by trollies, the pathways will have to be 
made proportionately wider. It is alsp imperative that the surface of the 
pathways should be properly consolidated so that the heaped salt does not 
pick up clay from it. An area of 5·5 acres hitherto unassigned should be 
sufficient for providing the channels, ridges, pathways embankments, etc., and 
should also accommodate the storage yard, a small laboratory and an office. 

1.3.8 To summarise, the areas of the components of the l\Iodal Factory 
-will be as follows : 

(a) Reservoir . . 
(b) First stage condenser 
(c) Second stage condenser 
(d) Third stage condenser . 
(e) Common salt crystalliser , 
{f) Crude salt crystalliser . . • 
(g) Channels, pathways, ridges embankments 
(h) Storage yards, office laboratory, etc. 

Acres 

36·0 
23·0 
12·0 
12·0 
ll·O 
0·5 
2·0 
3·5 

100·0 

'l'he relative areas of the reservoir, condensers anJ crystallisers are based on 
the assumntion that sea brine with a density of 3o to 3·5° Be' will be used. 
If, however, brine of higher initial concentration is available, suitable altera
tion in these areas should hi! made to suit the concentr&.tion. It should also 
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impermeability and the intensity and direction of the prevailing winds for the 
orientation of the crystallisers and condensers. In Figure 9 we give an illustra
tive model layout for the factory. Figure 10 indicates some details of the lay
out of the condensers and crystallisers and the relative position of the channels, 
pathways and ridges. As the layout of a factory will depend upon the con
tours of the land where it is to be located the diagrams are merely illust~ative 
and not int.>nded to be a scale plan of the layout. • The relative areas for :the 
different components should be adhered to without any change though the 
orientation may hllve to be adopted to suit the site. It should however be 
emphasised that the changes in the rate of evaporation as the season advances 
will not necessit11te any alteration to be made in the relative areas of reser
!Voirs, condensers and crystallisers. 

FIG. 9--PLAN SHOWING LAY OUT OF MODEL FACTORY. 
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FIG. 10:- PLAN SHOWING DETAILS oF CoNDENSERS & CRYSTALLISERS 
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1.4 CoNTROL OF 0PERATION.-If the model factory is to serve as a model iii 
should be so both iu its layout as also its method of operation. We discuss 
below some of the more important practices that should be adopted in the di£
£erent components of the model factory for securing efficiency and good quality 
of salt. 

1.4.1 Reservoir and condensers.-The reservoir should be filled with brine 
early in the season and used for concentration during tha period the condensers 
and crystallisers are being repaired and got ready for operation. In the re

. servoir nothing that is cf economic v&:lue separates out and it requires little 
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attention beyond en&uring that there is no leakage of brine. In hying ou~ the 
condensers, it is usual flo allow the brine to follow the natural uniulations of 
the ground so that it spreadR over the whole area in the form of n sheet not 
exceeding 8 inches. Any unevenness in the ground should be levelled out in 
order that isolated ptddles of brine may be avoided. The process of levt.1lillg 
is an expensive item of iilltia! cost but it has to be incurred. As the condensers 
occupy a large 11re<l, it ;s usual to break them up into small sections by ridges 
in order to make the brine flow gently in a. zigz&g manner -and to ensure a uni
forru evaporatio11 over the entire area. In the £rst stage condenser, the cal
cium carbonate contained in the sea brine gets deposited and some of the or
ganic matter also settles out liS slime. These are of no economic value but 
they help in making the floor of the condenser impervious. In the second 
stage, the algae die out and sattle in the form of a red organic s.:ldimeut. In 
the third stage 85 pe: cent. of the calcium sulphate contained in ~he sea water 
gets deposited in the form of needl.e like crystals of gypsum. The third stage 
condenser should be therdorc, prepared with greater care than the first or se
cond stages and its 11oor should be tamped thoroughly because it h'Jlds 1\ high 
density bri11te on which much time and labour has been spent and because the 
bulk of· the gypsum f;eparates out in it. S.ince gypsum is not lifted except 
tow&.rds the close of the manufactUring season, the condenser bed, unlike the 
crystalliser, does not require any further attention during the season. In 
new works, the first year's crop of gypsum should not be harvested. Much of 
it will haYe been used up in making the condenser floor impervious and what is 
left may Le ·allowed to rcmaiu on the bed. In subsequent years gyp3um should 
be harveHted towards the close of e&'Ch manufacturing season where the single 
irrigation system is adopted as, otherwise, it is likely to be washed away during 
the raiLs. In areas of scanty rainfall, the lifting of the gypsum rlSJ.Y b~ carried 
out from the third &nd succeeding year of manufacture. Only !1. portion o~ 
the condenser need be cut out for this purpose for a few days according to con
veni<mce. 

1.4.2 Crystallisers.-The preparation of the crystalliser bed requires much 
greater attention than the floor of the condensers. As the crystallisers are 
charged with high density brine, almost rencly for deposition of salf, their floor 
Phould be carefully prepared, tamped and hardened. To prevent the develop
ment of fissures, the bed should not be allowed to .dry up after tamping. For· 
this purpose, the cry~bill"Eet::. should be charged initially with wha~~ver density 
brba that is readily availnbie, though the subsequent charging should only be 
with brine of 23" Be'. The depth of charge should be two inches for the single 
irrigat;on system while fot· the multiple system it may be liS much ns six to
eight inches. Whether the crystallisers are designed for the single or multiple 
irrigation s:ystPm there shoul<l be a gentle gradient in the bed of the crystalli
sers to p~rruit the bitte:r:cs to drain out completely, without leaving behind 
pudtlles of mother liquor. A newly laid crystalliser bed is not impervious and 
it rt'quires two to three years to mature during which period the clay gets 
saturated with the soluble solids in the brine. Small crvstals of these salts 
get formed in the elay an<l by their interlocking help to ~ake it impermeable 
in due course. When the bed is disturbed during the season by rainfall or 
other causes the top surface is partially broken up ani gives a slush which is 
surcharged with sodium chloride. ·such slush is too soft to he pudclled or 
tamped; it is often scraped and thrown away, and its sodium chloride con
tent is thus lost. For cr:ystallisers made in sandy soil, plastic clay has to be 
brou~ht in at som~ expc>use and applied to the be:ls as a top dressing. The 
loss of this day and of sodium chloride in the form of slush can be preventea 
if a small area, callctl the c;lnc:h pan, is interposed between the third stage con
denser and the crystallisers. Thi~; pan need -not be tamped an•.! the slush can 
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be thrown in it for li.xi..,iation with brine from the third stage co::J.denser to re
eover the sodium chloride and to restore the plastic quality of the clay for use 
.again ~n the c1yt:tallis~rs. This innovation h&s been devised and operated in 
,the model salt factory in Travancore and is reported to have given good results. 
Its usa is recommended. Strictly speaking, the slush pan forms a p::rt of ibe 
third stage eon~lens·.or and .the &rea required for it should be taken from the 
third stage condenser area. Its extent will ·depend upon local eonditicn,_, but 
it need not be more than half an acre for a model 'factory of 100 acres. It 
should be deeper by 4 inches than the condenser or the crystalliser in order that 
it may provide adequate room for the washjng of the slush. 

1.4.3 Harvesting of salt.-The method of harvesting will vary with the 
system of irrigation adopted. Where the single irrigation system ia r-rcferred 
the salt can be harvested only by batches, but where the multiple irrigation 
-system (which is a bet.t.er system to adopt) is followed the salt should Dot be 
harvested till a crust of 3 to 4 inches is formed. Ihe common impuri
-ties in Indian ~alt r,re gypsum, soil picked up at the time of l1arvesting and 
magneE>ium salts. L1 the model factory, the gypsum will be kept out by charg
ing the erystal!isP.rs with only 23° Be' brine. The insoluble impurities of clay 
,and dirt can be prt!ventt~d ii a little care is exercised at the time of lifting the 
·salt. 'l'o some -extent this contamination is inevitable in the single irrigation 
system, but E:ven there if the beds are properly prepared and the llllCessary care 
taken, a good deal of these impurit:es would be avoided. The method of scrap-

- in~ the salt as soon as a thin crust is formed is responsible for much of these 
impurities; if the c;Jru~t 1s allowed to grow to a greater thickneso; this ccnta.
mination would decrease pr0portionately. ,Even where single irrigativa system 
is followed there ar:e purts of the season when continuous fair weathe;.- prcv&ils: 
-during these periods the salt should not be scrape:! and the crust allowed to 
:accrete for two or more charges of brine. The contamination with magnesium 
salts accrues when ~be bitterns a.re not removed regularly. If the bitterns 
were chained out from the pans when the density rises to 29o Be' n:nd fresh 
brine of 23° Be' charged again before the scraping of salt, the contamination 
would be consiclen.bly r~>duced.. When a crop has formed, the bitterns E>hould 
be drained &way anci brine flt 23o Be', which is very near saturation with res
pect to sodi4m chloride and \vhich would not dissolve any further quantity of 

_ it should be let into the Cl'Jstallisers. The crystals can then be S•.!rapecl t:!ither 
immediately or before the density of the brine exceeds 26o Be'. In this man
ner the cryRtal::; of snit gf:t a wash with brine in which the content of magne
sium salts is very much lower tha.n that of bitterns at 29o Be'. Moreover, 
there is one othe,r 9dv~mtage in this operation. Several crystallisers n•ach 2\)o 
B~· sinmuihmeously and it is not. possible to scrape all of them at the same 
time; while some of them are being scraped, the density in the others will 
continue t0 rise and. maJ•, go up to even 31 o or 32o Be1 befGre their tum for scra
ping comes. By lettir.g out' the bitterns at 29° Be' :.md letting in fresh 
brine of 23o Be', the dcusity in the crystallisers will not go above 213• Be' 
during the period between s~waping of the first crystalliser and the bst crystal
liser in the series. 

1.4.4 Laboratory.-In order to control the production at each stage, as 
also t0 see ihat Shlt d the required quality is produced it is necess::Jry to atbeh 
to the model factory· a small laboratory where occasional analyses of brine eud 
regular analyses of different products viz. gypsum, common salt, mixed salt, 
ete. coulll be cnrried out as a routine procedure by a competent chemist. The 
laboratory will have to work in close co-operation with the productio:1 side of 
the factory and shoulrl he i11 a position to guide the manuf&cturing operations 
at each stage. 'fhe ft.:nction:: of the laboratory are described in greater detail 
in Chapter XXI on Stnndardisation a.nd control of quality. 
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1.4.5 MEcnAXICAL Ams.-Simp~e labour saving devices should be introduced 
.as far l1S possible. I'umps should be im;talled for li,tting the brine where neces
ssrv · tn;uf'nort witl!ill the fr.ctor:v should not be done by head lands but by 
trofh~ys pul~ed by locomrJtives. \Ve are not recommending the installation .of 
a wash<.:rv. as xP. :ue eonvinced that the salt produced by the wethod prascnb
ed bv us· will easilv exceed 97 per cont. sodium chloride content and which for 
som; time to cor~e, will more than meet the requirements of edible snlt in 
India. We nre also not ru:mnmending the installation of a crushing mill, but 
if it were required for m,eiing the demand of. the market in which the model 
faetory is situat?.d it. could be installed without any difficulty. 

1.5 YIELD OF SALT.-The yield of salt depends mainly on the number of days 
1n which crystallisation t&.kes place. In &.: manufacturing season of 8 Inontbs, 
crystallisation cnn be carried out for at least 6 months,· if not more. In d.ry 
areas where the manufacturing s·aason lasts for about 10 months, ~he crystal
lisation period could even be 9 months. In paragraph 1.3.3 the dmly ev~pora
tion in the crystallise::-s is ae:~;umed at 35,000 gallons or 2~ · 3 gallons per mm~te. 
Theoretically-speaking, 24.3 gallofi:s of brina at 23° ·pontams 72·29 lbs. of sod1um 
chloride as· shown in the following formula. 

25 
24·3x lOx 1·19x --=72·29lbs. 
where 100 
24· 3 is the volume in gallons 
1·19 is the specific gravity 
10 X 1 · 19 is the weight of 1 _gallon in lbs. and 
25 is the percentage of salt content of 23° :S..,' brinil. 

On this basis the yield of sodium chloride per minute is 72·29 lbs. or 46·5 tons 
per day from the crystallising area of 11 acres. ~s however, the yield per 
acre is generally calculated for the P,ntire area under cultivation, it follows that 
for an area of 96 acres in the model fa\}tory, viz., (reservoir 36, condensers 47, 
crystnllisers 11 and channels, ridges etc. 2) the yield works out to 0·48 ton of 
sodium chloride per day per acre. Besides sodium 6hloride, this Enlt will con
tain about five per cent. moisture and two per cent. of other impurities. The 
ctlculateu 0·48 ton of sodium chloride will, therefore, in actual practice, cor-
respond to 0·48>.< !~~-=0·513 . ton of undried common .salt. Provision has 
however to he made for losses that will occur in the collection and handling 
cf salt. Taking the actual recovery of salt at only 80 per cent., the quantity 
()f l;alt which would re&.<:h tbe storage will be 0·513x 1~~ =0·410 to:1. For 
lifting season of 180 days the production will be 0·410 x 96 x 180= 7085 tons or 
sa_y 7000 tons. \~here the lifting season is less than 180 days the production 
\~·Ill b~ eorrcspondmgly lower. ·These ·estimates of yield are on the conset'Va
tive suie. The average rat( of evaporation in several of the f::,·ctories in India 
is likely to be higher thun the figures we have adoptE-d for these calculations. 
The production of 7000 tcr:s that we have indicated fs the minimum that should 
be expected from a m0del factory situate:! in an area where fair weather of 8 
n:ollths and lifting 8car,cn c~ 6 months obtain. It is difficult to hazR.rd an opi
mon, as t~ '~ he~hcr the ~p_eld would vary to a:ay appreciable degree by the 
method of Irng_abon adoptE'u .. In an experiment which wt.s carried out by the 
l\I?del Factory m !l&va_ncore, 1t was reported that the yield was not Bignificantly 
affected by followwg utlte;: of the systems of inirration. \Ve recommend that 
a detailed iu_vC'stig&tion on this question be made" at Qne of the experimental 
research .stati?JIS proposed by us, to determine whether the yields vary signifi
cantly with e1ther of the systems and if so .to find out the optimum conditions 
of operation. · 
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1..5.1 In the crude sal£ pans sodium chloride contaminated with magnesium 
1a1ts will crystallise out. Ou the Et'Ssumption that the ,bitterns contain 16 per 
cent. sodium chloride, the quantity of sodium chloride that will be deposited 
will be about 1.4 tons per day The magnesium salts that will crystallise out 
will be about 7 to 8 per cent. of the weight of sodium chloride deposited. In 
addition there will be about 15 per cent. moisture in the salt extracted. The 
yi~ld of crude salt, therefore, \Vill be about 1.7 tons per day. 1'his crude salt 
will have to be eubjE'cbi to washing with a view· to removing purtiaily the
magnesium salts. This will entail a working loss of about 25 per cent. unrl the
quantity of ~ashed salt that. will be &vailable will be about 1· 25 tous per day 
or on a workmg sensun of 180 days about 225 tons for the season in .v1dition to-
7,000 tons of salt obtair.ed from .the salt crystallisers. 

1.6 LoCATION.-For a large country like Inaia a single model factory ,..-ill 
not be· adequate. vVith varying clinatic conditions and the difference in the 
methods of manufacture adopted, model factories should be established in dif
ferent producing centres an(! we recommend that 7 model factories should b~ · 
located as follows : 

Dadar Range (Bombay) 

Shiroda Range (Bombp,y Presidency) 
Travancore . 
Tuticorin (Madras South) 
Ennore (Madras City) . 
N aupada (Madras N orLh) 

Astarang (Orissa) 

• 1 

1 

1 

7 

Considering the progress that- has been made by the producers in I\:athiaw&d 
and Kutch we have not recommended the establishment of a model foctory for 
this region but the existing factories in this region should be encouraged to ex
change information on technical matters and to co-operate with the proposed 
model factories by giving 1;hem the benefit of their e.xperience. The 7 model 
factories will be r.ll on the ser, coast, because of the important part sea salt plays. 
in the total production in the country. The climatic conditions in Bombay, 
Shiroda, Ennore, Naupada and Astarang are similar; due to the heavier rain
fall in these places, these factories will have to work on the ~ingle inigr,tlOn 
system. As Tuticoriu has conditions similar to those prevailing in Kathilt\vad 
and Kutch where the multiple irrigation system has establish~d itself uncl 
:Proved a success, the factories at Tuticorin should be set up to work on the 
multiple irrigation method. At Travancore the existing model iftctory ghould 
be shifted to a more suitable site and extended to 100 acres as described more 
fully in the Chapter on Travancore. As Travancore has two .,.r.lctnufA.cturing 
seasons in the year, t.he multiple irrigation system should be folbwed in the 
longer season and sin~le irrigation system in the shorter. In selecting the loca. 
tions of these factories ~ e have kept in view the f:;:ct that at many of tbes~ 
centres, Government alr~ad:y own salt. works which hitherto have been leased 
to private parties and which should now be taken over by Goverument and 
run as model factories. This applies to the three Government owned factories 
in Bombay (Dad:1r Rang~'), Shiroda and Tuticorin and Government \Yill not 
have to incur 'anv larae scale. capital expenditure oo laying them eut as model 
factories· the exlstina

0 

factories will have necessarily to be extended, but this 
cost will' be comparatively small. With regarc' to th~ remaining_ 4_ localities, the 
Government of India. mioht have to taktl over some of the ex1stmg ::alt works 
after payina cornpensati0~1 for the cancellation of the unexpired rurtion of the 
leases. 'Alternatively GcvE;rnment may be able to locate them on Government 
Jands suitable for the production of salt. 
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2. Research 

2.1 In at least 3 of ~he model factories, viz., in Bombay, Travancore an<I 
Madras, we tecommend that research units should also be se~ up. Th{'se units
should investigate ructhcds for improving the quality and the yield of salt in 
the marine salt works as also the recovery of byproducts. They should form· 
a part of the model factory and provision should be made to set aside· a small 
portion not exceeding 5 per cent. of the area under cultivation for field ex
periments by the rese&rch unit. The Government factory in Bombay which 
Government ha>e agreeJ to convert into a model factory should have ~he re
search unit attached to it. The Travancore University has done a certain 
amount of work on salt research problems and we, therefore, recommend that 
the 'l'ravancore model factory should have a research unit attached t:o. it in 
order that it may continue to get the benefit of collaboration from Travancore 
University. It is import&z:.t to have a research unit on the East Coast and we· 
have recommeltded that. b should be located at Madras so that it ·may ser,e· 
the salt works in the M&dras State as also in Orissa. For the rese9.rch units 
of Bombay nnd l\fadras we should·, however, make it clear that they should· 
Lava freedom to conduct field experiments in any of the model factories in the. 
moval and recovery of sodium sulphate and other· salts found in th~ brine there, 
should be of c.· mobile nature. capable of transferring their activities fwm one 
station to another. 

2.2 A ~eparate rest•arch station should also be set up at Sambhnr. Jn the 
Ch~tpter on Sambhar, we have drawn attention to &: number of problems of' 
technical nature which call for urgent solution. This research station· should 
therefore, concern itt>elf in the solution of these problems particular:y the re-

• moval and recovery of sodium sulphate and other salts form in the brine there. 
This station should als·) h~;.ndle the_problems arising in the other ~nland Govern
ment salt factories at Didwana, Pachbadra und Kharaghoda. 

2.3 Mention has been made in paragraph 8.2 in the Chapter on Sambhar· 
of the interest which the Suit Rese-arch Committees of the Council of Scienti
fic nnd Industrial Research has evinced in investigations on salt and its by
products. The function of this Committee will be presumably in the field of 
both fundamental and applied research on salt and its byproducts. There should 
be :no overlapping of effort between tha- Research Committee tt;nd Hesearchl 
units in the model factories. There should be therefore close collaboration bet
we~n these two Hger.cies. Problems of a fundamental nature which might be 
met with by the research units could with advantage be transferred to the Re
search Committee who would be in &J position to harness the t.alent avail~~bla 
in the Universities, Research Institutions and the National Laboratories. Simi
larly, the research units at the model factories should be utilised by the Re
search Committee for arnlllging field experiments and l&rge scale trials bearing 
on the results of these laboratory investigations. In our opinion this collabora
tion is both necessary and vital in the interest of the Salt industry. 

3. Management 

3.1 The m~de~ _factories are designed to accelerate the change-over from 
the present pnmihve n.ethocl~ of production to a scientific system of manufac
tw·.e for _the J'roduction. of a better quality of salt at cheaper cost. The cost 
of mstallmg ~nd operatmg th~ model factories should be borne by the Govern
ment o~ Ind1a. ~he productiOn of the factories should bring a fair return on 
the c~pital outlay If they are run strictly on commercial lines. Notwithstanding 
the h1gher ov~rhead charges that may have to be incmred in running them. it 
would be possible ~> &how a profit within three years if the methods pn~scribed 
by us are followed. Tbese factories should be run under the direct sup:rvision 
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~f the technic&! staff of th• Salt Department and at the factory the sta.!I should 
consi<;t of one Sup(·!·!nt~uc;ent, who should be technically qualified (either an 
Engineer or a Chemist, but preferably a Chemical Engineer), on<! Chemist, one 
.Foreman or Supervisor, one Accountant and the necessary clerical, skilled and 
unskilled staff. In cour~e of tima we expect that there will be frequent de
mands on the model fhctor.v from the salt. factories in the neighbourhood for 
technical a:lvice and guidance. It will then be necessary to provide an officer 
with the status of a Deputy Superintendent (Rs. 2oo..:-350) at each of the model 
factories whose main duty will be developmental in character, i.e., to go round 

·the Sii'lt works for giving advice in the manufacture of salt and in the relaying 
. of the works. 

ii.2 In such of the model factories where research stations have been re-
. commended, additional staff will have to be provided. The research staff should 

be treated as distinct and separate from the general fa·ctory staff but stould 
work under the administrative control of the Superintendent of the modei fac
tory. So far as the tecbJJical work is concerned, their activities should be co-

.ordinated by the 'I'l'ch!·~cal Adviser to the Salt Controller. Since the work &t 
ihe research stations will b~ largely of a chemical character, it is '.le.:!essary that 

-the Superintendents of the model factories should be able to appreciate 
1;he character o£ the work dona by the research staff. While the Superinten
-~ents are not expected to take active part in ·carrying out the r~search pro-
-gramme, they should be kept informed of th-e work done by the resea!".:h unit 
in order to avoid conflict betweer the manufacturing and the research activities 

.of the factory. vVe rt:(:ommend that only ona research chemist shoald be 

.appointed at each research station in the first instance. This .::hemist may be 

. .designated Senior Ass!&tant Chem:st and paid a salary ·on the sc&'le of Rs •. 
275-650. The minimum qualification for the post should be a First Class 
M.Sc. degree or Research degree, preference being given to men with expcri

-enc·a in research in snit or in Physical Chemistry. As and whan the resec.rch 
work develops, Assistant Chemists may be appointed on the scale of Rs. 200-

-350. For the Assistant Chemist also an l\:LSc. or an equivalent degree should 
be the minimum qualiticution. 

3.2.1 The staff ut tha research station at Sambhar would have to be on 
a larger scale than the other three research st&tions, in view of 1ht! manifold 
problems that await solution in the inland salt works of Rajputana a-cd Kba
ragoda. This research station should be in charge of a SeniDr Chemist on the 
scale o{ Rs. 350-800 and he should be assisted by one Senior As~istant 
Chemist and one Assistant Chemist on the scales of Rs. 275-650 and Rs. 200-
350 respectively. 

-4. Capital Expenditure 

4.1 The capital expenditure on the model factory and research station will 
vary from factory to factory. \Vhen the existing Gov(lrnment-owned factories 
are to be converted, the capital expenditure will chiefly lie in relaying the 
works and in fitting up analytical and research laboratories. If the capital 
cost incurred by private factories in different parts of the country is any 
criterion, the capital cost of a model factory should not exceed Rs. 1,500 per 
acre or Rs. 1 · 5 lakhs per factory. 'Where a research unit is to be located, 
the capital cost of the factory may increase to Rs. 2 lakhs. For Sambhar a. 
sum of Rs. 75,000 has been provided for the extension of the existing analytical 
laboratory building and its equipment. As the research laboratory is pr.oposed 
to be a distinct and separate unit from the analytical laboratory and as 1t may 
.be necessary to make pilot plant experiments, the research laboratory ail 
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Sambhar will have to be built and equipped on a larger scale, than those 
in the model factories. We consider that a minimum sum of Rupees one
lakh would be necessary for the Research laboratory at Sambhar. 

5. Summary of Recommendations 
(a) Owing to the primitive stage of development in the salt industry it 

is necessary for Government to set up model factories in principal 
salt producing centres. (1.1) 

(b) A model factory should have an area of 100 acres and should be· 
designed to produce (i) gypsum, (ii) common salt, (iii) crude sa~t.. 
and (iv) mixed salts of potassium and magnesium. (1.3) 

(c) The respective areas of the components of the model factory ·are 

(i) Reservoirs 
( ii) Condelll!ers • . • • . 
(iii) Common salt crystallisers • . • 
(iv) Crude salt crystallisers • · . . • 
(v) Channels, pathways, ridges, & embankments 

(vi) Storage yards, office laboratory etc. 

r 36 acres 
47 " 
11 " 

. 0·5 " 
2 ,; 
3·5 " 

100·0 acres 

These relative areas are based on the assumption that s.ea brin~ of fl'.· 

density of 3° to 3-5° Be' will be used. If brine of higher initial 
concentration is available suitable alteration in these areas should 
be made to suit the concentration. (1.3.8). 

(d) The model factory should be model both in its layout as well as the 
method of operation. The practices to be adopted in the factory· 
for securing efficiency and good quality of salt are given in para
graphs 1.4.1 to 1.4.5 .and they should be followed. (1.4). 

(e) The yield of salt from·'model factory should be about 7,225 tons
(7,000 tous from salt crystallisers + 225 tons trom crude salt pans). 
'fhis yield is from a working season of 180 clays of lifting. (1.5 aud 
1.5.1) 

(f) There should. be 7 model factories in India, two in Bombay State, 
three in Madras State and one each in Travancore and Orissa. 
(1.6) . . 

(g) In the 3 model factories. of Bombay, Travancore and Madras, 
research units should also be set up for investigating methods for· 
improving the quality and yield of salt. (2.1) 

(h) A separ:-~te rel'earch station should also be set up at Sambhar. (2.2) 
(j) 'Ihe Salt Research Committee of the Council o£ Scientific and 

Industrial Research and these research units in the model fac
tories should work in close collaboration with each other in order 
that there is no overlapping of work. (2.3) ' 

(k) The cost of installing and operating the model factories should be 
borne by the Government of India. (3.1) 

(m) The staff at the model station and for the research units should be 
as recommended in paragraphs 3.1, 3.2 and· 3.2.1 

(n) The capital expenditure· of the model factories without research 
units is estimated at Rs. 1.5 lakhs per factory; with the research 
units the cost will be Rs. 2 lakhs per factory. The research unit 
at Sambhar will cost Rs. 1-lakh in addition to the amount of 
l~.s. 7i5,()(JIJ provided in the Chapter on Sambhar for extending the 
analytical laboratory there. (4.1) · . 



CH..-\PTER XXI 

STANDARDIZATION AND CONTROL OF QUALITY 

1. Introduction 
1.1 When the Committee started its work, no attempt had been made in 

India to standardise the quality of salt and to lay down specifications for its 
various grades. Some of the physical characteristics of salt produced in the 
Government salt works were regulated from time to time by ~he Salt Depart
ment, but no serious attempt was made to regulate the overall quality of 
production. One of the conditions in the Excise and Modified Excise system 
-of licensina in Madras stipulates that the Salt Department can destroy any 
salt which "'on standard prescribed was very low-90 per cent sodium chloride--
and there was at no time adequate machinery to enforce this rule systematically. 
·Except under 'cc,IJditions of extraordinary inefficiency it would b':l difficult to 
produce solar salt of such low sodium chloride content from sea water without 
an admixture of a large percentage of insoluble. matter. A reference to 
Chapter XIX Table CXXVI giving the analysis of· salt produced in different; 
centrea shows that by fixing the limit at 90 per cent. sodium chloride the 
manufacturers had no incentive to produce salt of better quality. 

1.2 We found during our tours that with a few rare exceptions, the manu
facturers do not employ a chemist and they have no facilities for get' .. ing their 
product analysed. The only analytical data that they could show related to 
those samples which had been occasionally collected by the Salt Department 
and analysed for them by the laboratories of the Central Board of Revenue. · 
No method of collection of the samples was prescribed and, genera)ly only 
picked samples which appeared on visual examination to be the best were sent 
for analysis. No record was kept o-f the particular source in the works from 
where the samples were drawn and the results of analyses were not communi
cated to the manufacturers till after the year's operations were over when 
they could be of little use. The manufacturers themselves, in the absencE~:· of 
technical men on their staff, have no idea as to how the result of analysis 
should be interpreted and ·cannot use the results of analyses for keeping a 
contml over the quality of their production. 

2. Requireme.:ots 

2.1 Common salt is essentially sodium chloride and its quality is deter
mined by its sodium chloride content; the higher the percentage the ·purer 
the salt. In Amel'ica and other advanced countries, ,;alt of as high· as 99.9 
per cent. purity is manufactured and offered for sale. The presence of salts 
like magnesium chloride, calcium sulphate, sodium sulphate and sodium car
bonate is considered undesirable and their traces are at best treated as unavoid
able impuritie.s. Magnesium chloride and sulphate being hygroscopic are looked 
upon as P!lrtiCularly undesirable impurities. To make salt for table use free 
flowing an~ to prev.en~ it from caking, magnesium carbonate or calcium phos
phate, subJect.to a hm1t of_ I per cent. is added to it. The quality.of salt depends 
upon the quahty of the Imne usecl and apart from the sodium chloride content it 
is co-related to. its ph~'sical characteristics, viz., its colour and particle size. The 
colour of sa~t 1s reqmred to be as whit.e as possible and this is easily achieved 
when salt 1s manufactured by artifiCial evaporators where discolouration by 
insoluble impurities like clay or dirt does not occur. In the case of solar saltr,-

306 
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the colour can be controlled to a large extent by not disturbing the bed of th1 
crystallisers at the time of scraping and by washing the crystals either in th1 
pans or subsequently in a mechanical washery. 'fhe size of the crystals i~ 
also controlled in order to suit the requirements of the consumers. For tablE 
use, the finer the crystals the better the quality of salt. In artificial evaporation, 
crystallisation is carefully regulated !!'o that small, uniform size, soiid, cubic 
crystals are obtained. In the solar evaporation process, however, the size oJ 
the crystals depends upon the method of collection of crop and is apt to vary 
considerably. Where the single irrigation system is practised the crystals are 
generally small but hollow, but under multiple irrigation the crystals are large 
and compact. To obtain a uniform size, the crystals are sometimes ground 
by passing them through roller mills and sieving them through sieves of 
di.fierent meshes. \Vhen salt is screened, the coarser crystals are purer than 
:the tiner ones and by successive grinding and screening the quality of the salt 
retained on the sieve progressively improves. Rock salt is also crushed and 
sieved to classify it in respect of its grain size. 

2.2 In India, apart from lack of standards, there are peculiar misconcep
tions about the quality of salt required for various uses. It has been argued 
that since in many other countries, :r;tational standards have not been laid 
down for common edible salt, there is no need to prescribe any such standard. 
for India. The fact of the matter is that in these countries the standard 
of common salt is so high that there is no need to prescribe a 
rigid specification for it. It has been suggested that solar salt is a natural 
product and does. not need to be and cannot be bound by specifications an<l 
standards. A· plea has been advanced that the common impurities in salt are 
not harmful and that on the contrary they are essential to the human system 
and their removal would render the salt unwholesome in the same manne~ 
as the removal of vitamins from food materials. .The contamination with 
calcium sulphate which results from carelessness in the proper fractionation of 
salt during its separation from brine is looked upon a blessing in disguise under· 
a mistaken notion that it provides calcium for the body. . · 

. 2.2.1 It is commonly believed that crudest sait that is produced including: 
any salt that gets dirty and becomes too unsightly for sale for human consump
tion, is good enough for fisheries. In fact the only distinction between edible· 

·salt and salt for fisheries is that the latter should be in larger crystals so that 
it may not dissolve too rapidly anrl. leak out ,.,-hilst fish are being dried. 
The presence of magnesium salt is reported to spoil the texture of the fish 
tissues and therefore should be avoided in the preservation of fish. It is 
because of the ignorance of this princip!e. :ish cured ill India is held to be 
of poor quality and is consumed only by the poorest people. If salt of good 
quality and large crystals were used, the presen-ed fish would not spoil during 
storage and would fetch a higher price both in the Indian and export market:;. 

2.2.2 The chemical industries which employ salt as a raw material are in a 
nascent state in India. Contrary to the belief of the salt manufacturers, salt 
which is unfit for human consumption is equally unsuitable for most industrial 
uses. 'There are several instances to our knowledge where chemical ·manufac
turers are incurring high cost in the pnrification of the salt used by them to
make it suitable for th~ir manufacturing process. In the electrolytic process, 
the presence of sulphates is a serious drawback, 'fhich can be removed only 
by the addition of barium chloride which is a costly chemical. This adds to· 
the cost of the chemicals produced and it is essential for the country's economy 
that the industries should obtain salt of good quality. The quality of salt for 
agricultural purposes has to be determined from entirely different considerations. 
Insoluble impurities do not render salt unfit for agricultural purposes, but thA 
soluble impurities, particularly magnesium salts should be excluded above a. 
certain percentage. 
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2.3 In view of the general ignorance about the quality of salt required for 
t:liffet·ent uses we had recommended in our Interim Report that the standardi
sation of salt be referred to the Indian Standards Institution. This recom• 
mendation was readily accepted by Government and a reference was made to 
the Indian Standards Institution who have formulated a draft specification for 
edible common salt. Before we consider this draft it would be worth while to 
examine the standards for edible salt that prevail in different countries and the 
specifications that have been laid down for salt for different uses. In som& 
of the countries no national specification has been drawn up not because ther& 
has been no need for it, but because the average quality of salt is so high thai! 
it is not considered necessary to define the minimum purity in the form of a. 
national specification. In U. K. for instance, the quality of salt generally 
marketted is so high that the British Standards Institution has fixed a specifi. 
cation for dairy salt only. 

3. Foreign standards and EPecW.cations for Sal.t 

3.1 The composition of a typical sample of rock salt in- England has been 
· given in Table XLIII in the Chapter on Mandi, Mines. It should, however, 

be noticed that this variety of salt, even though it contains 95·6 per cent. 
10odium chloride, is used as it is for only a limited. purpose, such as salt)ick for 
cattle and for the smelting of copper ores. For edible and other purposes 
such as electrolyses, salting out· of soaps, oil refining, dye-stuffs, explosives. 
and butter and margarine industries it is. refined either in vacuum evaporator& 
or in grainer pans and the average composition of these two varieties bf salh 
is given in Table CXL V. . , 

TABLE CXLV-COMPOSITION OF EVAl'ORATED SALT MANUFACTURED IN U.K. 

(Penent. on dry ba8ia) 

l'o<lium el•loride • 
Culcium sulphate . 
:'>lttgnosium sulphate 
.!\l!lgnesium chloridt~ 
!:'odium sulphllto . 
In~olublt>~ . 

Pure Vacuum Salt 0p€n Pan Salt 

99·930 
Trace 

Not specified 
Trace 
0·056 

Not specified 

98·8J 
O·SJ 

Not specified 
0·03 
0·25 
0·02 

3.2 The composition of solar salt manufactured in Utah (U.S.A.) is gi\'en 
in Table CXLVI. 'l'his salt is refined by a process of kiln drying and succes
sive grinding and sieving before it is rnarketted for edible purposes. The com
position of refined salt is also shown in the table for purpose of comparison. · 

TABLE CXLVII-ColiPOSITION OF CRUDE ~No REFINED SoLAR SALT FROM UTAH (U.S.A.) 

Rodiwn chloride . 
Calicum sulphate 
Magnesium Rulphate 
Magnesium <'hloride 
Sodium sulphate 
Insoluble 

67 r. & s. 

Crude 

93·86 
. 0·41 
.Nil 

1·9i 
3·78 
0·04 

1 00· 00 

Refined 

99·7 
0·20.t 
Nil 
0·03.t 
0·055 
0·010 

lOO·OOtt 

.. ------------------
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3.3 In- Tables CXLVII and CXL VITI are given the specifications of Table 
and Dairy salt as prescribed in some countries. We are also giving in Table 
CXLIX specifications for salt for specific uses as prescribed in differen• 
countries. 

TABLII: CXLVH-'3PB:OII'IOATION FOB TABLII: SALT (FoB ALL HOU-.li:ROLD PURPOSEs) 

(Percent. on dry baau) 

I Australia ' I U.S.A. 
New South Victoria New Zea-

Wales land 

So:liu•n chloride (Min.). 97·5 Not-speci- Not speci- Not speci-
fie d. fie d. fie d. 

Calcium sulphate (Max.) 1·4 0·5 0·6 1·4 Calcium 
(Max.) 

. 
Calcium chloride (:\lax.) 1 } :.\hgnesium 

Magnesium chloride 
(Max.} 

Copper (Max.) . 
-Lead (Max.) 

Arsenic (Max.) 

Fluorine :(Max.) 

Tin (.Max.) 

Insolubles . . 

Sodium ~hbride . 
Calcium sulphate 

Calciur t: chloride 

0·5 0•25 0·25 0·5 
J 

.. .. . . .. 

.. .. .. . . 

.. .. .. .. 

.. .. .. . . 

.. .. . . .. 
0·1 .. 0·3 0·1 

TABLE CXLVIII-SPECIFICATION FOB DAIRY SALT 

(Percent. on dry basis) 

I 
U.S.A. U.K. 

(Min.) 97·5 99·7 

(:\lax.) 1·4 Calcium .. 
. , 0·.5 ( .llagnesiLtm 0·01 

l\Iagne .;hun chloride , l. Sulphate 0·03 

Iron . . . . " 
.. 0·002 

Cop pi.' r . . •' " 
.. 0·0002 

ic . " 
I .. 0·0001 Ar;;en 

Lead . " 
.. 0•000.3 

Fluori ne . " 
.. .. 

,, .. 
• ~~03 / le matter. . , 0·1 

I 

Tin 

Imolub 

(Max.) 
Sulphate 

(Max), 

Cal. 

~lag. 

Sui. 

Southl 
Africa 

98·-i 

0•! 

0·2 

0·5 

9· 00::>2.5 

0·002 

0·0001 

0·01 

0·028;') 

0·5 

South. 
Africa 

--
98·4 

0·2 

0·2 

0·5 

0·002 

0·0110:?5 

0·0001 

0·002 

0·01 

O·O:?S:> 

0·05-
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TABLE CXLlX-SPECIJ'ICATIONS o:r SALT FOB SPECD'IO USES 

(Percent. on dry basis) 

Fish Curing Hide Curing Industrial 
(South (South (South 
Mrica.) Africa.) Mrica.) 

~odium chloride (Min.) . 98·6 92·3 95 t~ 98·4 

Calcium ()la.x.) . . 0·1 0·3 0·2 to 0·65 

:Magneoiwn .. . 0·1 0·2 0·2 to 0·55 

Sulphate .. . .. 4·5 I 0·5 to 3·5 
I 

Sodium ca.rbona.te . .. 0·08 O·Oto0·1 

Iron . . .. 0·01 .. -
Insoluble. . . . 0·1 0·5 0·05 to 0·3 

- ., Roads 
(U.S.A.) 

98 

.. 

. . 

. . 

' .. 
.. 
. . 

3.4 In addition to the above standards, it would be instructive to review 
briefly the average compositions of salts used for different purposes in foreign 
.countries. This is shown in Table CL. 

TABLE CL--AVERA.GE COMPOSITIONS OF SALT FOB DIFFERENT USES 

(Percent. on dry basis) 

Fishf'ry Fishery a.nd Electro- Butter 
(U.K.) Pickle (U.S.A.) lysis (U.S.A.) 

(U.S.A.) 

• 

!"odium e),)oride 99·15 99·5 to 99·7 98·56 99·80 

Caleium I>ulphate . 0·55 0·25 to 0·38 0·40 0·13 

'!'odium sulplmt~> 0·25 0·1 to 0·5 .. 0·03 

~lal..'I'I .. tiium chloride 0·03 0·03 to 0·04 .. 0·03 

l n_ ... ,))tl hl~~s 0·2 0·02 to 0·04 0·57 0·01 

-;_·,,,r•·citlnc! .. .. 0·49 .. 
100·00 100·00 100·00 

Ta.ble 
(U.S.A.) 

99·70 

0·20 

0·06 

0·03 

0·01 

.. 
100·00 

' Thl';;e tables will show the importance that is . attached to the purity of saU 
not only for domestic uses but also for industrial purposes. Even for the treat
ment of road surfaces in U.S.A. the sodium chloride. content is fixed at 98 
pet• CP!1t. COlllparPd with which, in India some of the manufacturers are reluc
tant h make salt higher than 90 per cent. 

a.J The draft prepared by the Indian Standards Institution for Edible 
Cnmr11nn Salt i,; given in Appf'ndix 'C'. It provides for a minimum' sodium 
chlorid~ content, on moisture free basis of 96 per cent; m·atter insoluble in 
':\·;~tpy• not more than 1 per cent. and matter soluble in water, other than sodium 
.::J.I,>~·ide not more than 3 per cent. The specification also lays down some of 
--: bP. r·lt~·r::ical charaderistics of salt, viz. coiour and visible impurities. The 
~ui-..ture content of the salt has also been specified and a form~& proposed for 



rebate in price on account of excessive moisture. - 'fhe draft giYes in detaU 
the metbods of tests and prescribes how the result of- analysis should be re
ported. It also inclu~es methods of samplin_g of sal~ frou~ pack_ages. It wiU 
be finalised in the l1ght of comments receJYed durmg CJrculatJOn and then 
issued as a tent.ative standard for two years. 

3.5.1 Even for a tentative standard we consider that the mrnrmum sodium 
chloride content of 96 per cent. is on the low side _\tnd should have been fixec1 
at 9 .5 per cent. Another defect is that no limits are laid clown for individuat 
common impurities· like magnesium and calcium salts and carbonates andi 
sulphates. No provision has also been made for the drawing of samples from 
bulk consignments in shiploads and '\vag~nloads. \Y e recommend that the 

Indian Standards Institution should examine these suggestions and make goad 
the deficiencies in the draft specification before it is adopted. The method of; 
analysis prescribed and the method of calculation enunciated will help to solve
many controversies and difficulties whic.h arise when different laboratories
estimate the constituents of salt by different methods and estimate the probable
composition of salt in- terms of components in different ways. It is imperative 
that analysis of salt should be carried out by the same method in all th~t
laboratories and that the composition should be calculated in the same manner 
so that th~ reports made by different laboratories may be directly comparable~ 

4. Control of Quality 

4.1 While standardization is of vital importance in fixing the quality, it 
is also necessary that the standards fixed are enforced. Unlike other industries. 
the salt industry in India has always been subject to control by the Govern
ments of the country. As a result of the integration of the former Indian, 
States, all production of salt has come from 1st April, 1930 under the· aclminis-. 
trative control of the Salt Department and it should be possible for this Depart
ment to enforce the prescribed standard and to ;;ec that salt falling below it. 
is _not allowed to be marketted. The Salt D~partment ~hould, therefore, 
arrange to collect systematically samples of salt regularly from the various. 
factories and have them analysed in the Department's laboratories. Salt which 
is found to be below the standard should either be denatured or destroved bv 
being thrown_ back into the condensers so that it should not find its way int~ 
the market and be sold as edible salt. In addition to this control we also. 
recommend that edible salt be brought under the provisions of the Food Adul
teration Acts of the different States to ensure that the quality of salt does. 
not deteriorate by adulteration on its ·way to the consumer. 

4.2 .More important than any. of these measures is the quality control that 
the manufacturers should C'stablish in the method of production. The propel" 
rt:ri1oval of gypsum, appropriate fractionation of salt and a rigid control over 
regular elimination of bitterns will lead to the· production of salt which will 
in no case fall below 96 per cent. sodium chloride content. For this to be . 
cione effectively, it will be necessary to adopt the following routine: 

(a) the density of the brine should be taken daily with the Baume . 
hydrometer at the inlet into the reservoir, the outlet into the 
condenser, th.e outlets at the different stages of the condensers 
and in the crystallising pans; 

(b) brine of 23 u Be' fed into the crvstallisers should be analY~ed once 
a month to ensure that gypst~m is being properly eli~inated in 
the condensers. Similarly the bitterns discharged from the crys
tallisers should be analysed once a month, in factories employing 
the single irrigation m.:1thocl and at each time of discharge in thos~ 
t>mployiJJ; the multiple inigation met hod; 
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•(c) representati·ve samples of salt should be drawn from the pans during 
each harvest. For this purpose, double handfuls should be taken 
from each lot of about -:100 mcls., mixed and quartered to obtain 
a representative sample; 

·(d) one sample for each lot oi about 5,000 mds. should also be drawn 
from the storage heaps at least once in the year; . 

·(e) the larger factories should set up their own control laboratories 
where analyses could be made promptly and action taken to 
rectify the defects which might be disclosed by the analyses. 
Small factories which cannot afford to maintain fully equipped 
laboratories should at least carry out visual rapid tests for asses
sing the quality of the product. The dt·aft specification prepared
by the Indian Standards Institution gives detailed methods ef 
systematic analyses but we would suggest that suitable rapid 
method!:\ of assay be also developed, after research work if neces
sary, and made available in the form of a code of practice for 
the guidance of the salt manufactu:ers; 

{f) records of densities and analyses shoul~ be maintained. The Salt 
Department should examine how far. and- to what extent the 

maintenance of these records can be made obligatory as a condition 
of the grant of licences. 

-t>. Summary of Recommendations 

(a) The minimum sodium chloride contept of 96 per cent. proposed in the 
draft of the Indian Standards Specification for edible salt is on the low side 
and Rhould be· raised to at least 97.5 per cent. Likewise maximum limits 
should be prescribed for individual common impurities like .magnesium and 
calcium salts and for carbonate. and sulphates. A method of drawing samples 
from bulk consignments should a-iso be provided. The Indian Standards 
Institution should examine these suggestions and make good the deficiencies 
in the draft specification before it is ~dopted. (3.5) 

(b) The Salt Department should arrange to collect systematically samples 
·of salt regularly from the various factories and have them analysed. SaJt; 
iound below the standard should either be denatured or destroyed and its sale 
as edible salt prevented. 'fhe provisions of Food Adulteration Act should b& 
applied to edible salt. ( 4.1) · · 

(c) The larger factories should set up th~ir own control laboratories and 
1be small manufacturers should at least carry out visual rapid tests for assessing 
"the quality of their product. Suitable rapid methods of assay should be deve
loped. after research, if necessary, and made available in the form of a code· of 
prae~ice. ( 4.2). 

(d) Routine records of densities and analyses should be maintained in each 
factory and the Salt Department. should· examine how far and to what exten• 
1he maintenance of these reeords can be made obligatory as a condition of the 
&Tan• of lieences. (-4:.2) 



1. Salt Department 

CHAPTER XXII 

SALT ADMINISTRATION 

1.1 The Salt Department originally-formed a part of the Central Board of 
Revenue under the Ministry of Finance, but with the abolition of the salt 
excise duty it was transferred to the Ministry o~ Industry & Supply and 
reorganised. The headquarters of the Department is at New Delhi_ and the 
Salt Controller is the head of the Department. He is assisted by three Deputy 
Salt Controllers, one at Bombay, one at Madras and one at New Delhi, and 
9 Assistant Salt Controllers with a number of Superintendents, Circle Officers. 
etc. Tlie General Manager of the Rajputana Salt Works is- also .. given the 
status of a Deputy Salt Controller .. The organisation of the Department ia 
shown in figure 11. -

367 
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1.2 As constituted at present ~e Department functions largely as an agency 
for (a) issuing licences to private manufacturers, (b) collecting the salt cess, 
(c) controlling the production a~ the Government-owned salt works and (d) 

. centrolling the distribution o,~:salt on &;l!pnal basis. It is not adequately staffed 
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with technical personnel to give scientific guidance to either the Government
owned or privately-owned salt "·orks. The collection of the cess, whit.:h appears 
to be the principal punction of the Department should in our opinion occupy 
a sPcondar,v place in its activities. The principal function of the Department 
~honld be to see 

(a) that the country becomes self-sufficient in salt as early as possible: 

(b) that thz quality of salt improves fl'Om the low figure of 90 to 92. 
pPr cent. sodium chloride content to about 96 to 98 per cent. 
ns qt:iekly ns possible; 

- (c) that technical guidance is given to the manufacturers, particularly 
the backward manufacturers, in modif,Ying the layout of their 
works with a view to obtaining a higher yield and a superior quality 

of salt; · · · 

(d) that the production of salt at the Government salt works is conduct
ed on proper conunercial basis; 

(e) that the model salt factories and the resell.~·ch ~tations when set up. 
as recommended by us, are conducted efficiently; and 

(f) that salt is distributed economically and equitably throughout the 
country. 

1.3 To perform these f.uncti~ns adequately; the organisation of the . SaU 
Department will haYe to be modified considerably.: Its present character of a 
collector of revenuefl be changed to. that of a development department. In 
accordance with the Government of India's Resolution on Industrial Policy of 
6t.h April, Hl4A, certain basic industries of importance amongst which salt is 
included, are· to he planned and regulated centrally in the national interest. A 
dPpartment whieh has to implemen.t' this policy of Government must have a 
different orientation from the one which has been handed down to it as a legacy 
from the da~'s when its chief function· was to collect the salt excise duty. The 

pre>'ent state of the industry is ndmittedly unsatisfactory, . tb'ough it has to 
he '":knowledged that some of the manufacturers have progressed well ahead 
of even the Go1ernment salt works. To set the whole industry , on a proper 
anJ efficient footing and to bring about a rapid improvement, the Department 
t~hould progressively improve its personnel so that it could guide the industry 
and not fall behind its more progressive elements. The recruitment of the 
technical personnel and th~ir training in the field will take time. We do not 
tmggest that the permanent staff now employed by the Salt Department should 
be disbanded but that they should be given intensive training so that they may 
be able to assist in guiding the industry on proper lines. In a.ll future recruit
ments technical qualifications should be insisted upon so that· in course of 
time, the Depart.ment .may be able .to ,shoulder its new duties ~fficiently. 

1.4 We recommend that the Salt Department should be reconstituted u 
u11der:-

(a) The head of the Department should be the Salt .Controller, who 
need not . necessarily be a technical person, but .who· nevertheleaa 
must· have knowledge of the .salt industry and its., problema. 

(b) Tha Salt Controller .should be .assi,sted by one. Technic~i~-L Adviser and 
two Deputy Salt Controll~rs. There should also be, a statistical 
·df'partment where statistics of .. production'," cost of manufacture:· 
'di'stribution,····pric~s· efc. a~e regul~rly c;ll~cted ,and. maintained. 
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(i) The Technical Adviser should be a man of high technic'al qualifica
tions and should have wide experience and practical knowledg~t 
of salt manufacture. The function of the Adviser will be t<> 
organise the industry on a rational and scientific basis, and t<> 
advise the Salt Controller in r~gard to the layout of the works, 
control of quality and all technical matters pertaining to the 
development of the industry. Re must direct all investigations. 
at the research stati~s and be he1d responsible for applying 
the results of his research to the salt factories. A person of 
high qualifications will be necessary to fill this post and ~s men 
of thi~ calibre are very few, the appointment of the Adviser
should be made Qn a contract basis for a period of five years. 
'!'he Technical Adviser should be subordinate to the Salt Cont
roller but his status should be higher than that of the Deputy 
Salt Controllers. 

(ii) Of the two Deputy Salt Controllers, one should be in charge of 
produe!ion and the other in charge of distribution. The Deputy 
Salt Controller (Production) should preferably be a man d 
technical' qualifications with practical experience in the manufac
ture of salt. His function will be to plan production throughout 
the country with a view to meeting the demands for ·all varieties 
of salt. The Deputy Salt Controller (Distribution) need ' noll 
necessarily be technically· qualified, but should possess adminis
trative experience. He should plan the transport of salt so that. 
long haulage, delays in transit, cross movements and high cos.tl 
of transportation are avoided and the salt produced in different 
parts of the country reaches the consumer at economic rates. 
The two Deputy Salt Controllers should work in close collabora
tion with each other and it would be the function of the Salt 
Controller to co-ordinate their activities. 

c) The posts of the Deputy Salt Controllers at present held in Bombay 
and Madras should be changed to that of Regional Salt Controllers; 
an additional Regional Salt Controller should be posted at Calcutta. 
The three Regional . Controllers will work under jhe direction of 
the Deputy Salt Controllers and deal with both. production and' 
distribution of salt . within their jurisdiction. The Regional Salti 
Controller at Bombay will have jurisdiction over the salt works in 
Bombav Province, Kathiawad,. Kutch· and the two model salt 
factories . proposed· for Bombay, _The Regional Salt Controller at 
Madras ·wilL have jurisdiction over the salt ·works in Travancor., 
and in the· Madras ·.$ta~e, . excluding the Circles of Xaupada.1 

and PennugudurU:., . ·. He· will' also have jurisdiction over the three' 
model factories in.'this. region.'. The Regional Controller at Calcutt& 
will have jurisdictioh. over the salt works in Bengal,_ Orissa anl 
the Naupada: and·. Pennuguduru Circles as ·also.-the · two model 
factories in this region: 

:d) ·The Regional Salt Controilers will have under them· Assistant Con
. · · trolters and Circle ' Officers. The .function of the Assistant Con

trollers will lie' to' supervise the production and distribution of salt 
in their respective, areas and to implement the directive . of the
Salt Adviser in· remodelling the salt works and enforcin~ etand
ards of quality. ,.. The Assistant Controllers should be men of 
technical experience well versed. in the method of manufacture of 
salt. 'fhe Circle Qfticeri iihould also · ~e men. w.ith technical 
q u alifiaa tions. · 
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(i) The Regional Salt Controller of Bombay should have 2 Assistant 
Salt Controllers ·one for Kathiawad and Kutch with head
quarters at· Rajkot and the other for the rest of the salt works. 
in Bombay with headquarters at Thana. The Assistant Salt 
Controller at Rajkot should have three Circle Officers under 
him, one at headquarters, one for Kutch and the northern coast 
of Kathiawad and one for southern and western coast of Kathia
wad. The Assistant Salt Controller at Thana should have five· 
Circle Officers, one at headquarters, one each at Bhyander,. 
Bhandup and Uran and one exclusively Jor the Shiroda. and! 
Sanikatta ranges. 

(ii) The Regional Salt Controller of Madras should also be assisilea· 
by two Assistant Salt Controllers, one with headquarters at 
'l'uticorin, for the Travancore and Tuticorin works and the other· 
with headquarters at Madras for the works in the Madras,. 
Cuddalore and Adirampatnam Circles. The Assistant Salt Con-
troller at Tuticorin should be assisted by three Circle Officers, 
two to be posted at Tuticorin and 01~e in Travancore. The Assis·· 
tant Salt Controller at Madras should be assisted by four Circle· 
Officers, two ·at Madras, one in tlie Cuddalore Circle and on~, 
in the Adirampatnam Circle. 

(iii) 'fhe Regional Salt Controller at Calcutta should be assisted by
one Assistant Salt Controller. As the production in Bengal is
extremely small, we are not recommending an additional Assis- · 
tant Controller for Bengal proper, because the Regional Control• 
ler should be able to look after the production of the salt works
in Bengal. The Assistant Salt Controller should be stationed in· 
.Behrampore and be should have under him four Circle Officers,. 
one at headquarters, one for the Orissa factories and one each 
for the Naupada. anQ. Pennuguduru Circles. There will be also
one Circle Officer posted in Calcutta who will assist the Regional 
Controller on the distribution side. As and when the salt;; 
industry develops at Contai, a separate Circle Officer should.1 
be provided for this area. 

(e) We are not dealing with the subordinate staff as this will have to be·· 
fixed by the Salt Department to suit its. requirements. Where 
the Circles are very large it may be necessary appoint· Range 
Officers for the different ranges, but we do not wish to make any 
specific recommendations on this question, as their appoin,men~ 
will largely depend upon the extent and number of works in each
Circle. For instance, while it may be necessary and advisable to 
appoint only a Range Officer at Contai under the Circle Officer· 
at Calcutta, it may not be at all necessary to appoint any Range 
Officer at Katbiawad and Kutch in view of the fqct that the works
in this area are extensive and compact and could be served by 
the two Circle Officers. 

(f) There are 198 Inspectors in the Salt Department at present excluding: 
those who have come into the Department as a result of assump
tion of administrative control over the !.Lal.t-~works in the former 
Indian States~ .. _In_ view ... of thereo;g'anisaiiion. of the Departmen\ 

· which· we have proposed and the ·change in ·the -method of collec
tion of cess which we describe in subsequent paragraphs we d.: 
not consider it necessary to have such a large band of Inspector&. 
whose major· function, at present, appears to be merely the eol· 
lection of the cess. The function of the Inspectors ahouhl b&-
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that of assisting actively the Circle Officers in the production and 
distribution programme of the Department and the number of 
Inspectors should be fixed with due regard to the reduction in 
this work. 

(g) The Salt Department maintains at present a large Watch and Ward 
staff. \V e have not been able to secure separate figures of the 
number employed purely for watch ana ward purpose and tha~ 
employed as peons, etc. in the various offices of the Department. 
The number of such subordinate staff will depend upon the needs 
of the Department in the light of our recommendations on Watch 
and War~ which we make in subsequent paragraphs. · 

(h) In Chapter XX we have dealt with the question of the staff to be 
maintained at the model factot·ies and research stations and 
they will be additional to the staff recommended in this Chapter. 
A ch'art Rhowing the revised personnel of the Halt Depe...-..tment 
is given iu fig. 12. 
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on production from all :Government-owned salt works (b) at Re. 0-2-0 per 
maund on the production of all privately-owned salt works. In the Indian 
States, only Travancore· followed the- practice of the Government of India and 
levied a cess of Rs. 0-2-0 per maund. The cess levied by the Salt Departmen~ 
is intended to meet (a) the payment of compensation to the Indian States 
under treaty obligations and (b) the establishment charges of the Salt Depart
ment, including the cost of Watch and Ward staff placed by the Department 
for guarding private salt works. The higher rate of cess on the production 
of Government salt \YOrks is partly intended to ID.eet the treaty payments 
to the Indian States and partly to reduce the difference between the selling 
price of salt from Government factories and private factories. 

2.2 The budgetted administrative expenditure of the Salt Department for 
the year 1949-50 was Rs. 62.03 lakhs and its detailed distribution is shown in 
Table CLI: 

TABLE CLI.-BUDGETTED ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURE OF THE SALT DEPARTME~T, 1949-50 

(a) Comp,m~-~tio:1 to India:t St.~t,,s under Treaty obliga.tions 
(b) Offbe of the Salt Controller (Hqrs.) . • . . . . 
(c) R<Jgion<~.l O:lb<Js of the Ddputy Salt Controllers a.nu their divi>~iona.l and 
.,.~ Cid-.1 Ofbe1 . . . . . . . . . 
(d) As">ista.nt Salt Controll<Jt 's offbt~. at C<~.lcutta. a.nd th<J Circle O:Ii~t~s un:ler 

him . . . . . . . . . . 
(e) Offbe of the G~:1.era.l :\Ia.na.g.Jr, R,\jputana. Salt 'Vorks inclu.ling the 

Circle 0 ffi ~es . . . . . . 
(f) Offi3tl of tht~ Assistant Salt Controller , K'h.ua.ghoda. 
'g) Wa.~ch '& Wad Dep,\rtmoJat & peons 

Rupees in 
lakhs. 

23·20 
3·92 

10·6'} 

3·03 

8·06 
2·99 

10·83 

62·63 

Since the administration of the salt works in Travancore, Kathiawad, Kutch 
and Mandi has been taken over by the Salt Department from 1st April, 1950, 
the annual expenditure of the Department is likely to be increased by Rs. 2.40 
!akhs. The estimated re-.enue for the year 10-!9-50 from the cess was Rs. G6.43 
lakhs. \Yith the salt works in Travancore, Kathiawacl, Kutch and ~Iandi also 
paying the cess the total revenue is expected to t>xceed Rs. 80 lakhs. Since 
the expenditure under items (e) ~nd (f) of Table CLI was included in the 

. manufacturing cost of the salt produced in the Government works and was 
l'ecouped frorn the selling price the Salt Deptt. received from the cess about; 
Hs. 15 lakhs more than its budgetary expenditure in 19-!9-30: During 1950-51. 
the surplus will be of the order of Rs. 26 lakhs. 

2.3 'l'he cess has been objected to by the salt manufacturers in all the 
provinr.es and they would like it to he abolished. Their objections are fourfold. 
Firstly they do not see any necessity for continuing the Salt Department when 

-tha salt excise duty has been nbolishe<l. They look upon the superYision of 
the Salt Department as superfluous and they feel that the.v do not obtain 
:tLivantages commensurate with the contrihutior.. they make b:v way of cess. 
Secondly they do not see the ner:es,;ity of Government keeping their \\' atch and 
\\' artl personnel which is a relic of the clays when the collection and safeguard
ing oi salt duty were the principal functions of the ::-\alt Departmt>nt. l\Iany 
of the manufacturers nre bf the Yiew that this \Yatch antl \Yard is unnecessary 
and uncalled for as they can engage their own watch and ward for the pro
tt>elion of their sfllt works if· an<l when thev finLl it necessarv. Thirdlv they 
complain that a discrimination is being m:{de against them ·inasmuch· as no 
··ess is levied from unlicenst>d · manufacturers who cultivate Ralt in less tl>r.o 
lu acre plots. Fom"l .. dy the le\·y ".f a cess is considered as indefensible u 
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The industrial consumers of salt have also 
pointed out that industrial salt which . waa 
now been taxed and the cost of an essential 

2.4 Owing to the present backward state of the industry we ·are con
,·inced that the Salt Department must not only continue, but be improved 
~specially on the tedmical side, to help the industry, and the cost of the 
Department 111ust necessarily be borne by the industry. There is, however. 
110 Justification for the Government to make a profit out of this cess and the 
rate of cess can be reduced substantially as indicated below. 

2.4.1 .\t Gowmment salt works, the cess of Re. 0-3-6 per md. is levied to 
l1let't a part of the administrative expenditure of the Salt Controller's Head
..-1uartt>t"» au,l to recover in full the various forms of payment made to former 
Indian ~tate8 under Treaty obligations as compensation for sUJ"rendering the 
J"if:ht to manufacture salt. This amount for the year 1949-50 was estimated 
at Hs. :23:20 lakhs as shown in Table CLI. {Item (a)). \\' e have stated in 
subsequent paragraphs how these treaty payments came to be made and whatr 
ilwir prt>sent position is. "' e understand that the continuance of these pay
mentg is under review by the Government of India·.and it is possible that they 
may cease. \\'hatever decision might be taken on t~1is issue, we are of opinion 
tltat the reco,·ery of these treaty payments by levying a cess. on the production 
at Government salt works is not justified. 

2.4.2 \\' e agree with the manufacturers that there is no necessity for main
taining a departmental \Vatch and \Vard staff at their works when salt is no 
Iunger subjl'ct to excise duty. \Ye recommend that t.his \Vatch and 'Vard 
,;taff be withdrawn from the private salt works and that the manufacturers 
may provi<le their own \Yatch and \Yard if they so desire. Out of the total 
~xpenditure of Rs. 11 lakhs per annum on \Yatch and \Vard and peons we 
llll•l•'r->tand that the expenditure on \Yatch and \Yard proper comes to about; 
l:s. 'J iaths anJ this woul,J be sawd if this recommendation is accepted. 

:2.·L3 If three item;; fmm the buJgPtar,\· expenditure of the Salt Department 
1u·t· .l .. ductetl as shown in Table CLll, the resulting expenditure would be reduced 
to I:,;. 1!).:)8 lakhs. En•n after proYiding the anticipated increase in the 
~"t a l,]ishment expt>lHlitmE' ns a re~;u]t of ( 1) takin(T over of the salt administra-
1i .. n in th.~ former Indian State,-, and t~) the oost of m!lintaining the research 
... tat .. :·s. the total CL)St is not likely to .exceed Rs. 28 lakhs. 

T.~HLE C'LII-.-\X.-I.LYSIS 01" BoX.U'IDE EXPE:XDI n:RE OF SALT DEPARTMENT 

CHARGEABLE TO CEsS 

rlu•h:t>t.1ry t'"J'<'IHiitul"t' ( 1!1-l!l-311) • 

l •··· J,,,.t <'<'-I uf '"lmini~t rat ion at Gon•rnnwnt. salt works • 

A. ld '"'' inmt•d <"Ost of suit atlministmtion in t-he Jn•linn :~t-nt~!l 

ToTAL 

Say 

Rupoos in 
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2,5 The production of salt in India is at present in t)le neighbourhood of 
21 lakh tons (572 Iakh maunds) and it is expected to go up "duriug this year 
to 23-9 lakh tons (630 lakh maunds). Estimating a cess at the rate of r,n\y 
one anna per maund, on the entire Indian production it would yield a SllllJ uf 
Rs. 40-62 lakhs which would mote than meet the administrative expent!itlll'77 
of the Salt Department and also provide for a rebate on salt consumed by in
dustries as discussed in the following paragraph. 

2.5.1 There is some justification in the grievaJ!Ce of the industrial consu
mers of salt that the present cess has become a burden to industry and! 
salt has become more expensive than it used to be when it was supplied' 
free of duty. The chief industry where salt is an essential raw material is. 
the heavy chemical industry and the levy of a cess on salt even at a low· 
rate of Re. 0-1-0 per maund would make a significant addition to the manu
facturing cost. There may be other industries where salt may form an essential 
raw material, but the incidence of cess on their costs of production is no\. 
likely to be signitiee:u t. Jn the paper. dairy. soap, tanning and other such. 
industries the proportion of salt consumed is so small that a cess of Re.- 0-1-0> 
per maund, as recommended by us, would. m<tke no material difference to th~ 
cost of the final product. \Ve, therefore, recommend that the heavy chemical, 
industry, especially the alkali industry, be allowed a rebate equal to the cestJ. 
collected on the salt it actually consumes. The requirement of salt by the· 
heavy chemic:.<! industry will not exceed for some time to come 3 lakh tons 
(81.66 lakh mauncls) and the refund of cess will amount to Rs. 5.10 L;.khs pet~ 
annum. 'fhis will reduce the nett revenue· from cess to Rs. 35.52 lakhs a~. 
against an estimated administrative expenditure of Rs. 28 lakhs. This still. 
leaves a surplus of about Rs. 7.5 lakhs which should be an adequate safeguard .. 
against abnormal fall in production owing to unfavourable climatic conditions .. 
Furthermore, this will serve as a reserve, in case Government decide to give
the benefit of rebate of cess on salt consumed by other organised industries. 
In this estimate we have assumed that there will be no longer any need for· 
iJilports. ._\t present, the imported salt is exempted from the p11yment of· 
cess. \Ve recommend. that if imports coi1tim1e, they should be . also
subjected to the levy of cess. \Ve also recommend that the rate of the cess 
be reviewed every five years and adjusted so that Government do not suffer · 
any loss nor clo they make any substantial profit. 

2.6 At present an elaborate s·taft is maintained for collecting the cess. This 
is a continuation of the practice when the excise duty at a much higher ratE' 
was collected. The cess is now collected whenever salt moves out of a factory 
which may be daily or even several times in a clay. For the low cess we have 
recommended, we suggested a simplified procedure of collection. Every salt 
work; should be asked (a) to remit the cess clue every month or quarter as 
the case may be, and (b) to file the returns of despatches during the period, 
together with treasury receipts for payments made on account of the cess .. 
'l'bere are at present separate salt treasuries at some places merely for the 
collection of the cess. I£ our recommendation for remitting the cess once a 
quarter is accepted the cess may be paid by the manufacturers directly into 
the State treasuries and sub-offices and separate salt treasuries may be abolish
ed. The amount of the cess should be entered by manufacturers as a specific 
item in all invoices relating to the sale of salt and it should also find a specifi~ 
entry in all their account books. An additional safeguard that may be intro
duced is that whenever salt is despatched by any public transport .such a:s 
railways, steamers, etc. it should be made a condition that a challan, on an 
official form, to be supplied by the Salt Department, should be submitted 
along with the forwarding documents show!ng the amount of cess due to ths :-
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Salt Department on such consignments. The challan should be serially num
bered and one copy of it should be submitted to the appropriate Circle Officer. 
In the case of transport of salt by carts or private vehicles a similar challan 
should be submitted to the Circle Officer.· This system is not novel. In almost 
eveiy Province the sales tax is collected in this manner and the dealers are 
asked to make their remittance and to file their returns. The returns should 
be checked by the Circle or Range Officer~ and i£ any discrepancies are found 
they should be reconciled. \Ve realise that some evasion may ·take place in 
the case of transport by private vehicles, but-- since the bulk of the salt moves 
by rail or sea, we do not think that the extent of evasion would be serious. 
It is always possible, from the statements of quantities of salt produced and 
the estimated productive capacity of the factory to check any flagrant evasion 
in the payment of cess. Necessary penal measures for any evasion of the cess 
may be prescribed in the licence form and flagrant or repeated· evasions shall 
be penalised by the cancellation of the licence. The loss by evasioif will be 
small as compared to the expenditure that would otherwise have to be incurred 
in continuing the present elaborate system of collecting the ces~. 

3. Treaty Payments to Indian States. 

3.1 When the salt duty was in force it yielded a substantial revenue of 
Rs. 10 crores to tha Central Exchequer. It became an established policy of 
Government tv restrict the sources of production to as few centres as possible 
and to suppress potential sources of manufacture, particularly in Indian States 
with a view to safeguard the Government's revenue. An annual compensa
tion w,1s, in consequence, given to some of the Indian States in lieu of the 
rrivilt ges which they were thus asked to relinquish. The payment · of the 
compc11sation was of three categories: · · 

(a) ground rent for the lease by the Government of India of the salt 
sources belonging to the States; 

(b) compensation for prohibiting the pl·oduction of salt and the conse· 
quential loss of po~tial revenue to the State; and -

(c) rr.yments, in lieu of duty, on salt consumed in the State.· 
The Dudget provision for 1949-50 on account of these treaty obligations is 
sho"n in Appendix D. It amounted to Rs. 36·95 lakhs of which a sum of 
Rs. 10 · 75 lukhs was payable on account of rent and royalty and was.. included 
in the cost of production of salt in the Qovemment salt works. The balance 
of n~. ::!:J ·20 lakhs was met from the cess levied on the sales from Government 
salt works. We have dealt with the priority of this charge in paragraph 
2.4.1. Though the salt duty was abolished in April, 1947, the question of 
payment of compensation to the States has not reached final solution and 
the Government of India have continued to pay compensation on the old basis 
under stand-still agreements. Whilst payment under item (a) will have to 
be continued those on account of item (b) and (c) have lost their significance 
with the abolition of the salt duty. The continuation of these payments does 
not appeal' to us to be justified. 

4. Statutory Corporation. 
4.1 The Government salt works in Rajputana and Kharaghoda are a~ 

present operated by Government under the supervision and control of the 
Salt Department. 'l'be day to day administration of the Rajputana works is 
entrusted to the General Manager at Sambhar, who holds the status of Deputy 

· Salt Controller, whilst at Kharaghoda this c<uty is performed by an .\ssistant. 
Salt Controller. Policy matters regarding production, distribution, prices eta. 
of salt at these works are determined by thP Salt Controller, who also exercises 
a general supervision. Before the abolition of the salt duty, supervision_ was 
67 I & S 
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exercised by t~1e Central Board of Revenue whose primary interest was not so 
much to set to the development and growth of these salt works, but to devise 
~sures for collecting the salt exci~e duty. l n the Chapters on the Rajputana 
~orks as also on Kh<1raghoda, we have commented on the unsatisfactory con
dition of these works and pointed out the need to incur a substa-ntial capital 
expenditure on them in the next few years if these works are to be put in 
, a bette;_· condition. The manner in which these salt works have been man<lged 
by Government Is not a recommendation for State control of industry. In 
·our opinion, the management of large works through an administrative office 
in Delhi is not feasible unless the Salt Controller ·or a senior officer of the 
Departmrnt devotes his time exclusively to the management of these 
works. 'l'here is also the obvious disadvantage arising out of the fact that. 
ordinary rules of governmental procedure do not always lead to the maximum 
of efficiency in the conduct of a business concern. Government at present is 
paying large sums of money under Treaty Rights to the successors of the 
former Jaipur and Jodhpur durbars for the lease of the salt works of Rajputana. 
These treaty payments have always acted as a burden on the cost· of the salt 
produced in these works. Moreover, under the agreement, these States gave 
to the Government of India only the right to manufacture common salt, the 
by products being specifically excluded from the terms of the lease, ~heir exploi
tation Leing left in the hands of the two States.. It is undesirable that there 

·'should be two separate authorities, one to exercise the right to manufacture 
salt whwil is- the main product and the other to exploit the by-products. 

4.2 Taking all these factors into consideration, we have come to the con· 
•elusion that a more satisfactory control and supervision of these works as also 
their further development could be best achieved if they were entrusted to a 
Statutory Corporation to be created for this purpose to whom the entire res
ponsibility of production, development and distribution of salt and the by
products should be handed over. This Corporation may be jointly finan~ed 
cr owucC:l by the Gove.rnments of India and the Rajasthan Union, the former 
should have a proponderantly larger share in view of their (a) having invested 
considerable capital in the Rajputana Works and (b) bringing under 
the control of the Corpo.!"ation the works at Kharaghoda and Dharasana in 
which the Rajasthan Government have no vested interest. We understand 
that the Government of India have been thinking in the same terms and have had 
discussions with the Government of Rajasthan Union for the purpose of creating 
a Statutory Corporation for the Rajputana \Yorks only. We consider that the 
large Government works at 'Kharaghoda and Dharasana be also brought under 
the purview of tlie same Corporation. According to the agreements at present 
iN vogue a budget provision of Rs. 22·23 lakhs was made for payment under 
different counts to the J aipur and Jodhpur States. On the basis of an 
average production of 4,59,180 tons (1,25,00,000 maunds) of the three Rajas
. than Works the incidence of these payments amottnts to Rs, 4-13-0 per ton 
(Re. 0-2-10 pe.r maund) which is exceEsive. If the Government of R11.jasthan is 
to be a partner in the Statutory Corporation and share in the profits the present 
a{:;reemer..t should be revised and a further agreement should be ente.red into 
under which they should be entitled to receive only ground rent for the sa!t 

. sources lGased out to the Corporation. This g.!"ound rent should not be mor<~ 
than 2 pies per maund of salt produced. 

4.3 The Corporation should be given the entire assets and liabilities of tht~ 
existing works and they should (a) work the salt sources for the purpose of 

,.manufacture of _salt and its by-products, (b) control the sale and distribution 
of ,salt .and its by-products, It!) expand and develop these works in order 
to meet the increasing demallll for salt in the country, and (d) undertake. the 
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manufactU!"e of other chemicals from salt and its by-products. The Corpora. 
tion should be managed by a Board of Directors who should consist of repre. 
sentatives of the Governments of India and Rajasthan; a representative from 
the salt industry should also be appointed to assist the Corporation in the 
management of these works on a business like basis. The salt produced by 
the Corporation should be sold at a reasonable margin of profit which may be 
10 per cent. of the capital employed in the works after making full provision 
for the total cost of manufacture including .depreciation, interest, overheads, 
aJministration and other charges. From the profits, adequate proyision should 
be made for reserves for the future development of the works and the balance 
of the profits to be shared between the two Governments in the proportion of 
their shares . 
• 
5. System of Licensing. 

5.1 In what was known as British India the manufacture of salt by any 
pen;ou could only be done under grant of a licence to him by Government. In 
the Indian States this system was not uniformly followed. In Kathiawad and 
Kutch, licences were not issued by the State Governments, but a general penni• 
was ~anted in the form of industrial concessions to certain approved manu• 
factu;ers; in Travancore, on the other hand, a system of licensing similarly 
to that in vogUe in the Madras Presidency, was followed. In 1948_, permission 
was given to small producers to undertake the manufacture of salt withoufl 
licence in what is known as 10 acre concession. This is dealt with in detail in 
paragraph 5.5. From 1st April, 1950, with the assumption by the Governmenfl 
of India of administrative control over salt in all parts of India, the system 
of licensing will presumably be applied uniformly to all the States. 

5.2 Prior to Hr20, licences were issued by the Regional Boards of 
Revenue aL Bombay, l\f adras and Bengal because the collection of the saU 
duty was entrusted to them. These Boards were not purely provincial, but 
were regional. boards exercising jurisdiction in more than one province. In 
lfl:.!O, salt was declared a Central.~ubject and the Central Board of Revenue 
gradually took over the control and administration of salt factories throughout 
the provinces. By 1926, most of the factories had come under the Central 
Administration, though in Orissa and Bengal, the change was completed only 
in 1938. As the Regional Boards of Revenue were originally responsible for 
the gr,mt of licences, conditions in the licences varied from one province 
to ano~her. Even when the administration was unified under the Central 
Do<lrJ of Hevenue the original conditions of licence continued tq be in fore'!. 
Even in the same region,. different systems of licensing are fol~owed and this 
is particularly noticeable in the l\Iadras area where three different systems of 
licensing exist viz. (a) the l\Ionopoly system, (b) the Excise system and (c). 
the ~Iodified Excise system. In Bombay the system prevailing is very similar 
to the Excise syskm of Madras. In South Orissa which formerly formed u, 
part of Madras Presidency both the Excise and the Modified Excise system& 
are in vogue. North Orissa, however, follows a system similar to the Excise 
£ystem of 1\fadras. 

5.2:1 The Monopoly System.-According to this system, the manufacturer 
was given a licence to manufacture salt on the following conditions! 

(a) the quantity of salt to be manufactured (dittam) and the price to 
be paid for it (kudivaram) are stipulated annually at the com• 
mencement of the manufact-uring season, by the Salt Department; 

(b) the licensees have to mahtain and repair the salt factories at their· 
own exp•·nse and store and deliver all their production as required 
by the Department; 
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(c) the licensee has to manufacture salt of good quality to the satisfao· 
tion of the officer in c·harge of the factory; and 

(d) in case the licensee fails to exercise due diligence in. manufacture 
or commits any default, he may be fined or his licence may be 
suspended or cancelled. 

This system is almost extinct and the only two factories in l\Iadras working 
under this system, are being shortly brought under the Modified Excise System. 

5.2.2 Excise System.-In the Excise system the licensees are allowed to 
manufacture as much' salt as they desire and they could also sell it direct to 
the public after paying the excise duty, -subject to the following conditions: 

(a) the licensee has to exercise due diligence in manufacture and to work 
· the factory to its full capacity; · 
(b) no salt which is inferior _to the standard laid down from time to 

- time by the Department is allowed to be stored. The Depart-· 
ment has the power to get any salt analysed and destroy any salt 
which on analysis is found to fall below the prescribed standard; 

_ (c) the licmsee has to adopt such methods of manufacture an'd Jayout 
as the Department dirEcts and comply with rules in respect of 
storage and sale of salt; 

(d) the licensee has to maintain the factory as well as the roads, chan· 
nels, etc. within the limits of the factory in good repair and to the 
satisfaction of the Department. If he fails to comply with these 
conditions the necessary repair£> can be carried out by the Depn.!'t
ment at his cost; and 

(e) the licence is liable to be cancelled if no salt is manufactured for 
two successive manufacturing seasons. 

5.2.3 The Modified Excise System.-The 1\Iodified Excise system was 
brought into force only in HJ26. Its terms, are similar to the Excise System, 
but an additional stipulation has been introduced by which the Salt Depart
ment is entitled to a lien on a percentage of salt produced by the licensEe upto 
a maximum of 50 per cent. The licensee has to keep in reserve, at the disposal 
of the Department, this spec:fied percentage and the Department has the option 
to purchase this reserve at such rate &s it may decide from time to time. 

5.3 The terms of the licence also include comprEhensive and rigorous 
conditiuns for the collection of salt duty and the Department's main function 
was that of policing the salt works rather than helping the industry. In Appendix 
· E' we attach a comparative statement showil)g the cond'tions of licences 
in Bombay, Madras, Orissa, Bengal and Travancore. Since the Excise duf& 
has been removed many of the conditions of these licences are out of date and 
need to be revised and simplified. The functions of the Salt Department now 
should be one of rendering guidanc6 and assistance to. the industry in improving 
the quality of salt and increasing its output. We recommend that the terms. 
of the licence be made uniform in all areas and they should conform to th& 

·following:-

(a) the licence should be given for a period of 20 or 25 years; . 
(b) there should be no restriction on the quantity of salt to be man~

factured or the working period of a factory during the year; 
(c) the licence· should specify t.he relative areas to be reserved for reser

voirs, condensers and crystallis.:Jrs; proper .channels for the inleb 
of the brine and the outlet of the bitterns should be provided. 
'fhese should be on the lines of the recommendations made by 
us in the Chapter on :Model Factories and Research Stations. We 
look upon this as the most important condition for obtaining th& 
yield and aualitv of salt: ' 
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(d) hi the crystallisers the brine should not be allowed to go above 
29.5c Be' and the bitterns should be discharged regularly. The 
L:tterns should be so discharged that t.hey do not contaminate thl:' 
incoming brine nor do they get back into the works. 'Where crude 
salt is also manufact~U"ed, tha bitterns from the crude salt crystal
lisers should be discharged at 32o Be'; 

(e) the minimum quality of the salt should be specified in the licence. 
This refers to the sodium chloride content on a dry basis and 
which is at present fixed at 92 per cent. As it is intended to 
iii)prove the quality to 96 per . cent. and above · over a pl!riod 
of years, the minimum. sodium. chloride content specified .in the· 
licence should be progressively increased; 

(f) if sa!t of a specified quality is not~. manufactured Government 
should have the right to direct that such salt should not· be sold. 
for edible consumption and it should be · sold ·only ~fter· . !:>eing 
suitably denatured; · · 

(g)" the· ·recovery of gypsum should also be ··mad~ a condition of the 
licence, but no royalty need be charged- on it; 

(h) in case of recovery of other· by-products, clauses in the licence should 
be incorporated for their manufacture and a royalty should be 
levied at the rate not exceeding 21 per cent. of the ex-works 
selling price of these by-products; , 

(j) m the interest of maintainin~ the quality of salt produced, the Sa!t 
Department should reserve the right after due notice to the licen 
st:e io carry out such maintenance and r_epairs to the works at the 
cost of the licensee in the event of his failure to perform these 
obligations; 

(k) the licence should ]>rescribe~the returns that the licensee should sub
mit. These returns shotild contain information on (i) the density 
of brine charged into the condensers and crystallisers, (ii) the date 
of commencement of various operations including the harvesting 
of salt, (iii) production and sales and (iv) cost of manufacture; 

(1) provision should be made for penalty or cancellation of the licence 
(i) if the licensee fails to manufacture salt for two consecutive 
seasons, (ii) for non-payment of dues and (iii) for persistent de
fault in tlie fulfilm~nt of the condition of the licence. 

6.4 The lands on which salt is cultivated can be divided into four cate
gories: 

(a) where the lands are owned by the salt works; 

(b) where the lands belonging to the Government, either Central or 
Provincial, are leased out to parties for laying out salt works; 

(c) where the lands and the salt works are owned by Government them
selves and either operated by Government m· given out on lease 
of short or long duration to private manufacturers. In many 
instances, the owners of privat.e works also do not manufacture 
salt, but farm them out to one or more lessees on payment of 
an annual rent; 

(d) where the Government of India haYe taken on lease lrwds from Indi~n 
.States for_ establishing Government salt work&. 

5.4.1 Lease of Goi'Cmmeut Lauds.-,Vhen lands belonging to either ti1e 
Ccntrul or Provinci~l Government are lea!'ed out for salt illanufacture, the 
trrb~ jf tl~e le>:tsr vary fron1 rr•gion to region. . Even in the sanie· region 

'there is d!fTc1 ence in· the terms fixed by the Central Government and those 
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by the Provincial Government. In Bombay, for instance, the Provincial G.)V· 

ernment has leased out the lands on a long tenure of 99 years. \Vhilst in 
Madras, the Central Government lease out their lands for ·periods varying from 
IS to 25 years. The rate of ground rent also varies from place to place. We 
conside:r that in the interest of the indust1y as a whole it would be advisable 
to have a uniform procedure. both with regard to the duration of the lease and 
the ground rent. charged. . \Ve. recommend that the lease J>e given for renewable 
periods of- 25 ·years and the ground .rent be. collected on the outtum at the 
rate ~f Re-. 0-4-6 per ton (2 pies a maund), or a minimum fixed .charge per 
acre ·whichever·is higher. _,If the .ren~ is determined as _a' fixed ,minimum 
charge, it should be fixed ~with due regard" to_ .. clim~ti.G and other factors 
and pa.~;~cu~a,rly t~ ,~i~iii,lt~:m yield p'er. a.9:~ ,tha~ ~a.y ~e , expec~eq if the 
works, a.r~ opera~ed.,op ;r.tght)in,es." ; We· suggest _the following· Sgures to· s-erve 
IS the _ba-sis for. assessing .the _minimum yield per acre· of cultivated area for 
the salt producing zones in India.; 

{a) Kathiawad and Kutch , . 
{b) Bombay- . 
(c) Travancoru :-

{i) Soa brin'l . 
{ii) Tube well brine 

(d) 1\Iadra.s :-
(i) Naupada, Pennuguduru, 1\lddra.-; & Cuddalore 

(ii) Adirampa.tnam-
{a) SeJ. brmo 
(b) Pit brine • 

(iii) Tuticorin 
(e) Orissa. . 
(f) West Bengal 

. 

,, ·. 
Yield per acre 

Tons Mds. 

50 1,360 
27·5 750 

50 1,360 
so 2,180-

40 1,090 

50 1,360 
110 2,990 
150 4,080 
22 600 
IS 500 

5.4.2 Short-term Leases of Salt TVorks.-\Ve have come across many in
stances where salt works belonging to GovernmEnt and to private parties have 
been farmed out on short-term leases extending over one to three years. This 
practice is harmful to the salt industry and should be stopped as early as 
possible. 'l'he present licensing rules provide that salt works cannot be sublet 
or le:1sed without the pennission of the Salt Department, but apparently such 
permission has been easily forthcoming in the past. Government also have 
been resorting to this practice. \Ve recommend that the leasing or subletting 
of salt works on Government lands should not be permitted as a general rule. 
The lP.s;;ee has no intere>st either in maintaining the works or improving them 
with the result that the works and the quality of 'salt produced continue to 
deteriorate. We are suggesting this salutary· check to debar the owners from . 
leasing out their works. Under exceptional circumstances, when it beeomes 
llecessary for an owner to lease out his works, the S1lt Department may, in 
the int€rest of continuity of production, give its permission for a limited. 
period after satisfying itself that the new lessee is in a position to manufacture 
salt· and observe all the terms of the licence. On the expiry of this period 
should ·the original owner be not in a position to resume manufacture, the 
Salt Department should consider the possibility o~ transferring the lease of 
the lands permanently to a new lessee. 

5.5 CoNC,ESSION TO SMALL PRODUCERs.-In 1931, under the Gandhi-Irwin Pact, 
Governinent had permitted the manufacture and collection of salt, for purpose, 
of Jocal domestic consumption: by villages immediately adjoining: a.r~~s w~~
aalt could .be' collected or made .. ·Such salt .could not. be transported except· 
by . headloads and could not be sold for purpose of trade outside the village 
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limit. On 23rd April 1948, about the s:1me time as this Committee was formed, 
the Government of India issued a Press Note (Appendix F) outlining a new 
policy for.. increasing the production of sa!t by small scale producers. In acoor
dance with this policy individuals or g.!'oups were _permitted to produce salt freely 
in any land to which they had lawful &eoess -and. by whatever prpcess they 
desired, viz.: by either solar evaporation or• boiling of brine or scraping_ or ex~ 
cavo.tion ancl extraction of· saline· earth, the .only restriction being-; thatt. th.t 
total area. of lands which could be- so utilised by any:individua.l or group should 
not be· more than 10 acres. Licences under-the•Centra.l Excise and: Salt• Act 
1944 were dispensed with and this· ~(1, of· production of salt. was virtually 
taken out· of the purview of the, Salt . ·Department.• Gove+IliD._ent, how~ver.~ 
reserved the right· to· take preventive-' measures-; in:; case.- the; qll{tolity., of· B~~ 
produced by- these' small manufact~rerst was •unwhQlesome,for-huma~ consum~-
'ion. . . 

''! ..... 

b:5.f i:ni · tht imp!emeiiting: 'of' llilli; po'flcvpkeve'taF • iu1dtnaiies'- afrd;,atffitfultl\3~: 
were' encoi,intJrEid 'from' tf.d' vei:j', stal,-t~·· AI hlih'· been' ·statetl0 rep~atedlj' inl~t~ 

. report; all" the sal{ producing areas'; exoo'p~'·Ka'thiiiwa.d' and'·KiitcJi~' ha'\'e a large 
numl:ier 0£ Small licensees" whd"oper'at'e &rJaS'~'ey'en lesi!·'thati one •acr.e~L·. It 1'WQs~ 
therefore, incongruous that while these established' manufacturers were expecf--ed 
to take out- licences, ·the new concessionaires were exempted from this oblig&• 
tion. This was a legitimate grievance of·· the small licensees. There was alsq 
the obvious temptation for the new oonce~sionaires to start in the name, of 
several members of t.he family a se:ries. of small salt works each· limited to 
10 acres, but in the aggregate extending, over large areas. These smail 10 acre 
works, individual units merely in name, are in fact large salt works organised 
and operated with the intPntion of evading the rrovisions of the Central Excise 
and ~Jrt Act. Furthermore, the production in these 10 acre concessions· is 
Pxempted from the levy of the sal~ cess and this has given birth to another 
abuse which could not have been 'foreseen by Government. -_ Enterprising ;salt· 
traders began to rinance hereditary salt workers to set up these small conces
s;on work3 in cont:guous areas in return fO.!' the exclusive right to purchase>. thei~. 
production and evade payment· of the salt cess. , To minimise· these abuses, 
the ::;,J]t Dt>partment had to issue a clarification in February, 1949, that if 
more than one co~1cession works were gro1.1ped- in a particular area and their 
total :tcrt'll.l!'P excceJ.ed 10 acres such works would be treated as a factory arid 
th•:·y woultl be rrquired to tnkc out ·I:cences and be subjected to al! the .. 
:t·~!.l.t~:<J :,; g J\'P:~ll:.g riw licem;ed factorie~;;. 

5.:i.:! \re have had occasions, during our tours, to visit some of these small 
concessions, particularly in the Madras Presidency. and it confirmed our. mis
givingg of Government's policy in attempting to increase the p! lduction of 
salt by means which are open to abuse and which are bound t... lead to a 
deteriorntion in the quality of salt. Even in the licensed factories we have 
repeatedly referred to the sniall size of a large number of holdings which are 
being fragmented still further. These small holdings are incapable of producing 
salt either economically or of a good quality. It .is inherent in the nature of 
things that for the production of salt bv solar evaporation large areas must. 
be set apart .to achieve efficient op&ation~ In small works of' 10 acres and less 
it is not p"ossible to produce good quality salt at an economic cost. If a 10 acre· 
works is to produce good quality salt, it should reserve about 11 acres under" 
erystallif'ers. From such a. small area, the production, even under the most ideal: 
conditions, would be subject to many fluctuation~ and would be so small· as t6· 
render the enterprise uneconomic and wasteful of b·oth solar and hunian· en~rgy. 
'Y ~ full~ appreciate_ the historie·at·' bookgrE>und. that' led· to the· forzmi<lao!llorr · oft 
thi& pPhr;y; bot . the·· eeonorni~·- ol .sal1 ~etiOD calP f6t e<m~lidMion · oF 
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holdings rather than their fragmentation and in any effort to encourage here 
ditary labourers to become producers of· salt, the economies inherent in th1 

. manufacturing process should be kept in view. We have, therefore, no )lesita 
tion in recommending that the policy of Government should be modified an< 
lhese concessionaires should be asked to form themselves into co-operativ1 
societies so that they may group together· into economic units of a minimun 
of 100 acres or more. If there is to be a proper contror over the quality of sal 
produced in these concessions-and Government have already safeguarde< 
~hemselves in the notification of 23rd Ap.ril 1948-tll.ey should be brough 
undt: r . the system of licencing. · Government can adopt a libera 
attitr1-le in regard to the issue of such -licences. Unless such a control iJ 
exer(;i.sed over all the salt :produced in: the country, measures calculated tc 
improve the yield and quality of salt in the factory areas will be sabotage( 
and. will ·only lead to a systematic evasion of the intentions of Government. 

'· 5.6 .Manufacture of salt at present is regulated . under the Central Excis~ 
and. f$!3..1~. Act 1944, which brought up-to-~ate and unified the previous provincia 
legislatio~s for the control of manu~acture . of salt. As has been pointed ou· 
in ~~veral places, all previous legislation ,and orders were biased in favour o: 
safegu_arding the . salt duty. With the abolition of duty, salt has been taker 

. away fr;om the jurisdiction of the Central Board of Revenue and brought unde1 
the Ministry of Industry & Supply because salt is now rightly looked upon ai 
an important basic industry for the country. The present needs of the sal1 
industry, however, require a fresh legislation notr based on the penal and 
revenue aspects but on the rleVf•lopment aspect. •ro exercise a better control 
on the production and quality of salt and to make the procedure uniform in 
all areas,· we recemmend that Ealt be removed from the operations of the 

. present Central Excise and Salt Act and b.rought under the legislation proposed 
for the regulation of industries .. 

. 6. Salt Advisory Committee. 
6.i We had recommended in our Interim Report that Government should 

take the industry into its confidence and set up . a Standing· Advisory Com
mittee on. Salt consisting o~ representatives of the Government of India (from 
the Ministries of Industry & Supply, Commerce and Transport), manufacturers, 
consumers and also of importers, if Government so desired. This Committee 
should' meet periodically and advise Government on all questions dealing with 
(a) production in the country, (b) distribution, (c) imports and (d) exports, if 
any. Periodical meetings of such a Comrrlittee would, in our opinion, enable 
Government to review in consultation with all interests concerned 

(a) the 'position of supply and demand in the country; 
(b) the regulation of imports of foreign salt and 
(c) the_ steps to be taken to increase production with a view to attaining 
. (i) self-sufficiency and 

(ii) surplus in production to permit exports. 

With such an Advisory Committee, coming into existence, the manufacturers 
would be able to know in advance the quantity of salt to produce each year 
and plan their progra'mme accordingly: At the same time Government would 
be abl~. to draw up their programme of imports of foreign salt to me~t deficits 
in supply, if any, in consultation with the manufacturers. Such- a Committee 
cquld (l.lS() discus.s the question of the quality of salt produced and by friendly 
disc~ssion and ·persuasion bring about a change in the mentality of some o£ 
the. mc1.nufact.urers who still per:;ist in manufacturing salt of inferior quality. 
'!'he p~·esence of consumers' representative would safegu;:~rd the interest of the 
,com~?t.l man which must be paramount in this as ·in any other industry and 
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would ensure that no attempt was being made by the manufacturers and tha 
salt trade to create scarcity conditions in order to push up the price of salt. -
The Advisory Committee could ·with profit review the prices charged at aif
ferent manufacturing centres and its relation to the selling price in different 
parts of the country. It is not possible to delineate all the functions of a 
Committee of this character and how it can most profitably serve the purpose 
for which it is constituted. It will not always be possible to maintain an 
even balance between all the interests represented on such a Committee. For 
obvious reasons the deliberations of the Committee cannot be anything more 
~han recommendatory in character. 

.. 
6.2 Government have accepted our recommendation and a Salt Advisory 

Committee has been set up consisting of representatives from the Parliament 
(representing consumers' interest), manufacturers and importers. · 

1. Kanufacturers' Associations. 

7.1 The salt manufacturers in different parts.. pf Indi_a. h!lov~ formed them-. 
selves into local associations to protect their interests. A list of. th~se associa-, 
tions is shown in Appendix 'G'. Whilst it is desirable that the manufacture~ 
shoulJ gather together to exchange views for the p~omotion of the industry 
and to safeguard their interests it has to be recorded with regret that in many 
cases these associations have developed a limited and parochial outlook which 
does not permit them to look at the problem of the industry as a whole on 
an all-India basis. By forming a number of small local associations they 
have reduced their utility and importance to speak with authority· oil behalf 
of the industry as a whole. If the salt industry in this country is to advance 
rapidly and a witlespread improvement is to be brought about in the present 
'quality of salt, a big responsibility has to be shouldered "by the manufacturers 
In bringing about this change voluntarily and in advance of any control measures 
that Government might consider necessary. If the industry were to set ita 
house in order it could render more ~ftective service to the ·country than could 
be achieved by executive control through governmental agencies. GovernmelU; 
als;J would then be in a better position to ascertain genuine requirements 
and assist the industry. No attempt has been made to form provincial or 
regional federation of the local associations, except in Madras where they have 
federatea into one single association, .viz. the ~adras Provincial Salt Industriat.. 
ists Association. What is, however, required is a. federa.tion of .an All-India 
char~~octer to which the existing associations would be affiliated and which could 
speak ·authoritatively on behalf of the industry as a whole. The fprmation 
of such a federation Rhould be welcomed by Government who could then contao\ 
the industry through a single representative body instead of their having to 
deal with a group of associations each holding different views (from the other) 
and each vying with another for Government's patronage and recognition. We 
understand that some of the associations have begun to claim an all-India. 
character and have started making efforts to affiliate to themselves other smaller 
associations. In its very nature, an attempt of this character is likely to 
meet with failure because the smaller. associations would be afraid ~hat by 
such a merger they would merely liquidate themselves and become subservient 
to more powerful organisations and interests. 'rhis would not serve the pur
pose that we have in view. What is needed as a first step is a voluntary 
federation of the small local asscciations into regiona.l associations. These· 
regional associations should then come toaether and form an· All-India Fede
ral ion. In order that this may be done, Government might have to take t:he· 
lca,l :l'1d convene a conference of the salt. manufacturers f.rom different parts' 
of India where this suggestion might be discussed and evolved. \Ve commend 
this suggestion to the attention of the Government and of the salt 
manufacturers. 
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8. Summary ol Recommendations. 

(a) The present organisation of the Salt Department should be modified 
and its present character of a col!ector of revenues should be changed W that of 
a development department. (1.3) 

(b) The re-constitution. of the· Depa.rt~ent should· be as· shown· in paragraph 
1.4. . • . .• (1:4)' - .. .. .. . 

(c) The salt cess sh<;mld be reduced from its present differential .,rates to 
_ a uniform rate of Be. 0-1-0 per maund and to be le;yj,ed on the eJ?tir~ Indian'· 

a uniform rate of RP. 0-1-0 per maund and to be levied on the entire Indian,' 
aalt; if anv. . . .. . . (2.5~ 

) "·" ~ 
· (d) The heavy . cherpieal r induBtly .·especially ,,th~. alka~~. ind.~~try.~ 'sh.o~~(J.'')f 

allowed a. rebate Mual to the cess collected on the salt 1t actually consumes. • 
_ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . (2.5~lr 

(e)" rhe ~· pres~h.~~ el~b'Gri.ti{'stii.fl :for 'collec'tiiig: the _8at[· ~ess .s.hq"!lid -~~- dis. . ." 
continued in· fav"ur of' a simplified: proCedure' of collection as recommended., 

. , In 2.6:' .· . - (2.6) 
....- ~: 'i. : ... ''·· ;~~ ~::,,o· ·~ '•: I~-.-')'' t•,-. • •' 

(f) .,The paymeuts_. ,under. Treaty Rights. to. former Indian: States M ·com-· 
pensation _for pl'Obibitirig productio~ of· salt and in lieu' of duty on· salt con
Burned in the States, do not appear to be justified in view of the abolition of· 
the salt duty. . , . (3.1) 

(g). (i)~ The management of. Government salt works shguld be entrusted to 
a Statutory Corporation in order to obtain satisfactory control and supervision 
of these works. Such a Corporation should be jointly owned by the Govern-

. ments of India and Rajasthan Union. (4.2) 

(ii) On the creation of the Corporation the present payments made to the 
Rajasthan lln:ol? under T.!'eaty Rights should be revised and a fresh agree
ment arrived at for the lease of the salt sources to the Corporation. (4.2) 

(iiij The Corporation should be managed by a Board of Directors· consisting 
of representatives of the Government of lndia, the Government of RajasthaJ1 
Union and of the salt industry. · ·· (4.3) 

(h) 'l'he present terms under which liceu'ces f~r the manufacture d s~lt 
are, issued are rigorous and should be revised and simplified. (5,3) 

(j) (i) Wherever Government lands are leased out for salt manufacture, a 
uniform procedure with regard to the duration of the' lease and the ground rent 
to be charged should be adopted. · · · (5.4.1) 

(ii) Leasing or subletting of salt works on Government lands should not be 
permitted as a general rule. (5.4.2) 

(kJ The policy of Gove~ment in giving 10 acre concessions should be modi
fled .. 1'he concessions that have already been· given should be merged into 
co-operative societies each having a manufacturing unit of a minimum of 100 
acres and should be brought under the system of licensing. (5.6.2) 

_ (i) A' Salt_ Advisory Committee consisting of representatives of the Gov
_ernment ·of India; the manufacturers, consumers ·and importers should be set 
up. . . _ (6.1) 

(m)- The smalJ local associations of. manufacturers should be induced to 
federate into re'gional associations which could . tl:len come together to form an 
All-India Federation of salt manufacturers·. Government might have· to tak& 
• lead in bringing about this consuma~n. · ('1.1) 
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In conclusion we wish to reiterate our conviction that it is within the reac~ 
of the salt industry to meet not only the country's present low requirements.. 
of salt but also to attain at the end of the next five years the target of production.. 
that we have~ envisaged. The industry has the means and the resources fo~ 
IBubstantial development and we see for it a great future. It will be the duty 
of the Government to extend all facilities to the industry in its development: 
on a regulated and planned basis and to co-ordinate the interests of the manu~1 

facturets, the traders and the consumers, as discussed in detail in this report ... 

B. SHAH, 
Secretary. 

Ntw Delhi, the ~7th April, 19SO. 

38f. 

P. A. NARIELWALA, 
Chairman ... 

K. L. :M:OUDGILL, 
MemberL-

1\I. .D. MITRAL, 
·Member._ 

SfiJV CHARAN DAS, 
Member-,~ 



Facl·Jry d£tail&-

APPE~DIX 'A 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. State the name of your factory and its owners. 
2. How long has your fadory been in existence! 
3. Is your factory on lease to you or worked by you as owners! If on lease, pleas& 

&tate the rent you pay and the term~ of your lease. 
4. Do "ou operate your factory on a licence! If so, please state the name of the licensing 

authority," the licence fees paid and the principal terms of the licence including its duration. 
5. Please state tht> amount of capital invested by you at the inceptirn~ of your wo1b 

an•l th ~ present rapit;,l. If there is any increase in the capital indicate the reasons. 
6. What is the total area of your works in acres! Please· give separately the area in 

acres of year (a) reservoirs, (b) condensers, (c) crystallising beds, (d) platforms, sieving 
grounda, storage, etc. 

7. Please give the size of your crystallising pans in" feet and their total number. If ,.the 
size varieo, please mention the nriations. · . 

8. Is the floor of your crystallising beds Irade (a) of natural earth, (b) lined with cement, 
(c) asphalt lined ot (d) treated in any speciol way! 

9. What is the ellect of any specially lined crystallisers on (a) quality, (b) quantity of_ 
yidJ! , 1 

10. What is th~ storage capacity of your works? How do you store your salt, in the 
op·m or in closed goa owns! If stored in open yards, what is the likely loss as a resul• 
of washing off by ra:ns! 

11. Indkate the source of your brine (L"iz., sea water, or inland lakes or wells-pits or 
tub.:! wells) and its density at its intake into reservoirs or condensers. 

12. Do yon err.ploy any me.:hanical meana in your manufacturing process such as (a) pump11 
(b) trolleys, (r:) washing plant, (d) crushing plant, (e) any other! 

13. Pkase indicate th\3 capacity '!- your washing and crushing plants, if any. 
14. \'\hat steps do you take to protect your works against rains and what preparatory 

measures La\ e to be employed by you each year before starting .lllanufacture! Please state 
the amount of money spent by you annually on such preparatory work. 
Method~ of Manufacture-

15. Plea~e describe briefly the method of manufacture employed by you. Do you resorll 
to only solar evaporation or any artificial evaporation at any stage of the process! 

16. Have you any meteorological data of (a) rainfall, (b) rate of evaporation. (c) humidity, 
(d) maxin.um and minimum temperatures, (e) wind velocity recorded during the differen~ 
mouths of tl>e year! If so, give the available information against each year for the lasi 
10 years. ' 

17. \\nat i& the duration of your manufacturing season! Please state when you stan 
the works each year and when you stop the operatioir, 

18. What i& the time taken for the intake brine to evaporate and deposit its first crystalll 
of salt! 

19. How often do you remove salt from pw! State, if ·possible, the thickness -..f the 
aalt layer just bc!ore it is taken oat. 

20. Is the salt washed at any stage for removal of imparities! If so, what do you 
employ, frl'sh water, sea water or brine! . 

21 What is the a'erage annual yield of salt in Bengal maands or tons per acre of crystal· 
lising area aJJd per acre of the total works? 

22. Mention the different grade& of salt manufactured in your worka and give thejw 
qualities and analyses. 

23. Can you improve the quality of your salt so as to conform to 98 per cent. Sodium 
Chloride on dr) basis! If so, what steps would you have to take to bring about thia 
improvement! • 

24. Do yo•1 make any refined or table salt! If so, describe your process and s1ate tne 
quantity manufactured annually during the last ten years. 

388 
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:a>. Do you operate any evaporator for production of vaculiiil salt! If so, please describe 
•briefly yo•.1r plant, its size and your manufacturing cost of vacuum salt as compared with 
the cost of solar evaporation. Please also give an analysis of your, vaccum salt. 

26. H-.>w often do you eliminate the bitterns! Do you utilize them for the recovery 
tf any IJ y · pr,?ci ucts ! 

27. Do you recover any of the following by-products in your works! If so, describe briefly 
the meLhod employed by jou in their manufacture :-

(a) Gypsum, (b) Bromine, (c) :Magnesium sulphate (Epsom salt), (d) Sodium sulphate 
(glauber salt), (e) Potassium Chloride, (f) Magnesium Chloride. 

Produr.liou-
28. Please give your factory's production of salt, month by month, for the last 10 years. 

29. Can you increase your production? 1f so, how soon and to what utent? Wl::al 
usistance, ii r.ny, is required for carrying out this expansion and. what llo you estimate as 
the co3t of <~::-.tending your works? 

30. State your average cost of production per ton (or per 100 Bengal maunds)-(a) now, 
·(b) during 1935-40, (c) during 1~5. 

31. Please show the 'break-up of your cost per ton or 100 Bengal maunds under the 
follow~ng l.eads :- · 

(a) co~t for obtaining brine into reservoirs, 
(b) labour, · 
(c) power and fuel, 
{d) maintenance (including repairs and betterment}, 
-(e)· supervision, 
·(f) overheads, 
·(g) rents, rates and taxee, 
(b) intuest, 
(i) depreciation, 
(j) any other miscellaneo118 charge.. 

If you are washing and crushing the salt, please also indicate separately your approximate 
washing anti cmshing charges, under the above-mentioned heads. 

32. Do you believe that your cost could be reduced by (a) improved method of manufacture, 
(b) revised lay-out of your works, (c) ml'<"r.anisation wherever feasible. u- so, what is the 
11xtent of 1'ed11ctior. you anticipate? • 

• 33. Please state your annual production in tons of tJ>e by-products manufactured by yoa 
_ during thJ last 10 years. 

34. Please give the cost of these by-products indiYidually and under the same heads 
as shown in Question No. 31. [For item (a) show the cost of obtaining bitterns into the 
respeeti \'e by-product plants.] 

Diatr~7Jution-

35. How lio you pack your salt, (aj loose or in bags, (b) crushed, or uncrushell ~ !f 
bagged, please 8tate the different sizes of packing and thl3 nett, quantity of salt in each 
packing in lbs. 

36. 'Vhat are the areas in which you distribute your salt! How far are the~o areail 
from ymtr wot·ks ! 

37. Hc:w is your salt transported to the markets, by (a) rail, (b) country-craft, (c) steamers 
-or (d) carts~ Pleasf: state the freight and handling charges borne by you t:er Bengal maund 
or ton for the last ten years. How far are your works from the nE'arest port or railheall! 

38. Do ~'CIU meet with any difficulties with regard to transport of your salt! . Are 'there 
any Government restrictions in the salt reaching the markets? 
· 39. Dcscrihe Lriefly your organisation for distribution. Do you distribute salt directly 
to wholE's&iers or to retailers! Do you prefer distribution through Central or Provincial 

· Government agenclea! 
40. What is your cost of distribution per Bengal maund or to.n! 
41. Please indicate the qcantity of salt sold by you during the last 10 years and your 

'Wholesale selling prices per Bengal maund or ton ex-works during thif period. 
•2. Please give, if possible, the retail prices of your salt during the l10st h) year~. 
43. D'l yO': meet "itb nny competition from imported aalt? ,Jlow do the !>rices of impo~ 

ealt compare with those of yours? Do you need any protection,. 
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44. Do you export any salt outsidQ India! If so, give the name of the countries and the 

-amount of salt exported to each country during the last 10 years. 
(.V.B.-As P&-kistan is now a foreign territory, your sales to Pak~:.an should be showu 

here.) 

45. Wh.tt steps do you suggest for keeping the price of salt both wholesale and 1-etail 
at a fair remunerative level! 

46. What percentage of profit should -in your opinion the manufacturers add to their 
(·ost in arri\'ing at a fair selling price! 
:Staff and Lal;our-

41. Pie¥~~ stato the number of persons employed in your works under the following· 
beads :-

(a) administrative, 
(b) technical-(i) chemista, and (ii) engineers (civil, mechanical or electrical), 
(r) .labou~(i) skilled and (ii) unskilled. 

48 Is your labour of permanent nature or migratory! 
49. Where do you draw your labour from! Is it local or imported! 
50. l'lea1e state the daily wage you pay your skilled .and unskilled labo)ll. 
51. Please give your· scales of salaries for your administrative and technical staff, 

Technical tUBi&tance-

52. Rave you any f&cilitiea for carrying out researeh! If ao, have any steps beea 
takeu by yo~. so far to improve the method of manufacturing salt! · 

53. Are you in favour of establishing a central research ltation and model factoriea f 
54. Have you any euggestions to make regarding the founding of the research statiolll 

and mod•ll factories. Should there be one· or more of each! What would be the mo•• 
suitable location for tho~~&! 

55. Are you prepa1ed to make any financial contribution either annually or lump sum 
tow11r:la the founding of central research stations and model factories! 

56. Are you 1n favour of a cess on salt for maintaining such research z;tation and Iuadel 
factories! Ii so, what in your opinion should be a reasonable cess! 

57. Are you agt'eeable to receive technical assistance to increase the production at your 
works and improve the quality of you&·'salt! If so, would you be prepared to pay for 
the technical guidance! State the baslll of auch payment by you •. 

General-

58. Are you members of any association of mandacturers! If so, state the name of the 
Association and its functions. 

59. Does your association offer any technical assistance in the manufal-ture of salt? 
60. Wo.uld yo_u be p:epared to ~perate your ~orks on a. co·?pera.tive basis by a voluntary 

merger With ne1ghbourm~ works In order to unprove the y1eld and quality of salt and 
lnwP.rina U:A l"nQ.t. nf nrn~nttf1nn? 



APPE::t-.i"DIX 'B' 

l. :MUTUAL SOLUBILITIES OF SODIUM OARBO:lii'ATE (N<11Co.1) A...'m SODIUM CHLORIDE (Na.Cl) 
IN 100 PARTS OJ' SOLUTION (AQUEOUS) AT DIFFERE:lii'T TEMPERATURES 

' Liquid Phase 

Solid Phase o•c 2s•c 35° 

-- -------------
% I % % % % % 

Na1C01 NaCI Na..co. NaCI ~;a..co. NaCI 

~----------- -------- -----
Na1C0a, IOH 10 6.6 0.0 22.7 0.0 

4.3 4.5 19.6 5.6 

3.7 8.2 18 8 10.8 

3.1 12.:{ 

2.8 zii.i 

Na
1
C01, 10H10, Na2C01, 7H 10 19.0 11.8 

Na1C08, 7H10 
18.4 13.0 32 9 0.0 

31.5 2.0 

· Na
2
C08, 7H20, Na.2C0 3 , H 20 

31.()0 2.5 

Na1C01 , HaO 
30.2 2.9 

Na1C01 , H 10, NaCI 
16.8 16.1 

Na1C01, l0H10, NaCI 2.8 24.2 

-· 

NaCl 1.1 215.1 7.9 21.3 7.4 21.7 

0.0 26.3 o.o 26.4 4.0 24.0 ' 

- 0.0 26.6 
I 

3 9 1 



A~PENDIX 'B'(contd.) 

2. MmAL SOL't'lliLITIES OJ' 1\IA.GNESIUM CHLORIDE (MgCI8) AND SODIUll CHLORIDE (XaCJ) 

IN 100 I' ARTS OJ' SOLUTION (AQUEOUS) AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATU-RES. 

(Sy&em H 10+MgCI1 +NaCI) 

Liquid Phase 

Soild Phase 0°C 25°C l05°C --- --------------------
% % % 01 % 01 /o 10 

MgC11 . NaCl .:MgCJ. NaCI ]lfgCJ2 NaCJ 

---
34•55 .. 35·47 .. 42•78 .. 

33•90 0·72 35·80 0·21 42·78 Tr 

NaCl 27·95 1·47 29.92 I· 12 37·14 0·84-

19·34 6·19 24·40 4·11 34·55 1•1l 

15•16 9·77 20·00 6'01 27·82 3•74-

.• 7·48 17·93 16•84 8·79 26·69 4·11 

10·22 15·01 22·51 6•67 

5 95 19·50 13·0!) 14·4-t 

2·75 23·24 6·(;6 21·8~ 

26•29 26•27 1•66 26•:!5-

28·2~ 

--- I 

3 9 2 



APPENDIX •B' (contJ.) 

3. :\!oTUAL SOLUBILITIEi:l OF SODIUM C!ILORIOE (NACl) A:-iD POTASSIUM CHLORIDE (KOl) 

1::-i 100 PARTS OF SOLUTION (AQUEOUS) AT DIFFE.&E:-<T TEllPERATUERS 

(System H 10+NaCl+KCl) 

Liquid Phase 

Soild Phase 16.03"~ 25°C 50°C 

% % O' % Of- Of 
i'o ,o .. o 

KC1 NaC~ KC1 NaC1 KC1 NaC1 

---
h. -c1 25·35 - 26·99 . . 30·04 .. 

19·29 8'65 

17·65 10·74 
-

15.30 14·12 

I rCI+NaC1 9"83 20·40 ll·20 20•36 14•59 19·26 

\aCl .. 26·32 10·32 20·84 .. 26·80 

7"03 22·68 

3·59 24·53 

I 26·49 
.#, __ 

3 9 3 



APPE~i'DJX 'B' (conlcl.) 

-t. ~.I.:ra.~!. ilcH.allr!.rrrE3 o~r SJDitJ'I C I!.::>Rm<: (.~ ACl) A~o Soollnl SULPIIATE (::-i<l1SO ,) 
1:-r 11J P.~!Uil OF \VATE3 (Ha0J Ar !>IB'li'EJJ.I!:~ T.l!l:IIPERATUBES 

Tempemture 
Degrees Centigrade. 

10 

27 

:w I 

I. 

NaC1 Na9SO, 
(in _100 parLs of water) 

o·oo 9·14 
4·28 6·42 
9·60 4·'76 

15·65 3·99 
21•82 3"97 
82·13 4·15 
30·11 4·34 
32•27 4·59 
33·76 4·75 

o·oo 21·13 
9·0.5 15·48 

17·48 13·73 
20·41 13·62 
26·01 15'05 
26·53 14•44 
27•74 13·39 
31"25 10"64 
31"80 10"28 
32"10 8.43 
33·69 4·73 
34·08 2·77 
35•46 0·00 

0·00 28•74 
2·74 26•57 
8·15 23.15 

19•86 20•52 
24·58 14•86 
31·21 9·95 
32•02 9•61 

O·OO 31•10 
2·66 28·73 
5·20 27·17 
7·90 26·02 

16 •13 24·83 
18·91 21·39 
19·64 20·ll 
20·77 19·29 
32•33 9·53 

o·oo 39·70 
2•45 38•25 
5·61 36•50 
7 91 35•96 

10 61 . 31•64 
12·36 29•87 
15•65 25•02 
19·44 21·30 
2!)·611 i 9 ·Ot) 
32·43 9·06 

---
394 



AP~EN•DIX 'B' (concld.) 

4. MUTUAL SOLUBILITIES OF SODIUM CHLORIDE (NACI) AJSD ~ODll:M 'SrLP~ATE }-:s,~·o 4 ] 

I~ 100 PARTS OF WATER (JJ 20) AT DIFFEREJST TE~IPERATrRES 

~'--

Temperature 
Degrees Centigrade 

33 

NaC1 N<}2SO, 
(in 100 parts of water) 

o·oo 48·48 
1·22 46·49 
1·99 43 ·16. 
2 64 44 0!). 
3 47 42 61 

12·14 29 32: 
21•87 16·83 
32•84 8·76 
33·99 4·63 
34'77 2·75 

0·01\ 47·94 
2·14 43·75 

13·57 26·26 
18·78 !9·74 
31·91 8·28 
35•63 O·OO 



.\PPEXDIX 'C' 
Private anti Confidential. 

DRAFT FOR COMMENTS 

Doc : CDC 3(160) 
Dated 4th February 1950. 

Ii\DIAN STANDARDS INSTITUTION (lSI) 

HEAVY CHE!\IICALS (IXORGANIC) SECTIONAL COMMITT-EE (CDC 3) 
TENTATrVE DRAFT INDIAN STANDARD SPECIFICATION 

FOR 

EDIBLE Co.:\IMON SALT 

FOREWORD 

Commnn salt is produced in India from different sources and its present output c.tceeda 
two million tons. Owing to the diversity of sources and variations in practic,es o£ manu
facture and storage, the quality of salt has shown undesirable variations. 

A request fur laying down standards for edible salt was made by the Director of 
Industries, Bombay, The need for standards was also felt ·keenly by the Salt Experts 
Committee, appointed by the Government of India in April 1948, who noted in the course 
<lf their visib to tht- salt works in India that the salt at present produced in some part of 
the country is of poor quality due to a number of reasons. In the opinion of this Com
mittee the quality of the salt could be improved easily and if some standards were laid 
down, it would h!>lp the progressive manufacturers in improving the quality and output 
of material pr<'duced by them. The Government of India also appreciated this viewpoint 
an.J desired that the formulation of specifications for common salt should be expedited. 

The standard formulated by the Sectional Committee has prescribed the requirements 
in such a manner that the- clause relating to adjustment of weight due to variations of 
moisture content would be r€munerative to manufacturers of high grade salt and at the 
-same time accommodate the backward sections of the industry for a temporary period. 
The Sectional Committee desires that this standard should be considered as a tentative 
etandard which would be revised after a pe~od of two years when manufacturing conditions 
are expecte,J to improve. ' · : 

The .S<>ctional Committee gratefully acknowledges the assistance deriver! from the e~isting 
literature on the subject supplied by the Central Board- of Revenue Control Laboratory, 
the Council of Sci<>ntific & Indust~·ial Research and other organisations.·. • 
1. SCOPE-

1.1 This standard lays down the requirement for edible common salt, used for dietary 
purpo8es. 

1.2 This standard is intended chiefly to cover the technical prov1sions relatmg to the 
rnrchase of the: material; but it does not include all the )lecessary provisions of a. contract. 
2. FORM .\~D CONDITION-

2.1 Common salt shall he a crystalline solid, white or pale pink or light gray in colour, 
free from visible contamination with clay, grit, and other extraneous ad~lteranta and 
impurities. 
3. MOISTURF..-

3.1 Unl<>~s mutually agreed upon between the purchaser and the vendor common salt 
, ~ohall not con.tr.in moistu.re in excess of six per. cent .. of the w~ight of the undried sample 

whPn dctermmed accqrdmg to the method descnbed m Append1x B. 
3.1.1 In ca~e of consignments containing moisture in excess of or less than tho limit 

prescriLed in 3.1, the wci~rht of common salt to be credited ·shall be calculated according 
to the following formula :-

:\' = w (100-.i1/) 

94 
'Where-

.ll =the moi!'ture per cent. in the sample .. 
W :thE" weight of the salt delivered. 
N =the weight of the salt to be credited. 

396 
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4. COMPOSlTION-

4.1 'Vhen analysed according to the procedure described in Appendix C, common sail 
ahall conform, on moisture-free basis, to the following composition :-

4.1.1 Sodium Chloride (NaC1) shall Le not Jess than 96 per cent.; 
4.1.2 Matter in~oluble in water shall be not more than one per cent.; 
4.1.3 Matter soluble in water other than sodium chloride .shall be not more than 3 per cent. 

6. PACKING-
5.1 The material shall be supplied in packages mutually agreed upon between the pur 

chaser and the vendor. 
6. SAMPLING-

6.1 Samples for testing shall be taken in accordance with the provisions of Appendix A. 

APPENDIX A 
(Clause 6) 

SAMPLING OF EDIBLE COMMON SALT 

1. SCALE OF SAMPLING-

1.1 The number of packages selected at random for sampling shall be not less than the 
cube root of the total number of packages in the lot. For convenience the following 
table is given showing the number of samples to be selected from various lots:-

No. of No. of 
No. of packages in consignment packages No. of packages in consignment packages 

selected selected 

2 to 8 2 217 to 3-1!1 7 

9 to 27 3 344 to 512 tl 

28 to -64 4 513 to 729 9 

65 to 125 5 730 to 1000 10 

126 to 216 6 1001 to 1331 11 

2. PROCEDURE-
2.1 A sufficient number of samples from different parts of each package to give a repre

. sentative sample not exceeding 1 lb. (or 450 g.) shall be drawn from a number of paLka5es, 
selected at random. 

2.2 For drawing the samples from packages containing the material in a loose condition 
auch as sacks, an auger shall be used as a sampler. The auger shall be introduced into the 
package from different points with a view to drawing a fully representative sample. 

2.3 The composite sample shall be prepared by mixing the representative samples from 
all packages selected for sampling. · 

2.4 Three test S3i1I:ples '.lf not less than 1 lb. (or 450 g.) each shall be prepared from the 
composite sample by coning and quarterin"' and transfering to clean air-tight glass bottles 
from contamination. The test samples shall be marked with the lot number of the consign
ment sampled, date of sampling and other particulars. 

2.~ One of the test samples bearing the seals of the purchaser and the vendor shall 
constitute the referee sample in case of dispute between the parties to the contract. 

APPENDIX B 
(ClaU8e 3) 

DETERMINATIO~ OF MOISTURE 
1. METHOD-

1.1 Accuratelv weigh a dry Erlenmeyer flask about 14 t{) 15 c.m. high and of about 
250 m.l. capacity together with a dry funnel inserted into the neck Transfer into th~ 
flask about 20 g, of salt and spread it so as to form a thin layer at the bottom. Replacct 
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the funMI and again weigh the flask and funnel accurately. Remove the funnel and heat 
the flask in an air oven at 140° to 150• C for 4 hours, when there should be no water 
drops on the sides of the flask. Replace the funnel. Cool in a desiccator and weigl1. 
Find out the loss in weigh~ and expres11 it as percentage of the weight of the undried salt. 

1. METHOD-

APPENDIX C 
(Clause 4) 

ANALYSIS OF EDIBLE COMMON SALT 

1.1 Examine qualitatively the solution of common salt for the radicals present and 
estimate quantitatively some or all of them, excepting sodium, depending upon the nature 
of l'aciica!tl present. Calculate the percentage of sodium chloride as described in 7. 

2. MATTER INSOLUBLE IN WATER-

2.1 Procedure.-Accurately weigh 10 g. of th'3 sample, dried as described in Appendix 
B, anJ dissolve it in about 250 m.l. of water in a beaker. Filter the solution through a 
tared filter paper and wash the residue free from soluole salts. Dry the residue at a. 
um1'erature of los• to no• C to constant weight. From the weight of the water insolubles 
obtained as the difference in the weight of the filter papet, calculate, on a. moisture free
basis, the percentage of matter insoluble in water. 

3. DETERMIXATION OF TOTAL CHLORIDE-

3.1 Reagents. 
3.1.1 Standard Silver Nitrate Solution, approxirL-ately 0.1 N. 
3.1.2 Pota.<sium Chromate Solution, approximately 1 per cent. 
3.2. Procedure. 

3.2.1 Dissolve about 5.5 g. of the sample, dried previously as descrilH!d in Appendix B, 
and accurately weighed, in distilled water. Filter and wash the insoluble residue thoroughly. 
Make up the filtrate and washing9 accur.~tely to 1.000 m.l. 

3.2.2 Pipette out accurately 25 m.l. of the solution of the sample as prepared under 
3.2.1 and dilute to about 100 m.l. in a 250 m.l. beaker. Titrate the solution with standard 
silver nitt·aLe ~olution usin~• 1C drop~ of potassium chromate· solution as an indicator. l:,rom 
tht! \'Olnme oi silver r11:.rate solution used for the titration, calcuiat.e the weight of chioride 
in 25 m.l. of the sample sdution ou the basis that 1. m.l. of 0.1 N &i!ver nitrate solution 
is equivalent to ·00585 g. of sodium chloride. Find the weight of total chlor~de in the 
whole solution ::.nd express it as the percentage of chloride in the sample on moisture 
free basi~. 

4. DETERMIXATIO~ OF SULPHATE (804)-
4.1 lteogcnts. 
4.1.1 Barium Cltloride Solution, 10 per cent. 
4.1.2 Dilute Hydrochloric Acid, 4N. 

4.2 Procedure.-Pipette out 25 m.l. of the solution of. the sample as prepared under 
3.2.1 into a 500 m.l. beaker and make up the solution to about 250 m.l. with distilled water.· 
Acidify with dilute hydrochloric acid and boil. Add to the boiling solution a slight excesS' 
of barium chloride so1ution and continue boiling to obtain a granular precipitate of barium 
sulphate. Let stand for four hours and filter the wlution through a tared sintered glass 
crucible. Wash the l'recipitate till it is free from chlorides, dry to const:mt weight at 
1os• to no• c. 

4.3 C11lculatio11.-From the difference in the weights of the crucible. calculate the weight 
of sulphate by multiplying with the factor 4.4115. Express the weight as the percentage 
of sulphate present in the sample on moisture-free basis. 

5. DETERMINAT!ON OF CALCIUM-
5.1 llPOgent~ 
5.1.1 Standard Pota .. sium Perm~nganate Solution, approximately 0.1 N. 
5.1.2 Saturated Ammonium Oxalate Solution·. 
5.1.3 Dilute Sulphuric Acid (1 : 4 by volume) 
5.2 Procedure, 



5.2.1 Tran,;fer e.xadly 100 m.l. of the solution prepared under 3.2.1 into a 500 m.l. 
lleaker. llilute to 250 m.l., add an exce~s of ammonium chloride solution and boil. ~lake 
the boilin.!J; solution ammoniacal and add, with stirring, an excess of hot saturated ammonium 
oxalate solution. Continue boiling till· the precipitate becomes granular. Let stand for 
one hoi!'', ftlter and wash with bot water. Preserve the filtrate and washings for P.stimating 
magneoium, if pre>"ent, as under 6. 

5.2.2 Pierce the a!JeX of the ftlter paper with a stirring rod and wash the precipitate 
and the rod into a heaker with hot water. Then wa~h the filter paper a few times with 
warm dilute sulphuric ac'd., "\c;d about 30 m.l of dilute sulphuric acid to the wa.-hings, 
dilute to about 250 m.l., heat to 60° C and titrate while hot with stanclard puta;~ium 
permanganate soh1tion. 

5.3 (',l,fr;ti'm -(~alt•1late the 9uantity of calcium present on the basis that 1 m 1. of 
0.1 ::'11 Kl\In04 solution is e'}niva)pnt to 0-00204 g. of calcium and expre~s the result as 
perc~ntage of calcium_ in the sample. 

-6. DETERl\IDL-\TIO::'Ii OF MAGNESIUM-

6.1 Reagents . 
. 6.1.1 .l/ :~:roco&mi,. Snlt Solution or Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate Solution, 10 per cent. 

·6.1.2 Dilute Amnwnium B.ydroxide. 

6.2 Jlroc~rl ure. 

o.2.1 Add to the filtrate and washings from 5.2.1 a 10 per cent. solution of microcosnnc 
·salt or disodium hydrogen phosphate followed by 50 m.l. of ammonium hydroxide, Stir 
the solution well and scratch the sides of the beaker with a glass rod. Set the beaker 
made overnight. Filter through a tared Gooch cruC'ihle and wash the precipitate with a 
dilute solution of ammonia. Dry the precipitate at 100 2•c. 

6.2.2 Heat the crucible at first over a low flame and then slowly increase the flame 
and continue till the precipitate is white indicating that the salt has been converted to 
magnesium pyrophosphate. Cool in a desiccator and weigh. 

6.3 Calculation.-Calculate the magnesium by multiplying with the factor 0-218 and 
•find the weight of magne~ium present in the total weight of the sample taken. .Fxpress 
·.tJ-.e re~ult as percentage of magnesium in the sample. 

'7. DETERl\IINATIO~ OF SOLUBLE CARBONATES-

7.1 Method.-If soluble carbonates are present, . estimate them volumetrically in the 
original undried substance, 

7.2 Reagents. · 

7.2.1 Standard Sulphuric Acid, approximately 0.1 N. 
7.2.2 F'ltrnolpltthalein Indicator, 
·7.2.3 JJ ethyl Omnge Indicator. 

7.3 /Jmredure.-Accurately weigh about 10 g. of the sample and dissolve it in 100 'm.I. 
-of "freshly boiled and cooled distilled water. Titrate the solution against standard sulphuric 
add using methyl orange as indicator. 

7.4 Calculntiun.-'Calculate the soluble carbonates present in the weight of the sample 
taken in terms of C03 radical, on the basis that 1 m.l. of 0.1 N sulphuric acid is equivalt>nt 
to 0·003 g. of carbonate (C03). Express the results as percentage. 

8. CALCULATION OF RESULT-

8.1 'Vhere calcium, magnesium, chloride and sulphate radicals are present, corr.bine 
all the calcium with the sulphate radical and express the result as percentage of calcium 
sulphate. If there is excess of the sulphate radical over what is required for calcium, 
combine the excess with magnesium and express the result, as percentage of magnesium 
sulphate. If, ewn after the whole of the magnesium is accounted for as sulphate, there 
remains some sulph'lte not accounted for, combine tht> balance of the sulphate with sodium 
and express the result as percentage of sodium sulphate. In such a, case assume that 
calcium and magnE'sium chlorides are absent, and calculate the whole of chlorine as sr.dium 
chl01·He, an.l express it as percentage, 

8.2 If after all the calcium has been accounted for as sulphate, and the bnlanct> of the 
sulphate radical is not sufficien£ to fix the magnesium, combine it with a part of the 
magnPRium and express 'as percentage of magnE'sium sulphate. Calculate the balance of 
magn"sium as maF'nesioUm chloride and deduct the chlorine corresponding to it from thoJ 
{·hlorine content. Calcutta the rt>sidual chlorint> as sodium chloride. 
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8.3 If after all the sulphate is accounted for as calcium there is any surplus of calcium, 
.calculate it as rnlcium chloride and expre~s it as percentage. Express the magnesium also 
as percentage of n:agnc~ium chloriue. Deduct the chlorine corresponding to these chlorides 
from the total chlorine found experimPntally. and calculate the residual chlorine as percentage 
sodium chloride. 

8.4 If sduLle carbonates are present in the salt, calculate and express as percentage of 
calcium carbonate. If there is excess of the carbonate over what is required for calcium, 
combine the bnlanrc with magnegium and express as percentage of magnesium carbonate. 
If there is still a balance left, calculate it as sodium carbonate and express it as a per· 
centage. Carry on!. the rest of the calculation as described under 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3. 



APPE~"'DIX 'D' 

Budgetary prwilion of payment• to Indian States jor.1949-50 on acoounl of royalty ani 
compensation 

S.No. 

1 

! 

3 

' 
5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

u 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Name of State 

Alwar 

Bharatpur 

Bikaner 

Bombay-Compensation payable to Govern-
ment 

Born bay-Compemation 
parties . • 

payabl~ to private 

BUil.di 

Dewas (Junior) 

Dewas (Senior) 

Datia • 

Dholpur 

French Government in India -
Gwalior 

Indore 

Jaora 

Jhalawar 

Jaipur 

Jodhpur 
< 

Jaipur & Jodhpur States Royalty payable to 

Kishangarh 

Kotab 

Karauli 

Law a 

Madras-CII)mpemation to private parties 

NarRingh Garb 

Rajgarb 

401 

Amount provided 
in 1949-50 

Rupees 

88,300 

1,50.000 1 

10,000 

36,000 

12,000 

8,000 

413 

412 

10,000 

25,788 

4,60,000. 

3,12,500 

61,875 
"' . 

2,500 

. 2,500 

5,38,309 

9,61,395 

7,23,100 

25,000 

19,175 

5,695 

750 

6,000 

618 

619 

Remarks 



S.No. 

---
26 Ratlam 

27 Sitamaa 
-
28 Sa.ilona. 

29 Samtba.r 

30 Shabpura. 

31 Tonk. 

32 Udaipur 

402 

APPENDIX 'D' (contd.J 

Name of State Amount px-o,·ided 
in 1949-50 

Rupees . . . 1,000. 

. . . . 2,000 

. . . 413 

. . . . 1,450 

. . . . 5,000 

. . 20,000 

. . . 2,04,150 
_:-:------

Total 36,94,962 
or say 36,95,000 

Remarks 

- -· 

--



AP.P:ENI>ix • E ~ 
bomparative Statement of termB and condit·ionB of lice71Ce in different States. 

('1'/te relevant number of ~laUBeB in the 'reBpective licet&ce formB iB indicated within bracktJtB) 

MADRAS 

I SALT ACT 

(A) 

(B) 

The licence is granted subject 
to the provisions of the Madras 
Salt Act, 1889, as amended by 
later Acts and of any rules 
under that Act which may 
from time to time be made by 
the competent authority. {l) 

The powers conferred on the 
Collector of S~lt Revenue 
(hereint~ofter called the Collt>c
tor) under the conditions that 
follow may ah;o be exercised by 
any officer from time to time 
empowered by him jn that 
behalf. , (2) 

11 .STIPULATIONS REGARDING 

(A) The licensee sht~oll engt~oge. in 
conjuetion with the other 
licensees of the salt fa<·tory : 

(i) to construet and mt~ointain 
(at his own expense) in good 
repair and to the Hatisft~o<·tion 
of the Collector all road~:~, 
chauneld, reservoil·s, em
bankments, drying gt·ounds 

BOMBAY 

(A) The licence is granted subject 
to the provisions of Bombay Act 
II of 1890 and of any other 
enactment relating to the salt 
revenue at the time in force and 
of any rules or orders duly 
made and promulgated, or com· 
munieated by competent autho
rity under the said Act or any 
other such enactment as afore· 
said relating to the manufacture, 
st9rage, removt~ol or sale of salt 
or to the conservancy or regula. 
tion of the land within the 
limits aforesaid, (9) 

LAYOUT OF FACTORIES 

(A) The lieensee shall not make 
any t~olteration in the disposition 
{as it exists, if the land is a}. 
ready under salt manufanture, 
or as it may be finally settled 
before commen<'ement of manu. 
facture) of thn land within tl4e 
aforesaid limits by forming new 
pans, or enlarging ot· altering 
existing pans, or in any other 

-------------------------------------------------

(A) 

(A) 

ORISSA AND BENGAL 

The licence is granted subject 
to the provisions of the Indit~on 
Salt Act, 1882 (XII of 1882) 
and of any rules made there
under, and all the provisions of 
the said Act and rules shall be 
strictly observed by the licen
see, his agents and servants. 
(1) 

The number of boilers or t!Uhu· 
evaporating pans specified in 
the schedule shall not be alter
ed or the locality of the factory 
c·hanged without the written 
sanction of the Collector, (For 
punga process only). (2) 

(B) (i) The licenst~e 1:1hall constl'ltct 
and maintain at his own ex· 

TRAVANOORE 

(A) The licence is grauted subjot·t 
to the provisions of tl1e Travan. 
core S«lt Act III of 1 Ul:>S (Mula
bar Era), and the licenBetl sh<IIJ 
l::e bound by all rult~s which 
have been passed or which muy 
hereafter be pusscd under the 
said Act or w1der any Jaws 
relating to salt revenue which 
may hereafter be passed. (1) 

(B) 

(A) 

The powers conferred on the 
excise Commissioner under the 
conditions prescribed in the 
licence may also be exercised 
by any officer empowered by 
him in that behalf under sec· 
tion 5 of the Act. (2) 

The licensee shalt obtain brine 
from the sea by using the exis
ting t·ht\nnels and reservoil·s 
and construeting others, if 
fow1d ne!'essary, and shall, in 
case of diHpute as to the use or 
construction of c h••nnels or 
reservoir>~, ><bido by the order 
of the oiti<•er in ehu.rgo of tht· 
Division subject to un sppeu I 
to the Exl'il!e CommisHione 1 

whose deei1:1ion shull be finul, 
(36) 



r•stT<•• no• und other work& 
within the fnrt.nry llRCin or 
inte od,,d to he us~>.:i for the 
mnnufurt.nre nnd st'lfUI(Il of 
~olltR, nnol 1\]~o ntl ":"rkR, ' 
WhPre\'W ><ituatn<l, for t1u 
prote<'l iun of t lw fn•·h•ry 
fron1 innnol•1t ion nr for t hf' 
rmpply of hrine ; 

( ii) t.hut in ru~o. of any dispute 
arising as to th~> liahtlitv of 
the li•·cnsee undor d••ns'e (i) 
~hove, t.hfl ml\ttor shall hi' 
teforred for the or<le•s of the 
AssiRtnnt. Comm!FtRioner of 
the Division and his derision 
11hall be finn) ; 

( iii! that if t.he Collertor consi· 
\lers that there has been any 
fllilur,. on the part of the 
:rensees of the salt. f<lctory to 

f 11fil their liabilities under 
clause (i) above, or, with the 
sa.nction of the Centml Board 
of Revenue, whenever it app· 
ears desirable that any suoh 
work t.ohonld be undertaken 
by the Salt Department, or 
whenever the licensees of a 
factory themselves desire 
tbst any of the works which 
t.hey have to execute should 

, he undertaken by the Salt. 
Departmeht on their behalf, 
t·he Collector may cause SlWh 
wol'ks to be exetmte<i and 
may recover from the licensee 
his p<,>rtion of the cost there· 
of in such proportions as mo.y 
seem fit; 

(iv) to paY' ~uoh a cess per 
maund of salt removed as the 

manner without first oht.Bining 
tlu~ written p~>rmission of the 
Collertor. (2) 

penee in IZood repair and to 
th'3 satisfa<'tion of the Col!l'c· 
to~ all rooldR, clumnols, reRor• 
vorrs, emhankmentR, rlryinll' 
gronndR, pllltformA anol ot hl'r 
workR within tho fnet.orv 
u>~o<l or intt•Julnd tn he URI';l 
for the mnnufact.uro and 
Rl.orage of Ralt and aiAo all 
works wherever situnted for 
the protec·tion ~o~f the fac·t.orv 
from innudation or for th~ 
supply of brine ; 

(ii) If any diRpute ariAes aR to 
the liability of tlH~ lirensee 
under clause (i) of this !'On
clition, the matter shall be 
ref!'lrred for the orders of the 
Colleetor and his dt>cisionn 
shnll be fina•; 

(iii) If the Collertor consirler& t!;t:.tl, i; 
there haR been nny failure on 
the pllrt of the lironRAe of the 
salt fac·tory to fulfil his lillbi· 
lity under danae (i) of this 
condition or with the sanrtion . 
of t.he Commissioner of. F,x.' 
l'ise and Salt,- whenever it 
appears desirable that anv 
suoh work should be undP~
taken by the Salt Department 
or whenever the liconReo of a 
fartor~· himRelf ,desires tbat 
any of the works which he 
has to execute should be · un
dertaken by the Salt Depart
ment on his behalf, the Co.ll
ector may cause such work 
'to be executed and may reco
ver from the licensee his por
tion of the cost thereof in 
such propO>rtion &!'! may seem 
fit. 
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Collector may fix as sufficient 
to cover all or any of the 
following charges or portions 
thereof: · 

(a) The interest at 5 percentum per 
annum on the capital cost of 
the works constructed at the 
expense of Government within 
the factory of any of the descrip
tions, or for any of the purposes 
mentioned in clause (i) supra. 

(b) The expenditure incurred by 
Governmen$ on account of 
works executed unde• clause 
(iii) supra. 

(c) So much of the annual expendi
ture incurred by Government 
on the establishment maintained 
at the factory or place of 
storage for the purposes of guar
ding the salt and of realising the 
revenuP. the1•eon as may exceed 
such percentage as the Central 
Board of Revenue may fix on the 
duty levied on the salt therein 
aold in preceding official years 
and as has not been reeovered 
by Government. (For Excise 
and Modified Excise only). (15) 

BOMBAY 

(C) 

ORISSA AND B ENGA.L 

The licensee shall adopt 
such methods of manufacture 
and shall lay out the reser
voirs, condensers and pans 
on such lines as the Collector 
may from time to time direct 
and shall comply with any 
rules made under the Act 
regarding the stora::':e and 
salo of salt. (10) 

A sketch plan of the suit works 
of the licensee including the 
ph1Ce of storage together with a 
specification of apparatus and 
imploments to be used shall be 
submitted to the Collector for 
approval and no alteration in 
such works place, apparatus or 
implements shall be made with
out his previous sanction. (25) 

III CONTROL OF MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS, QUALITY OF SALT, ETC. 

(A) The lir1enRoe 11hall oummnn•·e r wl 
close mur. ufanture wiLhin AW·h 

dates as may be prescribed hy 
the Collectcr, and shall at the 

(A) Th" mannfnoture of *s·\Jt only 
shall bo ullowed, that is, salt 
manufaotured by the prol't;lBS 
oft 

(A) 

TRAVANOORE 

Thfl liet<HS•'O shall comml'nre 
nnd eloHo mf\nnff••·turo wit,hin 
such datt1s ns mny be prel!l'ribed 
by the Excise Commissioner. 



(D) 

(C) 

(D) 

comroencement of each manu. 
fa..t,uriug soasun intimate in 
writing to the ollicer in ch.•rge 
of tho fl\ctory tho numher urul 
extent of tho pans he inh·ndH to 
work in that season, (3) 

(i) The lieouseo shall ~urmu
fncturo tho qum,titi<'B of salt 
specifiod in tho J '.octory Hl'gis. 
tor ogllinst his numo at tho 
rates of kwl,ivaram therein 
prescribed, and in tho mnnnnr 
laid down from time to timo 
undor the orders of the Colluc· 
tor and shall toke cure that it 
is of good quality, to the antis· 
ft\ction of the oilieer in charge 
of the Factory and shall be 
responsible fof its safe doli
very. (For M·>nopoly System 
only). (4) 

(ii) The licensee shall, in o.ny 
yoor in which notice shall be 
given to him by the Collector, 
manufacture salt with due 
diligence to the full c~p!ll'ity 
of his holding. (For Excise 
8lld Modified Excise system 
only.) (4) 

No salt shall be scraped on 
Sundays except with the special 
permission of the officer in char
ge of the. factory. (!i) 

The licensee shall manufl•cture 
salt of a quality not inferior to 
the standard prescribed by the 
Collector of Salt Revenue, 

• 
t 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

kiwl of 1!1\lt to be"ap<witi<'<l. 

proc,ess of ruanufa<·ture to be 
spooificd. (2) 

After {-very third s<•mping the 
pn •rs sh>Oll bl) entirely. empLieJ 
anC: t''" tith:rns thrown away 
and f,·C>sn hri •to rtUl in before 
s<·mping is rRsumed. No salt 
slu~ll be "'"''"lwd when the 
density of !!1" b•'i.'W in the pans 
exceeds 30° ll->'. (4) 

On the close of manufacture, 
tho liuensoo shall drllin off ull 
brine from his condensers and 
crystallising uods to tho sat is. 
f•cation of tho \V01k"' Offi<'or in 
such a manner as to prevent 
the formation of spontaneous 
salt. If any salt subsoquuntly 
torms in the pans of the Iicon· 
see, the \Yorks Officer may des· 
troy sueh salt at the licensee's 
expense. (6) 

No salt other than sa-lt ·c·apa blo 
in tho judgment of tho Collector 
of bearing tho duty imposed by 
or Wlder tho law for the time 
being in foreo, shall be manu
factured. (23) 

(D) 

(C) 

E.lcept for re»sons which shall 
bo deomeJ B>Otisfactory by the 
Exei>lo Commi~><ionor the lieon· 
see shall not fail to work all his 
pans ev(•ry year to their full 
capacity. (3) 

As an ordinnry rulo no salt shall 
be scrnp>.>d on Sundays. Dut, 
if the woathot' ;be threatening 
the o!licor in charge of tho 
f,tctory mt'oy, ill his discretion, 
allow scruping to be c>\l'riod on 
tmd may roquir·o the full atton· 
dance of tho est•lblishmont staff 
ote., on Sundays as on week 
days. (5) 

Should:· tho Excise Commi
ssioner be of opir·ion tnat tho 
salt mauu;actured is of bad 
qtmlity and therefore unlll'cept
sulo the Excise Commissioner 
may cause it to be destroyed at 
the expense of .the licensee. 
(8) 

(D) On the dose of manufacture, 
the licensee sht\ll drain ·off all 
brir.e from his condensers and 
crystallising beds to the satis
faction of the oilicer in charge 
of the fu{•tory in such manner 
as to prevent the formation of 
spoataneous salt. Should salt 
form in his pans subsequently 
the officer in charge of the 
factory may uestroy it at the 
lieeasee's expense. (9l 

(E) In case oi u•spute arit!ing as to 
the liability of the licensee 
under section 29 of the Salt Act 
in respect uf the construction , 
and mainteuance of the roads, 
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subject to the approval of the 
Centra.! Board of Revenue. (6) 

(E) Should the quality of salt be 
considered to be below stand
ard, the Fal·tory Officer may 
refuse permission to store the 
salt, pePding derision by the 
Inspector whethrw the salt shall 
be stored and if the Jnspe~tor 
decides that salt shall J·,ot be 
Btored, the Faf'tory OtfJ.r·er may 
destory flul·h salt by throwing 
it ba•·lt into the dlll.nnels or 
reservoirs at the expe1 LBe of the 
lic·ensee. (F:~r Exf'ise and i\fo
dJfiod Excise syst<>m only). (7) 

(F) 

(i) Should the Jif'ensee man ufac
ture salt in eontravention of 
the mcthcds of ma'lltfac:ture 
luicl down or should the qual
ity of the Rult manufuf'tured he 
four,,:) bad the JicenR"'<l shall be 
liahle to forfeit all rights to 
kudi·iJnram thereon and the Fac
tory Offif'er may destroy such 
suit by :hrowing it bar·k into 
the ohanrels or reservoirs pro
vided that t-he lic•ensee' may 
appeal to the Jnspel•tor again· 
st Ute del•ision of the l<'al,tory 
Oflif'er that the quality of the 
Bl\l~ is bad and that the de
dsion of the Jnspe<·tor shall be 
finul. (i<'or Monopoly syst,em 
Qply) (8) 
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channels, ~eservoir~. embank· 
merts, drymg grouuds, plat
forms and other works for manu
facture and storage of salt and 
also all works for the protection 
of the factory from inundation 
or for the supply of brine the 
matter shall be referred for the 
oJ'der of the Exci>i•l C'ommiRsioner 
whose d~dsion shall be finul. (13) 

Jf. the salt sl'rapnd for dc!ivf'ry 
to Govornmert he not of tho 
approved quality it shall he opon 
to the Ex•·ise Commissioner to 
dePlino t-o t-ake delivery of it on 
behalf of the Gr;,vernmont. If 
however, it is of an nceept.ablo 
quality, tlw lienns8e Ahall sell it 
to tho public only at a rate not 
less then the G~>Vernment Reiling 
prif'e prevailing at the time. If 
the Excise CommissioJWI' is of 
opinion that the quality of snit 
scraped is such that it could 
not be acc('pt<>d or sold to consu
mers, it will be dnRtroyod at the 
cost of the li<·eaHtWI! by being 
ditlsolved iu water. (:J3) 



On the close of manufacture the 
Jir·culsee shall drain off all brine 
from his condensers and cryst· 
all ising beds to the satisfaction 
of the officer iu charge of the 
factory in such a manner oa to 
prevent the formation of spon• 
taneous salt. Should salt form 
in his p11n8 subsoqueJltly the 
uffieer in charge of the factory 
may dASt.roy it at lhe licensee's 
oxpense.{For Excise and l\bdi· 
lied Excise system only). (8) 

METHOD OF STORAGE, SALES1 COLLECTION 

All salt scraped shall be removed 
to the drying ground withi!l 
euch time as the Collector may 
prescribe. The officer in charge 
oi the factory may order all salt 
not so removed to be th10wn 
back into ~he pans. (9) 

t) The su.It shall be removed from 
the pans to the drying grounds 
o.nd from the drying grounds to 
the place of storge under such 
rules as may from time to time 
b•l prescribA<l by the Collector 
,Uid the licensee shall be bound 
to allow all other license 
6lld their labourers such reason-. 
able rights of way over the ridges 
of hie pans as may be necessary 
for the carrying out of such 
rules. . (10) 

)) (i) The salt m:Wufactured ehall 
be stored in such places and 
in such manner as tlle Collec· 
tor may from time to time 
authorise ~I;ld direct, If the 

· licensee shall fail to store his 

OF DUTY E!TC. 

(A) 
. (i) All salt manufactured in ace· 

ordanne with this licence shall 
be weighed or measured daily 
as the Collector may direct 

., and shall be placed in a bond· 
ed ware-house under lock 
and, the key shall re.maih in. 
the possession of the licensee 
or his authorised agent.· (For 
Orissa and Beng>~.l only.) [i 
(viii)]. 

(ii) Subject to the directions as 
the Salt Department may give, 

· the Superintendent or Inspec
tor !!hall from time to time 
cause such salt, to be weighed 
in his presence and removed 
from tl>e bonded warehouse. 
The licensee shall within · 24 
hours subsequent to such weigh
ment and befor!l removal of 
the salt pay the duty leviable 
thereon if it has not been paid 
before;· (For Orissa and Ben- •

1 

gal only) [i (~)] ' ' 
•t I . 

(A) All salt Sl'raped shall be remov· 
ed to the drying groundH within 
such time as the Excise Commis
sionor may prescribe. The Offi
cer in charge pf the Div;o on· 
may order alJ salt.not so remov;ed 
to be thrown back into the pans. 
No l"alt shal~ be removed to the 
drying ground until the .. quan
tity scraped has been estima~ 
by the officer appointed for that 
purpose. No salt ·shall be scrap· 
ed from any pan or set of pans 
after the estimating · offieer baa 
completed estimation for the 
·day for that pan or set of pans. 
The daily hour at which estiwli· 
.tion shall begin at the factory 
will be fixed by the officer in 
charge ~ the Division. (6) 
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salt the officer in charge of 
the' factOJ.'y shall take such 
ateps as he may consider 
necessary for its storage, and 
the cost of such stol'age shall 
be recovel'ed from the licen· 
see. No salt so stored shall 
be removed fi'om the factory 
until the cost of such storage 
has been paid by, ol.' has been 
recovel'ed from the licensee, 
and if the cost of such storage 
Is not paid within one yeal' 
after it has been sto:l'ed, the 
aalt shall become the pi'opeJ'ty 
of Government and the Col
lector shall deal with it as he 
pleases. (For Excise system 
only). (11) 

(li) The licensee will manufa.ctul'e 
salt of good quality only and 
sell to Government the whole 
or any portion of the sa,lt 
ma.nufa.ctured in his pans 
~t Rs ... per ga.rce. If Govern· 

· ment elect not to purcl}a!le 
salt manufactured in his pans 
the licensee shall l:.)e at liberty 
to store it on his own behalf 
and sell it as he pleases. The 
l~censee shall work his pans 
eve1y year to their full capo.· 
city if called upon to do so and 
if he fails to do so to the satis· 
faction of the Assistant Corn· 
mis~loner this licence shall be 
liable to be cancelled. If the 
f~ctorr be clo11e4 or co~verte4 

(B) The salt shall be removed from 
the pans to the drying grounds 
and from the drying grounds 
to the plaPe of stora.ge in accor
dance with such directions as 
may from time to time be issued 
by the Collector. (7) 

(C) The Collector may, by order in 
writing require licE~nsee to protect 
salt manufactured · by him in 
such manner as the Collector 
shall !'onsider suffiil'ient in any 
pla'le appointed by the Collector 
for the stora.ge or keeping of 
salt for the faotory or for the 
salt works of the licensee, t() 
l'eheap and secu1e in such 
ma.nnev as. he may diVect any 
portion remaining out of a heap 
or store which has been opened, 
or to construct or repair to 
the Collector's satisfaction any 
embankment, platform, build
ing or works required or set 
apart for the purpose of storage, 
and if the licensee shall fail to 
comply with such order . within 
fifteen days ofthe rel'eipt thereof, 
the Collector may do what is 
required or may sell or dest.roy 
salt so left unprotected or unsto
red and may recover the expenRB 
incurred in· qoing so from the 
ficel\!lee, (fl) 

(B) The salt shall be removed from 
the pans to· the drying grounds 
and from the drying grounds to 
the place of storage under such 
rules a.s may from time to time 
be prescribed by the Excise 
Commissioner and the licensee 
shall be bound to allow all other 
licensees and their labourers 
such reasonable rights of way 
over the ridges of his pans as 
may be necessary for the carry. 
ing· out of sul'h fides as may 
from time to time he prescribed 
by the Excise Commissioner 
under this conditlon. (7) 

(C) The salt manufact\ll'ed shall be 
stored in such places and in such 
manner as the Excise Commis· 
sioner may from time to time 
~uthorise ond direct. If the licen· 
see shall fail to store his salt 
the officer in charge of the Dtvi· 
10ion may at his option either 
destroy the salt or take sucl! 
steps as he may consider nel'es· 
a.ry for its storage ~nil the cost 
of such destruction or storage as 
the l'aBe may be ~hall be reco. 
vere!l from tl1e licensee, (10) 



i~to a monopoly factory the 
l){'ensee shall be entitled to 
no compensation, but in 
the latter case shall be allowed 
to work his pans under the 
Monopoly system. (For Modi
fied Excise system only). {11) 

CD ) The salt shall be weighed both 
when stored and when sold 
under the supervision of th~ 
o~cers of the Salt Department, 
w1th the scales provided by Gov
ernment for the purpose, in 
such manner and at such times 
88 the Collector may from 
time to time direct, (12) 

(E) The Collector may, by order in 
writing, require the licensee to 
protect salt manufactured by him 
in such manner as the Collector 
shall consider sufficient h any 
place appointed by the Collector 
for the storage or keeping of 
salt for the factory or fur the 
salt works of the licensee to re
heap and secure in such ~anner 
as he may direct any. portion 
remaining out of a heap or store 
which hu been opened, or to cons
truct or repair to the Collector's 
satisfaction any embankment 
plat~orms, building, or works: 
requ~red or set apart for the pur
pose of storage, and if the licensee 
shall fail to comply with such 
order within ten days of the rece
ipt thereof, the Collector may 
do what is required or may sell or 
destroy salt so left unprotected 
or WlBtored and may recover 
the expenses incurred on doing so 
f'rom t,he licensee, (13) 

(D) No salt shall be removed from 
a factory without a permit 
authorising its removal or other
wiile than in accordance with the 
following rules ; 

(i) An application in the Conn 
pres<'rihed by the Colle<'tor, 
signed by the li<'ensee and the 
purchaser of the salt pre.~ented 
to the officer in charge of the 
factory together with a Trea
sury receipt for the amount of 
the duty on the salt at least 
the day before the delivery of 
the S!'lt is required. The duty 
and other charges shall be 
those in force at the time of 
the removal of the salt from 
the factory, An order for the 
delivery of tlte BBit in th.e form 
pres<'ribed by the Collector will 
then be sent to the weighing 
officer. 

(ii) When the weighmtmt · and 
bagging of the salt is comple
ted the weighing offi<'er will 
fill up and sign the permit 
which will be coWltersigned 
after check-weighment by 
the officer conducting the 
<'heck-weighment who will 
then allow the removal of 
the salt. 

(iii) The permit must be produced 
and delivered up to the officer 
in charge of the guard at the 
gate. 

ID) The 1alt man ufa<'tu!'E'rl by the 
licensee shall be weighed both 
when stored and when sold 
under the supervision of the 
officera of the Excise Depart
ment with &<'ales provided by 
the Government for the purpose 
in su<'h manner and at su<'h 
times as the Excise Commis
sioner may from time t() time 
direct. (11) 

(E) The Ex<'ille Commia11ioner may 
by order in writing require the 
licensee to protect that salt manu
fa.f'tured by him in suC'h manner 
as the Excise Commissioner 
shall consider sufficient In any 
plalle appointed by the Excise 
Commissioner for the storge or 
keepir g of salt for the factory 
or for the salt works of the 
licensee, to reheap and secure 
in such manner as he may direct 
any portion remaining out of a 
heap or store which has been 
opened or to con11truct, or repair 
to the Excise Commissioner's 
satiRfaction any embankment, 
platform, building or works 
required or set apa.rt for the pur
pose of storage and if the licen
see shall fail to comply with 
such order within ten days of 
receipt thereof the Excise 
Commissioner may do what is 
required or may sell or destroy 
salt so left unprotected or un
stored and may re<'over the cost 
from the li<'ensee. (12) 
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. 
(F) No s~lt rhall ho removed from 

a factory with·,ut a permit 
authorising itK . removal or 
otherwise than in accordanc<3 
whh the following rules: 

(i) An application in tho pres· 
.. cribed form, signed by the 

licensee and the pureha1:1er of 
the salt or their authorised 
a~en1s, mtu;t be presented to 
the officer in charge of the 
f•• ·tory together with the 
t•hroff's receipt for the amount 
of the duty on the salt and 
the cess thereon at lea1:1t the 
day before the delivery of the 
salt . is required., The duty 
and other charges . shall be 
those in force at the time of 
the removal of the salt from 
the factory. An order for i.he 
delivery of the salt in the 
prescribed form will then be 
sent to the weighing officer •. 

(ii) When the weighment and 
bagging of the s<~lt i<~ comple· 
ted,the weighing office!' will fill 
up and sign the permit, which 
will be countersigned after 
check-weighment by the officer 
conducting the check-weigh. 
ment, who will then allow the 
removal of tho salt. 

(iii) The permit must be produced 
ar-d d'Jli vered up to the officer 
in charge of the guard at the 
,;ta.:,e. 

(iv) 

(y) 

On.issA AND BENGAL 

Should any b1i.g appeal' to ha•·e 
boon tampered with after 
eheck-weighmflltt, the guard 
oilil'tJI' will dotain tho whole 
consignment· far tho order of 
the factory officer who shall • 
be at liberty to re-weigh it. 

Purcha~ers of salt shall pro
vide ull lab~nu· · uoces>~ary for 
the weighment and check· 
weighment of salt. 

(vi) The ·lieenlioe shall furnish 
th" labour for oonvl,lyiug, 
l'oplucing and cleaning the 
mflohines and weights to be 
used i'u the weighment a.nd 
removal of salt as may be 
directfi!d by the officer super
vising weiglJJilent slvlll be 
responsible for all damage 
other than fair wear anli tear 
done to tho mtluhines or 
weights in the removal of his 
salt. - ( 9) 

(E) Whenever the licen~ee applies for 
a. permit to remove salt fl'om 
the factory, he shall be bound 
to doulare in the application the 
price at whiuh the suit has boon 
110ld and tho full oonsidoratiou 
given or agre6d to be given 
therefor, (ll) 

Tn.AvANoon.m 

(F) When· salt '· belonging· to the · 
licensee has boon in store for 
more than· live · yoars, the ExciMe 
Commissioner· may direct it · to 
be sold by auction and if no bid 
is obttlined for it may order its 
destruction arid recover the cost 
from the 'licensee. . The sale pro
cee~s shall be paid t'o the licensee ·. 
or his ·representative or if neither 
the lice11see nor his represedtative 
can be found shall be credited to 
Govel'ninent. (20) ' 

(G) No salt shall be' r'emovcd from 1 

factory without a permit. ,(22) 
'llloo .... 

(H) The licen~>oe sho.ll t·oniorm him-., 
sol( to·· the· f6llowing rules of. 
proo.xlure m regard to the removal 
of salt f~om the factory:. 

(i) An appJiea.tion in the pres~ 
cribed form signed by the licen
see and the purchaser of the 
salt or their authorised agents 
must be presented to the officer 
in charge of the factory togo'· 
thor with the amow1t of th·s 
duty due on the salt a.nd the 
cess thereon, if a.ny, before· 
8 A,M. on the day of purchaae. 
The cashier will eadorse upon 
tho receipt the hour of payment. 
An order for the delivery of the 
salt in such form a.s the &eise 
Corr.missionol' inuy proscribe in 
this behalf will be sent by the 

-



(v) 

Rhoul•l nn~· bn.: nppn11r to hnve 
honn f.tuu]•Pr .. ,J with nft••r 
dtnnlt.w«'i.:lur~nnt·, tho gunr•l 
qni<'f•r will <h•t.ain lhn wholo 
con~ignnwnt for lhu ·•r.J,,,.,. of 
tho ftL,t ... ry ofiim•r, who ~hall 
bo nt lilu•rty to ro-wni~o;h jt, 

\\'hNl nro<lit, i~ l(;.·!'n fvr tho , 
pn.ymollt of uuf.y, tho ~I LillO 
<;OUfHO \\ill ho full•>W(I<\ SIIVO 

t.lmt tho Rhroff's rc•nnipt will 
not he rocplirncl. Tho ordnJ' 
for tho tlolivory of tho !!alt 
will ho it<~lln<l hy thfl faotory 
()!Ti<oor nftt~r entr.v has bonn 
mnc\ 11 of tho i"Hno in t.ltn <-ro<lit 
rc>giHtor. 

(vi) No p11rmit ~·ill ho grnnt.nd, for 
tho rpmovnl of: . !oAR t:lmn 
2 mauJL<h of l!tLit nt ono t.uno, 
0

xn1,pt 1\R n mmplo, for whiuh 
pnrpo!IO OliO ITIILIHIU uf Rttlt• 
mny ho romnvo<l from l'll"h 
honp nn ono m·l\n.Rion only. 

(vii) l'urnhn orB of Ru.lt R!mll fine\ 
· all In hour Jl!lfln~Pary fur . tho 
.wcighmnnt nnd "lw•·k wmgh. 
·me~tt of salt. · · 

. ' . ' . 
(viii)' N~ romovnl of "nit shall l~o 

· <: m•t<lo on RunclayR or nuthori· 
ROd hnlicla:VR or on dnyR on 
whirh t.ho ~l·ttlo of t.ho wonl·hol'. 
i!l in tho opinion of the Fnrtory 

1 
Offl<•or Rlldl nR t.o rer1<lor , 
romovul iruiclviRn.blo. 

(ix) On other days romovaiA of salt 
shnll po mnde on stwh duys 
and nt such hours ns may be 
fixed by the Collector. All 

(F) W'hf'niWf'l' the JironAM holdA 
a pf'l'mit fol' tho I'Nnoval of 1!1\lt 
ftom R RU)t fr•otory ho l'hllll be 
hmui<I to R•lpf'rintMt<l oit.hflr in 
pol'Rnn or by his l!nl'\'t•nt or 
a~otont ~ho wnighing out of tho 
smnf', an<l the p"rson aohu•lly 
snpc>rintonuing suoh wei~hmf'nt 
Rhall be bound to prevf'nt the 
removr•l of any quantit.y in 
fiXOORB of that for whioh the 
pormit htVI boon ~ranted and 
mny test tho weights and Aonlos 
IIR<'Ii in thn weighmc>nt t.horoof. 

(12) 

(0) Whc>n 1ABit belonging to the 
lioonsoo hllB bnor1 in Rtoro for 
more tha'f\ five Yf'O.l'll tho Colloc
tor mny dirert it t.o be sold by 
fU!'tion, nnd if no bid is obtai· 
nfld for it may .ordor its dnstruc· 
tion and reoovor 'tho cost from 
tho linonRoe, · The sale prooeeds 
"h••ll bn paid to . the lioc>nRoe or 
his' roprosentnt.ive and if noi· 
thor tho lioenseo nor his repro· 
sonta~ivo onn bo fou"d, shall 

. ho ormlitml to Qoyo1'nmnnt. (16) 

(H) On thn '"m~flllation 'or suspen· 
si'ln of the lioonoe, all salt re
maining in nny snit works of the 
lioonAno shnll. be st.ori;Xl in the ap· 

· pointod Plan<-' within fiftoon days 
of tho d'11to of, 111~rh l'r•~oollation 
,or RllRponsion; nnd r\11 suit m~nU· , 
ft~•;tured in n'\Y sur;h snit works, 
whic·h shall he.in store at sttl'h 
dnte or shnll subsequently be 
brou~ht into store !'9 herein· 
bofore provided shall be 
romoved on payment of <;~uty 

offirflr in rhnrgo or the factorY 
to the wflighi'!g (lffiror. 

(ii\ 'Vhfln the woighmflnt and the 
b ·~g•ng of the Rnlt are complo·· 
tc,d, tho woikhing offic•t•r shnll 
mnke an on<lorR<'ffiflnt on the 
roverRe (If the delivery or<.lor 
tl'lltifying to the fact or the 
<'OmpleLion of the delivery. sign 
the sBmo and hnnd it over to 
the offieet' in oharge of tho 
fw·tory who will ror'ulurt the 
!'hnk-woi~hmflnt and itiRUe the 
pc,rmit si~nt>d by him. tho sr•lt 
will then bo removed. 

(iii) One £1opy of tho permit must 
bo produced a'ld doliverod up 

· to the offi•·er in charge yf the 
gnr1rd ot tho gatP, ... 

(iv)' Rhmild any' bag apjloar· to haw 
boNI tampered with after !'hm·l' ' 
weighment, the p:nard Offic•nr 
shall dot••in the whole conflign· 
mont for the or.t'ors of the Ins· 
pnntor who will he at lihorty 
to ro·woigh it. '· ·. · 

(v) No .pormit will be gran. ted for 
the removal of li'MB than 16 
mtmnus of snit at or.e ~ime. 

(vi) Tho weighment shr•ll be m••tle 
·in bngs · rontr•ining 2 ·mnnn1IR 
~~~'•"h. 

(viii PurPhMer's of 111.1t shall find 
· all lttbour neCflRRarv for tho 

wfli~hment unci the> nhel'k'· 
weighment of snit. 
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salt weighed out for removal 
must be removed before 
sunset. 

(x) The licensee shall furnish the 
labour for oonveying, replac· 
ing and cleaning the machines 
and weights to be used in the 
weighment and removal of 
salt as may be directed by the 
officer· supervising weighment. 
He shall be responsible for all 
damage other than fair wear 
and tear done to the machine>:~ 
or weights in the removal ()f 
his 11alt. (14) 

(0) Whenever the lioensee applies for 
a permit to remove Pa)t from the 
faetory he shall be legally bound 
to declare in the application the 
price at which the salt has been 
sold and the full oonsideration 
given or, agreed to be given 
therefor. (18) .. 

(H) Whenever the liuensee holds a 
permit f•,r the removal of l!a)t 
from a salt fautory _he shall be 
bound to superintend either in 
person or by his servant or 
agent the weighing out of the 
same, and the person actually 
superintending such weighment 
&hall be bowtd to prevent the 
removal of any quantity in 
exoess of that for whiuh the 
permit has been granted and 
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within six months of sueh 
date ; the Collector may cause 
any salt which may not be so 
stored after sueh period of 
fifteen days or which may 
temain in store after the 
expiry of such periOd of six 
months, to be stored or to be 
put up to auction and sold if 
the price offered be equal to 
the duty leviable thereon, 
the ·Collector may cause t.he 
salt to be destroyed in such 
manner as he shall think fit, 
and if the Collector causes 
such salt to be stored, the cost 
of such storage, including the 
expenses of transport, if any, 
shall be recovered from the 
licensee. under the Bihal' and 
Orissa Public Demands Reco
very Act, J 914, as a publi<' 
demand payable to the Collec
tor. (Filr Orissa and Bengal 
only). (28) 

I 
I 
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(viii) No t·emQval of salt shall be 
made on authorised holidays or 
on days during which, in the 
opinion of the offi1 er incharge of 
ftJctory, the state of the weather 
is such as to render the removal 
inadvisable. All salt weighed 
out on a!ly day must be rem''" 
ved before sunset on that day. 

(ix) The lieensee llh1•ll fucnish tlle 
labour for conveying, l'eplatJing 
and cleaning the ma··hinel! and 
weights to, be used in the weigh· 
ments and removal of salt as 
ml\y be directed by the officer 
supervising weighment. The
licensee shall be responsible for 
any damage other than fair 
wear and tear d-~ne to the 
machines or weights in the 
removal of his salt. For the 
purpose of olea!ling. the mate. 
rials will be supplied by the 
factory officer. (23) 

(J) The licensee shall deliver to 
Government .,nnually before tbe 
end of modom each year 9 
maunds of salt per f'ent, of f.he 
pan area owned by him in the 
factory of the quality not inferior 
to the best qullllity manufactured 
in the other factories of Thama· 
racolam. The Offi<'er in charge 
of the Divison shall, in case he 
de«ires to do 1.10, have the priority 
of rilzht to 11elect the whole or any 
porti'on of 11u~h salt before the 



(J) 

me.y teet the weights and •ceJea 
used in the weighment thereof. 

(19) 

The Colleetol' may call on the 
licensee to store in such man
ner a.s he may direot any sifted 
or refuse salt manufactured by 
him which may be lying unsto
red, ol', at the option of the 
licensee, to destroy the same • 
and i( the licensee, shall faii 
either to store or to destroy 
such salt within ten days ot the 
receipt of the otder to do so, the 
Collectol' may cause such salt to 
be desttoyed and may recover 
the cost of such desttuction 
Ctom him. The Colleotor shall 
determine whether any salt 
is sifted or refused fer the 
purpose of this condition. (20) 

(K) The licensee shall not claim 
from Government compensa
tion for pnly loss or demage to 
stored and unstored salt 
belonging to him Pnd lying at 
the salt factory unless it be 
proved that such loss or damage 
was caused by the wilful act or 
neglect of an officer of the Salt 
Department employed at the 
factory. (21) 

(L) The Salt Revenue Officer in 
charge or any salt store may 
refuse to permit the removal of 
any salt stored therein which he 
~ay consider not to be so 

salt manUfactUred by the llcenl!ee 
during any sea.son is offered for 
general sale. (28) 

(K) II the salt manufactured by the 
licensee in any year falls short 
o,r the quantity above prescribed, 
Government may accept delivery 
of the salt act.ually manufa!'tured 
on condition that the balance 
sha!l be made good and delivered 
durmg the next following 
year together with the quantity 
due fot that year. But it will not 
be obligatory upon the Govern
ment to take delivery of pres
cribed quantity of salt. (29) 

(L) ?-'he quantity of salt which the 
hcensee has to deliver to Govern• 
ment, as detailed above may be 
taken delivery of and 'removed 
by the Govt. at their option in 
in~talments or in one lot and it 
wdl not be open to the licensee to 
object .to the salt remaining on 
the storage platforms until it!' 
removal provided such salt is 
taken delivery of and removed by 
the Govt. before the close of salt 
transporti ug season of the next 
following year. (30) 

(M) The Jicpnsee · shall not claim 
Kudivila for any salt until the 
same is actually .taken delivery 
of by the Government and he 
will be paid K udivila at the 
rate of two and three fourth 
(21) annas per · maund for the 

-------~----_;_____:, _ _:_ _ ___:. ______ , ____________ _ 
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(M) 

.capable, pending tho. decision of 
the collector and , all salt 
adjudged by the collector to be 
inferior shall be destroyed in his 
pre2ence, or in the presence of 
such officer as he . may depute 
for the purpose, in such manner 
_as he ~sy Qirec~. [23{b)] . 

when . salt 'bolimging . to . the 
licensee has been in store for 
more than five years th6 Collec
tor may direct it to be sold by 
auction: and if no bid is obtai: 
nod fot it may order its destruc
tion and recover the cost 'from 
the licensee. The sale-proceeds 
shall be paid to the licensee 
or ·his representative, or if 
neither the licensee nor his 
Tepresentativo can be found, 
shall be credited to Government. 

(27) 

BOMBAY 

V. REOOVERY OF GOVERNMENT CHARGES 

(A) The licensoe sl1all engago to pay 
s<wh rent or aRHCt!Pment as tho eo
hector may fix for tho URO of lands 
and 'buildings oiUwr belonging 
to Government or a.o<seHsahle to 
Oovor·nmnnt 'revonuo and Of'CU· 
pitl<I' Ly tho liccnHoo for the pur
pose of tho rnaauf•l<·turo and Hto. 
~age of suJt., and in propo••iion to 

(A) Tho licensee sh&ll pay on de
mand sueh sum 118 may at any 
time be di,terminr>d by tho 
Collector on account of {i) the 
expense!! of any survey that 
may be ordm•ed hy him of the 
land and (ii) of P''"JHII'ing maps 
thm'eof. (3) 

0RISA AND BENGAL 

(A) All sums recoverable from the 
Jif'ell8ee under the A<'t, or in 
any way due to Govt. fi'orn him 
on account of the aalt revenue 
may be dodU<•ted by tho Collec
tor from any money owing to 
the lic~>nMee whil'h may be in the 
hand of the Colleetor under his 
qiRpos•~l ot• COJltrol or may be 
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salt so taken delivery of within 
· forty-five days of taking deliv-
ery of the salt. · (31) 

(N) The surplus salt remaining with 
the licensee after delivery to tha 
Government of the quantity 
presGribed under clause 28 
supra will be removed, by him 
for sale at any place in. Travan
core &t prices not lower than 
the Government. selline .1 price 
prev&iling at the tiJ:pe, at su<'h 
place, on payment . to Govei'n· 
ment the ful! duty together 
with such cess for every maiUid 
of salt ~8 the . Government may 
fix under the Salt ·Act, I.II of 
1088 or any statutory modific-
ation t}jet•eof. . (32)_ 

(A) Tho Iicensoe. ~ha'l engage to pay 
sueh rent or 'll8ResRmeilt· as t.he 
Govt. may fiic for the use of· 
lands and. bitiltlings either bolo
nging to Oovernmont or' assess
abl<~ t'J Government revenue 
and oecupied by the Jieen9ee for 
the purpose of manuf»cture and 
stoi'a¥e of s~t.1 

• (l9J 



(D) 

(C) 

l'flO SIZe Ot" hi8 hOlding in the 
f1wtoty for tlw Gow•rnmPnt land 
URod for on~' purpnR•' in<'iciPntnl 
to the mnnufuduro of salt. (16) 

\Vhenever nny c:hargea are due 
for l'ont or aARPRsmont or expen
diture incurrC'd hy Government 
upon tho li<'ons.oe's salt, RUC"h 
salt shall not be I'C'movod from 
the fuctory until tho whole of 
suC'h ehargos have boC'n paid. 

(17) 

All sums rocovoro.blo from the 
licensoo under tho 1\laclras Salt 
Act, 1889, as amended or in any 
way due to Government from 
him on account of the salt reve

•nue may be deducted by the Col. 
lector from any money owing to 
the licensee which may be in the 

·hands of the Collector or under 
his disposal or control or may be 
recovered by the Collector by 
attachment and sale of the li· 
C'ensee's salt l'emaining within the 
limits of the factory. If not so 
recovered, such sums may be 
recovex;ed by Collectors of dis
tt'icts on application from the 
Collector of Salt Rtwenue as if 
they were arrears of Land Re-
venue. (29) 

(D) The lieonRPf' shall pay ground 
ront at tho u1te of .•.. 01' stwh 
otbel' rate as mny from time to 
time bo fixed by the Colloctor, 
under the orders of Government. 

(7) 

(C) The lieonRAe shall pay monthly 
adva•v·e R11 • • • on account of 
the cost of the establishment 
omployed for guarding his salt 
works and that in the event of 
his failing to make punctual pay
mont of any money so pay
able, the amount due shall be 
recovf'l'able by the Collector l::y 
distraint and sale of any. salt 
belonging to the licensee ·qr in 
any other manner authorized by 
the law. (12) 

reC'OVE>I'ed by thf. t'olleC'~r ,by 
atto('hmont ond sale of the 
lii·E>nRoo's salt remain:ing within 
the ,limits of the f,,C'tory. If not 
so recovol'od such sum may · be 
recovei'ed· by . the Collectoi' of 
the district on appliC'at.ion from 
the Collector of S11lt Revenue as 
if 'tliey were a~roars ·of llllid 
revenue. · (18A) 

(B) On or before the first day of 
eaC'h month during whiC'h or any 
part ·of wbiC'h-;: · 

(i) the I mnnufactur:e, of salt is in 
progi'ess, or any ·salt remainR 
'Ulllltored • .in the liccneee's salt 
works, or · 

tii) any salt manufactured by the 
licensee remains in store in any 
Salt Store, the licensee shall, 
unless he has been exempted 
by Government from the pay
ment of such costs in whole or 
in part for ,any period, pay into 
such GoverJ?,ment Treasury or 
sub-treasury as the Collector 
shall appoint, such sum as the 
Collector shall direct on account 
of the cost (incl'!lding the pres-

(B) Whenever any chal'g£18 are due 
to Government undei' the Salt 
AC't III of 1088 oi' the rules 
passed theteunder, upon the 
licen11ee's salt, such salt shall 
not be removed fron the factory 
until the whole of such charges 
have been paid. (21) 

(C) The liconsee shall have the use 
of all platforms, reservoirs 
channels and other salt works 
belonging to Govt. and situated 
within the lii'J.lits of the factory 
subject to an annual payment 
of Rs. 5/· per acre on account 
of I'ent, in proportion to the 
size of each li"onsee's holding 
of the fo.ntory. , (27) 
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ribed pensionary and leave 
allowance contributions) of the 
guarding establishments main. 
tained by Government at such 
Salt Works or Salt Store: I . 

Provided that, if the salt works 
of two or more licensees are so 
situated that they can be effect· 
ively supervised by a single 
guarding establishment or if 
two or more licensees store their 
salt in a single salt store, one 
establishment only may ba em
ployed for the guarding of such 
Salt Works or Salt Store a11 the 
case may be, 1md the cost of such 
establishment shall be recovered 
from the several lii!ensees in 
·BU(h propol'tions as the Collec
tor may direct: 

Provided further that if, after 
the expil'y of the period .of a lic
ence it is ascertained that the 
aforesaid cost of the Govern
mart guarding establishments 
actually employed at, the Salt 
Works and Salt Store during the 
period of the currency of the 
licence, or the licensee's propor. 
tion of such cost, as the case 
may be has not exceeded five 
per centum to the revenue deri· 
ved by Government during 
such period from the levy of 
duty ou salt manufactured iu 

TBAVANCOBE 



VI. ENFORCEMENT AND CANCELLATION 

(A) The Collector may, after giving 
one month's notice, cancel the 
licence fol' any salt works at 
which no salt shall have been 
manufactured during the two 
manufacturing seasons last 
preceding. (!<'or Excise and 
Modified Excise systems only). 

(4) 

(B) In case of the li<:ensee failing to 
exercise due diligence in manu
facture or committfng any 
default (in the weighment of 
salt clause 12), the Collector 
maY' impose upon the licensee 

(A) The liceU:aee ahall make his own 
arrangements to acqUire pos
session of the grour.d on which 
he is permitted to manufacture 
salt, if the said ground is not 
already in his posseseion, and 
if salt is to be manufactured on 
the said l:tound for the first 
time, he shaD complete all preli
minary arrangements, in 
time to commence the manu
facture of salt within two 
years from the date of this. 
licence, failing which the licence 
will be recalled. (1) 

the licensee'll Sait Wot'ks And 
iBBued from the Salt Store • fol' 
consumption on payment of 
duty, the whole amount paid by 
the li<'ensee on account of the 
ooet of the guarding establish
ment as to aforesaid shall be 
refunded to him; and that, if it 
is ascertained that su<'h cost or 
proportion thereof hB& exceed· 
ed five per centum of such 
revenue, five per centum of 
such revenue shell he l'eturned. 

(24) 

(A} The licenSee sh!\IJ produce his 
license immediately for mspec
tion when called upon to do so 
by an officer not below the rank 
cf Inspect()r or by an officer 
deputed by such offieer for the 
purpose. [l (6)] 

(B) The manufacture of Bl'lt shall be 
allowed only at---in the 
distl'ict of • The 
licence eht lJ lapse if the manu-
facture of salt is not started 
by ••••• ' • (3) 
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a fine not exct'leding one-tenth of 
the toial J{u.divaram payable to him 
on the quanti tiPS to be manufactured 
by him, or su~pend the licence for 
such period as the Collector may 
think fit, Qr cmnC'el the ,liC'cmce one 
month after notice. (For Monopoly 
System only} (13) 

(C) The Collector mav canC'el' the 
licence granted to 1he licenAee if 

· thll licensee sh1~ll have boon 
convktRcl of nny offence tmder 
the Madras S;;lt · A"t, 1889 •. as 
'amended or may suspend or 
cancel. the liC'ence in· caRe of 
breach of t.he c<:nd·itions thereof. 

'(22)' 

(ri) whe~ever the lkence grant~d to 
the lieenRee ill suspended, the. Col
lector may grant a temporary 
licence for manufacture· m the 
linensee's salt works, or flood 
them with water, or take any 
other mea.~ure he ~a.y think fit 
to prevent injury to manufacture 
in neighhonring Kn.lt works or the 
Bpontunnollf! gonC~ration of Aalt. 

(23) 

(R) The li<·C~nsoo shall agrAo that, if 
thfl salt works or pnrt of the fan
torY iH dosnd in the mmuwr pro
vidnd i 1 tho A<·t, or if hi~ li<·ence 
is "anC'ellnd or f!t\Apondncl,alllmlt 
manufa.<·tured in hifl f!o~lt workH 
whid1 may them he in Ktore or 
a,ny other of his property whid1 

Boi\IBAY 

(B) If the whole or any portion of 
the land within the limits afore
said is taken up for a public 
purpose as defined in Act X of 
1870 (Repealed by Act I of 1894) 
the licensee shall not have any 
.claim to,cGJmpensation, for the 
consequent deprivation· of libel'· 
ty to manufacture. salt on . the 

· land so taken, up;'': , ". (6) 

(C)• The. . iic~nQ6: shai) .• ~ontinu~ .in 
'' foroe from-the., J':mrttil .tha.,,, 

'and. n.o ~onger,.•'l:mt· .. shaJ.l · be 
liable to. !le revoked . suspended 

' or' withdrawn at· ~>ny· time by 
·,ro.mpl'ltent. author~ty n.,der·any 
0flthe prqv:lsi~s .of Bombay Act 

··U•of 1890 or of, any other ena~t
'-men~ Polati!lg to.salt,·revenue at 
the time· boi11g in for.~e (.l2A) . 
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(C) The Collector may cancel the 
licenoe granted to the licensee if 
tho licensee shall have been 
convicted o( any offence under 
the Act., or may suspend or can
cel the licence in oase of breach 
of the oonditions thereof. (14) 

(D) The)ice~seEJ,agrees that if the· 
salt worl,s or pal.'t of the factory 
is closed in the manner provided 
in the Acl or if his li~once is 
cancelletl or suspended, all salt 
manufactured in his salt works 
which may then be in st:>re or 
any othet property of the licenoee 
which may then be' within the 
limits of the sl\lt faC'tory &hall be 
removed on payment of the 'duty 
payable oh such salt within: · six 
months of the date of llllC'h clos
ing dr Of the CRUC'ellation Or 
suspension· of liw•h lieeno<:>, for 
whi<'h purpose only thll Iicen<'e 
shall continue In forC'e; and if 
t.he licensPe shallft\il so to remo-

. ve stwh salt or property, it shall 
he forfeited to Qovt•rntuent and 
rliHposed of rs the Collector .JllllY 
thiqk tit. ( l.'i) ' ' 

TRAVANOORE 



til•lY then be within the limit !I of 
the' salt fartory shall be removed 
on paymont of the dut.y theri'Oil 
wit.hin six months of the date 
of surh closing or of the f•anrel
ment or suHpl'lnsion of su<'h 
licence, for which purpose only 
the licence sh,~ll continue in for<'e 
and if the lieenlloe shaH fail so 
1.0 remove the 1mh, it shall be 
forfeited to Government and 
disposed of al!l the Collector may 
think fi~. (26) 

(F) The licensee shall agree to 
observe and keop all further 
conditions for the continuing of 
his license which the Collector 
shall prescribe, and shall when 
ealled upon, deliver up his licence 
for ameudment or for the issue 
of a fresh licenee in accordance 
therewith. (33) 

VII. GENERAL 

(A) The licensee shall a~·ree to 
register his usual address in a 
register to be kept at the factory 
office and keep the Asstt. 
Inspector informed of all changes 
in the address. (24) 

(B) The licensee shall agree that '! 
whenever a notice has to be 
served upon the general body of 
thillicensees of the factory, the . 
exhibition thereof for not less 
than seventy-two consecutive 
hours on a prominent part of 
the factory office shall be a full 
and sufficient Bl!l'Vice of the same 
on the licensee. (25) 

(A) The licensee shall not use the 
land within the aforesaid. limits 
for any purpose unconnected 
with the manufacture and stora-
g~ of salt. .< 4) 

(B) The licensee 1lhall . not· w;thout' 
the written permission of ·the 
Collector sublet, sell, mortgag., or 
otherwise alienate, wholly or in 
part, the privilege granted by the 
licence ofmanfacturing salt on 
the land within the aforesaid 
limite. (5) 

(A) 

' (ii) 

(i) The faetory promiB''S shall 
be kept in good repa,ir to the 
satisf•liJtion of .tfte officer-in
charge of the ,Cirrle so as to 
affhrd full security for the 
Govt. reven~e [I Iii)] , 

'::.'he iicPnsee. shall maintain a 
daily regiflter showing the 
quant.ity of salt mhnufactured, 
sold, and removed from factory 
in the prescribed form. 

[l(iii}] 

I 
i 

t ,. 

· (A) The lic·ensoo shaH 'not employ 
as S~'~varats men against. whom 
frauds have boon provi;d , and 
if any fraudEj are proved on the 
par~, of th11 servant~! wit.h .his 
connivance ot privity., he shall 
.in addition to any penalty that 
may by lu.w be imposed on him' 
in that behalf also forfeit his 
pans,., , (14) 
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C) 

(i) All officers of the Salt Deptt. 
and all Gazetted Officers of other 
departments shall have free pas· 
sage over the works and be at 
liberty to ex'lmine the salt in 
store at a•oy time. 

(ii) 'I he licensee a•d hi13 servants 
3hall have ao"ess to the places : 
where salt may be manufact.u· 
red and stored ouly during 
lluch hours as the Collector 

(D) 

may fix: for the purpose. (:!8) 

The licensee shall agree not to 
have a'ly pecuniary dealings of 
any kind whatever with any of 
the officials of the Salt Depart-
ment. (30) 

rr any frauds are proved on the 
part of the lkensee or on the 
part of his servants with his 
connivance or privity, he shall, 
in addition to any penalty that 
may hy Jaw be imposed in that 
behalf, also forfeit his pans; and 
he shall not employ as 11ervants 
men against whom fraud!! h~y~ 
!->f:len proved (3l) 

BOMBAY 

·------··--·-

(C) The licensee •hall produee the 
license whenever called upon by 
an officer of the SF!t Depart-
ment. (8) 

(D) The word •licensee' &h'lll be 
deemed to include the licensee, 
his heirs, executors and adminis-
trators, (10) 

(E) The licensee shall aot in all res
pects in confonnity with the 
terms of the agreement exenuted 
by him under date., .. by virtue 
of which he is placed in posse· 
ssion of the pans. ( 1_1) 

N. B.-Additional conditions are 
inserted when the licensee is a 
lessee of Government 11 olt 
pans. 

(iii) 

ORISSA AND BENGAL 

Every diary, l'f'gister hook of 
accounts and the like connec
ted with the business of the 
licensed works shall at ·all 
time~~ be open to the hlspec
tion of an officer not below the 
rank of an Inspector or of any 
officer deputed by such officer 
for the purpose. (For Orissa 
& Bengal only). [l(vii)] 

(B) (i) The license3 shall employ a 
manager well versed in salt 
manufacture and Approved by 
the CoJieotor. (For OriRsa. & 
Bengal only) (4) 

(ii)A d•tplicate of the li:lence lost 
oJ' destroyed dming the period of 
its curJ'Pncy shall be obtainable 
on payment of the qua1·tor of 
the original licence fee. (For Ori-
ssa and Bengal only). (4) 

(C) The licensee shall not bear the 
eost of temporary qu"rters for 
the preventive staff. (5) 

(D) An appe11l shall lie from any 
order of the Superintendent to 
the Oolleotor from any order of 
the Collector and from any order 
of the Salt Department not being 
an order passed on second app
eal, to the Central Board of Re
venue. (For Orissa & Bengal 
only) (6) 

TRAVANCORE 

(B) The licenaee shall register his 
usual address in a register to 
be kept at the fllctory office and 
keep the officer in charge of the 
factory infonned ttf all chanaea 
in the aame. (15) 

(C) All officers of the Excise Depart
ment and all Gazetted Officer& 
of other departments shall bav• 
free passage over the works and 
be at liberty to examine the 
salt in store at any time. (16) 

(D) That the lioensee and his serva· 
nts shall have aoceRa to the plll4l· 
es where salt may be manufact· 
urAd and stored only betwet>n 
sunrise and sun<Jet or at other 
time with the previous sanction 
of the officer in c:.arge of the 
factory. . ( 1 7) 

(E) The lioensee shall not have 
peouniary dealings of any kind 
whatever with any officers of the 
Excise Department. (18) 

(F) The lioensee shall obey all lawful 
orders issued by the officer in 
charge of the factory relating to 
the manufactw·e and storage of 
11alt and to the general discipline 
or the fllA!tory subJect to appeal 
to higher authorit1ea. (24) 

(0) The licensee shall agree to ob· 
serve and keep all further condi· 
tiona fgr H~e poJltlnuiJl~ pf hit~ 



(F) The licensee shall obey all lawful 
orders issued by the officer in 
charge of the factory relating to 
tht> manufacture and storage of 
salt and to the general discipline 
of the factory subject to appeal 
to the higher authurities. (32\ 

(E) No appeal shall lie from any or. 
der passed by t.he Centra] Board 
of Revenue or from any order 
passed by the Salt Department 
or Collector on second appeal. 
(For Orissa & Bengal only). (7) 

(F) The licensee shall not daim 
from Govt. !'ompensat.ion for any 
loss or damage to stored or 
unstored salt belonging to him 
and living at the salt fa~>tory 
unle:lS it is proved that, such loss 
or damage 'was oaused by the wil· 
ful act or negleot of an officer of 
the Salt Department employecl 
at the factory. ·(13) 

(G) (i) All officers of the Salt Depart. 
ment and all Gazetted officers 
of other dtlpartments shall have 
free passage over the works 

and be at liberty to examine 
salt in store at any time. 

(ii} The licensee and his servants 
shall have access to the places 
where salt may be manufactu
red .and siored only . during 
such hours as the Collector 
may fix for the purpose. ( 17) 

licenl'e whiC'h the Excise Com· 
missioner shall prescribe, and shall 
when called upon, deliver up his 
licence for amendment or for the 
issue of a fresh licence in accord· 
anoe therewith. (25) 

(H) Whenever a notice has to be 
served upon the general body of 

'the lioen~:~ees of the fnctory, the 
exhibit-ion of the notice for not 
less than seventy-t-wo hours on a 
prominent part of the faot.ory 
office shall be a full and sufficient 
Storvioe of the notiee on the JiC'en· 
sees. (26) 

(J) The lioenRee shall report to 
Government, within a mouth 
from the date thereof, every case 
of alienat.ion or tran11fer of salt 
pans and no such alienation or 
transfer shall be valid as regards 
the Government unless ratified 
by Government. These restric· 
tions do not apply to hypotheca-
tions. (34) 

(K) If the Government deem it 
necessary to acquire any other 
lands, premises or structures 
adjoining t.he factor7 for its exten
SiOn, the licensee shall purchas!l 
such lands himself or t-he Govern
ment will acquire the same and 
the Jicenl!ee shall pay the cost 
thereof and also as 'lSSess
ment at tba rate of (six) 
annl\8 per acre per year. The 
cost and the 1\Ssessment to be 
paid by the licensee shall be in 
the proportion the size of his 
holding bears to the total area 
of the holdings of all the 
licensees together. (35) 
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ORISSA AND BENGAL 

(H) (i) Except with the written I (L) The licensee shall not use 
consent of Government, the the factory· for any pw·pose other 
licensee shall not assign underlet 1 than salt m'anufa.cture 11xcept ·with 
or part with the possession of the · the previous sanction of the Gov
lands in which he has been allowed ernmeut. (37) 
to manufacture salt or any portion 
thereof and shall not transfer by (M) That the licensee shall sign 
sale, mortgage, gift or lease or and delive1• to the Excise Commie
otherwise, the power hereby granted sioner or to' any other · officer .em
to him, . Nor shall the licensee take powered byr him in that behalf, ·a 
any partner or partners into the much-ilika · ·· ·or engagement . to 
,business carried on by him w1der observe the above stated conditions 
the licence, except with the previous of his · licenQe in., a ·. form, 
sanction . ,of the , Commissioner of which are not inconsistent with the 
Excise and Salt. (11!) · Act of these 1 rules and which 

shall be prescribed. .. by the ·Excise 
Commissioner aud .which shall be as 

(ii) Th~ lic~nsoe shall work the 
factory di1ectly undur. his super
vision and shall provide supervisors 
capable of tiDdljrstanding and carry
il;lg out such methods of manufacture 
at~ may be prescribed by the Collec
tor for production of salt of good 
quality. [18 (c)] 

(J) The lic~usuo shall not · ha.vo 
any pecuniary . doa\ipgs With any 
of the officials of the Salt D,epart-. 
ment. (19) 

(}{) If any frauds are provod ou. 
the part. of the licensoe . or on the. 
part of his.s .. rvaut with his couui
vamce or privity, h~ shall i11 addi-

nearly as may be a oounterpa1 t of 
his license. . . (38) · · 

(N) The co-owners of. ai1y salt . 
factory wo1·ked under a joint licence 
issued in name of all the co-owners 
of that factory shall be bound to 
appoint a. common agent •to work · 
their factory, such agent being se
lected and duly authorised by all the 
co-owners. In case of disagreement 
between the various co-owners 
in the selec,tion or appointm~tnt · ()f 
such an agent, however, . the .. De
partment will. accept and recog
nise as tlw common agent of all the 
C'o.-owners any .person .selected and 
duly a'ul.horised by a majority of co
owners who have a ·clear majority 
according to. the interest they have 
in the factory &nd such agent. shall 
bu tJqul4lly responllible to. all the co• ' 
owners of the faotory concerned. (39) 
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I 
tion to any ponalty that may by 
law bo imposed in that behalf also 
forfeit his pans and he shall not 
employ as servants men against 

I whom frauds have been proved. (20) 

(L) The licensee shall obey all 
lawful orders issued by the Works 
Ofiicer and Store Ofiicer relating to 
the manufacture and storage of 
salt and to the general discipline of 
the factoty subJct to appeal to the .I 
higher authorit1es. (21) 

(M) The licensee agrees to 
observe and keep all further condi
tions for the con~inuing of his. licence 
which the Collector shall prescribe 
and.)lhaU when called upon deliver 
up his licence for amendment or for 
the iiit!ue of a fresh licence in accor· 
dance therewith. (22) 

(N) The licence shall be subject 
l:o such further conditions as the 
Collector may from time to time 
prescribe for the protection of .tlie 
Government revenue. (26) 

(P) Any wilful breach of the 
conditions of his licence by the 
licensee or by his servants 
with his cenniva.nce and 
privity, or by his heirs, administra· 
tors may cause suspension of the 
licence at the discret10n of the Col· 
lector in addition to any penalty 
which may by law be impose!l for 
such breach. (27) 



APPENDIX 'F' 

,PRESS NOTE 

Policy to atep up &alt production 

Small &cale manufacture not nbject to liceming 

The Government of India are formulating comprehensive measures. to step up indigenoua. 
]Jroduction of salt so that India attains complete self-sufticiency in this vital commodity 
in as short a time as possible. Details cf the Government plan including a licensing system 
for large scale manufacturers and measures to encourage production by cooperative societies. 
will be released to the Press shortly. 

2. Meanwhile Government.. -{:Onsider that. the first instalment of the· plan should be made
public immediately so that small scale manufacturers may take full advantage of the 
current salt season. 

3. Henceforth individMls or groups may freely produce salt in any land to which they
have lawful access for this purpose and by whatever process they desire, i.e. eonstroction 
of pans and sobr evaporation or boiling of brine or scraping or excavation of saline earth 
or natural formations of salt provided that the total area of land covered by the salt works 
set up by any individual or group is not more than 10 acres. No licences are needed and 
no applications for licence need be sent to any Government authority in such cases. The
provisions of the Central Excise and Salt Act, 1944, will not stand in the way of the 
right of the small scale manufacturer mentioned above. 

4. It will be appreciated that Government's new policy ia greatly in advance of the conces
sion which was given as a result of the Gandhi-Irwin Pact in 1931 to villagers. At that time
the Government of India merely permitted mamffacture and collection of salt by local resi
dents in villages inm.ediately adjoining areas where salt could be collected or made. Even 
this small concession was hedged in with restrictions. 'fhe salt. produced could not be sold 
for purposes of trade outside the villages nor could it be carried except on foot. Under 
Government's new policy salt produced in units covering not more than 10 acres will not b& 
subject to any restrictions by way of storage, transport and sale. 

5. As, howevor, salt has an mtimate bearing on human health, Government attach con
siderable im110rtance to the quality of the salt produced by small scale manufacturers without 
1kence. While the high quality of salt produced by large-scale factories will automatically 
set a standard inviting emulation by small scale manufacturers, Government reserve th& 
right to take suitable preventive .measures against the sale of unwholesome salt for human. 
consumption. 
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APPENDIX 'G' 

LIST OF SALT ASSOCIATIONS 

MADRAS 
1. The Madras Provincial Salt Industrialists Association, 82, Govindappa N aick Street, 

Madras. 
2. The Madras Salt Merchants and Manufacturers Association, 56, Govindappa Na.ick 

Street, Madras. 
3. The Naupada Group Salt Licensees Association Ltd., Naupada. 

4. The N ellore District Salt Manufacturers and Licensees Association, .Stonehousepet, 
Nellore. 

5. The Salt Merchants & Licensees .Aesocia.tion, :Vedaranyam. 
6. The Tuticorin Salt Manufacturers & Merchants Association, Tuticorin. 
7. The Cheyur Salt Licensees Association, Cheyur. 

BOMBAY 

1. Indian Salt Manufacturers Association, Cfo. Tata Chemicals, Bombay House, Bruce 
Street, Bombay. · 

2. The Bombay Salt Merchants & Shillotries Associ'l.tion, 583, Chira Bazar, Bombay. 
3. The Uran Salt Merchants and Shillotries Syndicate, Uran, (District Colaba). 
4. The Nagarbail Saza Sanika.tta Salt Owners' Association Ltd., Sanikatta., District North 

Kanara.. 

WEST BENGA~ 

1. Calcutta Salt Association Ltd., New Custom House, Calcutta. 
2. Calcutta. Salt Merchants Associatio;, 5, Garstin Place, Calcutta. 

TRA VAN CO HE COCHIN 
1. The South Travancore Salt Development Association, Nagarcoil. 
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